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PREFACE

At the age of eighteen, I read the book of Job for the first time from

prologue to epilogue. Recovering from serious illness and from surgery, I

was faced with the news of an unexpected medical complication that

was, once again, possibly life-threatening. The relative optimism and

peace of mind with which I had struggled through the previous months of

illness, made way for despair and revolt. In those circumstances, I found

a travelling companion in Job. Reading his book got me through the

darkest days, along with Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia and Brahms'

chamber music, not to speak of my family, of course.

Little did I know that I would start studying Hebrew a few months later,

and even less that I would, one day, present a doctoral dissertation on

that same book of Job. Doing so today cannot but fill me with a sirong
sense of gratitude, not only for the sheer fact of still being around, but
also for the long period of training which I have been able to enjoy, and

which now draws to a close, at least formally.
For that reason, a few words of thanks are in place. First of all, I would
]ike to thank my home institution, the Tilburg Faculty ofTheology - soon

to be known as the Faculty of Theology of the University of Tilburg - for
making possible the research laid down in the present volume. It is a
blessing to be living in a society actually paying people to study. Special
thanks are due to Prof. dr. Ellen van Wolde, my doctoral supervisor, not
only for inviting me to do research on the book of Job, one of her own
fields of specialisation, but also for her constant inspiration. Her

enthusiasm in doing research and her permanent desire to push biblical
studies beyond its traditional horizons are contagious indeed. It has been

- and continues to be - a great joy and a true pleasure to work with her.

My other present and former colleagues of the Departments of Old and
New Testament (prof.dr. Wim Weren, dr. Huub van de Sandt, lic. Didier

Vandersnickt, dr. Albert Kamp, dr. Door Brouns, dr. Yvonne van de

Akker, drs. Max van de Wiel, dr. Jiirgen Zangenberg) are to be thanked

for the stimulating working environment and for the interest they took in

the progress of my work.
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I would like to thank one colleague in particular, my collega proximus
dr. Ron Pirson. During the years of preparation of the present work, our
frequent conversations, at lunch and elsewhere, about biblical studies and
many other subjects, always were truly enjoyable moments and one of
the reasons I quickly felt at home at the Tilburg faculty. His sense of
humour and his mild aversion of academic bustling often helped me to
see things in correct perspective, while his interest and support have been
extraordinary throughout these years, and they continue to be so, in spite
of the difficult times he is going through.
I have been able to discuss many issues of the present work with a large
number of colleagues, friends and students, whom I would like to thank
here. Special thanks are due to Prof.dr. Saskia Wendel and Prof.dr.dr. Jan
Joosten for their comments on parts of the earlier version of this book.
If the present work could be finished, it is for a very large part thanks to
the love and support of my wife Sylvie and our children Anna, Michaël
and Ruth, more than words can say. Knowing already what it meant to be
married to someone writing a dissertation, she nevertheless
wholeheartedly supported my decision to engage in the present project.
More importantly, however, she is to be thanked for the past ten years of
marriage, and for the haven of love and peace that is our home. Our
children took great interest in their dad writing a book, counted the books
with the title "Job" lying about on my desk, and took earlier drafts of this
book to a higher level with their drawings. Above all, however, their
presence and affection reminded me time and again that there is more in
life than dissertations.
Finally, I thank the One who should not be blamed when things go
wrong, if I understood the book of Job correctly, but who can be thanked
for all that is given.
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INTRODUCTION

These are interesting times for linguists. Both in the field of syntax and
in the field of semantics, the last decades have witnessed the rise of new
paradigms in which meaning plays a central role, and in which the
relation with human communication and cognition is explicitly

addressed. Because of this explicit linguistic interest in questions of
meaning, these are interesting times for exegetes, too. The new insights
in the meaning and functioning of linguistic phenomena open

perspectives for a renewed and deepened understanding of the meaning
of texts.
The purpose of this study is to apply the insights of two recent - and

complementary, as we will see - methods of linguistic description, viz.

functional grammar and cognitive semantics, to the study of Biblical

Hebrew, with a specific focus on three chapters in the book of Job, viz.,

Job 12-14. As a result, the present work has a double objective: on the

one hand, it aims at advancing and refining the application of two recent
linguistic methods to the study of Biblical Hebrew, while, on the other

hand, it seeks to provide a deepened understanding of the meaning of Job

12-14, with the help of the above-mentioned methods.
Job 12-14 is not exactly the part of the book of Job that enjoys most

attention, nor from Bible readers, nor from professional exegetes. For

one thing, it lies buried in the middle of the dialogues between Job and

his friends, which most readers tend to pass over, after the dramatic start

of the book. In the discussion between Job and the friends, not much
seems to happen; indeed, it is not before God enters the scene at the end
of the book that any major development in the plot occurs. Exegetes

describe the dialogues as showing hardly any thematic progression, and
actually as hardly dialogues at all, since the different interlocutors seem
to talk at cross-purposes.~

~ voN RAD, G., Weisheit in Israel, Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag,
1970, p. 271: "Die Reden wiederholen sich und bewegen sich gewissermal3en nur
kreisend vorwu-ts."; WHYBRAY, R. N., The Intellectual Tradition in the Old
Testament (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 135),
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Yet, the dialogues deserve better. After all, they constitute by far the
largest part of the book; arguably, then, a good understanding of the book
is impossible without being thoroughly acquainted with the dialogues.
Within the conversation between Job and the friends, Job 12-14 stands
out by its length and its position: not only is it Job's longest discourse
(after Job's final monologue in 29-31), it is also Job's first answer after
having heard each one of his three friends.2 Moreover, this prominence in
position and length seems to reflect the thematic importance of the
chapters in the book. Nowhere else in the dialogues, Job opposes his own
attitude and conduct so explicitly to that of the friends. On the other
hand, as Clines remarks, Job's speeches reach a climax in 12-14, since it
is in those chapters that he formally summons God to court, after having
toyed with that idea in his preceding speeches.3 Both in his relationship
with God, and in that with the friends, the chapters thus seem to play an
important role. The two relationships can be regarded as central to the
book's thematic development: on the one hand, as von Rad has stated,
God's credibility as a relational partner is what is really at stake for Job
in the book.4 On the other hand, the problem of the credibility of God is
elaborated in the growingly inimical confrontation between Job and his

Berlin - New York, Walter de Gruyter, 1974, p. 65: "Moreover, the `dialogue'
in Job is not really a disputation at aIL [...] There is little attempt by the speakers
to seize upon points made by those who have preceded them, and there is little
development of thought as the book proceeds [...]."; FottRER, G., Dialog und
Kommunikation im Buche Hiob, in ID. (ed.), Studien zum Buche Hiob (1956-
1979) (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 159),
BerlinlNew York, Walter de Gruyter, ] 983, pp. 135-146, here p. 135: "[...] in der
weit ausholenden Auseinandersetzung Hiobs mit seinen Freunden und sodann
mit Gott, die nur immer sich wiederholende Gedanken zu erhalten scheint".
2 CLUVes, D. J. A., Job 1-20 (Word Biblical Commentary, 17), Dallas (TX), Word
Books, 1989, p. 285.
3 Ibid., p. 377: "His previous speeches had built up to a climax in chaps. 12-14,
where he had formally summoned God [...]. From that point on, Job has nothing
novel to say, and essentially waits for God's reply. The rest of Job's speeches
[...] fill out many themes already adumbrated in the earlier speeches, but they
make no further logical or dramatic developments of importance."
4 VON RAD, Weisheit in Israe[, p. 286: "Es ging also vor allem andern um die
Glaubwurdigkeit Gottes. Um das Jahwe pro me eiferte er so maBlos. Nicht, wie
man oft gesagt hat, das Leiden, sondern Gott ist aufs ~uBerste problematisch
geworden."
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friends. The reader willing to engage in the reflection about the
relationship between God and Job, is thus inevitably compelled to take
position in this confrontation between Job and his friends. Moreover, at
the end of the book (42:7), also God makes a judgment on Job and his
friends. Chapters 12-14, explicitly opposing Job and his friends, and
formally marking a decisive step in the relationship between Job and
God, hence arguably play an important role in the book of Job as a
whole, and therefore, qualify well as a limited, yet relevant piece of text,
on which to apply the linguistic analysis proposed in the present work.
The double objective of this study, viz. the application and refinement of
linguistic methodology, and the interpretation of some key chapters in a
biblical book, has both advantages and drawbacks. Besides the
theoretical problems of inerging linguistics and exegesis, which will be
dealt with extensively in the following chapter, the present approach
suffers the practical disadvantage of leaving insufficient room to treat the
different linguistic difficulties encountered in the text thoroughly. In
linguistic studies, it is common ( and sound) practice to isolate a
particular problem and to analyse it exhaustively in a sufficiently large
text corpus. The present study takes a different approach in starting from
a clearly delimited textual corpus, and studying how the consequent
application of a(recent) linguistic methodology lays bare its meaning.
The number of linguistic problems might thus be larger than in a typical
linguistic study, leaving less room to give them a sufficient in-depth
treatment. For that reason, our study will contain quite a few suggestions
for further analysis.
This weakness is, at the same time, the present study's strength, in my
opinion. In the first place, it shows how the application of linguistic
insights which are often based on individual cases without context, can
be made fruitful for the interpretation of a longer portion of running text.
At the same time, the systematic description of a running text can lay
bare the lacunae of a linguistic method, in that it is obliged to address all
the problems which the text poses, also those that have not been treated
before, and those which seem to run counter to the explanatory
framework. In this way, a text-based analysis as the present one, is
important for the advancement of linguistic theory.



CHAP'TER 1

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES: LWGUISTICS AND HERMENEUTICS

As noted in the introduction above, the aim of the present inquiry is to
provide a linguistic analysis of Job's third reply to his friends (Job 12-
14), as a contribution to a better understanding of the pericope's
meaníng. However simple this proposal may be, it raises a fair amount of
methodological questions.
The most serious objection one could arguably raise against such a
proposal is that linguistics and the exegetical act of searching for
meaning are "independent activities that do not profit from being

merged,"5 as Michael O'Connor has recently stressed. O'Connor's
strongest argument in support of this separation is that ]inguistics is a

science whereas biblical exegesis - as a speciiic form of the reading act -
is not. This entails that linguistics should aim at verifiable and falsifiable
generalisations and at objectivity, whereas exegesis is directed to the

subjective interpretation of the unique expression of the text.
The awareness of the tension between an objectifying (linguistic)
analysis of a text and its subjective interpretation is not new. It has been

one of the central issues in philosophical hermeneutics ever since the
inception of the latter discipline. If in the following inquiry, I wish to
spell out a linguistic analysis which is not only fruitful but even

indispensable to the hermeneutical process of text interpretation, while at
the same time taking the separation of linguistics and exegesis seriously,
it stands to reason to start this study with an investigation of the way in

which the relation between the two disciplines has been understood in

philosophical hermeneutics. It is to this question that I will turn in the

5 O'CorrNOR, M., Discourse Linguistics and the Study of Biblical Hebrew, in A.
LEiantRE (ed.), Congress Volume 2001 (Vetus Testamentum. Supplements, 92),
Leiden, Brill, 2002, pp. 17-42, here p. 38.
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following pages, in which I will mainly engage in a dialogue with
today's most prominent proponent of hermeneutics, viz. Paul Ricoeur.
Once the possibility, and even the necessity of a complementary
application of both linguistics and exegesis to a text is established, a
second question with regard to the present research proposa] naturally
arises, viz., the question which specific kind of linguistic analysis lends
itself the best to contributing to the hermeneutical process of
interpretation. It will be clear that, from among the multitude of existing
linguistic approaches, one should be chosen whose methodological
assumptions are in keeping with the specificity of the hermeneutical
process. In contrast to Ricaeur's proposal, it will be suggested that a
functionally oriented linguistic approach is to be preferred, more in
particular, an approach that combines the insights of Functional
Grammar and of Cognitive Linguistics. In the second section of this
chapter, the basic methodological tenets of these currents will be
introduced. It will be argued that these two distinct approaches can
rightfully be considered as complementary and can be integrated into one
consistent analytic tool with which to study a text's meaning. In the third
and last section, a case will be made for the integration of the
functionalist-cognitive approach in the hermeneutical process.

I. LINGUISTICS AND HERMENEUTICS: SEPARATION AND COMPLEMENTARITY

The relation between a linguistic and an interpretative approach to texts
has been one of the core issues in philosophical hermeneutics ever since
its inception with the work of Friedrich Schleiermacher. In the first
section, it will be explored how this relation has been assessed by the
different protagonists of philosophical hermeneutics. For this
exploration, the work of the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur (1913-
2005) will serve as our guideline. Not only is he the most prominent
representative of the philosophical hermeneutics of the last decades, he
also placed the relation between the two approaches to texts at the heart
of his hermeneutical research and formulated a new proposal of how this
relation should be regarded. Moreover, Ricoeur, at many occasions, dealt
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with the specific field of biblical hermeneutics, as the extensive primary
and secondary bibliography in the recent anthology L'herméneutique
biblique demonstrates.b
In one of his articles, Rícoeur describes his own hermeneutical project as
the "elaboration of the hermeneutical problem in a way that would be
fruitful for the dialogue between hermeneutics and the semiological and
exegetical disciplines".~ In order to evaluate and appreciate the
innovation this project introduced in hermeneutics, one should
understand the background against which Ricceur developed his
proposal. In the following, I present Ricceur's own reading of the
development of hermeneutical thought as he expounded it in a number of
publications that are mentioned in the following footnotes.
Since the rise of the modern systematic and critical reflection on the
phenomenon of interpretation, known as hermeneutics, two approaches
to texts have been opposed, one directed to the objective explanation of
the linguistic phenomena of the text, another directed at the
comprehension of the intended meaning of the text.g This opposition was
explicitly formulated for the first time by Friedrich Schleiermacher
(1768-1834), who discerned a"grammatical" from a"technical"9 text
interpretation.~o In his view, the former interpretation is directed to the

6 Rtca:uR, P. and F.-X. AMxEtzoT, L'herméneutique biblique (La nuit surveillée),
Paris, Cerf, 2001, pp. 345-365.
~ Rlc~uR, P., La fonction herméneutique de la distanciation, in P. Rtca:utt (ed.),
Du texte à 1 áction. Essais d'herméneutique, II (Esprit), Paris, Seuil, 1986, pp.
]01-117, here p. l01 (- Rtc~utt, P., La fonction herméneutique de la
distanciation, in G. Routt.[.Etz (ed.), Exegesis. Problèmes de méthode et ezercices
de lecture, Neuchátel, Delachaux et Niestlé, 1975, pp. 201-215).
S For a good summary of this opposition, see RtC~utt, P., Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?
Expliquer et comprendre, in P. RtCa:UR (ed.), Du texte à 1'action. Essais
d'herméneutique, II (Esprit), Paris, Seuil, 1986, pp. 137-159, here p. l37
(-Rtc~uR, P., Qu'est-ce qu'un texte? Expliquer et comprendre, in R. BuBNEx
(ed.), Hermeneutik und Dialektik, Tiibingen, Mohr Siebeck, 1970, pp. 181-200).
9 By "technical" Schleiermacher understands what we would call now
"psychological", the term being used in its older sense of `being related to the
technè, the art, the Kunst' of an author.
~o Ricoeur elaborated on the views of Schleiermacher in the first of his famous
cycle of three lectures on hermeneutics. See: Rtc~uR, P., La tdche de
1'herméneutique: en venant de Schleiermacher et de Dilthey, in P. Rtc~ux (ed.),
Du texte à 1'action. Essais d'herméneutique, II (Esprit), Paris, Seuil, 1986, pp. 75-
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common features of the language in which the text is written, whereas
the latter is concerned with the individual subjectivity and the thought
processes of the author that produce the linguistic expressions under
investigation. In keeping with the basic romanticist tenets of his time, the
German philosopher considered the former, objective way of interpreting
to have a merely negative function in the interpretational process, viz., as
plotting the limits within which comprehension can take place. The
positive pole of the hermeneutical process lies in the "technical"
interpretation, in which the reader reaches the author's individual
thoughts as they are laid down in the text.
A similar approach to the interpretation of texts was formulated by
Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911). It should be remembered that Dilthey
aimed at providing the human sciences - or better: the
Geisteswissenschaften - with a methodology and an epistemology that
would guarantee its scientific quality, in the same way as the positivist
methodology did for the natural sciences. For that reason, he introduced
his now classic opposition of the two kinds of scientific reasoning, viz.,
Erkldren and Verstehen, which, according to him, marks the difference
between the natural sciences and the human sciences, respectively. In the
natural sciences, one always remains at an objective distance with regard
to the research object, not by choice, but by the simple fact that one can
only reach the phenomenal emanations of the natural things and not the
things themselves. The appropriate methodology to deal with these
natural phenomena is that of external, causal explanation (Erkldren). The
human sciences, on the other hand, deal with the inner experiences of
fellow men, which the human interpreter can truly understand
(Verstehen) because he or she possesses the same kind of interiority. In
the Geisteswissenschaften, then, one does not aim at providing external
causal explanations, but at transposing oneself to the unique mental life
of others.~~ It is important to note, however, that for Dilthey one only has

] 00, here pp. 78-81 (- RtC~ua, P., La táche de l'herméneutique, in G. Rou[tt.Ett
(ed.), Ezegesis. Problèmes de méthode et exercices de lecture, Neuchátel,
Delachaux et Niestlé, 1975, pp. 179-200).
~~ See RiC~ux, Táche de 1'herméneutique, pp. 81ff., and R1CmuR, P.,
Interpretation Theory. Discourse and the Surplus of Meaning, Forth Worth,
Texas Christian University Press, 1976, pp. 71ff.
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access to the mental life of others through the mediation of the structured
forms, which are the deposited sediments of this mental life. Since it is in
writing that mental life receives its full expression,~2 understanding this
life takes the form of the - one could say: linguistic - interpretation of its
written expressions, which will enable the interpreter to reproduce
(Nachbilden) the mental life of the author. By this mediation through the
written expressions, interpretation is safeguarded from subjectivism and
constitutes the scientific stage in the act of understanding. Like
Schleiermacher, Dilthey thus discerns two layers in the understanding of
the human sciences, one directed at the philological interpretation of
written expressions, and one more fundamentally oriented at the
understanding of the author's inner dispositions.
Ricaeur's appreciation for Dilthey's work is double: on the one hand, he
acknowledges the fact that the German philosopher was fully aware of
the central point of the hermeneutical problem, viz., that "life can only
understand life through the mediation of ineaning units that surpass the
flow of history".13 On the other hand, however, Ricceur criticises the
psychological foundation of Dilthey's hermeneutics: even if the mental
life of the author is only accessible through the interpretation of its
expressions, the ultimate justification of hermeneutics lies in the fact that
people are able to understand each other, mind to mind, Dilthey argues.
According to Ricoeur, this leads to the central aporia of hermeneutics,
viz., that the understanding of a text is placed under the rule of the
understanding of the other who expresses himself in it, while it is only by
mediation of the text ítself that this other can be understood.
It is this aporia that Ricoeur will try to solve in his own hermeneutical
project, incorporating in truly Ricaeurian fashion, as we will see,
linguistic analysis and interpretation proper. His hermeneutics will, in

~Z See DILTHEY, W., Aufbau der geschichtlichen Welt in den
Geisteswissenschaften (Gesammelte Schriften, VII), Leipzig, Teubner, 1927,
p. 217.
13 Rtc~uR, Táche de 1'herméneutique, p. 87: "Il reste pourtant que Dilthey a
parfaitement aper~u le naeud central du problème: à savoir que la vie ne saisit la
vie que par la médiation des unités de sens qui s'élèvent au-dessus du flux
historique. Dilthey a aper~u ici un mode de dépassement de la finitude sans
survol, sans savoir absolu, qui est proprement 1'interprétation."
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turn, provide the methodological underpinnings for my own endeavour to
formulate a linguistic approach that is suitable for interpretational
purposes, the possibility and desirability of which was questioned by
Michael O'Connor, as was mentioned above.

In order to understand Ricoeur's hermeneutical project, it is necessary to
see how he read and built upon the work of the two other primary
proponents of philosophical hermeneutics in the twentieth century, viz.
Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) and Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-2002).
These two authors moved away from the study of hermeneutics as a form
of epistemology of the human sciences, and turned, instead, to an
analysis of the ontological presuppositions of hermeneutics itself. The
question to be asked, then, is no longer: "How do human beings
understand?", but rather: "What is the mode of being of that being that
exists only in understanding?"'4 Central to Ricoeur's hermeneutics is
Heidegger's contention that [he ontological presupposition for
understanding is not situated in the being-with other subjects (Mitsein),
but in the being-in the world.15 Hermeneutics does not originate, then, in
the intersubjectivity based on the interiority that the author and the reader
share, as was the case in Dilthey's hermeneutical project. It is the fact of
finding ourselves in the world that urges us to comprehend and
understand. Put more simply, the reason why we - constantly - desire to
interpret, does not lie in the fact that we live together with fellow human
beings with whom we sltare an inner, mental life. We do so because we
find ourselves in the world, of which we want to make sense.
Comprehension's iirst aim is, then, to situate ourselves in the world and
to apprehend a possibility of being.1ó Ricoeur concedes that Heidegger's
philosophy in Sein und Zeit is not primarily concerned with language and
with the interpretation of discourse or texts. Moreover, Heidegger

14 Ibid., p. 88: "quel est le mode d'être de cet être qui n'existe qu'en
comprenant?"
15 See Ibid., pp. 88-95 for Ricceur's reading of Heidegger.
'6 RtcmuR, Interpretation Theory, p. 37: "In this sense, Heidegger rightly says, in
his analysis of Verstehen in Being and Time, that what we understand first in
discourse is not another person, but a`project', that is, the outline of a new way
of being in the world."
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himself did not make the way back from the ontological presuppositions
of hermeneutics to its epistemological modalities, Ricoeur concludes.
Yet, he underlines that Heidegger's ontological turn in hermeneutics has
important methodological consequences for the interpretation of texts,~~
and for the interpretation theory which Ricoeur himself will develop.
For his hermeneutics, Ricoeur will need the - be it negative - return from
ontology to the epistemological problems of understanding proposed by
Gadamer. This former student of Heidegger, sees an irreconcilable
opposition between the alienating distanciation (Vetfremdung) that is the
methodological requirement of any "objective" understanding in the
human sciences on the one hand, and the ontological relation of
belonging to the world (Zugeh~rigkeit) that is the a priori condition of all
hermeneusis, on the other. It is in our pre-reflective belonging to the
world, that we project our (pre-) understanding of the world in which we
try to situate ourselves. With the reflective awareness that we are
strongly determined and limited by our tradition and history18 - which
Gadamer describes as wirkungsgeschichtliches Bewusstsein - also the
awareness will grow of an alienating distance with regard to that history
and its texts. This alienating distance destroys the initial relation of
belonging, and thus the possibility of a form of understanding which
produces truth for the beholder.19 For this reason, Gadamer pleads to
overcome this objectivist distanciation, and to regard the unders[anding
of texts as the fusion of the perspective of the reader with that of the text
(Horizontverschmelzung), a procedure that respects the distance between
reader and text,20 without abolishing the reader's relation of belonging to
the history of which the text is part. While for O'Connor, with whom I

~~ Rtc~tltz, Táche de !'herméneutique, pp. 93f. including the quotes from
Heidegger on the same pages.
1e As Ricoeur summarises: "L'histoire me précède et devance ma réflexion;
j'appartiens à 1'histoire avant de m'appartenir." (Ibid., p. 98).
19 This opposition between methodological distanciation and the quest for
relevance and truth is reflected in the title of Gadamer's main publication, viz.,
Wahrheit und Methode (Truth and Method).
Zo Rtcmurt, La tdche de !'herméneutique, p. 99 elucidates this as follows: "Nous
devons à Gadamer cette idée très féconde que la communication à distance se fait
à la faveur de la fusion de leurs horizons, c'est-à-dire du recoupement de leurs
visées sur le lointain e[ sur l'ouvert."
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opened this chapter, the integration of an objectifying (linguistic)
analysis could not be integrated with an exegetical (i.e. hermeneutical)
approach because of the scientific character of the former which the latter
lacks, Gadamer rejects the possibility of this integration for the opposite
reason: an objectifying approach destroys the ontological presuppositions
of understanding, and therefore is counterproductive to real
understanding.
While Ricoeur has great appreciation for Gadamer's ideas on the
ontological foundation of hermeneutics and on the epistemological
problem of distanciation,21 he refuses the strong opposition between
Verfremdung and Zugeh~rigkeit, and proposes to overcome it. His
guiding question, which is also mine in this section, is:

How is it possible to introduce a critical instance in the awareness of
belonging, which is explicitly defined by the refusal of distanciation?zZ

In other words: how is it possible to integrate an objective, linguistic
analysis of the text in the hermeneutical process, which, ultimately, does
not aim at objectifying analysis but at an understanding which proposes a
way of being. In order to answer this question, Ricoeur develops a most
interesting phenomenology of writing and of texts.23 The French
philosopher does so because, in his view, a correct understanding of what
texts are will reveal which methods are appropriate for interpreting them.
It would lead us too far to completely describe the author's line of
reasoning here;24 the discussion will, therefore, be limited to the central
elements in his argument.

Z' As is demonstrated by the article written in honour of Gadamer: Rtc~utt,
Fonction herméneutique.
22 Ric~ux, Táche de l'herméneutique, p. 99: "comment est-il possible
d'introduire une instance critique quelconque dans une conscience
d'appartenance expressément définie par le refus de la distanciation? [original
italics omitted]"
23 See notably the first two chapters of his Interpretation Theory, entitled
"Language as Discourse" and "Speaking and Writing", the ideas of which were
already introduced in his 1975 article La fonction herméneutique, and, of course,
his famous article Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?
Z4 For example, I will not directly deal with the way in which Ricceur relates the
Saussurian dialectical pairs of langue and parole, or of événement and
signification to the present discussion.
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Ricceur's central thesis is that texts are by and of themselves
chazacterised by distanciation. What is more, texts are the paradigms par
excellence of communication in and by distance. Even though all
discourse entails a certain degree of distanciation, viz., by the separation
of [hings and signs (what one says does not coincide with the things
spoken about), written texts take this distanciation to a more fundamental
level because of the sheer fact that they are written. In writing, a number
of discourse chazacteristics are fundamentally altered: apart from the
obvious fact that written words are better preserved than spoken ones
(verba volent, scripta manent) and hence acquire a higher degree of
efficacy, writing defers and even abolishes the dialogue between author
and reader and causes an upheaval of the relation between language and
the world, Ricoeur argues.z5 In its simplest formulation, discourse is
someone saying something about something to someone. In writing, the
relation between the speaker and addressee is torn apart, both spatially
and temporally, but also the direct referential relation with the world
spoken about is destroyed. Since it is by virtue of this referential relation
that the original distanciation between signs and things, characteristic of
all discourse, is compensated, distanciation and loss of primary reference
is a fundamental feature of texts.
A second crucial characteristic of texts is, according to Ricoeur's
analysis, the fact that they are structured: as a work or ceuvre, i.e. that
each text has a composed or constructed form.2ó This form is finished
and closed on itself, and constitutes the ultimate level, higher than that of
individual sentences, to which the comprehension should relate. Each
text has clearly distinguishable structural traits: it can be divided in
different structural units arranged in a well-considered order.
These two traits of texts, viz., distanciation and structure, will form the
point of departure for Ricoeur's proposed hermeneutic procedure. First of
all, it will be clear that by virtue of their distanciation, texts become
autonomous from their authors and transcend the psycho-sociological

~ R1Ca:UR, Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?, pp. 137-142.
~ See R1C~utt, Fonction herméneutique, pp. 107-110: Le discours comme ~uvre.
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conditions of their production.27 Interpreting texts, therefore, cannot
possibly entail the Diltheyan sich gleichsetzen with the author's
intentions or the reconstruction of the primary meaning in its original
historical context, Ricoeur argues. The only object of interpretation to
which one has access, is the text itself. This does not mean, however, that
Ricoeur proposes to reduce the interpretation of the text to a
disentanglement of its structures.Zg What needs to be interpreted in the
text, is a proposed world, a type of being-in-the-world which the text
proposes. This proposed "world of the text" does not need to be
discovered behind the text, as is the case with the alleged original
meaning or the authorial intentions; rather, it unfolds in front of the
text.29
Ricceur will come to this interpretation of the world unfolded in front of
the text by means of a dialectic movement that incorporates both a pole
of explanation and a pole of understanding.30 Although the two poles of
explaining and understanding dialectically presuppose and produce each
other,31 they have clearly distinct functions and occur at different
moments of the hermeneutic process. In his Interpretation Theory,
Ricaeur distinguishes two movements between the poles of understanding
and explanation: the first one leading the reader from naïve
understanding to explanatory validation, the second returning from
explanation to a more sophisticated mode of understanding supported by
explanation. Ricoeur describes ihis pendulum motion as follows. Taking

z7 Ibid., p. 111.
28 R~c~ux, Interpretation Theory, pp. 22-23. A structural analysis will, however,
~play an important role in Ricoeur's hermeneutics, as we will see below.
9 Rtca;uR, Fonction herméneutique, p. 114: "Si nous ne pouvons plus définir
I'herméneutique par la recherche d'un autrui et de ses intentions psychologiques
qui se dissimulen[ derrière le texte, et si nous ne voulons pas réduire
i'interprétation au démontage des structures, qu'est-ce qui reste à interpreter? Je
répondrai: interpreter, c'est expliciter la sorte d'être-au-monde déployé devant le
texte."
~ The French philosopher thus surpasses the Diltheyan opposition between the
two methodologies of Erkldren (explaining) and Versrehen (understanding),
respectively, while, at the same time, introducing a critical instance in the
awareness of belonging, which Gadamer deemed crucial for the act of
inteipretation (see the quote on p. 14).
31 RiCaruR, Interpretation Theory, p. 74.
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into account the fundamental distance between the text and both its
author and its reader, the first understanding of a text cannot be but a
matter of naïve guessing, e.g., about what are the important parts in the
text, what is the most appropriate meaning of the text, etc. This guessing
needs to be validated by an explanation of the text, which should be able
to arbitrate between the different ways of construing the text. Also this
textual explanation is legitimised by the fundamental distanciation of the
text, in this case, vis-à-vis its sunounding world. Since the primary
reference of the text is abolished, two possibilities remain open: one can
either treat the text as a worldless object, analysing its internal structures,
or one can restore the text to living communication, by providing a new
reference for it.32 Although the real aim of reading will, for Ricoeur,
reside in the latter, understanding approach, the former, explanatory
approach is likewise legitimate and is even necessary as a foundation for
a sound understanding.
According to Ricoeur, the best methodology for such an explanatory
analysis of a text is provided for by the structuralist paradigm: the fact
that a text becomes autonomous in the act of writing and that a written
text is characterised by its structural features legitimises, for Ricoeur, the
application of a structural approach to texts.33 The purpose of a
structuralist analysis is to explain the logic of the operations and relations
in the text, to explain the interlacing of actions and actors, and, hence, to
explain the structure of the narration. It is this structuralist explanation of
the text that will provide the critical, objective instance in the
hermeneutic process, for which Ricoeur was looking after having read
Gadamer. At the same time, this analysis also abolishes the strong
opposition between the methodologies of the positive and of the human
sciences: the structuralist analysis provides a scientific, verifiable
approach to texts, but one that is borrowed from the study of language
itself. What Ricoeur proposes is nothing else than the application of the

32 RICa;UR, Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?, pp. 145f.
33 In his articles, Ricoeur describes as an example Claude Lévi-Strauss's
structuralist analysis of the Oedipus myth, see RIC~uR, Interpretation Theory,
pp. 82ff and RlctEUR, Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?, pp. 148f. See also the extensive
treatment of structuralist approaches in the context of biblical hermeneutics in
R~C~uR, P., The Narrative Form, in Semeia 4 (1975) 37-73.
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structuralist methodology, which had proven its value in phonological,
morphological and semiological studies, to the study of texts.
With the explanation of the inner swcture of the text, the process of
understanding is not completed for Ricceur. The ultimate purpose of
reading, according to Ricoeur, is to fulfil or accomplish the text in a
renewed discourse. The primary discourse situation and the primary
reference of the text being abolished, it needs to find a new context, a
new surrounding, and this is what happens in the act of reading. It is in
this sense that one is to understand Ricoeur's contention that the
decontextualisation of the text vis-à-vis its original context is the
necessary precondition and the reason for the recontextualisation of the
text in reading.34
Reading, Ricoeur explains, is a response or a counterpart to the
movement of the text towards the reader: each text discloses or proposes
a type of being in the world, and invites the reader to appropriate this
disclosure and to understand him- or herself and his or her being-in-the-
world in the way proposed by the text. Ricoeur thus, to a certain extent,
reverses the hermeneutic process: the appropriation of the text is not the
imposing of our understanding on the text, but entails exposing ourselves
to the text and following the path opened by the text.35 Ricoeur goes one
step further still when he observes that self-understanding is only
possible through the detour of the understanding of the cultural signs in
which the self is constituted. Moreover, the ultimate goal of all

~ Rtc~utt, Fonction herméneurique, p. 11 1: "Bref, le texte doit pouvoir, tant du
point de vue sociologique que psychologique, se décontextualiser de manière à se
laisser récontextualiser dans une nouvelle situation : ce que fait précisément
I'acte de lire."
35 See Ibid., pp. 116f.: "Dès lors, comprendre, c'est se comprendre devant le
texte. Non point imposer au texte sa propre capacité finie de comprendre, mais
s'exposer au texte et recevoir de lui un soi plus vaste, qui serait la proposition
d'existence répondant de la manière la plus appropriée à la proposition de monde.
La compréhension est alors tout le contraire d'une constitution dont le sujet aurait
la clé." and Ric~uR, Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?, p. 156: "[...] interpréter, c'est
prendre le chemin de pensée ouvert par le texte, se mettre en route vers l'orient
du texte. Nous sommes invités par cette remarque à corriger notre concept initial
d'interprétation et à chercher, en de~à de I'opération subjective de 1'interprétation
comme acte sur le texte, une operation objective de I'interprétation qui serait
l'acte du texte."
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understanding is self-understanding,3ó it is only in order to understand
ourselves and to apprehend a mode of being-in-the-world that we read
and interpret.
Having come at the end of this summary presentation of Riceeur's
hermeneutics, it will be clear that in his view, (linguistic) analysis and
understanding are inextricably interwoven, however different they may
be: in order not to remain naïve, all understanding should be mediated by
explanation, while explanation is useless if not incorporated in the
process of (self-)understanding.37
The integration of both explanation and understanding of the text in one
dialectical hermeneutic movement should be considered as one of the
major contributions Ricoeur made to the development of hermeneutics.
At the same time, his proposal constitutes both a foundation for and a
permanent challenge to any linguistic approach that aims at being
hermeneutically relevant. I will consider Ricoeur's treatment of this
integration as a sufficient argument in favour of the validity and the
necessity of my present proposal, viz., to elaborate a linguistic analysis
(in this case of Job 12-14) that is hermeneutically relevant.

Ricoeur's choice of a structuralist text analysis as the explaining pole in
the hermeneutic process raises some serious methodological questions,
however. First of all, it remains unclear how Riceeur's proposed
structural analysis would be able to uncover or, at least, to validate the
"world of the text" or the "proposed mode of being-in-the-world" which

~ RtC~uR, Qu'est-ce qu'un texte?, p. 152.
37 One could object that it is possible to perfotm explanatory analyses on texts
without aiming at a better understanding of these texts, let alone at a better self-
understanding. While this may be true at the level of an individual researcher, it
is not at a higher sociological IeveL even the most technical linguistic or text-
critical researches would not be performed on texts that are nonsensical or not
understandable, as Gadamer correctly remarked. See VEDDER, B., Was ist
Hermeneutik? Ein Weg von der Textdeutung zur Interpretation der Wirklichkeit,
Stuttgart - Berlin - Ki;ln, Kohlhammer, 2000, p. 163: "Das Motiv fur das Lesen
und die Kommentare sucht Gadamer in der inhaltlichen Aussagekraft des Textes,
uber den der Kommentar verfaRt wird. Auch das Motiv fiir die historisch-
kritische Forschung ist in der Aussagekraft des Textes zu finden. Nichtssagende
Texte motivieren nicht zu historischer Forschung oder zu kritische
Texteditionen."
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the reader is subsequently invited to appropriate. To this question, a
second, related one could be added: if all understanding needs a moment
of (linguistic) explanation, could not much more be explained and
analysed than just the (macro)structure of the text? What place could be
given to the analysis of the structure of sentences and of the meaning
structure of words?
In itself, it should not come as a surprise that Ricoeur incorporated a
structuralist approach in his project: at the time his hermeneutical works
mentioned above were written, structuralism was the leading paradigm in
linguistics and literary studies. This does not mean, however, that Ricaeur
was not aware of the possible excesses of the theory, which he witnessed
to arise in French structuralism. On several occasions,38 he expounded
his fundamental critique with regard to what he calls "the structuralist
ideology", which - in contrast to older currents in structuralism -
maintains that a text is a completely autonomous system of internal
differences without relation to discourse or to the world. To this
ideology, Ricaeur opposes his own definition of discourse, inspired by
two `non-ideological' structuralists, viz. Benveniste and Jakobson:
discourse is someone says something to someone about something.39 This
definition opens three battlefronts against "structuralist ideology": it
reintroduces the subject of discourse and the intersubjectivity of
interlocution, and it questions the "prohibition of resorting to anything of
an extralinguistic nature".40 Considering these oppositions, one might
wonder why Ricoeur clinged to structuralism in his hermeneutic project,
since, as one of his critics, David Pellauer, noticed: "In short,
structuralism represents an apparent counter-position to Ricoeur's own
philosophy and a denial of its characteristic themes: meaning,

38 RIC~UR and EiMHERDT, L'herméneutique biblique, pp. 167; 179-188; R1co;UR,
P., Intellectual Autobiography, in L. E. Hnxrt (ed.), The Philosophy of Paul
Ricoeur (The Library of Living Philosophers, 22), Chicago - La Salle, Open
Court, 1995, pp. 3-53, here pp. 22ff.
39 RIC~UR, Intellectual Autobiography, p. 22.
~ Ibid., p. 24.
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subjectivity, and a reality that transcends and upholds us".a' The reason
why he did is amply described above: the fundamenta] distanciation of
the text calls for a structural analysis, not as an end in itself, but as an
intermediary phase in the existential hermeneutics he advocates.42 In
passing, the question may be raised if the distanciation of the text vis-à-
vis its author, readers and context is so rigid as Ricoeur asserted. I shall
return to this issue in the last section of this chapter. In any case, his
attachment to structural analyses never meant breaking away from the
semantic aspects of language and texts, as also the later developments of
his thinking, both concerning narrativity43 and concerning human
action,aa have shown.
Nevertheless, the question remains whether an explanatory analysis as
part of a hermeneutical process should be limited to a structural analysis.
Although, at the time of writing, structuralist linguistics was the best
developed linguistic approach, and hence, probably the best choice for
Ricoeur, in the three decennia that have elapsed since then, general
linguistics has witnessed the rise of a number of approaches, which can
shed a new light on the questions mentioned above and on the
relationship between linguistics and hermeneutics. This holds especially
true for the functionalist and cognitive currents in contemporary
linguistics. In what follows, I will, therefore, suggest that a
hermeneutical strategy is best served by the integration of these specific
approaches, and conversely, that if one looks for linguistic
methodologies that are hermeneutically relevant, like I will do in the
present study, the aforementioned qualify best. In the next section, I

a' PELLAUER, D., The Symbol Gave Rise to Thought, in L. E. HAttN (ed.), The
Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur (The Library of Living Philosophers, 22), Chicago -
La Salle, Open Court, 1995, pp. 99-122, here p. 106.
a2 Hence his plea for a structural analysis disconnected from the structuralist
ideology, see RtC~UR and ANtt-IEROT, L'herméneutique biblique, p. 179.
a3 See his three-volume work: R[c~uR, P., Temps et récit (L'ordre
philosophique), Paris, Seuil, 1983-1985
aa See the essays gathered in second part of Rtca;uR, P., Du texte à láction.
Essais d'herméneutique, II (Esprit), Paris, Seuil, 1986, and his monograph
Rtc~uR, P., Soi-même comme un autre (L'ordre philosophique), Paris, Seuil,
1990.
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introduce the basic tenets of both approaches, after which I will return to
the hermeneutical issues described above.

II. FUNCT[ONAL AND COGNIT[VE LINGUISTICS

In contrast to formalist linguistics, that was very influential in most of
twentieth-century linguistics, the more recent functionalist and cognitive
approaches to language explicitly investigate the role linguistic
phenomena play in human behaviour.45 Although the latter approaches
share the same attention for the uses of language,~ they should be
distinguished for at least three reasons, following the analysis by Jan
Nuyts.47 On the one hand, the two approaches concentrate on different
uses of language: while the functionalist approach studies linguistic
phenomena from the perspective of human communication,48 cognitive
linguistics is more interested in the way language structures our way of

45 This is not to say, of course, that autonomous or formalist approaches would
deny that language has several uses. Most of these approaches do, however,
reject the view that, "to the extent that language does serve certain specific
purposes (whatever they are), this may have anything to do with the structural
properties of the system." (Functionalism v. Formalism [J. Nuyts], in
VERSCHUEREN, J., J.-O. OSTMAN, and J. BIAMMAERT (eds.), Handbook Of
Pragmatics. Manual, Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John Benjamins, 1995, pp.
293-300, here p. 293.)
~ For that reason, Nuyts regards cognitive linguistics as a"functionally oriented
approach", see NuvTS, J., Cognitive Linguistics and Functional Linguistics, in
D. GEERAERTS and H. CuYCtcENS (eds.), Nandbook of Cognitive Linguistics,
Oxford University Press, forthcoming.
47 On many occasions, Nuyts has dealt with the differences and transverse links
between cognitive and functional linguistics, see NuYTS, J., Aspects of a
Cognitive-Pragmatic Theory of Language. On Cognition, Functionalism and
Grammar (Pragmatics and Beyond. New Series, 20), Amsterdam - Philadelphia,
John Benjamins, 1992, pp. 3-89: "Elements of the Theory"; NuvTS, J., Epistemic
Modaliry, Language and Conceptualization. A Cognitive-Pragmatic Perspective
(Human Cognitive Processing, 5), Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John Benjamins,
2001, pp. 1-5; NUYTS, Cognitive Linguistics and Functional Linguistics.
48 DIK, S. C. and K. HENGEVEL~, The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part 1: The
Structure of the Clause (Functional Grammar Series, 20), Berlin - New York,
Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, p. 3: "In the func[ional paradigm, [...] a language is in
the first place conceptualized as an instrument of social interaction among human
beings, used with the intention of establishing communicative relationships."
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thinking.49 This entails that cognitive linguistics primarily deals with

semantic issues like the categorisation or conceptualisation of the world

and the corresponding structure of lexical meaning, and pays less
attention to syntactic aspects of language. Functionalism, on the oiher

hand, devotes a lot of attention to the way in which syntactic structures
guide communication, very often against the context of the wider
communicational environment or discourse.

A second ground for distinguishing the two approaches, which is to a
certain extent related to the first, Nuyts argues, is their different
conceptions of grammar, conceptualisation and cognition in general.
Cognitive linguistics is mainly interested in the structures of linguistic
phenomena as reflecting the way in which people think, while
functionalism looks for (functional) rules or procedures which compose
utterances.
Thirdly, the two approaches need to be differentiated because of the
simple fact that they are being developed by different research groups
and generate different publication traditions. Nonetheless, as the
following paragraphs and the analyses presented in this study will show,
there are no fundamental incommensurabilities between both approaches
and an integrated application of both yields a consistent analytic tool. In
the following, I briefly present the basic assumptions of both approaches
in general terms. A more specific introduction of each method will be
provided in the opening chapters of each of the two main parts of this
study (chapters 2 and 5, respectively).

1. Functional Linguistics

For the sake of clarity, functional linguistics has been presented as a

more or less well defined linguistic approach in the preceding

49 See LANGACKER, R., Foundations of Cognitive Grammar. Volume !:
Theoretical Prerequisites, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1987, p. 5: "The
most fundamental issue in linguistic theory is the nature of ineaning and how to
deal with it. I take it as self-evident that meaning is a cognitive phenomenon and
must eventually be analyzed as such. Cognitive grammar therefore equates
meaning with conceptualization [...]."
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introductory remarks. The truth is somewhat more nuanced, however: the
basic functionalist intuition, viz., that language can only be fully
understood when studied from the perspective of i[s use in human
communication, is shared by a rather large group of functionalist
traditions.50 For practica] reasons, I will, in the following, concentrate on
two of these traditions, viz., on the Functional Grammar developed by
Simon Dik and his colleagues and on the discourse-oriented
functionalism by Talmy Givón. Both approaches have become quite
influential in the field of Classical Hebrew linguistics, as chapter 2 will
make clear. Moreover, the former is one of the mos[ important and
representative schools in functional linguistics. It, therefore, stands to
reason to focus our attention on these two.

a. Dik's Functional Grammar

The late lamented Simon Dik developed a functionally oriented grammar
treating a wide variety of issues, including syntax, constituent order and
prosody.51 The guiding question in his project is how natural language
users function, i.e. "how [...] speakers and addressees succeed in
communicating with each other through the use of linguistic
expressions".SZ Dik attempts to answer this question by analysing the
functioning of the linguistic expressions that language users employ in
their communication. To this end, Dik starts his theory with an accurate
description of what communication is and of the role language plays in
this communication. According to the author, communication can be
seen as " a dynamic interactive pattem of activities through which NLUs
[natural language users, PVH] effect certain changes in the pragmatic
information of their communicative partners".53 In other words, in

so See Gtv6N, T., Functionalism and Grammar, Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1995, pp. xv-xvi.; NUYTS, Cognitive Linguistics and Functional
Linguistics.
51 The standard exposition of his work is found his two-volume grammar: Dtx
and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part1 and DtK, S. C. and K. H~GEVELD,
The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part2: Complex and Derived Constructions
(Functional Granunar Series, 21), Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1997.
52 DtK and HEtacEVE[.~, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 1.
53 Ibid., p. 5.
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communication, the speaker aims at influencing the information of the
addressee. It is important to note that, for Dik, this information is not
limited to factual, cognitive information. On the contrary, the pragmatic
information that can be modified in the course of communication is "the
full body of knowledge, beliefs, preconceptions, feelings, etc., which
together constitute the content of mind of an individual at a given
time".Sa Obviously, both the speaker (S) and addressee (A) possess huge
amounts of pragmatic knowledge (Ps and PA, respectively).
Communication will be launched when the speaker supposes that a
difference exists between the content of his or her information (PS) and
that of the addressee (PA), and when he or she has the intention of
smoothing away this difference. In order to achieve this modification of
PA, the speaker will form a communicative intention that will be
verbalised in a linguistic expression. When doing so, the speaker will try
to anticipate how the addressee will interpret his linguistic expressions so
as to make sure that his intended modification of PA is achieved. This
anticipation will to a large extent be informed by the speaker's estimation
of the actual content of PA. In other words, the speaker will try to have a
good idea of what his addressee knows and will formulate his
expressions in such a way that the addressee can easily interpret the
communicated information. On the other hand, the addressee will try to
reconstruct the intention that the speaker had in formulating his
expressions. Also this reconstruction will, to a large extent, depend on
what the addressee thinks is the content of his or her interlocutor's
pragmatic information. Dik schematised this model of verbal
communication in an elucidating scheme,55 which is worth being
reproduced here (Figure 1).
Because speaker and addressee both possess elaborate pragmatic
information, including a well-defined idea about the content of their
interlocutor's pragmatic information, the linguistic expression only
mediates the communicative relation between speaker and addressee, but
does not fully establish 1t.56 The speaker only expresses part of his

sa Ibid., p. 5, see also pp. l Of.
ss Ibid., p. 8.
sb Ibid., p. 9.
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intention linguistically and will not supply the information he supposes
the addressee to possess. On the other hand, the addressee's
interpretation will be based just as well on the content of his own
pragmatic information as on the information contained in the expression
itself. The immediate situational and línguistic context, which speaker
and addressee share, are also part of the pragmatic information the two
interlocutors have and determine to a large extent what is linguistically
expressed.

pragmatic
information Pti

pragmatic
information PA

Speaker forms: Addressee constructs:

INTENTION
anticipates -~

INTERPRETATION
reconstructs

linguistic
expression

Figure 1. Dik's model of verbal interaction

Against the background of this model of verbal interaction, Dik studies
the functioning of language. His leading assumption, which is at odds
with the basic formalist intuition that surface constructions are
transformations of deeper constructions having their own rules, is that
every difference in linguistic construction has a function. In other words,
if two constructions X and Y occur in the language, Dik will try to find
out why they are different, "on the working assumption that such a
difference would not be in the language unless it had some kind of task
to perform".5~ Without going into detail about the different functions Dik
discerns, it should be noted that, as the subtitles of his magnum opus's

s~ Ibid., p. 18.
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two volumes indicate, Dik devoted most of his attention to the clause,
which he considered to be the central unit of the text. Admittedly, Dik
makes brief inention of a lexical fund providing the predicate frames and
the terms from which the clause is built up, and devotes the last chapter
of his second volume to the supra-clausal level of discourse,58 but the gist
of his study is concerned with the formation of clause structure and with
the role of semantic, syntactic and pragmatic functions therein. The role
of syntactic functions, and, to a lesser extent, also that of semantic
functions have also been discussed in other models of linguistic analysis,
although from different perspectives.59 What distinguishes functional
approaches from those other paradigms, however, is the attention for the
pragmatic functions of language, i.e. for the way in which linguistic
structure is related to the information exchange in verbal interaction. In
keeping with the general model of verbal interaction described above,
Dik - and other functionalists - analyse the way in which given
information, which is supposed common to speaker and addressee, is
enriched by the speaker with new information, and study how this
procedure is linguistically expressed.~ The distinction of given and new
information is partially corresponding to the pragmatic functions of
Topic and Focus: in an over-simplified fashion we could describe the
Topic as the clausal element(s) about which is spoken, and which are
common to Speaker and Addressee, whereas the Focus can be seen as the
element(s) carrying the "information which is relatively the most
important or salient in the given communicative setting, and considered
by S to be most essential for A to integrate in to his pragmatic
information".61 This insight is not peculiarly new or surprising;ó2 the true

58 DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 2, pp. 409-441: Chapter 18.
Towards a functional grammar of discourse.
59 ~at is exactly meant by these semantic and syntactic functions will be
discussed in fuller detail in chapter 2.
~ D[K and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 309-338.
61 Ibid., p. 326.
62 The insight that the clause consists of something spoken about and information
gíven was already developed by Aristotle in his De interpretatione 16b6-7. For a
good discussion, See DE PATER, W. A. and P. SWIGGERS, Taal en teken. Een
historisch-systematisch inleiding in de taalfilosofie (Wijsgerige verkenningen,
21), Leuven - Assen, Universitaire Pers - Van Gorcum, 2000, p. 75.
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innovation of functionalism, however, lies in the recognition of the fact
that these pragmatic functions affect the way in which clauses are
constructed.
In the analytical chapter 3 of this study, it will be shown how Dik's
model of verbal interaction and the working assumption of functionality
can be applied in the analysis of different linguistic phenomena, like
constituent order and clause structure. For the present purposes, however,
the above outline of his methodological assumptions may suffice.

b. Givón's Functionalism

In contrast to Dik's approach, Givón's functionalism has a strong
discursive backbone, without, however, disregarding clause-level
phenomena. In the following, I will focus on his discourse-oriented work,
since it is precisely his interest in macro-level linguistic features that
most clearly distinguishes his approach from that of other functionalists.
As most functionalist linguists, Givón considers the clause to be the
elementary unit of human discourse.ó3 The reason why is quite simple,
one could say: it is only in a clause that information can be processed, i.e.
that one can say something about something else. In Dikian functional
terms: only in a clause, a speaker can identify a topic, with which he
supposes the addressee to be familiar, and can make a predication about
this topic, which will aim at the modification of the addressee's
information. Human discourse, however, always consists of a chain of
clauses, which are linked to each other and which form chunks or units
of different levels. Clauses do not stand side-by-side, but form a coherent
whole in discourse. The way in which discursive or textual coherence,
i.e. the linking of the clauses in discourse and text to a meaningful whole,
is achieved, is one of Givón's main research topics. In his 1995
monograph, the author provides a simple definition of coherence as "the
continuity or recunence of some element(s) across a span (or spans) of

63 Also this insight is not new, of course. It was Plato (Crarylus 431b-c; Sophisr
261d-262d) who remarked already that in order to make a meaningful assertion
about being(s), one needs minimally the interweaving of a verb and a noun (more
accurately one could say, of a predicate and a subject). Taken in isolation these
elements cannot form a meaningful whole. For a more profound discussion, see
Ibid., p. 69.
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text".~ Studying textual coherence, therefore, entails analysing the way
in which textual elements are continued or recur in the text. The elements
that may recur across texts are manifold. In the introductory article to the
1983 collection of essays on topic continuity, Givón discerns thematic
continuity as the overall matrix for all other forms of continuity: in the
most general sense, units (paragraphs) in a text are coherent by virtue of
their unifying theme.bs This thematic continuity encompasses (and is
constituted by) other, more local forms of continuity, of which action
continuity and topiclparticipants continuity are explicitly mentioned in
the article. In his later monograph, Givón added other elements whose
continuity or recurrence establishes textual coherence, viz., those of
temporality, aspectuality and modality and that of location.~ In keeping
with functionalist methodology, Givón does not limit his treatment of
textual coherence to discerning the functions of different modes of
continuity, but goes on and tries to unveil the way in which these types of
continuity are expressed in grammatical forms. On the other hand, Givón
stresses the fact that coherence is not only "a methodologically-useful
observable artifact of [he external text", but also "a cognitive
phenomenon in the mind that produces and comprehends texts".67 By
doing so, Givón provides a vital link between the grammatical structure
of clausés, on the one hand, and the way in which people create a
coherent mental account of the text, and hence the way in which they
comprehend the text, on the other. Quoting from the same, crucial pages
in Givón's work again: "For the text comprehender, overt grammatical
signals - syntactic constructions, morphology, intonation - cue the text
processor, they guide himltter in the construction of a coherent mental
representation of the text".68

~ GtvóN, Functionalism, p. 343 (original bold font omitted).
bs Grv6N, T., Topic Continuity in Discourse. An Introduction, in T. Giv6N (ed.),
Topic Continuity in Discourse. A Quantitative Cross-Language Study
(Typological Studies in Language, 3), Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1983, pp. 1-41, here pp. 7-9.
~ Gtvótv, Functionalism, p. 343.
67 Ibid., p. 343.
68 Ibid., p. 343, i[alics his.
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It will be clear, however, that text comprehension is not completed when
a text comprehender or analyst has unravelled the grammatical signals of
the text. Grammar even appears to be dispensable for text
comprehension, as the study of the language of pre-grammatical children,
pidgin speakers and a-grammatical aphasics demonstrates.ó9 This
evidence points to existence of two parallel processing channels, which
both contribute to the construction of textual coherence: one that is
grammatically driven, as described above, and one that is lexically
driven, Givón concludes. It is highly interesting to see that these two
"channels" perform different tasks and are strongly complementary:
whereas the grammatical channel is general and rough-grained, but very
fast in guiding the comprehender to textual coherence, the lexical
channel is specific, fine-grained but relatively slow in doing so. The
latter channel makes use of lexical knowledge, linked to cognitive
domains shared by the interlocutors; constructing coherence on the basis
of this knowledge is very accurate, but also quite laborious, since it calls
for the activation of the complex cognitive domains to which lexical
meaning is related. On the other hand, this channel is also prone to
comprehension mistakes, since it requires the cognitive domains of both
interlocutors to be more or less isomorphous. In a clarifying analogy,
Givón compares text comprehension to travelling: the rough-grained,
grammatical processing can be compared to fast and efficient travelling
along a motorway, whereas the fine-grained, lexical processing is
analogous to "negotiat[ing] your way through main streets and then side
streets, attending carefully to traffic signals and street names", until
reaching the detailed destination.~o In spite of the recognition of the two
parallel processes in language comprehension, Givón limits most of his
attention to the grammatical side of the parallel. By doing so, the author
remains faithful to his grammatical intentions; yet, this preferential

69 See the examples provided in Ibid., pp. 360ff.
~o Ibid., p. 359. It should be remarked, of course, that [he sequentiality of
processes described in the analogy (first motorway, then main and side streets)
does not pertain in the target domain of this analogy: grammatical and lexical
coherence construction operate simultaneously.
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attention for grammatical phenomena is typical for functionalism at
large, as was argued above.
How continuity and textual coherence are grammatically (and lexically)
achieved, especially in Classical Hebrew, will be the subject of the
following analytical chapters. Suffice it for now to recall the basic
methodological assumption of functional linguistics, viz., that syntactic
structure cannot be adequately understood independently of its function
or use in communication, and, conversely - and importantly for our
present purposes -, that communication (discourse or texts) can be
comprehended by attending to the grammatical features of that
communication.

2. Cognitive Linguistics

In contrast to the functionalist strand in linguistics, cognitive linguistics
is more of a unified account of language. Moreover, it has a clear, single
academic origin, viz., the University of California, although its method
has been adopted by scholars worldwide. The guiding assumption of
cognitive linguistics is that human language cannot be properly
understood without taking into account the way in which human
cognition functions.71 As was briefly mentioned in the introductory
paragraph to this section, cognitive linguistics devotes far less attention
[o grammatical issues than its functional counterpart. On the other hand,
it provides a far better developed account of the characteristics of lexical
meaning and structure. Admittedly, Langacker, in his groundbreaking
book on what he calls Cognitive Grammar, devotes his complete third
part to grammatical issues, but the treatment thereof is rather
semantically than syntactically inspired. Pragmatic considerations and
discourse level analyses are either completely absent, or are just

'~ LANGACKER, Foundations l, p. 12: "Language is an integral par[ of human
cognition. An account of linguistic structure should therefore articulate with what
is known about cognitive processing in general [...]."
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beginning to be developed,7z as some recent publications and research
initiatives demonstrate.~3 The majority of cognitive linguistic studies is
devoted to (lexical) semantic issues, however, i.e. with the question how
words mean what they mean. It is to these issues that I now turn.
In contrast to structuralist approaches, cognitive linguistics does not
study word meaning as a function of the (paradigmatic and syntagmatic)
semantic relations between different lexical items, but, instead, takes its
starting point in the nature of human cognition and studies the way in
which conceptual content is structured in the language.74 This basic
assumption has led to a number of research topics, which are briefly
presented in the following.
First of all, cognitive semantics posits that a lexical item can only be
understood against the background knowledge of a complete cognitive
domain.~s In other words, in order to understand a word, one should be
acquainted with a large amount of background information that provides
the conceptual context for the meaning of the term. In order to
understand the word `uncle', to take just one of the examples which
Langacker uses in his standazd cognitive grammar, one needs to possess
and understand the quite complex domain of kinship relationships, in
which the term `uncle' designates a particulaz person with a particulaz

~Z 1{NOTT, À., T. SANDERS, and J. OBERLANDER, Leve1S of Representation in
Discourse Relations, in Cognitive Linguistics 12 (2001) 197-209, p. 197: "Most
schools of linguistics have their foundations in a study of syntax and semantics of
single sentences. Cognitive linguistics is to some extent no exception: while it
has always devoted considerable attention to the conceptual aspects of linguistic
meaning and to the study of language in use, the focus of research has still
traditionally been on single sentences or propositions rather than on larger units
of text and discourse."
73 LANGACKER, R., Discourse in Cognitive Grammar, in Cognitive Linguistics 12
(2001) 143-188. See also the topic of the 2003 International Cognitive
Linguistics Conference, held in La Rioja, Spain: "Cognitive Linguistics,
Functionalism, Discourse Studies: Common Ground and New Directions".
74 See TALMY, L., Toward a Cognitive Semantics. Volume I: Concept Structuring
Systems (Language, Speech and Communication, Cambridge (MA) - London,
MIT Press, 2000, pp. 3f.: "[...] research on cognitive semantics is research on
conceptual content and its organization in language and, hence, on the nature of
conceptual content and organization in general."
75 LANGACKER, Foundations I, pp. 147-166.
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kinship relation to someone else.~b Even though the term only designates
one particular person, one needs to be acquainted with the whole domain
of relations in order to understand the meaning of the term. It is
important to stress that these domains contain much more than only
`cognitive' information or factual knowledge: also beliefs, feelings,
prejudices, experiences and practices pertaining to a certain element or
relation are part of their cognitive domain.~~ Lexical meaning is, thus, not
an autonomous or inner-linguistic phenomenon, but always the function
of a term's relation to the content of human cognition.
Since each human's mind is filled with unique content - of which most is
shared with fellow humans, of course - the meaning of terms may vary
slightly from one person to another, not seldom giving rise to
misunderstandings. Not all facets of our knowledge have equal weight,
however:~g aspects that are conventionally shared by many people will,
obviously, be more central to the term's meaning than very individually
held prejudices. Also properties that are common to all the term's
referents and properties that are intrinsic to a term's referent, will be
most prominent in that term's meaning. Taking the example of cats -
linguists' preferred pets -, the generic and intrinsic property that cats

76 Ibid., pp. 184f.
'~ See e.g. F~t.trtvtoRE, C. J. and B. T. ATKavs, Towards a Frame-Based Lexicon.
The Semantics of RISK and its Neighbors, in E. F. KtTTAY (ed.), Frames, Fields
and Contrasts. New Essays in Semantic and Lexical Organisation, Hillsdale,
Erlbaum, 1992, pp. 75-102, here p. 76f.: "[...] a word's meaning can be
uncerstood only with reference to a structured background of experience, beliefs,
or practices, constituting a kind of conceptual prerequisite for understanding the
meaning." Compare also with Dik's description of what he calls pragmatic
information, see above p. 25 and n.54. For that reason, cognitive semantics
avoids the classical distinction between semantic feature that would make up the
lexical meaning of a term and encyclopaedic knowledge about the referent of that
term, which does not affect the meaning of the term. In the cognitive view, both
kinds of knowledge determine the meaning of a term - although not to the same
extent - so that a strict distinction between them is out of place, see LANGACKER,
Foundations I, pp. 154-166 and GEERAERTS, D., S. CiRONDELAERS, and P.
BAKEMA, The Structure of Lexical Variation. Meaning, Naming and Context
(Cognitive Linguistics Reseazch, 5), Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter,
1994, p. 47.)
78 See the clarifying treatment of this issue in LAtvGACKER, Foundations 1, pp.
158-161.
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have a feline shape will be more central to the meaning of the term `cat',
than the specific property that some cats are black, or the extrinsic
property that some people are allergic to cats.
The latter insights have important consequences for the way in which
cognitive linguistics describes the structure of lexical meaning.
Classically, lexical meanings were defined by formulating a set of
necessary and sufficient conditions that the members of the category
designated by the term should meet. As a result, categories were
considered to be closed, having clear boundaries: elements answering the
conditions mentioned above were regarded as representatives of that
category, whereas others were not. Cognitive linguistics departs from this
classical, Aristotelian definition of categories and contends that, on an
intensional, definitional level, categories cannot be defined in terms of a
closed set of necessary and sufficient conditions, but are characterised by
a cluster of overlapping senses, some of which are more central to the
category than others. Wittgenstein, who - although not a cognitive
linguist - is acknowledged for having formulated the "first major crack
in the classical theory",~9 gives the example of the category `game': it is
impossible to formulate a set of (necessary) properties to which all games
answer and which would be sufficient to distinguish games from other
human activities. On the extensional level, categories can hardly be
regarded as unified sets with clear boundaries: all categories have
members that are more representative than others, whereas, in many
cases, quite some discussion may arise on the question which elements
are members of a category and which are not. In a now classical study,
Eleanor Rosch has demonstrated that e.g. sparrows or robins are
considered as better representatives of the English category `bird' than
penguins or ostriches, while, in another study, she showed how the
boundaries of colour categories, e.g., `red' are not clear-cut: what may
still count as red for one subject, may not for another.80 Categories, and
the lexical meaning of the terms naming them, are not defined by a set of

79 LAKOFF, G., Women, Fire and Dangerous Things. What Categories Reveal
About the Mind, Chicago - London, Chicago University Press, 1987, p. 16.
80 See the discussion of Rosch's work in Ibid., pp. 39-55 and GEERAERTS,
GRONDELAERS, and BAKEMA, Lexical Variation, p. 50.
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conditions determining which elements belong to it and which do not,
but rather display what has become known as prototype effects:
categories are held together by a cluster of characteristics of which some
are more salient and prototypical than others. As a result, categories'
members are often clustered around a core of prototypical
representatives.8 ~
Cognitive semantics does not limit itself to describing the static,
synchronic structure of lexical meaning, however. The way in which
different meanings of a single term are mutually related and the
mechanisms that account diachronically for the multiple senses of terms,
have received ample attention in recent cognitive-semantic research.82
Two of these mechanisms, viz., metaphor and metonymy, have been the
subject of in-depth analyses,83 but also the other procedures of lexical

81 Geeraerts a.o. have correctly remarked that the concept of prototypicality itself
is not a clear-cut category, but displays a cluster of overlapping features, and "is
itself a prototypical no[ion" (See GEERAERTS, GRONDELAERS, and BAKEMA,
Lexical Variation, pp. 43-56). For the sake of clarity, it is, therefore, advisable to
speak about "prototype effects" at work in categories rather than about
"prototype categories" (SO TAYLOR, J. R., Categories and Concepts, in E. vAN
WoLDE (ed.), Job 28. Cognition in Context (Biblical Intecpretation Series, 64),
Leiden - Boston, Brill, 2003, pp. 163-178, here pp. 173-176).
82 GEERAERTS, Diachronic Prototype Semantics, p. :"With the birth of Cognitive
Semantics, new ideas from the field of theoretical semantics have found their
way to the study of ineaning changes, and that should not come as a surprise: one
of the major things Cognitive Semantics is interested in is polysemy - and
~olysemy is, roughly, the synchronic reflection of diachronic semantic change."

3 See, among others: LAtco~, G. and M. JotuvsoN, Metaphors We Live By,
Chicago - London, Chicago University Press, 1980, LAKOFF, G. and M. TURNER,
More Than Cool Reason. A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor, Chicago - London,
Chicago University Press, 1989, Gtsss, R. W. and G. J. STEEN (eds.), Metaphor in
Cognitive Linguistics. Selected Papers from the Fifth International Cognitive
Linguistics Association. Amsterdam, July 1997 (Amsterdam Studies in the
Theory and History of Linguistic Science, 175), Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1999, BARCELONA, A. (ed.), Metaphor and Metonymy at the
Crossroads. A Cognitive Perspective (Topics in English Linguis[ics, Berlin,
Mouton de Gruyter, 2000, DIRVEN, R. and R. PbRn.res (eds.), Metaphor and
Metonymy in Comparison and Contrast (Cognitive Linguistics Research, 20),
Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 2002. On the renewed, cognitive
interest in metonymy, see also PANTHER, K.-U. and G. RADDEN (eds.), Metonymy
in Language and Thought (Human Cogni[ive Processing, 4), Amsterdam -
Philadelphia, John Benjamins, 1999. On the specific issue of inetaphor as one of
the mechanisms of lexical change, See DIRVEN, R., Metaphor as a Basic Means
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change have not been neglected.~ The attention given to these
phenomena is far from being purely linguistic: cognitive semantics,
above all, tries to provide a cognitively motivated account of the co-
existence of different meanings in a single term. It should not come as a
surprise, then, that, in this approach, metaphor and metonymy are not
primarily discussed as literary devices - as has long been the case - but
as cognitive operations finding their expression in language. In
structuring our perceptions of the world, it is argued, humans very often
make use of existing concepts that, in their eyes, either show some
similarity to the perception in question, or are contiguously related to it.85
It is by virtue of these conceptual mechanisms that metaphor and
metonymy, respectively, become mechanisms of lexical change by which
words acquire new senses.
The mechanism of lexical cltange and the prototypically organised
structure of lexical meaning are not two independent phenomena: first of
all, the change processes account for much of the - often prototypically
organised - polysemy of terms, while the non-rigid meaning structure of
terms enables the ongoing application of terms in new contexts, which, in
turn, leads to lexical change.gb
When dealing with the lexical analysis of some terms in Job 12-14, I will
return, in a more elaborate and technical manner, to many of the issues

for Eztending the Lexicon, in W. PAPROTTÉ and R. DtRVEN (eds.), The Ubiquiry of
Metaphor. Metaphor in Language and Thought, Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1985, pp. 85-119.
~ For a comprehensive treatment of diachronic cognitive semantics, see
GEERAERTS, Diachronic Protorype Semantics.
~ Some examples may clarify what is meant. In most cultures, life is
conceptualised as a road. When structuring one's perception of life as a road, one
thinks metaphorically, making use of one domain (TRAVELLtrrc) in order to gain
insight into another, unconnected domain (~rvu~r~). If, on the other hand, one
conceptualises an object as the material of which it is typically made (e.g. a glass,
a cork, irons), our thinking proceeds metonymically, making use of one concept
to structure another concept to which it is conceptually contiguous, since they
belong to the same conceptual domain.
gb On this relation between the dynamic and static aspects of lexical meaning, see
GEERAERTS, D., Paradigm and Paradox. Explorations into a Paradigm Theory of
Meaning and its Epistemological Background, Leuven, Leuven University Press,
1985.
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touched upon in the present section. For the present goals, the summary
survey presented above will suffice, however.

3. Integrating Functional and Cognitive Linguistics

From the descriptions of functional and cognitive linguistics presented
above, it will be clear that the two approaches, on the one hand, share
some important guiding assumptions, and, on the other, provide strongly
complementary methodologies. As mentioned in the introduction to the
present section, both functionalism and cognitive linguistics share an
explicit attention for the way in which language is used in human
behaviour, be it communication or conceptualisation. Both approaches
can, therefore, rightfully be called functional. On the other hand, both
methods have a strong cognitive interest. This is explicitly the case in
cognitive linguistics, which attempts to describe the mental operations at
work in human conceptualisation, finding its expression in lexical (and
other) meaning. However, the functional approaches pay due attention to
the interaction of language and cognition, too, as has become clear from
the analysis of Dik's and Givón's methods. One should recall that, for
Dik, the aim of all human discourse is to modify the content of the
addressee's pragmatic information. Moreover, in his model of verbal
interaction, the role of the pragmatic information of both speaker and
addressee, and their mutual relations, is not to be underestimated. Dik
explicitly described someone's pragmatic information as the "content of
mind of an individual at a given time", thus paying full attention to the
cognitive embedding of communication. This pragmatic information may
safely be circumscribed as the sum total of all the cognitive domains - as
defined in cognitive linguistics - that someone possesses. Moreover,
right from the first page of his grammar, Dik demonstrates his awareness
of the fact that the communicative use of language also involves man's
epistemic - one could say: cognitive - capacity.g~

87 DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 1: "There are many
more `higher' human functions involved in the communicative use of language
than just the linguistic function. At least the following capacities play essential
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Givón, for his part, explicitly treated the cognitive processing channels
with which human beings succeed in construing coherence in their
discourses. In a chapter named "Coming to Terms to Cognition", he
studied the way in which the coherence in the text is a function of the
ways in which the human mind is producing coherence. As we have seen
above, Givón discerned two parallel processes, one rough-grained and
grammatically driven, the other fine-grained, vocabulary driven.
However close functional and cognitive linguistics may be, they differ
with regard to the topics they treat. Rather than being a reason for
opposing the two approaches, this difference reveals in what way they
may be complementary. Functional linguistics has paid full attention to
the rough-grained, grammar-cued linguistic operations, whereas
cognitive linguistics has mainly focused on the lexically motivated
processes. Since both processes are necessary for the comprehension of
texts, an integrated approach drawing on the insights of both functional
and cognitive linguistics is called for. In the present study of Job 12-14, I
propose to follow this course. An integration of the two approaches may
take the following form: Dik's functional grammar makes clear in which
way grammatical features of the text direct the reader to the syntactic and
pragmatic structure of the clause. His approach aids us to discern what
are the clauses' topics and what are their focuses (in other words: what is
said about what), and to gain insight in the specific perspective from
which the state of affairs is described in the clause. Givón's approach
clarifies how coherence among clauses in the text is achieved, and how
the texts consist of coherent units, which are held together by various
rough-grained processes. Together, these two approaches, thus, provide a
general outline of the way in which the text coherently articulates and
develops its content. It reveals what are the main text's topics, i.e., it
clarifies what are the specific aspects of the addressee's cognitive
information the speaker wishes to modify,gg and it makes clear what is in

roles in linguistic communication: [...] (ii) an epistemic capacity: NLU is able to
build up, maintain and exploit an organized knowledge base; he can derive
knowledge form linguistic expressions, file that knowledge in appropriate form,
and retrieve and utilize it in interpreting further linguistic expressions."
88 In the description of the dialogues of the book of Job, the model is obviously
particularly well suited, since the dialogues consist of a direct interaction
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focus, i.e. what is the information that the speaker wants the addressee to
integrate in his long-term cognitive information.89 The specific content of
this cognitive information and the way it is mentally processed, has been
amply described by cognitive linguistics. This approach, first of all,
discloses how the lexical terms used in the text are related to cognitive
domains. A close cognitive-linguistic analysis of these terms is, hence,
able to reveal the underlying cognitive structures that the text's author
had in mind when formulating his communicative intentions. On the
other hand, this approach also provides the tools for analysing the - often
polysemous - lexical structure of the terms used, which enables the
analyst to chart the meaning developments of terms throughout the text,
and, consequently, accurately to follow the text's fine-grained thought
developments. The integration of both approaches is, thus, adequate in
describing the two processing channels by which textual coherence and
textual meaning are produced, viz., grammar and lexicon. Moreover, this
description is in keeping with the analyses of the way human
communication and cognition function.

III. THE RELATION BETWEEN LINGUISTICS AND HERMENEUTICS REVISITED

Having described a linguistic methodology directed at unveiling textual
meaning in its different aspects, we may now return to the initial question
of this chapter, and ask whether the analytical outline described above
can be integrated in an explicitly hermeneutically oriented textual
approach. The question is, to some extent, complicated by the fact that
neither the functional nor the cognitive approach have, to my knowledge,
been used explicitly as methods to interpret literary texts, let alone texts
from a completely differeni time and culture than ours. The approaches
are above all linguistic in origin and application. In order to answer the
question formulated above, we should return to Rícoeur's description of

between Job, his friends, and God (in the dialogues only as addressee). However,
on a different level, the model of interaction between speaker and addressee, can
- mutatis mutandis - also be applied to the interaction between the author and his
audience.
89

DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Gramman Part 1, pp. 311f. , 326.
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the hermeneutical process and to the remarks with regard to his proposal
made in the first section of this chapter.
It should be recalled that, for Ricoeur, an objective (linguistic)
explanation of the text is the necessary step between naïvely guessing the
text's meaning, on the one hand, and adequately understanding the text,
on the other. The linguistic explanation's function is to validate and
substantiate the interpretation of the meaning of the text, as it exposes
itself to the reader. As the critical instance in the hermeneutical process,
this explanation, at the same time, should take seriously the distanciation
of the text vis-à-vis its initial author, addressee and context. To my mind,
the proposed methodology meets both requirements: on the one hand, it
takes into account the autonomy of the text, insofar, that is, as textual
autonomy is possible, as we will see. The method does so by paying
attention to the linguistic elements as they occur in the text, i.e., grammar
and vocabulary, without directly resorting to reconstructing author's
intentions or original contexts. On the other hand, since the linguistic
elements just mentioned are explicitly studied in their meaning potential,
viz., in their function of generating communication and cognition, the
proposed functional-cognitive method lays bare [he meaning cues of the
text as it presents itself to the reader. In this way, the approach fully
qualifies as an explanatory phase in the hermeneutic process: it provides
a critical, objectifying stage in the process, without abolishing the
relation of belonging between the reader and his or her text; on the
contrary, it explicitly views the text as communication, as establishing a
relation.
One could object, however, having read Ricaeur, that the present model
surreptitiously gives up the text's autonomy, by stressing the function of
the text's language in human communication and cognition. By doing so,
the method seems to abolish the distance between the text and both its
author and its readers, and to make the assumption that the relation
between author and reader is on a par with that between speaker and
addressee in regular discourse. Moreover, by stressing the importance of
the author's cognitive content for determining textual meaning, the
method seems to herald a return to the romantic ideal of reconstructing
the authorial mind, which contemporary hermeneutics precisely wanted
to give up.
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It is true that functional - including cognitive - approaches
fundamentally limit linguistic and textual autonomy. They do so
consciously and critically, however, in the conviction that nothing
meaningful can be said about texts and language if one does not take into
account its use in communication and cognition. In this way, the
approaches are more in keeping with the way language functions than the
structuralist analysis Ricoeur proposed. Moreover, to my mind, a correct
application of these functional methodologies does abolish neither the
distance between author and reader, nor that between the text and its
original reference. I explain my point.
Although Ricoeur correctly observed that the act of writing
fundamentally alters the relations between discourse and its author,
addressee(s) and context, his stress on the autonomy of the text is, to my
mind, much too rigid, as I have indicated in the second section of this
chapter. If Ricoeur contends that writing renders the text autonomous
with regard to the author's intention,~ this can only be partly so. The
way in which the text is syntactically structured, as well as the lexical
meaning of terms cannot possibly be disconnected from the cognitive
processes of the author who produced them. Words mean nothing unless
they are related to content-laden cognitive domains, and grammatical
structures are meaningless unless they are the expression of the
cognitively motivated processes of guiding and structuring textual
meaning. Also his statement that, with written texts, there no longer is a
common situation to author and reader91 should be nuanced. While it is
true that, in writing, the direct speech situation is abolished, this direct
context is only part of the broader context the speakerlauthor and
addresseelreader typically share. Both Dik and Givón have remarked that
someone's pragmatic information can be divided in three components,
only one of which is what he calls situational information, the other two
being general, long-tetm information concerning the world and its

~ Rtco;uR, Fonction herméneutique, p. 111: "D'abord 1'écriture rend le texte
autonome à 1'égard de 1'intention de l'auteur."
91 Ibid., p. 113 : "[...] c'est finalement le `ici' et le `maintenant', déterminés par
la situation du discours, qui fournissent la référence ultime à tout discours; avec
l'écriture les choses commencent déjà à changer, il n'y a plus, en effet, de
situation commune à 1'écrivain et au lecteur [...]."
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features, on the one hand, and contextual information derived from the
linguistic expressions themselves, on the other.92 Since the content of
one's own pragmatic information and the estimation of that of one's
interlocutor play an important role in formulating and interpreting
linguistic expressions, the shared pragmatic information, but also the
estimation of the differences between the contents of this information can
rightly be considered as the broader context in which the communication
- be it oral or written - takes place. Even though it is correct that, in
writing, the `here-and-now' of default oral communication is lost, this
does not mean, then, that the text is without any context. In sum, the
"decontextualisation" Ricoeur calls for93 is not only fundamentally
impossible, but even undesirable.
Ricoeur seems to have stressed the different kinds of distanciation of the
text in order to justify the inclusion of a structuralist analysis in his
hermeneutical project, which, as he admitted himself, "marked in its own
way my allegiance to the `linguistic turn' that affected all schools of
philosophy during that period".94 As mentioned in the first section of this
chapter, Ricoeur's attachment to structural textual analysis goes hand in
hand with a rejection of an in his eyes excessive structuralist ideology of
linguistic autonomy. With older structuralists as Benveniste, he clearly
defines discourse as `someone saying something about something to
someone'.95 Moreover, he repeatedly states that the objectification of
discourse in a structured work - which structuralist analysis aims at
unravelling - does not do away with this fundamental trait of discourse.9ó
Hence, a structural analysis does not necessarily run counter to the
definition of discourse proposed by Ricoeur. Yet, one should say, it does

92 D[K and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 10 and GIVóN,
Functionalism, pp. 350-357. The terminology used above is Dik's, but it should
not be difficult to transpose it to the terms used by Givón.
93 See note 34 above.
94 Rtc~utt, Intellectual Autobiography, p. 23.
95 See RtC~trR, Fonction herméneutique, p. 110 and Rtc~uR, Intellectual
Autobiography, p. 24.
~ RicmuR, Fonction herméneutique, p. 110: "L'objectivation du discours dans
une ceuvre structurée ne supprime pas le trait fondamental, et premier du
discours, à savoir qu'il est constitué par un ensemble de phrases ou quelqu'un dit
quelque chose à quelqu'un à propos de quelque chose."
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not directly address the issue either. If one wishes to take seriously the
definition of discourse as `someone saying something about something to
someone', it stands to reason to adopt a linguistic methodology that takes
this fundamental trait as its foundational assumption. As the third section
of this chapter should have made clear, the functional-cognitive approach
is such a methodology, and therefore is perfectly suited to be integrated
in a hermeneutical project as defined by Ricoeur.
It should be stressed that a functional-cognitive approach does not ban a
structural analysis from its methodology. As the above outline of both
functional and cognitive linguistics has shown, both methods pay quite
some attention to structure, viz., the structure of discourse and of clauses
and the semantic structure of lexical terms. The difference with
autonomist structuralism is, of course, the former approaches' interest in
the relation between structure on all linguistic levels, on the one hand,
and use and meaning, on the other. Also the typical structuralist textual
analyses, dealing with major thematic units and with plot and character
development, can and should have their place in a functional approach,
however, in that also the general textual structures provide a- be it very
rough-grained - processing channel by which the reader is guided
towards textual coherence and, hence, textual meaning. In this sense,
Givón's approach of thematic continuity in texts certainly can provide
the linguistic underpinnings for a sound structural analysis of a text. The
functional-cognitive approach has as its main advantage, however, that it
does not halt at the level of the Lévi-Straussian mythèmes or of rough
textual structures, but penetrates textual matter through the levels of
inter-clausal and intra-clausal structure down to the semantic structure of
the individual words of the text in the pursuit of ineaning.
Returning to the second point of possible critique to this proposal, we
may ask if the giving up of a good part of textual autonomy does not play
down the fundamental gap between the reader and the original author,
and does not deny the text its possibilities of being recontextualised by
opposing to a strict decontextualisation of the text vis-à-vis its original
context. I believe this is not the case.
The func[ional approach regards verbal interaction as a fundamentally
bipolar movement that is always mediated by discourse or text. Even if
the shared pragmatic information of the two interlocutors plays an
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important role in this interaction, speaker and addressee and their
respective cognitive contents are never merged. On the contrary, the
approach makes clear that there is - next to a certain amount of shared
information, which makes interaction possible - a fundamental
difference between the pragmatic information of speaker and addressee.
In order for interpretation to be successful, the addressee - in the case of
written texts: the reader - should be aware of the content of the
speaker'slauthor's pragmatic information. In the case of historical texts, a
thorough analysis of and acquaintance with the cognitive concepts filling
the author's mind, including knowledge of his historical environment, is
a conditio sine qua non of adequate interpretation. This assertion does
not mark a return to the opinion that a reconstruction of the original
interaction between the author and his intended readers in the historical
context is the ultimate goal of all hermeneusis. Rather, as mentioned
before, it takes serious the fact that the meaning of linguistic elements
cannot be detached from the cognitive content of the author's mind. At
the same time, the functional-cognitive approach renders the analyst -
and, indeed, every reader - aware of one's own cognitive content and of
the way in which this content thoroughly affects the reconstruction of the
text's meaning, and, hence, of the ineluctable difference between one's
interpretation and the author's intention. An interpretation that would
aim at being decontextualised with regard to the reader's context is,
therefore, as much at error as an interpretation that considers the text as
being completely detached from the author's context. By virtue of this
double awareness, the functional-cognitive paradigm does full right [o
the distance between author and reader. The distance is mediated,
however, by the text itself, which reflects the author's cognitive content
and which guides the reader's reconstruction. The analysis of the text and
of its grammatical and lexical structuring devices, therefore, stands at the
heart of all interpretational activity.
Finally, it should be remembered that, for Ricoeur, decontextualisation
was the counterpart of and necessary condition for the
recontextualisation of the text in the reader's context: it is because of the
text's autonomy vis-à-vis its initial context that it is open to being
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recontextualised time and again, Ricoeur said.97 What, then, happens to
this possibility of recontextualising if decontextualisation is rejected as
undesirable and impossible? I would propose - but this needs further
elaboration elsewhere - that reading and interpreting do not aim at
providing a new context for a context-less text, but rather aim at creating
an analogical - or call it: metaphorical - mapping between the context-
bound meaning of the text, on the one hand, and our, just as contextual,
being-in-the-world, which is thereby conceptually reorganised, on the
other. Just as, in metaphor, the target domain is understood on the basis
of what is known of the source domain, as cognitive linguistics has
shown,98 the reader of a text understands his or her being-in-the-world on
the basis of what is known of the text.~ If we metaphorically speak of
argument (target) as of war (source), to take just one of the famous
examples in cognitive linguistics,~~ we start to think of having an
argument as waging war, and even start to actually behave accordingly.
Similarly, if we read a tragedy by Sophocles or, indeed, the book of Job,
we map what we know of these texts to the way in which we view our
being-in-the-world, taken in the largest sense. However limited the effect
may be, each reading taken seriously, affects our vision of ihe world,
which is, thus, the result of the interaction of our own context and the
`meaning of the text', i.e. the linguistic processes in the text which guide
our interpretation. A ihorough insight of these processes is, thus, the
necessary condition for any meaningful interpretation of the text.
In the following study, I propose an analysis of these linguistic processes,
as they are operative in the chapters 12 to 14 of the book of Job. It will
be clear that my study does not seek to articulate an interpretation of the
text that would be existentially meaningful for contemporary readers.

97 See n. 34 above.
98 See e.g. LnKO~ and 7~RNER, More Than Cool Reason, p. 59: "A metaphor
with the name n ts s is a mapping of part of the structure of our knowledge of
source domain s to target domain n."
~ For a discussion of, especially narrative, texts as the source of a mapping
operation, see TURNER, M., The Literary Mind. The Origins of Thought and
Language, New York - Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1996.
~~ See the discussion of this metaphor in LAtcor-F and Jotn~rsoN, Metaphors We
Live By, pp. 3-6 etpassim.
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Such an interpretation is strongly contextually determined; it, hence,
takes the genius of someone with a keen eye for his or her context and a
good insight in the meaning of texts to articulate these interpretations,
which are vital to the readers and to the text. My present purpose is more
modest: to present a linguistic analysis that is relevant for this
hermeneutical process. The present chapter has shown, that a combined
functional-cognitive approach fully qualifies in this respect. It is to such
an analysis that I now turn in the following chapters. The two parallel
linguistic processes guiding the reader to meaning will be presented and
analysed in two consecutive parts: in the following chapters 2 to 4, the
rough-grained grammatical features of the text will be analysed, whereas
in the chapters 5 to 7, the lexical structure of the most prominent terms,
which direct the reader to a fine-grained understanding of the text, will
be assessed. The decision of which lexical terms are most prominent to
the text's discursive development will be made on the basis of the
analysis of part I, which will, among other things, make clear what items
are topicalised in the text. In the words of Givón's metaphor,~o~ I will
first follow the fast motorway of grammatical constructions, after which
the winding side streets and traffic signs of lexical structure will be
pursued, with one singular purpose, however, viz., reaching the final
destination of textual understanding.

~o~ See p. 30 above.
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PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF JOB 12-14



INTRODUCTION

In this part, the grammatical cues will be analysed which - using
Givón's words~ -roughly guide the reader to a coherent reconstruction
of the text's meaning. In other words, the grammatical markers will be
studied which aid the reader to structure the text into coherent and
logical units, to locate the different topics and their mutual relation in
the text, and to recognise the parts in which infotTrtation is given about
those topics. The present analysis is not so much interested in the
concrete content of the information communicated in the text, as it is
interested in the way in which the text makes clear how this
information is structured.
As argued in the preceding chapter, this analysis will be executed at
two levels. On the one hand, the pragmatic structure of each clause in
Job 12-14 will be analysed. This analysis will consist in establishing
which constituents function as the clause's topic and which as its
focus, or put more simply, in determining what is said about what and
how this is achieved in the language. On the other hand, attention will
be paid to the structure of the text as a whole and to the question
which clauses belong together in informational units. To this end, the
continuity among clauses and the coherence within the different
structural units of the text will be examined. In both cases, the
analyses will be methodologically based on the insights of functional
linguistics and on functionally inspired Hebrew linguistic scholarship.
The first chapter of this part (chapter 2) will provide an overview of
the theoretical discussion on the pragmatic functions of Topic and
Focus and on the way these are linguistically expressed in language.
After the general functionalist account of these questions, attention

~ Gtvótv, T., Functionalism and Grammar, Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1995, p. 343: "For the text comprehender, overt grammatical signs
- syntactic constructions, morphology, intonation - cue the text processor,
they guide him~her in the construction of a coherent mental representation of
the text; and this is a vital cognitive boost."
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will be paid to the way in which the pragmatic functions are marked in
Classical Hebrew. The second chapter (chapter 3) will present a
clause-by-clause pragmatic analysis of Job 12-14, determining for
each clause which constituents function as Topic and which as Focus.
These analyses will be preceded by a methodological introduction in
which the applied research routines and methodological concepts will
be explained.
Once the pragmatic functions of Topic and Focus are deten-nined in
each separate clause, the third chapter (chapter 4) will be devoted to a
study of the continuity among clauses and of the resultant textual
coherence. Here again, first, the general and specific literature will be
reviewed, and, subsequently, the chapters 12 to 14 of the book of Job
will be analysed. The results of this investigation will be confronted
with the existing rhetorical or poetic treatments of the text's structure.
At the end of this part, the rough meaning structure of the text will
have become clear, with the main themes and Topics and their
distribution across the text's segments determined. This insight will,
in turn, provide the starting-point for the lexical study to be performed
in the next part, as it will indicate which terms are crucial to the text's
argumentative development, and, hence, deserve a more fine-grained
analysis.



CHAPTER 2

PRAGMATIC STRUCTURE OF THE HEBREW CLAUSE:
THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

In the present chapter, the theoretical discussion on the pragmatic
structure of clauses and its linguistic expression will be presented.2
With the term `pragmatic structure', I mean the distribution in the
clause of the things spoken about and the things that are said about
them, or put more technically, the distribution of the pragmatic
functions of Topic and Focus. I will first introduce the functional-
linguistic account of what these pragmatic functions are (~ 1) and of
how they are typically expressed in language in general (~ 2). In the
following paragraph (~ 3), which will make up the largest portion of
the present chapter, the linguistic expressions of pragmatic functions
in Biblical Hebrew will be discussed. Since, as in many languages,
constituent order plays an important role in expressing the pragmatic
structure of a clause, the research history on this phenomenon of
constituent order in the Hebrew verbal and nominal clause will be
reviewed.

1. FUNCTIONAL LINGUISTICS ON PRAGMAT[C FUNCT[ONS

Functional linguistics has as its guiding assumption that every
linguistic phenomenon is functional, i.e., has a function in the context
in which it occurs. This also holds for the constituents of a clause,

Z For the sake of clarity, I do not use the term "informatíon structure"
introduced by Lambrecht and adopted by several authors. In Lambrechts'
definition, the "information structure" is the "formal expression of the
pragmatic structuring of a proposition in a discourse" (LAMBRECHT, K.,
Information Structure and Sentence Form. Topic, Focus and the Mental
Representations of Discourse Referents [Cambridge Studies in Linguistics,
71 j, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 5). Rather I will speak
of the pragmatic structure (on the pragmatic level) and its linguistic
expression (on the formal level).
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having a function on three different levels: semantic, syntactic and
pragmatic.3 Following Dik's definition, semantic functions specify
which roles the referents of the nominal constituents play in the `real-
world' state of affairs that the clause designates. Consider the
following examples:

(1) John broke the window

(2) The window broke.

In clause (1), `John' has the semantic function of Agent, i.e., the entity

controlling the designated action, whereas `the window' has the

function of Goal, i.e., the entity affected by the action. In clause

(2), on the other hand, `the window' has the semantic function that
Dik calls the `Processed', viz., the entity that undergoes a process.4
Syntactic functions, for their part, specify the perspective from which
the designated state of affairs is presented. The function of subject,
e.g., specifies the primary vantage point from which the state of affairs
is presented. Compare, as an example, clause (1) and the following
clause:

(3) The window was broken by John.

Both clauses (1) and (3) designate the same state of affairs, and their
two nominal constituents play the same respective semantic role in

3 See Dtic, S. C. and K. HENGEVELD, The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part
l: The Structure of the Clause (Functional Grammar Series, 20), Berlin - New
York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1997b, p. 3. Compare a(so LAMBRECHT,
Information Structure, pp. 6-13.
4 For the sake of simplicity, 1 just mention a few examples of a Dikian
approach to semantic functions, as described in Dtic and HENGEVELD,
Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 117-124. Other linguists have proposed
different classifications of semantic functions, which do not always
completely overlap with Dik's categories. See, among others, Fillmore's
famous áRlcle FILLMORE, C. J., The Case for Case, in R. T. HARMS (ed.),
Universals in Linguistic Theory, New York (NY), Holt, Reinhar[ and Wilston,
1968, pp. 1-88, which marked the onset of his Case Grammar. Since the
semantic functions of constituents are not our primary concern here, I will not
go into the different existing classifications.
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either clause; yet, their syntactic roles differ. In the former clause, the
action is presented from the point of view of `John'; in the latter, the
`window' is the primary vantage point.s
Clause constituents have a third function, however, pertaining to the
way in which they relate to the communicative setting in which they
occur. This pragmatic function, as Dik calls it, specifies the
informational status of the constituent in this communicative setting,
in particular with regard to the pragmatic information the speaker and
addressee have. One will remember that, for Dik, verbal interaction is
launched when a speaker desires to resolve a presumed difference
between his or her pragmatic information and that of the addressee.b
Put more simply, one uses language if one wishes [o give someone a
part of information that one supposes the addressee not to have. A
speaker may wish to complete or to extend the addressee's pragmatic
information or cognitive content, but may also aim at replacing or
restricting certain parts of the addressee's information. In all cases, for
an expression to be meaningful, it should contain elements that are
common to both speaker and hearer, and which, hence, constitute the
point of departure. At the same time, it should also include new
elements, which are the most essential for the modification of the
addressee's pragmatic information. Elements - or more correctly:
constituents - in a clause, therefore, may have different informational
status: they may present the usually given, common information about
which something is said or the new information that is asserted.~ This

5 For Dik's treatment of syntactic functions, see Dnc and HENGEVELD,
Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 247-269.
6 See the discussion of Dik's model of verbal interaction in the preceding
chapter, pp. 19-22.
' It should immediately be noted that it is not always something completely
old or common that is spoken about, nor always something completely new
that is asserted, as Dik himself concedes, see Dtx and HENGEVELD, Functional
Grammar. Part 1, p. 312: "Partially corresponding to the `given'I `new'
distinction, we may distinguish the dimensions of topicaliry and focaliry.
Topicality characterizes those entities `about' which information is provided
or requested in the discourse. Focality attaches to those pieces of information
which are the most important or salient with respect to the modifications
which S wishes to effect in PA, and with respect to the further development of
the discourse." Note the interesting remark on the given~new distinction by the
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informational status is specified by the pragmatic function of a
constituent. Dik, and most other functionalists, discern two main
pragmatic functions of clausal constituents: the en[ities about which a
certain clause gives information are called Topic, whereas the entities
that are informationally the most salient are called Focus.g In clause
(1) `John broke the window', pronounced without specific prosodic
stress, John will be regarded as the clause's Topic, and the verbal
phrase `broke the window' as the Focus. If, however, the clause is
uttered as an answer to the question `What did John break?', the
nominal constituent `the window' will function as the clause's Focus,
and the rest of the clause - which contains known information - as the
Topic. In the latter case, the Focus will be given a special prosodic
stress:9

(4) John broke the wtNDOw [and not the vase].

It is important to note that the functions of Topic and Focus do not
form a dichotomous pair: topicality and focality aze both gradient
notions with a certain amount of overlap. Certain constituents may,
therefore, have both the function of Topic and of Focus in a single
clause. This is, e.g., typically the case when a new Topic is
introduced, as in Dik's example:

(5) Yesterday in the pub I met your sister Mary.

Israeli philosopher M. Strauss: "Das bereits bekannte ist also (intentionales
Satz-)Subjekt, das Neue (in[entionales) Prádikat. Andererseits is[ das Subjekt,
insofern es bedeutungsbediirftig ist, gerade das Unbekannte, welches mit Hilfe
des Pr~dikats interpretiert wird. [...] Subjektbegriff und Pr~dikatsbegriff sind
Bausteine des Satzinhalts, sie sind also beide das Alte, ihre Verbindung durch
den Satz ist das Neue." (STRAUSS, M., Empfindung, Intention und Zeichen.
Typologie des Sinntragens [Alber-Brochure Philosophie], Freiburg -
Miinchen, Alber, 1984, pp. 144-145.)
a Compare with Lambrecht's assertion that "the focus of a sentence [...] is
seen as the element of information whereby the presupposition and the
assertion D~r~R from each other", See LAMBRECHT, Information Structure, p.
207 (small capitals his).
9 In this and other examples, prosodic pronunence is indicated by the use of
small capitals.
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The constituent `your sister Mary' has both the function of Topic,
since something is said about it, yet at the same time it functions as
Focus, since it adds a new element to the discourse.'o
Although Topic and Focus are the most important pragmatic
functions, they are not the only ones Dik discerns. All languages allow
for extra-clausal constituents, which, as their name indicates, stand
outside the clause proper. These constituents have a number of
different functions," which, according to Dik, cannot be reduced to
that of either Topic or Focus. I mention the most important of these
functions here. First of all, Dik discerns Themes and Tails. These two
functions partly coincide with what is generally known as left- and
right-dislocation, respectively, i.e., extra-clausal constituents that
either precede or follow the clause proper, and that are resumed or
announced by a pronoun in that clause. Dik's following two examples
illustrate these two kinds of extra-clausal constituents:

(6) That man, we gave the book to him yesterday

(7) He's a nice chap, your brother.

Randall Buth criticised Dik's identification of the Theme as a separate
pragmatic function, and, to my mind, the same critique can be
formulated vis-à-vis the function of Tail. The gist of Buth's argument
is that Themes differ from Topics in syntax, more than in
pragmatics,12 and that Themes are actually nothing more than marked
Topics, which appear outside of the predication proper.13 This remark

'o See DtK and HEt~cevet.~, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 316: "[...]
NewTops combine properties from the dimensions of topicality and focality.
They are topical in that they introduce a topical entity into the discourse; and
they are focal in that they introduce this entity into the discourse. (original
italics omitted)"
" See Ibid., pp. 310f.
12 BtrrH, R., Word Order in Aramaic from the Perspectives of Functional
Grammar and Discourse Analysis ( Ph.D.-dissertation), Los Angeles,
University of California, 1987, p. 47.
13 As Talstra has correctly observed with regard to Rosenbaum's study on
Isaiah 40-55, distinguishing Themes from Topics sometimes blurs rather than
illuminates linguis[ic analysis, see TwLS'rRn, E., Reading Biblical Hebrew
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certainly is valid if the extra-clausal element preceding the clause is
simply taken up in the clause by means of a pronoun (see example 5),
as is the case with Hebrew casus pendens. In this case, Themes can
best be regarded and labelled as Topics. The same can, mutatis
mutandis, be said of the function of Tail (see example 6).14 In a
number of cases, however, the extra-clausal element preceding the
clause is not taken up in the following clause, but truly "specifies an
ensemble of entities with respect to which the following clause is
going to present some relevant ínformation",15 as in Dik's following
example:

(7) As for Paris, the Eiffel Tower is really spectacular.

In these cases, I would argue, it makes good sense to distinguish the
extra-clausal Theme from the clause's Topic, since they are not only
syntactically, but also pragmatically different.~b
In the second, posthumously published part of his Functional
Grammar, Dik regarded the function of Theme as a specific type of
the pragmatic superfunction of Orientation, underneath which also
other types of functions may be distinguished. The - usually extra-
clausal - constituents serving this function of Orientation have in
common that they "present information which orients the addressee to
the information to be presented in the clause".~~ They do so by
anchoring the content of the following clause's proposition to the rest

Poetry - Linguistic Structure or Rhetorical Device?, in Journal of Northwest
Semitic Languages 25 (1999) ] 01-126, pp. 116f.
~' Dik himself calls Tail "afterthought-Topic" in the second volume of his
grammar, see DtK, S. C. and K. HENGEVELD, The Theory of Functional
Grammar. Part 2: Complex and Derived Constructions (Functional Grammar
Series, 2l ), Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, p. 404.
15 Ibid., p. 389.
16 See the discussion in RosENaAUM, M., Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-
55 (Studia Semitica Neerlandica, 36), Assen, Van Gorcum, 1997, pp. 44-46.
Even though he concedes that "on the pragmatic level, Theme is equivalent to
marked Topic", Rosenbaum chose to adopt the distinction between Theme
and Topic, because, in certain cases, "there may be a second predication-
internal Topic in addition to the extra-predication Topicl'I'heme".
~~ DIK and xENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 2, p. 388.
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of the discourse. These constituenis do not serve the pragmatic
function of the clause's Topic, in that they do not present that about
which something is said, nor do they have the function of Focus; they,
rather, "present the framework within which the Topic is stated and
commented upon".~g Under the umbrella function of Orientation, Dik
distinguishes, besides the function of Theme discussed above, the
functions of Setting and of Condition. The function of Setting was
first introduced, to my knowledge, in Buth's excellent UCLA
dissertation on Aramaic word order.19 According to him, constituents
with a Setting function provide the spatial and temporal, but also the
`]ogical' framework within which the clause is to be situated.ZO Dik
himself only recognises temporal and spatial Settings,21 as does
Rosenbaum.22 An example, again taken from Dik's Grammar, may
clarify what is meant with this function of Setting:

(8) In the beginning of Spring, John felt awful.

The first constituent, viz. `in the beginning of spring' provides the
setting in which the main clause is to be situated. In that way, the
constituent does not, in the first place, play the role of either Topic or
Focus of the clause. Nonetheless, analogously to the way in which
topicality and focality form a continuum, as has been mentioned
above, the function of Setting should not preclude other functions,
notably that of Focus.23 In example 8, the first constituent may, next to

~a BUrH, R. J., Word Order in Aramaic from the Perspectives of Functional
Grammar and Discourse Analysu (Ph.D.-dissertation), Los Angeles, UCLA,
1987, p. 51.
19 Ibid., pp. 50-51 and examples on pp. 211-214.
Zo As an example of the latter category, Buth mentions the prepositional
~phrase `concerning the proposal'.

~ DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 2, pp. 388; 396-398, here
p. 397: "I here restrict the notion of `setting' to the time and place coordinates
defined explicitly or implicitly in the discourse".
ZZ RosENanun~, Word-Order Variation, pp. 41-44, here p. 44: "In the case of
the Setting function [he Speaker is providing the Addressee with a(temporal
or spatial) compass to help him locate the Topic within his pragmatic
information".
z3 Compare to Grof3's remark: "Die Mehrzahl auch der Subjekte, Zeitangaben,
Deiktika im Vorfeld ist allerdings de facto auch fokussiert [italics mine]"
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íts function of Setting, assume the function of Focus, in that it says
something about John's feeling awful. Because, however, the function
of Setting is quite distinct from that of Focus, I will, in the following,
distinguish between the two.
Besides Theme and Setting, Dik finally also introduces the function of
Condition, which typically takes the form of a conditional clause.
According to Dik, this function should be subsumed under the heading
of Orientation, since speakers use conditional clauses "to `create' a
world or `mental model' within which that which is expressed in the
apodosis is claimed to be relevant or true".24 In that way, the condition
orients the addressee to the information that is to follow and provides
the framework within which the main clause is to be understood.
In conclusion: Functional Grammar argues that clausal constituents
have semantic, syntactic and pragmatic functions. The main pragmatic
functions of a constituent are that of Topic and of Focus,
discriminating between that about which something is said in the
sentence and that what is said. Extra-clausal constituents,25 for their
part, often have the function of orienting the reader to the clausal
information and providing a framework within which the clause is to

(GROO, W., Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld. Syntaktische, pragmatische und
ubersetzungstechnische Studien zum althebrdischen Verbalsatz [Beihefte zur
Zeitschrif[ fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 305], Berlin - New York,
Walter de Gruyter, 2001, p. 311).
~1 DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 2, p. 396. Compare with
FAUCONNIER, G., Mappings in Thought and Language, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1997, pp. 93-95; 99-130 on conditionals,
counterfactuals and the building up of inental spaces.
~ In my opinion, it does not make much sense to consider adverbs as (i.c.,
parenthetical) extra-clausal constituents, as Rosenbaum has done (see
ROSENBAUM, Word-Order Variation, p. 99). If this would be the case, all
adverbial constituents and, indeed, all syntactically non-obligatory adjuncts
should be called extra-clausal, stripping the clause down to its bare nucleus of
a predicate and its obligatory complements. This reductionist view on the
clausal constituents is probably the result of Rosenbaum's concentration on
the triad of verb-subjec[-object, as becomes clear from the choice of
grammatical labels the author made to tag the different constituents. The only
syntactic labels used are S[ubject], DO [Direct Object], P[redicate] and
V[erb], while the other constituents are tagged with morpho-syntactic labels
as e.g. pp [prepositional phrase] which are devoid of clause-syntactic
information.
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be understood. Whereas the Theme presents the entity with respect to
which the following clause is presenting information, the Setting and
Condition provide the spatiaUtemporal and conditional framework for
the clause respectively.

II. LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION OF PRAGMATIC FUNCTIONS

Natural languages express the pragmatic functions in a number of
ways. Since the Focus is the most salient function of language, it is
usually the element with this function that is linguistically marked in
the clause. This marking may take different forms.zb
1. Some languages have specific focus markers (particles) that
formally indicate in each clause what is the Focus,27 while also the
different functions of Orientation are formally marked in a number of
languages.28 Also in languages that lack an explicit Focus marker,
some particles (as e.g. English also, only) may point to the Focus of
the clause, as is the case in the following clause:

(9) He only bought coffee.

Particles like these naturally point to the clause's Focus in that they
specifically mark the information that the speaker wants to modify in
the addressee's pragmatic information. In example 9, the speaker
wants to limit the addressee's information: rather than coffee and, e.g.,
tea, the person spoken about only bought coffee.
2. Many languages have constructions that indicate what is the Focus
of a clause, as in the following example:

(10) It is you that I have come to see.

The cleft-construction `It is ... that ...' makes clear that `you' is the
Focus of the clause, the fac[ that the I-person had come to see
someone being presupposed and, thus, given as the Topic.

Z6 See Dix and HErrGeveL~, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 327.
Z' See Ibid., pp. 335f.
28 See D~x and HErvGEVEL~, Functional Grammar. Part2, pp. 389-401.
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3. All languages have special positions in the clause structure in which
constituents with special pragmatic significance, e.g. constituent with
marked Focus, can be placed.29 Typically, the first position in the
clause is used for this purpose, as in Dik's following Dutch example:

(11) Dit boek heb ik gelezen (I read TH[S book).

The first constituent of this clause is put in the special fronted position
indicating the fact that the constituent should be regarded as the
clause's Focus (supposing the clause is an answer to the question
`Which book did you read?'). Special fronted positions are not only
used for locating focused constituents, however; also topicalised
constituents and constituents with an orientational pragmatic function
(Theme, Setting, Condition) are typically placed in the fronted
position.
4. In most ]anguages, however, the Focus is primarily indicated by
prosody. The clause of example (10) could be rephrased as follows,
retaining the same Focus:

(12) I have come to see You.

In this case, it is the prosodic prominence that indicates the clausal
Focus.

The next chapter, proposing a thorough functional analysis of Job 12-
14, will draw heavily on the insights developed by Dikian Functional
Grammar

III. LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION OF PRAGMATIC FUNCT[ONS IN HEBREW

If, as in the following analysis, one aims at analysing the rough
meaning structure of a Hebrew text, and more specifically at studying
the way in which the information is presented as an interweaving of
Topics and focusing comments against the background of

29 See DtK and HEt~GEVeLD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 420-427.
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orientational elements, one will have to study ihe grammatical cues
described above as they appear in the Hebrew text.

1. Prosody, Focus Markers and Focus Constructions

The most frequent cue to the informational structure of clauses, viz.,
the clauses' prosodic features, is forever lost, which seriously impedes
any pragmatic analysis of Hebrew texts, as Grof3 has correctly
remarked.30 Admittedly, the Masoretes have provided the text with
accents, which offer the contemporary scholar important information
on word accent and on the syntactic connection between words and
which, moreover, present musical guidelines for the cantilation of the
text.31 The accents do not provide much information on clausal
prosody and its pragmatic use, however.32 As a result, one of the most

~ GROa, W., Die Satzteilfolge im Verbalsatz alttestamentlicher Prosa.
Untersucht an den Buchern Dtn, Ri und 2Kdn (Forschungen zum Alten
Testament, 17), Tubingen, Mohr (Siebeck), 1996, p. 66: "Ein Grof3teil der den
Fokus im Altheb~ischen betreffenden sprachlichen Tatsachen entgeht uns,
weil kompetente Sprecher fehlen und prosodische Faktoren nicht mehr
zugíinglich sind."
31 Tov, E., Teztual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Minneapolis - Assen -
Maastricht, Fortress Press - Van Gorcum, 1992, p. 68.
3Z GROa, Satzteilfolge, p. 72. Recently, some proposals have been made to
relate masoretic accents to clausal prosody, see DRESHER, E., The Prosodic
Basis of the Tiberian Hebrew System ofAccents, in Language 70 { 1994) 1-5 I;
LoDE, L., A Discourse Perspective on the Significance of the Masoretic
Accents, in R. B. BERGEN (ed.), Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics,
Dallas - Winona Lake, Summer Institute of Linguistics - Eisenbrauns, 1994,
pp. I55-172. Lode has made some interesting observations on the relation
between the use of certain sequences of accents (indicating a rise in
intonation) and certain what we would call pragmatic functions, see p. 166:
"Rising intonation within a phonological sentence indicates prominence, with
either focus value or emphasis value, or the two combined." Also Buth has
suggested, with reference to Dresher's article, some possible connections
between accents and pragmatic functions (see BuTH, R., Word Order in the
Verbless Clause. A Generative-Functiona[ Approach, ln C. L. MILLER [ed.],
The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches [Linguistic
Studies in Ancient West Semitic, 1], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 79-
108, here pp. 84f. n. 12). The connection between accents, prosody and
pragmatic functions remains a topic for further investigation; therefore, in the
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important clues to the informational structure of clauses is not
available to us any longer, limiting the analytical detail of pragmatic
research in Classical Hebrew.33
In addition, focus markers and focus constructions are not very
frequent in Classical Hebrew. Unlike some other languages, Hebrew
has no focus particle systematically marking each clause's Focus,
although there are some particles that place focus on what follows. In
their Biblical Hebrew Reference Crammar, the only grammar to have
included a specific paragraph on the Topic, van der Merwe et. al. list
the following particles: ~tt (only, just), ~a;t (also, indeed), C~tt (only,
nevertheless), Ca (also, even), T~S~ (only, unless), 7~ (only),34 a list to
which other particles as e.g. (only) could be added. These particles
place focus on the following (and in the case of ~~`7: the preceding)
word, constituent or clause in that they mark it as the main element in
the addressee's pragmatic information to be altered, viz., by limiting
or expanding this information.
Focus constructions, as the English cleft-construction mentioned
above, do occur, but are not very common in Classical Hebrew.35 T'he
most frequent focus construction is a nominal clause with a
determinate nominal predicate (subst., adj. or part. with article), as in
the following example taken from Gen 45:12:

(13) ~~,5ct ~~-rr~n ~~ '~
that my-mouth the-speaking to-you
"that it is I who is speaking to you"

In this clause, taken from Joseph's speech in which he made himself
known to his brothers, the fact that someone was speaking to the
brothers was, of course, quite obvious to them. What the clause wants
to put into focus is that the one who was speaking to them was none

present study, I will not explicitly use evidence from accents as an indicator of
specific pragmatic function in Job 12-14.
3i GROa, Satzteilfolge, p. 69.
~ BHRG ~41.4.
3s See GeLt.eR, S. A., Cleft Sentences with Pleonastic Pronoun: A Syntactie
Construction of Biblical Hebrew and Some of Its Literary Uses, in Journal of
Ancient NearEastern Studies 20 (1991) 15-33.
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other than their own brother whom they had sold.3ó In focus
constructions like this one, the predicate usually takes the form of a
determinate participle, as in examples 13 and 14; in rare instances, it
can also take the form of an adjective or substantive.37 In most cases,
moreover, the focus construction is tripartite, i.e., it includes a third
person independent personal pronoun,38 as in Dt 3:22:

(14) 0~5 ~rt5~~ ni~ n~,n5a~c ~i~, ,~
for YHwH your-God he the-battling for-you
"For it is YHwH your God who will battle for you"

Also a different clausal focus construction should be distinguished in
Classical Hebrew, viz., one consisting of a subject followed by a third-
person independent personal pronoun followed by a relative clause.39
T'he next clause taken from 1 Chron 21:17 is an illustrative example:

~ See also HOFTUZER, J., The Nominal Clause Reconsidered, in Vetus
Testamentum 23 (1973) 446-510, p. 504.
37 See J-M ~ 1371. Besides [he numerous texts referred to in J-M's paragraph,
one could point to examples as Dt 3:22; 31:6.8; Is 40:22 (subject deleted);
51:12; 52:6(?); Jer 29:23 (Q); Amos 9:5-6. It is noteworthy that, according to
Muraoka, the nuance of nominal clauses with determinate predicates
"corresponds to the Eng. it is the one ... who~which ..., the so-called `cleft-
sentence' ".
3a This type of clauses is explicitly studied in Geller's article: GELLER, Cleft
Sentences. See also DRIVER, S. R., A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in
Flebrew, Oxford, Clarendon, 1892, ?? 199: "the pronoun [...] resumes the subj.
with emphasis"; J-M ~ 154i-j. One shall take note of Muraoka's remazk: "In
most cases such a pronoun gives prominence to the preceding clause
constituent, occasionally in the manner of a`cleft sentence' [...]". For a more
elaborate treatment of tripartite nominal clauses, see MuRnoKn, T., The
Tripartite Nominal Clause Revisited, in C. L. MILLER (ed.), The Verbless
Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in
Ancient West Semitic, 1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 187-213, esp.
p. 204 discussing the relation between tripartite NCs, casus pendens and cleft
sentences.
39 Since the determinate participle and the relative clause often overlap, except
for their temporal and modal meaning, this construction is to some extent
related to the preceding tripar[ite construction.
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(15) ~rsznrt ~rv~ c~~~ ~;s~e
I he NOTA RELAT[ONIS I-have-sinned
"I am the one who has sinned"

With this construction, the author makes clear that the "I" is the Focus
of the clause: David calls on God to stop his punishment of the people
since he alone has sinned, while the people have not. That God's
punishment is a result of some sin is assumed to be known to both
interlocutors, God and David, the clause's most salient information
being that it is David who sinned and not the people.40 If the
grammatical subject of the main clause is itself an independent
personal pronoun in the third person, it is immediately followed by the
relative clause, in which case the relative pronoun is used absolutely,
i.e., without antecedent.41 This variant of the construction occurs
mainly in parenthetical clauses commenting on an element of the
preceding clause,42 as in example 16, or in clauses introducing a
quotation, as in example 17:

(16) ~i~~ mm ~or~n ~~ ~n
they NoTA RELAT. they-have-rejected the-law-of YHwH
"They are the ones who have rejected the law of YHwH"

In example 16, taken from 4Q 162 2:7 (4QpIsab), the fact that there
have been people who have rejected the law of YHwH is known
information, as it is a quote from Is 5:24. What the speaker wants to
say is that is "they" - viz., "the congregation of arrogant men in
Jerusalem" (see 4Q162 2:6.10) - that have done so. Being the new

~ It is interesting to note that in the parallel passage in 2Sam 24:17
('1ïttCrt '~;tt ~;~) a different focusing strategy is used, viz., the discourse
marker ~;R which provides the following clause with particular prominence
in the context (see BHRG ~44.3) followed by the fronted redundant personal
pronoun '~;tt, which often indicates focus, as we will see below.
'~ See J-M ~ 145a; 1581.
'Z Compare with Is 9:13-14, although in a different syntactical construction
([...] 4Rt~R tt1~ [...] ~;T~ N1~), in what seems to be a case of pesher exegesis
in the Hebrew Bible (see GOSHEN-GOTTSTEIN, M., Hebrew Syntax and the
History of the Bible Text, in Textus 8 [ 1973] 100- l06)
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information, it is this constituent "they" that is the clause's Focus,
which is indicated by the focus construction described here.

(17) ~ntt ~rz~t t~t~~ ~~
for it NOTA RELATIONIS he-has-said
"For this is what he said:"

Similarly, in example 17 (CD 10:16), the fact that God has said things
is, obviously, known information. What is new, and hence Focus, is
that it is "this" which he has said, and which is applicable to the
situation described in the text, viz., the observation of the sabbath.
A similar construction with the demonstrative instead of the personal
pronoun occurs.43 The demonstrative may anaphorically refer to what
preceded or may cataphorically anticipate what will be said in the
following clause, as the following two examples illustrate:

(18) rr~,~,e rr~5 ~~~ ~rue r~lzn
and-this NoTA RELATIONIS said to-them their-father
"This is what their father said to them"

(19) c~n ~5~szr sz5 ~cvre ~n
and-this NOTA RELATtotvts not you-shall-eat from-them
"and these are the ones of which you shall not eat"

The clause in example 18, taken from Gen 49:28, refers back to
Jacob's blessing which he pronounced in the preceding verses, while
example 19, the beginning of Dt 14:12, introduces a list of birds that
are not to be eaten, in contrast to the birds mentioned just before. In all
cases, however, the construction puts the demonstrative and its
referent in focus.
To my knowledge, the syntactic constructions of the type ~~tt ~tMt~
have not received any specific grammatical treatment yet; the present
study is not the place to elaborate on it, however. Suffice it to say that
the constructions regularly seem to have the function of putting the

43 A first look yielded the following cases: Gen 6:15; 44:5; 49:28; Ex 29:38;
Num 8:24; Dt 14:12; Jer 33:16; 1 QHe 5:13; 1 Q34b~ f.3 1:7; 4Q508 f.1:3.
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subject in pragmatic Focus,aa or of introducing a new Topic, which, as
Dik has remarked, is a focal activity as well.as

2. Constituent Orderab

Since other grammatical indicators are either ínecoverably lost
(prosody) or only occasionally occurring (focus markers and
constructions), the most important source of grammatical information
directing the reader to the clauses' pragmatic structure is that of
constituent order. In recent years, quite some research has been
devoted to the constituent order in Biblical Hebrew and to its bearing
on clause pragmatics. This is not to say that constituent order had
never been discussed before: classical grammars do treat the subject,
be it in a very concise and unsystematic way.a~ Most often, these
treatments are limited to the observations, firstly, that the usual
constituent order in verbal clauses is Verb-Subject-Object (VSO),
whereas that of nominal clausesas is Subject-Predicate (S-P), and

aa A preliminary survey yielded the following cases:
1) S-Pro3pers-ReICL Ez 38:17; Zech 8:23; 1Chron 12:16; 21:17; 4Q265 f6:6;
4Q299 f.3 2:7 (?);11Q11 3:3-4; 2) S(-Pro3pers)-RelCl: a. parenthetical: 2Ki
18:22 - Is 36:7; 1 Chron 5:36; 4Q162 2:7; 4Q 174 3:16; 4Q 177 3:7; 4Q 180 f.2-
4 2:1(?); 4Q252 4:1; 4Q254 f16:2 (?);11 Q13 2:14 ( ?); b. introducing a
quotation: Gen 42:14; Ex 16:23; Lev 10:3; CD ]0:16; 16:15; 1QpHab 3:2.13;
5:6; 4Q270 f.6 5:5; 4Q271 f.4 2:14; 4Q274 f.l 1:3.
as DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 316.
~ I prefer the term `constituent order' to that of `word order', since in the
following, the order of constituents - which may consist of only one word, of
course - will be dealt with and not so much the order of individual words.
a~ See GROU, Satzteilfolge, p. 2.
aa In the present work, I choose to speak of `nominal clauses', rather than of
`verbless clauses', even though, as correctly remarked in J-M ~ 153 n. 2, the
predicate of a nominal clause may not only consist of a noun, but also of
adjectives, particles and prepositional phrases. The term `verbless clause', on
the other hand, seems to rule out participles as predicates of these clauses,
which does not represent my own position on the topic. Even if the two terms
are used side-by-side in present-day scholarship ( see the titles of the
contributions to the recent volume on the tOplc: MILLER, C. L. ( ed.), The
Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches [Linguistic
Studies in Ancient West Semitic, 1], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999), the
[erm `nominal clause' is s[ill the most common one.
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secondly, that "a variation of the usual order of words frequently
occurs when any member of the sentence is to be specially
emphasized by priority of position".49 Recent, functional approaches
have added considerable detail to those observations. It is argued that
next to Subject, Object, Verb - or in the case of nominal clauses:
Subject and Predicate - also other syntactic categories should be taken
into consideration, and, likewise, that not only the fronting of
elements in the clause, but also other constituent orderings should be
discussed. Functional approaches moreover maintain that not only the
syntactic, but also the pragmatic functions of the constituents should
be given due consideration when trying to account for constituent
order, and finally, that "unusual" constituent orders can indicate more
than only emphasis. In the following, the current research in the field
of constituent order and its function will be introduced. Since nominal
and verbal clauses display a fundamentally different syntactic
structure and constituent order,so they will be treated separately.

49 G-K-C ~ 142f, see also G-K-C ~ 1411-m; 142f-g. It is striking that in their
introduction on syntax, Waltke and O'Connor do not treat the constituent
order of the verbal clause, except in two short notes (~ 38 n. 13; ~ 39 n. 38).
so ~e distinction between verbal and nominal clauses is well established ever
since Kautzsch, in the 22"d edition of Gesenius' grammar, called this
difference fundamental to Hebrew syntax. No[ many contemporary scholars
would agree with Gesenius' earlier position that the nominal clause is actually
a verbal clause with the omission of the copula (with the notable exception of
SINCLAIR, C., Are Nominal Clauses a Distinct Clausa[ Type?, in C. L. MILLER
[ed.], The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches
[Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic, I], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns,
1999, pp. 51-75 and DECAEN, V., A Unified Analysis of Verbal and Verbless
Clauses within Government-Binding Theory, in C. L. MILLER [ed.], The
Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches [Linguistic
Studies in Ancient West Semitic, 1J, Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp.
] 09-131). For a thorough treatment of the history of research of the nominal
clause, see GROti, W., Is There Really a Compound Nominal Clause in
Biblical Hebrew?, in C. L. Mn.LER (ed.), The Verbless Clause in Biblical
Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semi[ic,
1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 19-49, here pp. 20-37. More concise,
but even more up to date than Gro(3's overview is the review article by Zewi
and van der Merwe: ZEwI, T. and C. H. J. vAN DEtt MEkwE, Biblical Hebrew
Nominal Clause: Definátions of Subject and Predicate, in Journal of
Northwest Semitic Languages 27 (2001) 81-99.
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a. Constituent Order in Verbal Clauses

Biblical scholars are in the fortunate situation of disposing of a
number of recent and very thorough studies on constituent order in
verbal clauses and its correlation to the clauses' pragmatic functions.
In his 1987 dissertation mentioned above, Randall Buth thoroughly
investigated constituent order in Aramaic from a functional
perspective.51 In later articles, he expanded this research to the field of
Biblical Hebrew, as we11.52 The func[ional paradigm is also the basis
for Rosenbaum's 1997 dissertation, in which he systematically deals
with different functional phenomena, illustrated with examples taken
from Deutero-Isaiah. The most thorough analytical research with
regard to constituent order in the Hebrew verbal clause has been
carried out by GroQ, resulting in two recent major monographs.53 Also
GroQ's methodology is functionally inspired, and even increasingly
so: as we will see, after his 1996 monograph, he further developed his
methodological framework so as to incorporate more strongly the
functional assumptions. Obviously, the question of constituent order
in verbal clauses had been studied before in Hebrew grammar, albeit
in a less systematic way. Before tuming to the recent functional strand
in order research, I will therefore first briefly deal with Muraoka's
revision of Jouon's grammar in which he did not only synthesise the
previous research, but also gave his own account of constituent order,
based on the research presented in his earlier monograph on
emphasis.54 Although Muraoka does not explicitly use the tetTrts,
functional phenomena play a role in his description of constituent
order.

S~ BUTH, Word Order in Aramaic.
52 See notably BuTH, R., Functional Grammar, Hebrew and Aramaic. An
Integrated Textlinguistic Approach to Syntax, in W. R. BODWE (ed.),
Discourse Analysis of Biblical Literature. What It is and What it Offers
(Semeia Studies), Atlanta, Society of Biblical Literature, 1995, pp. 77-102.53 GROa, Satzteilfolge; GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld.
54 MUttnoxn, T., Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew,
Jerusalem - Leiden, Magness - Brill, 1985, esp. pp. 28-46.
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a. Jouon-Muraoka (1996)

Muraoka starts his well-developed section on the constituent order in
verbal clauses55 with the observation that the statistically dominant
order is V-S. This is also the order found most often in interrogative,
jussive and a number of subordinate clauses. Other constituents than
the subject (i.e. direct and indirect objects and adverbial clauses)
generally follow after the V-S nucleus. This order may be reversed for
a number of reasons, Muraoka explains: the subject typically precedes
in clauses that do not express sequence with regard to the preceding
clause (~ 155 n),56 in circumstantial clauses (~ 155 nc) and in clauses
beginning a statement (~ 155 nd). Irrespective of their syntactic
function, intetrogative pronouns and adverbs are placed in first
position in Hebrew, as in most languages, while in replies the
"essential part" comes first (~ 155 nh; ob). Next to these clause types,
in which an X-V order is to be considered as normal, constituents are
placed before the verb when they are to receive emphasis or contrast.
This phenomenon can occur both with the subject (~ 155 nb), and with
other constituents as the direct object (~ 155 0), the adverbial phrases
(~ 155 p) and the indirect object (~ 155 q). An interesting additional
factor that may influence constituent order is termed "attraction" or
"chiasmus" by Muraoka: constituents ending a clause may cause the
constituent with the same function in the following clause to occur in
the first position (~ 155 ng; oa; pa), as in example 20 taken from Judg
6:28.
In the second clause of this example, the subject is put in first
position, right after the corresponding constituent of the first clause.
Muraoka notes that this type of chiastic fronting may indicate the
contrasting of the two constituents.

Ss J-M ~ 155 k-t.
sb Compare with J-M ~ 118 d: "This feature of succession characteristic of the
wayyiqtol construction becomes particularly evident when biblical writers
deliberately avoid wayyiqtol and replace it with w-...qatal when they do not
want to express succession. [original bold face and italic omitted]"
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(20) ~C11~ ... Z~VJ~tt~1 ~y~~ l1~Ti] rii] ~7~11

and-behold was-broken-down the-altar-of Baal and-the-
Ashera ... was-cut-down
"and behold, the altar of Baal was broken down and the
Ashera ... was cut down"

Finally, Muraoka notes some specific exceptions to the default order
of V-S: a. very often, a constituent referring to God or his agent
occupies the initial position, which could be explained as reflecting
religious sentiment (~ I55 ne); b. the noun fi]'tt when used in an
indefinite sense tends to come in first position (~ 155 nf); c. in legal
texts, the verb often follows in non-initial position.
Muraoka's treatment is to be commended for its accuracy in
describing the different instances of default and of marked order.
What is lacking from his accoun[, however, is an explanation of
constituent order that goes beyond a descriptive inventory of cases.
The yuestion of why, e.g., in circumstantial clauses the default order is
reversed is not addressed. Admittedly, at some occasions he does
provide some explanation, e.g., when explicating some cases as
expressing religious reverence or as putting emphasis. As has been
remarked by others before, however, the explanation of "emphasis" is
not very satisfying. First of all, the notion of emphasis is not defined
very accurately,s~ and secondly, it is not clear how this factor relates
to the other possible reasons for marked orders which he discussed.58

~. Rosenbaum (1997)

Finding a better alternative for the explanation of fronted elements,
one that does not draw on the notion of emphasis, is one of

57 See, e.g., ROSENBAUM, Word-Order Variation, p. 3; Gttoe, Satzteilfolge,
pp. 5 f.
58 While it is true that in his monograph Emphatic Words and Structures in
Biblical Hebrew, Muraoka focused on the emphatic explanation of constituen[
order, he is very well aware of other factors influencing this order, as his
revision of Jouon's grammar makes clear. It does no right to his scholarship,
then, to blame him for falling into the "fallacy of the tool" (so RosEtaBnutvt,
Word-Order Variation, p. 3).
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Rosenbaum's primary aims.59 It is his conviction that Hebrew
constituent order, including the role of the first position, can be
described most adequately when using the terminology of Functional
Grammar. Rosenbaum's work therefore provides a comprehensive
introduction of functional methodology in the field of Biblical studies,
in particular in the study of Biblical poetry.~ Rosenbaum did not
refine the theoretical premises of this approach, nor did he provide a
systematic functional analysis of Is. 40-55, the chapters he chose as
his corpus. Rather, the study is a meticulous description of the
Functional Grammar as developed by Dik and of the different
pragmatic functions this grammar discerns, lavishly illustrated with
biblical examples. On the basis of his analyses, Rosenbaum concludes
that the basic constituent order of Hebrew verbal clauses is VSO, and
that this pattern can be expanded with a number of special positions.
In line with Functional Grammar in general, Rosenbaum discerns the
following. The extra-clausal constituents having the functions of
Theme and Tai1,61 obviously stand outside of the predication proper,
respectively preceding or following it. The position immediately
before the VSO core is reserved for constituents with a marked
pragmatic function, while discourse particles occupy the absolute

59 Rosenbaum ends his monograph by refuting the usefulness of the notion of
emphasis, see Ibid., pp. 215f.
~ Functionalist methodology has also been adopted in other studies of
constituent order in the Hebrew Bible, SCe HEIMERDINGER, J.-M., Topic, Focus
and Foreground in Ancient Hebrew Narratives (JSOT.SS, 295), Sheffield,
Sheffield Academic Press, 1999, SHIMASAKt, K., Focus Structure in Biblical
Hebrew. A Study of Word Order and Information Structure, Bethesda, CDL
Press, 2002 and very recently FLOOR, S. J., From information Structure, Topic
and Focus, to Theme in Biblical Hebrew Narrative (Ph.D.-dissertation),
Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 2004.
The methodology is also adopted in the BHRG and in other publications of
van der Merwe, see e.g. vAN DER MERWE, C. H. J., Towards a Better
Understanding of Biblical Hebrew Word Order, in Journal of Northwest
Semitic Languages 25 (1999) 277-300; vAN DER MERWE, C. H. J., Explaining
Fronting in Biblical Hebrew, in Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 25
(1999) 173-186. Since their theoretical and methodological points of departure
are in general terms similar to the ones described here, I do not include a
discussion on those works in detail here.
61 See p. SSff.
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beginning of the predication proper. The pattern of constituent order
looks as follows, then:

Theme, Discourse Particle - Initial pragmatic position - VSO, TailbZ

Most of Rosenbaum's monograph is devoted to the description of the
pragmatic functions of the constituents located in these special
positions. The extra-clausal constituents pose little problems; their
pragmatic function is well defined as that of Theme and Tail,
respectively. Moreover, since they stand outside of the predication
proper, they do not affect the res[ of the constituent order. The clause-
initial position, on the other hand, accepts constituents from the
predication proper and, hence, exerts an important influence on its
constituent order: if, e.g., the subject is moved to the first position, the
resultant order is SVO. As far as its pragmatic function is concemed,
the functional approach provides more descriptive accuracy than the
older works, which explained the function of fronted elements as
having emphasis. Constituents in the initial position may have more
than one function, Rosenbaum explains: they may act either as the
clause's Topic, Focus or Setting. Rosenbaum uses these functional
terms much in the same way as I have described above,b' they,
therefore, need no further introduction here. What is important in
Rosenbaum's description is that the same initial position may host
constituents with different pragmatic functions that cannot be
subsumed under the single heading of emphasis. If a constituent has to
be marked specifically as Topic, as Focus or as Setting, one of the
ways in which to do so is to promote it to the clause's first position.~
Besides this pragmatic factor, Rosenbaum mentions two other
determinants affecting constituent order. The first concerns the
influence of a constituent's internal structural complexity on its

bz The commas separating both Theme and Tail from the rest of the pattern
indicate that these constituents stand outside of the predication proper.
63 See pp. 53-59.
~ One could add that positioning is probably the only way of marking the
function of Setting, while Focus can be linguistically indicated in more than
one way, as I have demonstrated above.
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position in the clause: as Dik has demonstrated, most languages tend
to place less complex constituents before more complex ones.bs
Rosenbaum shows that this tendency is also operational in Biblical
Hebrew. To mention just two of the instances he discusses,
prepositions with pronominal suffixes tend to follow immediately
after the verb - thus coming before the object and sometimes the
subject and disturbing the default VSOX order~ - while constituents
that consist of a noun followed by a relative clause tend to move
backwards in the main clause.
A second additional factor influencing constituent order, which has
not escaped earlier scholarly attention either, is the structure of
Hebrew poetic verse.b~ The vast majority of Hebrew poetic lines
consist of two or three parallel cola, which often display a certain
variation in constituent order. As a result, many cola have what
Rosenbaum calls a"defamiliar word-order", which is not motivated
by the pragmatic need to mark some constituent with a particular
pragmatic function nor by the length of the constituents. The reason
for using these defamiliar orders, Rosenbaum maintains, lies in the
biblical authors' wish to avoid familiarisation and triteness. With these
marked orders, attention is drawn to the language itself, which, thus,
comes more on the foreground than in unmarked prose text.bg
The work's best asset is, without doubt, that it makes available
functional grammatical methodology to Hebrew studies. Most
importantly, it provides a tool of fine descriptive detail with which
constituent order, and especially the clause-initial position, can

bs In Dik's work this tendency is termed "Language Independent Preferred
Order of Constituents" or LIPOC (see e.g. Dtx, S. C. and K. HENGEVELD, The
Theory of Functional Grammar. Part 1: The Structure of the Clause
[Functional Grammar Series, 20], Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter,
1997a, pp. 411ff.), a term also adopted by Rosenbaum.
~ This phenomenon has been described before, viz., in J-M ?~ 155 t.
67 ROSENBAUM, Word-Order Variation, pp. 149-208.
68 For this reason, Rosenbaum decided to describe the different phenomena of
poetic parallelism as "Foregrounding". Since the term "foreground" has a
completely different meaning in current Hebrew syntactic studies,
Rosenbaum's nomenclature might lead to confusion, and should therefore be
avoided.
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adequately be described. Nonetheless, some critical remarks are in
place. First of all, it is remarkable that in a work of such
methodological strictness, the syntactic analyses of the verses use a
mixture of syntactic and morpho-syntactic labels. Predicates, verbs,
subjects and direct objects are indicated as such, while indirect
objects, prepositional objects and other adjuncts and complements are
simply described as prepositional phrases, downplaying their syntactic
function in the clause. This is not only a terminological question, but
reflects a more fundamental flaw of Rosenbaum's analyses: in
discussing the constituent order, Rosenbaum focuses on verb, subject
and object and pays no explicit attention to the position of the other
constituents I just mentioned. The lack of interest for these
constituents is related with Rosenbaum's concentration on the clause-
initial position, leaving out of consideration the constituent order of
the rest of the nucleus following the verb. Nonetheless, as Lode had
already demonstrated,ó9 and as Muraoka had also remarked in his

grammar,~o also irregular post-verbal constituent orders may have a
pragmatic function. GroQ's work, which I will discuss in the
following, provides a welcome addition to Rosenbaum's monograph
on this point in that he explicitly deals with this post-verbal order from
a functionalist perspective. Moreover, Rosenbaum did not reckon
explicitly with clauses having a double clause-initial position, i.e.,
having two constituents preceding the verb. Also here, the recent
research by Grof3 will fill in the lacuna.
A second remarks concerns Rosenbaum's treatment of the influence
of poetic parallelism on constituent order, presented in his sixth
chapter. As Talstra has correctly observed, this chapter no longer takes

69 Lo~E, L., Postverbal Word Order in Biblical Hebrew. Structure and
Function, in Semitics 9 (1984) 113-164, see his conclusion: "The occurrence
of rare patterns of phrase order implies some kind of contrast. The contrast
may be essentially in the field of prominence, or in the field of plot-related
transitions. The two aspects may be involved simultaneously. The field of
prominence in questions has two extremes: focus and emphasis. Focus picks
out a thematic item which is kept in focus for the rest of the paragraph or the
e~isode. Emphasis is indicating strong emotions or unexpectedness."
' J-M ~ 155 t.
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the clause as the minimal unit of description, but the poetic line.~~
Since the poetic line is not a grammatical, but a literary entity, one
could doubt its suitability in a linguistic account of constituent order.
Nonetheless, its influence on cons[ituent order is undeniable. Rather
than discarding it as unsuitable, as Talstra has done, it is my opinion
that this factor can have its due place in a description of constituent
order, provided that the relation between the poetic line and the clause
be clearly defined. Obviously, poetic lines will often coincide with
clauses, but where this is not the case, the relation between them
should be accurately described and, most importantly, constituent
order should be analysed on the level of the clause.72 Moreover, GroQ
concluded from his analysis of poetic parallels that a marked
constituent order almost never has a merely stylistic reason, in almost
all cases, this order has a demonstrable pragmatic function.73 In the
study of constituent order in poetry, the relationship between
pragmatic and stylistic factors should be given due consideration,
then.
A final remark on Rosenbaum's monograph goes back to one of his
own conclusions, viz., that the relation between constituent order and
unit demarcation on a textual level deserves further research. In his
analysis, Rosenbaum mainly concentrated on the clause-internal
pragmatic functions and indeed paid little attention to the function of
constituent order on textual level. His suggestion to further study the
relationship between the order and the textual function of clauses is

'~ TALSTtt,a, Reading Poetry, pp. 112f.
72 See also GROS, Satzteilfolge, p. 3 n. 8: "Das Verháltnis Satz - Kolon ist ein
ebenso interessantes wie kompliziertes Problem; im Sinn der vorliegenden
Untersuchung w~re es von Bedeutung, ob sich die Kolon-Struktur auf die
Satzstruktur und die Satzteilfolgeregeln auswirkt (jedenfalls wirkt sie sich im
Parallelismus membrorum durch die vielfachen Suppressionen leicht
erg~nzbarer Satzglieder aus). Diese Frage kann man aber nur beantworten,
indem man die betreffenden S~tze vollstandig beschreibt unt mit den in Prosa
ublichen Sátzen systematisch vergleicht."
73 Gttoa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, pp. 78-104, see esp. his conclusion on pp.
102ff.
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very legitimate. In the following, I will therefore turn to Buth's work

in which this relation is described in quite some detail.74

y. Buth (1995)

Randall Buth was one of the first to apply the insights of functional
linguistics to the study of Central Semitic languages.~s Well-known is
his dissertation on constituent order in Aramaic,~b in which he not
only adopted the functional paradigm for his linguistic analysis, but
also contributed to the further development of the theory, as we have
seen above. In the years following the completion of this work, he
further improved his methodology and broadened the field of his
analysis to include also the Hebrew language. In a 1995 article, he
summarised his findings on the constituent order in Hebrew.~~

Buth opens this article by introducing the funciionalist framework -

and its corresponding terminology - within which he will execute his

subsequent analyses. His basic tenets correspond to a large degree

with the functionalist theory described above and, therefore, need not

much further attention here. Buth introduced a terminological novelty

worthy of inention, however: the functionlconstituent generally

designated as `Topic' in functionalist linguistics, including Buth's

previous writings,'g now receives the label of `Contextualising

Constituent' (CC), since, as he will explain in a later publication, this

constituent "orients the clause to the larger context".79 This renaming

is not only a matter of terminology: if the term `Topic' stressed the

" Some of Buth's work was available to Rosenbaum. It is therefore to be
~pitied that he did not make better use of it on this specific point.

5 A few years before Buth's dissertation, Ahmed Moutaouakil published his
functional study of Arabic: MouTAOUnxtt„ A., Le Focus en Arabe. Vers une
analyse fonctionelle, in Lingua 64 (1984) 115-176.
76 BUTH, Word Order in Aramaic.
~~ BUTH, Functional Grammar.
7e See BUTH, Word Order in Aramaic, pp. 47-50.
79 BUTH, Word Order in Verbless Clause, p. 81. See also BuTa, Functional
Grammar, p. 80 n. 1 and BUTH, R., Contextualising Constituent as Topic,
Non-sequential Background and Dramatic Pause: Hebrew and Aramaic
Evidence, in L. SCHACtc RASMUSSEN (ed.), Function and Expression in
Functional Grammar, Berlin, Mouton de Gruyter, 1994, pp. 215-231.
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clause-internal function of the constituents at hand ("that about which
something is said"), the new term puts the accent on its external or
contextual function, in connecting the clause to the ongoing
communication.go It will be clear that both functions do not
necessarily exclude each other;81 yet, the name change reflects the
increased attention for supra-clausal phenomena in current Hebrew
studies.82
With this methodology in mind, Buth tackles the question of
constituent order in the Hebrew verbal clause. He starts his treatment
with refuting the view that Hebrew fundamentally was (or became) an
SVO language, i.e., that the default order was Subject-Verb-Object.83
Givón, on the one hand, claimed that Biblical Hebrew became a SVO
Language in its later phases,~ while others have maintained that
Hebrew has a fundamental SVO order, if abstraction is made of the
clauses with an obligatory order (e.g., clauses with weqatal and
wayyiqtol verbs). According to Buth, the simple fact that if another
constituent than S is fronted, the order is almost always XVSO - and
not XSVO - speaks against a basic SVO order. Moreover, Givón's

~ See also GroB's discussion on this issue in Gttoa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 62ff.
81 More will be said about this issue in the discussion of Revell's work in the
following paragraph.
BZ More fundamental, however, is the fact that while the term "Topic"
primarily describes a function - and, as shorthand, also the clausal
constituent(s) with that function - the term "Contextualising Constituent" can
only designate the constituent. Moreover, for Buth, not every clause
necessarily contains a CC or Focus. These two points stand in stark contrast to
the general functionalist position that topicality and focality are gradient
notions with a certain amount of overlap and that every constituent in a clause
can be described in terms of its focality andlor topicality. Buth apparently
limits the application of the terminology of CC and Focus to those
constituents whose respective topicality or focality is higher than a certain cut-
off point.
83 BUTH, Functional Grammar, pp. 80-83.
~ See Gtvótv, T., The Drift from VSO to SVO in Biblical Hebrew: The
Pragmatics of Tense-Aspect, in C. Lt (ed.), Mechanisms of Syntactic Change,
Austin, University of Texas Press, 1976, pp. 181-254. In a recent article,
Myhill adopts Givón's point of view: MvHn.L, J., Word Order and Temporal
Sequencing, in D. L. PAn~rE (ed.), Pragmatics of Word Order Flezibiliry
(Typological Studies in Language, 22), Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1992, pp. 265-278, pp. 269f.
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theory of changing orders is invalidated by the fact that Mishnaic
Hebrew has a clear VSO preference. Finally, Givón's observed
preference of SVO in later texts should be accounted for on the basis
of genre and not of diachrony: also in pre-exilic poetic texts the SVO
order is statistically dominant, Buth concludes.
In contrast, Buth will defend the position that the basic order of the
Biblical Hebrew verbal clause is PVSO, i.e., a nucleus of VSO with a
fronted position P in which pragmatically marked constituents can be
placed. Buth briefly mentions that the well-known pragmatic
functions of Topic and Focus may occupy this clause-initial position,
which is a common insight in functionalist analyses of constituent
order, as we have seen. What is new in his account, however, is his
claim that a correlation exists between a clause's constituent order and
the function of that clause in the discourse structure of the text. In
order to be able to describe this relation, Buth first makes some
remarks on the discourse structure of texts, starting from the concept
pair of `foreground' and `background', which is widely used in
contemporary textlinguistic studies of Hebrew. In Buth's own words,
"the foreground of a narrative is usually defined to be the sequential
chain of completed events",gs the background being made up of those
clauses in which temporally non-sequential information is given
(pluperfect or simultaneous actions, stative descriptions, etc.). Buth
stresses it is important to regard foreground and background as
pragmatic functions with which the author structures and organises his
account of reality, and no[ as semantic functions that reflect the
sequentiality of events in the reality referred to. Only by doing so, one
can, e.g., adequately deal with clauses containing a wayyiqtol verb
form - the verb form characteristic of narrative foreground clauses,
according to narrative syntactic studies - that clearly do not describe
temporally sequential events. The choice between a foreground and a
background clause is an author's to make, allowing him to present the
clause as continuous or discontinuous with what preceded. Since this
is the essential difference between both types of clauses, Buth

85 BUTH, Functional Grammar, p. 86.
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proposes to no longer use the terms of `foreground' and `background'
and to speak of `discourse continuity' and `discontinuity', instead.
More important than this terminological question, however, is the way
in which Buth relates this pragmatic function of clauses to their
constituent order. In addressing the issue, Buth starts from the
observation that in Hebrew narrative, nouns often occur in the clause-
initial position without having one of the pragmatic functions
described in functional grammar (e.g., Topic and Focus).86 The rule
that the clause-initial position is reserved for pragmatically marked
constituents obviously does not hold in these cases. Rather, Buth
argues, these clause-initial nouns "serve to set the clause off from the
sequence of on-line foregrounded-continuity clauses".g~ In this way,
Buth concludes, there is a correlation between the constituent order
and the pragmatic function that clauses have in their discourse
context. Buth goes on to specify in what cases this breaking up of the
continuous main line of the text may occur. An obvious function of
discontinuous clauses is to mark paragraph borders and episode
divisions, but Buth shows that also at a dramatic peak in a narrative,
the same type of clauses is used.gg This is certainly surprising since the
clauses in a narrative peak usually mark the mainline event of the
story. Why, then, would an author choose a type of clause that usually

86 A similar remark has been made in NtccACCt, A., On the Hebrew Verbal
System, in R. B. BsxGeN (ed.), Biblica[ Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics,
Dallas, Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1994, pp. 117-137, here p. 126:
"First-position nonemphasis". An even more thorough critique on the
tendency to regard the clause-initial position as marking the fronted
constituent for emphasis is found in MYHtt,t„ J., Non-Emphatic Fronting in
Biblical Hebrew, in Theoretical Linguistics 21 (1995) 93-144. Myhill claims:
"Discourse factors detemune whether a verb is initial or non-initial, and then
for non-verb-initial clauses syntactic factors determine which constituent will
be preverbal." In my opinion, Buth's proposal, with the reservations made
about it above, accounts better for both the discourse function of fronting and
its pragmatic function on the level of clause constituents. A full discussion of
Myhill's position falls outside the scope of the present study.
87 BUTH, Functional Grammar, p. 89.
g8 See the telling example of Est 7:6-10 (Ibid., p. 91), in which a dramatic
peak moment (the exposure of Haman's treachery) is described in a
succession of XV-clauses that are, nonetheless, continuous and main line.
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marks discontinuity with the main line when he wishing to mark
precisely those peak moments? For Buth, the most plausible answer is
that this type of clauses slows down the flow of the story - much like
slow motion in movies - and thus holds the audience's attention. The
discontinuous clause structure XV is not used, in these cases, to
digress from the main narrative line, but rather to delay and, thus,
accentuate the narrative.
After having made these very interesting observations, Buth asks why
the Hebrew language uses the same kind of structure (viz., XV) both
for marking a shifted Topic and for marking a new paragraph or even
a dramatic peak. As an answer, he suggests that all these phenomena
are forms of textual discontinuity - albeit on different levels - and can
therefore be marked with one and the same structure. Texts, Buth goes
on to explain, are held together by an assumption of continuity: unless
otherwise stated, we assume that clauses follow each other in a
continuous flow. The XV structure has the function of breaking that
continuity, be it to introduce a new Topic, to open a new paragraph or
to mark the dramatic peak of a text.
Buth's treatment is of particular interest in that it extends the function
of constituent order to the level of discourse structure. His explanation
of the discontinuous character of XV-structures in Hebrew is most
credible and has the strength of providing a unified account for quite
different linguistic phenomena. His argumentation is quite short,
however, and would certainly benefit from - and merit - a more
thorough treatment in which a number of remaining questions could
be addressed. The first question that should be asked is how this
discontinuity marking function of fronting is to be related to other
functions that Buth did not explicitly describe here. Also constituents
with the pragmatic function of Focus are often fronted, but obviously
this cannot be accounted for as marking discontinuity. Secondly, not
all fronted Topics are shifted or new Topics: as Functional Grammar

has observed,89 if confusion between different previously mentioned

89 See e.g. RosEtvBA[na, Word-Order Variation, p. 31: "If there is no danger
of confusing the Topic or losing Topic continuity, [hen the basic functional
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Topics is possible, the Topic is fronted, without discontinuity being at
stake. Although Buth is obviously well aware of these two points, he
did not address the question why the Hebrew language uses the same
constituent order for such different functions as discourse
discontinuity, Topic continuity and focal marking. I will return to the
issue shortly. A third question concerns the relation between Buth's
rationale of (dis)continuity, on the one hand, and the constituent order
in nominal clauses, on the other. As will be discussed later in this
chapter, the default order in nominal clauses seems to be that of S-P,
and hence - given the strong correlation between subject and Topic -
of Topic-Focus. Does this "Topic first" preference imply that nominal
clauses aze by definition discontinuous, as studies in Hebrew narrative
syntax have it?~ Or should the reason for the "Topic first" orientation
of nominal clauses (also) be accounted for on the basis of Givón's rule
that the first pragmatic task should be taken care of first? According to
that rule, if the Topic is clear, making the comment (in other words,
presenting Focus material) is the most urgent task, while if the Topic
is ambiguous, establishing it should be done first.91 In my view,
following Myhill's general proposal, this rule is probably operational

pattern ( VSO) can safely be adopted. Otherwise, the Speaker will adopt the
strategy of placing the Topic in a special position (P~ VSO) [... ]".
~ See, e.g., NICCACCI, A., Basic Facts and Theory of the Biblical Hebrew
Verb System in Prose, in E. vAt~ WoI.[)E ( ed.), Narrative Syntax and the
Hebrew Bible ( Biblical [nterpretation Series, 29), Leiden - New York - Kt)ln,
Brill, 1997, pp. 167-202, here p. 179.
91 See Grv6N, T., Topic Continuiry in Discourse. An Introduction, in T. Gtv6N
(ed.), Topic Continuiry in Discourse. A Quantitative Cross-Language Study
(Typological Studies in Language, 3), Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John
Benjamins, 1983, pp. 1-41, p. 20. Myhill added an important qualification to
this rule, viz. that in languages with a high frequency of VS order, "the basic
principle of discourse organisation is that the most important new information
in the clause comes firsL If there is only one piece of new information in the
ctause, i.e., if some constituent is focused, that constituent comes first. If some
NP, PP, or adverb is used contrastively, that comes first. If the verb is
termporally sequenced and tells the next in a series of events, the the verb
comes first. This principle of "new information frst" in strongly VS
languages contrasts with the principle of "old infotmation first" which has
been argued for in strongly SV languages." (MYHILL, Word Order and
Temporal Sequencing, pp. 275f.). See also below p. 113.
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in all Hebrew clauses. Since conjugated verb forms carry in
themselves information on the grammatical person, gender and
number, they generally indicate the subject unambiguously enough to
start the clause with, even if a nominal subject follows (resulting in
the VSO order). Nominal clauses, on the other hand, even with a
participial predicate, have a greater need of explicitly disambiguating
the subjectlTopic by fronting it (S-P), unless it consists of a personal
pronoun, which is by definition highly referential and unambiguous.
Moreover, Givón and Myhill's rule might even be applicable to the
first two questions I raised above: attending to the most important task
first might be the rationale that explains why both discourse
discontinuity, Topic continuity and Focus marking are expressed by
the same constituent order XV in Hebrew. What is pragmatically most
important in the context is put in clause-initial position. It would be
interesting to see how Buth incorporates these insights in his own
account, but this aside does not diminish the value of his argument,
viz., that constituent order (also) affects the role of the clause in its
textual context. The only weak point in his argument, in my opinion,
is his remark that "the waw ha-hippuk is the tense-aspect system to
mark continuity, while the XV structures are the system to mark
pragmatic discontinuity".92 It would be quite surprising that two very
related discourse phenomena (continuity v. discontinuity) should be
marked by two very different systems, viz., verb forms and constituent
order, respectively. It would seem methodologically sounder, firstly,
to ascribe the difference between continuity and discontinuity to a
difference in constituent order (verb-initial v. non-verb-initial), and,
secondly, to study verb forms within the tense-aspect system to which
they primarily belong.93 Certainly, there is a strong correlation
between waw-conversive verb forms and continuous, main-line

92 BUTH, Functional Grammar, p. 99.
93 In this sense, I fully agree with Joosten's thesis that "the text-linguistic
functions are not inherent to the verb fonn, but to the clause structure within
which the verb form is incorporated" (Joos7~N, J., The Indicative System of
the Biblical Hebrew Verb and its Literary Exploitation, in E. vnt~ Wot.De
(ed.), Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew Bible (Biblical [nterpretation Series,
29), Leiden - New York - K~ln, Brill, 1997, pp. 51-71, here p. 68).
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clauses, but this does not inasmuch mean that the verb form is the
reason why a clause is continuous and main-line.

8. Grof3 (1996, 2001)

The most extensive analyses of constituent order in the Hebrew verbal
clause are, without doubt, to be found in the work of Walter GroB, and
in particulaz in his two recent monographs.94 Like Rosenbaum and
Buth, GroB draws methodologically on the insights of Functional
Grammar, but the detail of his analyses and the large variety of order-
related problems dealt with distinguish his work from the ones treated
above.
The functional terminology that Gro6 uses underwent an evolution
from his first to his second monograph, putting it more in line with
functionalist usage. As van der Merwe correctly observed,95 the
theoretical and terminological framework was the "Achilles heel" of
GroB's earlier 1996 monograph. Rather than using well-known pairs
as "themelrheme" or "topiclcomment", two options he explicitly
rejects, GroB chooses to describe the pragmatic factors influencing
constituent order with the help of the terms "focus" and
"background".96 GroB explains these notions in very general terms,
saying that they point to the division between profiled ( focus) and
non-profiled ( background) parts in clauses, respectively. With the help
of some examples, he demonstrates that the same clause may have
different alternative divisions between profiled and non-profiled
material, depending on the intonation, while also constituent order and
some specific focus indicating words and constructions may guide the
reader to make this distinction. Since intonation is lost, constituent
order is the most important indicator to retrieve the division between
focus and background in Biblical Hebrew clauses, GroB continues. In
studying this constituent order, he proceeds in the following manner.
First, he eliminates all clauses in which the constituent order is

94 GROa, Satzteilfolge and GROS, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld.
95 VAN DER MERWE, Word Order, p. 285.
~ GROS, Satzteilfolge, pp. 53-72.
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obligatory because of lexical or syntactic reasons.97 Since, in these

cases, the author or speaker has no choice in ordering the constituents,
it would be irrelevan[ to ask what pragmatic intention he had by using
this particular order. After having eliminated the clauses with
obligatory order, he studies all other orders as minimal contrast pairs,
i.e., he subdivides the analysis into pairs of possible orders that only
differ in one variable, e.g., a pair consisting of the order subject -
direct object and the reverse order direct object - subject 9S He
subsequently tries to evaluate the difference(s) between the members
of each pair, on the basis of a number of parameters. Of each of these
pairs, he determines which order is marked, i.e. only occurs under
well-defined conditions, while the other, unmarked order occurs in a
larger variety of circumstances and is usually more frequent. Next to
this distinction, he tries to determine which order is structurally
normal (allowing for the maximal amount of clausal Foci) and neutral
(not specifically designating any of the constituents as having Focus).

With this analytical tool, GroB studied the constituent order of all the
clauses in the prose books of Deuteronomy, Judges and 2 Kings, a
remarkable and commendable procedure, forcing him to deal with all

the cases that present themselves to the reader, rather than treating a
well-chosen selection of exemplary cases.99 In keeping with genera]

functionalist practice, he discerns two main fields in the verbal clause,

viz., the preverbal field and the main field (post-verbal constituents).
The reason for distinguishing between these two, is the fundamental

97 In Ibid., pp. Slff. he mentions a number of these obligatory constituent
orders: pronominal suffixes following the verb, waw-conversive verb forms in
clause-initial position and circumstantial and interrogative clauses with S-V
order.
98 It should be remarked that Grof3 does not use the traditional terminology for
indicating the obligatory syntactic constituents, but adopts the formal system
developed by Richter, which describes these constituents as firs[, second, ...
syntagm. (See Ibid., pp. 25-43) For the sake of clarity, I prefer to use the
traditional ternunology of subject, direct object, ..., also when discussing
GroB's work.
~ Ibid., pp. 75f. and 405.
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difference in linearisation rules that apply in both fields.~oo The
preverbal field (or "Vorfeld") consists of all the words occurring
before the verb, with the exception of the conjunction waw which
Gro(3 considers to be a"Satzweiser", and, hence, to form the absolute
beginning of the clause, even before the preverbal field. The preverbal
field proper displays a clear structure, determining the position of the
different words of which it may consist.~o~ If a clause includes
conjunctions or particles as ~nD, 175 and ~~~, those are put at the
beginning of the preverbal field, followed by the preverbal nominal,
pronominal or adverbial constituents, if they occur. If the preverbal
field is filled, which is, of course, by no means always the case, it
usually contains only one constituent, although cases with two and
even more preverbal constituents exist.102 As far as the functions of
those fronted elements are concerned, GroI3 distinguishes a number of
cases: usually the fronted element is focused, unless of course the
constituent order is obligatory. Often, however, the use of a fronted
constituent indicates a pause in the progressive sequence of the text,
Groó remarks, a remark that comes close to the conclusions Buth
reached in the article discussed above.
In the main field ("Hauptfeld"), which consists of all the constituents
following the verb - usually the majority of the clause's constituents -
the variation of different orders is obviously even larger. Also here,
Gro(3 starts by eliminating all the constituent orders that have no
pragmatic reasons but are obligatory.103 It would lead us too far to
discuss all the cases of obligatory order individually; suffice it here to
point to two constituent order rules already mentioned earlier in this
chapter, viz., the rule of length (Liingeregel), also known as LIPOC,104
which says that structurally complex constituents tend to move to the

ioo It will be remarked that the verb belongs to neither field, since it serves as
the point of reference with regard to which the clause is divided and with
regard to which the order of the rest of the constituents is described.
toi GROa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 138-142.
l02 The cases with a double preverbal field are described in detail in his later
monograph (GROS, Doppelt besetzes Vorfelc~ which will be discussed shortly.
103 GROB, Satzteilfolge, pp. 260-280.
~o' Language Independent Preferred Order of Constituents, see n. 65 above.
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end of the clause, and the pronominal rule, which predicts that
constituents consisting of pronominal suffixes attached to prepositions
(including the nota accusativi) stand as close to the verb as
possible.~os In these - and other - cases, the constituent order is not
determined by pragmatic choices, but by morpho-syntactic reasons
alone. As far as the cases with free order are concerned, Grof3 applies
his methodology of minimal pairs, analysing which of two alternative
orders, if any, is the more marked and which is the more normal or
neutral. Again, it would surpass the aim of the present review of
Gro13's work to describe all possibilities in detail, but some general
tendencies can be observed. First of all, GroR stresses it is necessary to
make a distinction between nominal and pronominal elements, since
they have a different neutral position in the main field, and, hence,
also different marked positions. As far as nominal constituents are
concetned, Grof3 proposes a neutral constituent order for the main
field, which looks as follows:

(verb) - subject - direct object - indirect object - locative
complement - adjuncts - locative adjunct - temporal
adjunct`~

Moving a constituent away from its neutral position usually results in
the focusing of that constituent or of the constituent it traded places
with. For obligatory complements (S, DO, IO, PO or C[loc]), the
focalised position is further away from the verb, while adjuncts will be
moved closer to the verb in order to put them into focus. Pronominal

ios Compare [,oDe, Postverbal Word Order, pp. 114f.: "Short constructions
tend to occur soon after the verb, while long constructions occur later in the
clause."; p. 139: "[...] there is a definite preference of placing all pronominal
phrases before all nominal ones."
~~ The difference between a locative complement and a locative adjunct is
that the former is obligatory in the verb's valency structure, while the second
is an optional adjunct to the verbal predication. Two examples may illustrate
the difference: in the clause `I live in Ghent', the prepositional phrase is an
obligatory complement in that the verb `to live' semantically needs it, at least
in the meaning of `living somewhere', as opposed to the meaning `being
alive'. In a clause as `I visited a museum in Ghent', the same prepositional
phrase is optional, since leaving it out does not leave the clause semantically
incomplete.
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constituents, on the other hand, tend to stand close to the verb,
irrespective of their syntactic function, and receive focus if away from
the verb.
The strength of Groó's 1996 monograph lies in its completeness,
dealing with the whole diversity of constituent orders found in the
extensive corpus chosen. Moreover, his incorporation of the
[reatments of the preverbal and postverbal fields is highly innovative
and, hitherto, unique; with the exception of Lode,~o~ previous authors
had always limited their analyses of constituent order to the clause-
initial positions. It will be clear, then, that his accurate observations on
all the nuances of postverbal constituent order will strongly influence
our own work. As mentioned above, however, GroR's theoretical
framework and his terminology could be improved. Van der Merwe
has correctly observed that his analysis in terms of `focus' and
`background' is sufficient for the description of the main field: moved
constituents in the main field are indeed always focused. For the
description of the preverbal field, GroQ's terminological toolbox is
somewhat limited, however.108 Fronted constituents are not always
either in Focus, or indicating the breaking up of the narrative flow. In
the light of the developments both in Functional Grammar in general,
and in the functionalist approach of Hebrew syntax, I cannot but fully
agree with van der Merwe when he states that GroLi's theoretical
framework would be thoroughly improved by the introduction of the
notion of Topic. Van der Merwe, therefore, concludes his review
article of GroR's work by proposing his own "complementary
theoretical frame of reference", which has also found its way into his
reference grammar.~~ Since, however, this frame is heavily inspired

~~ I,oDE, Postverbal Word Order.
~aa VAN DER MERWE, Word Order, p. 290.
~~ BNRG ~ 47.1. The paragraphs van der Merwe c.s. devoted to the study of
constituent order represent an important improvement of the treatment of the
same phenomenon in the other available grammars, making the recent insights
accessible in a clear and practical way.
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by Dik's Functional Grammar as presented above, it needs no further
discussion here.' ~o
Gro6 recognised the flaws of his theoretical premises and somewhat
altered them in the introductory chapter of his recent monograph on
doubly occupied preverbal fields. In this chapter,"' he concedes that
the (singly occupied) preverbal field is the position for locating ei[her
the strongest Focus or the Topic (the about what) of the clause,12 and
for connecting the clause with what immediately preceded. Similarly,
Gro6 no longer limits his analysis of pragmatic functions in the clause
to the distinction between Focus and Background, but includes the
two other pragmatic distinctions he mentioned in his 1996 monograph,
viz., that between Topic and Comment and that between Theme and
Rheme.13 Even though his study still primarily draws on the former
opposition, the latter are not denied their position in the pragmatic
assessment of constituent order. The distinction between Topic and
Comment is concerned with the question what is said (- Comment)
about what (- Topic). Groa adds that each clause only has one Topic
and that this topical constituent, which always stands in clause-initial
position, can be focused or not. Because, however, it is often hard to
determine whether a clause-initial constituent is found in this position
because of its function as Topic or because of its focalisation, Gro6
decides to use the criterion of Topic only scantily and in well-defined
circumstances, viz., when a Topic is maintained in the same
grammatical function along a chain of successive clauses. The pair of

'~o Van der Merwe (v,aN ~ER MERwE, Word Order, p. 297) concludes, very
correctly, that fronting has the function of establishing a constituent as the
Topic, or of establishing it as the focus, or, if none of the above apply, of
conveying "one or other type of background or temporal information". He is
also correct in saying that the latter category "needs some further theoretical
reflection", but one would have expected that he at least mentioned the
articles published by Buth some years before, in which precisely this problem
is addressed, as was mentioned above.
"' GRO6, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 8.
"Z With the exception, according to GroB, of the subject and the temporal
complement which may occupy the clause-initial position without receiving a
pragma[ically marked function.
il3 GROB, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, pp. 10-14.
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Theme and Rheme, on the other hand, marks the distinction in a
clause between the ma[erial that is contextually known (- Theme),
and the elements that are new in the clause (- Rheme). GroB's own
research has made clear to him, however, that this distinction has little
influence on constituent order.
The analytical part of the monograph is concerned with the clauses in
which the preverbal field contains two (pro)nominal constituents.
GroB correctly observes that this clause type has escaped the attention
of most grammarians, although it is by no means exceptional.~~a With
his characteristic analytical accuracy, he treats the different cases of
doubly occupied preverbal fields, at each time asking what pragmatic
functions the two fronted constituents have. GroB comes to the
conclusion, that the first constituent in a double preverbal field can
have the same functions as a single preverbal constituent can have,
i.e., Topic, main Focus and clause-connection. The second preverbal
constituent, on the other hand, can only have the function of Focus,
generally speaking. If the two constituents are focused, the one with
the highest degree of focality is put in first position.115
Even though his main interest goes to the pragmatic functions of
fronted constituents, GroB also treats other factors affecting the
constituent order of clauses with a doubly occupied preverbal field. In
particular, he devotes an elaborate and interesting separate chapter to
the stylistic functions of the double preverbal field, since this order
occurs primarily in poetic lines. He comes to the conclusion, however,
that stylistic factors alone can never account for the variation in
constituent order in poetry and for the frequency with which the
doubly occupied preverbal field occurs in poetry. It so happens that
this order often occurs in the first half of a poetic line or in a

~~a GroB adds that the occurrence of these clauses single-handedly contradicts
the existence of what has become known as compound nominal clauses in
Hebrew syntax, i.e., clauses containing a finite verb form, but starting with a
nominal constituent. In a long excursion, he gives a thorough overview of the
history of research of this clause type, and concludes there are no reasons for
maintaining an independent compound nominal clause type, see Ibid., pp. 31-
60, published earlier as Gttoa, Compound Nominal Clause.

~ 15 GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, pp. 311 f.
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monocolon, in which cases there was no stylistic necessity to start the
clause in that particular manner.116 Stylistics is, therefore, usually not
the most important reason and certainly never the only reason for this
particular constituent order. The pragmatic function of the order is
always demonstrably operative.
In this later monograph, GroQ thus demonstrates his awareness of ihe
full range of pragmatic factors affecting constituent order. One could
object that his integration of the oppositions of Topic-Comment,
Theme-Rheme and Focus-Background is methodologically somewhat
confusing, but it has the advantage of not reducing pragmatic
phenomena to each other. His insistence that the functions of Topic
and Focus may overlap, and that there may be differeni constituents
with the function of Focus in the same clause, guards him and his
readers from a blunt opposition of Topic and Focus as two solid,
mutually exclusive elements in a clause. Also his distinction between
the element spoken about in the clause, viz., the Topic, and the
element previously known from the context, viz., the Theme, adds to
the descriptive fine-tuning needed for an accurate description of
pragmatic functions."~ However, while it may be true that the
categories of Theme and Rheme are of little help when accounting for
the constituent order in poetic texts, a broader attention for the
function of Topic, which has only been pointed to in very particular
cases, might have enhanced the depth of the analyses. Furthermore, it
is somewhat surprising to learn that GroI3 limits the function of Topic
to one constituent per clause. It would be more in line with
functionalist assumptions and, moreover, more in parallel with his
own remarks concerning Focus to regard topicality as a graded notion,
allowing for more than one constituent to have the function of Topic.
A final critical remark that should be made concerns Groa's exclusion
of clauses with obligatory order from his pragmatic analyses. As
mentioned above, GroR excludes these clauses because he deems it
irrelevant to ask for an author's pragmatic intention with a certain

116 Ibid., p. 102.
"' Compare with Revell's distinction between topicality and referentiality, see
PP. 111 ff.
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constituent order, if that order is obligatory. In my opinion, this
decision witnesses to confusion between authorial intention and
pragmatic function and to the implicit assumption that pragmatic
decisions are only possible if choice is available. It should be
objected, to my mind, that every constituent order, even the most
neutral and unmarked one, has the function of shaping the pragmatic
structure of a clause. Moreover, just as GroB rightly analysed the
pragmatic functions of stylistically motivated constituent orders, also
the pragmatic functions of so-called obligatory constituent orders
should be dealt with. Observing that a certain order is used without
exception under particular circumstances does not dismiss us from
asking for the pragmatic grounds for that order. To take one example,
the fact that interrogative pronouns are always fronted does have a
pragmatic function: since the pronoun refers to the element with
regard to which the Speaker's and Addressee's information differs
most, it, by definition, assumes the function of main Focus. That the
interrogative pronoun is fronted is nothing more (nor anything less)
than a specification of the general tendency to place main Focuses in
the clause-initial position.l~g GroLi would have been able to include
these types of issues in his study, had he defined the notion of Focus
in a more explicitly pragmatic fashion: in his work, he describes the
Focus quite vaguely as "Information im Vordergrund des Satzes, [...]
hervorgehobene Teile im Satz" ,119 which does not provide any
information about the pragmatic function of these elements in the
informational structure of the clause. If, on the contrary, one defines
Focus in a Dikian manner as the "pieces of information which are the
most important or salient with respect to the modifcations which
S[peaker] wishes to effect in PA [pragmatic information of the
addressee]",120 also the focality of so-called obligatorily fronted
constituents may be described and explained.
In spite of these methodological remarks, the analyses performed by
Groó are to be very highly valued in that they present the first

"a Exactly the same thing happens in replies to questions, see J-M ~ 155 nh.
~ 19 GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 13.
~ZO Dtx and HEtvGEVELn, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 312.
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extensive treatments of constituent order in the Hebrew verbal clause.
Moreover, the breadth of the cases dealt with make his monographs
reference works for anyone dealing with Hebrew syntax.

e. Conclusion

This paragraph has shown a rising interest in the complex
phenomenon of constituent order in the Hebrew verbal clause during
the last decennia. Whereas older grammars were very concise in
treating this aspect of Hebrew syntax, Muraoka composed a detailed
and well-documented catalogue of default and deviant constituent
orders. The explanation he proposed for a number of marked orders,
viz., that they put emphasis on the constituent in marked position, has
been discarded by recent scholars as lacking explanatory nuance,
however. The last decade has seen the publication of a number of
studies that aim at describing and explaining constituent order in more
detail. All of these studies draw on the insights of general Functional
Grammar. Rosenbaum stayed close to Dik's oudine of this grammar
and made it accessible to Hebrew scholarship. He limited his analysis,
however, to the clause-initial positions and, moreover, paid little
attention to the function of constituent order on supra-clausal, i.e.,
textual level. These issues did receive due treatment in GroB's and
Buth's work, respectively. The latter tried to provide an encompassing
explanation of fronting, of which he described the main function as
marking discontinuity, be it on the level of topic change or on the
level of the narrative flow. GroB, on the other hand, showed, firstly,
that not only the clause-initial, but also the postverbal position in the
clause may contain pragmatically marked constituents, and secondly,
that the preverbal field sometimes consists of several constituents that
all have a clearly defined pragmatic function.

b. Constituent Order in Nominal Clauses

The study of constituent order and of its pragmatic function in the
Hebrew nominal clause is much less developed than the study of the
same phenomenon in the verbal clause. A telling illustration of this
fact is the astounding disproportion between the treatments of both
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constituent orders in the reference grammar by van der Merwe et
a1..12' The authors limit their discussion of constituent order in
nominal clauses to the mere remark that the unmarked order is S-P,
and that the marked order P-S puts the predicate into focus, a
treatment that is nothing less than disappointing after the balanced and
well documented discussion in the same grammar of constituent order
in verbal clauses. The question of constituent order in the nominal
clause did receive quite some scholarly attention in the recent
research, of course, but the function of the different variant orders
never received full treatment until recently, while most if not all of the
current discussion on nominal clauses suffers from a large degree of
terminological confusion, as I will demonstrate below.

a. Andersen (1970)

The contemporary scholarly discussion on nominal clauses is strongly
influenced by the seminal work of Andersen,'ZZ in which a thorough
analysis of the nominal clauses in the Pentateuch is provided.
Andersen based his account on modern linguistics, in particular on the
model of tagmemics developed by Pike.123 Andersen's main thesis is
that the constituent order in a nominal clause correlates directly with
the type of logico-semantic relation that holds between the subject and
the predicate of the clause. In line with what is more or less the
standard linguistic account of nominal clauses,124 Andersen discerns
two such subject-predicate relatíons. On the one hand, a nominal
clause may establish a relation of (referential) identity between the
subject and the predicate, which is the case if the predicate is definite.

12' BHRG ~?? 46-47.
~22 ANDERSEN, F. L, The Hebrew Verb[ess Clause in the Pentateuch (Journal
of Biblical Literature. Monograph Series, 14), Nashville - New York,
Abingdon Press, 1970.
123 Ibid., pp. 25ff.; See PIKE, K. L., Language in Relation to a Unified Theory
of the Structure of Human Behavior, Den Haag, Mou[on, 1967; P[KE, K. L.
and E. G. P[KE, Grammatical Analysis, Dallas, Summer Institute of
Linguistics, 1977.
'Z4 See e.g. LANGACKER, R., Foundations of Cognitive Grammar. Volume II:
Descriptive Application, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1991, p. 67.
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If, on the other hand, the predicate is indefinite, the clause establishes
a relation of classification between the subject and the predicate; the
subject is then presented as an instance of the class designated by the
nominal predicate.~Zs
The following two examples illustrate the difference:

(20) David is the king of Israel.

(21) David is a shepherd.

The first clause identifies David as the king of Israel, whereas the
second classifies David as belonging to the category of the shepherds.
According to Andersen, in Classical Hebrew there is a correlation
between these clause types and the order of their constituents, i.c. of
subject and predicate: roughly speaking, clauses of identification have
a S-P order, while clauses of classification have a P-S order. Andersen
registers a number of exceptions to his general rule, but, as Buth has
observed, he does not explain why these exceptions occur.126
Interesting though the observed correlation between constituent order
and logical clause type may be, it does not answer or even address our
present question on the relation between the relative order and the
pragmatic function of constituents.'Z~ However, Andersen, to some
extent, relates the constituent order in the clause with the function the
clause plays in its discursive context. Andersen claims that the S-P
order, specifically in the case of classifying clauses, in which the P-S
order is to be expected, may indicate the fact that the clause is
circumstantial. For identifying clauses, having a S-P order by default,
this order is not conclusive in determining its function in the
context.' 28

~ZS ANDERSEN, Verbless Clause, pp. 31-34.
126 BUTH, Word Order in Verbless Clause, here p. 95.
'z' It should be remarked that Andersen deliberately avoided to explain
(exceptions of) word order on the basis of pragmatic concepts like emphasis,
since, according to him, they "have no empirical status" (ANDERSEN, Verbless
Clause, p. I 8).
~'`a Ibid., p. 35. See also the discussion on circumstantial clauses in HoF-ruzER,
The Nominal Clause Reconsidered, pp. 479-486; see also JoosTEN, J., The
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The suggested correlation between constituent order and clause type

has become quite influential in contemporary grammatical studies and

is e.g. adopted by Waltke and O'Connor in their treatment of nominal
clauses,129 and in Michel's article on the same topic, even if the latter

uses his own terminology.130 Even more influential in later research,
however, are Andersen's proposed criteria for distinguishing subjects
from predicates in the nominal clause, which is of course essential if

one wishes to make any claims about their relative ordering. Although
Andersen mentions other factors (e.g. context and the syntactic roles
of words, phrases and clauses), his main criterion for making this
distinction is based on the relative newness or oldness of the
information provided by the constituents: the old information,
continuing the topic of discourse of the text, is identified as the
subject, while the predicate adds new information to the subject.13'
Since subjects are usually more definite than predicates, still
according to Andersen,132 the definiteness or indefiniteness may also
provide some indication on the distinction between subject and
predicate in the clause.133 In order to make this indicative criterion of
definiteness operational, he proposes a hierarchy of nominal
constructions on the basis of their definiteness, going from the most
indefinite to the most definite construction or word-class, with e.g. the
intetrogative phrase as the least definite and the personal pronoun as
the most.134 Many authors after him have adopted a similar
hierarchical list of phrase types along a scale of definiteness.135

Syntax of haberakah 'ahat hi' leka abi (Gen. 27:38aa), in Journal of Semitic
Studies 36 (1991) 207-221, pp. 209f.
' 29 IHBS ~ 8.4.
'~ MICHEL, D., Probleme des Nominalsatzes im biblischen Hebriiisch, in
Zeitschrift fur Althebraistik 7 (1994) 215-224. For references to o[her authors
who have followed Andersen's course, see p. 215 nn. 3-5.
13' ANDERSEN, Verbless Clause, p. 21.
i3z Ibid., p. 41.
133 It is not completely correct to maintain, then, that Andersen's "crucial
criterion is based on definiteness versus indefiniteness" (ZEwt and vArr DER
MERWE, Nominal Clause, p. 84).
'~ ANDERSEN, Verbless Clause, pp. 30, ]09.
135 Kirk Lowery bases his account on Andersen's hierarchy, which he
submitted to an operational test with the book of Judges as its corpus.
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Importantly, however, these recent approaches state more explicitly
than is the case in Andersen's work that definiteness is a graded
feature of constituents, and that it is the relative definiteness of the
two main constituents that should be taken into consideration when
one wishes to differentiate between subjects and predicates.

~. Hoftijzer (1973)

Three years after publication, Andersen's work was given a very
thorough review by Hoftijzer.136 In this review, Hoftijzer severely
criticised Andersen's lack of definitional and terminological
accuracy137 and doubted the adequacy of describing the constituents of
the nominal clause in terms of definiteness. Not only is it sometimes
very difficult to establish the different degrees of definiteness of
clause constituents, the rule that the predicate is "usually" less definite

(LOWERY, K., Relative Definiteness and the Verbless Clause, tn C. L. MILLER
[ed.], The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches
[Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semi[ic, 1], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns,
1999, pp. 251-272). Dyk and Talstra, from their side, organise their hierarchy
on the basis of "determination", which is "defined not in terms of
grammatical features alone but somewhat broader, in terms of 'referred to or
not yet referred to in the situation of communication' ". In this way, the
hierarchy of phrases does not only take into account the phrase's degree of
reference within the text, but also its deixis (DYK, J. W. and E. TnLS~-R.a,
Paradigmatic and Syntagmatic Features in Identifying Subject and Predicate
in Nominal Clauses, in C. L. Mu.LER [ed.], The Verbless Clause in Biblical
Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches [Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic,
1], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 133-185). Van Wolde, finally,
combines Andersen's hierarchy with Givón's list of devices for Topic
accessibility (see Gtv6N, Topic Continuity, here pp. 17-18). She does so
because her primary research goal is not so much the distinction between
subject and predicate - terms which, following Michel, she finds unsuited for
the study of the Hebrew nominal clause - but rather the relation between
given and new information in the clause. Since given infonnation is topical,
Givón's list is of great help in distinguishing what is given and what is new
(See VAN WOLDE, E., The Verbless Clause and Its Textual Function, in C. L.
MILLER [ed.], The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches
[Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic, 1], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns,
1999, pp. 321-336).
136 HOFTUZER, The Nominal Clause Reconsidered.
137 See e.g. Ibid., p. 467: "Therefore, it is regrettable that definitions of terms
like definite and indefini[e are very sligh[."
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than the subject is too vague to convince Hoftijzer of its analytical
value. In the last third of his review article,138 Hoftijzer therefore
proposes his own considerations of the nominal clause. First of all,
Hoftijzer chooses not to use the terms subject and predicate, wanting
to avoid the possible confusion between the grammatical subject and
the "subject of discourse", also known as the logical or psychological
subject.139 Rather than referring to the clause's constituents as subjects
and predicates - which, according to Hoftijzer, are in the first place
functional categories - he prefers to describe these constituents in
purely formal terms (pronoun, definite noun, prepositional phrase,
etc.). Secondly, Hoftijzer prefers not to speak about notmal and
deviating constituent orders, but suggests registering the occurrence of
different orders and describing the functional differences between
them. To this end, he analysed a number of nominal clause types,
which differ from each other with regard to the word class of their
constituents. His analysis yielded that of the two orders that are
possible in each clause type, there is always one that can mark the first
constituent as "contrastive". This means that the order indicates that it
is of special importance that this constituent is used and not another.140
As an example, Hoftijzer refers to the following clause taken from
Gen. 12:19:

(22) t~~~ ~rnnn
she my-sister
"She is my sister"

138 Ibid., pp. 487-510.
139 Besides the references mentioned in Ibid., p. 487 n. 4, see also the
discussion in ZEw~ and vAx DER MERWE, Nominal Clause, p. 84. For
philosophical treatments of the problem, see notably STRAwsoN, P. F.,
Individuals. An Essay in Descriptive Metaphysics, London - New York,
Routledge, 1959, pp. 139-153 and STRnuss, Empfindung, Intention und
Zeichen. Typologie des Sinntragens, p. 144 et passim.
~~ This is the case in sequences as definite noun-pronoun (HoFruzER, The
Nominal Clause Reconsidered, pp. 488-493); proper noun-defini[e noun (pp.
493ff.); definite nounlpronoun - indefinite noun (pp. 495-501); indefinite
participle (phrase) - definite noun (pp. 501-504); prepositional phrase -
definite noun (pp. 505-509).
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Hoftijzer explains: "From the context it clear that Abram does
everything to convince people that Sarah is not his wife but his sister".
Since it is of special importance here that the constituent "my-sister"
is used, it is put in first position. Such a constituent of which it is of
special importance that it is used, and not another constituent, is called
a"contrastive core constituent" by Hoftijzer. Rather than cotrelating
constituent order to clause types, as Andersen had done, Hoftijzer thus
relates this order to functional properties of the constituents, which is
our main topic of interest in the present chapter.~4~ However, while it
will be clear that this function of constituents beazs some similarities
with what is known as Focus in functional grammaz, much more could
be said than that constituent order sometimes points to constituents
with "special importance". I will return to this issue later.

y. Jouon-Muraoka (1996)

The treatment of the nominal clause in Jouon's revised grammar bears
some resemblance to Hoftijzer's.142 First, both make a distinction
between different types of nominal clauses on the basis of the word
class or - as the case may be - phrase type of its constituents (e.g.,
pronoun, participle, prepositional phrase). Like Hoftijzer, Muraoka
does not make general statements about the constituent order in
nominal clauses, but cazefully differentiates between the different
formal clause types occurring in Biblical Hebrew. Furthermore,
although also other factors influencing constituent order are taken into
account,143 Muraoka primarily studies the different orders with regard

"~ It should be noted that also Hoftijzer discusses the relation of constituent
order ofclauses and their functioning as circumstantial clauses, see n. 128.
142 J-M ~ 154 (pp. 564-577). Also this treatment is inspired by Muraoka's
earlier monograph on emphasis, see MuRnotcn, Emphatic, pp. 6-28.
143 Most importantly, Muraoka pays careful attention to the influence of
clause-types on the constituent order and notes that the order of nominal
clauses in syndetic relative clauses, in subordinate, circumstantial,
interrogative clauses may differ in certain cases from the order one would
expect in main clauses. Like Andersen, also Jouon-Muraoka discern two
possible logico-seman[ic rela[ionships between subject and predica[e and
corresponding clause types, viz., descriptive and identificatory (J-M ~ 154 ea).
Interestingly enough, however, the grammar does not correlate these
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to the prominence or emphasis they put - or do not put - on one of
their constituents.'~ Even though Hoftijzer explicitly stated that his
notion of "contrast" should not be equated with "emphasis",145 there
will be little discussion that Muraoka and he have the same kind of
phenomena in mind. In contrast to Hoftijzer, however, Muraoka does
use the terms subject and predicate in his description of the nominal
clause. Yet, even though the grammar provides a careful description
of all the word classes and phrases that may figure as either subject or
predicate in the clause,146 it does not provide a sharp criterion with
which to distinguish between both in dubious cases.147 An interesting
note seems to suggest that Muraoka makes this distinction on logical
or functional grounds ( `that about which something is said' v. `that
which is said'),148 thus somewhat falling into the confusion Hoftijzer

relationships to the order of subject and predicate, even though the notes to the
relevant paragraph seem to suggest such a correlation, and even though in
Muraoka's revision of Lettinga's Dutch study grammar this (strong but not
exclusive) correlation is men[ioned explici[ly (LETTtrrGn, J. P., T. MuRAOtcA,
and W. T. vAt~r PEURSErr, Grammatica van het Bijbels Hebreeuws, L.eiden -
New York - Kóln, Brill, 2000, ~ 66d3-4).
'~ The grammar's revisor, Muraoka, incorporated the results of his own
research on emphatic structures in his revision. See MuRAO~cA, Emphatic. The
idea that the P-S order is used in order to put special emphasis on the first
constituent was already briefly suggested in G-K ~ 141 1.'45 Hoftijzer seems to have limited the notion of emphasis to prosody, see
HOFfUZER, The Nominal Clause Reconsidered, pp. 492f. n. 1. Muraoka's
notion of emphasis is much richer, and implies pragmatic and word order
phenomena.
'~ J-M s3 154 b-e.
147 See also DY[c and TALSTRA, Subject and Predicate, pp. 141f.
'~ J-M ~ 153 n. 8, dealing with 1 Ki 3:22 (t1r~~ ~~~1 'R~ ']~). The
grammatical construction in the Hebrew and the cleft-constructions in
Segond's French translation cited by Muraoka would be regarded as Focus-
promotíng constructions in functional grammar, pointing to the first element
of the clause as the clause's focus, but not, for that matter, pointing to the
clause's grammatical predicate. This issue will receive ample treatment in the
following. A similar reasoning seems to underlie the remark in his earlier
monograph: "It may be thought rather natural that the substantial part of a
reply to a question should be given at the beginning. Thus P-S is the regular
pattern for it. (MuRAOxA, Emphatic, p. 18)". In his most recent article on
nominal clauses, Muraoka explicitly affirms what could be surmised from his
earlier writings: "I define the subject as given (something known) and the
predicate as being new."
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wanted to avoid.149 The result is that in some paragraphs, the
constituent order and corresponding presence or absence of emphasis
are described in purely formal terms, without recourse to the
(functionally defined) categories of subject and predicate,'SO while in
others, these categories are used in the description.15' Even if one
could consider this to be an analytical flaw, the most important point,
for our present purposes, is that also for Muraoka, the relative order of
the clause's constituents - however one may wish to designate the
latter - reflects their pragmatic function (in this case, that of
prominence or emphasis).

8. Buth (1999)

Many of the articles in the recent collection on nominal clauses
mentioned above,152 treat the question of constituent order in some
way or another. For our present purposes, however, it is sufficient to
concentrate on those contributions that seek to account for the
variation in constituent order on the basis of pragmatic concerns or
informational structuring, although the correlations of constituent
order to other phenomena as morphology or text linguistics, should, of
course, never be left out ofconsideration, as will be shown.
The issue at stake in the present chapter, viz., how constituent order is
affected by the pragmatic structure of the clause, and, hence, also
provides us with indirect access to it, is most explicitly treated by
Buth. After having extensively studied the constituent order in
Aramaic and in the Hebrew verbal clause,153 he also applied his
functionalist approach to the Hebrew nominal clause.'Sa The insight
that constituent order is used pragmatically in verbal clauses prompted

ia9 Muraoka's remark that Hoftijzer avoided the tenns subject and predicate
because of "the occasional difficuity of determining which is which", is not
completely correct (MURAOKn, Tripartite Nominal Clause, p. 204).
iso See e.g. J-M ~ 154 fd (par[iciple - pronoun).
15' See e.g. J-M t? l54 fa.ff.g.h.
~SZ MILLER (ed.), Verbless Clause.
153 BUTH, Word Order in Aramaic; BUTH, Functional Grammar
isa BUTH, Word Order in Verbless Clause
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Buth to look for a pragmatically motivated account of constituent
order in nominal clauses, as well. It will come as no surprise, then,
that his analysis displays some obvious similarities to the functional
treatment of constituent order in verbal clauses discussed in the
previous paragraph.
Buth begins his study proper with an analysis of participial clauses,
for the good reason that in these clauses there will be no discussion as
to what is the subject and what the predicate. He starts from the
statistics provided by Joosten that in participial clauses, the constituent
order S-P is about four times as frequent as the order P-S.155 More
telling than these figures, however, is the analysis of the clauses in
which a constituent other than the subject precedes the participial
predicate. Unlike in verbal clauses, in which the verbal predicate
usually follows in second position (X-V-S), in nominal clauses, such a
fronting of a non-subject constituent does not cause the subject to
move behind the predicate (X-S-P).tsb Moreover, if both the subject
and an other constituent are occurring before the predicate, verbal
clauses have the order S-X-V,157 while participial clauses display the
order X-S-P.158 These results not only show that participial clauses
function differently syntactically than verbal clauses, and therefore
should be regarded as nominal clauses, but also, and more
importantly, that the basic, nuclear order for these clauses is S-P.
Fronting a constituent before this nucleus always has a pragmatic
function, promoting the constituent to either Focus or Contextualising
Constituent (CC).159 Other complements or adjuncts of the participle

iss Joos~rr, J., The Predicative Participle in Biblical Hebrew, in Zeitschrift
fiirAlthebraistik 2 (1989) 128-159, pp. 131; 140; 158.
'sb Very illustrative in this regard is D[ 9:4, which Buth adduces as illustration
of his point (see BuTx, Word Order in Verbless Clause, p. 89). In this verse,
the two orders X-V-S and X-S-P occur in parallel clauses.
'S~ Compare with Groó's findings on the double preverbal field, described in
the preceding paragraph (p. 89): of two preverbal fields, the first one may host
constituents with either focal or topical functions, while the second is
exclusively reserved for focal constituents. Since the subject usually has the
function of Topic, it is natural to find it in the first position in most cases.
158 Compare with J-M ~ 154 fe.
's9 On Buth's use of the latter term, see above p. 76.
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that do not receive a specific pragmatic function usually follow after
the participle. On the basis of the premise that deviation from the
neutral constituent order has pragmatic function, Buth also describes a
number of exceptional orders as e.g. X-P-S, which, according to him
should be analysed as having either a P or a S with Focus.
The results of this analysis strengthened Buth's conviction that a
functional theory of the nominal clauses is to be preferred over the
semantic and morphological descriptions by e.g. Andersen and
Waltke-O'Connor. Buth questions the validity of the claim that
constituent order is correlated to clausal types (identifying v.

classifying) since it cannot explain why participial clauses would
reverse the normal classifying order P-S to S-P, nor why the predicate
is frequently split in two parts, one preceding and one following the
subject (P-S-P).~~ Moreover, there are examples to be given of S-P
clauses that are clearly not identifying. Finally, Andersen's numerous
exceptions and ad hoc explanations seriously flaw his theory, Buth
concludes. All the problems raised can be adequately solved, Buth
argues, with the functional model developed for the participial
clauses: nominal clauses have a neutral core order of S-P, with a
pragmatically marked position before the subject where
Contextualising Constituents or Focus Constituents can be placed. In
order to functionally analyse a nominal clause and its constituent
order, one first has to determine the clause's S and P, Buth continues.
For discriminating between both he uses the criteria proposed by
Andersen: the subject is usually the more definite and the more
presupposed constituent. In the case of ambiguity, i.e., when the two
constituents are equally definite, Buth relies on the discovered default
S-P order, and will consider the first constituent as S, the second as P.
Once these constituents are identified syntactically, the constituent
order can be analysed, and, more in particular, it can be investigated if
the S-P order is reversed, or if other constituents are put before the S-P

~~ For this matter, Buth considers all non-subject complementsladjuncts of
the participle to be part of the predicate. In doing so, he follows the dual
analysis of the nominal clause in most treatments - viz., as consisting of a S
and a P- and thereby demonstrates its flaws.
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core. Since these orders are pragmatically marked, the final step will
consist in determining what specific pragmatic function the fronted
constituents have, focal or contextualising.
Buth gives a number of examples with which he demonstrates the
applicability of his methodology, at the same time discussing some
irregular orders that - at first glance - seem to refute the theory's
predictions. Of particular interest are Buth's scattered remarks on
clauses including a pronominal constituent. It obviously did not
escape Buth that such clauses very often exhibit a P-S order, which
apparently runs counter to his S-P model of nominal clauses. He
explains this order by pointing to the fact that the most important
function of these clauses is to attribute some description to a subject
already known.tbt In clauses with a pronominal subject, the focal
predicate is the most salient point in the argument,162 although he
concedes that, in those cases, the P-S order became so commonplace
that it in some way lost its pragmatic markedness or poignancy. This
is not to say, Buth concludes, that the default order for these clauses
had become P-S; the order is not obligatory and the functional
grounds for it remain visible.163 Finally, also his functional treatment
of what is generally known as the tripartite nominal clause, is worthy
of note:t~ according to Buth, the tripartite clause (consisting of S, P
and a third person independent personal pronoun) should be analysed
as a nominal clause with a pronoun as subject and with an additional
fronted subject which has a contex[ualising function (his CC).tbs
Depending on the order of the clause afrer the fronted Subject, either

tet BUTH, Word Order in Verbless Clause, p. lOl. Compare With ALBRECHT,
C., Die Wortstellung im hebráischen Nominalsatze I, in Zeitschrift fiir die
alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 7 (1887) 218-224, p. 220: "Das Substantiv als
Pr~dicat kann voranstehen: a) wenn das Subject ein Pronomen ist. Letztere
Regel [...] durchzieht sonst sámmtliche semitischen Sprachen, und ganz
naturlich, denn die hier als allgemein bekannt vorausgesetzte Person erregt
nicht das Interesse, wie das, was von ihr ausgesagt wird."
t62 BtrTti, Word Order in Verbless Clause, p. 102.t63 Ibid., p. ]03.
t~ Ibid., PP. 104-105.
tós Buth notes that the fronted S could also be regarded as a Theme, i.e., an
extra-clausal constituent standing outside of the clause proper.
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the subject or the predicate can have Focus. Compare two of Buth's
examples:

(23) tt~~ ~']~5 C'~~r) r~tt
the-land-of Egypt in-front-of-you she
"The land of Egypt, it is in front of you"

(24) ~']~5 ~~y tt1~ ~'~5tt ~1~'
Yxwx your-God he crossing in-front-of-you
"It is Yxwx your God who will cross over before
you"

In example 23, the clause's Focus is the fronted predicate ~']~5, while
in example 24, it is the subject H~rt, resuming the fronted subject
~'~5t~ ~~~', that is the Focus.~~
Buth concludes his article with some suggestions for future research,
the most important of which - in his own appreciation - is the study of
the way in which pragmatic functions operate on a textual, i.e., supra-
clausal level. Buth already indicated his conviction of the importance
of this line of research in the course of his analyses, especially by
renaming the "Topic" to "Contextualising Constituent".
Buth's article should be commended for being the first study
providing an overall explanation for the different forms of constituent
order in the nominal clause. For our present purposes, it is of
particular importance in that he demonstrates how constituent order
lays bare ( part of) the pragmatic structure of the clause. In line with
the cross-linguistic results of functional research on constituent
order,~b~ he demonstrates that these pragmatic functions are not
limited to emphasis (Muraoka) or contrast ( Hoftijzer), but also include
contextualising. Nevertheless, it is somewhat disappointing that Buth

~~ This observation is in line with what I remarked earlier on the Focus-
promoting func[ion of this construc[ion, see p. 63.
167 See notably Dik's very instructive chapters on the principles of constituent
ordering: Dtx and HEN~EVEL~, FuncrionalGrammar. Part 1, pp. 391-442.
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did not make use of the very sharp observations and textual analyses
by the scholars mentioned, with which he would certainly often agree.
Obviously, this article did not allow for an exhaustive description of
all the aspects of constituent order in nominal clauses, as Buth himself
concedes. Yet, two critical remarks should be made. Firstly, in his
eagerness to provide a simple yet powerful functional explanation of
constituent order, he disregarded other (non-functional) factors that
can influence this order. I do not mean the word class of the
constituents, 16S nor certain clause types (e.g. circumstantial), whose
correlation with constituent order can adequately be described in
functional terms, as Buth has shown. What I do mean is the influence
of the length of constituents on their position in the clause, a
phenomenon that is well known in general functional grammar,169 and
that has also been observed in Hebrew verbal'~o and nominal
clauses.'~' The recognition of this factor, along with the pragmatic
ones, would e.g. have ]ed to a better analysis of Buth's example taken
from Gen.41:2:

'ba Buth's functional account of the behaviour of pronouns has been described
above. Also the obligatory fronting of interrogative words in Hebrew - the
most stringent conelation between word class and order - can, in my opinion,
easily be described functionally: interrogative words are always the Focus of
the clause, since they, by definition, form the most salient point in the
communication, [he point on which the information of both interlocutors
differs. The fronting of the interrogatives is thus a direct result of their
pragmatic function as Focus. See Dtx and HEN~EVELD, Functional Grammar.
Part 2, pp. 264f.: "Much of the typology of Q-word questions can be
understood on the basis of the view that Q-words [...] have intrinsic Focus
function. [...] In probably all languages, Q-word questions are treated by
some of the devices characteristic of Focus constituents."
169 D~K and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 411ff: "Other
things being equal, constituents prefer to be placed in an order of increasing
complexity [...]."
"o See GroR's "Lángeregel" ( GROa, Satzteilfolge, p. 270), also adopted in
BHRG ~ 46. l 3(ii)b.
"' J-M ~ 154 h: "Apart from the relative importance of the various words, the
length of the subject, predicate or complements exerts some influence over the
word-order: longer elements tend to follow."
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(25) ~tn riz,~~~ ~s~~r~ rn~ ~ rn~~ v~~i n5y ~1~~~-1n n,~~
and-behold from the-Nile going-up seven cows pretty-
of sight and healthy-of ineat
"Out of the Nile there came seven cows, handsome
and healthy"

Buth's analysis of this clause is rather awkward: he regards both the
locative complement ~t~'~-1t~ and the participle 1i5t7 to be fronted and
to be functioning as Contextualising Constituents, while the subject
has the clausal Focus. In my view, the locative complement indeed
has a contextualising function, as it repeats the last word of the
previous clause, but the participle can hardly be regarded as
contextualising here. A better analysis would be to regard the
participle as the (Completive) Foc of the clause with the following
subject as its (New)Top, and to account for the unexpected X-P-S
order on the basis of the length of the subject.172
A second critical remark with regard to Buth's view has already been
made in passing above. In focusing on the pragmatically marked
fronted position and on the pragmatic functions of the constituents
found there, Buth downplays the fact that all constituents in the clause
have a pragmatic function with varying degrees of topicality andlor
focality, even if they are not fronted. Admittedly, the fronted
constituents will have often the highest degree of topicality or focality,

"Z Buth is aware of this "rule of length", but decided it does not play a role in
this example, since a few verses later, in Gen. 41:6, a long Subject precisely
precedes the participial predicate. This argument does not convince: firstly,
the fact that a different construction occurs elsewhere obviously does not
prove the rule is not operant here. Second(y, the two clauses are not
completely comparable: in 41:2, the first constituent is contextualising and -
using Revell's terminology that will be discussed below - has the highest
degree of referentiality. For these reasons it is fronted, while for the rest of the
clause the rule of length is applicable. In 41:6, the constituent with the highest
referentiality is a preposition t pronominal suffix, which very often dces not
occupy the first position, as Revell has remarked. Here, the first position is
reserved for the introduction of a New Topic, which moreover stands in
contrast to the Topic of the preceding clause (thin v. healthy ears). Constituent
order is motivated by different reasons in both clauses, and, therefore, one
order cannot be used to explain the other.
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but this does not leave the others devoid of these functions. Moreover,
also from clauses without marked order, pragmatic functions are not
absent. Of course, Buth's goal was not to describe the pragmatic
functions in the clause, but rather, to explain its different possible
orderings; yet, the lack of attention for the pragmatic functions of
other constituents leads to analy[ic descriptions as "CC-Focus-S"
which are quite hybrid as they mix syntactic and pragmatic categories.
In a genuinely functionalist study, this should be avoided.
Notwithstanding these peripheral comments, Buth's article is a very
important contribution to the understanding of the conelation between
constituent order and the informational structure of the nominal
clause.

s. Revell (1999)

As mentioned above, Buth considered it imperative for future
research, on the one hand, to study the correlation between the clause-
internal pragmatic functions and textual pragmatic functions (and their
correlation with constituent order), and, on the other, to analyse in
which way nominal clauses function textually, e.g., in breaking up the
sequencing of events. In the same 1999 volume in which Buth
published his plea, the first question was explicitly addressed by
Reve11.173 In his article, the author takes up the question how ihe
choice for a particular constituent order correlates with the way in
which this clause is linked up with the rest of the texL To this end, he
starts with the analysis of clauses that have an independent third
person pronoun as one of their constituents,174 since their (anaphoric)

~~3 REVELL, E. J., Thematic Continuity and the Conditioning of Word Order in
Verbless Clauses, in C. L. Mu.LER (ed.), The Verbless Clause in Biblical
Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic,
1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 297-319.
t" Revell selected these and the following clauses from a corpus consisting of
all the declarative nominal clauses in the books of Jdg., 1-2Sam and 1-2Ki
that occur in a coordinate or an asyndetic main clauses or in objective or
causative '7-clauses. Revell does not give a rationale for this selection; one
could reasonably ask if his results are not in some way biased by leaving out
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relationship to the context is usually easily established. His analysis
yielded that in most cases, the pronoun precedes the other
constituent;175 this order is also found when "some component of the
nonpronominal constituent other than its head begins the clause"176 or
when the clause is preceded by an extra-clausal constituent.'~~
Independent pronouns tend to follow in second position in clauses
beginning a speech and in subordinate clauses introduced with'~.'~g
Revell continues his research with an analysis of the clauses in which
one of the constituents consists of a preposition followed by a suffixed
pronoun. He comes to the remarkable conclusion that if the other,
nonpronominal constituent represents a nonhuman, inanimate entity,
the latter tends to come in second position, while constituents
representing human (or divine) participants tend to precede the

all other clauses (e.g., interrogative and modal clauses, several subordinate
clauses).
175 What does raise some questions from a functionalist point of view, is that
he at the same time concedes that Subject and Topic always in Hebrew
nominal clauses.
~~6 REVELL, Thematic Continuity, p. 298. It will be remarked that Revell is
very consistent in avoiding the syntactic categories of subject and predicate in
his description, and that he designates [he clause cons[ituents with purely
morphological terms, or with the constituen[s pragmatic functions Topic and
CommenL In a short remark, Revell makes clear that he considers subject and
predicate to be grammatical notions, and hence - one could add - unsuited for
a pragmatic description of clauses. From a functionalist point of view, it is
only to be commended that syntactic and pragmatic terminologies are not
intermingled (p. 306).
~" These cases correspond with what Buth described as S-P, X-S-P and ECC-
S-P orders.
178 Revell provides a number of exceptions to the "P-S" order in'~ --clauses,
but does not provide an explanation for them. To my mind, all his examples
except one can be accounted for on the basis of the "rule of length": in l Kgs
2:22; 5:4; 9:22 and 21:2 the nonpronominal constituent (the predicate) is
structurally composite and, therefore, tends to move to the end of the clause,
resul[ing in the first position of the pronoun. The remaining example, l Ki 3:4,
is shorter, although also the noun f following adjective with superlative
meaning might have been regarded as composite enough to jus[ify its
backward movement.
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preposition t pronoun.179 Revell provides, among others, this quite
convincing example taken from Jdg 19:10, which contains both
constituent orders side by side:~sa

(26) ir)v iv~a5~~i ~~en~n n,rt~t,rt rtn~ it)v~
and-with-him a-pair-of donkeys saddled and-his-
concubine with-him
"He had with him a pair of saddled donkeys and his
concubine was with hims181

Revell cites a number of less common cases of either constituent
orders, which would lead us too far to discuss extensively here. It
should suffice to note that Revell explains some of these orders as
highlighting the unexpected or contrastive use of the nominal
constituent, as in the following example from 1 Ki 19:19:

(27) ~,~~5 n~-~r~y ~tvv n~~rv
two ten yoke in-front-of -him
"twelve yoke were in front of him"

In this example, the nominal constituent is put before the prepositional
phrase, even though it is inanimate, in order to draw the attention to
the exceptionally high number of oxen with which Elisha was
ploughing. This, of course, is reminiscent of Buth's claim that the
fronting of a constituent is used, among other things, to provide it with
Focus.
After having studied the clauses with pronominal constituents, Revell
proposes an explanation of the data, making use of functionalist
terminology (topic, comment, focus),182 and of the notion of

179 Conversely, when a nominal constituent referring to humans follows after
the prepositional phrase, this indicates that the people in question are regarded
as not playing an active role in the events.
~~ Revell's example 18 is, along with the others, quite convincing, see
REVELL, Thematic Continuity, p. 303.
18~ The JPS translation, which I followed here more or less, elegantly retained
the structural diversity in its rendering.
isZ Unfortunately, Revell fails to accurately define the terms "topic" and
"comment" (REVELL, Thematic Continuiry, p. 306). All we learn is that they
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"referentiality", which is central in his exposition.183 Revell defines
the latter term as "the degree to which a constituent is co-referent with
some item in the context", in other words, the degree to which a
constituent is referring to information that has already been referred to
in the context. This context is not limited to the immediate (narrative
or discursive) textual context, but also includes the situational,
physical context in which the communication takes place, and even
the information which has not yet been referred to in the ongoing
communication, but which is shared by both interlocutors.184 Revell
considers referentiality to be a graded phenomenon: the more a
constituent refers to information that is immediately present in the
textual context, the higher its degree of referentiality.185 Since
pronouns only have referential meaning, they are the best consiituents
to study if one wishes to analyse the influence of referentiality on the
constituent order of the clause. On the basis of his research results,
Revell comes to the conclusion that Hebrew tends to place the

correspond to the pair of mubtada' and habarand should not be confounded
with subject and predicate. In the explanatory note 13, Revell adds that he
does not use the term topic for the item recurring in several consecutive
clauses ("theme"), nor for the fronting of constituents. On p. 313 he makes
clear, however, that the comment is the constituent that provides information
about the other, the topic.
ia3 T'he term and the connected theory of constituent ordering is inspired by
the work of Anna Siewierska, the functionalist specialist on word order, see
SIEWIERSKA, A., Word OrderRules (Croom Helm Linguistic Series, London,
Croom Helm, 1988.
~~ The description of these contexts immediately calls to mind the structure of
pragmatic information described by Dik. In increasing degree of immediacy,
Dik discerns general information ("long-term information concerning the
world"), situational information ("information derived from what the
participants perceive or otherwise experience in the situation in which the
communication takes place") and contextual information ("information
derived from the linguistic expressions"), see Dtx and HENGEVELD,
Func[ional Grammar. Part 1, p. 10.
ias Also other factors have an - albeit smaller - effect on a constituent's level
of referentiality, see REVELL, Thematic Continuiry, p. 307: "The relevance of
referentiality is also affected by other criteria, such as the proximity of the
referent in the preceding context, its categorization as `human' or `other', its
degree of specificity, and the directness of the reference in terms of the
function of the pronoun that carries it as head or modifier in [he constituent."
Unfortunately again, Revell does not explain these factors any further.
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constituent with the highest referentiality in first position, in order to
maximally maintain the textual cohesion or thematic continuity. If,
however, this cohesion is already guaranteed by the context or by the
clause type,186 the first position can be left to other constituents, which
then become highlighted or in focus. Revell detected a second factor
influencing constituent order, however: he found there is a very clear
tendency to place the clause's Topic - that about which something is
said - in first position. Fortunately, Topics usually are the most
referential constituents in the clause, so that both rationales do not
conflict. If the most referential constituent is not at the same time the
Topic (as is the case with prepositions f suffixed pronoun), either
constituent may occupy the first position, although there is a tendency
to give priority to the Topic.~g~ Moreover, it then depends on the
importance and the function of the non-pronominal constituent which
order will be chosen: if the nominal refers to an important participant
in the events, it will usually be in first position, if not, it will usually
follow in second position, granting the priority to the most referential
constituent and its cohesive function.
Having discovered these rules, Revell goes on to study the nominal
clauses in which the constituents are non-pronominal (substantive,
prepositional phrase, adverb, adjective or participle). Although the
analytical details differ, the pragmatic rules explaining the different
observed constituent orders prove valid in these cases as well.
Besides the sharp analytical observations, the value of Revell's work
lies in the introduction of the notion of referentiality. This is not to
say, of course, that other authors had hitherto overlooked the fact that
clause constituents are referentially linked to the context, Buth's
renaming of the Topic to the Contextualising Constituent being just
one example of the contrary. What Revell's analysis and his
theoretical model do make clear, however, is that the constituent with
the strongest referential link to the context is not necessarily the

~~ E.g. in answers to questions or at the beginning of a speech, the reference
to the preceding context is usually clear; the same is true in e.g. '7-clauses
(Ibid., p. 308).
18~ For the latter remark, see Ibid., p. 316.
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element the clause is making an assertion about, as e.g. in examples

26 and 27. To my mind, this observation is essential when discussing
the relation between clause-internal and textual pragmatic functions. I

explain why. In the literature, both the constituent about which
information is being supplied in the clause, and the constituent that is
referentially connecting the clause to the discursive context are
labelled as Topic.'ga As Revell noticed, usually and typically the same
constituent indeed has both functions, but in an important number of
cases this does not hold. Clauses like example 27, in which a new
Topic is introduced in the discourse, are cases in point. It is important,
therefore, to disconnect a constituent's degree of referentiality to the
context from its degree of topicality, i.e., the degree in which it
functions as that about which something is said in the clause. In my
opinion, Revell's analyses thus show the importance of
disambiguating the notion of Topic, by adopting a number of more
specialised terms which reflect a Topic's level of referentiality. Both
Givón189 and Dik'~ introduced a set of such terms, the adoption of
which would greatly enhance the analytical value of Hebrew
functionalist studies.
Given the fact that Revell explicitly described referentiality as a
graded notion, it is a regrettable that he did not do the same thing for
topicality, instead of limiting the function of Topic to one constituent
in the clause.'9' As a result, in clause 26, e.g., the constituent tt~D is

~sa It should be remarked that this does not hold for Revell himself, since he
seems to limit the term Topic to the item about which something is said in the
clause.
ia9 Givón makes a distinction between chain initial Topics, chain medial
Topics and chain final Topics, depending on the position they have in the
continuous [opical chain within a paragraph, see Gtv6N, Topic Continuity, p.
9.
'~ On clause-level Dik discerns New Topics, Given Topics, Sub-Topics and
Resumed Topics, while Topics that are maintained on discourse level for a
longer period are called Discourse Topics, see Dtx and HENGEVELD,
Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 313-326.
19' Already in 1983, Givón considered this view to be wrong, although it was
held by many of his predecessors as e.g. the Prague School (Gtvórr, Topic
Continuity, pp. Sff.). Nevertheless, in Hebrew studies, Topic and Focus still
tend to be regarded as atomic units within the clause.
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described as not being [he Topic, which is somewhat strange. Even
though the accompanying donkeys and concubine are introduced as
new Topics in the narrative, the clause also says something about the
referent of the pronominal suffix, viz., that his donkeys and his
concubine were going with him. The latter constituent therefore
cannot be denied a certain degree of topicality.
Notwithstanding this critical remark, the insight that both

referentiality and topicality - even though Revell does not use the

latter term - affect constituent order opens new perspectives and

deserves further examination. The theory's major asset is that it does

not only provide a pragmatic explanation of exceptional or marked

constituent orders, but of all constituent orders.192 The thesis makes

clear that also the default order is pragmatically organised: first

attending to the task of maintaining the continuity and cohesion of the

text and to the task of making clear what the clause is about, and then

making a comment. As I mentioned above, Revell stresses that the

first position can be left to other constituents if the textual cohesion is

guaranteed, or if an other constituent needs to be marked for focus. As

I mentioned above, the same pragmatic rationale was accurately

summarised by Givón and Myhill: "Attend first to the most urgent

task", ~ 93

!;. COl1C~USlOl1

The authors reviewed in the preceding paragraphs all agree that
constituent order in Hebrew nominal clauses is not free but functional.
The functions they ascribe to constituent order, differ considerably
from one author to another, however. Andersen's theory was limited
to correlating order to clause type, and only indirectly to the pragmatic
function of its constituents. Nevertheless, his work gave a strong
impetus to the study of the nominal clause and his criteria for
distinguishing subject and predicate are still widely used. Hoftijzer

192 This does not diminish the value of Buth's work, since the latter has
described the pragmatic functions of the non-default orders much more
thoroughly than Revell did.
193 See p. 81.
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was the first to be challenged by Andersen's work; he developed a
theory of constituent order that distinguishes between a neutral order
and an order in which the first constituent is marked as contrastive
with regard to the context. Also Muraoka acknowledges that certain
constituent orders put emphasis on the first constituent, although he
includes many other factors that affect constituent order in his theory.
In his article, Buth makes some important steps forward, first of all by
not only paying attention to the clause-initial position, but also by
showing that this first position is not necessarily exclusively reserved
for focal constituents. At the same time, Buth pleaded for more
textlinguistic work studying the way in which pragmatic functions
operate on a textual level. Revell's contribution is a first step in this
direction, as it shows how not only the topicality of the constituents,
but also their referentiality with regard to the context affect constituent
order. The strength of the work of the two latter authors, is that they
strongly build on the insights of functional grammar, which has
become a solid research strand with a well developed theoretical
framework and a large corpus of cross-linguistic analyses. It is in this
tradition that I will articulate my own working assumptions and will
carry out my subsequent analyses.



CHAPTER 3

PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE CLAUSES OF JOB 12-14

I. METHODOLOGY

In the preceding chapter, the functional-grammatical view on the
pragmatic structure of verbal communication was presented and a
survey was given of the discussion on the linguistic expressions of this
pragmatic structure, with special attention for the phenomenon of
constituent order. Drawing on the insights gathered from this
theoretical discussion, the present chapter will analyse the pragmatic
structure of the clauses that make up Job's third reply (12-14), the
pragmatic structure being the distribution of the functions of Topic
and Focus in the clause, as one will recall.
In the present methodological paragraph, I will first present the
terminology that will be used in describing this pragmatic structure.
Secondly, I will provide an outline of the objectives of the analysis
presented in this chapter, and finally I will clarify the syntactic
analysis that provides the materials for the pragmatic study.

1. Functional Terminology

Following the terminology of Functional Grammar described in the
previous chapter, I will label the elements spoken about in the clause
as`Topic (-Top)' and the things that are said about the Topic as
`Focus (-Foc)'. At this point, two important remazks should be made
on the use of these terms Topic and Focus in the analytical
descriptions below. Firstly, it is important to recall that the functions
of Topic and Focus aze graded and aze not necessarily mutually
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exclusive: ~ each constituent in the clause has a degree of topicality and
of focality, which may, moreover, overlap in certain cases, as will
become clear in many of the clauses analysed below.z
Secondly, in the following analyses, the terms of Topic and Focus will
often receive further specification. For the outline of the general
pragmatic structure of language presented in the preceding chapter,
the general terms of `Topic' and `Focus' could suffice. However, for
the description of concrete clauses, which serve a great variety of
communicational functions, the simple distinction between Topic and
Focus is to crude and does not allow for the necessary descriptive
detail. Many of the authors presented in the previous chapter have
recognised this problem and have coined their own terminological
refinements. As far as the Topic is concerned, it should be noted,
without repeating the theoretical discussion, that several authors have
tried to make a distinction between "the thing spoken about in the
clause" and "the information previously known". In most clauses,
these two variables coincide in one single constituent. The reason is
obvious: in most cases, communication proceeds by making assertions
about things that were previously introduced in the communication,
and hence, are given or known. As a result, the pragmatic function of
Topic carries both the notion of `aboutness' and that of `givenness',
which, although very often related, should be discerned. GroLi, in his
2001 monograph, discerned the two notions quite explicitly by making
a distinction between, on the one hand, a Topic-Comment opposition
(the difference between that which is spoken about and that which is
said about it) and, on the other, a Theme-Rheme opposition (the
difference between that which was contextually known and the new
information).3 Revell did the same thing by discerning the Topic from

~ See p. 54.
z See already Job 12:2.
3 GROB, W., Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld. Syntaktische, pragmatische und
iibersetzungstechnische Studien zum althebrdischen Verbalsatz (Beihefte zur
Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 305), Berlin - New York,
Walter de Gruyter, 2001, pp. 10-13. Compare with the Topic-Comment and
Presupposition-Focus oppositions in HEn~tERDw~sR, J.-M., Topic, Focus and
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elements with high referentiality, although he too insisted that the two

often coincide.4 By changing the terminology of Topic to
Contextualising Constituent (CC), Buth witnessed to the awareness
that the function of the Topic can also be located on the supra-clausal

level; on the other hand, his terminological change downplays the role
of Topic in the clause itself.
As far as Focus is concerned, fewer terminological specifications have

been proposed in the linguistic literature on Biblical Hebrew, while
usually, Focus is quite vaguely described as "the salient, important
information of a sentence".5 Groa, for one, apparently makes a

distinction between what he calls "Kontrastfokus" and other clausal
Foci,b but he fails to explain how he views this difference.
In the present chapter, I will, like Michael Rosenbaum,~ consequently
opt for the terminology developed by Simon Dik, not because it does
not have any drawbacks, but because it presents a unified account
allowing for quite some descriptive detail and having broad
acceptance in general-linguistic circles.
As mentioned before, Dik discerns Topic and Focus as the two main
pragmatic functions in each clause, the Topic representing the usually
given information about which something is said in the clause, the
Focus being the information which is asserted about the Topic. Both
Topic and Focus can be subcategorised, allowing a distinction
between the several possible topical and focal functions in a

Foreground in Ancient Hebrew Narratives (JSOT.SS, 295), Sheffield,
Sheffield Academic Press, 1999, pp. 14f. et passim.
4 REVELL, E. J., Thematic Continuiry and the Conditioning of Word Order in
Verbless Clauses, in C. L. MtLLEtt (ed.), The Verbless Clause in Biblical
Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic,
1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 297-319, here pp. 306-308.

5 BuTH, R., Functional Grammar, Hebrew and Aramaíc. An Integrated
Textlinguistic Approach to Syntax, in W. R. Bo~naE (ed.), Discourse Analysis
of Biblical Literature. What It is and What it Offers (Semeia Studies, Atlanta,
Society of Biblical Literature, 1995, pp. 77-102, here p. 84.
6 GROe, W., Die Satzteilfolge im Verbalsatz alttestamentlicher Prosa.
Untersucht an den Biichern Dtn, Ri und 2Kdn (Forschungen zum Alten
Testament, 17), Tubingen, Mohr (Siebeck), 1996, p. 69, see also pp. 61, 311.
~ RosstvsnuM, M., Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55 (Studia Semitica
Neerlandica, 36), Assen, Van Gorcum, 1997.
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clause~text. The subcategories of Topic, will primarily categorise the
different cases of Topic with regard to the role they play on supra-
clausal level, and more in particular, with regard to the degree to
which the Topic was already known in the context. The terminological
subcategories of Focus, on the other hand, will allow for a better
description of the communicative point of the Focus, as will be
explained below.
Dik defined a number of specifications of the term `Topic' so as to
specify the relation of the Topic to the discourse context. First of all,
Dik acknowledges that a Top is more than simply a clausal
phenomenon: in the same way as individual clauses are making an
assertion about a certain Top, also discourses or texts or parts thereof
have their main Topic, which Dik calls Discourse Topic (-D-Top).
Usually, a discourse has more than one Top, the different Tops being
hierarchically andlor sequentially organised. I[ will be clear that the
continuity among Topics, and the shifting of Topics is one of the most
important indicators for unit delimitation in a discourse, although Dik
pays little attention to this aspect of the phenomenon.g Rather, Dik
studies the role of topicality primarily on the level of the clause, but
allows for an identification of its textual function by providing
terminological specifications of the term, as we will see.
Every Top, whether the Top of just one clause, or the D-Top of a
complete discourse, needs to be introduced for the first time. At its
first appearance, the Top receives the obvious name of `New Topic'
(NewTop).9 The first example of this NewTop in the Jobian speech
under investigation is found in 12:2a:

(1) ~v-~nre ~~ a~r,r~
truly really you people
"You really are the people"

8 In contrast to Givón, who studied Topic primarily from the perspective of its
role in the creation of discourse cohesion and division, see pp.22ff.
9 Dlx, S. C. and K. HF~GevELD, The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part 1:
The Structure of the Clause ( Functional Grammar Series, 20), Berlin - New
York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, pp. 315-318.
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In this clause, the pronoun Cnte is introduced as the NewTop of the
clause, of and much of the discourse to follow. Once a Top is
introduced as a NewTop, it can be maintained in the discourse, until
the moment a different NewTop is introduced. In this case, the Topic
is contextually known from the context, and the Top is called `Given
Topic (-GivTop)'.'o A good example of such a GivTop can be found
in Job 14:17a:

(2) ~yv.i~ n~n~~ cnn
sealed in-a-pouch my-trespass
"My trespass would be sealed in a pouch"

Since the Subject of the clause, viz., 'yVF~ `my trespass' is a near-
synonym of the Top of the preceding clause, viz., 'ntebn ` my sin', it
functions as a contextually known GivTop here, which is, in this case

indicated by its position behind the predicate. A GivTop may take the
form of a substantive, as is the case in example 2; typically, however,

a GivTop is syntactically realised as an anaphoric pronoun.

Related to the GivTop is what Dik calls the Sub Topic (-SubTop),
viz., a clausal Top that is not continuing the Top of previous clauses,
but can be inferred from the previous Top." A clear example of this

type of Top occurs in Job 14:8a:

(3) ~vntU ynr~~ 1~pr-cH
even-if it-is-old in-the-earth its-shoot

"Even if its shoot grows old in the earth"

The Top of the present clause, 1VrtD, is not continuing the Top rv of
the previous clauses 7ab. Nevertheless, the present Top has a relation

of inference (in this case: the relation of `being a part of ) with the
preceding Top and can therefore be called a SubTop. Obviously, in
the present example, the anaphoric suffixed pronoun makes the topical

link with what preceded even stronger, but such a pronoun is not
necessary as Dik's following example makes clear:

'o Ibid., pp. 318-323.
" Ibid., pp. 323-325.
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(4) John gave a party last week, but the music was awful.

Finally, an existing Top that was interrupted by a chain of different
Tops may be reactivated as a`Resumed Topic' (-ResTop).1z Once
again, an example from Job 12-14 can serve as an illustration:

(5) rnr,~ ~~ai
and-man he-dies
"But man dies"

In this verse 14:10, the main Top of the verses 14:1-6, viz., (the
destiny ofj man, is resumed after a short paragraph (vv.7-9), in which
the Top was (the fate of) a tree. Technically speaking, then, the
fronted Subj has the function of ResTop in the present clause.
Thus, although Dik studies the function of the Top primarily on clause
level (the `about which'), the several terminological specifications
presented above, explain how the clausal Top is related to the context,
and in particular, to the chain of Tops running through the discourse.
In the same way as for the Topic, Dik also defined a number of
subcategories of the pragmatic function of Focus. First of all, Dik
stresses that the function of Focus "may be assigned to any part of the
underlying clause structure", i.e. not only to clause constituents, but
also to parts of these constituents, or to ensembles of several
constituents, and even to what Dik calls `operators', which concern
distinctions which are grammatically, but not lexically expressed in
the language (e.g. operators for tense, mood, aspect).13 An example of
the Focus scope being limited to only a part of a constituent can be
found in Job 13:8:

(6) 1icicx ~~~~~
?-his-face you-lift up
"Is it his face that you lift up (is it toward him that you
are partial)?"

12 Ibid., pp. 325f.
~ 3 Ibid., pp. S l ff.
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In the present clause, the Foc is assigned to the suffixed pronoun of
clause's direct object, and not to the object as a whole. Determining
the precise scope of Focus in the clause, not assuming that it coincides
with a specific constituent, will therefore be one of the issues to be
addressed in the following analyses.
The function of Focus can be subcategorised not only on the basis of
its scope, but also on the basis of its communicative point. In order to
understand this set of subcategories, one has to recall that, for Dik, the
function of Focus is attached to the elemen[(s) that the speaker wants
to change in the pragmatic information of the addressee. Two major
communicative situations occur, which also involve different
categories of Focus: on the one hand, the communication may start
from an informational gap on the part of either the speaker or the
addressee, while, on the other, it may take a contrast or conflict
between the pragmatic information of speaker and addressee as its
starting point. Each of these two cases can be further specified and
subcategorised. In the first case, viz., of communication starting from
an information gap, two situations may present themselves: either the
speaker uses communication to fill the gap of information that he
supposes the addressee to have, or the speaker asks the addressee to
fill an informational gap that the speaker himself has. In the former
case, the Focus is called Completive in Dik's terminology: the clause
completes the addressee's lacking information about the identified
Top. This is the state of affairs in most assertive clauses. An example
in Job 12-14 is readily found:

(~) yt]]"1i]~ ~'~17 ~Cnv1

and-it-makes twig like sapling
"and it will produce twigs like a sapling"

The GivTop of the present clause, taken from 14:9, is the non-
expressed subject of the verb, while the rest of the clause functions as
the Completive Foc, viz., that which the clause has to say about the
subject.

Rather than filling the addressee's supposed informational gap, the
speaker may ask the addressee to fill a gap in his own pragmatic
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information. In this case, which is the standard situation in questions,
the Focus is quite naturally catalogued as Questioning. Needless to
specify that it is invariably the question word, if present, that assumes
the function of Questioning Focus in the clause. This type of Focus is
found, e.g., in Job 13:24:

(8) ~,ncr ~,~~-~r~5
why your-face you-hide
"Why do you hide your face?"

The Top of this clause is the fact that God, addressed in the second
person here, hides his face from Job: this is what the clause is about,
and this is what Job presents as contextually known. Job, the speaker,
has an informational gap, however, not knowing why God would do
so. The question is asking the addressee to fill in this precise
informational gap and to complete the information the speaker lacks.
For this reason, the interrogative pronoun has the function of
(Questioning) Focus in the clause.
Next to communications that start from a gap in the information of
either speaker or addressee, communications occur in which speaker
and addressee have conflicting or contrasting sets of information. If
the speaker addresses one of these points of difference, the clause's
Foc will be called Contrastive. Depending on the intended change in
the pragmatic information of the addressee, the Contrastive Focus may
be further subcategorised as Rejecting, Replacing, Expanding and
Restricting,14 the names of which speak more or less for themselves.
These types of Focus occur in clauses which, respectively, aim at

14 Dik also includes the ca[egory of Selecting Focus in this list. This type of
Focus occurs when "S [...J selects a piece of information from a list of
possibilities offered by A" as in the clause "Coffee, please" answering the
question "Would you like coffee or tea?" (Ibid., p. 334). In my opinion,
however, this type of Focus can without problem be regarded as Completive
Focus, since clauses with a so-called Selecting Focus also fill in an
informational gap, while, conversely, each clause with a Completive Focus
can be considered as selecting a piece of information from a(possibly infinite,
but usually quite limited) list of possibilities. Hence, I will not make use of the
term Selecting Focus in the following analyses.
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rejecting a part of the addressee's information, replacing some of the
addressee's information with other information, expanding the
information with new elements or restricting the addressee's
information to certain parts thereof. It is unnecessary to provide
examples of each of these subcategories, as they are sufficiently self-
explanatory. As an illustration, Job 13:3a can be mentioned:

(9) ~~~~e ~~vr5n ,~~t n5ilz
but I to-the-Almighty I-will-speak
"But I will speak to the Almighty"

The clausal constituent `to the Almighty' has the function of
Contrastive Focus, more in particular of Rejecting or of Restricting
Focus, in that the clause makes clear that the I-person will not speak to
anybody else, but will speak to the Almighty. In this Hebrew written
text, the presence of the function is marked by constituent order, as we
will see, where, in English, it is typically expressed by intonation or
by a cleft construction (`It is to the Almighty that I will speak').
Finally, Dik also discerns the category of Parallel Focus,15 which, as
he briefly explains, "is assigned to corresponding constituents in
parallel constructions".16 For clarification, he points to the following
example:

(10) John and Bill came to see rne. John was nice, but Bill was
rather boring.

In the second and third clause of this example, both the subjects and
the predicates have Parallel Focus, in that they occupy corresponding

~s Rosenbaum preferred to term this type of Focus as Comparing Focus, "so as
not to confuse the form with the function" (RosF~BnUM, Word-Order
Variation, p. 70). In my view, the specification `Parallel' does not necessarily
point to formal aspects, drawing a parallel between elements being a
functional operation. I, therefore, retain Dik's terminology on this point. It is
telling that Rosenbaum considers the term Parallel to be too formal; his
treatment of poetic parallelism is indeed more stylistically and formally than
functionally oriented. In the following analyses, I will show that the high
incidence of Parallel Focus in poetry is primarily functional.
16 DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 332.
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syntactic positions in juxtaposed clauses and are also semantically
parallel. Since also Parallel Focus implies contrast, Dik categorises
this type of Focus under the more general heading of Contrast Focus.
However, very different types of contrast are implied in Parallel Focus
(viz., contrast between e]ements brought forward by the speaker) and
in the other cases of Contrast Focus (contrast between the information
of the speaker and that of the addressee). For this reason and for the
sake of clarity, I will, in the present analysis, reserve the use of the
term Contrast Focus for the cases described above (Rejecting,
Replacing, Expanding and Restricting). By way of concluding
clarification of the different forms of Focus, I present a slightly
modified version of Dik's scheme,'~ matching the terminology that I
will be using throughout the following analyses:

ïmati~gap Contrast

Questioning Completive

Focus

`
Parallel

Rejecting Replacing E~anding Restricting

The Dikian set of terms described above, will enable sufficient
descriptive detail in the analyses, if necessary. This descriptive detail
will prove necessary, not only because it will explain more clearly
what the pragmatic structure of the clause is, but also because
different major Topic or Focus types are expressed differently in
language.

" Ibid., p. 331.
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2. Analytical Objectives

As mentioned before, the objective of the present chapter is to study
the pragmatic structure of each clause of Job 12-14. Since the
linguistic form of the written text is the only key to this pragmatic
structure, along with the contextual judgment of the reader, the
analysis will start as much as ever possible from the formal, linguistic
level. Two levels of analysis should therefore be clearly discerned: on
the one hand, the pragmatic structure of a clause, and, on the other

hand, the formal expression of this structure, which may include
formal markers directing the reader to the pragmatic structure of the
clause. As amply described in the previous chapter, there are a number

of linguistic means to indicate the pragmatic function of clausal
constituents; these include the use of certain focus particles, the use of
a limited amount of focus constructions and the most important
marker in written texts, viz., constituent order. Like most functions in
language, however, also the pragmatic functions are underdetermined
in the linguistic expression of a discourse or text: not each constituent
in the clause receives an unambiguous formal marker indicating what
is its pragmatic function in the clause. For the sake of economy, only
those instances are marked which deviate from the default, neutral
pragmatic structure. In the present study, I will describe the pragmatic
structure of a clause as neutral when its S functions as GivTop and the
rest of the clause as Completive Foc. In this type of clauses, the Top is
in continuity with what immediately preceded and the Focus adds
information that the addressee lacked to this Top. The following
clause, taken from Job 14:13, is a case in point:

(11) ~n,Sr~rLr,
you-would-set for-me a-limit
"But you would set me a limit"

The unexpressed S of the verb is the GivTop of the clause: it is about
the second person (God), which was also the Top of ihe preceding
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clauses, that something is said. The rest of the clause functions as the
Completive Foc, providing information about the Top.
The neutral pragmatic structure does not receive formal markers in its
linguistic expression: it contains no focus particles or construc[ions,
and its constituent order is unmarked. What this unmarked order looks
like in Biblical Hebrew, depends on a number of factors, but, in
general, can be summarised as follows: unmarked verbal clauses have
a clause-initial verb, followed by (if present) S, DO, IO, PO, other
complements and, finally, adjuncts.18 A nominal clause is unmarked
when the relative order of S and P is P-S when the S is pronominal,
and S-P when the S is nomina1.19
Clauses that are marked by the use of focus particles, focus
constructions or a marked constituent order, are pragmatically not
neutral, e.g. when the Top is introduced as a NewTop, or when one or
more of the constituents has Contrastive or Parallel Focus. It should be
stressed from the outset, however, that not every constituent order that
deviates from the ones described above, necessarily involves
pragmatic marking, since also other, non-pragmatic factors may
influence this order (e.g., the relative length of constituents).
Conversely, it is not because a clause is formally unmarked, that it is
by definition pragmatically neutral. It will be clear, then, that there is
no one-to-one relation between certain linguistic features in the text
and underlying pragmatic functions, yet it is via these features that I
will try to gain access to the pragmatic structure of the clauses and the
text. However, it will be unavoidable to include our own linguistic
judgment in the description of this pragmatic structure. Even though
this may be accounted for as a methodological flaw, it is inevitable:
the pragmatic structure of a clause directs the reader in constructing
the meaning of the text, but that meaning potential does not reside
solely in the linguistic form of the utterance; rather, it always
necessitates a reading and constructing individual, be it the immediate
addressee of the text or the modern scholar.

~a See GROa, Satzteilfolge, p. 295 and BHRG ~46.1.3.iii.
19 J-M ~ 154f; pace BHRG ~ 46.2.
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Since the linguistic form of the clause, and particularly its constituent
order, is the most important accessible marker of the pragmatic
structure of the clause, I will present, for each clause, a syntactically
substantiated constituent order. In the next paragraph, I will explain
the way in which this order is presented. On the basis of this order, the
pragmatic structuring of the clause will be described, i.e., the
pragmatic functions of its different constituents will be established. In
doing so, I will draw heavily on the minute analytical work that has
been done by the scholars mentioned in the previous chapter. Even if
in some cases I do not share their methodological assumptions or do
not endorse their results, the material they gathered will prove
invaluable. Some works will be of particular relevance. First of a11,
this is the case for the work of Muraoka, both in his monograph on
emphasis and his revision of Joiion's grammar; his work contains a
fine-grained categorisation of cases and presents a large collection of
insiances. As far as verbal clauses are concerned, the two monographs
by GroQ will be of utmost importance; his treatment of constituent
order is unrivalled, providing an almost inexhaustible treasury of fine-
tuned observations and examples. His work on clauses with a doubly
occupied preverbal field is without parallel in Hebrew linguistic
literature. As regards nominal clauses, the very detailed observations
by Muraoka will be supplemented by some of the contributions in
Miller's 1999 volume, especially the ones by Buth and Revell.
Obviously, the proposed analyses in these works will be critically
assessed in each specific case.
However acute the aforementioned studies may be, some specific
instances of constituent order have not yet been treated systematically.
When those cases occur in Job 12-14, a more extensive treatment of
the construction will be provided. Since room does not permit a full-
fledged analysis of these cases in the present study, the treatments will
be kept short, including directions for future research. 1fie data for
these hitherto untreated constituent orders will be generated with the
help of the biblical software Accordance~.20 Since this software is

p See www.0aksoft.com. Unfortunately, the Stuttgarter Electronische
Studienbibel (SESB) including software able to search on phrase and clause
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only able to analyse the text morphologically, this procedure will
inevitably overlook certain cases, even though the cases will
obviously be assessed individually. Therefore, no claims will be made
that all the cases of the constructions mentioned have been retrieved.
However, we may be confident that also less than perfect searches will
yield valid and representative data, allowing for relevant conclusions.
The pragmatic analysis of these cases will obviously be based on the
insights achieved in the works mentioned above, but will sometimes
lead to a refinement or elaboration thereof.
Even if a large part of the following research will be devoted to the
finding of pragmatic rationales for deviant constituent orders, this
should not distract us from the fact that every single clause, even if
formally unmarked, has a pragmatic structure, a fact that is sometimes
forgotten in studies of constituent order.21 Since it is precisely the
pragmatic structure of clauses that is the primary research object of the
present study, also the clauses without any specific marking will be
discussed. For reason of economy, however, not every Top, Foc and
other possible functions will be explicitly described. If the pragmatic
structure is neutral, as described above, no further discussion will be
devoted to it. However, this does in no way imply that the information
in the clause would be less important for the meaning of the text.

3. Layout of the analysis

In studying the pragmatic structure of Job 12-14, I will start from the
pragmatic structure of the individual clauses of that text, since the

level, and to search for syntactic functions of clause constituents was not yet
available when doing the research for this chapter. In any case; within the
SESB, the biblical text has not yet been completely tagged syntactically (to
date only Gen-2Ki), which makes the results obtained with the SESB limited,
and not representative for poetic discourse. It will be clear, however, that the
SESB and the underlying WIVU-database provide a very powerful tool for
syntactic analysis; one can only hope, therefore; that the tagging will be
completed in the not too distant future and that the analy[ical possibilities of
the software will be further developed.
Z' See e.g. my remark concerning Buth's work on p. CR.
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clauses form the minimal pragmatic unit of discourse, i.e. the rninimal
unit in which something is said about something.2z In the following
analysis, the text will therefore be divided in clauses, and the
pragmatic structure of each clause will be described. Since the
pragmatic structure of the clauses is the research goal of the present
analysis, obviously no pragmatic arguments can be used in delineating
the clauses in the text, even though the clause as a linguistic unit is
primarily pragmatically defined. Fortunately, each clause is not only a
pragmatic, but also a syntactic minimal unit: the pragmatically
minimal unit of saying something about something requires the
minimal syntactic unit of a predicate and an explicit or implicit
subject.23 In the following analysis, the clauses will therefore be
delineated on the basis of this formal syntactic criterion.24 The
division of the text in clauses is generally unproblematic25 and will
usually not be explicitly substantiated.

ZZ Compare with Plato who called the clause (technically, the 1`óyos), i.e. the
connection of a verb (predicate) and a noun (subject), the smallest of all
discourses or orations (see Sophist, 260B-263D).
23 See HnR't'tvtwt~N, R. R. K. and F. C. STOR[c, Dictionary of Language and
Linguistics, London, Applied Science, 1972, p. 137.
24 In the following analysis, a compound predicate (a predicate consisting of a
number of coordinated predica[es) is separated into its prime predicates and
each predicate is regarded as belonging to a separate clause. In the case of
verbal predicates, this decision probably will not raise any discussion. An
utterance as "Mary walked in and ate the whole cake" will easily be
recognised as consisting of two clauses. In the case of nominal clauses the
case may be less obvious, certainly in a language lacking a copula. To give an
example: in Job 14:1, it is said that "Man, born of a woman, is short of days
and sated with trouble". One could reasonably argue that this verse consists of
just one clause. In the present study, I will argue, however, that the verse
consists of two separate clauses, at each occasion, with a adjectival predicate.
The reason for doing so is the assumption that every clause consists not only
of the minimal syntactic unit of a subject and a predicate, but is also the
minimal pragmatic unit in the text, viz., the minimal unit ofTopic and Focus.
Since "compound predicates" are making two separate assertions about their
subjects, they also consist of two separate Foci providing information on a
single Topic. Inevitably, then, minimal pragmatic criteria will be
indispensable to divide clauses.
~ My division is almost completely identical to Richter's BH` (see RtcHTER,
W., Biblia Hebraica transcripta, das ist das ganze Alte Testament
transkribiert, mit Satzeinteilungen versehen und durch die Version tiberisch-
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Since the linguistic expression of a clause, and in particular its
constituent order, provides the most important marker for the
pragmatic structure of that clause, as described above, the analysis
will necessarily include a presentation of the constituent order of each
clause, including a description of the syntactic function of each clause
constituent. Therefore, each paragraph of the analysis will open with a
double table: a first one in which the clauses under investigation are
presented in a way that lays baze their constituent order, and a second,
parallel one, in which the syntactic function of each constituent is
described and a word for word rendering is provided. In both tables,
each clause receives a separate line. In order to facilitate the
comparison of the Hebrew text and the following syntactic analysis,
the former is presented in transcription, solving the graphical problem
of Hebrew and English following different reading directions. Since,
however, the Hebrew script is used in the following discussion, as in
the rest of the present study, the tables are preceded by the text of the
verses under investigation in Hebrew characters.
The syntactic structure of each Hebrew clause is presented in three
columns, following the descriptive model presented by GroQ,26 who,
in his turn, was strongly influenced by the way functional linguistics
analyses clause structure. The middle column invariably contains the
clausal predicate, irrespectively of the actual position of the predicate
in the clause. All the constituents that follow the predicate are placed
in the right column, while the constituents that precede the predicate
are put in the left column, so that the relative order of constituents in
the clause is respected. Negatíve particles negating the predicate, and
infinitives absolute accompanying a verbal predicate are considered to
be part of the predicate field. While the middle column will always be
filled, the right and left column may be empty. This schematic
presentation facilitates the insight in the clauses' syntax in that it

masoretischer Autoritdten bereichert auf der sie griindet. 12. Ijob, Spriiche
(ATSAT, 33~12), St. Ottilien, EOS Verlag, 1993, pp. 60-75). In the very few
cases in which our divisions differ slightly (12:25a; 13:Sa.9.28b; 14:9b), I will
~rovide a brief argumentation.

6 Gttoa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 138-142, also adopted in BHRG ~46.
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clearly visualises the presence and structure of the preverbal and the
postverbal field in verbal clauses, and the sequence of subject and
predicate in verbless clauses.
In the second, descriptive table, the syntactic function of each of the
constituents is specified and is put in the same columnar layout as the
table above it. The two tables are not always fully isomorphic,
however: in the presentation of the Hebrew text, the minimal unit of
presentation is the (graphically delineated) word, while in the
syntactic analysis, prefixes or suffixes to a word which have a separate
syntactic function are separated from the word to which they aze
attached in Hebrew and are put in the appropriate column. This is
particularly the case with suffixed pronouns having the syntactic
function of direct object, which are placed in the postverbal field, and
with the prefixed conjunction waw, which is regazded as a clause
conjunction and is, therefore, placed in a separate column, even before
the preverbal field.Z~
In the descriptive table, the clause's predicate in the middle column is
indicated as P. Since, however, predicates belonging to a different
morpho-syntactic class also behave differently syntactically, it will be
specified to which class the predicates belong: P(V) for verbal
predicate, P(Pa) for participial predicate,zS and P(N) for nominal

27 In this, I am following GroLi's analysis, see Ibid., p. 139.
Zg For the present purposes, the participial predicate is distinguished from the
verbal predicate because of their different syntactic behaviour, especially with
regard to constituent order (see BuTtl, R., Word Order in the Verbless Clause.
A Generative-Functional Approach, in C. L. MtLLEa [ed.], The Verbless
Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches [Linguistic Studies in
Ancient West Semitic, 1], Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 79-108, here
pp. 87-94). One should, of course, keep in nund the double (nominal-verbal)
nature of the participle, which leaves the current treatment of the participle as
a non-verbal predicate open to discussion. All scholars are sensible to the
double nature of the predicate, but are divided on the way to analyse
participial predicates, see the discussion in Mtt.t.Ett, C. L., Pivotal Issues ín
Analyzing the Verbless Clause, in C. L. Mtt.LSx (ed.), The Verbless Clause in
Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in Ancient West
Semitic, 1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 3-17, p. 9. While most
authors categorise clauses with predicate participles as nominal, proponents of
a verbal analysis of predicate participles include JoosTEN, J., The Predicative
Participle in Biblical Hebrew, in Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 2 (1989) 128-
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predicate, the latter category including both substantival and adjectival
predicates. Predicates consisting of a prepositional phrase are
specified by the syntactic function these phrases would have in a
verba] clause.29 Thus, a distinction is made between prepositional
predicates having syntactic functions comparable to that of an indirect
object [P(IO)], a prepositional object [P(PO)], a locative complement
[P(loc)] or a comparative adjunct [P(comp)].3o
For the present syntactic-pragmatic purposes, clauses containing the
copula ~'~ are treated as verbless clauses, and the (nominal,
prepositional or other) predicate of the copula is taken as the clause's

159; DE REGT, L. J., Macrosyntactic Functions of Nominal Clauses Referring
to Participants, in C. L. MILLER (ed.), The Verbless Clause in Biblical
Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semi[ic,
1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 273-296, here pp. 273f; BHRG ~
20.3.1. GROa, Satzteilfolge, p. 17 takes a middle position, avoiding the
problem altogether by discerning three main clause types: verbal clauses,
nominal clauses and participial clauses.z9 The simple indication P(pp), cannot suffice, since the label `prepositional
phrase' only gives morphosyntactic information regarding the syntax of the
phrase itself, but says nothing on the syntactic function of the phrase in the
larger clause (pace RosENSntnvt, Word-Order Variation, pp. x-xi et passim,
who determines all PPs as pp, without describing their syntactic function).
30 The following examples taken from Job 12-14 make clear what is meant. In
12:3a (lit. `also to me is a heart like you') the prepositional phrase'S `to me'
has a function comparable to that of an indirect object, whereas in 12:10a (`in
his hand is the spirit of every living thing') the predicate 1i'~ `in his hand'
has a(metaphorical) locative function. A comparative function can be
ascribed to the predicates of 13:28 (`he is like something rotten that rots, and
like a garment which the moth eats'). In examples like 13:16b (`this
[islcounts] to me as salvation'), the function of the predicate can be compared
to that of prepositional phrases with the prepositíon -5 depending on verbs
like ~V~I), C1tU and jt17, viz. the function of prepositional object. (Cf. GROS,
Satzteilfolge, p. 34, who regards these cases as instances of his fourth
syntagm, which we will label as prepositional object. As is correctly observed
in J-M t? 125w, the same verbs ~G7D, 01CJ, 1t1] sometimes govern a double
accusative with the same meaning, which supports the proposal to regard the
prepositional phrases governed by these verbs as prepositional objects.)
Malessa, for his part, categorises these cases under a separate label, viz., of
predicative complement, see M.aLESSn, M., Untersuchungen zur verbalen
Valenz im biblischen Hebrdisch, Leiden, Selbstverlag, 2003, p. 32.
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main predicate.3t The presence of the copula is indicated by the
siglum cop. Similarly, the predicators of existence ~T and j'ct (prex)32
are not considered as clauses' main predicates, since it is the
`predicates' of these particles that form the predicative core of their
clauses.33
An infini[ive construct with its constituents is not considered as a
separate clause, but as a phrase having a syntactic function in a larger
clause. Nonetheless, these infinitive phrases receive a separate line in
the analysis, because of their potential to build a valency pattem, but
also because of the fact that the function of these phrases often comes
close to that of a subordinate (verbal) clause.34 The infinitive is
considered the predicate of the phrase, and is therefore indicated (as
Inf) in the middle column (predicate field).
In the columns to the left and to the right of the predicate field, the
non-predicative elements of the clause are listed: the left column
contains the elements preceding the predicate, which in the case of
verbal clauses constitute the `preverbal field', while the right column

3~ Cf. NtcCACC1, A., Simple Nominal Clause (SNC) or Verbless Clause in
Biblical Hebrew Prose, in Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 6 (1993) 216-228, here
p. 224 speaks of the copula as a"verb of incomplete predication" that is in
need of a nominal predicate to complete the verb's predication. The Hebrew
copula does have predicative meaning, viz. in the temporal sense it carries (cf.
J-M ~ 154m). Since the temporal aspect of predication is not the focus of the
present inquiry, it stands to reason to present the syntax of clauses with the
copula as centred around the nominal predicate.
For a similar view on the position of the copula in nominal clauses, cf. J-M ~
154a. In this grammar, Muraoka regarded these clauses as "tripartite nominal
clauses", underlining their verbless character. In other publications, Muraoka
seems to limit the latter term for nominal clauses consisting of three
components, one of which is a third person independent personal pronoun (cf.
MURAOKA, T., 77te Tripartite Nominal Clause Revisited, in C. L. Mtt.t.6R (ed.),
The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew. Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic
Studies in Ancient West Semitic, 1), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp.
187-213, here p. 188.
3z Terminology in accordance with BHRG z? 42.
33 Also in this case, this is not to say that the predicators of existence have no
predicative meaning of there own, since "they add to the copulative function
that ofexistence, especially local" (J-M ~ 154k).
;4 Cf. GROS, Satzteilfolge, p. 17 n. 68 and GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p.
86 n. 26.
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holds the elements following the predicate, which form the `postverbal
field' in the case of verbal clauses. These elements include, in the first
place, the verb's complements, i.e. the clause constituents other than
the predicate that are necessary to build the clause's nuclear
predication. These obligatory constituents fill in the slots of a
predicate's valency pattern, and without them the predication is
incomplete or ungrammatica1.35 These complements are: the subject
(S),36 the direct object (DO), the indirect object (70), the prepositional
object (PO) and the complement of location [Co(loc)].37
Clause constituents that are not required by the predicate's valency
pattern are indicated as adjuncts (Aj) here.38 In contrast to the
complements, they are optional in that their presence is not required
for a clause to be grammatical, and they supplement additional
information to the predication. These adjuncts may consist of adverbs,
prepositional phrases or prepositions followed by the infinitive

35 Cf. BHRG ~ 33.1 and more elaborately in DtK and HENGEVELD, Functional
Grammar. Part 1, pp. 86-90 and Gaoa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 25-29. For a recent
and very thorough study on verbal valency in Biblical Hebrew, see MALESSA,
Untersuchungen.
36 If an independent pronoun indicating the subject is added to a finite verb
(cf. J-M ~ 146a), this is indicated as St.
37 Some examples may suffice to call into mind the function of the different
complements. Some predicates (e.g. to sleep) only govern one single
complement, viz. the subject. Others require two or more complements for the
predication to be complete. The verb `to send', for example, needs a subject, a
direct and an indirect object, as in the clause `She sends a letter to her
grandfather' (S-V-DO-IO). A preposi[ional object is a prepositional phrase
with the preposition which is called for by a predicate, as in the clause `He
cares for the dogs'. The complement of location is the noun phrase or
prepositional phrase that indicates the location that is needed to complete the
predication, as in `He lives in Amsterdam'. (The verb `to live' is also used
wi[hout Co[loc], in which case it has a different meaning, viz., that of `being
alive', Cf. D[K and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 88.)
38 The terminology of `complement' and `adjunct' used here is the most
widespread in Hebrew syntactic studies. In his functional grammar, Dik
proposes the terminological pair `argumentslsatellites'. In German valency
grammars, the terms `Ergiinzungen~F'reie Angaben' are used (so also in
MALESSA, Untersuchungen), whereas Richter opts for the terminology of
`SyntagmenlCircumstanten' .
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construct, and are labelled here according to the kind of adverbial
information they add to the predication.39
Since also nouns have valency patterns, they too can take
`complements' or `adjuncts'.40 Since these phrases do not relate to the
clause's predicate, they are not considered as direct clause
constituents, but as adnominal constituents depending on the noun
ímmediately preceding it. They are labelled as Adn, followed by the
function they have with regard to the nouns. Appositions to a noun are
indicated as App.
In addition to complements and adjuncts, the clause's fields may
include a number of particles with varying functions. Conjunctions
have the function of coordinating [cj(c)J or subordinating [cj(s)] the
clause with a following or preceding clause. Modal words ( mw) "refer
to a speaker's understanding of the probability (certainty to
uncertainty) of the state of affairs or events to which a clause refers".41
Clauses can be made negative by different negative particles (neg),

39 I follow the traditional classification also adopted by GROa, Satzteilfolge,
pp. 38-39. In the current chapters, the following adjuncts are found: causative
(caus), comitativus or accompanyinglinvolved person (comit), commodi or
favoured person (comm), comparative (comp), concessive (conces),
conditional (cond), consecutive (consec), incommodi or harmed person
(icomm), limitation (lim), locative (loc) and temporal (temp). I have added a
separate adjunct, viz. the predicative (pred). The latter category covers those
instances generally referred to as "accusativus adverbialis" (cf. G-K-C ~
118m), and more precisely as "predicative accusative of state" (J-M ~ 126a).
Since this constituent is "subordinate to the verbal predicate", without
however being part of its valency pattern, it is justified to label it as an
adjunct. Its function is to provide additional information on the state or quality
of the subject or object of the verb as it is involved in the predication, as in `I
bought it new' (J-M ~ 126a n. 3).
~ E.g. sentences as `The road to Paris is long', `The discussion with the
representatives lasted an hour'. Cf. DYK, J. W. and E. TALSTRA, Paradigmatic
and Syntagmatic Features in Identifying Subject and Predicate in Nominal
Clauses, in C. L. MtLLER (ed.), The Verb[ess Clause in Biblical Hebrew.
Linguistic Approaches (Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic, 1),
Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1999, pp. 133-185, here pp. 165f.
'~ BHRG ~ 41.3.1 (original italics omitted). See also J-M ?? 164 and compare
with the third level or attitudinal satellites in Dik's functional grammar, cf.
DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, pp. 297ff. Examples of
such attitudinal satellites are `in my opinion', 'hopefully', `allegedly'.
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while the interrogative particle -~~ (in), the interrogative pronouns and
the intenogative adverbs indicate that the clause is a question.42 The
function of discourse particles (dp) exceeds that of the clause, as they
relate the clause to the context of the complete discourse, by providing
relative prominence to the clause or group of clauses in question.a3
Since ihe aforementioned particles all affect the clause as a whole,
they tend to take the initial positions in the clause. Moreover,
conjunctions and discourse particles can never be preceded by any
other clause element. For that reason, but also because of their
function on a supra~lausal level, these particles are noted at the left
end of the initial clause field, while the other elements are joined as
closely to the predicate as possible. Focus particles (fp), finally,
prototypically place a particular focus on the following clause
constituent, by isolating the constituent's referent from a group of
referents,44 or, on the contrary, by adding this referent to another
(group of) referent(s).45 Focus particles can also modify elements that
are smaller (words) or larger (clauses) than constituents. In the latter
case, the content of the clause or argument is added to or subtracted
from that of another clause.ab
If, in parallel clauses, a constituent is not repeated, but is gapped, it is
mentioned between braces in the description of the syntactic structure
of the clause from which it is gapped.a~ E.g., the label {cop} in 12:4d

aZ Interrogative pronouns and adverbs have a syntactic function as
complement, adjunct or, in same verbless clauses as predicate. They are,
therefore, first labelled with their syntactic function, the accompanying suffix
(in) indicating that an interrogative is concerned.
43 Cf. BHRG s? 44. Because of this profiling function, Gttoa, Satzteilfolge, pp.
139f. calls these discourse particles "(TexdSatz)deiktika".aa E.g. Job 13:20a: "Only two things don't do to me". The fp `only' isolates
the `two things' from a group of possible other things God might do.as E.g. Job 12:3a: "Also I have a heart like you do". The fp `also' adds the
referent `I' to another group of referents, viz. `you'.
a~ Cf. GROS, Satzteilfolge, p. 67 induding n. 240; BHRG ~ 41.4. Compare with
Dik's Term Opera[ors, cf. Dt[c and HeNCEVEt,~, Functional Grammar. Part 1,
p~.159-191.

O'Cot~rtvoR, M., Hebrew Verse Structure, Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1980,
p. 124; Rost.t~sAUM, Word-Order Variation, p. 158. I here follow
Rosenbaum's distinction between gapping and ellipsis: "Gapping is here
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indicates that the copula (in concreto ~'~te) is gapped, i.e., is not
repeated here after it had been used in 12:4a.
In the case a clause is itself subordinate, the relation of this clause to
the main clause it is subordinated to, is indicated after the table
containing the syntactic analysis of the clause. The syntactic function
that the subordinate clause has with regard to the main clause, is
indicated with the same syn[actic labels discussed above, while an
arrow points in the direction of the main clause upon which the
subordinate clause is dependent. The amount of arrows indicates how
many lines upldown the main clause is located to which the clause in
question is subordinate. As an example, the label DOT at the end of
the line describing 12:9b indicates that this clause functions as DO
(object clause) to the main clause immedia[ely preceding it. Relative
clauses are labelled with the siglum Rel.
When subordinate clauses are complete clauses, i.e. containing at
minimum a predicate and an explicit or implicit subject, the syntactic
function it has in the main clause is not explicitly marked in the main
clause. For example, clause 13:16b functions itself as a causal adjunct
(causal clause) to the preceding main clause; nevertheless, its function
is not mentioned in the description of the main clause 16a, even
though it has a syntactic function in this clause. On the other hand, if
the subordinate construction is not a complete clause, but, e.g., an
infinitive phrase, its syntactic function is listed in the description of
the main clause's constituents, with an arrow pointing to the line in
which the infinitive phrase is presented. That the infinitival phrase
belongs together with its main clause is also reflected in the serial
number its line in the table receives: it receives the same number as
the main clause (of the form verse number f lower case letter), and is
only differentiated from the main clause by an added Greek lower case
letter.
A complete list of all syntactic and pragmatic abbreviations used
here, can be found at the beginning of the presen[ work.

distinguished from ellipsis where the missing term is absen[ altogether form
the parallel schema and must be supplied from the Addressee's pragmatic
information" ( ROSENBAIIM, Word-Order Variation, p. 158 n. 17).
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II. ANALYSIS

a. 12:I

:~t~N'1 ~1'Ct 1y'1

12:1a ' w~Iya án

12:1 b ' wayyómer

and-
12:]a tv

iyyób

ansti~Térc~d Job
P(V) S

aa~d- ~ ~ sairl
12:1b ~. P{V`)

Since these clauses do not belong to Job's discourse proper, but to the
very thin narrative line running through the book, I leave them out of
consideration for the present purposes. The constituent order is
pragmatically unmarked, moreover. In 12:1a, ~~'N is reintroduced as
the Topic of the narrative, but since, as the story's protagonist, he is
discourse active enough, the reintroduction can happen in a unmarked
V-S order, leaving the priority to the predicate.

b. 12:2-3
:~r~~n rnr~r c~nvi ov-cnrc '~ c~r~tz

:~5r~-~r~~ ~'r~-'r,-nr~i n~t)'~~n 5~~-re5 a~~h~ ~~5'S oa

12:2a ómnám ki áttem árrl

12:2b cr~ ïmmákem támut hokm~~

12:3a ' }am li lébáb l~mókem

12:3b fd'n~~~él ~ ánóki mikkem

12:3c ~~ étmi én ,C~mó élJe
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truly really }~ou people
12:2a mw - mw - S P(N}

and'~4. titi~ith-}~ou tirill-die ~visdom
12:2b w Aj(comit) P(Vj S

~ also~ to-me heart like-vou ~
12:3a f'p - P(IO) S- Aj(comp}~9

not.fallir~ig I from-you ~
12:36 neg5~ - P(Pa) S- Co{loc} ~~

i~n~~- ti~~ith iti,~hory: there-is-not like-these
12:3c w ~ P(loc) prex(neg) - S~~

48 DAVtES, J. A., A Note on Job XII 2, in Vetus Testamentum 25 (1975) 670-
671 suggested that clause 12:2b be read as a paratactically connected relative
clause, a proposal that has found some acceptance in recent commentaries (see
e.g. H.aBEL, N. C., The Book of Job. A Commentary (Old Testament Library,
Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1985, p. 213; CLINES, D. J. A., Job 1-20
(Word Biblical Commentary, 17), Dallas (TX), Word Books, 1989, pp. 278f.,
but not so in his translation on p. 275.) Although paratactic clauses may
sometimes function as a relative clause, this does not seem to hold in the
present case. It is constituent for a relative clause that the antecedent is
anaphorically referred to and has a function in this relative clause, even if, in
Hebrew, the retrospective pronoun is often omitted. In the present case,
however, the anaphora is to the second person plural (OCf~D) and not to the
alleged antecedent Cv, which goes against the definition of what a relative
clause is. Moreover, [he retrospective pronoun is almost withou[ exception put
at the end of relative clauses, also if they take the form of paratactic clauses
(as in Job 29:12). The present clause opens precisely with an anaphoric
pronoun, which renders its reading as a relative clause at least improbable.
49 As is usual, the expected preposition, viz. -5, is not inserted after the
preposition -C, cfr. G-K-C ~ 118s-w; J-M ~ 133h.
so As Rechenmacher has observed, the negation !t5 with participial clause is
rather rare: 15 cases against 66 with 1'e!t (RECt-tEtvNtncrtER, H., tt`7 and 1'sZ in
Nominal C[auses, in Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 29 (2003) 67-
85, pp. 81f.). Moreover, Rechenmacher adds that in most of those cases the
participle is either passive or comes from a verb of affect. This is not
immediately the case here, although the use of the negation might be caused
by the fact that the verb 5~~ is not used as an active verb here, but rather as
describing a mental state.
s~ The subject ~5N-1t]C is introduced by the preposition 1f2C, which is rare,
but not exceptional, cfr. W-O ~ 4.4.1.b(2); J-M ~ 154b and GROS,
Satzteilfolge, p. 31: "Selten kann eine [...] Vergleichs-Nuance beim Subjekt
angezeigt sein, dann ist Syl [-Subjekt, PVH] als PV mit [...] k- realisiert."
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Job's speech proper opens with two modal words ('L L7r)~t), indicating
his involvement in, and (ironic) certainty about, the content of the
following clauses5z. The first clause, a NCl with pronominal S,
displays an S-P order. In this type of clauses, the pragmatically
unmarked order - i.e., the order in which the pronominal S is the
GivTop of the clause, and the nominal P is the Completive Foc - is P-

S53. The reversed order here is the result of two pragmatic factors: first
of all, the second person plural is introduced as the paragraph's
NewTop (it is about you that I will speak), but secondly, and more
importantly, the pronominal subject receives Contrastive Foc, as the
following clauses make clear.
The fronted Aj in the pazallel clause 2b (X-V) can only be accounted
for as Contrastive (more specifically: Replacing) Foc, which makes it
probable that this pragmatic function is also to be ascribed to the DnsZ
of 2a. Even though, as described above, the personal pronouns in the
two clauses of verse 12 have a high degree of focality, they are also
topical in that it is about them that information is given in the clauses.
The constituents Cy and ~r)~n fill in what is said, and, hence, aze the
clauses' Completive Foc. What the clauses state is that the friends are
people par excellence54, and more or less coincide with wisdom.

s2 One could suggest to read the particle '~ as a conjunction introducing a
subject clause after the modal word L~t~sZ with the resulting meaning `it is true
that you are ...' (see J-M ~ 157a n. 2 for similar subject clauses after other
particles). However, the parallel construction in Ruth 3:12, in which C7r~t~ is
followed by Ctt '~ - hardly the introduction of a subject clause, but rather a
modal word reinforcing an affirmation (J-M ~ 164 c) - seems to be slightly
supportive of the present analysis of the collocation as a double modal word,
as also HAL, 63 maintains. (Remark that in the Ruth passage, the word C1Z is
ketív welo qere, which, if the qere is followed, provides a complete parallel to
the present case.)
53 See BuTH, Word Order ín Verbless Clause, p. 102. See also J-M ~ 154 fa.
sa ~e meaning of the nominal predicate G;) is the object of quite some
scholarly debate. The proposal to read it as the antecedent of the following
clause 2b, should be dismissed (see n. 48). If one does not wish to accept any
of the proposed emendations for the word, the best interpretation remains that
of Cil as meaning `the people parexcellence', especially as far as their insight
is concerned (see DeoxtvtE, P., Le lívre de Job [Études bibliques], Paris,
Gabalda, 1926, p. 152).
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Given the continuation of the text, ~r)~R is, at the same time, set up as
Top for the following clauses.
As mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, the two clauses of
verse 12 should be read, in the present context, as irony, i.e., as a
forceful assertion of precisely the contrary of what is said in these
clauses. The informational structure of the clauses is, hence, not
enough to determine their pragmatic meaning in this context; also
their illocutionary force should be taken into consideration. Although
the illocutionary conversion55 from a simple assertion to irony is
usually not marked by grammatical means, the explicit use of two
modal words '7 C7t)H at the beginning of the verse may provide a
formal indication that indeed irony is intended here.sb
In verse 2, the addressed friends were not contrasted to anyone
specifically, but ex silentio to humankind in general ("you, and no one
else, ..."). Verse 3, on the other hand, starts with the focus particle o],
with which the following P' S is given Expanding Foc. As the
following Comparative Aj C~~ï~~ makes clear, Job compares himself
to his friends, saying that not only they, but also he himself possesses
wisdom. Not only the focus particle, however, but also the constituent
order points to the focality of the prepositional P: as Muraoka has
pointed out, the unmarked order of a NCl consisting of a nominal S
and a prepositional P is S-P.57 The reversal of that order can only be
explained as providing Foc (in this case: Expanding Foc) to the
fronted P. The following subject ~~5 being metonymically related to

ss ~e term "illocutionary conversion" is Simon Dik'S (see DIK, S. C. and K.
HENGEVELD, The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part 2: Complex and
Derived Constructions [Functional Grammar Series, 21 ], Berlin - New York,
Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, p. 240-252). Although Dik himself did not
explicitly deal with irony under this heading, it is quite clear that we may
rightfully do so.
sb Another case of C7btt introducing an ironical statement might be found in
Job 19:4.
57 MURAO~cn, T., The Biblical Hebrew Nominal Clause with a Prepositional
Phrase, ln L. VAN ROMPAY (ed.), Studies in Hebrew and Aramaic Syntax,
Leiden, Brill, 1991, pp. 143-I51; J-M ~ 154 ff.
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the rth~rt of the preceding clause,sg it functions as SubTop in the
development of the argument: that some people (notably they
themselves) had a`heart' was known to the friends; what Job adds is
that he too is not devoid of such a heart.
The P-S order of the participial clause in 12:3b complies with the
tendency that a pronominal S that is topically known from, and in
continuity with, the context tends to come after its P, which naturally
has Completive Foc. In other words, since the Top of clause 3b is
contextually known and expected, the S~I'op leaves the priority to the
PIFoc. Clause 12:3c, finally, starts with the interrogative pronoun ('t~),
as is the rule in most languages, since it is the primary Focus of the
clause. The demonstrative pronoun ~5tt indicates that the clause's Top
is considered to be contextually present, and only needs to be
minimally resumed to be active. However, its referent has not been
mentioned directly in Job's own speech; one, therefore, has to return
further back in the dialogue to recover 1t.59 Given the information
presented in the preceding clauses, it seems reasonable to assume that
the plural ~5N refers to the content of the friends' previous speeches.~
Returning to the beginning of the clause, it should be remarked, that
although the clause formally is a question, it does not function as such.
The question does not ask to fill in an information gap, but rather,
after its illocutionary conversion to a rhetorical question,ó1 is a
forceful assertion of the contrary of what the question is asking for
("surely, everybody knows this"). The asserting rhetorical question in
this way mirrors the double modal word and the irony at the beginning
of 12:2. In conclusion, these two verses powerfully open Job's speech
of ch. 12-14 by the use of modal words, pragmatically marked

sa ~e heart was considered to be the seat not only of emotions, but also of
intelligence, insight, rti~~R (see below, Chapter 6.1.1; so also C~wES, Job 1-
20, p. 289; TWAT IV 413-451 [Fabry], here cc. 432-436).
59 That ~5ti would cataphorically anticipate the content of 12:4-6, as
DHORME, Job, p. 153 suggested, seems less probable.
~ Whether Job refers to particular remarks made by his friends, as some
authors have suggested (see PoPE, M. H., Job. lntroduction, Translation and
Notes [The Anchor Bible, 15J, Garden City [NY], Doubleday, 1986, p. 90), is
hard to prove.
61 See D~K and HENCevEt.~, Functional Grammar. Part2, pp. 240-252.
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constituent orders and illocutionary conversions, viz., irony and
rhetorical question. The concentration of these linguistic features
strengthen the gist ofJob's assertion, viz., that he is in no way inferior
to his friends as far as insight is concerned, and that they are not of
exceptional wisdom, since everybody knows what they know.

c. 12:4

:~~nn p~~~ pnrJ i~~y,~ ~~5sz5 zZ~~ ~~~te i~v~5 pntv

12:4aa s~hóq fré éhu éhye

12:4aR qóré' le Plóah

12:4b wayya ~nchu

12:4c s`~hóq saddiq támim

laughirigstock to-hïsfriend I-am
12:4aa P(N) Adn(IO)62 - cop(tS)

callïitg to-his-God
12:4a(3 App~' Adn(10) Appj~

artd- he-ans~i~ers- him
12:4b w P(V) DO(sf) App jj

lauKhirtgstoc~ righteous blameless
12:4c . . P{N) App- {cop}~s

bZ The constituent 1w~5 is considered as adnominally related to the
preceding noun ( `I am a-laughingstock-to-his-friends), and not as the IO
directly depending on the copula. Although the difference between both
constructions may seem minute, the use of the third person pronoun points in
the direction of an adnominal construction. Also the constituent order of the
clause may point in this direction; it seems - but this observation cannot be
given more credit than a first intuition that needs further validation - that
complements tend to be separated from the nominal predicate by the copula
(so Job 11:4; 19:15; 29:15; 30:29). The complement immediately following
the predicate in this case, could be the result of the adnominal relation of the
former to the latter.
63 Since the participle tt~~7 is an apposition, it is not considered as a participial
predicate. It keeps its (in this case, adnominal) valency pattern, however, of
which only the indirect object is expressed, the subject being equal to that of
the copula. Because of the presence of this valency pattern, it is given a
separate line in the present table, even if it does not make up a separate clause.
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Clause 12:4aa is a NCl with a copula that includes the S. In recent
research on constituent order, this type of clauses has not been
explicitly dealt with, the reason being that it hangs in between verbal
and nominal clauses: like in the NCI, the predicate is nominal, while,
like in the VCI, it contains a conjugated verb, which may include the
subject, as is the case in the present clause.~ How these circumstances
affect the constituent order of the clause-type is a matter for further
research. In the present case, it may suffice to suppose that, since the S
of the clause ( first person singular) was already discourse active,
priority was given to the P, which is at the same time the Completing
Foc, much like in the case of nominal clauses with a pronominal S.67
The same structure can also be found in 12:4c, with the addition of a
double apposition to the unrepeated S. Clause 12:4b, finally, consists
of a verbal P with suffixed DO, leaving no room for constituent order
variation. Both the S(implicit) and the DO (pronominal) seemed to be
discourse active and unambiguous enough not to need nominal
disambiguation.

~ The exact struc[ure of this verse and [he relation between its different
clauses is a matter of debate. Some authors choose to read clause 4aR as
parallel to 4aa, i.e., as a second independent NCl with gapped copula. Since,
as far as content is concerned, the parallel between the two clauses is quite
strange, it has been suggested to read 4ap-b as a quote in the mouth of those
mocking Job (see Hnaet., Job, pp. 213, 218). A better proposal, however, is to
read 4a~3-b as an apposition to the first person S of 4aa, describing Job as "a
man who would call upon God [...] and invariably be answered" (Ct.wES, Job
I-20, p. 290).
bs The first word of this clause, viz. 71RtU is considered as a second nominal
predicate of an unrepeated copula. The following two words are to be
considered as an apposition to the clause's subject, viz. the first person
singular, possibly having concessive meaning (`although righteous and
blameless'). The option presented by Horst, viz., to read the clause as a
nominal clause with the first word as predicate, the following two as subject,
seems less probable in the present context (cf. HoRST, F., Hiob [Biblischer
Kommentar zum Alten Testament, 16~1], Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener
Verlag, 1968, p. 176.)
~ See n. 31 above.
67 On the position of 1~D~5 in the clause, see n. 62.
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d. 12: S-6
:5a~ ~~y~n51~n~ i~l~rv rnnr'iy5 nn ~~~5

:i~,n m5,~ ~~cn ~rx~5 5ee ,ra~r~5 rnnnn~ e,-r-~sri5 c~5~~e r5rv~

12:Sa

12:Sb nákón

12:6a

12:6ba ub~ttuhót

12:6bp Ja gser

lappid buz fástut sa "nán

fmó ~dé rágel

yrsl~i vu óhálint ~sócf~dim

im~trgrzé ël

ht'hi ' élóah bayácló

~ contempt to-thought-of
for-calaniit}~ a-complacent

12:Sa68 P(IO) S - Aj(lim)
~ blow for-stumbling-of foot

12:Sb S P(IO) Adn(lim)
are-prosperous tents for-robbers

12:6a P(V) S - Aj(comm)
and- safety~ for-proroking-of God

12:6ba w S ' P(IO) Adn(DO) - Appb`'
to-nota rel. he-brings God in-his-hand

12:6b(3 cj (s) P(V} DO'a - PO Rel j

68 The interpretation of the different words of verse 5 is not without problems.
Since this is not the place to deal with them in depth, I have adopted the
interpretation defended by most contemporary commentators, see already
DHORME, Job, pp. 153f.
69 The unexpressed antecedent of the following relative clause ( 12:6b(3) is
regarded as an apposition to the prepositional predicate of the preceding
clause.
~o So with the majoríty of commentators and translations; see Dtto2ME, Job, p.
155; HoxsT, Hiob, p. 189; PopE, Job, pp. 90-91; HABEL, Job, p. 213;
HARTLEY, J. E., The Book of Job (The New International Commentary on the
Old Testament), Grand Rapids ( MI), Eerdmans, 1988, pp. 207f. Some
commentators have proposed to read ~15tt as the clause's S, be it with
different interpretations. CLtrtES, Job 1-20, pp. 291f. translates "those whom
God has brought in his own hand", a clause he believes to express God's
protection. The point that Job is wanting to make in these verses is indeed that
God protects evil-doers and does not care about the righteous. If the present
expression were to mean something similar, one would have expected to find
it in a main clause, and not in a relative clause, in apposition to the predicate
of [he preceding clause.
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Clause 12:Sa is a NCI with a pragmatically marked P-S order, the
question being which pragmatic function the order may have.'~
According to Buth's rule, in a NCI, a P fronted before the S can have
the function of either Foc or Top, which does not provide us with an
unambiguous críterium for determining the clause's pragmatic
structure. Two options are open; either the clause says: "As for
contempt, it befits calamity [S-Top]", or it says: "As for calamity, it
deserves contempt [P-Top]". It is the latter case that applies here.
Even though `calamity' has not been mentioned before in this speech,
and it, hence, has some focality, Job's disaster is one of the discourse
Topics of the whole dialogue. Although ~'~(5) `to calamity' has the
syntactic function of P here, it should, therefore, be regarded as the
clause's (New) Top. At the same time, the S Ti~ contains the most
salient part of the information (Foc): in the eyes of the complacent, it
is contempt one should have for calamity. Possibly, this Foc is
somewhat contrastive: rather than having pity for those who suffer,
the self-righteous only despise them.'Z Since the distribution of Top
and Foc over the syntactic functions of S and P does not follow the
usual S-TopIP-Foc pattern, the constituent order was reversed, giving
priority to the Top. This procedure complies with Givón's major rule
of "the most important task first": since it is not unambiguously clear
what is Top and what is Foc, establishing the Top is most urgent and
should be done before giving focal information.
Clause Sb, on the other hand, displays the more regular S-P order.
Although stylistic reasons (chiasm in Sa-b) may play a role here, the
choice for this order also has pragmatic reasons: since, by virtue of the
parallel with Sa, it is clear that the S j1~] is Foc and the P 5a~ ~~D1t~5
is Top in this clause, there is no need for a pragmatically marked order
to indicate this. Taking into account ihe distribution of Top and Foc,
the clause should be read as follows: a blow is what those who
stumble deserve.

'~ Muraoka's observation (J-M ~ 154 ff) that a prepositional P may precede
the S if the former has some prominence, is an insufficient explanation in this
case.
7z So HoxsT, Hiob, pp. 188f.
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Clause 6a presents a regular V-S-Aj order, which is, however,
somewhat surprising since neither of the nominal constituents is in
topical continuity with what preceded. In a case like this, one would
expect the NewTop to be fronted.73 Looking for an explanation of this
order, one should remark that the main topical constituent of the
clause is not so much the S(17' S~lt), but rather the last constituent
(0'~~G~S), which is introduced as the Top of this and the following
clauses: "As for robbers, their tents are prosperous". Job turns his
attention from his own fate (indicating the collapse of the Tun-
Ergehen Zusammenhang) to that of sinners (proving the same
collapse), hence continuing the same topical line. Since the Aj is the
main Top, an S-V order, which would have established the S as the
clause's main Top, was probably avoided, while fronting the Aj could
have led the reader to construct it as the clause's Foc, which clearly
does not apply here. In the constituent order of the clause, priority is
therefore given to the verb, which has Completive Foc.
Clause 6ba is a NCI with S-P order. In this case, this order does not
reflect the clause's pragmatic neutrality, however. In parallel with the
preceding clause, the prepositional phrase, which is realised as the

73 Moreover, the verb 1' Stl]' is non-volitive here, and would, therefore, tend to
occupy a clause-internal position, according to the verb placement rules
expressed ín a.o. NiCCACCt, A., A Neglected Point of Nebrew Syntax: Yiqtol
and Positíon in the Sentence, in Studium Biblicum Franciscanum. Liber
Annuus 37 (1987) 7-19; REVELL, E. J., The System of the Verb in Standard
Bib[ical Prose, in HUCA 60 (1989) 1-37, pp. 13-17 et passim, and St-tuLtvtAtv,
A., The Use of Modal Verb Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose (Department of
Eas[ern Studies, Toronto, University of Toronto, 1996, p. 256. However, as
Qimron has remarked, non-volitive yiqtol often comes in first position in
Biblical poetry: "L~VR] t1`J'i1i~~ C] 5v~' mi~ rv~vx~ ~~'rrn C51t~."
(QIMRON, E., A New Approach Toward Interpreting the Imperfect Verbal
Forms in Early Hebrew [Heb.J, in Leshonenu 61 [1998] 31-43, p. 34). The
last word on the position of verbal forms in the clause and their effect on their
modality has not been spoken yet. It would constitute a highly interesting
topic for future research to investigate the relation between the placement
rules for verbal forms formulated in the works cited above and the pragmatic
studies on constituent order as presented in the present analysis. As I will
tentatively argue in the conclusion to the present chapter, the two approaches
to the structure of the clause need not be mutually exclusive, but can arguably
be reconciled and combined.
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syntactic predicate here, has the pragmatic role of Top, the S being the
Foc. Starting the clause with the Foc caused no pragmatic problems,
since the Top, being a different way of referring to the same people as
in the preceding clause, is discourse-continuous.
The relative clause 6b~3 in apposition to the predicate of 6ba only has
constituents in the post-verbal field, the order of which (DO-PO) may
seem quite regular. As Groó has remarked, however, prepositional
phrases with a short lexeme and a pronominal suffix - in particular the
expression ~'~ followed by a suffix - tend to follow immediately after
the verb.~' Why then, is the PO ~~'~ moved away from the verb in this
case? First of all, it is clear that the PO, together with the verb, makes
up the Completive Foc of the clause, both the implicit S and the DO
~15lt being topical: what is said about those people's relationship with
God is that they carry him in their hands. However, backward
movement of the PO was not necessary to mark it for such neutral
Completive Focus. The solution should be sought for elsewhere, then.
Concerning lexicalised POs, GroQ has remarked that when the PO
comes after the DO, the former is often pragmatically marked as
(Contrastive) Foc.75 I believe this is all the more the case with the
pronominal PO 1~'~ in the present clause. Whereas for lexicalised PO
constituents, the backward movement does not necessarily imply
pragmatic marking, since also the unmarked order is DO-PO, the
pronominal PO 1~'~ has a very strong tendency to follow immediately
after the verb. If it is placed in final position it is therefore strongly
pragmatically marked for a higher degree of focality, viz., as
Contrastive Foc. The clause should be read, then, as: "one who put
God in his own hand [of all places]".

74 GROa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 268ff. (SubfePP-Rege!).
75 Ibid., p. 287: "Sy4:Lex [a lexicalised prepositional object, PVH] kann [...]
nur in Sy2:Lex-Sy4:Lex [DO-PO order, PVH], also in Fernstellung, den
Fokus tragen." The backward movement of the PO need not mark the PO for
Focus, as DO-PO is also the pragmatically unmarked order.
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e. 12: 7-8
:~5 -~a,, ~~nvn ~,y, ~~rn rnr~~~ zza-5sz~ n5~zz,

:n,~ ~a~ ~5,~~c,i ~~rn r~c~5 m~ ~:~

12:7a r~'ul~m s~ ~1 ná' bahémót

12:7b u~tóreká

12:7c ~~ ~~ u~ óphassámayim

12:7d w~~ya~oed làk ~

12:8a ó síah ' lá'áres

12:8b w~t~reká

12:8c wr.sapp~ru laká d~gé hayyám

and- bttt ask 'plea.re'
12:7a w mw P(V}-ini

nnd- she-ntay-tear,h-
12:7b w P(V}

and-
12:7c w

uttd-
12:7d w

{P(V)?'6
and-he-rrtcn~-tell
V

or spea~
12:8a cj (c) P(V}

and- she-mav-teach-
12:8b w P(V)

artd- they-nray-te!(
12:8c w P(V j

hectsts
DO
you
DO(sf)
the-bird-of the sky
DO
to-yaA
IO
ro-the-earth
10
you
UO(sf}
to-yr~u thefuh-of the-sert
10-S

All the clauses in verses 7 and 8 display a pragmatically unmarked
constituent order. Also the post-verbal order IO-S in 8c is regular; as
GroQ, among others, has described, pronominalised complements tend
to stand as close as possible to the verb, without this order having a

'6 The verbal predicate sZ]-SttCJ is omitted here in what is a classical poetic
instance of `gapping'.
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pragmatic function.~~ The final position of the S C'~ 'a~ in 8c is
somewhat conspicuous, however. Since the constituent had not been
mentioned previously in the discourse, one would expect the S to be
fronted to mark ít as the NewTop. Probably, however, the first
position was left to the verb because of its volitive, viz., jussive
meaning. That the different weyiqtol forms in the verses 7-8 are to be
read as (indirect) jussives becomes clear by the unmistakable
morphology of ~a'1 in 7d.78
Since the imperative clauses of 7a and 8a do not express propositional
content, but rather a wish that the action described be carried out by
the addressee,79 it makes little sense to ask for their informational
structure in terms of Top and Foc.go An observation should be made,
however, about the identity of [he addressee of the imperatives. Since
these clauses are part and parcel of Job's speech, the mos[ evident
assumption would be that the addressees of this speech are also the
ones addressed by the imperatives.gl In his commentary, Clines

~~ GRO6, Satzteilfolge, pp. 261-264 (Pronominalregel), see also MuRnotcn, T.,
Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew, Jerusalem - Leiden,
Magness - Brill, 1985, p. 44.
'a See the literature mentioned in n. 73. See on this particular verb, Boszttv,
H., Die 'Tempora' im Hiobdialog, Marburg, Cr~rick 8r. Weiersh~user, 1974, p.
187.
79 DIx and HEtvGEVEL[~, Functional Grammar. Part 2, p. 11 1.
~ Of course, some of the constituents in imperative clauses may be
contextually known, and, hence, the elements spoken about, while, on the
other hand, some parts of the clause may be more in focus than others. The
terms of Top and Foc were designed, however, to describe the informational
s[ructure of the clause as reflecting the process by which the informational gap
between speaker and addressee was filled or by which such filling was asked
for. Since imperatives are not concerned with the informational gap, its
pragmatic structure is fundamentally different.
81 The verses have often been read in this fashion. A second question, then,
arises, viz., why Job would ask his friends to turn to the animals to be
instructed. Does he counter their idea that wisdom is unattainable to man (see
11:7-12) by pointing to God's revela[ion in creation (so DEGUGLIELMO, A.,
Job 12:7-9 and the Knowability of God, in Catholic Biblical Quarterly 6
(1944) 476-482)? Observing that this motif of creation reappears in God's
answer in 38-41, it has even been argued that these verses anticipate the divine
answer and God's benevolent willingness to address the suffering man
(SWANEPOEL, M. G., Job 12. An(other) Anticipation of the Voíce from the
Whirlwind, in Old Testament Essays 4(1991) 192-205). A better reading is
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mentions a number of problems with this reading,gZ the most
important of which, in my appreciation, are 1) that the imperatives

"are addressed to an individual, not to the friends collectively", while

also the pronominal suffixes in the following, indirect volitive, clauses
are singular, and 2) that after Job's insistence on his own superior
insight, it would be very unlikely that he would encourage the friends

to look at nature as the source of knowledge. Following Gordis83 and
in the line of Habel,~ Clines therefore proposes to interpret verses 7-

12 as a quotation of the friends, as "an ironical statement by him of

what he imagines they have been saying to him, or might well say to
him".85 This interpretation, which is most likely, has important

consequences for the understanding of topical continuity, of course.

The anaphorical pronouns no longer refer to the friends, the

addressees of Job's speech, but to the addressee of the embedded

(quoted) discourse, i.e. Job himself. Other than by the shift from the

plural to the singular, this reversal is not grammatically nor lexically
marked.

f. 12:9-I1
:Ci~tT ~t1CJy ~1~,-i, ,7 ~5N-~7~~ yi' it5'r~

:rtrls-~un-5~ m~i ~n-5~ rv~~ ~~,~ ~rz~e
:~5-c~n, 5~re ~m Jrt~r 1,5r~ 1Tt~-zz5~

provided by Clines, as mentioned in the main text; see also the latter's remark
on DeGuglielmo: "It is an interesting irony that if these verses are used to
teach a doctrine of natural revelation, [...] their setting in the chapter actually
undennines that doctrine, branding it not wrong, exactly, but simplistic.
(CLUVES, Job 1-20, pp. 293)"
aZ CLUVES, Job 1-20, pp. 292.
83 GORDIS, R., Quotations as a Literary Usage in Biblical, Oriental and
Rabbinic Literature, in HUCA 22 (1949) 157-219, see also his commentary
GORDIS, R., The Book of Job. Commentary, New Translation and Special
Studies (Moreshet. Studies in Jewish History, Literature and Thought, 2l3),
New York, Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1978, p. 137.
~ HABEL, N. C., Appeal to Ancient Tradition as a Literary Form, in ZAW 88
(1976) 253-272, see also HASEL, Job, p. 213, where he describes these verses
as irony, but not necessarily as a quotation.
85 CLINES , Job 1-20, pp. 292.
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12:9a mr ló'yàcla ` bdkol élle
ásatá zzót~ó

ne~es kol háy
u~ru áh kol basar is

12:9b kr yadyh wh
12:10

12:11a
12:1 lb

12:9a

~ser b~yadó

h"ló' ózen millín tibhán
w~hék ói~~el yit ám

who
S(in}

thculroukfthelnnt
12:9b ~~ cj (s) S

ló

nat he-knoir~s crll these
nee - P(V } p087 [ jj
slae-dïct this
P(V} DO

~ ~ soi~lrofever}~ livingthing
DO Tss

that ïn-his-hand and-sprrit-ofaltflesla-ofman DO
12:10 ~ cj ( s} P(loc} S ~ jT89

? not ear ivords she-tests~~ ~ ~
12:11a in-neg-S~-DO P{V)~ ~

and- palate fo~d he-tasíes ~ for-hinzself
12:1 l b w S - DO P(V } Ajlcomm)9~

86 The gemination of the initial zayin is a case of euphonic conjunctive
~emination (dhiq), see J-M ~ 18i.
' In contrast to most commentators and translators, I take the prepositional

phrase ~SZZ'S~~ as the prepositional object of the verb y~' (so also the Dutch
Nieuwe Bijbelvertaling) and not as an adnominal adjunct to [he subject of the
clause (`who among all those does not know"). Used in an adnominal way,
the prepositional phrase is more likely to occur immediately after the pronoun
it is attached to (so in 1Sam 22:14; Is 42:23; 43:9; 48:14; 50:10; Hag 2:3). I
know of no cases in which the adnominal prepositional phrase with -~ is
separated from the interrogative pronoun, except for Ps 89:7, but this
exception is to be accounted for as poetic gapping. The use of the preposition
-~ to introduce the (prepositional) object of the verb is not very frequent in
Biblical Hebrew (see Ps 31:18 and Job 35:15), but is well attested in
Qumranic Hebrew, cf. DCH IV, lOSb. Especially interesting is iQH 16:6 in
which the same expression ~`Ja~t 5~~ is used.
S8 Clause 12:9b and the following clause 9c function as direct object of the
verb in the preceding clause 9a. In the latter clause, the object was
cataphorically referred to by the prepositional object with demonstrative
pronoun ~`7~t-5~~ (cf. J-M ~ 143b on the cataphoric use of the
demonstrative).
89 On the analysis of this clause as a second object clause and not as a relative
clause,see the discussion ofthe verse below.
~ Some grammarians would label the adjunct 15 as a dativus ethicus. J-M ~
133d n. 2 observes, however, that this so-called ethicus should, in most cases,
be regarded as a special case of the dativus commodi, viz., a commodi in
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The S-V order of 9a, establishing the interrogative pronoun 'n as Foc,

is the regular order for question-word questions. The rest of the clause

is quite topical, since knowledge is the present speech's main
discourse topic. As in 3c, the question is not a request to fill in an

informational gap, however, but a rhetorical question strongly

asserting the opposite of what the question asks for.91 All the other
clauses in the verses 9-11 are pragmatically marked. The S-V order in

9b establishes the fronted S~~~''~' as the Foc of the clause, the
pronominal DO and its verb being the Top: what the clause is saying
is that it is Cod who is responsible for "doing this".92

Usually 12:10 is taken to be a relative clause with ~1~' of the
preceding clause as its antecedent.93 Although this is, obviously, not
impossible, I would propose to read the clause as a second object
clause next to the one in 9b, introduced by the conjunction ~Rict,94 a
use of the conjunction which is not unusua1.95 My main argument for
taking this as an object clause is its constituent order. A relative clause
adds more information on the antecedent; the retrospective pronoun is
therefore, by definition, the Top of the relative clause.9ó If 12:10 were
to be taken as a relative clause, ~~'~ `[in) hís hand' would, therefore,
be the Top of the clause, the Foc being that each living being is in it. If
this were the case, the pragmatically unmarked order for nominal
clauses, viz., S-P, would be appropriate, certainly since the P consists
of a prepositional phrase,97 and since, moreover, the P is primarily

which the pronoun refers to the subject of the verb. This use of the commodi
has li[[le [o do wi[h the dativus ethicus of Greek and Latin.
91 See p. 142.
92 This interpretation is reflected in the cleft construction with which, for
example, DHORME, Job, p. 157 translates the expression: "Que c'est la main
d' `Éloah' qui a fait ceci".
93 SO, e.g., C[.nvES, Job 1-20, p. 275: "He, in whose hand is the life of every
living thing".
94 See Luther's translation ("da6 in seiner Hand ist die Seele von allem, was
lebt"), and the Dutch GNB ( "dat hij alle leven laat ontstaan").
95 See J-M ~ I 57c.
96 See J-M ?~ 158a: "The non-limiting type [...] makes a parenthetical
statement on the antecedent [...]".
97 See p. 141.
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pronominal.98 As one will recall, prepositional predicates tend to
follow after the S, and this is also the case for predicates consisting of
a pronoun. Since both conditions are met in this clause, the S-P order
would be appropriate here, if the P were to be interpreted as the Top.
The order P-S, which is found here, indicates, instead, the focalisation
of the pronominal predicate. This is less likely in the case of a relative
clause for the reasons indicated above, but all the more in the case of
an object clause which stands in parallel to 12:9b, in which the hand
of the Lord, as fronted S, is also focalised, as mentioned above~
Verses 9 and 10 may, therefore, be translated as follows: "Who does
not know all these things, that it is the hand of the Lord who has done
this, that in his hands are the soul of every living thing and the spirit
of all man."
Both parallel clauses of verse 11 have a doubly occupied preverbal
field, with S as well as DO preceding the verb. In his exhaustive study
of this clause type, Groa explains 12:11a-b as having a double
Focus.~~ In his general comments on clauses with a double Foc he
adds that, in addition to the nominal Foci, also the verb can have a
distinct Focus in this type of clauses.~o~ Using Dikian terminology,

98 Whether the collocation ~'~ is to be regarded as a(petrified) preposition or
as a shor[ prepositional phrase is a matter of debate; see MuRnoxA, Emphatic,
p. 44 n. 105, GROS, Satzteilfolge, pp. 269f. If it is regarded as a secondary
preposition, the constituent 1~'7 is pronominal. In that case, the rule that a
pronominal P follows nominal S would apply, if the clause were relative.
~ Admittedly, the pronominal suffix after ~'~ indicates that it is contextually
known, whereas the
IL tt-~GJ~-5~ R1~1 'TT-57 ~~] is not contextually active. This example
demonstrates, however, that the Top, as the element spoken about is not
always the most contextually active constituent in the clause. The S is here
introduced here as the NewTop, without, however, receiving the fronted
position because this position is already reserved for marking the P as having
Contrastive Foc.
'~ GROS, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 114, where he adds the following quote
from Horst, substantiating his analysis: "Das Ohr hat nicht nur zu ht)ren,
sondern auch Worte zu prufen, wie der Gaumen die Speise nicht nur zu
schlucken, sondern auch zu schmecken und zu proben hat."
~o~ Ibid., p. 111 n. 16: "Das Verb kann zum Fokusbereich einer der beiden
fokussierten Konstituenten gehbren. Hier werden auch die seltenen Fálle
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this description can even be refined: the fronted S and DO are
focalised as NewTop's, while the verbs have the clause's main Foc:
the ear tests words, as the palate tastes food.102 An additional reason
for fronting the nominal constituents is the opposition, c.q. parallel,
between the subjects j in and ~n,103 which led most commentators and
translators to - correctly - render l lb as a comparative clause.'~
The analysis of the clauses of verse 11 is complicated, however, by an
additional factor, viz., by the fact that the present clauses are not
assertive but interrogative. Grof3 nor any other scholar, have
systematically analysed the constituent order of interrogative clauses,
and the present work does not permit a full treatment of the matter.
Obviously, it has been remarked that interrogative pronouns and
adverbs tend to occupy the first position in the clause,105 regardless of
their syntactic function (see e.g. clauses 3c and 9a above). The reason
for this fronting is pragmatic: the question words have the function of
Focus in interrogative clauses in that they explicitly mark the
information gap between the speaker and the addressee, with the
request that the addressee complete this gap. Next to question-word
questions, however, Hebrew, like other languages, also has Yes-No
questions and disjunctive questions.'~ The constituent order of these

eingereiht, die einen weiteren distinkten Fokus auf dem Verb besitzen, somit
dreigipflich sind."
'02 See also CLttvES, Job 1-20, p. 295: "The function of the mouth is not only
to eat but also to decide some things are not worth eating; so too the function
of the ear is not only to receive messages, but to discriminate among them."'03 See Dtx and HErrGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 332: "`Pazallel
Focus' is assigned to corresponding constituents in pazallel constructions
[...].", and BHRG, ~47.2.ii.e.
'~ For example, DHORME, Job, p. 156: "L'oreille ne discerne-t-elle pas les
pazoles, ll Comme le palais goute la nourriture? [italics mine]". This verse is
usually listed as an example of the comparative function of the conjunction
waw, known as waw adaequationis, see G-K-C ~ 161 a; J-M ~ 174h.
ios For exceptions to this "Q-word first" rule in Hebrew, see J-M ~ 161 k. For a
typological discussion of the placement of Q-words, see DIK and HENGEVELD,
Functional Grammar. Part2, pp. 276-289.
'~ For a typology of interrogative clauses, see Ibid., pp. 260-263. Simple
English examples of non-question-words questions are: "Did John fly to
London yesterday? (YIN-question)" and "Did John fly to London or to Paris
yesterday? (disjunctive question specifying the alternative answers)".
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types of clauses has not been studied in any detail, and space does not

permit to spend more than a few comments on the issue here. In

analogy to question word questions, one could suppose that the Focus
of the question would occupy the initial position in these types of
questions, too. Since disjunctive questions explicitly state the
alternative answers, and thus, the Focus of the question,~o~ it stands to
reason to start our investigation there. Unfortunately, however, a quick
survey shows us that the cases of true disjunctive clauses are rather
rare in Biblical Hebrew,108 so that any conclusions are necessarily
tentative. In questions about whe[her something is the case or not, the
verb follows immediately after the intetrogative particle, the
alternative being expressed as the elliptic clause H5 DIZ.~~ In these
cases, the whole clause is the Focus of the question and the unmarked
order for verbal clauses, viz. with initial verb, is maintained. In
questions featuring predicators of existence (1'n and VT), these also
follow immediately after the interrogative particle.~~o Since, here also,
the whole clause is the question's Focus, the regular initial position of
V]' is preserved. In the only case in which an alternative between two
actions expressed by finite verbs is presented, the verb occupies the

~o~ In the second example given in the preceding note, it is dear [hat the
speaker is asking for the destination of John's traveL Thereby, the destination
is in Focus, the rest of [he clause ( viz., that John flew somewhere yesterday)
being the clause's Topic. Matters are much more complicated in the first
example. The question may simply ask whether John flew to London
yesterday or not, but it may also ask (depending on intonation) whether John
flew to London, rather than [o some o[her place, whether John flew to London,
rather than taking the train, whether John flew to London, rather than Mary
who was expected to go, or whether John flew to London yesterday, rather
than any other day.
~og The material has been gathered by electronically searching for the
sequence ... 1ltlOtt ...~, which is characteristic for disjunctive ques[ions in
Hebrew, see J-M ~ 161e. Most of the cases yielded by this search are double,
parallel questions, however, rather than disjunctive questions specifying the
alternatives for an answer. The former cases have obviously been left out of
consideration here.
io9 Gen 24:21; Ex 16:4 (!t5 CaZ 'C1~1i~D ~5'~); Num 11:23.
ilo Ex 17:7; Num 13:20.
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first position of the clause."' This position is to be expected since the
verb is the question's main Focus, but as this order does not differ
from the unmarked one, the present example does not teach us much.
In all disjunctive questions consisting of nominal clauses, the focal
constituent comes before the topical element."~ In conclusion, the
hypothesised priority of the Focus in interrogative clauses seems to
apply in the case of disjunctive questions, although the evidence is
scarce. The hypothesis would have proven solid if one could find
verbal clauses in which the alternatives are nominal. If our supposition
is correct, these nominal alternatives would tend to occupy the
preverbal slot. Turning to Yes-No Questions, which are far more
numerous than disjunctive questions, one could suppose that also here
the Focus tends to occupy the first position. In a rare remark about the
constituent order of intetrogative questions, Muraoka states that
"sometimes the question seems further indicated by word-order".13 In
a note about the word order of nominal clauses, Muraoka explains in
passing how the interrogative form of the clause may affect its
constituent order: "[In the following cases,] the predicate may precede

"' 1K; 22:6 (`7~nM CH ~nn5n5 ~DSa nt~~-5n ~5s~t~) and parallels lKi
22:15; 2 Chron 18:5.14.
12 Gen 27:21; Num 13:18.19.20; Josh 5:13; Eccl 11:6. Some discussion could
exist about Gen 27:21. In the question tt5 Ctt 1tUi1 `7C ~t1tt~ one could argue
that the personal pronoun is to be read as the Top and "my son Esau" as the
Foc. Read in this fashion, Isaak would be asking about the visiting person's
identity. It is better to read the question the other way around. Isaak was
expecting his son Esau to visit and is, thus, asking whether it is the one
speaking with him, the "you" (-Foc), who is his son Esau (-Top). Compare
with the direct question in 27:24. If one accepts this reading, the Foc-Top
order which is to be expected in questions, also shows here. Mention should
also be made here of two disjunctive questions in which the alternatives are
expressed by infinitival clauses. In Judg 18:19, the first focal infinitival clause
follows in second position after C1C~, which is possibly due to the respective
length of the constituents, favouring a fronting of the shorter one (pace J-M ~
154h n. 1, where the fronting of C1C1~ is explicitly said not to be caused by the
rule of length, but precisely by the interrogative character of the utterance). In
Judg 9:2, the two alternatives are preceded by a regular question-word
question ( "What is good for you, x or y."), which is a different structure
altogether.
13 J-M ~ 161 a.
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because the utterances are interrogative".14 It seems more correct,
however, to state that in interrogative clauses the Focus (and not the
predicate) precedes, although, of course, most often the Focus
coincides with the predicate. The latter account has the clear
advantage of being not only descriptive, but also explanatory: since a
question asks to fill in an informational gap, it is most obvious that the
element on which the speaker's and addressee's information differ
most (i.e., the Focus) would occupy the initial position. A telling proof
for this rule is that in question-word questions, it is by no means
always the predicate that precedes, while it is almost always the focal
constituent that does, regardless of its syntactic function, as we have
seen above.
In the case of Yes-No questions, it is quite difficult to test the
hypothesis of the fronting of the Foc on its validity, however. Since
the focus of this type of questions may be on any of its constituents -
as the example of n.107 demonstrates - and since we do not have
recourse to intonation, determining the Focus may be difficult,
especially if also constituent order is left out of consideration for our
present purposes in order to avoid circular reasoning.15 Contextual
interpretation will, therefore, be unavoidable, in order to ascertain
which information in the question is supposed to be known by speaker
and addressee, and hence topical, i.e., non-focal. It will be clear that
thorough testing of the proposal that interrogatives as a rule open with
their Focus is beyond the scope of this study. Although examples can
be adduced,1ó the proposal needs broader examination and proof.

14 J-M ~ 154h n. 1.
15 It would not be very sound, first to detemune what is the clause's Focus
with the help of constituent order, and subsequently to analyse the relation
between focality and order in interrogative clauses.
16 When, in Gen 24:5 Abraham's servant asks him whether he has to take
Isaak to the land of his future wife if the latter would be unwilling to
accompany him back to Canaan, his question has no specific Focus. The
whole clause is the question's Focus, asking for a yes or no by Abraham. In
this case, the verb comes in first position as the focal hub of the clause. If
some chap[ers earlier, in Gen 17:17, Abraham asks whether a child would be
born to his wife and himself, old as they are, the information that a child is to
be born, is topical. What is the focus of the question is whether a child would
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Returning to Job 12:11, one should ask in what way the constituent
order (with doubly occupied preverbal field) provides any indication
about the Focus of the (rhetorical) questions. Following our
hypothesis, the Focus should be on the fronted elements, which does
not really make sense in the present context, however; the question is
not if it is not the ear which tests words. As has been remarked before,
it is most likely that the questions' main focus lies on their verb: does
not the ear test words, as the palate tastes food. Still within the
hypothesis of fronted Focus in questions, one would expect the verb to
occupy the initial position. Since, however, this position is default for
the verb, it would not have the intended effect of focalising the verb.
The only option seems to have been to move the verb as far away
from its unmarked position as possible, i.e., at the end of the clause.tt~
Next to the reasons adduced above, this factor seems to have caused
the - rather rare - doubly occupied preverbal field.

g. 12:12-13

:~71~I'ï L:'t~' ~~H1 ~h~~ C'~."vr. ~

:~~l~ii1 ~~D 15 Z~1~a1 ~t)~R 1~~

12:12a bisïsïm hohm~

12:126 ~~ ~rek i~ámim ~buná

12:13a ïmmcï hokmá u~burá

12:13b Ió ésá ufbuná

be born to elderly people. For this reason, the indication of the ages of
Abraham and Sara are focal in the question and are fronted.
~~~ Fronting just one of the constituents before the verb would have resulted in
the unintended focalisation of that fronted constituent. Compare with similar
backward movements of the verb in 13:21a; 14:16a and 14:22ab.
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íra-elderlv wisdom
12:12a P(loc} S

artd- jinJ lengrh-of da}~s understanding
12:12b w E'(lac) S

r,~ith-hinc rrisdom and-strength
12:13a P{loc) ~ S

to-him ~ counset~uul-understanrfing
12:13b ~ P(IO) ~ S

All four clauses display a P-S order, although the prepositional
predicates, which in v.13 are, moreover, pronominal, would be
expected to follow their S in a pragmatically neutral clause. The
function of this fourfold fronting is to firmly establish the P as the
clause's main Foc. The hokmatic substantives serving as S in the
different clauses are very topical - wisdom and insight is what this
speech is all about - and have little focality. The whole Foc of these
clauses can therefore fall on the prepositional predicates. The fronting
is probably also motivated by the parallel or contrast between the
characters mentioned, viz., the elderly v. God. As mentioned in the
description of verse 7, there are good reasons to assume that 12:7-12
is a quotation of what the friends have been saying to Job.~~g In verse
12 a final part of their catalogue of traditional sayings is presented: it
is elderly people who have wisdom. In verse 13, Job is speaking for
himself again: this verse forms the introduction to the following verses
14-15 and beyond, and is echoed in verse 16, verses of which no one
would doubt that they reflect Job's own thoughts. Job reopens his own
speech in a quite emphatic way: "you say that wisdom is with the old
of days, I know that it is with him".~ 19 This opposition is expressed by

~ 18 Although it should be admitted that for the verses 9 and 10 - unlike for the
preceding verses - only arguments of content and no arguments of syntax can
be adduced in favour of this interpretation.

~ 19 CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 297: "The friends have been urging (he claims) that
the truth about God is what has been traditionally believed [...]; on the
contrary, he says, the truth about God is with God: he is the only one who
knows what he is doing." HABEL, Job, p. 220 sees the opposition slightly
differently: "The wisdom of age (v. 12) seems to refer to human wisdom, that
profound practical understanding of reality which leads to a successful life. In
v. 13, however, wisdom is an essential attribute or governing principle of God
by means of which he controls the world [...]."
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the fronting of the two paralleling constituents, as was the case in
verse 11 a-b. Two remarks concerning this line reopening Job's own
speech should be made. Firstly, it is striking that Job does not call God
by name; apparently, God is so discourse active that the simple
reference of a pronoun is enough to put "him" on the scene.120
Secondly, even though the clauses' informational structure may be
clear, their illocutionary meaning is not. One could, with Clines,
interpret the clauses as the bitter acceptance that the knowledge about
what God does (and why) is only with God, i.e. that God has his own
reasons, unattainable for man.12~ Another possibility, however, is to
read the statements as illocutionarily conversed into irony: if one
looks at what God does (see the following verses), one can hardly
maintain that he has ~r,~n, the verse seems to suggest.

h. 12:14-IS

:nn~~ ce5~ c:rre-5v ~ac, n~c~ ez5~ ci~~~ 1~
:r1ti 1~~~'1 CRSVJ'1 1GJ~'1 C'l~~ ~~i)' 1Z

12:14a hén y~rós

12:14b u~ló' vibbáne
12:14c yístiór ~al is

12:14d T~Jó' yippátéah

12:15a hén ya ,`sór bammavrm

12:15b w?vibásu

12:15c wisalhhém

12:15d tt~yafia~dku áre.s

~ZO This lack of an anaphoric relation of the pronominal suffixes to the context
has led some authors to question the position of the verses in the present form
of the chapter. DHOaMe, Job, pp. 156ff. solves the problem by moving the
verses 9-10 after the verses 11-12, in which case, the pronouns of verse 13 can
immediately refer to ~1~' (which, in his reconstruction should be read as
~1 `7tt). This emendation, for which he adduces no other evidence than a
reference to the bible of the French rabbinate, lacks text-critical support.
~Z~ CLUVSS, Job 1-20, p. 298.
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Ize-hreaks-dotii~n
12:14a ~ dp'`' P(V) ~

and- not it-is-rebuitt
12:14b w neg - P{V)

he-closes on-nzan
12:14c ~ P(V) POi~3

and- not it-is-opened ~ ~~
12:14d W lleg - P(V)

hehold he-holds-bar.k ivaters
12:15a dp P(V) PO

and- rizev-dz,
12:15b ~~ P(l') ~

and- he-sencls- thezn
12:15c w P(V) DO(sf)

and- theF~-z~e~i~ersc land
12:15d w P(til) ~~ DO

All the clauses in these two verses display a pragmatically unmarked
order, indicating that the (unexpressed) subjects are the Topics of the
clauses, which are moreover in continuity with what preceded, while
the (verbal) predicates have the function of the clauses' main Focus.
The structure of the verses is very regular, in that they can be divided

I22 The particle 1~ in this and the following verse is often regarded as an
aramaising conditional conjunction with the meaning "if' (explicitly so in
DHORME, Job, p. 158 and J-M t[ 167 l, but also other commentators and
translators translate it as a conditional conjunction). However, it is
questionable whether such a conditional usage of the particle exists in the
Hebrew Bible elsewhere than in the exceptional case of 2 Chron 7:13 (see
STEC, D. M., The Use of hen in Conditional Sentences, in VT 37 [1987] 478-
486, p. 485: "Conditional sentences containing hén are conditional not
because of the presence of hén but because of other syntactic
considerations."). In parallel to its cognate particle T~ (see J-M ~ 167 1 n. 2),
it seems to be preferable to regard j~f as a discourse particle; the syndetic
relation between 14a, c, 15a, c, on the one hand, and the clauses following
them, is enough to provide the former clauses with conditional meaning (see
also BHRG ~ 44.2). Recently, Garr has demonstrated that the particle 1~ has
as its only function to mark the following clause as affirmative (GARR, R., 1~,
in Revue Biblique 111 [2004] 321-344).
123 Cf. HAL, 701: the verb ~]C governs the preposition 5D when it has the
meaning of "jemandem einschlieRen". The PP should, therefore, be regarded
as having the function of PO.
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in clause pairs, the first of which has God as its implicit subject (and
Top), whereas the second (the b- and d-clauses of each verse) have
implicit subjects that are identical to the objects of their respective
preceding clauses, even if in clause 14a this object remains implicit
itself. In the respective b- and d-clauses these implicit subjects are
treated as GivTop's. Apparently these subjects and God could be
maintained as GivTop simultaneously and unambiguously, without the
need of explicitly (re)introducing them in each clause, although the
Topics change with each clause.124 The semantics of the verb are

enough to disambiguate between the possible Topicslsubjects.izs
The pragmatic function of these clauses taken together is to add
information on the Top of the preceding verse 13, i.e. God, providing

arguments for the (ironical or sarcastic) claim that God indeed has

wisdom and strength.tzó

i. 12:16-18

:~]VJ~I ]]rJ 15 ~'VJ1Cï1 TD 1t]D

:5~~, c,n~cn 55~rvc~~vr ~~~t)
:c~,~r~r~c ~~Tl:~ ~c,~,i nn~ c,c~ ~cir~

12:16a `immó óz u~tusiyyá

12:16b lá sngég umasge

12:17a mólík vó ~srm sólál

12:17b ~só~~tím ~hólèl

12:18a ~mósér m`~lákím ~petah~'~

I 2: I 8b wayy e 'sór èzór b`~motnéhem

i24 In verse 15, the disambiguation is easier by the alternation of singular and
plural verb forms, with the respective implicit subjects of God and the water.
~~ l.e., God cannot be "built up", nor "opened".
~~ As Clines correctly states, "[...] these verses pomay some scenes of divine
involvement with humans. What gives this selection its potency is that all the
scenes show God acting destructively, negatively or in the cause of chaos."
(CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 298).
~Z~ The asterisked words display the alternative vocalisation I proposed in a
recent publication, see n. 130 below.
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fa~ith-hirn power and-insïght
12:16a P(loc) S ~

to-him errznAand-cuusing-to-err
12:16b P{IO) S

causin~-to-Fi~alk cou~zselours barefoot
12:17a ~ P{Pa)``s DO-Aj{pred)129

~~and- jazdges he-mukes-u fr~l-of ,
12:17b w DO P(V j

tleliveri~zg kings in-gate
12:18a P(Pa) DO - Co(lac}13~ ~ ~

arta'-' he-binds loincloths on-their-waist
12:18b w ~ , ~ P(V) ~ DO - Co(loc)

Verse 16 is reminiscent of verse 13, also the structure and constituent
order of their respective clauses being parallel. Unlike verse 13,
however, the P-S order does not have the function of establishing the
P as the sole Foc of the clauses. Although the S of 16a could be

128 In this, and following participial clauses (18a, 19a, 20a, 21a, 22a, 23a, 23c,
24a) the subject is omitted. This is also attested in other instances (cf. J-M ?;
154c).
iZ9 Cf. n. 39.
130 I read this clause as having the same syntactic structure as the other a-
clauses of the surrounding verses. The clause is notoriously difficult, which is
reflected in the fact that not a single version, translation, or commentary is in
agreement with the Hebrew masoretic text of the clause. A satisfactory
interpretation is possible, however, by taking into account the syntactic
context of the verse and by consulting the Peshitta version that is usually left
out of the discussion. In the light of the syntactic regularity of the pericope
12:17-24, the first clause of verse 18 is conspicuous. Not only is i[ the only
verse in which the verb of the first colon is not a participle and does not
occupy the first position, the use of qatal Rr~ in a context of participles and
(way)yiqtol forms is also striking, even though in biblical Hebrew poetry free
alternation of verbal forms is very frequent. There is nothing to suggest that
this obvious interruption in the regular poetic structure of verses 17 through
24 is functional, e.g., in marking specific content or in delinea[ing a pericope.
I, therefore, contend that verse I 8 should be read as having the same syntactic
structure as the surrounding verses, i.e., beginning with a participial clause.
Supported by the Peshitta reading, I propose to translate Job 12:18a `he
surrenders kings in the gate', a reading which is in perfect agreement with the
Hebrew consonantal text rtti~ G'~5i] ~01t] and that yields the interpretation
and the syntactic structure that fits the context best. (For a full discussion of
this verse, cf. VnN HEC~, P. J. P., Job xii 18a: Text and Interpretation, in
Vetus Testamentum 54 [2004] 269-273.)
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regarded as topically known, being near synonyms for the S in verse
13, the S of the following clause definitely could not, and should
therefore be regarded as at least somewhat focal. On the other hand,
God had been discourse active throughout the preceding verses, and
is, hence, rather topica1.13~ Therefore, it is best to regard the P of 16a
as having Foc, in reminiscence of verse 13 ("to him are power and
insight"), while in the following clause, the Top-Foc division is
somewhat reversed, in an attempt to nuance the preceding statement:
"to him are the deceiver and the deceived').
The a-clauses of the verses 17-24, as well as 23c, all have the same
constituent order, viz., a participial predicate in first position with the
complements following it, but without explicit subject. The omission
of the subject demonstrates again how discourse active "God" is: he
needs no reintroduction, since it is clear that he and his deeds and
character traits are main topic of this pericope. With the subjec[
omitted, the resultant order with fronted participle does not have a
specific pragmatic function: the whole clause is focal, with, of course,
the highest degree of focality for the P.
The b-clauses of the same verses 17-24 consist of a verbal predicate
with a direct object and, in some cases, also another complement or
adjunct. The constituent order in these clauses shows a high degree of
regularity, too. If the verbal predicate only governs a non-pronominal
direct object, the latter is fronted (17b, 19b, 20b, 21b); if, however,
more than one constituent is governed by the verb (DO and another
complemendadjunct), both follow in post-verbal position (18b, 22b,
24b, 25b).132 This distribution of the different orders shows that
whatever the reason may be for fronting the DO in many cases, that
reason is not strong enough to pull the DO into preverbal position if
the clause has more than one non-verbal constituent. Additionally, it
shows that whatever the function of the fronted DO's is, it should also

13~ The reason for fronting the prepositional phrases may also lie in the fact
that they are referring to God, cfr. J-M ~ ISSne.
i3Z In 24b and 25b the DO consists of pronominal suffix, which obviously
follows after the verb. However, also the other complemendadjunct is in post-
verbal position.
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be possible to attribute this function to the other clauses' DO's that
stand in post-verbal position. This seems to exclude that the fronted
DO's would have the function of Contrastive Foc, since that function
would not be compatible with the unmarked post-verbal order of e.g.
18b. Moreover, the context confirms that Contrastive Foc for the
fronted DO's is not intended: v. 17b, for example, does not mean to
say: "It is judges that he makes a fool of." Possible stylistic reasons
aside, the reason for fronting the DO should therefore be sought in
what Dik calls Parallel Focus:133 since the DO of the b-clauses with
fronted DO's134 is parallel to, but not equal with, that of the preceding
clause, there is a slight contrast between them, which is indicated here
by fronting the second member of the parallel (e.g., v.17: "He makes
counsellors to walk around barefoot, while judges he makes a fool
Of„` 135

In v1.18, the DO of [he b-clause is not exactly parallel to that of the a-
clause, and remains in its regular position after the verb. In 22b, on the
other hand, the DO does have the function of Parallel Focus, but this

133 See Dttc and HEN~svELD, Functiona[ Gramman Part 1, p. 332: "`Parallel
Focus' is assigned to corresponding constituents in pazallel constructions
[...].". It should be conceded that Dik is very concise about what he means by
Parallel Focus. Moreover, in the only example provided in his grammaz, both
the parallel constituents receive the same fronting. In the present verses in Job,
only the DO"s in the second clause of a pazallel pair aze fronted. However, as
Muraoka has remarked, an object - but also adverbial complements, for that
matter - that end a clause, "may cause the object of the following clause to
follow it immediately, i.e. causing it to occur in the initial slot of the second
clause" (J-M ~ 155 oa). Since this phenomenon only occurs between clauses
that are relatively parallel in meaning, and results in the parallel or contrastive
juxtaposition of the constituents in question, it seems acceptable to define this
kind of fronting as a case of Parallel Focus. What is important, however one
may wish to call this phenomenon, is that the fronting of the constituent - in
this case, the DO - does not indicate that the constituent is the Contrastive Foc
of the clause, while the rest of the clause would be topical. The constituent is
simply part of the Completive Foc of the clause, together with the verb and
other possible constituents.
134 This is not the case in 18b, but in this clause, the DO is not fronted
anyway.
'35 Compare with Clines' translation of the pericope in which he makes use of
several comparable constituent orders in English (Ct.wES, Job 1-20, pp.
275f.).
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function is indicated not by fronting the constituent, but by a marked
post-verbal order, as will be explained below.
Throughout the clauses 17a to 24b "God" is maintained as implicit
subject and Top, the rest of the clauses forming the Completive Foc,
i.e. the information that is added on the Top. The function of these
clauses, just like that of 14a-15d is to describe God's disnapting
activities and thus to substantiate the claim that God is not wise nor
powerful in the way traditional belief would have it.

j. 12:19-20

:~SD~ n~~rt~~ 55~ui o'7~~ ~'S1t~
:n~, o~~i~i cyni o,~r~tz~5 n~tv ~,or~

12:19a mnlík kóh"ním sólál

12:19h w~ ét~mim y~s~llé,p

12:20a mésir s~i~á (~ne rmdním

12:20h w~ta ám ~qénim yiqqah

causing-to-wnik priests barefoot
12:19a P(Pa) DO - Aj(pred)

and- mighn~ he-leads-astray
12:19b w Dn P(V)

ttuning-ax~a~~ speech from-trttsh~anen
12:20a P(Pa) DO -10

and- taste-of elderly he-takes
12:20h w DO P(V}

See the discussion in the paragraph dealing with 12:17-18.
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k 12:21-22

:~~~ C'7'~tt R'Tb1 L'~'ia-5v T1~ ~~1CJ

:rir~5~ ~~tz5 t~~'i ~v~n-'an rnpnn r5an

12:2 I ~~ scï~ék buz `al nrdrhiirl

12:21 h unl`tzi~th `''~iyim ríppá

12:22a ~ rn~gaÍlz ~ ``muqótminni hosek

~~:~~ h way}~cisé ' lá ór~salmáwet

lsourirzg contenzpt on-ttoble-men
12:21 u P(Pa} DO - Co(loc)

and- fiels-oftnighty-men hé-loosenr
12:21h w DO P(V)

r~eiTealing deep-thirtgsfrom-datiotess
12:22a ~ P(Pa) DO - Co(loc)t6

artd- he-brings-out to-light obscuríty
12:22h w P(V) Co(loc) - DO

For the constituent order of 21a-22a, see the discussion in the
paragraph dealing with 12:17-18. Clause 22b has an additional
peculiarity that needs some explanation, however, viz. the postverbal
order Co(loc) - DO, viz., r~~t~5~ ~~tt5. Grof3 has remarked that, in the
vast majority of the cases in which both a DO and a locative
complement follow the clause, the order is the reverse of what we find
in the present clause.137 The Co-DO order, still according to Grof3,
points to a strong focalisation of the DO. The context of the present
clause does not seem to support a strong Contrastive Focus for the
constituent in question (r~~t~5~), as it is highly parallel to the DO of the
preceding clause 22a. As is the case with the fronted DO's in e.g. 21b,

t~ In [his and the following clause, there could be some discussion whether
the locative constituent is to be regarded as a complement or as an adjunct.
Since the constituents play a role in the valency structure of the verbal
~predicate, they are considered as complements here.

37 GROO, Satzteilfolge, p. 287.
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the backward movement of the DO has the function of Parallel Focus
here,138 along with a possible stylistic reason for this order (chiasm).

l. 12:23

:CiCtt'1 C'la5 ~t'aiX`

:CTT~'1 C'1~~ iiCi:,'

12:23a masgr' laggóyim

12:23h wa}~ ábbdclèm

12:23c sótéah laggóyim

12:23~1 uayyanhém

causin,g-to-grow nations
12:23a P(Pa} PO

and- !ze-destro~~s~ them
12:23h w P(V) DO(sfl

expanding nations
12:23c P(Pa) PO

and- !ze-leads-ativay them
12:23d w P(V) DO(sf)

See the discussion in the paragraph dealing with 12:17-18.

m. 12:24-25

:~~~-n5 inrc cvn'~ Y~~,-cv'r~~ c5 ~'or~
:~icrvc cvr'i ~ilz-n5i -~vn-~~'

12:24a mésír lébrásé ámhá áres

12:24h wayyat ém bJtóftu ló'dárek

12:25a ~mas~su hósek u~1ó' órr~9

12:25b wayyat ém kassíkkór

138 See n. 133.
~39 RICHTER, Biblia Hebraica transcripta, p. 64 considers ~1~t-tt51 to be a
separate clause. In my opinion, it can best be regarded as the second part of a
single compound Co(loc) that started with ~47rt.
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heart-ofheads-ofpeople-of
~ tu~nirrg-away~ the-land

12:24a P(Pa) DO
and- heana~es-err thernïn-ivasteland no-way~

12:24b w 'P(V) DO(sf) - Co{loc) - Adn
they~-grope darkness and-nat-tight

12:25a P(V) ~ Co(loc}
arrd- he-rnakes-err them like-drunk

12:25h w P(V) ~ DO(sf} - t~.j(comp}

For the clauses in verse 24, see the discussion in the paragraph dealing
with 12:17-18. Clause 25a is the first in many verses in which the
SITop is no longer "God", but shifts to a masculine plural. The
implicit S(Top obviously continues the "heads of the people of the
land" that have been introduced in 24a and are taken up pronominally
in 24b. In clause 25b, the SITop reverts to the earlier Top of the
pericope, viz. "God".iao

n . 13:1-2

:~51~rn ,,isz ~,vr~rv,~,y ~rzz~ 5~-1~
:c~r~ ,~~c~ 5~~-tz5 ~~c~-na ,ny-r ~~nv~~

13:1 a hen kal rá ~tá éní

13:1 b sámd á ózni

13:1 c ~ sr~attabén láh

13:2a :4~cla `fkern yàcJa `tï ' gam áni

13:2b ' 1r1'llcï~cl ártóki mikkem

1`~ The suspicious return to the earlier SITop has led the LXX-translators to
render the verbal form not as singular with pronominal object but as a plural,
with the same implicit plural S as the preceding clause: "tr1`avr)6eírlaav". So
also in Dxotuae, Job, p. 163: "Et `ils titubent' comme I'ivrogne", and xoRST,
Hiob, p. 177: "und torkeln [sie] gleich dem Trunkenen daher".
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behold everything she-has-seen niy eyé ~
13:1a dp DO P{V) S -

~ ~ she-hcis-ltettrcZ mv ear
13:1b [DO] P{V) ~ ~ ~ S-

and- she-hcer-uncle~sta~d for-herself ','
13:1c w P(V) Aj(comm)~~i

~' Gke,~au-~nrn,~czlge I-know also 1 ~
13:2a ~ Aj(comp} P(~`) ' fp - St

not fcilling ' I fi~om you
13:2b ~ neg -- P(Pa) S- Co(foc) `

Clause la starts with the discourse particle j~ that gives relative
prominence to the clause in its context. The constituent order of the
clause is characterised by the fronted DO 5~, which may have two
pragmatic functions: the fronting of the object either establishes it as
the clause's main Foc ("My eye has seen everything"), or makes it
available as the clause's NewTop ("All this my eye has seen"),
resuming the content of all the preceding clauses. Since 5~ is also the
DO of the following two clauses, in which, moreover, it is not
explicitly mentioned, it stands to reason to regard it as the Top of the
three clauses of verse 1. The clauses take the totality of what has been
said in the preceding clauses as their Top,l4Z adding the focal
information that the I-person has seen, heard and understood it. This
analysis is supported by the following two clauses, in which the fact
that Job knows is very clearly presented as the Focus.
The fronted adjunci ~~ni7~~ in clause 2a has the same function as the
fronted DO of 1 a: it sets up the constituent as the Topic of ihe

"~ I read the PP ~5 as adjunct (commodi) as Dhorrne suggested (cf. DHORivtE,
Job, p. 165: "datif réfléchi"). HAL, 117 and DCH II, 143 suggest, however, to
read this prepositional phrase as a prepositional object of the verb j'~, which,
in that case, has the meaning of "achtgeben auf, bemerken". The feminine of
the suffix pronoun would, then, be the expression of the neuter (cf. J-M ~
152b). Cf. also n. 353.
142 See C[.wES, Job 1-20, p. 304: "What Job has `seen' and `heard' [...] is not
`everything' [...]. Rather, it is the examples of God's destructive acts
catalogued in 12:14-25 to which Job claims to bear personal testimony." So
also in LXX, translating 5~ with rauTa.
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clause.~a3 That the friends have knowledge has been an important Top
at the beginning of Job's speech in chapter 12, itself continuing a
Topic in the friends' previous discourses. I[ is that Top that is resumed
in the present verse. The focal information that Job wishes to add to
this Top is that he knows, too; the verbal form, thus, has the function
of Completive Foc ("What you know, I know"). On the other hand,
there is a strong Contrast Foc on the verb's subject. This focalisation
on the subject is strengthened by an independent pronoun '~tZ added to
the finite verb, which is, moreover, introduced by the focus particle C].
These formal indicators set up the S of the verb as the strongest
(Expanding) Contrast Focus of the clause ("What you know, I also
know"). In the following clause 2b, which is identical to 12:3b, the S
is topical, since it continues the first person of 2a; priority can
therefore be given to the Completive Foc, i.e., the participial
predicate. ~aa

o. 13:3-4

:y~rtt~ 5~e-5r~ rt~i~i ~~~IZ ~~v"r5re ,~re n5its
:c~5~ 55ce ~r~~~ ~pt`r-,5~~ cn,~ a5icei

13:3a ulám ~ni éI sadday ~dabbc~r

13:3ba j éhpás

13:3b(3T u~hókéah él ~él

13:4a u~'ulám áttem tó~alé sáqer

13:-th ró~aé rlil kulhkem

ia3 The observations made by GroB on the constituent order of verbal clauses
containing a comparative adjunct ( GROO, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, pp. 61-77)
do not shed any light on the present case. GroB's analysis is restricted to
clauses in which the comparison is between the comparative adjunct and
another nominal complement, while in the present clause a comparison is
made between the comparative adjunct and the verbal predicate.
'aa See also the discussion of 12:3b on p. 142.
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txrtlt~rdle-ALnigluy~ I-rvifl-speak
13:3a mw-St-10 P(V)

and- j I-desire
13:3ba w DOj P(V)

to-urgue rvith-God
13:3b(3 Inf'~~ IO

arad- but ~~ou plasterers-of ~ ~~ lie
13:4a w mw - S P(N) Adn (DO)'~

physicians-of iiothing atl-of-you
13:4b P(N) Adn (DO) - S

DOj

Clause 3a opens with the modal word C51tt, indicating Job's
involvement in what he is saying, and, in particulaz, the pointing to the
counterexpectational nature of the clause's content. In what preceded,
Job stressed that he was not inferior to his friends as far as knowledge
is concerned, that everything that the friends told him was already
known to him. The present modal word introduces a number of
clauses in which a cleaz difference between Job and his friends is
introduced: "we might be equal in knowledge, but ...". At the same
time, the modal word CS~ts, by virtue of its repetition at the beginning
of 4a, directly contrasts what Job says about himself in verse 3 to what
he says about the friends in verse 4: "I, for one, ... , but you ...". This
contrast is further strengthened by the constituent order, as will be
shown below.
Clause 3a is one of the 698 clauses with a doubly occupied preverbal
field GroQ discemed in biblical Hebrew poetry.147 Unfor[unately,
however, he did not deal with the present clause explicitly, nor did he
make any general remazks on the constituent order of clauses with
both the S and the IO preceding the verb. The only guideline for

~45 This is one of the rare cases in which the infinitive absolute is used as the
object of a verb, cf. J-M ~ 123b.B.3, where the present case is explicitly
mentioned.
'~ In this and the following clause, the nomen rectum (~7m155tt) of the
construct state construction is considered as an adnominal complement to the
preceding participial nomen regens ( ' S~CI'tt~~), with a function comparable
to that of the DO.
"' GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 23.
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analysing the present order is his general rule of thumb that the first
fronted constituent may have all functions a single fronted constituent
may have, while the second can only have ihe function of Focus. This
rule seems to apply in the present case. Although the pronoun '~ti is
highly topical, as it continues the Top of the preceding clause, it also
has the function of Parallel Foc, in parallel and contrast to the Top of
verse 4. This is, moreover, the reason why it is "superfluously" added
to the finite verb form, which already contains the S. The rest of
clause 3a represents the Completive Foc, i.e. that which is said about
the Top. The fronting of the IO '~VTSN before the verbal P ~~~tt may
be explained in two ways. On the one hand, it may show that the
fronted IO also has specific Contrastive Foc: "It is to the Almighty that
I will speak".148 On the other hand - and this explanation should not
necessarily exclude the preceding - it might be the verb that is moved
away from its regular position in order to mark it for Contrastive
Focus:149 "But I, I will speak to the Almighty". Taking into account
the parallel clause 3b, it seems reasonable to conclude, that both the
IO and the V have quite strong Contrastive Focus: "But I, I will speak
to the Almighty", a pragmatic structure formally expressed by the
irregular constituent order. In the same way, the DO object of the
following clause 3b, viz. the infinitival clause
5tt-5tt rt~1~ is fronted before the finite verbal predicate of the clause in
order to mark it for Contrastive Focus: "It is arguing with God that I
desire".
The use of the modal word and the fronting of the S in 4a have the
same reasons as in 3a: they establish the contrast between the verses 3
and 4 and provide the S with the function of Parallel Foc, respectively.
Since the Top of 4b C~S~ had been well established in the preceding

148 This interpretation lies at the basis of many translations; see e.g. DHOtzNtE,
Job, p. 165: "Mais moi, c'est à Shaddaï que je pazle", Ct.trrES, Job 1-20, p.
276: "But it is to the Almighty that 1 would speak".i49 Compare with 12:1 lab, 14:16a and 14:22ab.
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clause, it can now move back behind the nominal predicate, although
5~ usually comes in first position.~so

p. 13:5-6

:Zb~R~ C~5'RIï1 11tZ7'1Rri 471R11ii'-'f~
: ~~'~~, 'r~~iu rn~~i 'r~R~m aZ~-~yn~i

13:Sa mí yíttén hah``'rëstal~risu

13:5b tttahr lákem 1`~hokmá

t50 ~DERSEN, F. L, The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch (Journal
of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, 14), Nashville - New York,
Abingdon Press, 1970, p. 41.
15~ The originally verbal clause jr~' '~ (`who would grant') often looses its
clausal function to become an optative formula (cf. J-M ~ 163d) and can
therefore be analysed as an interjection here (cf. J-M ~ lOSf; BHRG ~ 45.3.ii).
RICHTER, W., Biblia Hebraica transcripta, das ist das ganze Alte Testament
transkribiert, mit Satzeinteilungen versehen und durch die Version tiberisch-
masoretischer Autoritciten bereichert auf der sie griindet. 12. Ijob, Spriiche
(ATSAT, 33112), St. Ottilien, EOS Verlag, 1993, p. 66 regazds 1C1'-'t~ as a
sepazate verbal clause, which it is, strictly grammatically speaking. Recently,
Seidl has argued that the "clause" jtï' 't) did not evaporate into a mere
interjection in Biblical Hebrew, but, rather, that it retained its clausal function
and the valency patterns typical for the verb jru (SEmt„ T., Wunschscitze mit
mi yittin im Biblischen Hebrdisch, in N. NESES [ed.], Sachverhalt und
Zeitbezug. Semitische und alttestamentliche Studien Adolf Denz zum 65.
Geburtstag [Jenaer Beitr~ge zum Vorderen Orient, 4], Wiesbaden, 2001,
2001, pp. 129-142). This suggestion is not completely satisfactory, in my
opinion, at least not for the two cases in the Jobian chapters at hand here. In
both cases, the expression is followed by a full clause with a yiqtol verb form,
which Seidl describes as an object clause (p. 136). However, he is unable to
provide any cases in which a similaz construction is used wi[h [he verb ~r7
outside of the expression under investigation here. This lack of supportive
evidence makes his azgument that the clauses following the expression are to
be regarded as simple object clauses rather weak. (Moreover, also his proposal
to read the interrogative pronoun as indefinite pronoun is not as unproblematic
as he makes it seem. While the interrogative may take indefinite meaning, this
always entails a generalising use [`whoever ...'. `whatever ...'], which clearly
does not apply in the present expression.) All in all, then, I do not believe
there is enough reason to leave the more traditional view that the expression
petrified into a optative interjection, certainly when followed by a full verbal
clause,as here.
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13:6a simd `u ná' tókahti

I 3:6b c~ríbót sapátay haqsibu

keep,rilent
if-onl y ~rxr-nr~kee{rsilHu

13:Sa inj~s~~ P(V)
and- it-might-be for-cou as-ivisdont

13:Sb w cop~~' - 1O P(PO)~s~
hear `please' rm~ argument

13:6a P(V) - inj DO
and- pteas-of m~~-lips lirten

13:6b w DO ~ P(V)

Clauses Sa and 6a-b contain non-indicative verbal forms, viz., a modal
imperfect and two imperatives, respectively. As has been remarked
with regard to 12:7-8,154 it makes little sense to describe the
informational structure of these clauses, since they do not intend to
add information to a topic, but rather to express the speaker's wish of
something to happen, in this case, the wish that the addressees would
perform certain activities.~ss The pragmatic function of non-indicative
clauses thus differs fundamentally from that of indicative clauses, so
much so that the insights in the informational structure of the latter are
not automatically applicable to the description of the former.
Moreover, the constituent order of volitive and other non-indicative
clauses has not received the same attention in pragmatically oriented
studies as the indicative clauses. Until such a study has been carried
out, it is very hard to determine, for example, what is the (pragmatic
or other) difference between the constituent order of 6a and 6b

i5Z The feminine form of the copula'~I11 could be explained as expressing the
neuter (cf. J-M ~ 152c), the topic of the clause being the content of the
preceding clause Sa, viz. the fact that the friends would be keeping silent. In
the expression -5 ~'~ the feminine is rare, however, even if the subject is
clearly feminine (J-M t~ 150k). Therefore, the feminine should possibly be
explained as influenced by the feminine predicate of the clause, viz.,
~fb~R(5).
i53 For the analysis of the PP with -5 after the copula as a PO, see n. 30.
isa See p. 150.
iss See DtK and HEtvGevet.~, Functional Grammar. Part 2, p. 239.
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respectively. Obviously, it has been remarked that volitive verbal
forms tend to take a clause initial position in Hebrew, as in many other
languages.~sb Very tentatively, one could motivate this V-X tendency
in volitive clauses pragmatically with the help of the "most important
task first"-rule: since volitive clauses are directed at an action to be
undertaken, it is natural that the volitive verb form should come first,
since it makes clear that not an indicative statement, but a volitional
expression of intended action is to follow. In clauses like 6b, which
are parallel to a preceding imperative, the command - i.e., the desire
of an action to take place - is already expressed and a complement of
the verb could be given priority in the clause. The tendency of parallel
constituents to occupy adjacent positions in the text, is well attested,
and also occurs in imperative clauses. Apart from stylistic reasons -
supposing these exist without having importance for the meaning of
the text - this movement of the constituents also marks them for
having (Parallel) Focus.
In any case, it becomes clear already from a first quick look at the data
that non-initial volitive verb forms are much more frequent in poetry
than in prose, while Joosten has very recently pointed to the fact that
Late Biblical Hebrew allows more freedom for positional variation of
the verb forms in the clause, and more in particular for non-initial
volitives.157
The only non-imperative verb form in 5-6 is found in Sb, which starts
with an indirect jussive form. As is usual, the jussive form is not
separated from the conjunction waw, and stands in clause-initial
position. Just as usual is the position of the pronominal constituent
C~5 immediately after the verb. Even though pragmatically speaking,
the copula does not function as the clause's (verbal) predicate one
may assume that, at least to some extent, the copula behaves as a verb
as far as constituent order is concerned. Admittedly, however, a

isb See n. 73.
157 Jan Joosten, The Syntax of Volitive Verbal Forms in Qohelet in Historical
Perspective, paper presented on the Internationa( Symposium "The Language
of Qohefe[ in Its Context" in honour of Prof. dr. A. Schoors on 21-22 October
2004. To be published.
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thorough analysis of the position of the copula in the Classical
Hebrew clause is still to be desired. Nonetheless, the present order can
safely be described as pragmatically neutral. If the copula is followed
by a pronominal IO and a nominal PO having the role of the clause's
predicate, the order is in the vast majority of the cases cop-IO-PO.158
In the few examples of the reversed order cop-PO-IO, this seems to
signa] the higher Contrast Focus on either IO or PO.159 The
unexpressed S of the clause, viz. the fact that the friends would be
silent, can therefore be regarded as the clause's Top, while the PO
forms the core of the clause's Completive Foc.

q. 13:7-8

:~~r~~ ~~~-rn i~ ~5iv i~~~n ~5~
:1i~~~n 5tt5-czz i ~rirLn i,~~~

13:7a hah éI f dabb'ru áwlá

13:7b ~ ~ló fdahb~rtl r~miy~,~t

13:8a tt~~ánáw tissii iin

13:86 ~ im lá él ~~~ibun

?-for-Gocl rr~ar-speak iiijustice
13:7a in - Aj(comm)~~~ PfV) DO

c~nd- for-hárn ti~oi~c-sE~ecik cleceit
13:7b w~ Aj(comm} P(V} DO

'- his face ~ }~ou-lift-u~~ ~
13:8a in - DO P(V)

? for-God ~ yc~u-plead ~ ~
13:8b in16' - Aj(comm) P(V} ~

15g To name just the first ten occurrences in the Hebrew Bible: Gen 11:3;
17:7.8; 20:12; 21:30; 24:67; 47:24; Ex 2:10; 4:16; 6:7.
159 See Hab 2:7 (Contrast Foc on the IO: "[you have sacked others], now you
will be booty to them"); Ps 69:11 and Lam 4:10 (Contrast Foc on the PO).
'~ In this and the following clauses, the PP with -5 (5t~5 and 15,
respectively) is not functioning as IO, but as Aj(comm), as the parallel with 8a
seems to indicate. Job does not blame his friends for speaking falsely to God,
but for speaking falsely on God's behalf (so most commentators, e.g. Ct-.tt~tES,
Job 1-20, p. 308).
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The structure and constituent order of the four clauses in 7-8 are very
similaz to each other. All clauses have an occupied preverbal field
preceding a verb in the second person plural. Moreover, all clauses are
interrogative with a closed answer set, viz., Yes-No questions. As has
been discussed earlier,'bZ it is my suggestion that fronted constituents
in Yes-No questions tend to be the question's Focus, viz., the central
element about which the question is concerned, while the rest of the
question is considered to be known to both speaker and addressee. The
hypothesis seems to apply here: The questions intend to ask whether i[
is for God that the friends speak lies.163 The fronted constituents thus
have the function of the questions' Focus. The parallel with the other
clauses makes clear, moreover, that the Focus in 8a is not so much on
the fronted noun C'~~, but on its pronominal suffix, which cannot be
separated from the noun. By focalising on the fronted constituents, the
rest of the clauses are presented as topical information, which, in the
case of verse 7, is a smart, although rather thin, rhetorical trick: that
the friends are speaking lies is presented by Job as topical, self-evident
knowledge. His only question is whether they do so for God's sake.

16' The particle Ctt in the clauses 8b and 9c introduces the alternative in the
second part of a double question, of which the first part is introduced by the
interrogative particle -~~, cf. J-M ~ 161e; BHRG ~ 40.5.3(i). The particle is not
labelled as a subordinating conjuction in this case (as in lOb), but as an
interrogative particle.
ibz See p. 155 and following.
'63 Compare wíth the focus promoting cleft constructions in many translations:
DHORME, Job, p. 167: "Est-ce pour Dieu [...]"; PorE, Job, p. 96: "Is it for
God's sake [...]"; Ct.tNES, Job 1-20, p. 276: "Is it on God's behalf [...]".
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r. 13:9-10

13:9aa

13:9aa

13:9ba

13:9b~ij'

13:10a

CHAPTER 3

: ~~ ~ 5n,n r~n~n~ 5r~~-ns~ o~nt~ ~~n'-'~ ~inn
:11~t4r~ c'J~ ~iiC~-Cr~t C~1'~tZ R'~l' TZ~~~

h~tób

ki yahqór

'im ) f fiàtéflu

k~fiatel

13:1 Oh 'rm basséterpánlm

9

13:9aa in
that

13:9a~ cj (s)~ ~

13:9ba ini~5 - Aj(comp) j

13:9bp

13:10a
if in-secret face

13: l Ob cj (s) Aj(mod) - DO

h~këah vókáah

tISSc? iT11

éf kem

bó

be pnós

éfkem

~goozl~ ' ~ ~ '
P{Iv) [sll
he-~váll-probe ~ ~ ~ yoac
P(V) DO
~~ou-tii~illfovl hina
P{ b'? PO
as-tr~fe~ol~ mctn
~Prep-t-Inf ~ PO
ta-repraz~e
he-~vill-r-eproi~e ~~au
P(V } UO
l~ou-lift-~rp
P(V)

ST

Aj(comp)j

Aj(cond)T

Clause 9a is a nominal interrogative clause, the subject of which
consists of a substantival subject clause.~~ The constituent order of

~~ RICHTER, BH` 12, p. 66 regards ~1~R and C~C1N ~7ii'-'~ as two clauses. In
my analysis, I take them to be to parts of a single clause, since ~11~~ alone (a
P without a S where one is required) cannot be regarded as a clause.
ibs Like most translations and commentators, I take ~H to function as an
interrogative particle here and not as a conjunction introducing a conditional
clause, as is the case in lOb. Not so DHORtvtE, Job, p. ]67.
~~ See J-M ~ 157a. Many commentators regard 9aj3 as a conditional clause:
"would it be good to you if he searches you out7" (So Clines, Habel, Hartley,
Pope, Kroeze). I prefer to follow the analysis of the clause as a subject clause
as also proposed in Ibid., p. 167 and Boazu~, Tempora, p. 196.
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the main clause is P-S, which is to be accounted for on the basis of the
]ength of the constituents: the subject clause being considerably longer
than the one-word predicate, it comes in the later position.167
Clause 9b is likewise an interrogative clause, in which an infinitival
construction with the function of comparative adjunct (4:~;tt~ 5C'~~~)

precedes the verb. Comparative infinitival constructions such as this
one can either precede or follow the verb in Biblical Hebrew;168 the
present order therefore is not obligatory. The general rule of
constituent order would suggest that if the comparative construction is
fronted, it has a marked pragmatic function, in particular that of the
clause's Focus.169 The extant examples, mentioned in note 168, seem
to confirm that whenever the comparative construction follows after
the verb, the clause's main completive Focus is on the verb. In the
opposite case, the information expressed by the verb is presented as
topical, i.e., as known to speaker and addressee alike, and the fronted
comparative construction takes the clause's Focus.'~o If the same

'6' This is the regular order in clauses with ~11~ and a subject clause, be it
interrogative or assertive; see e.g. 2 Sam 14:32; 18:3; Ps 119:71; Job 10:3;
Ruth 2:22; Qoh 5:4.
168 Preceding the verb: besides the present case, also in e.g. Is 17:12; Ps
103:11?.12.13; Job 2:10; 10:4. Following the verb: e.g. Gen 33:10; Ex 21:7;
Judg 14:6; Isa 34:4; Ezek 23:44; Zech 13:9 (bis); Ps 66:10. (Only those cases
have been taken into consideration where the same verb is used in the
comparative construction and in the main clause.) See also
169 Compare with Grol3's findings on nominal comparative constituents
(GrtoB, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 77): whenever a nominal comparative
adjunct precedes the verb, it has Focus.
'~o In all the cases in which the comparative construction follows the verb, the
verb's main verb conveys non-topical information, and should therefore be
regarded as completive Focus, i.e. the core of the information which the
speaker wants to add to the addressee's existing pragmatic information. The
comparative construction in those cases adds to the completive Focus, in that
it specifies the focal information. In the cases in which the comparative
construction precedes, the information conveyed by the main verb is topical,
i.e., it is presented as previously known. In Ps 103, to take just one example,
the fact that God is forgiving and compassionate is repeated a number of times
(e.g. v.8). When, in v.13, it is stated that the L.ord has compassion like a father
for his children, this clause's main Focus is not that God has compassion (that
was known already), but that his compassion is like that of a father for his
children. The comparative clause, thus, has the clause's Focus and stands in
fronted position.
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principle applies in our present case, the informational structure of the
clause is comparable to that of the clauses in the preceding verses 7-8,
i.e., a question in which the contrastive Focus lies on the fronted
element. The question is not so much, then, whether or not the friends
deceive God; Job presents it as topical information that they do. What
his question is really about is whether they will (or will be able to)
deceive God as one deceives man. This Focus on the comparative
underscores the absurdity of the friends' attempt to fool God, for
obviously, he will not be cheated like one cheats a man.
Clause l0a consists only of a verbal construction, which therefore by
definition has the function of Focus, the Top being the implicit S of
the verb. The following conditional clause has a doubly occupied
preverbal field. In his study of this type of clauses, Grof3 categorises
the present clause as "two-headed" (zweigipflig), meaning that both
fronted constituents have Focus. While I would agree that the first
constituent ~C'~C~ is focal, I do have questions concerning the focality
of the second constituent o'7~. The latter word is the DO of the
following verb jltttLïl, with which it forms an idiomatic expression,'~t
and, hence, a semantic,'~Z and a pragmatic unity.173 As a result, the

17' The expression l:']~ ti4T has a number of ineanings, both literal ("lift the
face"I "hold up the face to") and idiomatic (see GituaER, M. L, The Many
Faces of Hebrew C']~ NfZ~ `lift up the face', in Zeitschrift fiir die
alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 95 [ 1983] 252-260). The idiomatic meanings
of the expression may be valued either positively ("to show favour") or
negatively ("to show partiality"). The latter meaning applies in Deut (0:17;
28:50; Lev 19:15; Mal 2:9; Ps 82:2; Job 32:21; 34:19; Prov 6:35; 18:5 and
also in the present Jobian chapter (13:8.10). In the negative sense of "showing
partiality", the expression usually explicitly mentions the Recipient or
favoured person of the action, be it as the nomen rectum in a construct state
construction after ']~ (so e.g. in Lev 19:15) or as an indirect object (so in
Deut 28:50). In a number of cases, including Job 13: l0, the expression is used
in an absolute sense, without mention of the Recipient, indicating that the
expression had become an independent idiom (see also Deut 10:17 and Mal
2:9).
17z An idiom cannot be semantically analysed into smaller semantic units (see
DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part I, p. 103: "By `idiom' we
shall understand any composite linguistic expression, the meaning of which
cannot be compositionally derived from the meaning of its parts".) Just as the
meaning of Dik's English example "to kick the bucket" cannot be described
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DO cannot have a pragmatic functíon of its own, in isolation from the
function of the verb; therefore, the fronting of the DO does not
indicate its focalisation in contrast to the verb. The question remains,
then, what is the function of the DO's fronting here. In the other cases
of the same expression in which the DO is fronted, the fronting serves
the function of focalising the nominal nomen rectum or pronominal
suffix following the noun, as mentioned above in the case of 13:8a.174
Since, however, the noun is used absolutely here, the latter case does
not apply. One could suggest that the fronting of the DO has the
function of focalising the complete idiomatic expression.175 In order to
corroborate the claim that fronting indeed may have this function,
much more analysis of the constituent order of idioms should be done.
In the present case, it seems unlikely, however, that the expression is
in Focus, since just a few clauses earlier, viz., in 8a, the friends are
said to show partiality. Their being partial is quite topical, then.
Therefore, the only Focus of the present clause seems to be that even
if they would be partial in secret, God would reprove them. What is
the function of fronting the DO, is still not clear then. Stylistic reasons
aside, it might well be that the constituent order of the different parts
of an idiomatic expression is not subject to the general order rules
developed in Hebrew linguistics. But this again, is a subject for further
research.

on the basis of the meaning of "to kick" and "bucket", the meaning of C;~
ttVT cannot be understood as the combination of "to lift" and "face".
173 Forming a semantic unity, the different morphological parts of idiomatic
expressions cannot have different pragmatic functions. Continuing the same
example as in the preceding note, focalising the object of the expression "to
kick the bucket", e.g. by prosodically stressing it, immediately takes away its
idiomatic meaning. (see also comparable phenomena with e.g. passivisation of
idioms, Ibid., p. 104). In clauses as "It was the bucket he kicked" of "He
kicked the auctciïr", the idiomatic meaning is excluded, unless in (humoristic)
zeugmatic constructions. (Take the unlikely case of a soccer player collapsing
and dying while preparing for a penalty kick. In the possible comment that
"failing to kick the ball, he kicked the bucket", the "bucket" would be in
Contrastive Focus, but only because of the zeugmatic double use of the verb
"to kick".)
"a See also Ps 82:2; Job 42:8; Lam 4:16.
175 See the remarks concerning 13:24 on p. 203 and n. 234.
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s . 13:11-12

:CD'~731 ~7~' 1iR~1 GDCIí~t llyDt'í 1ii~`ttU rt51

:DD'Da ~f]iT-'Da51')N-'SVF~ CD'71DT

13:11 a h~ló'sa étó tv6a ét éfkem

13:11 b ~ ~ u~ahdó ~ yippóJ ~ ~`Ic~;4~i1~

13:12a zikrónékem mislé é~er

13:12h t~g~tbbé hómer ~abbékem

~ ~ ? not his-majesty it-rerrïfres y~ou
13:11 a ~ in - neo~- S Pf V) Í)p

nn~l- his fear ït-bi~ill-j'ull orz-you
13:I1h w S P(V} ~ Co(loc)

,~r~ur-srruc~ces sm.ings-of ash
13:12a ~ S P(N) ~ ~ ~'

as-pasitions-of clay~ ~ t~our-position.s
13:12b P(PO)176 S

Verse 11 consists of two verbal interrogative clauses with a fronted
subject. According to my suggestion on the constituent order of
interrogative clauses made with regard to 12:11,~~~ these fronted
subjects should be the clauses' main Questioning Focus. However, as
Gro13 has remarked, fronted subjects are not necessarily pragmatically
marked. Indeed, the present context does not seem to suggest that the
fronted subjects are the Focus of the clauses, i.e., the clauses do not
ask whether it is God's majesty that terrifies them. Rather, the whole
clauses are the questions' Focus, asking if they are not terrified by
God's majesty. The reason why the subjects 1L1t~tU and ~irt'~ are fronted
here is that they are introduced as New Topics, be it only for the
duration of these clauses.
Verse 12 is built up of two nominal clauses, the first with S-P order,
the second with the reverse P-S order. The first clause displays the

16 For the analysis of this constituent as a nominal predicate with the function
of a prepositional object, see n. 30.
~~~ See p. 156.
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pragmatically unmarked order in which the S C~':~~t is the clause's
(New)Top, the P ~~tt-' SR~] taking the function of the Completive Foc.
In the second clause this order is reversed. Apart from stylistic reasons
(chiasm), this order is caused by the fact that the S C~'~a is
synonymous with, and referentially equal to, the S of the preceding
clause (CC':~Ct) and hence discourse active already. The P ~t]l~-'C]5
with Completive Foc can, therefore, take the first position without
jeopardising the communicative effectiveness.

t.13:13-14

:~iC ' SU ~CI7'1 ')ti-~~]ilZ1 '~f~t] 1G7'~ft~

:'~]CC C'L:~fit 't~~71 ',Gr1 '~V)C N~~t 1t)-5y

13:13a hatlarisu mitnmenni

13:13h wa'adabbJr ~ni

13: I 3 c w~ya "bór `álay má

13:14a `al má 'essti' bdsári b~sinnáy

13:1-th c~na~si ~3sïm bdkappi

keep-sitent frorn-me
13:13a P(V) Co(loc}i~s

and- let-rne-speak I
13:13h w P(V) St

and- itana}~-pass on-me something
13:13c w P(V} Co(loc) - S"~

(irhatfor:'J I-will-lift-up my flesh in-mt~-teeth
13:14a [Aj(caus}(in))i~~ P(V} DO - Aj(loc)18t

and- my-snul 1-will-plare in-m~~-palm
13:14h w DO P(V) Co(loc)

178 The function of the PP'7bt~ is labelled as locative (i.c. separativus), since
it indicates the metaphorical movement away from Job, which the friends
would make by keeping silent. This idea of removal witnesses to the
conceptualisation of the friends' relentless speaking as pressing upon Job.
Since the separative movement is essential to the verb's meaning in the
present verse, it is considered as part of the verb's valency pattern (Co.).
i79 ~n has the function of an indefinite, and not that of an interrogative
pronoun, as also indicated by its post-verbal position, cf. J-M ~ 144f.
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Verse 13 opens with an imperative clause with the verb in first
position, which, according to my suggested V-X preference for
imperatives,'g2 is the unmarked order to be expected. After this
imperative comes a second volitive clause, this time with a cohortative
verb form, followed by an independent personal pronoun. Although
clauses in the volitive mood do not aim at filling an informational gap,
the pragmatic function of the syntactically superfluous subject
pronoun can without hesitation be described as Contrastive Foc. Job
stresses that if they would keep silent, he himself could speak. Moving
the syntactically superfluous pronoun before the verb,183 which would
be the standard procedure in assertive clauses,184 is not an option here:
if the verb is to have indirect volitive meaning,185 it should
immediately follow the conjunction waw.tgb
The iussive clause of 13c has a pragmatically unmarked order; the
position of the locative complement '`7D immediately after the verb,
but before the S is to be explained by the fact that the locative
constituent is pronominal and, therefore, tends to move as close as
possible to the verb.187 This order implies no specific pragmatic
function of either the Co or the S.
After deleting the obvious dittography at the beginning of the clause,
14a consists of a pragmatically neutral assertive clause, with a DO

'~ This constituent is probably to be accounted for as a dittography of the last
two words of the preceding verse and should probably be deleted, see BHS'
apparatus.
18' One could reasonably azgue that this constituent ']VJ~ is a complement,
rather than an adjunct of location.'a2 See p. 177.
's3 Syntactically superfluous pronouns can either precede or follow the
cohortative. Preceding the verb: Gen 33:14; Judg 5:3; Jonah 2:10; Mic 7:7;
Hab 3:18; Job 16:4. Following the verb: 2Sam 18:22; Jer 17:18 (bis); Zech
8:21 and the present verse Job 13:13.
'~ See J-M ~ 146b.3.
ias ~e second volitive form can best be understood as an indirect volitive,
and the relation between the two volítive clauses as one of consequence or
purpose ("Keep silent from me, so that I may speak"), see J-M ~ 116b.
'~ The separation of the waw from the volitive verb form in the case of an
indirect volitive is possible, bu[ very rare. See J-M ?; 116i, and see Job 14:15b
discussed on p. 240 below.
'a~ See n. 77.
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'~ttTS and an Aj ']rcT~ following the verb. In the semantically parallel

clause 14b, the DO '~] is moved before the verb. This fronting does

not indicate the constituent's Contrastive Foc: the clause does not

mean to say that it is his soul ( as opposed to something else) that he
put in his hand. Rather, the DO is fronted because it is parallel to the

DO of the preceding clause, a phenomenon I have termed Parallel

Focus, following Dik's use of this term.~ga For the rest, the DO, like

that of the preceding clause, is part of the clause's Completive Foc.

u . 13:15-17

:n'~ir~ ~'~~-5sz '~~rt-~lz 5mre 1~5 '~ 5~i~' 1rt
:It1~' ~~il 1'~~51t~7-'~ Ry1V.ï'~'S-1t1~1-Oa

:C~'~itt~'i11Rti1'Ci~7~ y11]4J1i717LJ

13:15a hén yiqf'Icni

13:ISb ~ ~ ~ lá''~yahél

13:15c ák d'r~káy "él pánrï~~ í~kl~ah

13:16a ~ gam hU'II lisu ~

13:16b kiló'f~ánáwháné~ yàbó'

13:17a ~ srm~ `u sánió á mitlátr

13:17b [~'ahawátí b~ óznékeir~ ~

tsa See n. 133.
is9 The particle ~tt is taken to function as a modal word ( `surely') here (cf.
BHRG ~ 41.3.3), although it could also be regarded as a focus particle ( `only')
modifying the next word ( `only my ways I shall defend to him') or the next
clause ( `I shall only defend my ways to him'). Most commentators ínterpret
the particle ín the former sense, but see DHOxivtE, Job, p. 170: "Le restrictif ~tZ
[...] pour signifier `pourvu que'."
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behold
13:15a dp

13:15h

13:15c
stsrely nty~-iways before-him

~ ~ i)~R9-~-CO({OC)
already tlzi.rfc~r-me

13:16a fp-S-IO
fnrrrxlz~rzxl2irrturgxratFntnt

13:16b cj(s)r~eg-Cc(6~c)-S

13:17a
anr1- rn~~-dectarcltion

13:17h w S

Iae-rrtn}~-kilt- rne
~ P(V) DO(sf)
nor 1-will-hope
ncg - P(V)
I-~vill-nrgtte
P(V") :
as-sah~ation
P(PO)
he-ivill-cortté~ ~ ~
P(V) ~ Aj(caus)T
listen to-listeri rny-iti'ord
E7(V) ' DO
t72-b'Ol{Y-PQl'S .

P(tOC~

Verse 15 starts out with the discourse particle j~, the function of
which is to focus the attention on the utterance that follows, because
of its surprising or unexpected content, or because a change in the
discourse is taking place.~~ After having rebuked the friends for
taking the part of God (vv.7-12), Job asked the friends to keep silent
so that he might speak, come what may, if even he is risking his own
life (vv.13-14). After this quite emphatic introduction, Job, in the
present verses, makes clear in what his speaking will consist. Clause
15a is probably not to be read as an assertive clause, stating that
"he"(-God) will kill Job, but rather as a modal clause presenting the
possibility that God may do so.19~ Once again, it should be remarked,
that although God had not been mentioned in the preceding verses, he
is reintroduced here as the clause's Top without any specific marking,
demonstrating how discourse active "God" is for Job throughout his
speeches.
The relation of this first clause to the following has received many
interpretations, which I cannot all review here. If one accepts, as I do,
to read N5 as its ketiv,19Z viz., as the negative, and to read the verb 5R'

I~ BHRG ~ 44.4.4.i.
19~ See JPS; CLwes, Job 1-20, pp. 313: "Job could simply be allowing the
possibility that God would foreclose the disputation by slaying Job [...]."192 The reading of the qere, viz., as 15 which has, among others, inspired the
KJV "Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him", is now considered "an
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with the meaning of `to hope', it seems best to consider the clause as
an interjected clause commenting on the probability of God's slaying
Job. The clause asserts (possibly also modally)193 that Job has no hope
that God would do anything else than slaying him. Clause 15c then
makes clear what Job will "say"(see 13b), in spite of the imminen[
threat of being killed by God. The form of the clause underlines Job's
deliberation to do as he says. The clause opens with the modal word
~t~, stressing the speaker's conviction about and involvement with the
content of the clause. The clause's verb is preceded by a doubly
occupíed preverbal field, in which both the DO'~~i and the locative
Co ~'7~-5it have found their place. In his treatment of clauses with a
double preverbal field, GroR categorises this clause as having a double
Focus in the preverbal field, with the possibility that also the verb has
Focus. That possibility seems to apply here: since no mention had
been made of stating a case before God in the preceding clauses, the
verb must also have some (Completive) Focus, next to the Focus of
the two fronted constituents. Those two constituents both have
Contrastive Focus: the clause asserts and stresses both that Job will
defend his ways, and that he will do so to God's face. The two
constituents may even be contrasting each other, in that Job and God
are juxtaposed to each other by means of the pronominal suffixes in
the preverbal field. The clause should therefore be read as: "Surely, I
will defend my ways to his face." A clause with this high amount of
explicitly marked focal constituents, opening with a modal word and
introduced with another clause starting with a discourse particle
attracts quite some attention to itself in the development of the
discourse and should therefore be attributed quite some weight in the
discourse's structure.
Clause 16a has a nominal, and more specifically: a prepositional,
predicate ~v~tLi'S, preceded by both a pronominal subject and a
pronominal indirect object. The fronted pronominal subject K1~ t
anaphorically refers to the content of the preceding clause, viz., that

ingenious emendation by the Masoretes", which is not supported by the
context, however (PoPE, Job, p. 100).
193 SO Ín JPS: " I may have no hope".
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Job will defend his ways to the face of God himself.194 Its position at
the beginning of the clause, and its introduction by the focal particle
t7a mark the S as having Contrastive Foc.
The prepositional predicate ~D1r11'S could be regarded as topical; the
information of the clause could then be paraphrased as "Already this
will be my salvation ( and not e.g. all the good advice you have been
giving)". This interpretation would present the fact that something
could save Job as given, as discourse active. However, since Job's

i94 Many commentators and translations take tt1R to cataphorically refer to the
following'~-clause, see e.g. Dxottt~tE, Job, p. 170: "Ceci, d'ailleurs, sera pour
moi salut, C'est que devant lui un mécréant ne se présente pas". However, it is
only in an oblique sense that the fact "that no impious man would come before
him" could mean salvation for Job; as Clines has correctly observed, "an evil
person would not willingly approach God; Job's boldness must argue his
innocence" (CtrtNES, Job 1-20, p. 314). What will really save Job, then, is his
willingness to defend his ways before God, of course given the fact that no
impious person would ever dare to do so (see Hnsst„ Job, p. 230; PoPE, Job,
pp. 97, ]00). It is more natural, then, [o regard the content of the preceding
clause as the anaphoric reference of ti1~, and to read the following '~-clause
as causaL (HoRST, Hiob, p. 202 and HAttTLeY, Job, p. 222 analyse the clause
in a similar way, but interpret it as saying that the fact that Job would be
allowed access to God would be his salvation, since a sinner would not be
allowed such access.)
While, from a logical point of view, Kroeze is right in saying that ultimately
the two syntactic analyses and corresponding interpretations do not díffer very
much (KxoEZE, J. H., Het Boek Job [Commentaar op het Oude Testament],
Kampen, Kok, 1961, p. 165), the anaphoric interpretation of H1~i is clearly to
be preferred on grammatical grounds. In contrast to ~T, which can be used
both anaphorically and cataphorically (J-M ~ 143b), M1~, when used as
demonstrative, is as a rule anaphoric, i.e., refemng to what preceded (G-K-C
~ 136a; J-M ~ 143k). T'his tendency is confirmed by a summary survey of the
other cases of the construction
"nounf5 - suffixf5- (~'R) - lZ1R" (Ex 4:16; Lev I 1:39; Deut 29:12; 2Sam
7:14; Jer 31:1.33; Ezek 11:11; 37:27; 1Chron 17:13; 22:10). For what it is
worth statistically, in all these cases, the demonstratively used personal
pronoun refers anaphorically to something mentioned before. Moreover, I
have not been able to find other cases in which a demonstrative sz1~ would
refer cataphorically to a following nominal '7-clause, whereas the
construction does occur with the demonstrative pronoun ~T (see e.g. Ps 56:10:
' S G'~ 5!! '~ 't'~S1i' ~I i and possibly 1 Ki 17:24).
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being saved has not been mentioned in the preceding clauses,195 it
seems better to regard the P w~4T 5 as the clause's Completive Foc,
providing information about the S tt~~, which, incidentally, does no[
only have the function of Contrastive Foc, but also of the clause's
NewTop. Following this analysis, the clause should be read as
"Already this will be my salvation".19b The remaining constituent
functions as an indirect object to the P. Its position before the P
probably witnesses to the tendency, described by Revell, to place
constituents with higher referentiality before constituents with less
referentiality in a nominal clause.197 In any case, it seems clear that the
position of the IO does not mark it as having Contrastive Foc; rather,
it joins the P in assuming the role of Completive Foc in the present
clause.
As clause 15c, also 16b has a doubly occupied preverbal field in
which the locative Co 1'7~5 precedes the S~7n. Moreover, the
negation of the clause is put before the Co, rather than before the verb,
which would be its standard position.198 Grammars have recognised
that placing the negation before one of the non-verbal constituents of a
verbal clause, provides this constituent with emphasis or
prominence,l~ or as functional grammar would say: with
(Contrastive) Focus. However, in his 2001 book, Grof3 doubts whether
that is the case in the present verse, since the focalisation of the Co
would yield the unlikely opposition "not before him [but before
someone less mighty] the godless may come".2~ It is not clear,
however, why GroI3 supposes that the Contrastive Foc would lie
precisely on the pronominal suffix of the prepositional phrase (him). It

'95 The noun ~I71tU' does not occur before the present clause in the book of
Job, and also the cognate verb DVJ' occurs only once before ( 5:15). Obviously,
the idea that Job should be saved from his suffering has been an issue in the
preceding chapters, and much of the friends' advice is directed at finding such
salvation.
'96 Following GroB's terminology, the clause can therefore be categorised as
zweigipflig ( "two-headed").
197 For a more ample discussion of this tendency, see pp. 87-92.
'9s J-M ~ 160e.
'~ G-K-C ~ 152e; J-M t? 160e.
Z~ GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 192.
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seems better to take the Focus to be on the prepositional phrase as a
whole (before him), whose negation makes perfect sense in the
context of the clause as described above: it will be Job's salvation that
he desires to defend his case before him (15c), since a godless person
would not come before him (16b). Moreover, this interpretation of the
clause provides a better explanation for the fronting of the Co than
Grof3 was able to give: it is not because of the constituent's anaphoric
connection with the preceding clause that it is fronted, but because of
its focal function.201 Besides the Co, also the S~~rt is fronted before
the verb. Groó's rule that a constituent in the second fronted position
has Focus also applies here: the godless is contrasted with the I-
person, and hence receives Contrastive Foc. The clause should
therefore be read with the following focal intonation: "for an impious
person would not come before you". The logic is clear: that Job dares
to come before God proves he is not impious - for an impious person
would not dare to do so-, and that fact will be his salvation, assuming
that God would not punish the pious.
The two clauses of verse 17 display a pragmatically unmarked
constituent order: the imperative clause of 17a opens with the
imperative verb cum infinitive v~t)V~ 1yr7tD followed by the DO 'n`Jt~,2o2
whereas the nominal clause in 17b C~'7ti~~ 'n111n1 has the unmarked
S-P order, first introducing the Topic, and then adding the Completive
Foc. The modality of the clause does add some complication to this
analysis, however. After the imperative of 17a, the nominal clause
should be read as having volitive meaning:203 "may my declaration be
in your ears". Like the imperative clauses, this type of clause does not
aim at modifying the pragmatic information of the addressee, but

zoi I am, therefore, not convinced by Gro(3's argument that the constituent
order of 16b would prove that the pronoun zZ1~ in 16a refers to God (Ibid., p.
193 n. 126). On different grounds, the in[erpretation that the pronoun would
refer to God was already refuted by DHOttt~tE, Job, p. 170: "Le fait qu'un
mécréant ne se présente pas devant Dieu n'est pas une raison pour que Dieu
soit le salut de Job."
zoz See the V-X order for imperative clauses, p. 177.
zo3 Even though nominal clauses lack a volitive verbal form, they may have
optative force, see J-M ~ 163b.
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rather at expressing the speaker's desire that a certain state of affairs
would be actualised. Calling the P the Completive Foc of the clause is
shorthand, then, for saying that the P adds information on the state of
affairs in which the speaker desires the Top to be. Moreover, after an
intended illocutionary conversion, the volitive clause, expressing the
wish that a certain state of affairs would be actualised, receives
imperative illocutionary force, expressing the wish that the
interlocutors would act in such a manner as to actualise that state of
affairs. In other words, Job does not simply wish that his plea be
heard, but, more importantly - and obviously, that his friends would
actively listen. Whether the modal character of this nominal clause has
any effect on the constituent order is hard to say. More research would
be needed, first, to locate the different modal NCI, and, secondly, to
analyse whether or not their constituent order is in keeping with the
general structural rules of NCl as developed by different scholars.

v . 13:18-19

:p~~t~ ~.tz-,~ ,nv~, n~~ ,r~~v z~~-n~n
:v~at~i ~r~rtr~ ~rv-,~ ~-tr~v ~,~, ~~n-~~

13:18a hínné~ná rtFaktr ~ mispat

I 3:18ba ~~~id~t'ti

13:18h~ ki sni f~sdáy

13:19a mi hu' várïb `imm.idi

13:19b ki áttá ~~ ~áh~ris

13:19c ~ s-c~ ëgwá `
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behold 'please' I-prepare case
13:18a dp-ij P(V) DO

1-~now
13:18ha P(V) [1)O;1

that 1 I-x~ill-be-irt-tl:e-right~`~
13:18b(1 cj (s) Sf P(V)

who l:e-K~ilf-argue x~ith-rne
13:19a S(in) - emph'o~ P(V) PO

~~ truly then 1-will-keep-sïlent
13:19h mw - Aj(temp} P(V) ' ~

artd- I-x~ill-expire
13:19c w P(V)

Verse 18 opens with the discourse particle ~~~ followed by the
entreating interjection tt~. This opening of the clause is rather frequent
in prose direct discourse,z~ in which cases it emphatically and
urgently requests the Addressees to focus their attention on the content
of the following discourse "and (through anticipation) to look
favourably upon the request that follows".ZO~ Indeed, in all prose
cases,208 the clause introduced by ti]'T~ is followed by a request,
which, most often, also contains the interjection tt,'. This could also be
the case in the present clause: the description that Job is filing a
lawsuit is followed by a request directed to God to treat him honestly

DOj

z~ I follow the majority ofcontemporary scholars in inteipreting the verb 7~3
as `being in the right' here (see the extensive discussion of the root in the
book of Job in HottsT, Hiob, pp. 159-160; see on this clause also Ct.u~ss, Job
I-20, p. 315). However, it is unclear whether Job describes his present
situation, i.e., before the trial starts ("I know that I am in the right") or the
expected outcome of the trial ("I know that I will be in the right"). The use of
the imperfect verb form seems to suggest the latter, especially since the
present meaning of the stative verb ~7~~ would be expressed by the perfect
verb form (so e.g. in Job 33:12; 34:15, see also J-M ~ 112a). Moreover, also
the following clauses describe the possible future outcome of the trial, be it as
a hypothetical construct.
zos On the meaning and use ofN1~ here, see below.
z~ Gen 12:11; 16:2; 18:27.31; 19:2.8.19.20; 27:2; Judg 13:3; 19:9; ISam 9:6;
16:15; 2Sam 13:24; 14:21; 1 Ki 20:31; 22:13; 2Ki 2:16.19; 4:9; 5:15; 6:1.
zo' J-M ~ I OSc.
~8 2Ki 2:19 is the only counterexample. However, the context makes clear
that Elisha did understand the citizens' complaint about the bad quality of
[heir water supplies as a reques[ to do something abou[ the si[uation.
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(vv.20-21). On the other hand, it is conspicuous that Job is the only
non-prose book in which the collocation is found, and four times at
that. From the other instances in the book, it becomes clear that the
Jobian use of sZ7-~7~I does not have the same meaning as in prose
literature: in 40:15 and 16,2~ the collocation is not followed by a
request whatsoever, and also in 33:2 a following request seems to be
absent,210 unless one would take v.5 to be that request. The
combination of these data renders it somewhat uncertain to describe
the collocation's meaning in the present context: while it is clear that
the expression attracts the attention of the addressees, it remains
uncertain, in the Jobian context, whether it announces the following
request. Next to, or as part of, its function to focus the attention of the
addressee, the discourse particle can also have the function of
signalling the presence of a performative utterance, i.e. an utterance
that produces what it expresses.21 As Zatelli has demonstrated, ~7~
may indicate that the following clause has the illocutionary force of a

z~ 40:15a: ~i~y 'Ii'V~I7-1tiJrt Ii1r~~:1 tt7-~7if
40:16a:1'7tïf~~ 111~ ~t7-~7~

z~o 33:2: :'~rt~ '71tU5 ~r~~i '~ ~nnr~ n7-~7~
The parallel between 33:2 and the present clause 14:18a will be obvious. Both
clauses are preceded by a request to listen, while both clauses announce that
the Speaker will make a statement. On the use of the perfect in both clauses,
see n. 215.
21 A common, although formal, example of such an utterance is "I hereby
declare this meeting open", which by pronouncing it - provided it is done by
the meeting's chairman - has the effect of actually opening the meeting. Ever
since the work of J. Austin (AvsTU~r, J. L., How to Do Things with Words,
Cambridge, MA, MIT Press, 1962) and J. Searle (SEAR~E, J., Speech Acts. An
Essay in the Philosophy of Language, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1969), the notion of explicit performatives (and other illocutionary acts)
and the accompanying descriptive vocabulary have gained wide acceptance in
linguistic circles, as well as in biblical studies (see especially WAGNER, A.,
Sprechakte und Sprechaktanalyse im Alten Testament. Untersuchungen im
biblischen Hebrdisch an der Nahtstelle zwischen Handlungsebene und
Grammatik [BZAW, 253], Berlin, de Gruyter, 1997 and WAGNER, A., Die
Stellung der Sprechakttheorie in Hebraistik und Exegese, in A. LEivtAtRE [ed.],
Congress Volume Basel 2001 [Vetus Testamentum. Supplements, 92], Leiden,
Brill, 2002, pp. 55-83).
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performative.212 It seems likely that the particle is used in this way
here: together with the clauses la, lb, 2a and the relative clause in v.
28, verse 18 is the only one to use perfect verb forms, in a context of
almost exclusively imperfect and volitive forms. This sudden
interruption of the verbal forms calls for an explanation. Since the
predicate of 18a (`to file a lawsuit') has declarative meaning, and
since Job has just explicitly announced that he would turn to God, it
seems very likely that the perfective form should be read precisely as
a perfectum declarativum, also known as perfectum performativum,Zi3
which is the verbal form par excellence to mark a explicit
performative speech act in Classical Hebrew.214 That also the particle
would signal the presence of a performative utterance is very likely,
then.215 The constituent order of the clause is pragmatically unmarked,
the implicit S being the Top, the P and DO having Completive Focus.
Clause 18b consists of a single verb, the DO of which takes the form
of a following substantival clause. The latter clause has a fronted and
grammatically superfluous independent personal pronoun. Although
fronting the S does not necessarily mark it for a specific pragmatic
function, fronting a superfluous pronoun does. In the present context,
the fronting marks the S for Contrasiive Foc: "it is I who will be in the
right".216 The fact that at the end of a lawsuit somebody will be put in

2~2 ZATELLI, L, Analysis of Lexemes from a Conversational Prose Text: hnh as
Signal of a Performative Utterance in 1 Sam. 25:41, in Zeitschrift fiir
Althebraistik 7 (1994) 44-50.
213 So Boazlta, Tempora, p. 199: "Koinzidenzfall". On the conceptual equality
of `Koinzidenzfall' and `performative utterance', the usual term in Hebrew
linguistics, See ROGLAND, M., Alleged Non-Past Uses of Qatal in Classical
Hebrew (Studia Semitica Neerlandica, 44), Assen, Van Gorcum, 2003, p. 115.
2'4 See G-K-C ~ 106j; J-M ~ 112f. In his dissertation, Rogland has argued that
this performative character of the qatal is no argument to ascribe non-past
meaning to the verbal form (ROGLAND, Qatal, pp. 115-127). However one
wishes to account for the tense semantics of qatal, nobody will doubt its
ability to express performative speech acts.
Zi5 Other examples of performative perfects preceded by ~~~ are: Gen 17:20;
Num 8:8.21; Judg 1:2; 1 Ki 3:12; Jer 1:9. The only other case of a
performative perfect preceded by tt7-~7~ is found in the already mentioned
Jobian verse 33:2 ('~ T~Ri~~ ~t7-~7~)!
2'6 The focal character of the pronoun is preserved in the translations by
HoxsT, Hiob, p. 178 ("Ich weif3, daR ich es bin, [...]"), by TÈRRIEN, S., Job
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the right, can be regarded as SubTop here, viz., as implied knowledge
related to judicial proceedings. Job's conviction that he himself will
be put in the right at the end of the trial, and not his unmentioned
opponent in court, is what motivates him to start a court case.
Clause 19a being a(rhetorical) question, it starts with the interrogative
pronoun, which, obviously has Questioning Foc. The following
independent personal pronoun N~~ does not have a syntactic function
of its own in the clause, it is used as an enclitic emphasizing the
preceding interrogative pronoun,Z'~ thereby strengthening its focal
function: "Who, yes who, will ...". Other than that, the constituent
order of the clause, as that of the following clauses is pragmatically
unmarked. Clause 19b is opened with the modal word '~, which
stresses the speaker's resolution and involvement in what is being
said. It is possible to regard also the verbal forms in 19b-c as modal
("then I would keep silent"), but morphological indicators for such a
reading are lacking.

w. 13:20-21

:~non lz5 ~,~~r~ Tlz ~~r~y v~yn-5zz c,nrs~ce
:~~nv~n-5re ~nt,tti pn~~ ~ 5yr~ ~~~

13:20a 'ak stayim 'a1 ta~ ás immádí

13:20b ázmippáneká ló' éssátér

13:21 a kapp~ka mé álay harhay ~

13:21b u~ émátaká ál f~a ~tanni

(Commentaire de 1'Ancien Testament, 13), Neuchátel, Delachaux et Niestlé,
1963, p. 116 and by DHOrtiwE, Job, p. 171 (both: "Je sais que c'est moi qui
[...]"). The latter calls the use of the pronoun "emphatique" in the present
verse.
Z'~ See G-K-C ~ 136c; J-M ~ 144a n. 1.
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vnly hvo-things not do ivith me
13:20a fp - DO neg - P(V) Aj(icomm}

thenfinnz yr~u~rce not I-w~ill-lzide
13:20h ~ rAj(te~)-Cohc~c} neg- P(V) ~

xza-~~tin,finnrat-rrt remoti~e
13:21 a ~ DO - Ca(loc) P(V j

und- }~ocir-terror rXX.slte~rtyfiglrte7r irte
13:21h w S neg - F{V) DO(sf)

GroB remarks concerning these two verses, that they are "durch
heftige Rede mi[ ungewóhnlichen Satzteilfolgen und starken
Fokussierungen gepríigt".218 The data are impressive indeed. In three
of the four clauses, the verb is in final position, whereas the form of
most of the preverbal fields is very exceptional: both 20a and 21b
have constituents fronted before a prohibitive verb form,219 while 21a
has a doubly occupied preverbal field before an imperative, which is
rare indeed given the preference of the imperative to start the clause.
The function of the fronted DO G'tïV~ in 20a is that of Restrictive Foc,
as also the preceding focus particle ~~t makes clear. Leaving God the
freedom to conduct the trial as he wishes, Job asks for only two things.
At the same time, the fronted constituent is introduced as a NewTop,
cataphorically referring to the two requests Job will make in the
following clauses.
The preverbal field of 20b is doubly occupied. The fronting of the
temporal adverb Tct does not mark it for any specific pragmatic
function, in the same way as the fronting of a prepositional temporal
adjunct does not indicate its focalisation.220 Moreover, the normal
position of the adverb TtZ in a verbal clause is at this clause's
beginning,ZZ' which is probably to be accounted for by virtue of its
high degree of topicality: the temporal period indicated by the adverb

218 GROB, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 235.
zi9 Other rare examples of this construction are Lev 10:19; Judg 19:20; Prov
25:9; Qoh 7:18; 11:6.
ZZO On the latter point, see GRO6, Satzteilfolge, p. 141.ZZi See G-K-C ~ 107c: "The imperfect is frequently used in this way afier the
particle[s] it~ `then' [...]. The perfect is used after TN when [...]. [italics mine,
original italics omitted]"
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is always very discourse active in that it refers to the deictic centre of
the discourse world spoken about.222 The fronted position of the
locative Complement ~'~~t~ can only be interpreted as having a
marked pragmatic function. A strong Contrastive Foc - as if the clause
would mean that Job would not have to hide before God, but still
before someone else - clearly does not apply in the present case. It
would seem better to explain the fronting as caused by a slight Parallel
Foc with the pronominal Adjunct '~bv with which the preceding
clause ended:Z23 "two things do not do with me, then I will not have to
hide from you". Beside having this marked pragmatic function, the
constituent is also part of the clause's Completive Foc, together with
the verb.
The fronted DO ~~~ of 21 a and the S~tit,tt of 21 b very cleazly have
Parallel Focus; together they introduce the two semantically parallel
clauses which explain the "two things" Job asked God not to do.
Likewise, the two nouns, both followed by the second person
pronominal suffix, are semantically parallel in this context. GroB is
correct, moreover, in stating that the two fronted constituents also
have the function of the clauses' Tops, in that it is about them that the
clauses are making an assertion (be it in volitive moods).224 Still
according to GroB, the fronting of the pronominal complement'Syb in
21a is not indicating the focalisation of the constituent, but rather is
the result of the author's decision to place the verb in the final position
in order to strongly focalise it.Z25 Indeed, after the already fronted DO,

22z The regular and unmarked fronted position of the adverb is the probable
reason why GroB did not include this clause in his exhaustive list of clauses
with a doubly occupied preverbal field (GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p.
23).
Zz3 Compare with the chiastic attraction described by Muraoka in J-M ~
155pa, see also n. 133 above.
ZZ' GROa, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 235.
2~ Gro6 remains cautious with regard to this explanation. In his concluding
chapter, he repeats this account of clause-final verbs, but, at the same time,
admits that not enough is known about the position of the verb to draw any
final conclusions. In the present chapters, a number of cases of backward
movement of the verb have been discovered (see 12:llab, 14:16a and
14:22ab), which may substantiate GroB's hypothesis, although a more
encompassing study remains to be desired.
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the order Co-V puts more focus on the V than the reverse order, which
would be more pragmatically unmarked. Focalisation is not only
achieved by fronting constituents, but also by moving backwards
constituents that are expected to come earlier in the clause. Thus,
while the fronted DO and S of 21a and 21b respectively have Parallel
Foc, the clauses' main Foc is on the volitive verbs, both of which
express a strong request to God. As in 17b, the third person wish of
21b has the illocutionary force of a request, asking the addressee to act
in such a way as to realise the uttered wish.

x. 13:22-23

13:22a

13:22b u~ ánókr

13:22c ó

13:22d

13:23a

13:23b pís i cJ~ha,ttá'fi

:'~~'~~ 1 -~';t-1a Tylt'~~a1 ~t~~1

:,~v-~, ,rr~~n, ~~~~ ;~,,~~m rnnn ~5,r~~

ucf r~ '

C enC

~dahbí'r

wah"sibëní

karnrná ]í "ic.cinót ~~~hatti "iit

hódi énl

and- call ~
13:22a w P(V)

anct- 1 1-w~ill-ansi,~er
13:22b w Sf P(V)

or 1-will-speak
13:22c cj (c) P(V)

and- unswer- me
13:22d w P(V} DO(sf}~~~

laow-ntany fiu~netnengierscaarrnrf-s~zs
13:23a P(in~) 10 - S

nt,~ciscatc~nn-sva make-kno4i~n me
13:23b DO~ P(V} ~ DOz(s~`28
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In the four short clauses of verse 22, Job presents God with two
options, viz., either to ask the questions and have Job respond, or to let
Job ask the questions and answer himself. From the point of view of
constituent order, only the fronted superfluous subject of 22b is to be
mentioned, all the other clauses consisting of of a single word. The
function of the fronting is obvious: it provides the constituent with
Contrastive Foc, juxtaposing the 1 to the second person, viz., God.
Clause 23a being an interrogative clause, it opens with the
interrogative adverb, viz. ~r~~. By definition, then, this constituent has
the function of Focus, the rest of the clause being topical. Like on
several other occasions in this speech, also this question should be
qualified as rhetorical: Job does not ask for the number of his sins, but
stresses explicitly - by means of a illocutionary conversion - his
innocence. The following order with the IO preceding the S is not
regular, but should be accounted for on the basis of the relative
lengths of the constituents: the IO being much shorter than the
complex S, it is moved forward. In the following clause 236, the DO
'~iti~nl 'DtU~ is fronted before the imperative verb form, very probably
because of its parallel (and even more: its partial equality) with the S
of the preceding nominal clause. The fronted constituent, then, has
Parallel Foc.

226 This same phenomenon is effective with regard to the mutual order ofpost-
verbal constituents: switching the neutral order of constituents does not
necessarily result in the focalisation of the constituent brought forward, but
can also indicate the focalisation of the element moved backward ( see Gxos,
Satzteilfolge, pp. 282-295, passim).
22' It is widely acknowledged that the hiph`il of ~1tn acquired its meaning of
`to answer' after the ellipsis of the object noun ~~~ (cf. HAL, 1330). In the
present verse, the suffix has the function of the second object which the
expression ~~~ ~'tZ1,~ usually governs (cf. J-M ?; 125u).
Z~ Also the hiph`il of D~' governs a double direct object ( `make somebody
know somerhing'), distinguished here by the numerals in subscript, i.e. as DOl
and DOZ ( cf. J-M ~ 125u).
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y. 13:24-25

:~~ ~'1tR~ `]~iilRtil 1'tlCti ~'79-~U5

:~~~r ~~` rr~-rcei ri~vn ~~, ~5v~

13:24a lámmá~áneká ~ tastir

13:24b u~~tahsahén ~'d~,db ~~

13:2Sa he ále níddà~ ta "rós

13:25b ~ ét yas yábés tirddg

why your faee you-hide
13:24a ~ Aj(caus)(in)-DO P(V} ~

and- i~ou-consider- nreas-elurnn~for.cc~u
13:24b w {Aj(caus)(in)} P(V} DO(st)-PO~-AchXlO~~

? leaf driven you-frightén
13:25a in - DO P(V)

and- su~aw dry yoci-pursue
13:25b w DO P(V)

Clause24a features a fronted DO ~'~~ after the interrogative adverb
that opens the interrogative clause, as usual in this type of clauses. The
interrogative constituent obviously has Questioning Foc, but what is
the (pragmatic) reason for fronting the DO ~'7~ here is less apparent.
The constituent is not introduced as the clause's and the discourse's
NewTop, and it does not seem to have specific Foc. Probably the
problem is related to the fact that the DO, consisting of the noun 0'~~
followed by a pronominal suffix, is not truly lexical, but rather
pronominal in nature: the combination of the noun with a suffix - or
with a nomen rectum, for that matter - simply indicate the person

ZZ9 The intenogative causal adverb is not repeated before clause 24b, yet it
will be clear that the interrogative function of the adverb at the beginning of
24a also extends to 24b. In order to have a complete syntactic description of
the clause, the syntactic function of the adverb is mentioned here between
braces.
Z~ On the designation of the PP ~5 as an adnominal, see the discussion in the
main text.
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referred to in the suffix or nomen rectum.231 Moreover, the collocation
of the noun with the hiph`il of the verb ~t1C can with good reason be
regarded as an idiom,Z}Z for which, as I suggested above, other order
rules seem to apply than for non-idiomatic collocations.233 As I
suggested when discussing a similar case of fronting of C'~~ in 13:10,
the fronting of the DO might have the function of providing Focus not
on the fronted DO as such, but on the idiomatic expression as a
whole.Z34 The meaning would then be: "Why do you hide your face".
The question does not primarily ask for God's reasons to do so, but
expresses the incongruity - in Job's eyes - of God's actions, as the
rhetorical questions in v.25 seem to confirm.
The constituent order of 24b does not present any particularities. The
fact that the prepositional constituent ~5 follows after the PO C'1N5
indicates that it is adnominally dependent on this PO ("as an enemy
for you"). The adnominal constituent has the same function with
regard to the preceding noun as an IO would have in relation to a verb.
If the prepositional phrase were to be the IO of the clause's main verb,
it would have followed immediately after the verb, the unmarked
position for a pronominal constituent.23s
The DO's of both clauses of v.25 are fronted before the verb. Since
the two clauses are strictly parallel, the fronting can be explained as
indicating Parallel Foc on the DO's, although in Hebrew only the

231 See TWAT VI 629-659 (Simian-Yofre) c.635: "Bei verschiedenen
feststehenden Wendungen [...], aber auch auRerhalb solcher Wendungen
bedeutet p`nê die Person selbst, die das nomen rectum angebt [...]."
z32 See TWAT VI 629-659 (Simian-Yofre) cc.645-647.
Z33 See p. 183.
2~ In order to ascertain this claim, a broad and thorough research into
idiomatic expressions would be necessary. The data of the particular
expression C'7~ ~'tÏC~ are too scarce to come to any conclusive results. Of
the around thirty instances of the expression, only three have the DO-V order.
In Is 50:6 the expression is used literally, and the fronted DO ís in parallel
with two other fronted DO's in the preceding clauses, viz. '1] `my back' and
"R5 `my cheeks'. The only other case in which the idiomatically used
expression has the DO-V order is Ps 44:25, which provides a literal parallel to
our present Jobian clause. Also in the latter case, the fronting dces not seem to
mark the DO with Contrastive Foc.
zss See J-M ~ 155t and Gttos, Satzteilfolge, p. 290.
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second parallel constituent is fronted, as many examples in the
chapters under investigation demonstrate. Yet, the fronting in this case
also indicates the Contrastive Foc on the constituents, pointing to the
counterexpectational character of the action described: "is it really a
driven leaf that you will be frightening".236 The fact that God is
frightening and chasing his victims had been an issue earlier in Job's
speeches;237 the verbs can therefore be regarded as topical in verse 25.

z. 13:26-27
r~iv~ niny ,wr~~rn rn~~n , 5v ~r~r~,~

:~~nn~ ~5a~ ,rsrri-5v ~rnn~t:-5c ~~r~nrr~~ ,5a~ ~cc crvr~

13:26a ki trkt~b álay marórót

13:26b rJ~tciri,s`ëni ``'wónót na `uráy

13:27a cr~tásém bassadraglay

13:27b udtïsmór ko1 órhótáy

13:27c ál sorséraglay tÍthaqqe

for i~ou-write on-rne bitter-things
13:26a cj (c)''38~ P(V) ~ Co(Loc) - DO

me
nnd- you-make-inherit transgressiarr-ofrm-yauth

13:26b w P(V) DO~(sf) - I~Oz
and- you-place in-the fetters my feet

13:27a w P(V} Cof loc) - DO
und- you-w~ntch ull my-ivays

13:27h w P(V) DO
ltacynvvs~nnf~i 1ou-scrutinise

13:27c PO P(V} ~ ~

236 Compare with Ct.wES, Job 1-20, p. 320: "And to harass what is already
robbed of life, to chase after what is already at the mercy of the breeze is
ludicrous."
237 See e.g. 7:17-21; 9:34 and most recently 13:21.
Z38 The conjunc[ion '~ has a coordinating function here, introducing a clause
that provides the reason for the statement made in the preceding clause (cf.
BHRG ~ 40.9.ii.2).
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The clauses of verse 26 both display a pragmatically unmarked
constituent order with the verb in the initial position. The position of
the pronominal Complement '`7v before the DO t'~1~~r) in 26a is not
pragmatically motivated, but is a classical example of the tendency of
pronominal constituents to move immediately after the verb,
irrespectively of their syntactic function and that of the surrounding
constituents.239
Clause 27a has an unusual Co(loc)-DO order in the post-verbal field.
As has been remarked with regard to the same constituent order in
12:22,240 Groa considers this order to mark the DO for strong Focus.
However, as was the case in 12:22, the DO'Sa~ does not seem to have
the pragmatic function of Contrastive Foc here: the clause is not
saying that it is Job'sfeet (rather than anything else) that God has put
in the fetters. Since the DO of the present clause is strongly parallel to
the objects of the following two clauses ('rnR~~t-5~ and 'Sa~ 'V'T~tU), it
seems more natural to describe its function as Parallel Focus.
Therefore, the moving backwards of the DO does mark the constituent
for Focus, only not for Contrastive, but for Parallel Foc. While it is
true that, in Classical Hebrew, it is usually the second of a pair of
parallel clauses in which the parallel constituent receives a marked
position, the possibility of the same thing happening in the first clause,
as here, should not be excluded.241 It will be clear that this again is an
issue that needs further study.z42 Finally, there will be little doubt that
the fronting of the object (in this case the PO ' S]~ 'VJ~~iSv) in 27c has
to be explained as indicating Parallel Foc, which could provide an
extra argument for the presence of the same function in 27a, even

239 See n. 235 for further reference.
Z`~ See p. 168. For further reference to CnoB's work, see n. 137 on the same
page.
Z4i Compare with the pazallel fronted DO's in 13:25 discussed above.Z42 Tentatively, one could formulate the reseazch hypothesis that a backward
movement of a constituent in the first of a set of parallel clauses - as here - is
caused by the same phenomenon of "attraction" that causes parallel
constituents in the second of a pair of pazallel clauses to move forwazd (see
J-M ~ 155 oalpa).
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though, concededly, the parallel between the b- and c-clause is
stronger than that between the a-clause and the two following clauses.

aa. 13:28
:rvy i5~re -ra~~ ~5~' ~~v rc~n

13:28a 6u'~rvqáb wible

13:28b ~ ~ k`~beged

13:28c ~ `IIkáló ás

and- he as-rotlen-thing he-titi~astes-atit~a4~ ~ ~
13:28a w ~ S~ - Aj(comp) P{V}'~3 ~ ~~

as-garmer~t ~
13:28b Aj(comp} (P(V)}-'`'~

it-has-éaten-~ it r~wth ~
13:28c P{V i ~ DO{sf) - S ReIT

Clause 28a has a doubly occupied preverbal field consisting of the
syntactically superfluous pronominal subject ct1~ and the comparative
adjunct ~7~~. In the chapter on comparative clauses with which GroB
opens his study of doubly occupied preverbal fields, he concludes that

Z43 I take the verb ~5~' as the predicate of the main clause with the personal
pronoun M1~ as its subject and not as the predicate of an asyndetic relative
clause with the preceding noun as its antecedent (pace Ct,tt~ES, Jo6 1-20, p.
283 ).
z~ I consider 13:28b as a verbal clause of which the verb is gapped. It is not
possible to view the only extant constituent of the clause, viz., the
comparative adjunct ~a~~, as an apposition to the adjunct ~7~~ in the
preceding clause, since the two adjuncts do not have the relation of identity
characteristic of appositions (cf. J-M ~ 131a). For the same reason, the
prepositional phrase ~]~~ cannot be regarded as an extra-clausal constituent,
since it is not clarifying an element of the preceding clause, but rather adding
a second comparative to it. This produces a new predication, which,
consequently, receives a new line in the analysis. I, therefore, do not second
Richter's analysis (BH` 12, p. 70) in which i]~~ is taken to belong to the
preceding clause, although it receives a separate line in the analysis.
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clauses with this particular order have an unmarked SZas and a
focalised Aj.Z~ This general rule applies in the present case: the
fronted pronominal S is not in Foc; rather, it has the function of
(re)introducing a Top in the third person singular that had been absent
from the preceding clauses.247 The comparative Aj, on the other hand,
has the function of Foc, not so much of Contrastive Foc, but rather,
together with the V, of Completive Foc, i.e., as the essence of what the
clause has to say about the Top. The fact that a second comparative Aj
is added in clause 28b, without repetition of the verb, also indicates
that the Aj's carry a substantial portion of the clause's Completive
Foc. Obviously, also without being fronted the Aj would have had the
function of Completive Foc, next to the verb. Fronting the Aj,
however, indicates that the relative contribution of the Aj to the
clause's Completive Foc is larger than in the pragmatically unmarked
order.248 This informational structure is probably best rendered using a
fronted comparative adjunct in English, but without specific prosodic
emphasis: "Like a rotten thing, he wastes away; like a garment that is
eaten by a moth."
The asyndetic relative clause 28c has the pragmatically unmarked V-S
order with the suffixed object obligatorily following the verb.

zas ~at S is unmarked for any specific pragmatic function does not mean that
it does not have a pragmatic function. The S can be either focalised or not, as
Grof3 indicates and illustrates in the examples he discusses.
z~ GROS, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 77. The present clause is mentioned on
p. 68 but not treated explicitly.
za~ The question of who is referred to by the personal pronoun lt1~ is not
easily answered. T'he abrupt change from the description of Job's fate in the
first person to the third person description in v.28 has put exegetes before a
difficult problem. Many commentators consider the verse to be transposed
from its original context, and therefore suggest to move it. More recent
commentaries are more reluctant to move the verse, and consider it either as
"a final cry of frustra[ion closing the preceding speech" ( HABEL, Job, p. 226)
or as the closing verse of the strophe 26-28, which, like the preceding strophe
23-25 ends in a description of Job as "something feeble and unsubstantial"
(CLttaES, Job I-20, p. 323). I agree with the latter scholars' position.
248 For a more fundamental discussion of the pragmatic function of
comparative Aj's, see p. 215.
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bb. 14: I -2

:Ta~ -v~tUl C'i7' ~~7 ~C~Rt ~15' Cit~S

:-~~r~v' t~~ 5s~ m~'i 5n'~ :z~' y'~~

14: I a `ádám ~lud `issr3 q`~,rary'ámim

14:1 b us~ha `rógez

14:2a ,í~sis y~sá

14:2b wd yyimmàl

14:2c u~ayyifirah kassél

14:2d u~ló'ya "mrid

man born-ofr~man short-of days
14:1 a S- AppZ'9 - Adn P(Adj) Adn

and- sated-of trouble
14:1b'~" w ~~~~'- P(Adj) Adn

~ ~ as-afloit~er he-cx~irtes-out
14:2a ~ Aj(comp) P(V)

r~nd- he-withers '
14:2b w P(V)

~nd- fie-tlees ns-a-.rJiadox-
14:2c w P(V) Aj(comp)

und- not he-siands
14:2d w neg- P(V)

Clause la has the pragmatically unmarked S-P order for nominal
clauses, meaning that the S has the function of Top, the P that of

z49 The NP ~4)Ft i15' is regarded as apposition here ( `man, born ofa woman),
and not as predicate, mainly because of its content. It makes little sense to
make it the issue of an explicit predication that man is born of a woman.
Moreover, this predication would constitute a weak parallel to the main
~predication of the clause, viz. that man's life is short and full of turmoil.
so One could argue that this `clause' is nothing more than the second part of

the P of the previous clause, and, therefore, should not receive a separate line
in this analysis. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, a compound
predicate is separated into its prime predicates and each predicate is regarded
as belonging to a separate clause.
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Completive Foc. Since clause lb has the same S as the preceding
clause, it is not repeated here.
As was the case in 13:28, the Comparative Aj j"1~ in 2a is fronted in
order to mark it as having a strong Completive Foc, next to that of the
verb. In the parallel clause 2c, the Aj 5Y~ is not fronted - although it
must have the same pragmatic function as its equivalent in 2a - for the
simple syntactic reason that no constituent can be placed before a
wayyiqtol verb form. On the other hand, if the author wished [o front
the Comparative Aj - e.g. in order to bring out the parallel between
the flower (2a) and ihe shadow (2c) - he could have made use of the
qatal-form instead, like in 2a. Apparently, however, the author chose
to give priority to the verbal sequence.

cc. 14:3-4

:-~nv n'~v~~ tz'~n'r~t~~ -~rv nn~~ ~r-5v-~:z
:~n,~ tt5 tst)nt, ~~~n 1m-'n

14:3a ' áp álze ~~~ ~áyalit~ éneká

14:3b ~, cr~ óti ~~ tabl '~ bdmispát lmmák

14:4a mi ' vittén táh~rn~ïttámé

14:4b ló' éhád

ei~en on this-one ~~nc~-,~x ' ~our eye
14:3a ~~~ fp's~ Co(loc) ~ P(V} ~ DO ~

~trzd- ~ ~ me vou-bring into-court case with-you
14:3b w~ ~ DO P(V j~~ Co(!oc} - Adn(~omm)

~ ~ ~ who ~ he-tivilt-gïve pure from-unpr~~re '
14:4a ~~~~ S(in} P(V) DO-Co(loc}

~ ~ not one i P(~' ) } ~
14:4b neg - S

u~ In order to make clear that the focus particle ~tt focuses on the complete
following clause, and not on the following constituent alone (see the
discussion in the main text), its label is written at the left hand border of the
preverbal field.
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Clause 3a starts with the focus particle ~te, which expresses
Expanding Focus. Its function of is not so much to focus on the
following complement ~i-5S7, but on the complete following clause.252
Job's amazement is not so much that God fixes his eyes even on short-
lived humans - next to all the other victims of his arbitrariness - but
rather that God, in spi[e of man's short life full of turmoil, even fixes
his eyes on him. The particle's function, then, is to add a new,
unexpected argument to the case, an argument of which the
incongruity is obvious in the light of what was stated in the two
preceding verses: if man is indeed a wretched, short-lived creature, it
makes no sense253 that God put his eye on him.2sa
The fronted Co ~i-5D, which anaphorically refers to the "man"
mentioned in the previous clauses, functions firsi of all as the Top of
the present clause, on which the rest of the clause adds information.
Linking the present clause to what preceded, is probably one of the
reasons why the anaphoric constituent is fronted. On the other hand,
the constituent obviously has strong Contrastive Foc, which is marked
by the fronting: man withers like a flower, yet it is on him, of all
creatures, that you fix your gaze. It will be clear that the fronted DO
'tisZ of the following clause 3b has exactly the same functions as its
positional counterpart in 3a.
The relative order of the post-verbal constituents in 3b indicates that
the pronominal constituent ~hy is to be read as an adnominal
complement to the preceding noun ("a court case with you"). As
mentioned repeatedly before, if the pronominal constituent were to be

~Z See G-K-C ~ 153: "It is to be observed that the force of these particles dces
not necessarily affec[ the word which immediately follows [...], but very
frequently extends to the whole of the following sentence." Job 14:3 is
men[ioned as a case in point. Pace BHRG ~ 41.4.3.a where the present case is
explicitly mentioned as an example of the use of the particle to put Focus on
the following constituen[.
253 The Vulgate is very explicit in rendering this meaning: "et dignum ducis
super huiuscemodi aperire oculos tuos (and you deem it worthy to open your
eyes on such one)".
zsa Compare with BHRG ~ 41.4.3.c stating that the particle ~jtt often
introduces rhetorical questions. It is not impossible, though not necessary for a
good interpretation, that the present clause be read as a rhetorical question.
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a verbal complement, it would have followed immediately after the
verb.2ss The clause does not mean, then: "and me you have brought
with you in a court case", but rather, "and me you have brought in a
court case with you".ZSb
In clause 4a the interrogative pronoun is fronted, as is common in
Hebrew. As said before, the (typological) reason for fronting the
interrogative word is the fact that this constituent by definition has the
clause's Foc, since it explicitly asks for an informational gap to be
filled. In clause 4b, the predicate is missing, since it is highly topical,
viz., completely known from the previous clause.257 The only
constituent that is explicitly mentioned is the S, which, obviously, has
the function of Completive Foc. In the table above, the S has been
placed in the preverbal field - in spite of the absence of the verbal
predicate - because that would have been the position of the S had the
verb been expressed.ZSs

us See J-M ?? 155t and Gttoa, Satzteilfolge, p. 290.
ub The collocation of the hiphil of tt1~ with the PP n~tiÁ~~ occurs in two
other instances in the Hebrew Bible, viz. in Qoh 11:9 and 12:14 and is absent
from Qumran. In the two Qoh cases, the expression is used without the PP
~bi), providing us with no further information with regard to its use or
meaning. The different cases seem to indicate that the expression refers less to
the physical bringing of someone before a court, than to the juridical step to
file a lawsuit against someone. This fact renders it all the more probable that
the PP ~b~ is not a complement to the verb in Job 14:3 (which would favour a
physical meaning), but rather an adnominal complement to C]~VR~~.
u~ Pace CL[t~es, Job 1-20, p. 326 who states that "Nothing definite can be
said of the reason for the shortness of the second colon [...]."
258 See J-M ~ 154g; 155nh and 155op: "In replies the essential part [the focus,
PVH] comes first".
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dd. 14:5-6

CHAPTER 3

:~i~v' tz~ n'tvv ipn ~rn rvrrn-~~cr~ rr~' n'~~~rt ~lz
:~r~~' ~'~rv~ ~s~'-~v 5~n'~ ~'Svn ~vr.~

14:5 a 'im tin~sim yámá w

14:5b mispar hodásáw itták

I4:Sc huqáw ásitá

t4:5d ~ió~.Y~ ~~~

14:6a s~ é ~ nté áláw

14:6b wah ~datS9

14:6c ád yírse ~sákiryómó

~ ~ iF determined his-days
14:Sa ~ cj (s) P(Adi)~ ~~ S Aj(cond)1111

dte-ruonlaer-ofhis-niwNVhs with ~~nu
14:Sb S P(,loc) Aj(cond)ll J,

his-liniit 1~ou-ha~~e-made
14:Sc DO P(V) Aj(cond),~~

and- not he-passes '
14:Sd w neg - P(V) Aj(consec)j~~

~look-away frorra-on-hirn
14:6a P(V) ~ Co(loc)

art~i- desist
14:6b w ~~ P(V)

urtti( hefiilfills as-a-hireling hïs-day
14:6c cj(s)z~' P(V) Aj(comp) - Dn Aj(temp)T

zs9 ~e textual form and interpretation of the present verb are highly debated
in Jobian scholarship (see the discussion in DxoR[vtE, Job, p. 179 and Ct.trrES,
Job I-20, p. 283). The MT reads `7ii1'1, the third person wayyiqtol of the verb
5~rt `to desist'. It is hard to make sense of its meaning in the present context
(look away from man and he will desist?). Older scholars, wishing to retain
the MT reading have come up with a different meaning of the verb (`to be at
ease') or with a homonymic root 5~R `to grow fat', but there is little external
support for either of these solutions. Therefore, most modern commentators
follow the reading 5 ~R1 found in one isolated masoretic ros., viz., the
imperative singular of 5~17 with the meaning `to desist'. I follow this majority
posi[ion here.
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The nominal clause Sa displays a P-S order, which deviates from the
most common S-P order for this type ofclauses. Generally speaking, a
number of factors may cause this order: first of all, conditional clauses
with the conjunction Ctt show a certain tendency to a P-S order, in
which case the order is not necessarily pragmatically marked.262
Secondly, a pronominal S may move to the second position if it is
contextually unambiguous, and finally, the reversed order may mark
the P in first position as having Foc. Given the context of the present
clause, the latter case seems to apply: Sa is the first in a series of three
conditional clauses, of which the third, i.e., Sc, has a fronted DO (~7rt
`his limit') that should be interpreted as having Foc. Since, however,
the predicate of Sa ( C'~~~n `determined') and the subjec[ of Sb (~'ttT1r1-
~~Ct~ `the number of his days') are semantically parallel to this
focalised DO of Sc,263 it stands to reason that they would have the
same pragmatic function of Foc, too. The constituent order of the
clauses supports such an interpretation of their informational structure:
the P in first position in Sa is likely to have Foc, as mentioned before,
whereas also the position of the S at the beginning of Sb may indicate
its function of Foc.z~ Most importantly, however, the discursive

z~ This clause should be regarded as a consecutive clause with N`71 and an
indicative verb form, which occurs oRen after an indicative main clause (cf. ]-
M ~ 116j; 169b).
Zbi The particle ii7 is used here as a subordinating conjunction with temporal
meaning.
zbz l-M ~ 154fa. It could be an interesting topic of investigation to ask if this
observed preferred P-S order in conditional NCl's has some pragmatic reason.
z63 In all three condi[ional clauses, the Foc is on [he limitedness of human
existence. See CLwes, Job 1-20, p. 327: "The emphasis in this triple
description of the prescribed length of human life is not that it has been fixed
at a particular span, nor that God himself has fixed it, but that God well knows
how brief a span it is [...]". Clines goes on to say that "this is so evidently the
general reference that it is not expressly stated". As the above analysis shows,
however, the constituent order does expressly indicate that the brevity of life
is the clauses' Focus!
z~ The S-P order is also the pragmatically unmarked order, of course.
Focalising the S of a nominal clause cannot be done by altering the constituent
order, since P-S is focalising the P, if anything. As a result, the S-P order is
both the pragmatically neutral order and the order in which the S is in Focus.
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context of the clauses favours this interpretation. The current chapter
opened with the statement that man is short-lived, as a flower or a
shadow (vv.l-2), followed by the remark that God, surprisingly,
chooses to fix his gaze on such a creature (v.3). In the verses 5-6, the
same statement on life's prescribed shortness is made, but only to
request from God to look away from man and leave him alone. In this
context, it is quite natural that the main Completive Focus of the
conditional clauses Sa-c is on the constituents expressing life's
brevity: "if it is true that his days are determined, that the number of
his days are known to you and that you have set his limit [...]".
After the consecutive clause Sd consisting of a single, negated verbal
phrase, follow two imperative clauses 6a and b,z65 expressing the
request Job addresses to God. The constituent order of 6a, consisting
of the imperative followed by a complement 1` 5t7t~, is pragmatically
unmarked, while 6b consists of a single imperative, assuming the sole
function of Foc in the clause.
The closing temporal clause 6c has the consecution of a Comparative
Aj ~'~47~ and a DO ~t~~' in its post-verbal field. In GroR's studies
nothing has been said on this order: the 1996 book does not treat the
position of adjuncts other than the locative or temporal,Z~ whereas the
specific chapter on comparative clauses in the 2001 monograph is
limited to clauses of the type "x - like y- verb" in which it is the x
that is compared to the y.Zb~ Clauses like 6b, in which a non-expressed
S is compared to a Comparative Aj are not treated in the latter
study.268 A preliminary survey of the data reveals that for clauses with
a DO, and with a Comparative Aj providing a comparíson for an

~5 See n. 259.
z~ Gttoa, Satzteilfolge, p. 289: "Die ubrigen C[Circumstanten] sind jedocht in
DRK [Dtn, Ri und 2Ká] - nach Ausscheidung der jeweiligen Sondergruppen
- nicht zahlreich genug vertreten, daB entsprechende Thesen formuliert
werden kSnnten. DaR muf3 einer anderen Untersuchung vorbehalten bleiben."
Z6~ E.g. Job 29:23 "They waited for me as for rain" mentioned in GROa,
Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 65.
Z68 Op.cit., p. 60 n. 2: "Da im folgenden die seman[isch-pragmatische
Beziehung zwischen x und wie y interessiert, scheiden auch alle F~lle aus, die
"x" nur als ungenanntes Subjekt morphologisch am Verb oder als
stellungsgebundenes enklitisches Personalpronomen am Verb bezeichnen."
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unexpressed S- what GroB calls a Subjektsvergleich -, the most
frequent constituent order is V-Aj-DO.Z69 Since there is a general
tendency for Adjuncts to follow after complements in the post-verbal
field, and since the reversing of this order usually marks one or both
consti[uents for Focus, it is to be expected that this also applies to the
relative order of the Comp Aj and the DO. The examples mentioned in
n.269 teach us, however, that a V-Aj-DO order does not indicate that
either the Aj or the DO would be in strong Contrastive Foc. Also in
the present clause Job 14:6c, none of the constituents has Contrastive
Foc: the clause obviously does not mean to say that man fulfils his
days as a hireling, but neither that it is as a hireling that he fulfils his
days (rather than as something else). Rather, both the V(with its
complements) and the Comp Aj together make up the information that
is asserted of the S; in other words, both have the function of
Completive Foc. The reversing of the unmarked order that generally
holds for post-verbal Aj's and DO's seems to give somewhat more
weight to the (completive) focal function of the Aj than it would have
had when not moved before the DO. One will remark that the same
functional explanation was given to the preverbal fronting of
Comparative Aj's in the discussion on 13:28ab and 14:2a.c. This,
together with the clear tendency of the post-verbal Aj to move before
the DO throughout the Hebrew biblical text, seems to justify the
hypothesis that Comparative Aj's that provide a comparison for the S
tend to occupy a position that is marked for Foc, and that they tend to
fulfil the function of Completive Foc with high relative weight in the
clause. This hypothesis obviously needs corroborating on the basis of
a thorough research of all extant cases, but from a theoretical
perspective it seems feasible. I explain how. Even though syntactically
speaking, the Aj is related to the V, it is - in the Subjektsvergleich-
cases discussed here - the S that is being compared to something else.

~9 The ratio of the Aj-DO order to the DO-Aj order in post-verbal positíon is
11I5: V-Aj-DO in Isa 59:10; Jer 25:38; 49:16; Amos 5:6; Ps 7:3; Job 14:6;
15:33 (bis); 27:18; 30:15; 31:33; V-DO-Aj in Isa 40:31; Jer 14:6; Mic 1:8;
7:17; Job 14:9b. Note that more than half of the focmer cases are found in the
book of Job. For the last case mentioned in this list, and its constituent order,
see the discussion of verse 14:9 below.
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In this way, the comparative Aj is fundamentally different from

possible other Aj's in a clause.270 Since comparing is also a way of
adding information,2~~ and since the S usually has the pragmatic

function of the Topic in a clause, it stands to reason that a Comp Aj

providing a comparison for the SITop plays a relatively important part
in the information the clause gives about the Top, and, hence, has a

relatively high degree of Completive Foc. This, in turn, is formalised
in the tendency mentioned above for the comparative Aj to move into
positions marked for Foc.

ee. 14: 7

:5~nn tz5 ~ni~~,~ ~, 5m ~iv~ m~,-~tz ~i~r Y v5 vr ~~

14:7a kí }~és lá és tíywá

14:7b im yíkkárét

14:7c u~ ód yah'líp

14:7d c~yónaqtó ló'tehdál

270 Compare the clauses "I worked all day" and "I worked like a horse". Even
though the comparative Aj belongs to the verb's valency and could be
paraphrased with an adjunct of manner ("very hard"), it will be obvious that
the Aj says much more about the verb's subject than the temporal adjunc[,
which is exclusively adverbial.
271 In making a comparison, like in using a metaphor, one operates a mapping
algorithm by which elements of a source domain - in the above example the
domain of HoRSe u~ - are mapped onto elements of a target domain - in the
CBSe that Of HUMAN LABOR (sCe LAKOFF, G. and M. TURNER, More Than COOI
Reason. A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor, Chicago - London, Chicago
University Press, 1989, pp. 57-65). It will be clear that such a mapping
exercise bears close resemblance to other forms of predication. See notably
CttoFr, W., The Role of Domains in the Interpretation of Metaphors and
Metonymies, in Cognitive Linguistics 4 (1993) 335-37Q who analysed the
semantic-syntactic structure of inetaphors and metonymies, but his
conclusions are equally valid for figurative comparisons like the one at hand
here.
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~ for there-is for-a-tree hope
14:7a mw - prex(pos) P(IO} S

even-if it-is-cut
14:7b c} (s}'-~~ P(V}

and- again it-sprouts
14:7c w Aj(temp) P(V)

and- its-shoot not it-stops
14:7d w S neg - P(V)

Clause 7a opens with the modal word '7, expressing the speaker's

involvement with what he is saying. It is followed by the predicator of

existence C.7', and two nominal constituents in a P-S order (~~71Ï ri75).

The constituent order, and the related informational structure of

clauses with predicators of existence have not been described in any

detail in the existing grammars; therefore, some preliminary, general

remarks are needed here. The construction with the predicators of

existence followed by a subject noun and a prepositional predicate

with the preposition -5 denoting possession is quite common in the

Hebrew Bible.273 Cases with the negative predicator ) 'ct greatly

Z~Z The conjunction ON is read as introducing a concessive clause here, which
is, of course, closely related to the conditional clause (cf. J-M ~ 171c).
273 In order not to complicate the electronic retrieval of data, only those cases
have been taken into consideration in which both the predicate and the subject
consist of one single noun or pronoun. Only for the cases mentioned in note
275, which are directly relevant for my study of Job 14:7, a more detailed
analysis has been made, including cases in which one of the constituents
consists of more than one word or has a pronominal suffix attached to the
noun. A more thorough general study of this construction will obviously need
to take into account all the possible data for the different constructions.
Moreover, since, in Job 14:7a, both the P and the S follow the predicator, the
following remarks are limited to the cases in which the two constituents
follow. In an important number of cases, however, the predicator is preceded
by one of the constituents. It would go beyond the scope of the present study
to provide a functional explanation of these variations in constituent order.
Suffice it here to say that in a clear majority of the cases, the predicator of
existence precedes the two constituents. Examples of other orders are: 1) S-
t11' - P: Gen 39:4; Judg 19:19 (bis); 2) S- 1'tt - P: L.ev 22:13; Num 27:8;
Deut 25:5; Judg 18:7.28; 2Ki 4:14; Isa 1:30; 27:4; Jer 30:13; 46:11; 49:1;
Ezek 38:11; Hos 8:7; Amos 3:4.5; Prov 30:27; Song 8:8; Qoh 4:8; 9:6; 3) P-
1'tt - S: Deut 19:6; 1 Sam 1:2; 2Sam 18:22; Isa 9:6; Neh 2:20. I have not been

Aj(conces)j
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outnumber the cases with the positive predicator P]', which can easily

be accounted for by the fact that syntactically and semantically

speaking the positive predicator is not obligatory,274 while its negative

counterpart is. As far as the relative order of the S and P is concerned,

the clauses with j'~t and aJ' behave in similar ways, as is to be

expected. When the predicate consists of the preposition - `7 followed

by a noun, the order is predominantly prex - S- P;2~5 when, on the

other hand, the predicate is pronominal, there is a strong tendency for

the reverse order prex - P- S276 These figures suggest that the

pragmatically unmarked order is prex - S- P; the movement of the

pronominal P before the S is reminiscent of a similar movement in the

post-verbal field of verbal clauses (Pronominalregel):277 just as the

pronominal constituent tends to take the position immediately after the

verb, it also tends to follow immediately after the predicators of

existence, as the present inquiry shows. In analogy to what is the case

in verbal and other nominal clauses, it is to be expected that

constituent orders that depart from the pragmatically unmarked orders

able to find examples in which the particle tTJ' is preceded by the prepositional
predicate.
27 See, e.g., Ps 115:6 or 135:17. Turning the clause C~5 C']TN `they have
ears' in the negative would necessitate the use of the particle 1'Ft.
Z~5 For the examples gathered, the ratio is 2818: 1 a) j't!t - S- P(nominal): Gen
47:4; Num 27:11; Josh 18:7; 1Sam 18:25; Isa 2:7 (bis); 40:28; Jer 8:15; 12:12;
Nah 2:10; 3:3; Ps 73:4; Job 22:5; 26:6; Prov 25:28; Qoh 4:8.16; 8:15; 10:11;
Neh 2:14; 2Chron 12:3 (21 cases); lb) VJ' - S- P(nominal): 1Sam 17:46; Jer
3]:16. ] 7; Job 25:3; Qoh 2:13; Ezra 10:2; 2Chron 15:7 (7cases); 2a) ~'tt -
P(nominal) - S: Deut 22:26; 1Sam 14:6; 2Ki 4:2; Jer 26:16; Job 32:12 (5
cases); 2b) Cr - P(nominal) - S: Job 14:7; 28:1; 38:28 (3 cases).
2~6 The ra[io is 4316 here: la) 1's~! - P(pronominal) - S: Gen 11:30; Ex 22:1;
Lev 11:10.12; 25:31; Num 27:4.9.10; 35:27; Deut 12:12; 14:10.27.29; Josh
22:25.27; 1 Sam 27:1; 2Sam 18:18; 19:7; 20:1; 21:4; Isa 55:1; Jer 8:17; 14:19;
39:10; 46:23; Ezek 42:6; Hos 8:7; Mal 1:10; Ps 119:165; 146:3; Prov 6:7;
Esth 2:7; 2Chron 14:12; 35:3 (34 cases); ]b) V1' - P(pronominal) - S: Gen
33:11; 43:7; 44:19.20; 1Ki 17:12; Jer 41:8; Ruth 1:12; Qoh 4:9; 1Chron 29:3
(9 cases); 2) j'tt - S- P(pronominal): Isa 45:9; 50:10; Hos 10:3; Joel ]:18; Ps
3:3; 55:20 (6 cases). I am not aware of any cases in which the prex (Z7' is
followed by S and a pronominal P(in this order).
'`" See MuRnoxA, Emphatic, p. 44; J-M ~ 155t; GROB, Satzteilfolge, pp. 261;
290-295.
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mark one or more of the constituents for a specific pragmatic function,

usually Focus. Two deviant orders are to be distinguished: clauses in

which a nominal P precedes the S, and clauses in which, contrary to
the expected order, the pronominal P does not immediately follow

after the verb, but comes after the S. Since Job 14:7a, the main topic

of the present paragraph, is an example of the former order, I will
limit the discussion to this clause type, leaving the latter order for a
later occasion. As mentioned in note 276, I have found eight instances

of clauses in which the predicator of existence is followed by a
nominal P with the preposition - `J and a S. However limited the
examples may be, the reversed constituent order appears to have a
number of different possible reasons, some pragmatic, some not. To
start with the non-pragmatic: in 1Sam 14:6, and in Job 32:15,278 the S
seems to have moved backward because of its relative length and
complexity, a phenomenon well attested cross-linguistically.279 In 2Ki
4:2, 5~ -~rn'7v~51'tt, the P has moved forward not by virtue of some
marked pragmatic function of one of the constituents, but in analogy
with the position of the pronominal predicates.280 Since ~nR'7tJ5 `to
your handmaid' is a reverential way of saying ' S`to me', it has also
taken the position in the clause its pronominal counterpart would have
taken.281 The high referentiality and topicality of the P also seems to
have caused its forward movement in Jer 26:16: tï~t~'i~~ttX~ ~T~ ttTl!t5-
j'tz. In this case, the P constituent is well-known from and even more,
literally mentioned in, the context and is the Top of the clause. Harder

zzs 1Sam 14:6: CDt]~ 1tt ~~~ v'~71~5 ~tYDb ~1~'S 1 'tt; Job 32:15: G~t]
1'~btt ~]I) R'~1r~ ~l'tt51'!t T~.
279 See DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part I, p. 404 ( `Principle
of Increasing Complexity'); pp. 411ff. See also Gttoa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 270-
271.
z~ See n. 276.
zg~ Although more research into the position of reverential references is
needed, the position of reverential references might indicate that the general
tendency to move the pronominal constituents as close as possible to the
predicate~predicator is not ( only) caused by its relative length - as Dtic and
HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part 1, p. 412 seems to suggest - but
(also) by its higher degree of referentiality. In 2Ki 4:2, the P is clearly not
shorter than the S, but it is more referential and topical.
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to assess is the case in Dt 22:26: r~1t] ttnR [~]~I775 )'ct. The context of
this clause deals with the legislation concerning different forms of

rape crimes. After the case of a rape in a town, where both the
assailant and his victim are held guilty, the case of a rape in the open
field is treated. Here, only the assailant is guilty and not the victim,
since she could not cry for help. In the clause mentioned above,
[rt]w~ 5 could therefore be regarded as having Contrastive Foc: the
girl does not have sin worthy of death. Since, however, the contrast
has already been made in the previous clause, with an order marked
for Contrastive Foc (To the girl you shall do nothing), it is preferable
to consider [~]~v~5 in the the clause under consideration as being
highly topical. In this case, like in Jer 26:16, it is by virtue of its
referentiality and topicality - and not of its presumed function as
Contrastive Foc - that the nominal P is moved before the S.282 In two
cases in the book of Job, the reversed order prex-P(nom)-S seems to
be caused by the backward attraction of the S. In Job 38:28a,
Ctt ~l~t)5-~T~ `does the rain have a father', the P is topical, but not to
such an extent to justify a forward movement, to my mind, and it
certainly is not focal. Since the following clause
5C-' Satt ~' St~ 'r) ~tt is highly parallel and starts with an element that is
semantically parallel to Ctt, the latter constituent moved back by
attraction and, hence, has Parallel Focus. The same case may apply in
Job 28:1 lt~~C ~CCS-~J' `there is a mine for silver', in which the S t~~1C
might have moved backward by attraction to the parallel constituent
C~~7t~ in the following clause. On the other hand, the reversed order P-
S in 28:1 might well mark the P~CCS for Contrastive Foc: it is the gist
of the whole chapter that although man is able to dig out precious
metals and minerals and extract them from the rock, wisdom cannot
be found. Therefore, it is more than probable that already the first
verse of the chapter mazks this opposition (` for silver there is mine
[place of taking out]"), which is taken up again in v.12, also with a

Z82 This is the way in which e.g. the Bible de Jérusalem interpreted the clause,
rendering the constituent under discussion here even more referentially, viz.,
as a personal pronoun: "tu ne feras rien à la jeune fille, il n'y a pas en elle de
péché qui mérite la mort ( italics mine]."
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pragmatically marked order: "But the wisdom, from where is she
found".Z83
These results make clear, that the occurrence of the reversed order
prex-P-S, like most orders, may have several reasons. Returning to
Job 14:7, we may now ask what is the reason for the order in this
specific case. A number of possible explanations may be ruled out: l.
the rule of length does not apply here, 2. the `tree' mentioned has not
been referred to before, 3. and there is no attraction of the S~t7tt to
the following clause. Therefore, the reversed order can best be
understood as marking the P rU5 for having Contrastive Foc. Indeed,
the following clauses develop a clear opposition between the fate of a
tree and that of man. The present clause starts this opposition: "Fora
tree there is hope", while v.10 develops on the second pole of the
opposition, again with an order that marks the opposed constituent for
Focus (fronted nominal S): "But man dies and languishes".
Clause 7c has the adverb ~tU fronted before the verbal P of the clause.
This order is not the most common: usually the adverb stands in post-
verbal position, preferably immediately after the verb.2~
Clause 7d, finally, opens with a fronted nominal S tti7]'. The function
of this fronting is to mark the S as being the New (Sub)Top (i.e.,
marking the shift in Topic), which provides the constituent with some
focality as well. Moreover, the constituent standing in parallel to the S
of the preceding clause, and the two clauses being semantically
parallel, the fronting also marks the S for having Parallel Focus. The
constituent does not seem to have Contrastive Foc; the clause does not
contrast the tree's shoots to that of man, rather it explains in what
there is hope for the tree, with Completive Foc on the verb, as in the
preceding clause.

Zg3 Note the occurrence of the term C1~7D in both v.l and v.12, and the possible
word-play on M~1ï~ v.ll ttYb v.12, even though from different roots.
z~ See GROS, Satzteilfolge, pp. 266-267 ("Die ~ty -Regel").
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ff. 14:8-10
:1vTa rnn' ~~v~1lrv~r~ r~te~ T'pr-C:;

:yC~-1f~C R'S7 ZtJy1 RR~' C'h R'~r~
:1'!!1 CiN y1a'1 lDSR'1 I'~lt~' ~Ca1

14:8a im yazyin bá áres sorsó

14:8b ube á~ár yámut ~rz `ó

14:9a méréah mayrm ya~riafi

14:9b-~'~ u~~ásá qásir,~`'rt~ó náta`

14:10a u~~~ebcr vámut

14:106 u~ayyehel~is

14:IOc wayyigwa ` ~dárrl

14:10~i c~ áyyó

~ ` ~ even-iF it-is-old in-the-earth its-root
14:8a ~ cj (s)-'`' P(V) Aj(loc) - S Aj(conces) jl

because-of-srnell-r~f-
H~ater it-bnds

14:9a Aj(caus) P(V)
and- in-the-ground it-dies its-st~unF~

14:8b w Aj(loc) P(Vj S Aj(conces)~
and- it-makes twig like-a-saplíng

14:9b w P(V) DO - Aj(comp)
arad- mun he-dies

14:IOa w S P(V)
anrl- he-is-weak

14:1Oh w P(V)
and- he-expire.r mart

l4:lOc w P(V} S
arrd- where- he

14:1Od w P(loc-in) ~(s~zab

285 It is unclear to me why Richter regards I7C]7-11]C as a clause, separate from
the preceding clause (RtcttTerz, BN` 12, p. 72). I[ is [rue that a Comparative Aj
can often be paraphrased as an elliptic comparative clause (here e.g. as "like a
sapling makes twigs"), but this is insufficient reason to regard every
Comparative Aj as a sepazate clause.
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Clause 8a features an irregular constituent order in its post-verbal
field: the Aj(loc) j'~aZ~ has been moved before the S'CT~41. This is a
quite remarkable movement: not only does the S lose the position
which it has a very strong tendency to take, this order also reverses the
relative order of complements and adjuncts, contrary to the strong
tendency in Biblical Hebrew to place Aj's after obligatory Co's.287 In
his discussion of the different constituent orders in the post-verbal
field, GroR argues that the movement of the Locative Aj before a
Complement can mark the focalisation of the Aj, of the Co or of
both.288 In the present case, the immediate context provides a clear
indication as to which constituents are focalised: the locative adjunct
~~3~~ in the parallel clause 8b is fronted, which should be interpreted
as marking the constituent for Parallel Foc. This parallel suggests that
also the paralle] constituent in 8a would have the same pragmatic
function, viz., that of Parallel Foc. The following clause 9a indicates
to what the two locative Aj's are contrasted: also this clause starts
with a fronted Aj (C't~ n'~t~) of which the position should be
interpreted as marking it for Parallel Foc. Since its meaning (`[the
smell ofJ water') stands in stark contrast to the focalised locative Aj's
of the preceding verse 8(`earth', `dust'),259 it will be quite clear that
this is the contrast which the marked positions of the Aj's indicate:
"Even if its root grow old in the earth, and its trunk die in the dust, it
will sprout because of the smell of water." In this contrastive parallel
lies the hope of a tree: even if dying in the dust, it will sprout. At the

Z~ On the determination of the suffix pronoun 3 m.s. as subject of the clause
and the interrogative locative adverb ~'tt as the predicate, cf. DvK and
TntsTRn, Subject and Predicatep. 152, and an example taken from Ex 2:20
(same clause as the present) on p. 153.
287 Gttos, Satzteilfolge, p. 289.
288 Ibid., pp. 288; 391 f.
2g9 Anyone who ever visited the Jordan banks or some of the rare
watercourses in the Judean desert (e.g. Ein Gedi) or in the Negev (e.g. Ein
Avdat) will have been struck by the vitalising powers of water in arid regions.
The lush vegetation of these areas stands in very sharp contrast to the almost
absent vegetation in their immediate vicinity.
The importance of water to vegetation is repeatedly stressed in the Hebrew
Bible (Jer 17:8; Ezek 17:5.8; 19:10; 31:4.5.7.14.16; Ps 1:3). See also TWAT
IV 843-866 (Clements - Fabry), here cc.851 f.
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same time, these verses already announces in which way the tree's
fate differs from that of man, which will be made explici[ in the
following clauses: in the book of Job, but also elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible, the ~~v `dust' stands for (the place of) death, which for
man is inescapable and irreversible.z~ The marking of the respective
Aj's in 8a-9a for Focus apparently was more important than indicating
that the respective S's where introduced as Tops. Because, however,
the S function as SubTops with regard to the main Top of the
paragraph, i.e. the tree's fate, they have a higher degree of
referentiality, and could therefore be given a less marked position in
the clause.291
After the marked orders of 8a-9a, the order of 9b is regular with a DO
and a Aj(comp) following after the verb. Concerning a similar
construction in 14:6c, I remarked that in the case of both a DO and a
comparative Aj describing the implicit S of the verb, the most frequent
order is Aj-DO, even though it is against the normal placement rules,
and hence, pragmatically marked.292 That the opposite, unmarked
order is used here, probably points to the fact that the comparison has
no specific saliency in the clause's Completive Foc. This may
correlate to the fact that the comparison is more literal than figurative
in the present case, in contrast to e.g. 14:6c.
The description of the tree's hope in verses 7-9 started with a
Contrastive Foc indicating that the description was to be contrasted to
what follows. Clause l0a takes up this contrast, fronting the S ~~a and
marking it for Contrastive Foc, as well. In this way, the opposition
between v.7 and v.10 becomes apparent: "For a tree there is hope

2~ See e.g. Job 7:21; 10:9; 17:16; 19:25; 20:11; 21:26; 34:15. The term j'~tt is
not used in the same way in the book of Job, but see e.g. Qoh 3:21; 12:7.
Several conceptualisations come together in this usage: 1. that of man being
made from dust and returning to dust, 2. that of the grave as a place of dust,
and 3. that of the underworld as a land of dust. See also TWAT VI 275-284
(Wíichter), hier cc.282f.
z9~ Whether the fact that these clauses are conditionals, introduced by Cii,
would have any effect on their constituent orders - as is the case in NCIs - is a
matter for further study. Compare with n. 262.
z9z See p. 215.
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[...]. And when man dies [...]".293 At the same time, the fronting of
the S also indicates that it is introduced as the NewTop. In clause lOc,
on the other hand, the Top is known already and there is no need to
front the TopIS any longer. Clauses 10 b and d do not allow for order
variations. In lOb, the Top is obviously the unrepeated S, the verb
4J5rt'~ functioning as Completive Foc. In lOd, consisting of the single
word ~'rt~, on the other hand, the suffix pronoun can be regarded not
only as the S ( see n.286), but also as the Top of the clause, the
interrogative locative particle functioning as Questioning Foc.

88. 14:11-12

:VJ~'1 ~~R' ~Tl t7''')b 0'1)-1~7TN

:an~~ i~v~-r~5~ i~,p~ tz5 n,nrv ~n5~-~v o~p,-zz5~ ~~rv rst~i

14:11 a á~lu mayim minni yárn

14:11 h cs~náhàr veh~rub

14: I 1 c w~vàbés

14:12a u~'ís sák317

14:12h c~1ó' yàyum

14:12ca ád ' biltí sàmayim

14:12c~ Ió'yàqisu

14:12d u~ló'yé óru misnàtàm

293 The contrast is made explicit in most translations and commentaries by
introducing v.10 with the adversative conjunction "but" (see already Vlg:
"homo vero cum mortuus fuerit"). On Clines' interpretation of the waw
introducing clause l0a as a waw adaequationis, see n. 308 below.
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thc:y-run-off K~aters from sea
14:11 a P(V) S- Co(loc)

and- river it-is-parehed
14:11h w S P(V)

and- it-dries-ttp
14:11~ w P(Vj

and- man he-lie.r-dox-n
14:12a w S P(V)

and- nor he-rises
14:12h w neg - P(V)

until not (beingJ hc~rn~en
14:12ca prepZ95 neg {tnf}'94 S

? not thei.-k~~ake-up
14:12cR Aj(temp)j neg - P(V)

and- rwtthe}s-are-wvken from-their-sleep
14:12d w [Aj(temp}jj] P(V) Co(loc)

294 The use of the particle't15~ in the present verse is problematic. In general,
the par[icle serves the function of negating an infinitive, or more seldom a
finite verb form or even a noun (cf. DCH II, p. 183; J-M ~ 1601). One could
propose to read the particle in the latter sense, the phrase meaning `until not-
heavens'. The particle is only found once, however, as the negation of a noun,
viz., in Is 14:6 (cf. J-M ~ 160m). Moreover, the preposition iv, on which the
particle and the following noun are depending, has temporal meaning here,
which indicates that the conjunction of particle and substantive should at least
include a notion of time. DCH, loc.cit., labels the use of particle in the present
case as "existential quantifier", a use comparable to that of tv" and j'N. HAL
130 regards this instance as the only extant case of the substantive that stood
at the origin of the negation, meaning "Nicht (mehr) sein". The problem with
the latter proposals is that they need to supply an additional category in the
description of the partícle in order to account for this one case. I, therefore,
propose to read the par[icle in its more regular use, viz., that of the negation of
the infinitive, and to postulate the ellipsis of the infinitive construct of the
copula, viz., tï1'~. The fact that the same syntactic construction is also used in
the verses 14:13c and 14:14d adds some probability to this proposaL (For the
construction '[15~-~y, followed by an infinitive construct, see Num 21:35;
Deut 3:3; Josh 8:22; 10:33; 11:8 and 2Ki 10:11 [In all these cases, ~'tttLn
should be read as inf., see G-K-C ~531.] For the infinitive construct of the
copula preceded by 'C15~, see Ex 8:18; Josh 11:20; Jer 33:20; 51:62; Ruth
1:13.)
Z95 Since the verbal predicate of the phrases 12d and 13c is an infinitive,
which behaves syntactically as a noun, the phrase is introduced not by a
subordinating conjunction, but by a preposition. This preposition has a similar
function as the conjunction would have in the case of a subordinating clause,
and is therefore noted at the left end of the pre-verbal field, in the same
position as the conjunctions.

Aj(temp)llll
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Clause 11 a has a pragmatically unmarked constituent order with the S

and a locative complement following the verb, in spite of the fact that

a NewTop is introduced here. Clause l lb, on the other hand, has a

fronted S. Since the latter constituent stands in parallel to the S of the

preceding clause, its position should be interpreted as marking it for

Parallel Foc. It is possible that the mutual attraction of the two

subjects prevented the S of lla of moving before the verb, which

could have been expected as it functions as the NewTop. On the other

hand, the verb 15ttz in l la might occupy the clause-initial position in

order to mark it for specific usage. In this regard, the use of the qatal

verb form in this clause, together with that at the beginning of the

following verse, is conspicuous in the context of this discourse, in

which yiqtol is by far the most frequent verb form. Before turning to

the meaning of the verbal form and of the position of the verb in the

present context, it is necessary to turn to the question of the relation

between the present verse 11 and the following. Determining this

relation will also strongly determine which pragmatic function is to be

ascribed to the fronted S VTSZ of 12a.

According to the majority opinion,z9ó v.ll presents a series of

comparative clause to v.12, resulting in the translation: "The waters of

the sea fail, And the river dries up and is parched. So man lies down

never to rise".297 Explicit comparative prepositions or constructions

lacking, the two parts of the comparison are connected by the

conjunction waw at the beginning of 12a, which is to be understood as

the waw adaequationis or waw of comparison,298 the proponents of

this interpretation maintain. However, this reading of the text has its

problems, first of all with regard to its meaning. Clines is correct in

Z~ Already in Symmachus (áx) and in the Vulgate (quomodo si), but not in
the LXX. See also Ct.wES, Job 1-20, pp. 329f.; DHORtrtE, Job, p. 181
discussing, but rejecting the view.
297 JPS translation.
z98 See G-K-C ~ 161a; J-M ~ 174h. The fact that both grammars list Job
14:11 ff. as an example of this waw adaequationis has doubtlessly added to the
acceptance of this interpretation.
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saying that "the comparison is not [...] between the lake or stream and
humankind", since lakes and streams may refill while humans cannot
return to life. Rather, Clines argues, "these verses draw a comparison
between water that evaporates or drains away and the human being
who sinks down into the dust of the earth".z~ However, this
interpretation, which is shared by most commentators, is rather
unlikely, in my opinion. If the author wished to compare fading
human life to evaporating water, why would he have chosen precisely
those bodies of surface water that are the ]east likely to evaporate, viz.,
a C' and a ~~~? Even if the former noun does not necessarily refer to
the open sea, it does in any case at least refer to a large body of water,
viz., a lake or a broad river.3oo Much should happen before these dry
up. The noun ~~7, on the other hand, is used for perennial rivers, i.e.
rivers that do not dry up in summer,301 in contrast to a number of
related nouns as e.g. 5rt] used for seasonal water courses.3o2 It is irue
that there are a number of instances in the Hebrew Bible in which the
drying up of bodies of water is described, examples ihat are of course
eagerly provided by the proponents of the majority opinion on the
present verses. However, only in one case, this phenomenon is
described as natural, viz., in 1 Ki 17:7, in which case a different noun
is used, viz., 5n~. In all the other instances, the drying up of seas, lakes
or rivers is exceptional, and is, in most cases, described as the result of
God's intervention.3o3 It is rather improbable, to say the least, that the
author would compare the inevitable and irreversible death of man to

2~ Ct.iNES, Job 1-20, p. 329 (italics mine).
~ HAL 395.
~~ REYMOND, P., L'eau, sa vie et sa signification dans 1'Ancien Testament
(VT.S, 6), Leiden, Brill, 1958, p. 85: "Un fleuve (~~;, araméen 7~~) se définit
avant tout en hébreu comme un `cours d'eau permanent' ayant un gros débit."
Reymond continues on the present verse: "C'est du res[e bien ainsi que Job le
comprend: dans un raisonnement par I'absurde, il montre qu'il est
pratiquement impossible que les fleuves et la mer viennent à être à sec (xiv
11),,,
~'-TWATV 281-291 (Snijders), here c.283.
303 In Gen 8:7.13 the drying up of the flood waters can hardly be regarded as a
regular natural phenomenon. In the following cases, God is invariably the
direct or indirect cause of the drying up of water: Isa 44:27; Jer 50:38; Joel
1:20; Nah 1:4; Ps 66:6; 74:15; 106:9.
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a phenomenon that is very unlíkely to happen, and that only occurs, if
ever, after divine intervention. Moreover, it is not clear what is the
common ground or the tertium comparationis for comparing drying
rivers and dying humans. In 14:12, man is described as lying down not
to rise up or wake up again, but not as vanishing like evaporating or
draining water. Even though omnis comparatio claudicat, this
comparison would fall short quite severely.
A second problem with the majority interpretation of 14:11-12, is the
determination of the conjunction waw at the beginning of verse 12 as
a waw adaequationis. When comparing the present case with the other
examples of this use of the conjunction provided in e.g. the grammars
of Gesenius-Kautzsch and Jouon-Muraoka, some differences can be
noted.3o4 All other instances3os aze short gnomic sayings with a strong
structural parallel between the clauses that are compared.306 Moreover,
if these cases consist of verbal clauses they invariably have mazked
constituent orders with fronted preverbal constituents. These
characteristics are essential, in my opinion: it is not so much the
presence of the conjunction waw that makes two clauses into a
comparative expression.3o~ Rather, it is by virtue of a strong semantic

~o' See G-K-C ~ 161a; J-M ~ 174h. See also SCHOORS, A., The Preacher
Sought to Find Pleasing Words. A Study of the Language of Qohelet (OLA,
41), Leuven, Peeters, 1992, p. 128.
305 Job 5:7; 12:11; 34:3; Prov 17:3; 25:3; 26:3.9.14; 27:21. Parallel
"comparative" clauses without waw: Jer 17:1 I; Job 24:19. A more extensive
list of cases, gathered from a larger set of grammazs and lexical works can be
found in SAUTERMEISTER, J., Psalm 149,6 und die Diskussion um das
sogenannte waw adaequationis, in BN 101 (2000) 64-80, p. 70. Of the 30
cases proposed in those works, Sautermeister retains 13 possibly valid
instances, leaving out some of the instances mentioned above, and adding Ps
125:2; Prov 25:20.25; 26:7.10.20; Qoh 5:2; 7:1.
~ See e.g. the already mentioned verse Job 12:11: :15-Ct7C]' S~~t ~rt1 ll
Jn~n 1~5r~ 1tlz-n5~r.
' In this regard, I agree with Sautermeister's position: "Vielmehr scheint

naheliegend, daB der Vergleich durch andere Merkmale hervorgerufen wird,
so daB das waw adaequationis formallogisch sogar redundant ware."
(SAUTERMEISTER, Waw adaequationis, p. 79). Sautermeister himself was
sirongly inspired by Vanoni's article on the meaning of waw: VArrontt, G., Zur
Bedeutung der althebrdischen Konjunktion w-. Am Beispiel von Psalm 149,6,
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and syntactic parallel, marked by fronted constituents, that two clauses

can be understood as standing in a comparative relation; moreover, the
shorter the expression, the easier it will be recognised as comparative.
Both characteristics are absent from the present case: Job 14:11-12,
with its multiple clauses in both halves of the "comparison", can
hardly be called a sharp and short aphorism, and, more importantly,
there is no structural paralle] between the parts of the comparison.
More specifically, if v.l 1 were conceived as a comparative clause for
v.12, comparing evaporating waters to dying humans, the noun Ci~ of
lla would definitely have been placed in the fronted position,
indicating its parallel or contrast with the tU'et of verse 12.
Adding up the arguments given above, it is very unlikely that the
author would ever have conceived v.l l as a series of comparative
clauses to v.12. Rather than interpreting the waw at the beginning of
v.12 as waw adaequationis and the relation between v.l l and v.12 as
comparative,308 it seems better either to read v. l l with a conditional or
concessive nuance (even if ..., even though ...) with the waw at the
beginning of v.12 as a waw apodoseos,309 or, better still, to interpret
the waw of v.12 as introducing an adversative clause (but ...).310 In
both cases, the gist of the clauses is that the very improbable events of

in T. SEtDL (ed.), Tezt, Methode und Grammatik. FS Richter, S[. Ottilien, EOS
Verlag, 1991, pp. 561-576.
~oa Clines' remark that "the `and' at the beginning of v 12 [...] can only be [he
`and' of comparison" (CLtnES, Job 1-20, p. 329) is underestimating the variety
of uses and meaning the conjunction can take. Moreover, his assertion that the
waw adaequationis "has just now been used to mark [he comparisonlcontrast
between a tree and humankind at the beginning of v 10" is stretching the
application of the category of waw adaequationis beyond the point of having
explanatory force. Syntactically speaking, the waw at the beginning of v.10
does not at all introduce the main clause after a comparative clause; indeed,
vv.7-9 can in no way be regarded syntactically as comparative clauses to v.10.
Moreover, the waw adaequationis, as understood in Hebrew grammar, is used
between clauses that are to some extent equated, as the Latin term suggests,
and not between clauses that are contrasted, as is the case in Job 14:7-10. The
waw introducing v.10 can, therefore, in no way be regarded as a so-called
waw adaequationis.
~ This interpretation is not to be preferred, since the waw of the apodosis is
usually left out before a noun, see J-M ~ 176d; 1761.
3io See J-M ~ 172.
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seasllakes evaporating or rivers drying up are more likely to occur

than that man would rise up from death,311 in the same way as in 12c,
it is said that heavens would cease to exist before man would wake up
from death.
Returning to the fronted S 4Tti in 12a, it will now be clear that its
function is not that of Contrastive Foc, nor of Parallel Foc in

contrasdparallel to the subjects of the preceding clauses in v.ll.

Rather, the S is fronted in order to mark it as the ResTop, resumed

from v.10, after the shifted Top in v. l l.
Having established the rela[ion between the verses 11 and 12, we may

now consider the question of the form (qatal) and the position (clause-

initial) of the verb in 11 a. The qatal verbal form is to all probability to

be understood as expressing the unreal, hypothetical nature of the

events described.312 The use of the verb form can, therefore, rightfully

be termed modal, even though qatal forms in the majority of the cases
present non-modal uses. If this is the case, one may ask whether the

rather rare modal use of the verbal form could have influenced its

position in the clause. This question is justified since a similar
phenomenon can also be observed with regard to yiqtol forms: if the

latter express deontic modality, they tend to occupy the initial position
in the clause.313 A comparable tendency might account for the fact that
the verb ~5ttt in l la is found in initial position, and the NewTop C't),
which one would expect to be fronted, in post-verbal position. It will

be clear that a full analysis of the position of modal qatal forms is
beyond the scope of the present study, and remains to be desired.314

311 So DHORME, Job, p. 182; HoRST, Hiob, p. 209: "Sogar hhchst
unwahrscheinliche Geschehnisse werden als eher máglich erklárt, denn dal3
ein gestorbener Mensch zu einem neuen Leben komme."
312 See G-K-C ~ 106p; W-O ?? 30.5.4a. Compare this usage to the use of qatal
in hypothetical conditional clauses, in unfulfilled wishes, in surprised
questions, etc. The use of a verb form commonly denoting a past tense in
these modal cases is not linguistically surprising: in many languages,
counterexpectational or hypothetical assertions are expressed with past verb
forms. Compare: "If I only knew", "Were I to begin again".
313 As discussed in n. 73.
3ia Against the hypothesis that the modal use of qatal would move the verb
forward in the clause speaks the fact, that although yiqtol forms with deontic
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In clause 12c, the temporal Aj G't~rJ 't'~5~'w precedes the V.
Although, as Gro13 remarked, a fronted Aj(temp) does not necessarily
have the function of Foc,315 it does here. First of all, the constituent
order used here reverses the ordering of the events that are described:
an Aj with the preposition ~y refers to the temporal end-point of the
event described in the clause, and hence, following the principle of
iconic ordering in language,316 tends to come at the end of a clause.317
Generally speaking, when the iconic order is reversed, the constituent
order is marked.318 This seems also to be the case in the present
clause: the fronted Aj is marked as Completive Foc, i.e., as the central
element of the information the clause is conveying; the fact that man
would not wake up was already announced in the preceding clause
and thus has a higher degree of topicality. The V 1Y'T, even though
being parallel to that of the preceding clause, also adds information on
the main Top, viz., "man", and thus also has Completive Foc, though
less strong than that of the fronted Aj. With a slight translational
transformation, the informational structure of the clause can be

modal use tend to come in clause-initial position, the same forms expressing
epistemic modality typically have a clause-internal position.
3i5 See Gxoa, Sarzteilfolge, pp. 165-167; 173-175; 199.3i6 See DIx and HENCevELD, Functional Gramman Part 1, pp. 399f.: "The
Principle of Iconic Ordering"; DIK and HENCEVELD, Functional Grammar.
Part 2, pp. 132-135. The question of how this principle functions in Biblical
Hebrew would be a very interesting research topic. Obviously, some examples
of this principle have been noted in the grammars (see e.g. the preferred
position of conditional clauses before their main clauses, J-M ~ 168v), but an
encompassing treatment of this phenomenon and a theoretical account thereof
are still lacking.
317 See e.g. ~y followed by infinitive construct in Gen: Gen 3:19; 8:7; 19:22;
27:44.45; 32:25; 33:3; 34:5; 38:17; 39:16; 43:25; 48:5. See also the same
construction in the book of Job: Job 7:19; 14:13.14. For an example of ~D f
inf. constr. fronted before the V, see Ex 22:25: 15 17~'p;T VJt~P7,~ tt~'w "[If
you take your neighbour's garment in pledge,] you must return it to him
before the sun sets"(JPS). In this clause, the Aj is clearly in Foc: since the
garment was only a pledge, the fact that it should be returned is topical
information and is therefore placed after the Focus. Closer investigation of all
the cases of this and related constructions is needed, however, before any
~eneral conclusions can be reached.

18 DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Gramman Part1, pp. 399f.
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rendered as: "It will not be until the heavens cease to be, that they will
wake up."
Clause 12d, finally, has a pragmatically unmarked constituent order,
pointing to the fact that the V 1~v''sz~ has a relatively larger portion
in the Completive Foc of the clause than its Co Ci'~74À~. However, in all
probability, the Aj(temp) from the previous clause also has the same
syntactic and pragmatic functions in the present clause, which means
that it is this (non-repeated) constituent that plays the most important
part in the clause's Completive Foc.

hh. 14:13-14

:,~n~rrn ~n ,5 n~~ ~~s~ ~~rL ,v ,~~,non ~~~~~n 5~~erv~ in~ ~r
:~n~~5n ,ci~--rv 5n,:~ ,,~~~ ,n,-5~ n,n,n n~a rnr~~-~,~

14:13a mí yrttén bís a ~i1 t~spinéní

14:13ha tastíréní

I 4:13 b~ ~d s~b áppeká

14: I 3c tásít Ií hóy

14:13d ~tíz~rêní

14:14a ~m }~ámuC gefier

14: I 4b N'yihye

14:14ca koJyamé s~bá i ~yahél

14:14cp ád bó' haíi~~ti
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~ if only in-Sheol ti~ou-u~oulcf-conceal- rne
14:13a ~' inj31g - Co(loc) ~ P(V j DO(sf) ~

~ ~ }-o~-r-x~ould-lude ~ me
14:13ba ~, Y(V} ~~ ~ I~O(sfj-'Ajl

~ until izerTt i~our-anger
14:13b(3 ~~ prep29' Inf S~~ Aj(temp)j

~~ou-would-sét'-~ ` ~ ' f~r-me u-limit
14:13c P{V ) ]O - DO

~ you~-i.~~ould- ~
and- remember- me

14:13d w P(V) DO{sf)
if he-dies rnun

14:14a ` cj (s) ' P(V) S Aj(cond)1
~ ~ ~~ ? he-slzall-lii~e ~

14:14b ~~ ~ in P(V) ~
all the-days-of ~ ~ ~

my-sen~ice I-woukl-wuit
14:14cu Aj(temp) ~ P{V) ~ ~~ Aj(lemp)j

tcntil come ~~ ~~ my-clrange
14:14c(3 prepws ~ (nf ~ ~ S Aj(temp)T

All the clauses in verse 13, with the exception of the infinitival clause
of 13b~i, and most of the clauses in the following vv.14-17 have verb
forms with modal meaning.32o The illocutionary force of the clauses in
v.13 is not so much to convey information, or to effectuate a change in
the interlocutor's information, but rather to move the interlocutor, viz.,
God, to action.321 In the following paragraphs, the terms Top and Foc
should therefore be read accordingly.3ZZ
Clause 13a starts with the optative formula jt'~' 't~ that functions as an
interjection here and can therefore be left out of consideration in this
discussion of constituent order. Its position is invariably at the
beginning of an optative clause and it does not seem to influence the

319 Cf. n. 151.
32o Clauses 14a-b are the exceptions. See below.
3z' More correctly, these clauses express a wish, i.e. the speaker presents a
state of affairs and expresses the desirability, in his eyes, of that state of affairs
to occur. Since, however, this desired state of affairs implies the activity of the
addressee, the wish is illocutionary converted into a request.32Z See Chapter 4 below.
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order of the following clause.323 The clause proper fronts the locative
Co S~ttVJS in order to mark it for Foc, and more specifically to
augment its role in the Completive Foc of the request in this clause,
next to the role of the verb in this regard. The fronted constituent does
not seem to have Contrastive Foc, as if the clause were to say: "hide
me in Sheol [and nowhere else]".
In contrast to what was the case in the previous verse, the temporal Aj
~~H ~~VT~v in 13b occupies its unmarked position after the verb. This
Aj consists itself of an infinitival clause. Since no constituent can
come between a preposition and the infinitive that depends from it, the
internal constituent order of the infinitival clause in 13b~i, viz., V-S, is
pragmatically unmazked. Moreover, there is nothing to suggest in the
context that the clause would not be pragmatically neutral.
The order in clause 13c is pragmatically unmarked; the postverbal
order IO-DO is solely caused by the pronominal nature of the IO '`7, as
sufficiently discussed above.
As a conditional clause, 14a occupies its unmarked position before the
main clause 14b. Also its internal constituent order, with the S ~~a
following the V rnt)', is pragmatically unmazked. After the modal
clauses in v.13, the first two clauses of v.14 continue the same Top as

3Z3 It could be presumed that the presence of the interjection 1C1' 't) - which
originally was a verbal clause, after all - would affect the order of the
following verbal or nominal clause. This does not seem to be the case. In the
not so numerous cases in which the original verbal clause 1n' 't~ is petrified
into an interjection, it does not seem to affect the constituent order: Job 6:8
has the neutral V-S order, while the S-V order in Job I1:5 marks the
focalisation of the fronted S. The cases in Job 13:5 and 23:3 only consist of a
simple verbal predicate, which leaves the question of order without object. On
Job 14:13, see main text.
However, in most of the cases the expression 1n' 't] retains its original
syntactic identity as a verbal clause, and governs DO, IO and other
complements (Ex 16:3; Dt 28:67 [bis]; Num 11:29; Judg 9:29; 2Sam 19:1; Isa
27:4; Jer 8:23; 9:1; Ps 14:7 - 53:7 [?]; 55:7; Job 29:2; 31:31 [see HAL 1215];
Song 8:1). Also the two cases in which the expression is followed by
wawtverb, it has retained its identity as a verbal clause (Dt 5:29; Job 19:23).
In these cases, the expression take the form of an exclamatory question, and,
hence, express a wish (see J-M ?; 163d).
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in v.12. For that reason, no new introduction of a Top, and no fronting
of the SfTop was necessary.
Like most of the surrounding clauses, with the exception of 14ab,32a
clause 14c has modal verb forms, but unlike the preceding verse, the
illocutionary force of the clauses is not that of a request, but of a
hypothetical description. Rather than portraying "real world" state of
affairs, such a description depicts, in a mental model, activities that
would take place in a"world" in which the requests and wishes
expressed in the previous clauses would be granted. Since, moreover,
the description is seen as not impossible, although unlikely, the verbal
forms used here are yiqtols. In this clause 14c, the temporal Aj
'tt~~ 't)'-5~ is fronted. As mentioned before, GroR has remarked that a
fronted Aj(temp) is not necessarily focalised,325 but I believe it is in
this case. More in particular, the fronted Aj is marked here for having
a relatively larger portion in the clause's Completive Foc than it
would have had if placed after the V, much in the same way as in
English: "All the days of my service I would wait". Job asserts then,
not only that he would wait, but also that he would wait all the time he
would have to spend in Sheol, in the mental model Job has created,
that is. The clause has a second Aj(temp) in the form of an infinitival
clause introduced by the preposition w. This Aj occupies its
unmarked position after the V; as one the V's adjuncts it does have its
share in the Completive Foc.

324 These clauses have generally been regazded as out of place in the present
context. It seems best to consider them either as an interjection by the author,
or as a gloss by a later redactor. There are no real azguments in favour of
transposing the verse to another location in the chapter (pace DxoxME, Job, p.
183), while the suggestion to change ~'rt'~ into ~'R'1 and to regard 14a-b as a
double conditional clause connected to 14c lacks textual support (pace
Ct.uvES, Job 1-20, pp. 331-332).3zs See n. 315. Grof3's observations being based on his analysis of (mainly)
narrative texts in the prose books of Deut, Judg and 2Ki, one could reasonably
ask if the phenomenon of unfocalised fronted temporal adjuncts also occurs in
poetic and discursive texts.
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ii. 14:15-17

237

:~DDC1 ~'i' ~p]í7D5 ~7vlZ'DJN1 tt~7r~
:'r~enn-5v ~ir~v~-i~5 ri~cr '~v~ ,nv-'e

:'Jiv-5v 5~cr~~ 'vC.~ ~1~YD CI ït1

14:15 a ~trqr~~ '

14:15b u~ ánciki é ~ne~ka

14:15c fma os~yádeká tiksop ~

14:16a ki áttàsa ádav tÍSpár

14:16b !ó'tísmór

14:17a ~ 13~~tiirn ~

14:17b wattit,txil

14:15a
~~occ-~wotcdd-call

~ P(,V}
ac~~cl- f I-n~nuld-ansrver

14:151, w Sf PlV)
the-~anr~ of'
yrn~-Funuts taic-tiT-ould-Inng for

14:i5c PO ~P(V~
~' thert mvs?eps y~~u-n~ould-count

14:16a , cj ~ DO Pf V}
nrxjr~u-~c~rkl-~irutl~

14:16b neg - P~~')
sealed

14:17a ~P(Pa}
a~rd-

14:17h w
y-o u -titi~onld -plaster
P(V1

álhattà 't1

' b~'srórpís `i

ál: ~ wóni

~~ou
DO{sf)

my-sin
PO
irt-apouch rny-trespass
Ce(loc) - S
ove r-my-trarasgression
Co(loc)

Before anything can be said about the informational structure and the
constituent order of the clauses in v.15, some remarks should be made
on the context in which this verse occurs. As the content makes clear,
this clause is part of the strophe running from v.13 to v.17, in which
Job hypothesises about a future restoration of his relationship with
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God.3Z6 As mentioned above, the strophe opens with a number of
optative clauses, converted to have the illocutionary force of a request
(v.13: "If only you would hide me ..."), followed by an interjection
with the form of a rhetorical question (v.14ab: "If man dies, will he
live") and an irrealis description of what would happen if Job's
request would be granted (v.14c: "I would wait ..."). This structure of
vv.13-14 is generally accepted in scholarly literature. Things are
different with regard to vv.16-17: since the Hebrew language has only
a limited amount of verbal forms,327 it is grammatically speaking
ambiguous whether these clauses are to be read as hypothetical or as
real descriptions, and, in the latter case, whether they speak about the
present or about the future. To complicate matters, there seem to be
enough contextual arguments for each of these readings. As a result,
the interpretations and the translations of these verses show a large
amount of variety in the exegetical literature.328 In my view, the
majority opinion is to be followed, which interprets the vv.16-17 as
hypothetical, i.e. as describing what would happen in the (unlikely)
case Job's request would be granted. Besides the content-related
arguments for this reading adduced in the literature,329 I would like to
draw the attention to the particles ~rv-'~ with which v.16 opens. Even
though the collocation also occurs in realis clauses, and in clauses

326 See CLwES, Job 1-20, p. 333.
327 See HENDEL, R. S., In the Margins of the Hebrew Verbal System. Situation,
Tense, Aspect, Mood, in Zeitschrift fur Althebraistik 9 (1996) 152-181, p. 169
and n. 66 on the same page.
328 In most commentaries and translations, the clauses 14c-17b are all read as
irrealis descriptions of what would happen in case Job's wish would be
materialised (see e.g. PoPE, Job, p. 105; HoRST, Hiob, p. 179; HABEL, Job, pp.
233f.; CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 278; NRSV; Luth84; GN). In some of these cases,
16a contains an additional temporal adverb (then, dann, dan), providing a
translation of ~i'~y-'~. An intecpretation that has become very influential in
French exegesis and translation is to regard 16a as the description of the
present, which stands in con[rast to the hypothetical future described in 14c-
ISb and 16b-17b, e.g. BJ (v.16): "Tandis que maintenant tu comptes tous mes
pas, tu n'observerais plus mon péché" (see DxoRNtE, Job, p. 184; TERRtEN,
Job; BFC; TOB; BJ). Others take the complete vv.16-17 to be describing Job's
present situation (so e.g. HARTLEY, Job, p. 236; REB). In the NIV, finally, 14c-
17b are all read as realis descriptions of the future.
329 See the literature mentioned in the preceding note.
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describing the present,33o it is very regularly and idiomatically used in
order to introduce an unreal, hypothetical description of a state of
affairs that would hold, if some previously mentioned conditions
would be met.331 This use of the collocation is specifically frequent in
the book of Job. The conditions for such a hypothetical state of affairs
can be introduced with conditional conjunctions, but also other
constructions may set up the conditions in which the clause introduced
by ~1ïv-'~ would hold. In my opinion, the collocation has precisely
this meaning in Job 14:16: it introduces the hypothetical description of
what would happen if Job's wish would materialise. Although this
grammatical point is rarely if ever taken into consideration in
commentaries, it does support the majority interpretation of this
clause.
Since clause 16a opens with a conjunction cum deictic particle that so
clearly mark the description of a hypothetical situation ("Then you
would ..."), it is remarkable that all commentators and translations
have also interpreted the preceding clauses (15a-c) as describing the
hypothetical future ("You would speak ...").33z Put differently, if v.15
already contained unreal hypothetical clauses, what is the use of
starting v.16 with a collocation that usually introduces such a
hypothetical description? One could, of course, argue that v.16
describes the situation that would occur if the content of v.15 would
hold, which in turn depends on the fulfilment of the wish expressed in
v.13, i.e., building hypothesis upon hypothesis, which is perfectly
possible. However, the explicit opening of v.16 could also point to the
fact that the preceding clauses are not hypothetical, but are describing

33o See e.g. Gen 22:12; 26:22; 29:32; Ex 9:15; 1Sam 2:16; 2Sam 18:3; Isa
49:19; Hos 5:3; 10:3; Mic 4:10; 5:3; Zech 9:8; Job 4:5; 8:6.
331 See J-M ~ 168s: "The'~ of affirmation is rather frequent in the apodosis of
the conditional clause [...]; notably in ~LÏiT'] ( common after 15, '`~15)."
Cases include: Gen 31:42; 43:10; Num 22:29.33; 1 Sam 13:13 (?); 14:30; Job
3:13; 6:3; 13:19. Similarly, the collocation Ttt-'~ in e.g. 2Sam 2:27; 19:7.
332 This interpretation has a very long pedigree going back to the LXX, which
transposed the particle eira - to all likelihood the translation of ~C1v-'~, even
though ~i~i7 is usually rendered as vuv in the LXX - from the beginning of
v.16 to the beginning of v.15.
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the conditions in which v.16 would hold. Admittedly, the clauses 15a-
c are not conditional, but they could be read as optative clauses,
continuing the wish that Job is making, and, thus, describing the
situation in which the activities described in vv.16-17 could take
place. To my mind, this interpretation provides a better overall
cohesion of the strophe 13-17 and is in better keeping with the wider
context. To start with the latter, speaking with God, and more
specifically having a question-answer discussion with God has been
the object of an explicit wish twice already in the present chapters 12-
14: in 13:3, Job explicitly states that he wishes to argue with God,
while in 13:22 he asks God for it directly, in words very similar to the
ones used here. Therefore, it seems more likely that Job expresses the
idea of God calling out to him and desiring for him as a wish rather
than as the hypothetical result of the situation wished for in the
preceding clauses. Moreover, it is somewhat hard to see how God's
speaking could be the direct or indirect consequence of Job's waiting
for his rehabilitation in Sheol. In my opinion, it is better to read 15a-c
as a second set of optative clauses, depicting the preconditions in
which 16-17 would hold. Clause 14c should then be regarded as a
parenthesis, describing what would Job would do if his first wish, viz.,
of being hidden in Sheol, would be granted. In summary, the verses
13-15 should be read as follows, then: "If only you would hide me in
Sheol - oh, I would wait all the days I would have to stay there -, if
only you would call and would long for me, then ...". Clause 15b can
best be regarded as an indirect volitive mood in the present context:
the optative clause of 15a is continued with waw f cohortative
expressing the purpose or consecution of the preceding clause: "If
only you would call, so that I may answer you". Admittedly, this
sequence of an indirect cohortative after an optative clause is not very
frequent,333 nor is the separation of the conjunction waw from the
cohortative,334 but both phenomena are attested and, hence, not
impossible.

333 J-M ~ 1 16C.
3~ J-M ~ 116i.
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If v.15 is read as optative, the collocation ~nv-'~ in 16a can have its
idiomatic use of introducing the hypothetical apodosis after an irrealis
(or optative) protasis. This reading fits the context best: that God
would hide Job until his anger passes, and that God would call and
reach out to Job again, are actually the preconditions for what Job is
really after, viz., that God would no longer look for his fault. In this
context, it is interesting to note, that Job's previous request that God
would "call" him (13:22), was followed by a profession of his
innocence, viz., in the form of a rhetorical question. In the present
verses, Job toys with the idea of God calling for him and, after having
scrutinised him, admitting to his innocence: "If only you would call
[...], then you would count my steps, but not take notice of my sin."33s
Although, admittedly, the reading proposed here shows clear
similarities to the majority interpretation, viz., in claiming that no
single clause in the strophe 14:13-17 is describing the present or a real
future, it does more justice to the syntactic marker ~i'w''~ in 16a, and
it provides a better internal cohesion and logical development of the
strophe.
With these remarks on the overall structure of 13-17 in mind, we may
now direct our attention to the structure of the different clauses in 15-
17. In clause 15b, a syntactically superfluous independent personal
pronoun '~~ti (S) is fronted before the V~7vtt. This fronting marks the
S for Foc, in this case for Parallel Foc: the subjects of i5a and 15b are
paralleled and contrasted to each other, while also their verbal P's
have Parallel Foc, along with their pragmatic function of Completive
Foc: "You would call, and 1 would answer you".336 In clause 15c, the

335 ~e interpretation of w.16-17 is highly complicated, not in the least
because of the uncertainty about what the metaphors in v.17 exactly mean. It
surpasses the aims of the present inquiry to discuss all these matters here.
However, the assertions that God would not take notice ofJob's sins any more
and would plaster his iniquity does not seem to imply that Job finally admits
to having sinned. God will not take notice of Job's sins, not because he is
good and forgiving, but because there is not much to be taken notice of in the
first place.
3~ Compare with Dik's example of Parallel Foc: "JOHN W2S NICE, bllt BILL
was rather BORIIJG" (DIK and HENGEVELD, Functional Grammar. Part !, p.
326).
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PO ~'~' ~tJDC`7 is fronted before the V~CCi1 marking the former
constituent with stronger Completive Foc, stressing the fact that Job
is, after all, the work of God's own hands.
Of the four clauses in 16-17, only 16a displays a marked constituent
order. In his analysis, Grof3 explained this clause as having a doubly
occupied preverbal field, considering ~1ïZ7 as a fronted temporal
adverb.337 The adverb would then have the syntactic function of
Aj(temp), while its fronting would indicate its pragmatic function of
Foc: "for then you would ...". This interpretation is perfectly
defendable. Considering the fact, however, that the collocation
~nv''~ is often used to introduce the apodosis after an irrealis protasis,
as mentioned above, it could be regarded as a complex conjunction,
without the "temporal adverb" ~tït7 having the function of a clausal
constituent occupying a preverbal slot. Obviously, the temporal origin
of this complex conjunction is easily recognisable,33g even though it
has lost its direct deictic function, and serves as "Bezugspunkt der
Wirklichkeit bei nur hypothetischen Aussagen".339 This should be no
argument, however, against considering the collocation as a
compound conjunction; also other conjunctions and particles as
Gro13's Satzdeiktikon ~~~(~) and Konjunktionaladverb 1C5 and,
indeed, the Textdeiktikon ~iïv(~),3ao are semantically opaque to some
extent. Not forasmuch discarding Gro13's interpretation, I therefore
prefer to consider ~tïit''C as one conjunction.

337 GROB, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 279. It is conspicuous, moreover, [hat
of four cases with a similar construction, GroR extensively treated three (pp.
279-282), while referring the present clause to the footnotes (n. 76), only
briefly mentioning its interpretational difficulties. Unfortunately for our
present inquiry, the exegetical problems connected with the present clause
a~parently withheld Grof3 from treating it more in detail.
3 8 Compare also the temporal origin of conjunctions introducing the apodosis
after a conditional clause in English ("if ..., then ..."), German ("wenn ...,
dann ...") or Dutch ( "als ..., dan ...").339 JErtNt, E., Zur Verwendung von 'atta 'jetzt" im Alten Testament, in K.
SsYSOLD (ed.), Studien zur Sprachwe[t des Alten Testaments, Stut[gart,
Kohlhammer, 1997, pp. 43-50, here p. 50. The present verse is mentioned in
n. 39 on the same page as a case in point.
~o See GROti, Satzteilfolge, p. 139.
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However it may be, clause 16a has at least one preverbal constituent,
viz., the DO '~t7Y. This constituent is not fronted because it would
have a high degree of topicality, nor because is would function as a
Contrastive Foc. To all probability, its position is caused by a
backward movement of the verb ~~~Di1, which is attracted by its
counterpart ~1nC~C'~ in the following clause 16b. Both verbs stand have
Parallel Foc, being syntactically equivalent and semantically parallel
(in this case, contrastive), while also their respective objects stand in
parallel. The result is that 16a and b are strongly connected, yet
opposed: "My steps you would count, (yet) you would not notice my
Sln" 341

Clause 17a is a nominal clause with a participial predicate. In this
clause type, the order tends to be S-P.34Z In the present verse, this
order is reversed to P-X-S. This order should be explained by the fact
that the S'DV~, being more or less synonymous to 'L1t~bn of the
preceding clause and, hence, being highly referential and topical
(GivTop), has moved backwards to leave the priority to the focal
predicate, in accordance to the tendencies in nominal clauses
discovered and described by Reve11.343 The pragmatic structure of the
clause is pragmatically neutral, then. This account seems more likely
than explaining the P as fronted for addi[ional or Contrastive Foc.
Clause 17b, finally, has an unmarked order and is pragmatically
neutral. The Co(loc) '~1v-5v is highly topical again, while the V is the
clause's Completive Foc.

jj. 14:18-19

:11~7bb 7Cly' 11~1 ~1~' S~1]-1~ C51N1

:C1i~Ft~I p11 ~r~ r~iprn Y~:t-~~y ~'rt'~C-~bGJtï L't] 1711GJ L'7~~t

~~ The opposition of both verbs might be accentuated by the alliteration and
[he auditive similarity of both verbs (tispórll tismór).
~2 JOOSTEN, Predicative Participle, pp. 131; 140; 158. See also J-M ~ 154fc.
~3 See pp. 8?-92.
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14:18a u~'ulám harnóg~l yibból

14:18b u~sur i~ `taq mimm`~qómó

14:19a IIbánim sáh'qu n~ayrm

14: ] 9b tistó~ s`~~ihehá qar áres

14:19c u~tiywat ~nós ~ he~ Phad~t~

trnd- buta-rrrxavn~rfnlhtg it-erodes
14:18a sv mw-S ~ P(V)

und- a-rork it-ís-rnoued finrri-its-ptacé
14:18b w S P(V) Co(loc) ~~

stones it-w~ears-aivay water ~
14:19a DO~~` P(V") ~ S

ir-i~~a.rTres-afva3~ rorrent dust-of earth
14:19h P(V) S - DO ~

and- ~io~e-of man ~~ort-de.rtro~~ ~ ~ ,
14:19c w DO P(~') ~

With the exception of 19b, all the clauses open with a fronted
constituent. The function of this fronting becomes apparent if one
takes into consideration which constituents are fronted. The fronted
constituents have the syntactic function of either S or DO, yet they
are, as far as 18a-19a is concerned, semantically parallel, all referring
to geological entities (mountain, rock, stones). Moreover, the
geological elements are compared to the "hope of man" mentioned
(and fronted) in 19c, in that the same sort awaits them all. Therefore,
the fronting of the constituents throughout these clauses should be
explained as formally indicating the comparison~contrast presented in
these verses, and, thus, marking the fronted constituents for having
Parallel Foc. Clause 19b is conspicuous in the present context with its
regular constituent order. Obviously, this unmarked order does not
indicate that the DO j'~tZ-~w would have no Parallel Foc or does not
participate in the comparison set up here; on the contrary. The clause

3`~ The morpho-syntactic features of the clause constituents are insufficient to
distinguish subject and object. The semantics of the verb make clear, however,
that C't~ `water', which cannot be polished or ground, can only be the verb's
subject.
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seems to have retained its regular V-S-O order so that its DO might
stand as close as possible to its parallel constituent in the following
clause, viz., the fronted DO tt)1~tt rn7rn. Whereas the Parallel Foc of
the constituents in ISa-19a in relation to that in 19c is marked by
allotting similar clausal positions to the parallel constituents, the same
function of the constituent in 19b - again in relation to that in 19c - is
marked by the attraction of the parallel constituents. Semantically
speaking, the different parallel elements display an interesting
progression from the larger to the smaller (mountain-rock-stones-
dust), implying that the final element to which they are all compared,
viz., the hope of man, is worth even less than dust, the last element in
the geological sequence.

kk. 14:20
:i~n5v~rn ~,~~ ~~u~ ~5~,~ n~~5 i~,~pnn

14:20a ti7c~~ëhu lánesah

14:20b ccayyah`'~ók

14:20c mdsa~lne gá~làw

14:20d ~ ~ watf sulfhéhv

you-at~ac~- him forever
14:20a ~ P(V} DO(sf) - Aj(temp)

and- he-goes
14:20h w P(V )
14:20~~ changing hisface
~s P(Pa) DO

and- you-send-ativa~- hïm
14:20d w ~ P(V ) DO(sf}

To the extent that the clauses of this verse contain different
constituents, their relative order is unmarked. The pragmatic structure
of the clauses is neutral, attributing the function of main Completive
Foc to the clauses' predicate. Clause 20c consists of a participle and

~5 On the syntactic analysis of the present clause, see the main text.
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its direct object, while a subject is lacking. The clause presents the
interpreters with two problems, the first with regard to the
determination of the subject, the second with regard to the syntactic
relation of the clause to the context. As far as the first problem is
concerned, commentators have defended different proposals: for some
the unexpressed S of the clause is to be understood as the "man",
changing his own face while dying,3aó but the majority take God to be
the unexpressed S of the clause. This problem is in some way related
to the second, viz., concerning the syntactic position of the clause. The
most obvious view is to regard the clause as an independent nominal
clause with a participial predicate. That the participle does not have a
S is not a counterargument: the pronominal S of participial clauses
may be omitted,347 on the condition that it can be retrieved from the
context.348 Also the consecution of a participial clause and a wayyiqtol
clause is grammatically very well possible.349 All in all, then, it seems
quite possible to consider 20c as an independent participial clause.
The unexpressed subject is probably to be identified with God, as this
interpretation yields the best connection with the following clause.
The alternative solutions, mentioned below, seem to be less likely.
One way of solving the problem of the absent subject in 20c could be
to read it as a nominal casus pendens, which is resumed in the
following clause by the pronoun suffixed to the verb. Participial casus
pendens is quite frequent,'SO while also the occurrence of the waw of
apodosis between the casus pendens and the main clause is not
uncommon, although usually limited to long casus pendens
constituents.35~ While grammatically possible, it is unclear what it
would mean that "the one changing his face, you send away".
Another solution would be to read 20c as a predicative accusative of
state referring to the subject of the preceding clause. This solution is

~ SO DHORME, Job, p. 186, wi[h a reference to Eccl 13:25.
34~ J-M ~ 154c, compare with 12:18-24.
348 The fact that the immediately surrounding clauses have both God
and man as S, is what makes this attribution so difficult, of course.
~9 J-M ~ 1181; 12l j.
ssa J-M ~ 156g.
ssi J-M ~ 176j.
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grammatically possible35z and would yield the translation: "You attack
him forever, and he goes, changing his face". However, this reading is
very unlikely poetically, since it would divide the verse in two halves
of very uneven length. Also the masoretic accentuation ( atnach on
~~7T1) seems to exclude it. A final solution for the lack of a S in 20c
could be to read the clause as an independent, but to regard the
omitted S as referring to man, and not to God, as suggested above.
Clauses 20cd would then read as "man changes his countenance and
you send him away", which would suggest a logical or temporal
consecution that does not seem to be intended here. All in all, then, it
seems best to regard the clause as an independent participial clause
with God as its (implicit) S.

mm. 14:21-22

:~n5 ~~~~-r~5i ~nv~~i v~, c~5i r~~ ~ ~~~'
:5~t~n r 5v ~v~~~ ~,~~~ ~, 5v ~~ar-~,~

14:21 a yikbdciu bánáw

14:21 h cr~1ó'yèc7á `

14:21 c wd vis "ru

14:21 d c~ló'yábin lámó

14:22a 'akb`~sáró áláw yikáb

14:22h cr~na~s`ó `áláw~ te Ybál ~

3s2 J-M ~ 126a.b.
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they-honour his-snns
14:21 a P(V) DO

and- ~ not he-knows
14:21h w ne~-P(V}

they-become-
and- insignificant

14:21c w P(V}
and- notlu:urrdeastunds'~ for-himself

14:21 d~a neg - P(V ) Aj(comm) 3s3

ovth~hirfleshon-hint ir-hurts
]4:22a fp~sa-S-PO P(V}

and- his-spirit on-him ït-rnounrs
14:22b w S- PO P(V)

Also the clauses in v.21 have an unmarked constituent order and a
neutral pragmatic structure. On the other hand, both clauses of v.22
have a doubly occupied preverbal field, which very definitely is a

353 Both the morphology and the syntax of the PP 11)5 are difficult to assess.
The pronominal suffix 1q- usually refers to the third person masculine plural,
although it can also refer to the singular, viz., in pausa positions in poetic texts
(J-M ~]03f). The determination of the morphology of the suffix depends
largely on the syntactic function of the PP of which it is part. Most
commentators regard the PP as prepositional object, although they disagree on
the reference of the pronoun. Some regard the pronoun as referring to the
`sons' which are the subject of clauses 21a and 21c (cf. DHORME, Job, p. 187:
"il ne les aper~oit pas"), others regard it as referring to the situation described
in 21 c as such (cf. HnBEL, Job, p. 234; CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 278: "he does not
perceive it"). Because of the parallel with 21b, the latter option seems to be
preferable. Another option is possible, however, viz., that of regarding the PP
as an adjunct commodi of the same person as the verb's subject, in which case
the suffix should be read as singular. It is this last possibility that I adopt here,
as in 13:1c cf. n. 141. (Job 13:1 and 14:21 are the only two biblical instances
of the verb j'~ followed by the preposition -5 with a suffix pronoun of the
same person as the subject.) If the PP has this function, the verb has the
meaning of "to understand" used absolutely, which provides a perfect parallel
for the yédá ` of 21 b.
asa ~e particle ~sZ is regarded as a limiting focus particle, and not as a modal
word, in the present verse: the dead know nothing anymore of their progeny,
they only feel their own pains. The scope of the focus particle is not limited to
the following constituent, but extends over the complete clause, and, as a
double duty particle, over both clauses of the verse, as GroB has correctly
observed (Gttos, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, pp. 82.83.188 n. 114.)
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marked order.3ss The pragmatic function of the first fronted
constituents, viz., the S, becomes clear if one takes into account the
parallel between the two clauses: except for the double-duty particle
with which the verse opens, both clauses have a completely parallel
structure. Moreover, the respective subjects, viz., ~tU~ and V.~7,
sometimes fotTtt a parallellcontrastive pair, even in Job's present
reply.3só These considerations make it more than likely that the
fronting of the S should be interpreted as marking the constituents for
Pazallel Focus: "His flesh ...ll his spirit ...". At the same time, the S
constituents function as the clauses' Tops.
According to the general pragmatic rule formulated by Grol3, a
clause's second fronted (-P2) constituent usually has the function of
Foc.357 Obviously, this is not the case in the present clauses. In his
own analyses, also GroLi came across a good number of P2
constituents without Foc,358 most of which aze pronominal and aze
found in poetic texts.3s9 Of the explanations that GroQ adduces for this
form of fronting,3~ two apply in the present context, in my opinion.
Firstly, [he P2 constituent does not occupy its preverbal position
because i[ was fronted, but because the V was moved to the final
position in the clause in order to mark it for Foc. GroLi himself admits
that, up to present, not much is known about the positions in which the
V is specifically marked for Foc.361 Yet, it seems in line with the
general tendencies in constituent order that, if the preverbal field is
filled for some reason, and if the V needs to be marked for Foc, the

sss Unfortunately, Grot3 does not provide a specific analysis of these verses in
his 2001 monograph. However, his invaluable insights do provide the
framework within which also this case can be described adequately.
3s6 See Gen 9:15.16; Isa 10:18 (?); Ps 63:2; 84:3; Job 13: l4.
35~ Gttos, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, p. 311.
sss See Ibid., pp. 176-188; 234-237. Constituents as the S, the Aj(temp),
deictic particles and constituents with a high degree of referentiality are not
intended here by Gro[i, since these can always be fronted without taking Foc,
also in single preverbal fields.
359 Compare with 13:21 a on pp. 197ff.
~ GRO6, Doppelt besetzes Vorfeld, pp. 312f.
~~ Here again, we have a subject requiring further analysis and study, as also
Grol3 remarked, see n. 225.
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verb would be moved backwards.3óz In the present clauses, the V
definitely has the clause's main Completive Foc: being cut off from
life and from what happens to his progeny, all that remains for man is
pain and grief. A second reason for the verb-final position, which in
my perception is strongly related to the former, is that the author
rather wished to end the clause - and in this case, Job's complete
speech - with a semantically rich V, rather than with a short
pronominal and unfocused appendix. Since the last words resound the
longest, it is preferable to end the clause and the speech with a strong
verb. After all of Job's vehement arguments, requests and thought
experiments, what is left is the reality of pain and mourning.

36z Compare with the backward movement of constituents for Foc in the
postverbal field, see Gxoa, Satzteilfolge, pp. 282-295 etpassim.



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapter, I have described the pragmatic structure of each
clause in Job's third reply (Job 12-14). The analysis consisted in
unravelling the weft and warp of topical and focal elements in each
clause, or, put less technically, in determining what is said about what in
each clause. From the outset, it has been clear that the disentanglement of
these elements was not performed as a goal by and in itself, but as a step
in understanding the rough-grained cues guiding the reader through the
meaning of the text. Continuing the textile metaphor, the unravelling of
the fabric does not aim at isolating each and every fibre, but at gaining
insight in the overall texture of the text, before turning, in the next
chapters, to the semantic analysis of some key individual words and
collocations which play an important role in this texture, viz. as the
threads and the weaving motifs that are central in its composition. In the
third paragraph of present chapter, the different analytical observations
will therefore be brought together, and its results for a study of the text's
structure will be presented.
Determining each clause's topical and focal elements involved a fairly
high degree of interpretation, as the numerous discussions with the
exegetical literature will have made clear. However, since textual
meaning was the subject of the analysis, this interpretational move is
unavoidable and does not jeopardise the linguistic scientificity of the
research. Nonetheless, in order to maximise the objectivity of the
functional descriptions, attention has been paid to the formal markers of
the pragmatic functions in the text wherever possible. The most important
of these markers - at least for written texts - proved to be the constituent
order within clauses, as the deviation from the neutral constituent order
often marks one or more constituents for some pragmatic function. In the
second paragraph of the present chapter, I will present some summarising
remarks as to how deviating constituent orders relate to the distribution of
certain pragmatic functions.
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In determining which constituent orders are neutral and which are
deviating, I made grateful use of the existing scholarly literature, which
was presented in Chapter 2. In the course of my analyses, I came across
quite a considerable number of clause (sub)types of which the constituent
order had not yet been studied in depth. In the first paragraph of the
present chapter, I therefore bring together these cases, which suggests
some directions for future research, be it for confirmation or for
refutation.

I. CONSTITUENT ORDER: AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The study of constituent order and of its importance for the determination
of pragmatic functions has witnessed a strong development in the past
decade, in particular thanks to the work of Walter GroR, as has been
amply demonstra[ed in Chapter 2. But also earlier works, e.g., that of
Muraoka, and smaller contributions by various authors, have provided a
rich overview of the constituent orders (both neutral and marked) of
many clause types. Nonetheless, many clause types still need to be
studied in depth, as these authors themselves repeatedly indicated.
Although the present work did not aim at systematically enhancing the
treatment of constituent order in Classical Hebrew, my analysis of all the
clauses in Job 12-14 revealed a number of cases, which would need
further treatment. I here bring together all these cases, with a short
indication of the direction in which further study of each respective case
might be developed.
The cases summarised below indicate how complex the question of
constituent order is, and how important i[ is not only to find correlations
between constituent orders and linguistic functions, but also to discover
the rationales for such correlations. As Payne remarked at the end of her
introduction to the volume on word order flexibility, correlations are not
always explanations: it is always possible that the correlation between
order A and function A is actually "epiphenomenal", depending on a
correlation between order A and function B. Payne concludes: "One must
therefore be careful not to suppose that simply because a statistically
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valid correlation can be established, that the true function of the form in
question has necessarily been uncovered."'

a. Position of the Verb

The most complex and encompassing question concerns the position of
the verb. In most accounts of constituent order in verbal clauses -
including the present, for that matter - the verb is treated as an immovable
pivot, around which the rest of the constituents move. Whenever a
constituent comes in clause-initial position, it is said to be "fronted"
before the verb, while constituents in the "post-verbal field" are said to
move towards, or away from, the verb. That the verb is considered as the
centre of the clause is obviously not wrong; after all, the verb constitutes
the core of the clausé s predication. Since, moreover, the verb tends to
occupy the clause-initial position in Hebrew, dividing the clause in a pre-
verbal and a post-verbal field, as I have done here following Gro6, has
proven quite insightful. Nonetheless, this view and presentation of the
verbal clause should not obscure the question about the position of the
verb in the clause and about the relation between this position and the
verb's own pragmatic functions. Given the central position of the verb in
the clause, both syntactically and pragmatically, it is striking that
relatively little explicit attention has been devoted to it in the functional
accounts of the Hebrew verbal clause, as GroQ himself conceded. A
thorough analysis is therefore to be desired, and the integration of the
findings of non-functionalist accounts of verbal position is necessary. A
few questions and observations might serve as a starting point. Firstly, it
could be asked what pragmatic conclusions can be drawn from the fact
that [he verb tends to occupy the first position in the Hebrew clause. It
could be hypothesised, as Myhill has done,2 that this order follows
Givón's "most important task first" rule, to which I have made mention

' PAYNE, D. L., Introduction, in D. L. PAYNE (ed.), Pragmatics of Word Order
Flexibility (Typological Studies in Language, 22), Amsterdam - Philadelphia,
John Benjamins, 1992, pp. 1-13, here pp. l if.
Z MYHILL, J., Word Order and Temporal Sequencing, in D. L. PAYxE (ed.),
Pragmatics of Word Order Flexibility (Typological Studies in Language, 22),
Amsterdam - Philadelphia, John Benjamins, 1992, pp. 265-278.
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more than once: if the Topic of a clause is contextually known, and the
rest of the clause functions as Completive Focus - the case I have
labelled as "pragmatically neutral" - the verb, as the core of the
Completive Focus, takes the initial position, since it executes the most
important pragmatic task, while the Topic, which in neutral cases
coincides with the Subject, either follows after the verb, or is left
implicit.3
Also the observed tendency of volitive verbal forms to come in clause-
initial position could be understood that way: since expressing volition is
the most important function of a volitive clause, a function that differs
from the predicative function of neutral clauses, it stands to reason to
start the clause with the verb expressing that function.4 Why non-initial
yiqtol tends to have non-volitive meaning - although more so in prose
than in poetry - is not immediately clear from a functionalist perspective.
Could it be that this position is taken by the verb to distinguish it formally

3 Although it lies outside the scope of the present research, it could be argued
that the so-called discourse function of the verbal position, viz., in distinguishing
foregrounded and backgrounded clauses is inseparably related to the pragmatic
functions of the clauses' constituents. In discourse analysis, it is argued that
clauses with a clause-initial verb (wayyiqtot) form the foreground of the
narration, whereas clauses with a clause-internal verb (x-qataO constitute the
background. Although this correlation may be descriptively valid (in most cases),
it has little explanatory force. Just as little as the verb form (wayyiqtol v. qatal) is
used to mark the difference between the foreground and background clauses (see
JoosTEN, J., The Indicative System of the Biblical Hebrew Verb and its Literary
Exploitation, in E. vntv Wot,DE [ed.], Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew Bible
[Biblical Interpretation Series, 29], Leiden - New York - Kbin, Brill, 1997, pp.
51-71, here p. 68), is constituent order marking the discourse func[ion of clauses
in any direct way (pace Joos~N, loc.cit.). In line wi[h the general functionalist
tenets, clauses with a fronted verb have high Topic continuity and the verb as the
core of the Completive Focus. It is therefore natural that this type of clauses will
be used when the foreground line of the nanation is expressed. On the other
hand, when a nominal constituent is fronted, this usually marks the introduction
of a New Topic, or the presence of Parallel or Contrastive Focus (the latter is less
frequent in narration than in discursive texts). It is very natural again, that this
type of clauses is used when the main foreground line of the narration is
interrupted. It is not so much the constituent order of these clauses that mark
them for having a certain discourse function, then, rather, it is the pragmatic
structure of the clauses - which may or may not be formally expressed by
constituent order - that correlates with certain discourse functions.
4 See the discussion in n. 77.
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from its volitive counterparts (even if it is not morphologically different),
or is there more to be said? This remains an issue for further study. In this
context, also Myhill's very interesting suggestion about a correlation
between verb position in future clauses and the cooperative relation
between speaker and addressee should be assessed, and should be put
into relation with the observations on the effect of constituent order on
the pragmatic function of clausal constituents.s
A different, yet related research topic with regard to the relation between
the position of the verb and its modality presented itself in the discussion
of the complex verses 14:11-12. Clause 14:1 la starts with a qatal verb
form which has modal meaning (hypothetical, counterexpectational),
even though one could have expected the S- as the clause's NewTop -
to be fronted. My question was, then, whether in this and other cases, the
fact that the qatal form has modal meaning could have affected its
position in the clause, viz., in putting it in clause-initial position.b
Obviously, researching this question is problematic enough, not only
because it requires isolating qatal forms with modal meaning, but also
because the clause initial position is the verb's default, unmarked
position. One would have to look for modal qatal forms in clause initial
position within clauses in which a nominal constituent would be expected
to occupy this initial position because of its pragmatic function. Yet, the
positional difference between indicative yiqtol and yiqtol expressing
deontic modality provides at least some ground to ask a similar question
about the qatal.~
A last question to be asked concerning the position of the verb is whether
the verb itself can be moved in the clause in order to mark it for a specific

S MYHll.L, J., Verb Position in Future Clauses in Biblical Hebrew, in Language
Variation and Change 4 (1992) 289-309.
6 So CooK, J. A., The Semantics of Verbal Pragmatics. Clarifying the Roles of
Wayyiqtol and Weqatal in Biblical Hebrew Prose, in Journal of Semitic Studies
49 (2004) 247-273
~ In a personal communication, Jan Joosten has provided some counter-evidence
for this suggestion, viz. of initial qatal without modal meaning (Gen 27:35; 31:1;
38:24; 39:17; 45:16) and modal non-initial qatal (Nu 12:14; 2Ki 5:13). Further
research taking into account different parameters is necessary (e.g. it is striking
that atl the cases mentioned above occur as the first clause of a new discursive
turn in a conversation).
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pragmatic function. Following GroB' suggestion in this regard (e.g. for
13:21a), I have proposed to interpret the position of the verbs occurring
at the end of the clauses 12:1 1 ab, 13:3a, 14:16a and 14:22ab as being
caused not by the fronting of their respective constituents, but by the
backward movement of the verbs themselves, in order to mark them
specifically for Focus. Nonetheless, as GroB also remarked, more
research should be done before this suggestion could be substantiated.

b. Pragmatic Functions in Non-Indicative Clauses

Dik's Functional Grammar and his description of pragmatic functions
starts from a communicational model of verbal interaction that describes
languages' primary function as effecting "certain changes in the
pragmatic information" of the addressees.g The functional description of
all the clauses of Job 12-14 has shown, however, that this model is
somewhat limited. Though it accounts for non-declarative clause types,9
it says little or nothing about the distribution of pragmatic functions, nor
about the constituent ordering in imperative and other volitive clause
types. As I remarked in the description of a number of verses, the
opposition Topic-(Completive) Focus makes little sense in volitive clause
types, although the latter may include constituents with Contrastive
Focus, as in "Give that book to JoHN (and not to Mary)". A systematic
analysis of the constituent order in volitive clause, going further than the
observation that verbs tend to come in first position in volitive clauses, is
therefore needed.

a Dtx, S. C. and K. HENGEVELD, The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part 1: The
Structure of the Clouse (Functional Grammar Series, 20), Berlin - New York,
Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, p. 5.
9 Dtx, S. C. and K. Het~GEVE~D, The Theory of Functional Grammar. Part 2:
Complex and Derived Constructions (Functional Grammar Series, 21), Berlin -
New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, pp. 229-256.
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c. Nominal Clauses: Pragmatic Functions v. Discursive Functions

In the precedíng analysis, the constituent order within nominal clauses
has been analysed from the perspective of the pragmatic functions of the
constituents involved. Several authors have argued, however, that
constituent order may also provide indications about the relation of the
clause with its context. More in particular it has been stated that the S-P
order, in particular with indeterminate predicates, may mark the clause as
being circumstantial,~o i.e., stating "the particular circumstances under
which a subject appears as performing some action, or under which an

action (or an occurrence) is accomplished".~~ It should be a matter of
further research how both approaches to constituent order in the nominal
clause could be reconciled. By analogy to the order in verbal clauses,

both marking the clause for sequentiality, and constituents in particular
positions for certain pragmatic functions, there are good reasons to

suppose that also in the nominal clause both factors coexist and even

cooperate.

d. Nominal Clauses with the Copula

An important lacuna in the study of constituent order in Classical Hebrew

concerns the clauses with the copula ~'~. This clause type is quite

peculiar, since, on the one hand, it includes a non-verbal predicate - and

should thus be regarded as nominal, while, on the other, it also contains a

conjugated verb. It is to be presumed, then, that, as far as constituent

order is concerned, this clause type has some of the characteristics of

both nominal and verbal clauses. It will be clear that a broad investigation

of this very frequent clause type will be needed, before more can be said

about its constituent order.

~o G-K-C ?? 141e; 156a; ANDERSEN, F. I., The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the
Pentateuch (Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, 14), Nashville -
New York, Abingdon Press, 1970, pp. 35; 45f.; HoFruzER, J., The Nominal
Clause Reconsidered, in Vetus Testamentum 23 (1973) 446-510, pp. 479-486;
see also JoosTErr, J., The Syntax of hainrákáh 'ahathi ' bká ábi (Gen. 27:38aa),
in Journalof Semitic Studies 36 (1991) 207-221, pp. 209f.
~~ G-K-C ~ 156a.
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e. Nominal Clauses with Predicatorsof Existence

A related field for further study are the nominal clauses with the
predicators of existence (prex) ~1' and 1'ht. It is a well established fact, of
course, that the predicators of existence occupy the clause initial position,
but less is known about the order of the following (pro)nominal
constituents. In the context of the discussion of 14:7a (~17ti rt75 Vr), I
executed a preliminary survey of the clauses in which the prex are
followed by a subject and prepositional predicate with -5 expressing
possession. I suggested that the neutral order is prex - S- P when the P is
nominal, and prex - P- S, when the P is pronominal, a difference that is
reminiscent of GroB' Pronominalregel in verbal clauses. I further
demonstrated that reverse orders (like the one in 14:7a) usually mark one
of the constituents for a specific pragmatic function. It is to be expected
that similar characteristics wil] also be found in clauses in which the prex
is followed by other types of constituents (e.g. S and locative P with -~),
but this remains to be researched.

f. Disjunctive and Yes~1Vo-Questions

It is well-known that question words tend to take the clause-initial
position in interrogative clauses. Less is known, however, on the
constituent order of disjunctive quesiions, presenting two (or more)
alternative answers, and of YeslNo-questions. When dealing with the
questions in 12:1 lab,12 I proposed, on the basis of a first overview of the
materials, that in interrogative clauses, the focal elements precede the
topical. More research should be done here, even though, in many cases,
the attribution of pragmatic functions to the constituents involves quite
some interpretational decision taking, more than in the case of affirmative
clauses.

g. Idiomatic Expressions

On several occasions (see 13:8.10.14.24), I have found that idiomatic
expressions do not seem to conform to the general rules of constituent
order. Even though idiomatic expressions consist of different words, their
semantic meaning, and [heir pragmatic function cannot be analysed into

12 See also 13:7-8.11.
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smaller component parts. Given a verb and a nominal constituent that
together form an idiom, fronting the nominal constituent before the verb
therefore cannot mazk this constituent for a pragmatic function different
than that of its verb. In the discussion of 13:10, I suggested, however, that
the fronting of such a constituent might be a means to mazk the complete
idiomatic expression for a specific pragmatic function. This seems to be
the case in 13:24a. Nonetheless, this explanation remains very
hypothetical and needs further substantiation.

h. Position of Reverential References

In a certain sense related to idiomatic expressions are reverential
references as "your servant," "your handmaid," "my lord". The Jobian
chapters under investigation do not include any such references, but in
the context of 14:7a, also 2Ki 4:2 was discussed, in which one of these
references occurs. On that occasion, I suggested to research the
possibility that, as far as constituent order is concerned, reverential
references behave as pronominal, rather than as nominal constituents -
what they are, morphologically speaking - in that they move as closely to
the predicate as possible.13

i. Position of Temporal Infinitival Phrases with ~y

With regazd to 14:12c, it was azgued that infinitival phrases with the
preposition w tend to stand after the main clause, and it was suggested
that in the cases where they precede, they aze pragmatically marked (for
Focus). Although some material was adduced in support of this
suggestion, more thorough research is still wanting. This research could
be part of a broader study of the effect of the "Principle of Iconic
Ordering" on the constituent orders in Classical Hebrew. According to
this cross-linguistic principle, the ordering of constituents often iconically
reflects the (temporal or logical) order of the events in the expression.14
Since, e.g., the infinitival phrases with ~v marks the end point of the

13 If this claim could be substantiated, it would shed a new light on the reasons
for the cross-linguistic tendency of pronominal constituents to move towards the
predicate. Not the length, but the degree of referentiality of these constituents
would prove to be the reason for their frontward movement.
14 See DtK and HEtacEVEt.~, Functiona[Grammar. Part 1, p. 399.
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action or state described in the main clause, its iconically expected
position is also after the main clause. The principle described here seems
to be quite cross-linguistically valid, and there is little reason to suppose
it would not be operative in Classical Hebrew.

j. Position of Comparative Infinitival Phrases

When studying 13:9b, I found that comparative infinitival phrases
(preposition -~ followed by the infinitive construct) may either precede or
follow the main clause's verb. On the basis of a limited, though well-
defined number of cases, I proposed that if the infinitival phrase precedes
the main clause, the main verb is topical and the preceding phrase is
focal, whereas in the opposite case, it is the main verb that has the
function of Completive Focus. This suggestion needs to be tested on a
larger set of cases, however.

k. Position of Comparative Adjuncts Referring to an Unexpressed
Subject

In a number of instances (13:28ab; 14:2a.6c.9b) I found that comparative
adjuncts occupied a position marked for Focus. On the basis of a
preliminary survey, that needs to be extended, I suggested that the
movement of the Aj in such positions - including the rather unusual
movement of the Aj before the DO in the post-verbal field - marks it for
playing a larger part in the clause's Completive Focus. I found this to be
predictable, since the comparative Aj plays a role in the clause's
predication that is larger than that of other types of constituents.

l. Pragmatic Function of Fronted Temporal Adjuncts

In his work, GroL3 repeatedly remarked that fronted temporal adjuncts do
not necessarily have the pragmatic function of Focus. In the context of
the discussion of 14:14c, I asked the question whether this is also true for
poetic texts, given the fact that Gro(3' conclusion was based on the
analysis of prose books.t5 In narrative texts, a temporal Aj is often

~S Gxoa, W., Die Satzteilfolge im Verbalsatz alttestamentlicher Prosa.
Untersucht an den Biichern Dtn. Ri und 2K6n (Forschungen zum Alten
Testament, 17), Tubingen, Mohr (Siebeck), 1996, pp. 165-167; 173-175; 199.
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fronted in the first clause of a new paragraph in order to situate the
following accoun[ in its temporal setting, a function referred to in
functionalist accounts as "Setting".16 In that case, the fronting of the
temporal constituent indeed does not have the function of Focus. It seems
an interesting research topic, however, to investigate whether fronted
temporal adjuncts also have this non-focal function of Setting in (non-
narrative) poetry or in non-narrative, discursive prose. It might be a
feasible hypothesis that the temporal situating of an account is typical for
narrative texts, which could lead to the conclusion that in non-narrative
texts, fronted temporal adjuncts have, as a rule, a focal function.

m. Backward Movement for ParallelFocus

In his extensive study, GroB has shown that the backward movement of a
nominal constituent (i.e., away from the verb) sometimes marks that
constituent for (Contrastive) Focus. When discussing 13:27a, I suggested
that the backward movement of constituents might also mark them for
Parallel Focus, viz., in the first of two (or more) parallel clauses, much in
the same way as a parallel constituent is sometimes fronted in the second
of a pair of parallel clauses. In the same way as Parallel Focus seems to
attract constituents forward to stand closer to the constituents to which
they are parallel, also the reverse movement of attraction might take place
in Classical Hebrew. This hypothesis needs further study, however.

n. Constituent Order in Conditional Clauses

It has been remarked in Hebrew grammar that the default constituent
order in nominal conditional clauses is P-S. In the margin of the
discussion of 14:Sa, in which that order is also found, it was suggested
that some research be done on the possible pragmatic grounds for this
order. The simple observation that conditional clauses have a different
order might be descriptively interesting, but from a functionalist
perspective, it lacks explanatory force. Providing an explanation would
require both more textual research, and more theoretical reflection on the
phenomenon. Whatever the grounds for the order might be, it should be

16 See the discussion on pp. 45f..
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interesting to see if they also apply to some extent in verbal conditional
clauses.

II. MARKED CONSTITUENT ORDER AND PRAGMATIC FUNCTIONS

About 74 of the 198 clauseslphrases in Job 12-14 have a marked
constituent order, as becomes clear from the overview of Job 12-14 in
the next paragraph. Whether this ratio of a little more than 1:3 should be
considered high is hard to say for lack of comparable analyses of other
texts, although it might be safe to assume that the average nan ative text
will feature fewer marked constituent orders.
With the exception of one instance,~~ all the cases of deviant order mark
one or more constituents for a specific pragmatic function. In 26 cases,ig I
have found the order to mark a constituent for having Contrastive Focus.
It will come as no surprise to Hebrew linguists that this function is among
the most frequent in being marked by a non-neutral constituent order. It
has long been remarked in Hebrew grammar that fronting constituents
gives them some "emphasis", and indeed, if any constituents can be said
to be emphatic, it is the ones with Contrastive Focus, i.e., the ones in
which the author explicitly wishes to alter the addressee's existing
information.
However, it is by no means only constituents with Contrastive Focus that
are marked by special constituent order. In no less than 28 cases in these
chapters,19 a non-neutral order is mazking a moved constituent for
Parallel Focus. In these instances, the constituents are moved from their
default position in order to indicate that they are paralleled or contrasted
to a comparable constituent in an adjacent clause. Typically, it is the
constituent in the second of a clause pair that is fronted for Parallel
Focus, but also the reverse phenomenon, viz., the backward movement of
a constituent in the first of a pair of clauses, can mark that constituent for

~~ Job 13:9a, where the non-default order is caused by the respective length of the
consti[uents.
18 Job 12:2ab.3a.9b.10.11 ab.16a; 13:2a.3ab.4a.l Ob.15c(bis).16ab.18b(3.20ab.
22b.25ab; 14:3ab.7a.l0a.
19Job 12:12ab.13ab.16b.22b; 13:3a.4a.6b.21ab.23b.25ab.27ac; 14:8ab.9a.llb.
15b.16a.18ab.19ac.22ab.
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the same function. In some cases, constituents in both clauses forming a
pair are fronted to mark them for Paralle] Focus. One could object that
this forward or backward movement of constituents is nothing more than
a stylistic feature of poetic language and that its functional import in
terms of focality is minimal. Yet, I would argue, if the author deemed it
necessary to move constituents from their default position in order to
formally paralle] or confront them to a semantically related constituent in
an adjacent clause, this indicates that to him those constituents play an
important role in the information to be transmitted to his audience and
that they, hence, have a certain degree of focality. Moreover, in all of the
cases encountered in these chapters, the constituents described as having
Parallel Focus, also have the function of Completive or Contrastive
Focus, or of New Topic, which demonstrates their degree of focality.
In 16 cases,ZO a marked constituent order is used to indicate the role of
the moved constituent in the Completive Focus of the clause. Even
though each clause has, by definition, a Completive Focus (that what the
clause is saying), in some cases the role of some constituent in this
Completive Focus needs to be marked. For lack of other means, this
marking is often achieved by departing from the default order. In
interrogative clauses, the situation is different: the constituent with
(Questioning) Focus stands as a rule in clause initial position, as is also
the case in 13 clauses within the chapters under investigation.21 One
might ask the question whether the clause initial position of question
words or of clause initial constituents with Questioning Focus in
interrogative clauses can be regarded as marked, since that constituent
order is default for that type of clauses. This observation surely is valid,
and immediately raises a second question, viz., about the way in which
one wishes to define the (un)markedness of constituent orders. What may
be a marked order for clauses in general, may be the unmarked order for
a specific type of clauses. Taken against the background of the Hebrew
clause in general, the order of interrogative clauses can without doubt be
regarded as marked, insomuch that constituent order sometimes is the
discriminating marker to distinguish interrogative from assertive clauses.

~ Job 12:12ab.l3ab; 13:12b.28a; 14:2a.5abc.12c.13a.14c.15c.22ab.
Z~ Job 12:3c.9a; 13:7ab.8ab.I lab.19a.23a.24a.25ab.
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However one may wish to define the neutral, default order in this case, it
is clear that the fronting of the question word or the constituent with
Questioning Focus has a functional rationale:2z it is precisely this
constituent that forms the core of what the question is asking for, and
therefore - by the rule of "most importan[ things first" - is given the
prominent, clause initial position.
In the chapters Job 12-14, non-neutral constituent order is finally also
used some 12 times to mark a constituent as the clause's New or
Resumed Topic.23 Since this Topic is contextually new or at least
inactive, it is imperative to first (re)introduce it, for which function the
clause initial function is the most appropriate.
Concluding, it will be clear that marked constituent orders by no means
always mark constituents for having Contrastive Focus, but that these
orders may have several, very different functions, for the accurate
description of which the general term of "emphasis" is not fine-tuned
enough. The secondary vocabulary provided by functionalist grammars,
in my opinion, provide the tools adequately to describe the different
possible cases.

III. RESULTS FOR THE PRAGMATIC STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT

1. Overview

The above analyses have taken the individual clauses as their starting-
point. The guiding question in these analyses was how the pragmatic
structure of each clause is built up, more in particular how the pragmatic
functions of Topic and Focus are distributed among the clauses'
constituents. Nonetheless, the ultimate purpose of this pragmatic study
was not so much to study the structure and meaning of individual clauses,
but rather, to gain insight in the rough-grained cues that guide the reader
to a coherent reconstruction of the text's meaning, as stated in the
introduction of this part.

Zz J-M ~ 155pb claims that it is "easily understandable" that inten-ogative adverbs
(question words) should take the clause initial position, but fails to explain why
this is so.
23 Job 12:2a.5a.l lab; 13:1a.2a.20a.28a; 14:7ad.l0a.l2a.
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How, then, can the close analysis of the pragmatic particularities of each
clause add to the understanding of the processes guiding the reader to a
coherent interpretation of the chapters under investigation? I discern a
double movement. On the one hand, as has been mentioned repeatedly
before in the present study, the Topic of an individual clause is always
related in one way or the other to the topic chain running through the text.
Not only clauses have Topics; also paragraphs, chapters, complete
discourses, books do so. In order to label the relation of the clause's
Topic to the larger chain in the text, Dik introduced the terminology, also
adopted in the present study, of New, Given, Resumed and Sub Topic. It
will be clear, as has been explained in the works of e.g. Givón, that the
continuity or discontinuity of Topics throughout a text is constitutive for
the coherence and meaning structure of that text, along with the
(dis)continuity of other grammatical and textual elements. In the
summarizing overview of the pragmatic analysis of Job 12-14 below, I
have therefore charted all the clausal Topics, together with some
information about their relation to the topic chain of the whole text. New
Topics that remain discourse active for some time and are resumed later
in the discourse have been put in bold face font. Whenever a Topic is
Resumed in the text, after havíng been introduced earlier, it is written in
plain font. A local topical chain, spanning a number of adjacent clauses,
in which the same Topic is maintained, is indicated by arrows pointing
downwards. SubTopics are explicitly mentioned, and their relatíon to the
preceding overarching Topic is indicated by means of an indented arrow.
New Topics that are only maintained for a limited number of clauses and,
hence, play a secondary role in the topical chain of the whole discourse
have been typeset in italics. In the case of imperative clauses, of which
the pragmatic structure cannot be described in plain terms of Topic and
Focus, the second person `you' has been put in the Topic column, be it
between square brackets to indicate their specific character. With some
stretching of the terminology, an imperative clause can be said to speak
`about' what the second person is to do, and the second person can be
labeled as the clause's Topic.
Bringing together all these data about the clausal Topics, and charting
them in one tabular overview, a general picture of the topic backbone of
the [ext appears, laying bare what the text is about.
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There is a second way in which the pragmatic analysis of the individual
clauses may contribute to the understanding of the pragmatic structure of
the text, especially in the case of a discourse between two (or more)
interlocutors, as is the case in the book of Job. As Dik has explained,
communication consists of adding new information on a topic that is
known to both speaker and addressee. The content of this added
information - i.e., the constituents with the highest degree of focality -
determines what is said in the text. Nonetheless, a systematic overview of
the different clausal Foci would not be very instructive per se for the
understanding of the discourse as a whole. Unlike Topics, which tend to
be discourse active for some time, and are often resumed at several
occasions during the discourse, Foci tend to be much more locally
restricted, although they can be repeated throughout the text. In simpler
terms: while it is common to deal with the same Topic at some length, it
would be quite untypical to keep saying the same thing about a Topic at
length. However, one type of clausal Foci has a more important role in
the pragmatic structure of a discourse as a whole, viz., Contrastive Focus.
In Dik's definition, Contrast Focus is the pragmatic function of those
constituents that present information which is opposed to other, similar
information which the speaker presupposes the addressee to entertain.
Contrastive Focus occurs when the speaker explicitly wishes to alter and
modify the existing information the addressee has, when, in other words,
he desires to make his own position as clear as possible, in contrast to the
position of his interlocutors. It seems correct to assume, then, that the
clauses having constituents with Contrastive Focus play an essential role
in the discourse as a whole. I have, therefore, in the overview below,
explicitly mentioned all the clauses containing constituents with
Contrastive Focus. In order to avoid circular reasoning, however, I have
only taken into account the cases of Contrastive Focus that are formally
marked, either by means of a focus particle, or by constituent order.
Constituents that possibly have Contrastive Focus, but that are not
formally marked, or whose marking is no longer available to us (e.g. in
the case of prosodic marking) are left out of consideration. On the other
hand, in order to enhance the overview's utility and to allow for
independent testing of the material's presentation, I have included all the
instances of marked constituent order, with, on each occasion, the label of
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the pragmatic function I believe this order to mark. As has been
explained in the preceding paragraph, marked order can indicate
Contrastive Focus, but also Completive, Questioning and Parallel Focus,
and the introduction of a New Topic. The cases of Contrastive Focus,
which are most important for our present purposes, have been marked in
bold type.
Bringing together the information about Topic Continuity and about
Contrast Focus and other explicitly marked pragmatic functions, as
described above, the following overview24 of pragmatic functions in Job
12-14 emerges. This overview will form the basis for a more detailed
description of the pragmatic structure of these chapters, which will be
presented in the following paragraph.

Topic Continuity Marked Constituent Order

12:2a you ( pl.) ContrFocl NewTop (you)
12:2b knowledge ContrFoc ( with you)
12:3a ~L ContrFoc (to me) (tfp)
12:3b me
12:3c your knowledge QFoc ( with whom)
12:4aa me
12:4ap ~L
12:4b God
12:4c ~L
12:5a calamity NewTop (calamity)
12:5b -those falling
12:6a godless
12:6ba ~L
12:6b(3 y
12:7a [you (sg.)]
12:7b ~L animals
12:7c- ~L ~L
1?:~J~i kn~n~Ir~I,~~ QF~~clit~hn)

Z' For reasons of economy, longer series of clauses with the same Given Topic
and without specifically marked pragmatic functions are taken together on one
line.
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12:9b
12:10
12:11a
12:1 lb
12:12a
12:12b
12:13a
12:13b
12:14a
12:16a
12:16b
12:17a
12:22b
12:23a
12:25a
12:25b
13:1 a-c
13:2a

13:2b
13:3a
13:3b
13:4a
13:5 a
13:Sb
13:6a
13:6b
l 3:7a
l3:7b
13:8a
13:8b
13:9a
13:9b
13:10a
13:1Ob
13:11a
13:I1b
13:12a
13:12b
13:13a

doing this
oul of every living thing

ear
palate

knowledge
y

J~ and strength
~

God's deeds
trength and knowledge

God
~ God's deeds

y
y

leaders of the world
y

all this
knowledge

me
y
~

you (pl.)

[You (Pl.)]
your being silent

[you (pl.)]
y

yourspeech
y
y
~

God's

y
y

CHAPTER 4

ContrFoc ( hand of the Lord)
ContrFoc (in his hand)

NewTop (ear- words) - ContrFoc ( tests)
NewTop (palate food) -ContrFoc ( tastes)

ComplFoc~ParFoc ( with elderly)
ComplFoc~ParFoc ( with length of days)

ComplFoc~ParFoc ( with him)
ComplFoclParFoc ( to him)

ContrFoc ( with him)
ParFoc (to him)

ParFoc ( to light)

NewTop (all this)
NewTop (your knowledge) -

ContrFoc (also 1) (ffp)

ParFoc (n - ContrFoc (to the Almighty)
ContrFoc ( to argue with God)

ParFoc (you)

ParFoc (pleas of my lips)
QFoc (for God)
QFoc (to him)
QFoc (his face)
QFoc (to God)
Rule of Length

ContrFoc (in secret)
QFoc (his majesty)

QFoc (his fear)

ComplFoc (positions of clay)



13:13b
13:13c
13:14a
13:14b
13:15a
13:15b
13:15c

13:16a
13:16b
13:17a
13:17b
13:18a
13:18b
13:18b
13:19a
13:19b
13:19c
13:20a
13:20b
13:21 a
13:21 b
13:22a
13:22b
13:22c
13:22d
13:23a
13:23b
13:24a
13:24b
13:25a
13:25b
13:26a
13:26b
13:27a 'I
13:27b I
13:27c ~
13:28a
14:1a -
14:2a
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Me
y
y
y

y
y

God

this
coming before God

[You (Pl.)1
y

me t performative
y

~ be in the right
~ argue

me
y

[you (sg.)] - two things
me

[you (sg.)]
~
~
me
y

[You (sg.)]
sins
y

you hide your face
you consider me an

you
y
y
y

y
~

man
~
y

ContrFoc (my ways)
- ContrFoc (before him)

ContrFoc (this) (tfp)
ContrFoc (impious)

ContrFoc (I)
QFoc (who)
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ContrFoclNewTop (two things) (tfp)
ContrFoc ( r̀om your face)

ParFoc(yourpalm)
ParFoc (your terror)

ContrFoc (n

QFoc ( how much)
PazFoc (my trespass and my sin)

QFoc (why) - Idiom (hide your face?)
y
ContrFoclQFoc (driven leaf)
ContrFodQFoc (dry straw)

ParFoc (my feet)

ParFoc (my footprints)
NewTap (he) - Cort~IFoc (as a rotten thing)

ComplFoc (as aflower)
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14:2b
14:3a
14:3b
14:4a
14:4b
14:Sa
14:Sb
14:Sc
14:Sd
14:6a
14:6c
14:7a
14:7b
14:7c
14:7d
14:8a
14:8b
14:9a
14:9b
14: I Oa
14: l Ob
14:I1a
14:11b
14:I lc
14:12a
14:12b
14:12c
14:12d
14:13a
14:13b
14:14a
14:14c
14:14d
14:15a
14:15b
14:ISc
14:16a
14:16b
14:17a
14:17b

pure
nobody

man
y
y
~

[You (sg.)]
man
tree
~
y

~ shoot
~ root

~ stump
y
~

man
y

water
y
y

man
y
y
y

you (sg.)
y

man
me
~

you (sg.)
me

you (sg.)
~
~

my sin
you (sg.)

CHAPTF,R 4

ContrFoc (on this one) (tfp)
ContrFoc (mè)

ComplFoc ( determined)
ComplFoc (number)
ComplFoc (his limit)

~

ContrFoclNewTop (j'or a tree)

NewTop ( its shoot)
ParFoc ( in the earth)
ParFoc (in the dust)

ParFoc (because of smell of water)

ContrFoclNewTop (man)

7
ParFoc ( river)

ResTop (man)

ComplFoc ( until no heaven)

ComplFoc ( in Sheo()

ComplFoc (all the days of my service)

ParFoc (I)
ComptFoc (the works of your hands)

ParFoc (you would count)
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14:18a
14:18b
14:19a
14:19b
14:19c
14:20a
14:20b
14:20c
14:20d
14:21a
14:21b
14:21 c
14:21 d
14:22a
14:22b

mountain
~ rock
~ stones
~ dust

man
you (sg.)

man
you (sg.)

y
man's sons

man
man's sons

man
y
y

2. Detailed Analysis

ParFoc (mountain)
ParFoc(rock)

ParFoc (stones)

PazFoc (hope of man)
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ParFoc (his flesh) - ComplFoc (hurts)
ParFoc (his soun - ComplFoc ( mourns)

In the above overview, the clausal pragmatic functions important for the
pragmatic structure of the discourse as a whole are charted. On the basis
of this overview, we may now ask in wha[ precise way the pragmatic
functions provide a first, rough-grained guide through the meaning of the
discourse.
Regarding the topical chain made visible in the overview, a number of
observations can be made. First of all, it is striking that the amount of
different Topics in this text is relatively ]imited; disregarding the Topics
that aze only discourse active for one or a few clauses, the list looks as
follows: you (-the friends), knowledge, me (-Job), God, your (-the
friends') speaking, God's scrutiny, you (-God), man, tree, water,
mountain. Moreover, if one takes into account the number of clauses in
which each Topic occurs, the most active Topics appear to be: you (-the
friends), me (-Job), God, you (-God). What these raw data reveal, is that
Job's speech is not only addressed to the friends and God, but is also
extensively talking about the friends and God, in relation to Job himself.
If the data of the topical continuity are taken together with the
grammatical person of the verbs used in these chapters - which, among
other things, indicates the addressees of Job's speech - a major division
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in the text appears: in 12:1-13:17, Job addresses his friends, and speaks
about their relationship to him, about God's relationship to him and about
God's relationship to the friends. From 13:20 onwards, Job addresses
God and only speaks about God's relationship to him and to mankind in
general. Taken together, this information provides a strong argument, in
my opinion, in favour of the macrostructural division of the chapters 12-
14 in two halves of more or ]ess equal length, rather than in three parts,
cotresponding to the three chapters, as is often proposed.25 The latter,
majority opinion, has recently received the support of the rhetorical
analysis by Van der Lugt,Zb and of the poetical study by Fokkelman.27

25 It should be noted that each text division is to some extent artificial and
arbitrary. Every text is a continuum of clauses with some clauses being more
strongly interrelated than others. Depending on the criteria with which one
wishes to group clauses (verbal repetition, structural regularity of cola, strophes
and stanzas, pronominal reference, topic continuity, syntactic data), different
structurations may become visible, althouh ideally all these analyses should point
in a similar direction. Those different structurations may coexist and may each
have their own validity, depending on the scholar's point of view and interest.
For my present purposes, i.e. for determining the textual elements that guide the
reader in his or her construction of textual meaning, and from my methodological
point of view, i.e. regarding a text as communication, a functional syntactical
approach yields more valid data than a rhetorical or poetical-stylistic approach
with its attention to formal structures and verbal repetitions. Moreover, the
validity of a structural analysis and the significance of lexical repetitions should
always be tested against the meaning of the text, to which the reader is guided by
syntactic and semantic cues. In this regard, I fully second Talstra's proposal to
study poetic texts first as discourse, with íts linguistic data, before (but not at the
exclusion of) studying it as artfully composed structures (see TntsTxn, E.,
Reading Biblical Nebrew Poetry - Linguistic Structure or Rhetorical Device?, in
Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 25 [1999] 101-126, p. 107 et passim).
Nonetheless, there is a need for further research into the functions of these so-
called poetic devices: if an author chooses to give his text a specific structure, not
only syntactically, but also poetically, he does so in order to guide the reader's
interpretation. Next to a functional analysis of constituent order, also other
structuring interventions (e.g. strophic structure, verbal repetition) should
therefore be analysed from a functional point of view.
Z6 vAN DER LUGT, P., Rhetorical Criticism and the Poetry of the Book af Job
(Oudtestamentische Studiën, 32), Leiden - New York - Kbin, Brill, 1995, pp.
142-175, esp. p. 161: "The pattern of the external, repetitive parallelisms in ch.13
[...] provides conclusive proof that the direction of address is not a reliable
criterion to determine the rhetorical structure of the poem." However, one may
ask, if the changing of addressees is not constitutive for the rhetorical (!)
structure of the poem, what is?
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However ingenious and illuminating these analyses may be, they do not,
in my opinion, outweigh the importance of the direction of address and of
the topical clustering that characterise the two halves of the discourse. No
one would ever doubt clustering e.g. the chapters 11 and 12-14 as more
or less independent text units for the simple reason that they contain the
words of Zophar and Job respectively, and, thus, differ with regard to the
respective discourses' speaker. It stands to reason, then, that also when
the addressees change, a subordinate, yet major text break is to be
observed, especially if this change is also reflected in the topical chain in
the text. For that reason, I follow authors like Driver-Gray, Hartley and
Clines in dividing the chapters under investigation in two, rather than
three (or more) parts, even if those authors themselves disagree on the
exact position of the caesura dividing the halves. I present some of the
proposals made in this regard.
The direction of address plays an important role in Fohrer's structural
analysis of 12-14, even though he divides Job's speech in three distinct
parts: the first part running to 13:12 is directed to the friends, the second
(13:13-28) and the third (14:1-22) to God.Zg In putting the dividing line

It is striking and telling for van der Lugt's approach that he regards and presents
the three chapters 12-14 as "three relatively independent poems" (p. 174), only
held together by a number of verbal correspondences functioning as hinges. The
question of the overall discursive coherence of Job's reply, is, in that way,
completely disregazded.
Z~ FotcxEt.taAN, J., Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible at the Interface of Prosody
and Structural Analysis. Volume II: 85 Psalms and Job 4-14 (Studia Semitica
Neerlandica, 41), Assen, Van Gorcum, 2000, pp. 362-381. Fokkelman does pay
some attention to the general structure of Job's discourse (12-14) as a whole: on
the basis of a count of cola, words and (his reconstruction of) pre-Masoretic
syllables, he comes to the conclusion that the central axis of the whole poem lies
between the cola 13:14b and 13:15a, while 13:15a is itself the central colon of
chapter 13, also containing the middle word and the middle syllable of the poem.
These data do not lead Fokkelman to divide the speech in two equal halves,
however: he considers the three chapters to be three autonomous poems, that are
ingeniously arranged around the central colon 13:ISa.
28 FouRER, G., Das Buch Hiob (Kommentar zum Alten Testament, 16),
Giitersloh, Gerd Mohn, 1963, p. 240. See also Fot-[ttER, G., Der innere Aufbau
des Buches Hiob, in ID. (ed.), Studien zum Buche Hiob (1956-1979) (Beihefte zur
Zeitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 159), Berlin - New York,
Walter de Gruyter, 1983, pp. 1-18, here p. 8: "Nachdem Hiob in der vierten Rede
(Kap. 12-14) mit den Freunden in scharfer Weise abgerechnet hat (12 1-6 13 1-
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between 13:12 and 13:13, Fohrer revives the opinion defended in some
older commentaries.29 This division has solid grounds, since in 13:12,
Job summarises his opinion on the friends and their way of speaking -
thereby ending the topical chain dealing with the friends - while in the
following verses, he turns to his own speaking and to his resolution to
argue with God. On the other hand, Job still addresses his friends twice,
viz. in 13:13 and 13:17 with the request that they be silent and listen to
his words, respectively (compare with 13:5-6). From the perspective of
direction of address, then, a break between 13:12 and 13:13 is less likely.
Driver-Gray and Clines believe that the dividing line between the two
parts of the speech should be drawn before 13:20, the verse in which Job
addresses God directly for the first time in this speech.30 Although the
change in address becomes explicitly clear in this verse for the first time,
13:20 finds itself too much in medias res to function as the opening line
of a new part of the discourse, in my opinion. Job's request "only two
things not to do with him" with its marked Contrastive (Restrictive)
Focus seems to presuppose a discourse that was already going on.31 Also
Job's appeals in the following clauses are hard to understand without the
topical context of a court case. It, therefore, is better to regard the vv.20
and following, viz., the stipulation of conditions within which the

12), wendet er sich an Gott, im ihn wie zu einem Rechtsstreit zur Behandlung
seiner Lage herauszufordern, damit Gott seine Unschuld anerkennt (13 13-28)."
29 See e.g. WEtsER, A., Das Buch Hiob (ATD, 13), Gáttingen, Vandenhoeck 8c
Ruprecht, 19685, s.l..
30 DRIVER, S. R. and G. B. GRAY, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Job together with a New Translation (ICC), Edinburgh, T. 8t T. Clark,
1921, p. 111; Ct.[xES, D. J. A., Job 1-20 (Word Biblical Commentary, 17),
Dallas, Word Books, 1989, pp. 285f.: "It is far better, however, to see only two
main sections, making the transition from Job's address to the friends to his
address to God the major dividing-line in the speech; and that line should be
drawn between 13:19 and 13:20." Terrien, for his part, divides the chapters 12-
14 in four poems, the first and the last coinciding with the chapters 12 and 14
respectively, the second and the third forming together chapter 13, with a
division, again, between 13:19 and 20 (TERRtEtv, S., Job [Commentaire de
1'Ancien Testament, 13], Neuchátel, Delachaux et Niestlé, 1963, p. 117).
31 Clines' own translation "Grant me these two favours only, O God", which
neutralises the marked constituent order of the Hebrew, and inserts an explicit
vocative, thereby functions much better as an opening line than the Hebrew
original.
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litiga[ion will proceed, not as the beginning of Job's speech to God, but
as following Job's formal opening of his case against God.
This formal filing of his lawsuit is found in 13:18, the verse constituting,
in my opinion, the beginning of Job's address to God. As I have
remarked in the detailed analysis of the latter verse above,32 clause 18a is
very conspicuous in featuring the first qatal verb form since 13:2, and
one of the few such forms in the discourse as a whole, for that matter. I
have argued that this verb form should be understood as a perfectum
performativum or declarativum in the present context, i.e. marking the
clause as having performative force: "I hereby ...".33 Such a performative
utterance usually establishes the beginning of a new section in a speech,
in that it is strongly marked from an illocutionary perspective. Moreover,
the preceding particle ~7~, here in conjunction with tt~, is very often
regarded as marking the start of a new text section.34 In her study of the
use of the particle in 1 Sam 25:41, Zatelli has even argued that T~ may
indicate "the presence of a performative utterance (or at least of an act
with a pronounced illocutionary force)":35 Taking into account these data,
I believe Job's address to God, which takes the form of a judicial
litigation, begins in 13:18, as Móller and Hartley have also contended.3ó
Also including the previous verse 17 in Job's court case against God, as

3Z See p. 196.
33 J-M ~ 112f.
~ See ALONSO SCHZSKEL, L., Nota estilística sobre la partícula TR, in Biblica 37
(1956) 74-80, p. 74: "comienzo solemne"; TA1sTRA, E., Dialogue in Job 21.
'Virtual Quotations' or Tezt Grammatical Markers?, in W. A. M. BEUtcErr (ed.),
The Book of Job (BETL, 114), Leuven, University Press - Peeters, 1994, pp. 329-
348, here p. 333: "macro-syntactic signs, referring the reader back to the main
level of the dialogue"; VAN DER LUGT, Rhetorical Criticism, p. 41; TALSTRA,
Reading Poetry, p. 120: "lexical markers of discourse segments"; BHRG ~ 44.3.
See on this verse VAN DER LUGT, Rhetorical Criticism, p. 155 in which he
mentions both ~)~ and ttJ in 18a as contra-indications to his own structural
division.
3s ZATELLI, I., Analysis of Lexemes from a Conversational Prose Text: hnh as
Signal of a Performative Utterance in 1 Sam. 25.~41, in Zeitschrift fiir
Althebraistik 7 (1994) 5-11, p. 5.
~ M~LLER, H., Sinn und Aufbau des Buches Hiob, Berlin, Evangelische
Verlagsanstalt, 1955, pp. 41f.; HARTLEr, J. E., The Book of Job (The New
Internationat Commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids, Eerdmans,
1988, p. 205.
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Chin has done,37 seems less probable, as it contains a final request to the
friends.
Considering all the arguments, I therefore conclude it is best to divide
Job's third reply in two halves of almost equal length, one directed to the
friends, and one - starting in 13:18 - directed to God. In the verses 13-17
preceding the main caesura, Job left the Topic of the friends, yet
addresses them twice more, calling them to be witnesses of his speaking
to God. In the verses 14-16 affirms his strong resolution - more to
himself than to his friends - to take this step of speaking to God, cosi
what it may, which his does in 13:18 by formally opening his case.

Now the two major parts in Job's speech are determined, we may ask
what are the dominant Topics in each. As mentioned above, the first part
deals quite extensively with the friends, but also with God and Job
himself. Moreover, given the way in which these Topics are arranged in
the text, it becomes clear that it is the relation between these three
(groups of) protagonists that form a major topic in this speech: in 12:2-3
and 13:1-6 the relation between Job and his friends is topical, in 12:4;
13:3 and 13:14-16 Jobs relation to God is the Topic, while in 13:7-12 the
relation between the friends and God constitutes the Topic. In the second
part of Job's speech, addressed to God, it is only the mutual relation
between God and Job, and by extension, between God and man in general
that forms the Topic.
Next to these "personal" Topics, also others are active in these chapters.
In 12:2-13:5, the Topic of knowledge is very prominent; it is not without
reason that some authors propose to take the first verses of chapter 13
together with the preceding chapter 12.38 The Topic is repeated on
several occasions throughout the first part of Job's speech (12:2f., 9, 12f.,
16; 13:2), witnessing to its importance in this part of the discourse.

Moreover, it is particularly active in the pericopes in which also the
relation between Job and his friends is topical (12:2-3 and 13:1-2).

37 CHtr~, C., Job and the Injustice of God. Implicit Arguments in Job 13.17-14.12,
in Journalfor the Study of the O[d Testament 64 (1994) 91-IOI, passim. Chin
takes the verses 17-18 to set out "Job's announcement of his case" (p. 94).
3s See e.g. HASE~, N. C., The Book of Job. A Commentary (Old Testament
Library), Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1985, p. 215.
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Apparently, then, Job's discourse on his relation to the friends has to do
with the question of knowledge. Finally, it is striking that all the cases of

formally marked Contrastive Focus in Job 12:2-13:2 are found in clauses

explicitly dealing with knowledge, as becomes very clear in the overview

above (see 12:2-3,9-11,16; 13:2). In other words, it is precisely on the

point of knowledge that Job contrasts his own views to that of the friends,
it is on this point that he wishes to alter the opinion of his interlocutors. In

12:2-3 and 13:2 he stresses that not only friends, but also he himself have
knowledge, whereas in 12:16 he contrasts his own opinion that God has
wisdom, to the friends' ideas about knowledge being with the old of age.

The verses 12:9-11 should probably be read as a quote of what the

friends had been telling Job, and also in this citation it is on the point of
knowledge that opinions are contrasted: in 12:9f. the content of
knowledge is put in Contrastive Focus - viz., the fact that God is
responsible for certain facts -, while in 12:11 it is one of the sources of
knowledge, viz., listening and judging, that has Focus. Together with the

"personal" Topics (you, me, God), the Topic of knowledge emerges as

the leading Topic in a large section of Job's address to the friends.
Obviously, this fact has not escaped some previous commentators of the

book of Job;39 the present inquiry has shown, however, how the

distribution of clausal Topics and of Contrastive Foci pragmatically - and

in the latter case also formally - add to the constitution of this discourse

Topic. All the other Topics active in 12:2-13:2 are subordinate to this

central Topic in that they consti[ute the arguments for the claims made by

Job and - obliquely - by the friends about their respective knowledge.

Job's description of his own fate and relation to God, in contrast to that

of the godless (12:4-6) can only be read meaningfully in its wider context

as an argument supporting his claim tha[ he is not inferior to the friends

as far as knowledge is concerned: since he himself lives what he lives, he

knows what he is talking about.~ In the same way, animals and the ear

39 See Ibid., p. 211: "Job on Knowledge and Wisdom"; p. 215.
~ On this point, I fully endorse the view expressed in CLwES, Job 1-20, p. 289:
"[...J why should Job at this point complain that he is a`laughingstock' to his
friends, and that `those who provoke God are secure'? The answer can only be
that these lines present the reason why Job is `not inferior' in wisdom to his
friends (v 2b). [italics original]" The only alternative `explanation' of these
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and palate are mentioned in the quote of the friends' words (in 12:7f and
12:11, respectively) as sources of knowledge, and aze hence, as Topics,
subordinate to the overarching Topic of knowledge. The extensive
catalogue of God's deeds in 12:14-25, with its stress on the confusing and
destructive character of those deeds, finally, is best understood as a
description, or an illustration, of what Job thinks to know about God.
Also the extended Topic of these verses should be regarded as subsidiary
to the general discourse Topic, then.
In the second part of Job's speech addressed to the friends, the Topic is
no longer knowledge: in 13:7-12, Job deals extensively with the friends'
speech and God's presumed future reaction to it. This new Topic does
not appear unannounced in Job's discourse, nor is it completely unrelated
to the Topic of knowledge that was discourse active in the first part of the
discourse: in the preceding verses, esp. in 13:3-4, Job's speaking is
explicitly contrasted to that of the friends. Moreover, the clauses 3a and b
with their formally marked Contrastive Foci make clear that, while Job
and the friends are equals as far as knowledge is concerned, they differ
fundamentally as far as their way of speaking is concerned. After the
verses 13:1-2, in which it is repeated and concluded, after the extensive
azguments for it in chapter 12, that Job knows what his friends know, and
that he is not inferior to them, the double adversative conjunction C5~le in
3-4 marks the point on which the friends and Job are different. The
presence of Contrastive Foci in verse 3 makes clear that, for Job, this is a
point on which he explicitly wishes to alter the friends' conceptions.
What makes Job different from his friends is not what he or they know,
but the fact that he will speak and azgue with God (v.3), while the friends'
words are no more than thick layers of plaster covering the truth and the
drivel of quacks. What is introduced in the verses 3-4 as Contrastive
Foci, becomes the main Topic of the discourse in the following verses.
Since the friends' words are worthless, they aze requested to keep silent
and to listen to Job's words in 5-6. Ironically enough, in 5b, this silence is
the only way in which the friends can still show their intelligence and

verses is to regard them as later additions, or as textually corrupt, as has
frequently been argued in earlier commentaries: e.g. DRtvert and GRAV, Job,
p. 112; BAUMGf~RTEL, F., Der Hiobdialog. Aufriss und Deutung (BWANT, 61),
Stuttgart, Kohlhammer, 1933, pp. 62f.
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wisdom, Job concludes. In this way, the topic of knowledge is brought to

a final conclusion: not only is Job not inferior to his friends as far as

knowledge is concerned, the only thing that could be accounted for as

intelligence in the friends is that they would keep silent. In the verses 7-

12, Job expounds on why he considers the friends' way of speaking

worthless: they speak on God's behalf, and they deem it necessary to

plead his cause, and show partiality to him. At the same time, Job

presumes that God would not be pleased with these interventions by the

friends. In contrast, Job repeats his resolution to talk with God in the

following verses 13-17, even if this would mean putting his own

existence at risk. The concentration of formally marked Contrast Foci in

15c-16b indicates again the importance this point has for Job in his

speech to the friends: if anything, he wishes to communicate that he will

speak to God, since that alone can be his salvation.
As of 13:18, Job addresses God directly, as he had also done in his two
earlier replies to the friends (see 7:12-21; 10:2-22). This second part of

the speech (13:18-14:22), as I have defined it earlier, features a smaller

variety of Topics than the first: the main Topics in this part are limited to
the first person singular (me), the second person singular (you-God) and

the Topic "man". What Job is dealing with in addressing God, is his own
fate and his relationship with God, and by extension, also the fate of
humankind in general in relation to God. The other Topics that are

discourse active for some length in this part of speech, are subsidiary to
this overarching Topic, eíther as source domain for a metaphorical
comparison of human fate (14:7-9 [tree]; 14:19 [rock, stones]), or as a

description of a counterfactual situation intended at stressing the

inescapability of human fate (14:11 [sea drying up]). Apart from the

beginning, Job's address to God presents little topical development: this

part of the speech is an extended complaining depiction of human fate,

interspersed with the description of God's inapt dealings with mankind.

With regard to the latter point, it is remarkable that two of the three cases

of Contrast Focus clustering (i.e. Contrast Foci in two adjoining clauses)

make precisely this point: even though man is nothing else than a driven

leaf, dry straw (13:25), or a withering flower (14:2f.), it is precisely that

one that God is after. Showing the incongruity of God's involvement with
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mankind, seems to be one of Job's main intentions in his address to God,
then.
As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the opening of Job's address to
God displays more topical diversity. After the formal opening of his
lawsuit against God in 18a, Job continues with two clauses in which the
Topic can be regarded as SubTopics to the concept of lawsuit or b~vX~,
viz., "being in the right" and "making a case": Job argues that it is he that
will be in the right and rhetorically asks who will be able to make a case
against him. These two clauses make clear to what extent Job already
dwells in the mental reality of the lawsuit to take place. In v.20, Job
moves on, introducing a NewTop - that is to be developed further in v.21
- and at the same time providing it with Contrastive Focus. Job said it
before: may happen what will, he will talk his case out with God (13:13-
17). In the present clause, Job implicitly repeats that resolution: God may
do whatever pleases him, except for two conditions that should make
Job's open communication with God possible. After the stipulation of
those conditions,41 and the exposition of the formal rules with which the
legal dispute is to take place (v.23), Job introduces the Topic of sin,
which had not been mentioned before in the present speech, but had been
addressed in the friends' former speeches. The relation of this Topic to
the previous one of the litigation is clear enough: even though Job
maintains he has no sins, he brings up the Topic here, since he cannot
explain God's deeds in any other way than as the punishment for some
alleged sin.42 In v.24, this becomes even more apparent: in two
interrogative clauses, Job asks why God hides his face and considers him
as his enemy. The fact, however, that God would do those things, is
presented here as topical information, and, hence, as a matter of fact on
which both Job and God should agree.

'~ See CLtNES, Job 1-20, p. 317: "He wants assurance of safe conduct through his
disputation, and a guarantee of no recriminations thereafter."42 The rhetorical question about the number of his sins is therefore the first and
major legal attack against God: since he is without sin, God has no right to treat
him in the way he does. That God must be behind his own suffering is beyond
any doubt for Job.
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As mentioned above, in the remainder of his speech, Job repeats this type
of accusations towards God, interspersed with descriptions of man's
deplorable fate, without much further topical development.



PART II

COGNITIVE-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

OF SELECTED TERMS IN JOB 12-14



INTRODUCTION

The functional analysis executed in the preceding part disclosed the
rough swcture of Job's third reply to the friends (12-14). On the basis of
the distribution of Topic and Focus throughout the text, an overall
swcture of the text emerged, and insight was gained in the major Topic
chains running through each of the text's parts.
With this functional analysis, the general road directions guiding the
reader through the text are clarified. Continuing Givón's traffic
metaphors, not only the general, say: inter-city, directions should be
studied in order to understand where the text wants to lead us, also a
more detailed road map of the most important locations and junctions
along the route should be drawn. In the present study, these detailed
maps will take the form of a closer semantic analysis of the terms that
constitute the text's main Topics. On the basis of the functional study of
the preceding part, the two most important Topics in Job's present reply

were found to be the Topic of knowledge and the Topic of speaking. In
the second chapter of the present part, I will, therefore, provide a
semantic study of the essential lexical terms dealing with knowledge

(chapter 6), while the terms connected to the domain of speaking will be
treated in the third chapter of this part (chapter 7).
In the first chapter of this part (chapter 5), I will, however, first briefly

discuss the methodological approach I will be following in this semantic
description.
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COGNTTIVE SEMANTICS:
THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUF,S

In the first chapter of this volume, I have briefly introduced the basic
tenets of the relatively young discipline of cognitive semantics. As its
name indicates, this recent current in semantic studies explicitly studies
language meaning in its relation to human cognition. The guiding
assumption of cognitive linguistics in general - of which cognitive
semantics is the most thoroughly elaborated subdiscipline - is that
human language cannot be properly understood without taking into
consideration the way in which people think.' In the field of lexical
semantics, this means that word meaning will be studied in relation to the
way in which people conceptualise the world, and that the relations
between different meanings in a word will receive a cognitively
motivated account.
In the present chapter, I will first elaborate on some of the basic tenets of
cognitive semantics, which have been introduced in chapter 1. Wherever
possible, I will illustrate these tenets with examples of cognitive semantic
studies on (Biblical) Hebrew, some of which I have published earlier.2

~ LANGACKER, R., Foundations of Cognitive Grammar. Volume I: Theoretical
Prerequisites, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1987, p.12: "Language is an
integral part of human cognition. An account of linguistic structure should
therefore articulate with what is known about cognitive processing in general
[...].,,
Z The theory of cognitive semantics is currently gaining increasing interest in the
field of biblical studies. This is definitely the case in the field of inetaphor
studies, in which several authors have been applying a cognitive-linguistic
paradigm for some time now (for a recent collection of inetaphor studies, some of
which take a cognitive approach, see VAN HECKE, P. J. P. [ed.], Metaphor in the
Hebrew Bible [Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium, 187],
Leuven, Leuven University Press - Peeters, 2005). Also in the more general field
of Hebrew semantics, the approach gains growing acceptance. A first application
of a cognitive approach to semantics can be found in YRt, K. M., My Father
Taught Me How to Cry, But Now I Have Forgotten. The Semantics of Religious
Concepts with an Emphasis on Meaning, Interpretation, and Translatahility
(Acta Humaniora, 29), Oslo, Scandinavian University Press, 1998, in which, as
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These insights will form the methodological framework for the applied
semantic analyses of the following chapter.
I will end the present chapter with an excursus in which I shall discuss
the position of the proposed cognitive-semantic methodology in the
evolution of Hebrew semantic studies. To this end, I will sketch the
differences and similarities between the cognitive-semantic approach, on
the one hand, and the historical and - more recent - structuralist
approaches that constitute the methodological paradigms of
contemporary Hebrew semantics, on the other. This comparison, which
will mirror similar comparative observations in the field of general
linguistics, will make clear in what way Cognitive Semantics with its

the title indicates, also quite some attention is paid to problems of translating. Yri
is not the only bible translator or theorist of bible translation who has discovered
the advantages of a cognitive approach to language, see for example the recent
volume FEYAERTS, K. (ed.), The Bible Through Metaphor and Translation. A
Cognitive Semantic Perspective (Religions and Discourse, 15), Bern e.a., Peter
Lang, 2003. It is no coincidence, then, that the UBS is presently preparing a
dictionary of biblical Hebrew in which insights of cognitive semantics are
incotporated (see www.sdbh.org). The project is based on theoretical work and a
lexicographical pilot project executed by R. de Blois in his doctoral dissertation,
See DE BLOIS, R., Towards a New Dictionary of Biblical Hebrew Based on
Semantic Domains, Amsterdam, Free University, 2000. Cognitive semantics and
its application to the study of Biblical Hebrew is one of the research topics at the
Department of Ancient Studies of the University of Stellenbosch (see vAN DER
MERWE, C. H. J., Towards a Príncipled Working Model for Biblical Hebrew
Lexicology, in Journal of Northwest Sernitic Languages 30 [2004] 1 19-137, vAN
DER MERwE, C. H. J., Biblical Ezegesis, Cognitive Linguistics and Hypertext
Technology [2004], paper read at the 2004 IOSOT Meeting in Leiden; vAN
STEENBERGEN, G. J., SemantiCS, World View and Bible Translation. An
Integrated Analysis of a Selection of Nebrew Lexical Items Referring to Negative
Moral Behaviour in the Book of Isaiah [Ph.D.-dissertation], Stellenbosch,
University of Stellenbosch, 2002; vAN STEENBERGEN, G. J., Componential
Analysis of Meaning and Cognitive Linguistics. Some Prospects for Biblical
Hebrew Lexicology, in Journalof Northwest Semitic Languages 28 [2002] 19-37;
109-126; RECHENMACHER, H., Kognitive Linguistik und Althebrdische
Lexikographie, in Journa[ of Northwest Semitic Languages 30 [2004] 43-59).
Finally, Cognitive Semantics is one of the research specialisations of my home
institution, viz., the Department of Old Testament and Hebrew of the Tilburg
Faculty of Theology headed by Ellen van Wolde (see notably vAN WoLDE, E.
[ed.], Job 28. Cognition in Context [Biblical Interpretation Series, 64], Leiden -
Boston, Brill, 2003; vAN WOLDE, E., Does 'inná' Denote Rape? A Semantic
Analysis of a Controversial Word, in Vetus Testamentum 52 [2002] 528-544;
KANtp, A., Inner Worlds. A Cognitive-Linguistic Approach to the Book of Jonah
[Biblical Intetpretation Series], Leiden, Brill, 2004.)
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insistence on the relation between language and thinking constitutes an
addition to and an advancement of existing Hebrew semantic research.

I. BASIC TENETS OF COGNITIVE SEMANTICS: THEORETICAL ISSUES

Cognitive Linguistics holds that language and linguistic phenomena
cannot adequately be unders[ood without making reference to the way in
which human thinking functions. In Cognitive Semantics, the study of
the relation between linguistics phenomena and human cognition has
concentrated on two questions. One question concerns the nature of word
meaning itself: how is it possible that words mean anything? The second

question deals with the complex issue of the semantic structure of words:
how are the different meanings of a single word interrelated and what
accounts for the observed great flexibility of word meanings in natural
languages? True to its basic cognitive orientation, Cognitive Semantics
will try to answer these two questions by referring to the way in which
human cognition operates. In the present section both questions are
addressed in greater detail.

1. Word Meaning and Conceptual Domains

Most linguists, irrespective of the theoretical position they take with
regard to word meaning, agree that the meaning of words is in some way
or the other related to the conceptual structures which constitute our
cognition.3 In Cognitive Linguistics, this relation receives very explicit
attention, in the conviction that it is precisely through their connection to
conceptual structures that words obtain their meaning, more than through
any inner-linguistic relations to other words. Several authors within the
tradition of Cognitive Linguistics have proposed to describe this

3 TAYLOR, J. R., Conceptual Approaches V: Concepts and Domains, in A. CRUSE
a.o. (eds.), Lexikologie - Lexicology (Handbiicher zur Sprach- und
Kommunikationswissenschaft, 21.1), Berlin - New York, Walter de Gruyter,
2002, pp. 296-303.
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relation,4 but no one has done so in the same thorough way as Langacker.
The following account is therefore based on the latter's writings, more in
particular on his masterly two-volume Foundations of Cognitive
Grammar.s
In this work, Langacker argues that the semantic pole - or put more
simply: the meaning - of any linguistic expression is always
"characterized relative to one or more cognitive domains". This means
that no linguistic expression - be it a word or a more complex linguistic
unit - can adequately be understood excep[ by reference to a complete
domain of knowledge. In order to understand the word `uncle', to
mention just one of the examples which Langacker uses in his standard
cognitive grammar, one needs to possess and understand the quite
complex domain of kinship relationships, in which the term `uncle'
points to a particular person with a particular kinship relation to someone
else. The relation of a linguistic [erm to this cognitive domain is
described technically as "designation": the term `uncle' is thus said to
designate a particular person in the domain of kinship relations. It is
important to understand, however, that although the term `uncle' only
designates one particular person, one needs to be acquainted with the
complete domain in order to understand the meaning of the term. For this
reason, Langacker - and other Cognitive linguists with him - distinguish

4 See already RiCHARDS, I. A., The Interaction of Words, in A. TA'rE (ed.), The
Language of Poetry, New York, 1960, pp. 65-86, here p.73: "How a word is
unders[ood; depends on the other words you hear i[ with and on the other frames
you have heard it in, on the whole setting present and past in which it has
developed as a part of your mind." See also e.g. FtLt,~toRE, C. J. and B. T.
ATKtNS, Towards a Frame-Based Lexicon. The Semantics of RISK and its
Neighbors, in A. LEHRER and E. F. KrrrAY (eds.), Frames, Fields and Contrasts.
New Essays in Semantic and Lexical Organisation, Hillsdale, Erlbaum, 1992, pp.
75-102 (Frames); LAKOFF, G., Women, Fire and Dangerous Things. What
Categories Reveal About the Mind, Chicago - London, Chicago University Press,
1987, pp. 68-76 (Idealized Cognitive Models). When sequences of events are
taken into consideration one speaks of scripts, see SCHANK, R. C. and R. P.
ABELSON, Scripts, Plans, Goals and Understanding, Hillsdale, Lawrence
Erlbaum, 1977 and UNGERER, F. and H.-J. Sc[-ttvtID, An Introduction to Cognitive
Linguistics (Learning about Language), London - NewYork, Longman, 1996, pp.
205-249 or of scenarios, see TAYwR, Conceptual Approaches V.~ Concepts and
Domains, p. 300.
5 LANGACKER, Foundations I and LANGACKER, R., Foundations of Cognitive
Grammar. Volume !I: Descriptive Application, Stanford, Stanford University
Press, 1991.
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between the "profile" of an expression's meaning, viz., the entity that is
directly designated by the expression, and the rest of the domain, called
the "base" against which the profile stands out. Langacker summarises it
as follows:

The entity designated by a predication - what I will later call
its profile - is maximally prominent and can be thought of as
a kind of focal point; the scope of a predication (or base) is
then describable as the context necessary for the
charac[erization of the profile.b

For Langacker, therefore, the meaning of a linguistic expression cannot
be equated with the profile it designates:

The semantic value of an expression resides in neither the
base nor the profile alone, but only in their combination; it
derives from the designation of a specific entity identified and
characterized by its position within a larger configuration ~

Returning to the `uncle' example, we may now say that its meaning
resembles the focusing of a spotlight on a particular person, with part of
the domain of kinship relations being illuminated by the stray light of the
same spotlight.
This basic account of the relation between lexical items, on the one hand,
and the cognitive domains constituting the human mind, on the other,
needs two further elaborations. First of all, it will be clear that many
words are related to more than one cognitive domain. Langacker
recognised this fact and speaks about the "domain matrix" of a linguistic
expression, i.e. the sum total of all the domains with which a particular
expression is related. Leaving the linguistic cats for biblical sheep, it will
be clear to anyone reading the Hebrew Bible, that the word C~~ and its
cognates not only function in the domain of ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, but
also in the domain of cuLT: next to being typical domestic cattle, sheep
also function very often as typical sacrificial animals. And one could

6 LANGACKER, Foundations I, p. 118. The term "predication" is used in a
technical sense by Langacker, a sense which he himself defines as "the semantic
~ole of a linguistic expression" (p. 491).

Ibid., p. 183.
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think of more domains with which the same term is related: e.g.
WILDLIFE, BUTCHERY, and WOOL PRODUCTION. One could object that, for
each linguistic expression, one could come up with a sheer infinite list of

such domains, and that including all this information in the meaning of

the expression would result in too intricate a meaning structure.8

Obviously, not all the facts I personally know about uncles, cats or sheep

could be part of the words' meaning, the argument goes. Yet, this is
precisely what cognitive linguistics claims, viz., that it is impossible to
make a distinction between, on the one hand, ihe meaning aspects of an

expression that would be necessary and sufficient to provide its
definition, and, on the other, the broad encyclopaedic knowledge about
the expression.9 Even in the most simple of cases, quite a lot of so-called

encyclopaedic knowledge is required in order to fully understand a
clause. Returning to Langacker's favourite cat-examples, it is intuitively
clear that in the two following clauses, the meaning of the word "cat" is
very different and designates very different elements in very different
domains:

- Watch out for ladders, black cats and broken mirrors!

- Is this bird-cage cat-proof?~o

g Ibid., p. 159.
9 This distinction between lexical and encyclopaedic (or contextual) meanings is
important in some of the recent proposals for the semantic study of Biblical
Hebrew, see DE BLOts, Towards a New Dictionary. De Blois concedes, however,
that it is at times difficult to draw the line between both forms of ineaning (p. 29).
From a Langackerian viewpoint, shared by several other cognitive linguists, the
distinction is unnecessary and even impossible to make, not because extra-
linguistic meaning should be excluded from semantic analysis, but plainly
because there is no distinc[ion between lexical and encyclopaedic meanings. In
the same sense, Rechenmacher approvingly presents Wierzbicka's
lexicographical approach, which includes many meaning aspects (also so-called
encyclopaedic ones) in its lexicographical definitions (RECHENMACHER,
Kognitive Linguistik und Althebr~iische Lexikographie, pp. 47-50; see notably p.
50: "Alles, was die Definition enth~lt, ist linguistisch relevant.") From the
following, it will be clear that I do not choose to follow Wierzbicka's `semantic
primes approach', which claims that all meanings can ultimately be described
with the help of a set of semantic primes, the number of which varies from
Wierzbicka's different publications, see e.g. WtERZStctcA, A., Semantics. Primes
and Universals, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1996. With this aspect of her
semantic work, Wierzbicka takes a qui[e isolated position in cognitive linguis[ics.
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This is not to say that all possible known or believed facts about cats

would have the same weight in the meaning of the word: the meaning

aspects of a term - and their relations to the different domains in their

matrix - do not all have the same centrality; rather, they form a graded
continuum from more central to more peripheral meaning aspects.

Aspects that are characteristic, intrinsic or generic to a category refetred

to by a certain term, or aspects that are conventionally shared by a larger

group of speakers will obviously be more central to that term's meaning

than aspects that concern only some representatives of the category, or
than aspects that are known to only a very limited group of people.l ~

For cognitive linguistics, the objection that not all the knowledge I have

about a certain concept could be part of the meaning of the word for that
concept witnesses to a wrong idea about the essence of ineaning. The
objection supposes that lexical meaning consists of packets of some
meaning substance that are conveyed by lexical items, in other words,
that lexical items are containers in which meaning is carried across from
the speaker to the hearer (the so-called CoNDUtT-metaphor of lexical
meaning).~Z In such a model, lexical meaning should be well-defined for
the meaning transfer to take place adequately.
Langacker argues, however - and this seems a ctucial argument to me -,
that the meaning of a linguistic expression should rather be seen as a
complex set of cognitive routines, put differently, that each lexical item
triggers a(possibly large) number of cognitive operations in which the
element designated by the item stands in profile.13 Which routines are
triggered by the word strongly depends on the context in which the word
is encountered. A word like `cat' thus activates a number of thought

~~ LANGACKER, R. W., Context, Cognition, and Semantics. A Unified Dynamic
Approach, in E. J. vAtv WoLDE (ed.), Job 28. Cognition in Context (Biblical
Interpretation Series, LeidenBoston, Brill, 2003, pp. 179-230, here p.189.
~~ LANGACKER, Foundations 1, pp. 158-161.
'Z See RED~Y, M., The Conduit Metaphor, in A. ORTONY (ed.), Metaphor and
Thought, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1979, pp. 284-324; LAKOFF,
Women, Fire and Dangerous Things, pp. 450-451; LANGACKER, Foundations I,
pp. 161-162: "The conduit metaphor views lexical items as containers for
meaning: meaning is stored in these containers, and it is carried along with the
lexical items as a linguistic expression is conveyed from the speaker to the
hearer."
13 LANGACKER, Foundations 1, pp. 162-166.
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processes in which cats are in profile. These routines may operate in
many different domains. Obviously, as mentioned above, not all of these
routines will be activated as easily, rather they exhibit a certain degree of
hierarchy and of graded centrality. I will come back to these
characteristics in more detail in the next paragraph dealing with the
relation between word meanings.
The relation between linguistic meaning and cognitive domains needs a
second elaboration here. So far, the only examples given dealt with the
meaning of nouns and with their profiling of distinct elements in
domains. Language consists of more than nouns alone, however, but also
of verbs, adjectives, adjectives, prepositions and more. How can their
meaning be described with reference to cognitive domains? In his
Cognitive Grammar, Langacker argues that while nouns profile "things",
i.e. discrete elements, in cognitive domains, the other word classes
profile relations in such domains:

The essential difference [between nominal and relational
predications], I maintain, is that a relational predication puts
interconnections in profile (rather than simply presupposing
them as part of the base).~a

A straightforward example from the domain of KINSHIP RELATIONS
mentioned before is clarifying in this respect. The noun "mother" profiles
an element, a node in that cognitive domain, even though the relation
"giving birth" also belongs to the base of the word's meaning: without
knowing what giving birth is, the meaning of the term mother is not
complete. In contrast, the verb "to give birth" does not profile an
element, but rather the relation between two elements in the domain, viz.,
mother and child. These two elements also belong to the meaning's base,
but they are not profiled.

Designations of "things" and of "relations" are not simply two
complementary cognitive procedures with an equal status, however.
While it is possible to conceptualise a"thing" independently of the
relations in which it is involved, it is impossible to conceptualise
interconnections or relations among things without conceptualising the
elements they interconnect, Langacker adds.15 With an example: while it

~a Ibid., p. 2I5.
~s Ibid.
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is fairly easy to conceptualise a book, it is hardly possible to

conceptualise writing, without also conceptualising at least a person

writing and something written.
Langacker makes a further distinction between the different elements of

a relation that are profiled. In most relational predications, there is a

marked asymmetry in the salience of the different elements involved in a

relation. The most prominent element in a relation is called its

"trajector", while the others are referred to as "landmarks".16 In an earlier

publication dealing with the Hebrew verb ~~7R `to search',~~ I provided a

number of examples in which the difference between trajector and

(different) landmarks becomes clear. The cognitive domain of

SEARCHING involves three elements necessary for the understanding of

what the act of searching is: 1) a subject performing a search, 2) a space

that is searched, and 3) the object the subject hopes to find in doing the

seazch. Different English relational predicates relate these three elements

to each other in various ways. The verbal expression `to search for' has

the person searching as its trajector, viz., as the most salient element in

the relation described. The primary landmazk is, in this case, the object

hoped to be found, while the searched area functions as a secondary,

cognitively indispensable landmazk that is not necessarily expressed

linguistically. In a clause as "He looked for his wallet in his office", the

pronoun "he" designates the trajector, while "his wallet" and "his office"

designate the primary and secondary landmarks, respec[ively. The

interconnection between the elements can be sketched in the following

way: i s

16 Ibid., PP. 217-220.
~~ VAN HECKE, P., Searching for and Exploring Wisdom. A Cognitive-Semantic
Approach to the Hebrew Verb haqar in Job 28, in E. vAtv Wot.~E (ed.), Job 28.
Cognition in Context (Biblical Interpretation Series, 64), Leiden - Boston, Brill,
2003, pp. 139-162.
18 The abbreviations tr and lm stand for trajector and landmark respectively. The
figures 1 to 3 refer to the three elements enumerated in the main text above. The
bold face helps to distinguish the trajector and primary landmark from the
secondary landmark.
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If we now turn to the English verb `to search', as in "The police searched
several houses" the situation becomes slightly different. While the
subject performing the search is still the trajector, the primary and
secondary landmarks have switched positions: it is now the searched area
that is the primary landmark, even though the object to be found -
whether known in advance or not - is the secondary, yet cognitively
indispensable, landmark for the relation: searching houses is not very
useful if one does not expect to find something, or, at least, if one does
not want to find out the presence or absence of certain objects. This
relation can now be sketched as follows, the difference with the
preceding relational structure being apparent at iirst glance:

Im-2

TOSEARCH

Contrary to what the above examples might suggest, Langacker does not
limit the relational predications to verbs alone; also adjectives, adverbs,
prepositions and conjunctions designate relations, in his opinion. These
relations differ, however, with respect to their inclusion of a temporal
profile (verbs v. the other word classes), but also with respect to the
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elements that occur as their trajectors and landmarks.19 A full exposition

of his views is beyond the scope of the present study, however.

The above description of Langacker's grammar does in no way full

justice to the very detailed and insightful account he provides of many

grammatical phenomena, but for our present purposes it may suffice. It

shows how for Langacker, and for the other cognitive linguists with him,

the meaning of words is intimately related to the structure and content of

our human cognition.

2. The Semantic Structure of Words

A second issue that has received ample attention in recent cognitive-

linguistic research is the semantic structure of lexical items, i.e., the way

in which different meanings or interpretations of a single term are

mutually related. This interest in the relations between word meanings is

not surprising if one calls into mind the interrelation between meaning

and cognitive domains described in the previous paragraph: if cognitive

linguistics claims that meaning is not a purely linguistic phenomenon,

but is related to the way in which people reason, in all its complexity, it

is natural that the same cognitive linguistics is not primarily interested in

some abstract meaning core of words, but rather in the various meanings

of words, reflecting this reasoning and occurring in actual discourse.
Moreover, it will not be surprising that the fundamental characteristic of

the relation between word meanings and cognitive domains - viz., that

not all ihe relations between expressions and their cognitive domains are

equally important - is also reflected in the meaning structure of lexical

items. Indeed, cognitive linguistics stresses that, in many cases, the

semantic structure of lexical items cannot be described with the help of a

list of necessary-cum-sufficient conditions which would hold for all the

representatives referred to by the item in question. A closed definition of

the meaning of a word is often impossible. The semantic structure of

wordslexpressions - and of the conceptual categories to which they refer

- rather exhibits a family resemblance structure, or put differently, "takes

19 LANGACKER, Foundations I, pp. 242-243; 244-249.
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the form of a radial set of clustered and overlapping readings",ZO with
some meaning aspects being more central in the cluster than other, more
peripheral aspects. Also on the referential level, the same characteristics
apply: not all the members of a category are equally good representatives
of the category, while often some discussion may exist on whether or not
certain items should be regarded as members of the category. The
characteristics mentioned here are usually referred to as prototype effects
in cognitive linguistics. As an illustration of the prototypical organization
of wordslcategories, I may point to the English wordlcategory `fruit', as
discussed in a recent article by Geeraerts, the leading proponent of
contemporary prototype theory.21 While one could come up with a long
list of ineaning characteristics of the term `fruit', it is impossible to
isolate a list of those aspects that apply always and everywhere, in other
words, that would be applicable to all the items (and only to them) that
native speakers would agree to fall in the category FRU[7'. Frustratingly
enough, dictionary definitions in the sense of "the usually sweet-tasting
part of a tree of bush which holds seeds and can be eaten"ZZ will never be
able to catch all the fruit, and only them. For what about lemons and
grapefruit (not sweet), pineapples and rhubarb (no seeds), or coconuts
(being the seed itself)? And what about ripe tomatoes, displaying all the
above criteria, but not a fruit to most people? Rather than defining the
category of fruit with a list of necessary and sufficient conditions, it
therefore seems better to describe its intentional meaning as a set of
overlapping characteristics that may apply to most of the fruits, but not to
all. As a result, not all fruits are equally typical representatives of the
category t-ttUt7' (apples are considered more prototypical than e.g.
pineapples or lemons) and some discussion will exist among native
speakers on whether or not rhubarb and coconuts are to be included in

20 GEERAERTS, D., Diachronic Prototype Semantics. A Contribution to Historical
Lexicology (Oxford Studies in Lexicography and Lexicology), Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 1997, p. 11.
21 GEERAERTS, D., Conceptual Approaches III: Prototype Theory, in A. CRUSE
,a.o. (eds.), Lexikologie - Lexicology (Handbucher zur Sprach- und
Kommunikationswissenschaft, 21.1), Berlin - New York, Walter de Gruyter,
2002, pp. 284-291, pp. 286-288. See also his earlier work, and notably
GEERAERTS, Diachronic Protorype Semantics.
ZZ Cambridge International Dictionary of English, Cambridge, Cmabridge
University Press, 2000, s.v..
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the FRUrr category. The meaning structure of the word `fruit' is even

more complex than sketched above, for what to do with the meaning of

the word in expressions like "the fruits of nature", "the fruit of the

womb" and "the fruit of her thoughts"? It will be very clear that these

meanings cannot be described at all with the help of a single definition of

the word, and yet, these meanings are not unrelated to the concrete

apples-and-pears meanings mentioned above. A prototypical account of

word meaning will argue, then, that the meaning structure of a word is

not held together by some definitional list of conditions, but by

recognisable semantic relations among the different meanings,23 some of

which are more central than others.

This account of word meaning is cognitively motivated since it tries to

explain the structure of word meanings on the basis of the way in which

people conceptualise the world: if people manage to conceptualise quite

different objects as fruit, the linguistic account of the meaning of `fruit'

should be able to catch this cognitive ability. Moreover, this account

addresses an important issue in the theoretical discussion about word

meaning, viz. the relation between the observed flexibility of word
meanings (words can mean quite different things in different contexts)

and the relative stability of word meanings (words cannot just mean

anything). In his influential work on metaphor, Ricoeur formulated the

issue as follows:

Il faut donc admettre que, quelle que soit l'importance des
divers contextes (de phrase, de texte, de culture, de situation,
etc.), les mots ont une signification permanente par laquelle
ils désignent certains référents et non d'autres. [One has to
admit, then, that, however important the different contexts (of
the clause, the text, culture, situation, etc.), words have a
permanent meaning by which they designate certain referents
and not others.]Z'

23 See GEERAERTS, D., Cognitive Grammar and the History ofLexical Semantics,
in B. RuDZxA-OsTVN ( ed.), Topics in Cognitive Linguistics, Amsterdam, John
Benjamins, 1988, pp. 647-677, p. 655: "Within a prototypically organized
category, however, categorial membership may be based on sufficient similarity
rather than identity [...]."
24 RIC~[1R, P., La métaphore vive ( L'ordre philosophique), Paris, Editions du
Seuil, 1975, p. 144.
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This question is also crucial for the discussion of the hermeneutical
function of word meanings, with its apparently contradictory nature. On
the one hand, word meanings need to display enough stability in order to
function as an interpretative tool in new contexts: confronted with new
experiences, we use our fund of available - more or less stable -
concepts and meanings in order to make sense of this experience. On the
other hand, concepts and their corresponding meanings should be
flexible enough to incorporate in the long run changes necessitated by
our new experiences.25 It will be clear that when word meaning is
defined in terms of a set of necessary and sufficient conditions, it is very
hard to explain this flexibility. The application of a word in a new
context not seldom violates the definitional conditions one could
formulate. A prototypically organised semantic structure, with central
and more peripheral meanings that are all more or less similar to each
other, as described by cognitive linguistics, displays both enough
stability and enough flexibility to account for the observed characteristics
of word meaning. On the one hand, the meaning structure inherits its
stability by the similarity of all the meanings to the prototypical core(s),
yet on the other hand, the structure flexibly allows for new meaning
developments, on the condition that those new meanings display enough
similarity to the existing meanings.2ó Geeraerts concludes on this issue
that "the flexibility inherent in prototypical categories as interpretative
schemata with regard to experience, may well be one of the major
functional, psychological reasons for having such a type of categorial

u See already PtAGET, J., L'épistémologie génétique, Paris, 1979, p. 5: "[...] toute
connaissance comporte un aspect d'élaboration nouvelle et le grand problème de
1'épistémologie est de concilier cette création de nouveautés avec le double fait
que, sur le terrain formel, elles s'accompagnent de necessité sitót élaborées et
que, sur le plan du réel, elles permettent (et sont même seules à permettre) la
conquête de I'objectivité."
26 See GEERAERTS, Diachronic Prototype Semantics, pp. 112f.: "On the one hand,
the development of peripheral nuances within given categories indicates their
dynamic ability to deal with changing conditions and changing cognitive
requirements. On the other hand, the fact that marginally deviant concepts can be
peripherally incorporated into existing categories indicates that the latter have a
tendency to maintain themselves as particular entities, thus maintaining the
overall structure of the system."
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structure".27 In other words, the reason why our categories (and the
meaning of words related to them) are prototypically structured is
precisely this flexibility as hermeneutic tools or expectational patterns,
and the economy resulting from this flexibility, in that we do not need to
coin a new word whenever we encounter a new experience.28
Cognitive linguistics is not only interested in the synchronic semantic
structure of words, however, but also in mechanisms of lexical change
that result in that often rich semantic structure.29 In the description of the
static semantic structure of words, it has been argued that the different
meanings of a word are not held together by their obedience to a number
of definitional conditions, but rather by their mutual relation of
similarity. What has been vaguely described as "similarity" here, is
further specified in cognitive linguistics, and rightly so. For doing so,
cognitive linguistics takes its starting point in older, existing
classifications of semantic change as developed in pre-structuralist and
structuralist diachronic semantics.3o In line with these earlier works, it is
argued that the mechanisms for semasiological change3~ (viz., changes in

27 GEERAERTS, Cognitive Grammar and the History of Lexical Semantics, pp.
655f..
28 See also GEERAERTS, Diachronic Prototype Semantics, pp.112ff.: 2.4
Prototypicality as an efficiency principle.
~ Ibid., p. 6: "With the birth of cognitive semantics, new ideas from the field of
theoretical semantics have found their way to the study of ineaning changes, and
that should not come as a surprise: one of the major things cognitive semantics is
interested in is polysemy-and polysemy is, roughly, the synchronic reflection of
diachronic-semantic change."
~ See e.g. Geeraerts' treatment of PAU[., H., Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte,
Halle, Niemeyer, 1880 in GEERAERTS, D., Wat er in een woord zit. Facetten van
de lexicale semantiek, Leuven, Acco, 1989, pp. 183ff. and his discussion of the
works of Ullmann (to begin with Ut.tavtAt~rt~, S., The Principles of Semantics,
OxfordlGlasgow, BlackwelUJackson, 1951) in GEERAERTS, Diachronic Prototype
Semantics, pp. 85-93.
31 As opposed to onomasiological changes, which concern the coining of new
words through e.g. neologism, deformation of exis[ing words, borrowing from
other languages (see GEERAERTS, Diachronic Prototype Semantics). These
changes fall outside the scope of a semantic approach as proposed here (see also
GEERAERTS, D. and S. GRONDELAERS, Structuring of Word Meaning I: An
Overview, in A. CRUSE a.o. (eds.), Lexikologie - Lexicology (Handbucher zur
Sprach- und Kommunikationswissenschaft, 21.1), Berlin - New York, Walter de
Gruyter, 2002, pp. 304-318, p. 309: "[the question of diachronic onomasiological
changes] involves the formal rather than the semantic aspects of words.")
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the meanings of a single word) come in three kinds: 1. specialisation and
generalisation, 2. metaphor and 3. metonymy. In the first of these
mechanisms of change, a word acquires a new meaning by either
restricting or expanding an already existing meaning of that word.32 A
Hebrew example of specialisation is the verb ~t;~: in Biblical Hebrew,
this verb has the general meaning of `to pull, to draw'.33 In Rabbinic
Hebrew,34 the same verb acquired the specialised economic meaning of
"pulling an object as a mode of establishing legal ownership",35 even
though the general - and other - meanings attested in Biblical Hebrew
are also found here.3ó The reverse mechanism, by which a word develops
a more general meaning, is found in the word T1~ already mentioned in n.

An example of a diachronic onomasiological change is found in the regular
Hebrew words for `bread', changing from CR`7 in Biblical Hebrew, to ti~ in
Rabbinic Hebrew. The related meaning shift of the word CiTS (from `bread' in
the Biblical to `ritual bread [e.g. bread of display]' in the Tannaitic period), is a
good example of a semasiological change ( See SARFATt, G. B., Mishnaic
Vocabulary and Mishnaic Literature for the Study of Biblical Semantics, in T.
MuRAOKa. [ed.], Studies in Ancient Hebrew Semantics [Abr-Nahrain Supplement
Series, 4], Leuven, Peeters, 1995, pp. 33-48, p. 37).
32 In the following, I present a number of cases in which the semantic changes are
traceable diachronically, for the ease of the argument. Even though semantic
change be definition implies a diachronic aspect, in many cases it is impossible
diachronically to trace the developments that have given rise to the polysemy of
terms. Nonetheless, even if the diachrony - and even the relative chronology - of
changes may be lost, analysing the semantic relations between different senses of
a term is crucial to understand its semantic structure.
'3 Also within Biblical Hebrew, the verb has some specialised meanings, e.g. `to
~roduce a long tone on a wind instrument', see HAL, 610.
' See Dem. 3:2; M.Sh. 4:6; B.M. 4:2 ( bis); B.B. 5:7 (bis). Compare also with the

noun ~1~'tÍR~ in Shebi. 10:9; Kidd. 1:4.5; B.B. 9:7. See also the interesting
suggestion by Greenfield that the "primary meaning" of the Hebrew word ~~i~ -
the normal word for `to sell' in Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew - is `to hand over'
(GREENFIELD, J. C., Etymological Semantics, in Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 6
[1993] 26-37, pp. 31f.).
35 GORD[S, R., The Book of Job. Commentary, New Translation and Special
Studies ( Moreshet. Studies in Jewish History, Literature and Thought, 2l3), New
York, Jewish Theological Seminary of America, ]978, p. 309. See also DANBY,
H., The Mishnah. Translated from the Hebrew with Introduction and Brief
Explanatory Notes, London, Oxford University Press, 1933, p. 353 n. 1: "The
principle here implied is that the essential element constituting valid purchase is
not the receipt of payment by the seller from the buyer, but the buyer's `drawing'
into his possession the article to be purchase [...]."
36 For other examples of Biblical Hebrew words acquiring a more specialised
meaning in Rabbinic Hebrew, see SARFAT[, Mishnaic Vocabulary, pp. 38f.
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31: next to the meaning `bread', the word also developed the more
general meaning of `a meal' in Amoraic Hebrew.37 It should be remarked
that the meaning `bread' is itself a generalisation of the meaning `a part,
a piece', via the intermediate expression Cn5 i'~~ `piece of bread', which
is well-attested in Biblical Hebrew, both with and without the addition of
Cn5.38 The different meanings of the term t'~~ thus probably developed
along the following path of specialisation and generalisation: piece ~
piece of bread ~ bread ~ mea1.39
In the second major mechanism of semantic change, viz., metaphor, a
word takes on a new meaning that displays figurative similarity to one of
its already existing meanings. Examples of this phenomenon are well
attested. The verb ~y~, which I studied extensively elsewhere,40 is a good
point in case: from one concrete meaning, viz., `to shepherd' the verb
developed a meaning `to govern (people)' said of both earthly rulers and
God. The rationale for this semantic change is the perceived figurative
similarity between the shepherd's office, and the tasks of rulers: what
earthly rulers - and, by a further analogy, also God - do to their subjects
is to some extent similar to the way in which shepherds deal with their
flocks. It should be remarked that it is impossible to discern at what point
in time this semantic development has taken place, nor in Hebrew, nor in
Aklcadian or in Sumerian, for that matter.41 From the earliest texts

37 See e.g. B.M.107b (t1'~rtTj C1~). T'he same meaning is still attested in Modern
Hebrew in expressions as ~R)n t-~~ (comparable to French `gouter') and C1'~~31
t1~ (`dinner').
38 See HAL, 924.
39 This diachronic account can only be tentative, as is often the case. An
alternative account of the semantic evolution could be that the meaning `piece'
developed independently into both `bread' and `meal'. The latter development of
`piece' into `meal' should not surprise speakers of English, since also the word
"meal" underwent a similar development (the meaning of `piece, part' of the
word "meal" is still found in the compound word "piecemeal").
~ See VAN HECKE, P. J. P., Polysemy or Homonymy in the Root(s) r'h in Biblical
Hebrew. A Cognitive-Linguistic Approach, in Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 14
(2001) 50-67.
41 See Vntv HECKE, P. J. P., Pastoral Metaphors in the Hebrew Bible and its
Ancient Near Eastern Context, in R. P. Gott~oN and J. C. ~E Moott (eds.), The
Old Testament in Its World. Papers Read at the Winter Meeting, January 2003
The Sociery for Old Testament Study and at the Joint Meeting, July 2003, The
Society for Old Testament Studies and Het Oudtestamentisch Werkgezelschap in
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describing rulers in the Levant, the verbs for `shepherding' also meant
`ruling'. Another example, in which the semantic change is more easily
datable, is the Hebrew verb taïrt: while the verb means `to seal' in most
biblical instances,42 it also acquired the meaning `to conclude (a prayer)'
in Rabbinic Hebrew, with its derived noun rtt~~tlrt meaning - among other
things -"the concluding clause of a prayer".43 It is by vir[ue of the
similarity with the concluding act of sealing a document that the verb
also came to mean `to conclude a prayer'.
A final mechanism of semantic change, viz. metonymy, is based on the
contiguity of a new meaning with that of an existing meaning of a term.
A good Biblical Hebrew example is the word t'~'~: the term primarily
means `abode, house', but it also came to mean `household' and even
`dynasty' and `paternal family'.~ The relation between the meanings
`abode' and `household' is of a metonymic nature: since a household or
nuclear family is constituted by the fact of living together in one place
and households and abodes are therefore strongly contiguous, the word
for `abode, house' got to mean `household'. The further developments of
the meanings `dynasty' and `paternal family' can probably be regarded
as generalisations of the meaning `household': not only family members
living together in one house, but all members of the extended family are
then referred to by the word r'~. As was the case for the word rti7~
mentioned above, also the diachronic development of t1'~ is not
historically traceable:45 the different meanings of the word do not belong

Nederland en België (Oudtestamentische Studiën, 52), Leiden, Brill, 2005, pp.
200-217.
'Z In Dan 9:24b, obviously a late text, the verb also has the metaphorical meaning
of `to confirm'.
43 Jastrow, 513.
~ HAL, 120.
45 One of the most hotly debated recent epigraphic finds, the Aramaic Tel Dan
inscription, includes the famous reference to the "bytdwd (house of David?)" in
Fragment A(1.9), being a good instance of the old (9`s century) attestation of the
use of the Aramaic word tï'~ with the meaning of `dynasty'. (Publication in
BIRAN, A. and J. NAVEH, An Aramaic Stele Fragment from Te1 Dan, in IEJ 43
[1993] 81-98). Given the controversies about the authenticity of the fragments
(see GARawt, G., L'iscrizione Aramaica di Tel Dan, in Atti della Accademia
Nazionale dei Lincei. Rendiconti. Scienze Morali 9 [1994] 461-471) and about
the interpretation of the expression bytdwd (see most recently ATxns, G., The Tel
Dan Inscription. A Reappraisaland a New Interpretation [JSOT.SSICopenhagen
International Seminar, 360112], Sheffield, Sheffield Academic Press, 2003), some
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to different (identifiable) chronological phases of the language, and,
moreover, the same semantic polysemy is also observable in other,
cognate languages.~ A diachronically perfectly discernible example of a
semantic change caused by contiguity is the Hebrew word ~T~tt).4~ In all
Biblical instances, the noun means `doorpost',48 while in Rabbinical
Hebrew,49 the word acquired the specialised meaning of `a piece of
parchment with biblical texts (typically Dt 6:4-9; 11:13-21) enclosed in a
cylinder and attached to a doorpost'.SO The relation between the original
and the new meaning is clearly one of contiguity: it is by virtue of its
position on a doorpost, that the parchment acquired the same name as the
doorpost itself. In the Mishnaic iractate Ber 3:3, the word acquired a very
interesting meaning that is metonymically derived from this meaning of
`piece of parchment': in this pericope, it is stated that women, slaves and
minors are obliged to "the Tefillah, the Mezuzah and the Birkat ha-
Mazon". In this text, the word ~T1Tt) means neither the doorpost, nor the
piece of parchment, but, as the mention of two other prayers (Tefillah
and Birkat ha-Mazon) indicates, the prayer one is supposed to recite
while entering a door and kissing the mezuzah-cylinder attached to the
doorpost. The double metonymic movement thus runs as follows:
doorpost ~ parchment text ~ prayer.
Although the mechanisms of inetaphor and metonymy have been
presented as two different phenomena, the distinction between both is not
always as easy. Part of the problem is how to define the relation of
contiguity that is at work in metonymy, especially in contradistinction to

caveats are in place: if the inscription is authentic, which most scholars seem to
accept now, and the expression mentioned above means `the house of David',
this would be a nice illustration of the semantic change discussed here, be it in
Aramaic. In any case, from a diachronic semantic point of view, the expression
"bytdwd" contains no anomalies: the word byt is often used in Aramaic
inscriptions from the same era with the same meaning, see e.g. the not so much
younger Zincirli and Sfire inscriptions (KAI 215:5.19; KAI 222B:21.32).
~ See the Aramaic examples in the preceding note. For Akkadian, see AHw, 133.
47 SARFATI, Mishnaic Vocabu[ary, p. 39.
~ HAL, 535.
49 See Meg. 1:8; M.Kat. 3:4; Git. 4:6; Men. 3:7; Kel. 16:7; 17:16.
so Although text fragments have been found in the caves around Qumran which
have been identified as mezuzot (4Q149-155; 8Q4), the word ~T1Tt] itself never
occurs in this meaning in the Dead Sea Scrolls. The only occurrence of the word,
viz., in 11Q19 XLIX:13, has the meaning of `doocpost'.
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the relation of similarity typical for metaphor. Ullmann, who introduced

this distinction, negatively defines contiguity as including "any

associative relations other than those based on similarity"51. Some

cognitive scholars have tried to overcome this definitional vagueness by

suggesting that relations of contiguity pertain between elements that

belong to the same domain or domain matrix, whereas relations of

figurative similarity involve elements from two different domains.52

Taking up some of the examples given above, the relation between the

meanings `doorpost' and `parchment containing biblical texts' of the

word ~t1Tr) is metonymical because the two objects involved belong to

the same domain, which we could label as JEw[SH HoUSE. The relation

between the meanings `to seal' and `to conclude a prayer' of the verb

nr~n, on the other hand, is metaphorical because, used in the first

meaning, the verb belongs to a domain matrix including e.g. the domains

of DOCUMENT and CONTAINER, while in the second meaning, the verb

functions in the domain of PRAYER, which is unrelated to the

aforementioned domains. Refining the difference between both kinds of

relations, one can add that metonymy is a syntagmatic relation,

pertaining between neighbouring elements in one domain, whereas

metaphor is more paradigmatic, in that it relates elements that occupy

similar positions in different domains. Moreover, the relation of

metonymy could be said to be more objective and usually situated in

observable reality.53 More recently, however, this position has come

under criticisma4 first of all, it is argued that contiguity is not an

objective or natural phenomenon in real life, but rather, that all contiguity

is conceptual contiguity: "we can have contiguity when we just `see'

51 See ULLtvtANN, S., Semantics. An Introduction to the Science of Meaning,
Oxford, Blackwell, 1962, p. 212 on this differentiation.
5z LAKOFF, Women, Fire and Dangerous Things, p. 288.
53 GEERAERTS and GRONDELAERS, Structuring of Word Meaning I: An Overview,
pp 307f.
34 See particularly: FEYAERTS, K., Metonymic Hierarchies. The
Conceptualization of Stupidiry in German Idiomatic Expressions, in K.-U.
PANTHER and G. RAD~EN (eds.), Metonymy in Language and Thought (Human
Cognitive Processing, 4), AmsterdamlPhiladelphia, Benjamins, 1999, pp. 309-
32Z: FEYAERTS, K., Refining the Inheritance Hypothesis. Interaction between
Metaphoric and Metonymic Hierarchies, ln A. BARCELONA ( ed.), Metaphor and
Metonymy at the Crossroads ( Topics in English Linguistics, 30), Berlin~New
York, Mouton de Gruyter, 2000, pp. 59-78.
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contiguity".55 Secondly, the criterion of the number of domains involved
is strongly questioned: very often it is a matter of discussion whether two
meanings can be related to the same domain or not, and hence, whether
their relation is metaphorical or metonymical. The example given by
Feyaerts illustrates the problem: in many languages a verb meaning `to
see' also has the meaning of `to know', as in the clause `I see what you
mean'. Are `to see' and `to know' related to two different domains, or do
they belong to one single domain, given the fact that we know what we
have seen? Feyaerts therefore proposes to define metonymy primarily as
a relationship of conceptualised - and not of objective - contiguity
between two elements, without giving too much weight to the number of
domains involved. Even with these considerations in mind, it remains
difficult in certain cases to distinguish between the two mechanisms. Let
us take the Rabbinic word ol11Z again: alongside its meaning of `to seal',
the word also acquired the meaning of `to sign (a document)'. Is the
relation between the two meanings one of contiguity, as signing a
document and sealing it would be done together, and the word for the
one action could also hold for the other, or is the relation one of
similarity, in that signing a contract was seen as functionally similar to
sealing it, viz., for ascertaining the document's authenticity? In this and
many other cases, the discussion cannot be resolved definitively, and
some overlap between the phenomena of inetaphor and metonymy
should be allowed for.5ó Arguably, a cognitive theory insisting on the
flexibility of concepts should regard this as perfectly natural.
Notwithstanding the nuances mentioned above, the classical
categorisation of the four main mechanisms of semantic change
(specialisation, generalisation, metaphor and metonymy), thus remains
the s[andard account, also in cognitive semantics.

ss DIRVEN, R., Metonymy and Metaphor. Different Mental Strategies of
Conceptualisation, in Leuvense Bijdragen 82 (1993) 1-28, p. 14.
56 See Ci00SSENS, L., Metaphtonymy: the Interaction of Metaphor and Metonymy
in Expressions for Linguistic Action, in Cognitive Linguistics 1 (1990) 323-340.
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II. METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

In the following two chapters, I will submit the terms related to the most
important topics in Job 12-14 to a semantic analysis. The analysis will be
conducted in accordance with the theoretical tenets of cognitive
semantics described above. Mirroring the two sections of the above
description, the analysis will have two sides. On the one hand, the
relation of the terms to the different conceptual domains will be studied.
Since, following cognitive linguistic theory, the meaning of terms can
only be understood against the background of the conceptual domains in
which the terms profile a particular element or relation, describing a
term's meaning should entail describing the different domains with
which the term is related, including a specification of the specific part of
that domain that is profiled by the term.s~ The hermeneutic problems
involved with the application of this methodology to Biblical Hebrew
terms will be apparent for anyone with even the slightest familiarity with
the field. For lack of native speakers, it is difficult to determine with
which domains a term is connected, while, for the same reason, it is
problematic, if on principle impossible, to reconstruct how those domains
were understood. This fundamental impossibility, an inescapable result
of the distance in time and space separating us from the biblical text,
should not deter us from making an attempt at describing terms' semantic
structure, although it should keep us from making too massive claims.
Archaeological, historical and ethnographic information can, on certain
occasions, provide us with valuable information concerning the
conceptual domains in question, and hence, also on the meaning of the
terms connected to it,58 but in just as many cases, these sources cannot
come to our aid. Very often, then, the only information available, are the

57 This methodological option comes close to de Blois' insistence on describing
the contextual domains of every instance of every lexeme, although I would not
follow him in his division between lexical and contextual domains and meanings.
sa I could just refer to an earlier article on the verb ~y~, in which I demonstrated
that the information that shepherds tend to follow their flocks (which can be
gleaned from textual, archeological and ethnographic sources) is essential for
understanding the semantic structure of the term in question. See VAN HEC~,
The Root(s) r'h.
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occurrences of the term in the biblical texts ihemselves: on the basis of
the different contexts in which the terms are found, it can be understood
with which domains the term is connected in the Hebrew language. For
this reason, a semantically motivated study of the syntagmatic relations
of a term will often be indispensable.59 Studying which (types of) other
constituents the term is used with in a text, provides a good indication of
the conceptual domain with which the term is connected. (For this
purpose, the meaning of those other terms should be considered as given,
or the judgment on their meaning should at least be temporarily
deferred.) Also parallel terms, very frequent in Hebrew poetry, can give
us some indications on the relation of a term to its conceptual domains.~
Moreover, the existence of other terms with a related meaning may
sharpen the analyst's attention when looking for the meaning aspects that
possibly set them apart, thus also providing a better insight in the
meaning of each of the terms involved.
In line with cognitive semantics' refusal to make a distinction between
lexical and encyclopaedic meaning, all information on the term is
considered valuable for the description of its semantic sttvcture. Of
course, not all information will prove to be equally important for the
description of the term's meaning structure, but no meaning aspects may
a priori be excluded.
With the description of the various senses of a term, the semantic
analysis is not completed from a cognitive-semantic perspective. A
cognitive description of semantic structure will try to give a motivated
account of the observed polysemy, i.e. the co-occurrence of different
meanings for one term. This will include providing a balanced
presentation of the different meanings discerning more central from more
peripheral senses of a term, but also explaining the semantic relations
(generalisation, specialisation, metaphor, metonymy) between the

s9 Compare with van der Merwe's remark concerning DCH: vnn DER MEtzwE,
Lexicology, pp. 124f..
~ The adoption of those methodological steps does not imply any acceptance of
the structuralist claim that the meaning of a term is the function of its
syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. In keeping with cognitive premises, the
meaning of a term resides solely in its designation of a part of one or more
conceptual domains. Studying syntagmatic and, to a lesser extent, paradigmatic
relations is regarded here as a tool for discovering this relation.
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different senses. The goal of these descriptions will not be to eventually
distillate a single common meaning applicable in all cases. Cognitive
semantics has argued, on the basis of observable diachronic change in
languages, that the meaning structure of terms is usually not held
together by one relatively abstract core meaning with different contextual
applications. As mentioned above, cognitive studies have shown that the
semantic structure of many terms canno[ be reduced to such a core, but is
made up of different related meanings which are interrelated in different
ways and which have varying degrees of centrality in the semantic
sttvcture.b' Since our thinking is not made up of highly abstract
meanings, which can subsequently be applied in different contexts, but
rather of ineaning clusters which are both flexible and stable, it should
not be our intention to look for the most abstract meaning feature
common to all the observed meanings of a term. Ye[, this is precisely
what many semantic studies, also in the field of Biblical Hebrew,
implicitly or explicitly aim at. Many examples of this tendency could be
quoted, but I limit myself to a few. In his highly interesting article on
"Words for wisdom", Fox states that he will abide by Ruhl's
presumption of monosemy, viz. "the assumption that each word has a
single, highly abstract, core meaning that it brings to the context". Fox
summarises his working principle as follows: "rather than viewing a
word as bearing a multiple-choice listing of different meanings, it is
more productive to view a word - until proved otherwise - as offering a
single, flexible `packet' of ineaning (- lexical meaning) that assumes
different shapes (`senses') under pressure of context (- contextual
meanings or applications)."62 Examples of the application of such
reasoning can be found e.g. in Barr's 1993 ZAH article, where he argues
that the meaning of ttnR is `to do wrongly', which is then also marginally
applied in the case of shooting and throwing stones, rather than that the
verb would have an(original) meaning of `to miss'.63 Comparable

6' It will be cleaz, of course, that this view on the semantic structure of terms is
direcdy related to the refusal in cognitive semantics to discern between lexical
and encyclopaedic meaning discussed above.
62 Fox, M. V., Words for Wisdom. tbwnh and bynh; 'rmh and mzmh; 'sh and
twsyh, in Zeitschrift fiirAlthebraistik 6 (1993) 149-169, p. 150.
63 BARR, J., Scope and Problems in the Semantics of Classical HebrewIbid.3-14,
p. 8. I simply mention this case as an example for the way of reasoning, without
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examples are found in Muraoka's review article of the first volume of
DCH, in which he argues for a(relatively) abstract core meaning for 5~tt
`temporary habitation' and ~~t~ `to cease to exist'.~ Sweetser has argued
that in diachronically observable meaning changes, the direction is
usually from more concrete to more abstract meanings, so that it is not
very likely to hypothesise a strongly abstract core meaning for terms;
moreover, Sweetser notes, if ineanings would tend to move from abstract
cores to more concrete applications, this would mean that the oldest
layers of a language would be highly abstract, which is not very likely.bs
Even if proponents of an `abstract core-approach' to lexical meaning
would rightly respond that they do not claim that the proposed abstract
meaning is the `original' meaning of the term, Sweetser's arguments
remain valid. Just as much as it is unlikely that lexical meanings
diachronically develop from the abstract to the concrete, it is improbable
that people's minds are filled with a stock of abstractions, which are
subsequently brought to application. Cognitive research has indicated,
rather, that different meanings are connected by analogy, as I have
described above. In describing the semantic structure of terms, I
therefore will not try to formulate a single, abstract core meaning, but
rather to sketch the term in its full semantic width.
One caveat is in place here, however. The purpose of the following
chapters is very explicitly to give a thorough semantic description of the
use of a number of terms in Job 12-14. While this will entail the close

willing to engage into an argument about the con[ent of his proposal. Concerning
the latter, one could, however, raise the question why the alleged abstract
meaning `to do wrongly', which is very general, has so little different contextual
~plications.

MURAOKA, T., A New Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, in T. MuRAOKA (ed.),
Studies in Ancient Hebrew Semantics (Abr-Nahrain Supplement Series, 4),
Leuven, Peeters, 1995, pp. 87-101, pp. 90f.: "[...] the three [senses of 5~tt in
DCH] are not distinct `senses' or `meanings,' but three different `applications' of
a single sense, though we would formulate this single sense as `temporary
habitation."'; p. 92: "A closer look at the data presented in the DCH suggests a
single sense common to all, namely to cease to exist, which can be subdivided
with reference to parameters such as effectively or factually, permanently or
temporarily, with animate, inanimate, abstract entities as subject, and so on."
bs SWEETSER, E., From Etymology to Pragmatics. Metaphorical and Cultural
Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 24-27.
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analysis of the terms in their own right, the following studies do not
pretend to present the complete description of each of the terms in the

Hebrew Bible. While this is possible for some less frequent terms, it
would be surpass the intentions of the present study for some more
common tcrms.

EXCURSUS: COGNITIVE SEMANTICS AND THE HISTORY OF BIBLICAL

HEBREW SEMANT[CS

With the history of Biblical Hebrew semantics in mind, two objections
could be made to the cognitive account of lexical semantics and its
application to the study of Biblical Hebrew given above. First of all, one
could object that what cognitive semantics proposes is not all that
different from what historical, etymologist semantics - the traditional
paradigm in Hebrew semantics - used [o do. A second and more severe
objection than the question "what's new", could be that cognitive
semantics neglects the acquisitions of modern approaches to Hebrew
semantics, as they have been developed over the last decades. In the
present excursus, I therefore briefly relate the tenets of the cognitive-
semantic methodology proposed here to the history of Biblical Hebrew
semantics. I hope to come back to this issue at more length on a later
occasion.

1. Cognitive Semantics and Historical Semantics

As mentioned above, one could raise the question what cognitive
semantics adds to the traditional paradigm of Hebrew semantics, that
until recently dominated Biblical Hebrew lexicography. Indeed, the

attention for meaning developments and the insistence on the relation
between linguistic meaning and human cognition in cognitive semantics

is strongly reminiscent of the historical semantic approach found in most
standard lexicographic works and semantic studies of Hebrew.
The interest of older lexicographic and semantic studies for semantic
change can be illustrated with a telling quote from the introduction to the
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first edition of Koehler and Baumgartner's Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti
Libros:

It is a principle of modern semantics to differentiate the
meaning which is primary, bu[ which is in many cases
more restricted, more concrete, from the meanings which
have followed la[er from the primary meaning. The modern
principle is to discover a genetic relation in the
development and changes in the meaning of a word, and
accordingly to provide a series of ineanings established on
sound genetic principles~

But even more than this citation, running through the classical lexica of

Biblical Hebrew will show to what extent lexicography was regarded as
describing semantic change: the lemmata of most of these lexica start
with data about the meaning of the word in o[her periods and in cognate

languages. In their introduction, the editors of the Dictionary of Classical
Hebrew, adequately summarise the work of their predecessors as
follows:

The great philological enteiprise, a legacy of nineteenth-
century historical scholarship, was essen[ially an historical
enquiry after original meanings and historical developments.b~

This historical interest has several reasons. First of all, it fits in the

general historical orientation of biblical studies from the modern period,
trying to free itself from the fetters of dogmatic theology, as van Wyk

observed,bg an orientation which also lies at the basis of historical-critical

biblical exegesis, which developed in the same period. Secondly,
historical interest is not limited to the study of Hebrew alone; it is, on the

contrary, a common property of general linguistic and semantic studies in

~ KB, xiv.
67 DCH, 25.
68 VAN WYK, W. C., The Present State of OT Lexicography, in J. P. IA[Jw (ed.),
Lexicography and Translation, Cape Town, Bible Society of South Africa, 1985,
pp. 82-96
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the nineteenth century.ó9 Typical linguistic research topics arising in that
period were e.g., the study of language typology and the study of
etymology. A third reason why the scientific study of Hebrew word
meaning has had a strong historical orientation is one of necessity:
because classical Hebrew is a language with a relatively small corpus -
to modern linguistic standards - and with a large amounts of words of
which the meaning is unsure, all the information one can possibly glean
from cognate languages is highly valued. This has resulted in a
considerable amount of comparative - and necessarily historical -
etymological analyses in the field of Hebrew - and, by extension,
Semitic - linguistics, which is given a new impetus every time a new
Semitic language or important text corpus is discovered.
Concluding, then, the explicit attention for semantic change is not typical
for cognitive linguistics, but, as far as Hebrew semantics is concemed,
has been part of the scientific discussion ever since its inception. Nothing
new there, one could argue.
Moreover, also the interest of cognitive linguistics for the relation
between word meaning and the way in which people think, is far from
unprecedented. It has long been held, although not so much in linguistics
studies than in the movement of biblical theology, that the structure and
meaning of the biblical languages are constitutive for biblical religious
thought. This argument was used extensively in the discussion on the
difference between Hebrew and Greek thinking, in which it was often
stated that the alleged theological differences between texts written in
Hebrew and in Greek could be explained as resulting from a different
semantic - and grammatical - structure of the respective languages.~o
The insistence of cognitive linguistics on the close relation between

69 GEERAERTS, Cognitive Grammar and the History of Lexical Semantics, pp.
648ff.; LnNCE, H.-P., Die Behandlung der Wortbedeutung in der Geschichte der
Sprachwissenschaft, in A. CRUSE a.o. (eds.), Lexikologie - Lexicology
(Handbucher zur Sprach- und Kommunikationswissenschaft, 21.1), Berlin - New
York, Walter de Gruyter, 2002, pp. 237-244, p. 239. According to Lange, this
general linguistic attention for historical development is to be understood in the
context of the philosophical paradigm of the "development of all things", which
became dominant in the middle of the eighteenth century.
~o See notably Boivt,aN, T., Das hebrdische Denken im Vergleich mit dem
Griechischen, Góttingen, Vandenhoeck 8c Ruprecht, 1954. The influence of
Humboldtian thinking on the work of Boman is very obvious.
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language and thinking, hence, does not seem to be very innovative in the
field of biblical Hebrew linguistics, one could argue.

2. Cognitive Semantics and Structuralist Semantics

More serious than the charge that cognitive linguistics does not bring
much new for the study of Hebrew semantics, is the possible objection
that it bluntly disregards the recent developments in the field. Indeed, did
not James Barr - to name but the most important scholar - argue against
too strong an insistence on the etymology and semantic change when
determining the meaning of a term, or against the relation between the
structure of a language and the psychology of the people speaking it?~~
Concerning the first point, Barr stresses throughout his work that the
meaning of a term cannot be derived from the information concerning its
semantic development, but, rather, that its meaning is to be determined
within the language as its presents itself at any given time:

The point is that the meaning of words can be stated as the
difference made by their choice as against other words in the
same language at the same time [...].

When we talk of ineaning within Hebrew, then, this is the
meaning of units as seen within the collocations in which they
occur and within the semantic fields of agreement and
opposition in which they function.72

At the same time, Barr also reacted against the psychological orientation
of some of the older theological and linguistic work. In his The
Semantics of Biblical Language, he argued that the relation between

~~ See, among many other contributions, his two seminal monographs: BnRR, J.,
The Semantics of Biblical Language, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1961 and
BnRR, J., Comparative Philology and the Text of the Old Testament, Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1968
72 BnRR, Comparative Philology, p. 294f. See also BnRR, Semantics, p. 107 and
the subsequent chapter. It should be stressed that, for Barr, the study of semantic
change or etymology is not without value, especiatly in the case of rare Hebrew
words, see BnRR, J., Etymology and the Old Testament, Ín A. S. Vf~ DER WOUDE
(ed.), Language and Meaning. Studies in Hebrew Language and Biblical
Ezegesis (Oudtestamentische Studiën, 19), Leiden, Brill, 1974, pp. I-28.
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ethno-psychology (looking for the Volksgeist) and linguistics is a very

complex one indeed, and that arguments in the field ofbiblical studies on

this specific relation often lack a sound scientific linguistic basis. In a

long chapter, he deals with the methodological problems of calling on

linguistic facts, both lexical and grammatical, in order to describe the

alleged difference between the Hebrew and Greek ways of thinking.73
Not only is the so-called relevant material selected tendentiously, he
argues, also the methodological framework for describing the relation
between language and thinking is lacking. Moreover, Barr expresses his
doubts about the existence of any such relation.74
The semantic studies that have appeared since Barr's seminal works
share the same methodological starting points: the discussion for the
typical Hebrew spirit as it would appear in the Biblical Hebrew language
seems to have disappeared completely from the scientific agora, while
word meaning is increasingly studied without recourse to historic
developments within Hebrew or in the stock of cognate languages.
Recent semantic studies of Hebrew that claim to be "modern" are often
strongly influenced by the structuralist paradigm that has dominated
general linguistics in a good part of the preceding century. This is not the
place to discuss neither the tenets of this paradigm nor its influence on
Hebrew semantics.75 Suffice it to mention that, in line with structuralist

73 BARR, Semantics, pp. 24-45.
74 Ibid., p. 40f.: "It is another thing to suppose that for features of character
observed it will be possible to see corresponding patterns in the linguistic
structure when analysed in itself. And even if it may be possible to see such
relations occasionally in particulars, this does not entitle us to begin by taking as
an obviously valid instrument of investigation the idea that a language is a full
expression of the national character."
75 For an early history of this influence, See ZATELLt, I., L'ebraico biblico in
alcune tendenze delláttuale ricerca linguistica, in Henoch 1(1979) 246-271. For
a recent, very consistent application of the decompositional variant of
structuralist methodology to part of the Hebrew lexicon, See SCNMBATA, M. P.,
I! campo lessicale dei sostantivi della 'conoscenza' in ebraico antico, (Ph.D.-
dissertation), Università degli studi di Firenze, 1996-1997. For an approach to
Hebrew lexicography from a semantic domains perspective, see notably DE
Bt.o~s, Towards a New Dictionary (see also the website of his ongoing
lexicographical project: www.sdbh.org). Compare also with the multiple articles
by Lubbe (Lt1aBE, J. C., Hebrew Lexicography. A New Approach, in Journalfor
Semitics 2 [ 1990] 1-1 S; LueBE, J. C., The Use of Syntactic Data in Dictionaries
of Classical Hebrew, in Journal for Semitics 5 [1993] 89-96; LUBSE, J. C., An
Old Testament Dictionary of Semantic Domains, in ZAH 9 [ 1996] 52-57; LuBSE,
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intuitíons, it has become usual to describe the meaning of Hebrew terms
more as a function of their paradigmatic relations with other terms in a
semantic field and of their syntagmatic relations with the terms alongside
which they occur in language utterances, than on the basis of their
alleged origin or semantic development. To mention just the most visible
example, for The Dictionary of ClassicalHebrew, structuralism is clearly
the "modern linguistics" in which the dictionary has its theoretical basis,
even if the editors do not explicitly acknowledge it.~b Etymological
information is completely absent, and the corpus of each entry consists of
an exhaustive list of all the syntagmatic relations a word is engaged in,
followed by a short list of some paradigmatic relations, however without
full treatment of those relations.'~

3. Innovations of Cognitive Semantics

With this history of Hebrew semantics in mind, the ques[ion seems
justified whether the cognitive approach advocated in the present study is

not disregarding the recent developments in the field, only to join up with

the now obsolete historical approach. The answer is two-fold: it is true,
as Geeraerts has repeatedly shown, that cognitive linguistics shares

J. C., Semantic Domains and the Difficulties of a Paradigm Shift in Old
Testament Lexicography, in Journalfor Semitics i l[2002] 245-255; LUBBE, J.
C., Semantic Domains, Associative Fields, and Hebrew Lexicography, in Journal
for Semitics 12 [2003] 128-142). In the same vein: DE RECT, L. J., Multiple
Meaning and Semantic Domains in Some Biblical Hebrew Lexicographical
Projects. The Description of zera`, in Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 10 (1997) 63-
75.
76 DCH, 14. Apparently, claiming that a dictionary is "based on modern
linguistics" is a favourite argument of authority in Hebrew lexicography
(compare KB, xiv); unfortunately, however, it seems to discharge editors from
the task of being specific about what they understand as "modern linguistics". It
might be a case of perspectival distortion to imply that modern linguistics is
anywhere near of being a unified methodological account. While I would not
completely second Muraoka's remark that "it would not be too far off the mark if
we said that the impact of modern linguistics on the production of the DCH is in
fact marginal" (Muxno~cA, A New Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, p. 94), it is
true that neither the dictionary's theoretical foundation nor its methodology are
satisfactory for a dictionary claiming to be based on modern linguistics.
~~ See DE REGT, Multiple Meaning and Semantic Domains, p. 71.
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important basic intuitions with historical semantics, while rejecting some
of the structuralist claims;~g on the other hand, this does not mean that
cognitive linguists would slavishly follow the older historical tradition
nor that it would be unaware of the structuralist legacy. I clarify the
point.
Even though cognitive linguistics agrees with historical semantics on the
importance of semantic change for the description of the often

polysemous siructure of lexical meaning, and even though both will
stress the relation between linguistic structure and human cognition,

there are some important differences to be noted. First of all, as Geeraerts
has argued, historical semantics is basically only interested in a
qualitative description of the semantic relations between word meanings:

it considers its task finished when the relation between two meanings has
been described as a case of inetaphor, me[onymy or taxonomic change.
Cognitive linguistics is also interested in the quantitative aspects of

polysemy, viz., in the weight or salience of different meanings: not only
the genetics of word meanings, but also the relative importance of
different meanings for a single word are analysed and discussed.
Moreover, in contrast to the rather "atomistic" approach of historical
semantics, only discussing the individual relations among word
meanings,79 cognitive linguistics tries to gain insight in the overall
meaning structure of terms. Also the mechanisms of lexical change
themselves are studied in a somewhat different way in cogni[ive
semantics: true to its cognitive orientation, it studies these semantic
changes in the context of human cognitive functioning: rather than
simply ways to change the meaning of words, the `mechanisms'
described above are regarded as fundamental cognitive operations.
Seeing relations of specialisation, generalisation, contiguity and
similarity between things is typical for human cognition; rather than
ways of speaking, these phenomena are ways of thinking and of making
sense of the world. Two of these phenomena, viz., metaphor and
metonymy have received ample attention in cognitive semantics.go In

78 GEERAERTS, Cognitive Grammar and the History of Lexical Semantics;
GEERAERTS, Diachronic Prototype Semantics, pp. 175-185.
79 See GEERAERTS, Diachronic Protorype Semantics.
~ LAxo~, G. and M. Jot~rsoN, Metaphors We Live By, Chicago - London,
Chicago University Press, 1980; LAxo~, G. and M. Tt1RrtER, More Thon Cool
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these studies, it is demonstrated that our cognition operates to a large
extent in a metaphorical and metonymical way, and that it is only by
virtue of these conceptual mechanisms that metaphor and metonymy also
become mechanisms of lexical change by which words obtain new
senses.
A second point of difference between historical and cognitive semantics
concerns the relation between word meaning and human cognition. Even
though cognitive linguistics will readily accept that different languages
also to some extent provide different conceptualisations of the world,g~
the romanticist discussions about the Volksgeist - and its philosophical
and theological implications - are completely foreign to it.
On the other hand, cognitive semantics does not disregard the
achievements of structuralist semantics, although it is at variance with
this paradigm on some very important points. While a full discussion of
the matter should be left for a later occasion, it should be remarked that
cognitive semantics severely criticises the structuralist basic tenet that
linguistic meaning should be explained in purely linguistic terms, viz., as
an autonomous system of inner-linguistic oppositions. While cognitive
semantics often gratefully adopts the structuralist semantic field
descriptions and the decompositional analyses as valid descriptive
tools,s2 it maintains that meaning does not originate in the linguistic
system itself, but in human thinking.

Reason. A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor, Chicago - London, Chicago
University Press, 1989; GiBas, R. W. and G. J. STEEN (eds.), Metaphor in
Cognitive Linguistics. Selected Papers from the Fifth International Cognitive
Linguistics Association. Amsterdam, July 1997 (Amsterdam Studies in the
Theory and History of Linguistic Science, l75), Amsterdam - Philadelphia,
John Benjamins, 1999; PANTHER, K.-U. and G. Ra,D~EN (eds.), Metonymy in
Language and Thought (Human Cognitive Processing, 4), Amsterdam -
Philadelphia, John Benjamins, 1999; BARCEL.ONA, A. (ed.), Metaphor and
Metonymy at the Crossroads. A Cognitive Perspective (Topics in English
Linguistics, Berlin, Mouton de Gruyter, 2000; DIRVEN, R. and R. PóRtNGS (eds.),
Metaphor and Metonymy in Comparison and Contrast (Cogni[ive Linguistics
Research, 20), Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 2002.
81 LAKOEF, Women, Fire and Dangerous Things, passim and in particular pp.
305-337.
82 AS C.g. in GEERAERTS, D., S. GRONDELAERS, and P. BAKEn~A, The StrUCtUre Of
Lexical Variation. Meaning, Naming and Context (Cognitive Linguistics
Research, 5), Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1994. See also vAN
STEENBERGEN, Componential Analysis of Meaning and Cognitive Linguistics.
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Also the consequent distinction between linguistic meaning properly
speaking and encyclopaedic knowledge, which is defended in the
structuralist current, is considered artificial by cognitive semantics.S3
Although some meanings or meaning aspects of a term are more central
than others, it is impossible to draw a sharp dividing line between the
meaning aspects that would belong to the linguistic meaning of the term,
on the one hand, and aspects which should be regarded as encyclopaedic
facts about the term's referents, but which do not affect its meaning
proper, on the other. Rather than engaging in a purely theoretical
terminological discussion on these issues, however, cognitive semantics,
as a branch of the much broader cognitive studies, calls also on evidence
of psycholinguistic research to substantiate its claims.~

Some Prospects for Biblical Hebrew Lexicology. Also Fronzaroli, the founding
father of the Italian componential approach to Biblical Hebrew, concedes that
componential analysis must remain a tool, a"technique for sounding the
organisation of the lexicon", FRONZAROLI, P., Componential Analysis, in
Zeitschrift fiirAlthebraistik 6 (1993) 79-91, p. 90.
s3 See TnvLOR, ConceptualApproaches V: Concepts and Domaíns, pp. 296f.
~ For a very good introduction in the matter, see MURrt~r, G.L., Conceptual
Approaches I: An Overview, in A. CRUSE a.o. (eds.), Lexikologie - Lexicology
(Handbucher zur Sprach-ud Kommunikationswissenschaft, 21.1), Berlin - New
York, Walter de Gruyter, 2002, pp. 269-277.
As an example, I would like to point to the issue of grammatical gender, which
has repeatedly been used as an argument against the correlation between
language and thinking. According to James Barr, grammatical gender is the
clearest proof that grammatical structures "clearly do not correspond to thought
structures" (BnRR, Semantics, p. 39). On a derisive tone, he produces some
examples that should convince every reasonable person of his position.
Remarkably enough, Umberto Eco uses precisely the same argument - and the
same mocking tone - against Lakoff s more recent views on the relation between
linguistic structure and human cognition (Eco, U., Kant and the Platypus. Essays
on Language and Cognition, London, Vintage, 2000, pp. 200-201). Although the
reading of this paragraph is greatly recommended for its sense of humour, it
simply takes for self-evident that "grammatical gender has nothing to do with
sexual gender and not even with any classification". Cognitive science took the
challenge, however, and conducted a number of tests showing that grammatical
gender does result in some categorisation in the minds of the native speakers. In
several publications it is explained how subjects will e.g. preferably connect
more masculine (strong, impressive, ...) or fenunine (elegant, beautiful, ...)
adjectives to words for inanimate objects that are masculine or feminine in
gender, respectively. In another test, people were shown to be better at
remembering fictive personal names for inanimate objects if the name
corresponded in gender with the grammatical gender of the word. Even though
the results of these tests are still open for interpretation, it is clear that even the
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Although much more should be said about the issue, it should be cleaz

that cognitive semantics is definitely not a sheer continuation of earlier
pre-structuralist semantics, and that it is very well aware of, and takes
position against some aspects of, the more recent structuralist paradigms.

grammatical classification of gender that allegedly is void of content, has some
influence on the categorisation of the world in people's minds. The a fortiori
potential of the argument will be clear. (For literature, see: Korrtsx[, T., The
Semantics of Grammatical Gender. A Cross-cultural Study, in Journal of
Psycholinguistic Research 22 [1993] 519-534; BORODITSKY, L., L. A. Sct-n~troT,
and W. Pxtt.ttrs, Sex, Syntax, and Semantics, in D. GEN'rt~ER and S. Got.Dtx-
MEADOW [eds.], Language in Mind. Advances in the Study of Language and
Thought, Cambridge [MA], MIT Press, 2003, pp. 61-79).



CHAPTER f

SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF TERMS OF COGNTTION AND
PERCEPTION IN JOB 1Z-14

In the last chapter of the first part, a general outline of Job 12-14 on the

basis of a functional analysis was presented. This analysis showed that
Job's speech consists of two parts, one addressed to the friends, and one

to God, with strongly different topics in each of the parts. In the first part
(12:1-13:17) the main topics are 1) the relation between Job and his
friends and between Job and God, 2) knowledge and 3) speaking.

Moreover, these topics are mutually overlapping: the above pragmatic

analysis has demonstrated that Job is explicitly trying to correct the
friends' ideas about their respective knowledge or intelligence, whereas

it has also laid out that it is precisely on the point of speaking that Job

and his friends differ most, in Job's eyes. The second part of the speech
(13:18-14:22) displays much less topical diversity, mainly treating Job's

fate, and by extension, that of humankind at large.
In this and the following chapter, I propose to study the key terms related
to the two main topics identified in the first part, viz., knowledge and

speaking. If Job is so explicit about the fact that he and his friends differ

not so much with regard to what they know than with regard to what they
say, and if Job never addresses the differences between himself and his

friends more overtly than in the present speech, it stands to reason to

suppose that a semantic analysis of the terms related to the two topics
mentioned above will be crucial in understanding the position of this

speech in the dialogue, and might also teach us something about the

meaning of the book as a whole. The topic(s) of the second part, viz.,
Job's and man's fate, are obviously not less impoRant, but are less

distinctive for the meaning of the present speech, and show less topical
development throughout the whole dialogue. These topics would benefit
more from a broad study of the way in which Job conceptualises his fate

in his different speeches. Also here, a cognitive-semantic approach could

prove to be very fruitful.
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In the present chapter, I will first study the terms related to the topic of
knowledge, after which - following the logic of Job's speech itself - the
terms related to the topic of speaking will be addressed, in the following
chapter 7. These semantic analyses will follow the cognitive-semantic
methodology, of which the theoretical background has been briefly
sketched in the preceding chapter. The different terms will be studied
here in the order in which they occur in the text, so that the topical
progression in the text is already mirrored in the semantic analysis itself.
Terms occurring more than once, will obviously only be treated once,
which might somewhat interrupt that progression. The present chapter
will be concluded, however, with an overview of the importance of the
topic of understanding in the chapters 12-14, in relation to the
development of the topic in the rest of the dialogues and in the book of
Job as a whole. In this conclusion, the different terms will be put into
relation with each other, and the argumentative development of the
chapters, and of the dialogues and the book, will be exposed. Since the
term ~t~~rt plays a crucial role in the present chapters, this term will
receive a more elaborate semantic analysis.

I. Jog 12:2-3

1. nn~n

The noun ~~~rt occurs four times in Job's present speech (12:2;
12:12.13; 13:5), a considerable number given the fact that the noun only
occurs eighteen times in the complete book of Job.' This global number
for the book is conspicuously low when compared to Proverbs and
Qohelet, but high when plotted against the figures for the other biblical
books.2 It is not without reason, then, that the three books mentioned,

' Next to the four cases mentioned above, Job 4:21; 11:6; 15:8; 26:3;
28:12.18.20.28; 32:7.13; 33:33; 38:36.37; 39:17.
Z Proverbs: 42 instances; Qohelet: 28 instances for a total of 153 in the Hebrew
Bible ( including the late variant n1t~7iT). More telling than these absolute figures
are the relative data (number of instances of ~t~~11 divided by total number of
words in the book) as calculated by Accordance~: in Job, the word has an
incidence of 1.41qcc, in Prov and Qoh this is 4.21qoo and 6.23q~~, respectively. If
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Job, Proverbs and Qohelet, are commonly known as `Wisdom literature'.
Before tuming to the meaning of the term in the book of Job and
particularly in the Jobian speech under investigation here, first, the
general meaning structure of the term will be studied. In the present
context, no exhaustive treatment of all the instances of the term can be
given; for the present purposes, a general overview may suffice,
however.3

a. Semantic Structure of the Term ~r~R

a. Relation of ~t~~rt to its cognitive domains

Even though ~~~n is a frequent and well-known biblical term, it is not
easy for speakers of a modern Western language to grasp its meaning(s),
partly because its referents are quite abstract. In bible translations, the
term is, in most instances, translated as `wisdom'. Like with all
translational equivalents, however, the semantic structures of ~t~~1Z and
of `wisdom' do not completely overlap. Although the Hebrew term in
some instances certainly has a meaning close to that of the English
`wisdom' - which can be circumscribed as the "ability to make good
judgments, based on a deep understanding and experience of lifes4 - the
term's semantic potential is much broader than this limited sapiential
meaning, as Hebrew dictionaries have noted. In the following, I propose

one includes the data for the adjective and verb t:~ti, the difference of the book
of Job to the other sapiential books is even clearer. the relative incidence of all
the words of the root i:~T1 amounts to 2.20qo, whereas it is 10.34qoo and 11.02qoo
in Prov and Qoh, respectively (for an average frequency in the Hebrew Bible of
0.67qoa).
3 One will remark that, unlike the lemma in TWAT, [ do not include a discussion
on the adjective or the verb of the same root, in the conviction that it is
semantically more sound to study each word in its own right, rather than to make
statements based on observations of morphologically related words. The
traditional method in semitic studies to study related words in an attempt to say
something about the root meaning has rightly come under serious critique during
the last decades, see notably BAxR, J., The Semantics of Biblical Language,
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1961, pp. 100-106, and more recently - and
even more sharply - MuttnoKA, T., Response to J.Barr, in Zeitschrift fiir
Althebraistik 7 (1994) 44-50, pp. 45f.
4 Cambridge International Dictionary of English, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2000, s.v..
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to take a closer look at the semantic structure of the term. In accordance
to the cognitive-semantic tenets, I will try to include as many dimensions
of the term's meaning(s) in this description as possible, in the conviction
that all the information available on the use of the [erm will aid to obtain
a correct reflective understanding of the term, since also for the first-
hand users of the term, its meaning was constituted by those different
dimensions.
Firstly, one should ask what are the areas of human (and divine) activity
in which the term is used. This question is easiest to determine in non-
sapiential books, since the narrative context usually provides us with
quite some information on the application of the term.s
In many cases, it is clear that the word has to do with what we would call
`intelligence'. In 1Ki 5:13, it is regarded as an indication of Solomon's
~Tt~~n that he is able to teach about flora and fauna, while in 1Ki 10, the
queen of Sheba is impressed by his rtt~~rt after he has been able to answer
even the hardest of her questions. Also the rtt~~n of Daniel and his
fellows, described in Dan 1,6 clearly has an intellectual aspect to it,
which is also the case in the comparison of the king of Tyre to Daniel in
Ez 28:3.
Close to the previous use, is the case of ~t)~rt in 2Sam 20,22 where the
term is used to describe the quality of a woman who, by a clever
intervention, spares her city from destruction by an enemy army.
The term rtt~~rT is also used with reference to someone's ability to make
sound judgments about other people's motives or intentions, as in 2Sam
14:20, where David's wisdom is praised because he has understood that
the alleged widow coming to him for help has in reality been sent by
Joab. Similarly, in 1 Ki 3:28, Solomon is said to possess God-sent rtt~~n
after he has pronounced his famous judgment on the two women who
approached him for counsel. According to 2Chron 1:11, Solomon asked
God for ~t)~rt in order to be able to be the judge over his people, and
more in general to govern them.

5 This concrete application of rtt~~rt is often accompanied by grammatical
constructions with final meaning, as Whybray has observed, see Wt-tvartnY, R.
N., The Intellectual Tradition in the Old Testament (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur
die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 135), Berlin - New York, Walter de Gruyter,
1974, p. 11 f.
6 See Dan 1:4.17.20.
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In several cases, ~t~~n is related to the domain of practical human
activities or crafts. Both the production of garments (Ex 28:3), the
spinning of goat's hair (Ex 35:26) and the processing of inetal and stone
(Ex 31:3.6; 35:31; 1Ki 7:14) are activities requiring ~t~~R, while also the
skill and ability of seamen (Ps 107:27) and temple personnel (1Chron
28:21) are described with the same term. In Ex 36:1 f and Qoh 10:10,'
finally, the term is used in relation to handicraft without further
specification.
More in general, the term ~t~~n is used in order to indicate someone's
ability to plan and take action. In Is 10:13, e.g., the king of Assyria
boasts about his ~r)~rt with which he has been able to establish himself
an empire by looting others. Similarly, the king of Tyre's business sense
is described as ~r~~n in Ez 28:4. Possibly, one could also see the two
instances of ~t~~n in 1 Ki 2:6.9 as having the meaning aspect of
planningltaking action: in those verses, David calls on Solomon's ~t~~T1
to revenge him by killing two of his adversaries.a In the same sense,
when God is said to possess ~r)~rt, this usually points to his ability to act
(Jer 10:12; 51:15; Ps 104:21; Job 12:13; Prov 3:19). Moreover, the term
is repeatedly paralleled with terms meaning `strength', viz., n~ and
~~1~].9 It is not without reason, then, that ~t~~n is said to be a strength for
those who possess it (Qoh 7:19). It should be remarked that, even though
the term ~b~n is usually regarded as a positive quality, this is not
necessarily the case: in Is 47:10, Babel is said to have been misled by its
own ~t~~n, which will ultimately lead to its disaster. Compare also Is
10:13 and Ez 28:4 mentioned above.
Finally, in sapiential literature, the term ~t]~R is also used, and quite
extensively so, in the context of the description of how to lead a good
life. In most of those instances of the term, it is not concretely clear what
~n~n amounts to; usually the proverbs are quite short, without any
narrative context explaining how ~1~7R is put into practice, or how it
shows. In the book of Froverbs, for one, relatively little space is devoted

~ KRl1GER, T., Kohelet (Prediger) (BK.AT, 19), Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener
Verlag, 2000, p. 328: "Dabei bezieht sich `Weisheit' hier eindeutig auf die
~raktischen Kenntnisse und Fiihigkeiten des Facharbeiters [...]."

In this context, the term `wisdom' would definitely not be used in present-day
English.
9 See Is 10:13; Jer 10:12; 51:15 (lln~); Is 11:2; Job 12:13 (11~~1]a).
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to the description of what ~1bCn might be or what might be its effect.
Rather, in many of its instances, the value of ~CCn is presen[ed as self-
evident, and ~r)~r1 itself is strongly reified, i.e. conceptualised as an
independent object.'o This objectification and autonomisation of the term
becomes very apparent when considering the syntactic functions the term
takes in the sapiential literature in contrast to the other biblical books. In
non-sapiential books, the term ~n~t1 very razely takes the function of
object of a verb with a human subject. In the large majority of cases, the
tetm has the syntactical function of an instrumental adjunct. The only
exceptions are 1 Ki 4:34; 10:4.8 where it is said that people hear (yniv) or
see (~tt~) Solomon's ~t~CR, which is metonymically shorthand for saying
that they hear the rumours of his ~t~Cr1 and see its fruits or results. Also
the idiomatic use of ~C' hi. wi[h ~t~Cn as object in 1Ki 10:7 (`you
augmented ~bCn and wealth beyond the rumour I heard') can hazdly be
regarded as the expression of active human involvement with ~t~Cn. In
sapiential literature, and especially in the book of Proverbs, however,
~t~Cn becomes the syntactic object of many verbs with a human subject,
which indicates how much it came to be considered as an entity in its
own right, in contrast to the usually instrumental function ascribed to it in
non-sapiential literature. The choice of the verbs of which ~tt)Crt is the
object is very instructive for determining the way in which this reified
~t)Crt was conceptualised in sapiential literature." A first group of verbs
with which the term is found are verbs designating the process of
acquisition: ~1t~CT1 is something one can search for (tt~7C)'Z and can find

lo Fox, M. V., Qohelet's Epistemology, in Hebrew Union College Annual 58
(1987) 137-155, p. 139: "The sages of Wisdom Literature in particular speak of
wisdom as a single, known attribute that can be praised, described, and
personified without further definition."
" For this type of research, the DCH proves to be very helpful, of course,
although it also presents certain flaws. Apart from some minor omissions (e.g.
Prov 3:13), one should point to the fact that the dictionary onty lists the DOs, but
not the prepositional objects, which syntactically have the same function. On the
other hand, no information is available on the other constituents in the verbal
valency patterns; e.g., it is impossible to find out who is the subject of the verbs
listed. Perhaps, this is asking to much from a printed dictionary. This is the kind
of information, however, one would hope to become easily available with the
further development ofelectronic resources.
12 Prov 14:6; Qoh 7:25.
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(t~Yb)13 and obtain (~71~ hi.).'a Since, moreover, rtt~~i1 is regarded as a
valuable possession, of which the worth exceeds that of earthly
valuables,15 the acquisition of rtt~~rt is often described in terms taken
from the economic domain: rt~~rt can - and should, in the didactic
purposes of Proverbs - be bought (rt~7)16 and should never be sold
(~~t~).'~ That ~1r)~rt is not only considered as a valued, but even as a
cherished commodity is expressed in the advice to love (~rtt~) it.'g
A second group of verbs having rtr~~n as their object are related to the
domain of education: it can be learned (rtt)5)19 and taught (~`1N)ZO or
made known (yrt' hi.).21 In a related sense, people can be said to
pronounce or speak ~n~R.22 In order to learn rtt~~rt, one should not only
listen to one's instructors, but one can also pay attention (`7 ~t~7 hiJ
5~5 ~i~] hi.)23 to rtt~7R itself. The activity of learning rtt)~n is also
expressed by the verb v~' `to knowlget to know'24 and ~tt~ `to see'.z5
The difference between the use of rtt)~rt in sapiential literature and in
other biblical books is clear: whereas in other books rtb~rt is primarily
described as instrumental to human action, it becomes itself the object of
human activity in sapiential literature. As a result, rtt~~rt is primarily
conceptualised as a possession one needs to acquire, ratlter than as a

13 Prov 3:13; 24:14; Job 32:13. See also Prov 8:17.35.
'a Prov 3:13.
15 See Prov 8:11; 16:16; the same idea also in Job 28:13.15-19; Qoh 7:l lf.
16 Prov 4:7; 16:16; 17:16; 23:23. In Prov 8:22, a personified rtt~~rt even claims to
be bought by God himself. The LXX apparently had great trouble accepting the
idea of `buying' rtt]~R: it omitted two of the instances in translation (4:7 and
23:23), and translated two other instances in a completed different fashion
(16:16; 8:22, see also 3:13). Only in 17:16, the idea of buyíng rtl]~i1 was
retained.
'~ Prov 23:23.
'a Prov 29:3.
19 Prov 30:3.
20 Job 33:33 (compare also with the use of rt~' hi. in Prov 4:11).
21 Job 32:7 and, with God as subject, also Ps 51:8.
22 Ps 37:40 (rt]rt); 49:4 (7Srt). This use of ~1~~R is metonymical: what is spoken
is not rtt]711 itself, but words containing rtt)~rt or proving someone's possession
of it. Compare also the more paraphrasing in Prov 10:31: the mouth of the
righteous produces (~17 ) ~it]7rt.
z3 Prov 2:2; 5:1
za Prov 1:2; Qoh 1:17.
z5 Qoh 1:16; 2:12; 9:13.
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quality of human activity, as is the case in non-sapiential books. Finally,
in sapiential literature the possession of ~ï~~tT is regarded in the first
place as the result of human's own acquiring and learning efforts,2ó while
in the other books, its possession is solely viewed as a gift of God.27 The
"autonomisation" of ~n~n was in certain instances taken even an
important step further by making it into a hypostasised person, usually
indicated as "Lady Wisdom" graciously taking care of those that commit
themselves to her.Zg On the grammatical level this personification is
accompanied with what one could call "subjectification": ~t~~R is not
only syntactically constructed as the (direct) object of verbs with human
subjects, but takes the function of subject itself: personified is said to
undertake certain actions and even to speak in the first person.29 Thus,
the autonomisation of the termlconcept is complete.
Even though, in sapiential literature, there is little narrative context
clarifying in what ~t~~rt might consist, the texts provide us with quite
some indications, of course, besides the information provided by the
verbs mentioned above. More than in other books, the term is placed in
parallel with words that more clearly designate the intellectual faculty or
knowledge, to wit ~~'~, ~71~n, rD~ and in late texts also v~1].30 As Fox

26 This is not to say that sapiential literature does not express the idea that ~~~rt
is bestowed by God (see e.g. Prov 2:6; Qoh 2:26), but it much less frequent than
the advice to actively acquire wisdom, even if it is by fearing God (see below).
On the tension between ~t~~ft as God's gift, on the one hand, and as the fruit of
own effort, on the other, see also RocERS, J., Wisdom in Sirach, in JNWSL 30~2
(2004)61-79.
27 See Ex 31:3.6; 36:1f; 1 Ki 3:28; 5:9; Is 11:2. In this context, it is worthy of note
that in Deut 34:9, Joshua is said to be filled with a spirit of ~t)~ri not because he
had been taught by Moses, but because Moses had imposed his hands on him. In
contradistinction to what is usual in sapiential tradition, ~t~~R is transmitted not
by education, but by (divine) blessing.
28 See Prov 4:6 (?); 8:1-9:18; 14:1; Sir 4:11-19; 24:1-22. I see little reason to
regard Job 28:12-18 as a point in case, pace DCH. On personified wisdom, see
also TWAT II 920-944 (Mu11erlKrause), c.938; SCt-tROER, S., Die góttliche
Weisheit und der nachexilische Monotheismus, in M.-T. WAC[cER and E. ZEivGER
(eds.), Der eine Gott und die Gdttin. Gottesvorstellungen des biblischen Israel im
Horizont feministíscher Theologie (Quaestiones Disputatae, 135), Freiburg,
Herder, 1991, pp. 151-182; SCHROER, S., Die personifizierte Weisheit als
bibeltheologische Schliisselfigur, in Bibel und Kirche 59 (2004) 195-202.
29 See notably Prov 8:1-9:18.
~ See e.g. Deut 4:6; Job 38:36; Prov 4:5 (ll ~~'~); Ex 31:3; 35:31; 1 Ki 5:9; Prov
5:1 (ll T1~C1); Prov 2:10; Qoh 1:18; Dan 1:4 (ll tlvi); Dan 1:4; 2Chr 1:12 (ll
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has remarked, it is almost impossible in these cases to distinguish
between ~t~~R and its near-synonyms.31 Also in these books, then, ~t~~R
has something to do with understanding. On the other hand, it can easily
be seen that, in sapiential literature, ~1]~n is put in relation with the
domain of religious-ethical behaviour. The equation of ~t)711 with `the
fear of God', which is not completely absent from other books,32
becomes quite prominent in sapiential literature.33 Moreover, people
acquiring ~t~~n are repeatedly contrasted to the sinners and the godless.3a
Most important of all, the many exhortations and advices given in the
book of Proverbs - and that of Ben Sira, for that matter - demonstrate
that the ~1~~i1 to be acquired should lead to a good way of life, morally
and religiously understood. This prominent relation between ~t~~rt and
the domain of religious and ethical behaviour is typical for sapiential
literature.
Finally, commentators have remarked the frequent association of ~t~~i7
with speech.35 This relation was already pointed at above, when
describing the different verbs taking ~ï2~n as their object, but it is
expressed at several other occasions in sapiential literature.3ó Not only is
~n~11 learned by listening to the counsel of others and by accepting (oral)
instruction, someone's ~t~~n also becomes perceptible, among other
things, in that person's words, and in his knowing when to refrain from
speech.37
The above description of the domains with which the term ~r~~rt can be
connected, and of the related aspects of ineaning of the term, does not

v~~). It should be remarked that also these terms do not have a simple
intellectual meaning, as we would understand it. Compare THAT I, 557-567
(S~by1), c. 564.
31 Fox, Qohelet's Epistemology, pp. 139f.
3Z Is 11:2; 33:6; Ps 111:10.
33 Job 28:28; Prov 1:7; 9:10; 15:33; Sir 1:18.27; 19:20; 21:11.
3a See e.g. Prov 10. Compare THAT I, 557-567 (Sxb~), cc. 564f.
3s THAT I, 557-567 (Saeb~), c. 561: "Der `Weise' ist vor allem ein Mann des
Wortes [...]."; WHYBRAY, Intellectual Tradition, pp. 13f.: "[...] wisdom is, in the
Old Testament, very frequently associated with speech."
~ Prov 10:13.31; 13:14; 18:4; 24:7; 31:26; Qoh 10:12ff..
37 Compare also with Jer 18:18 where the task of the C~T1 (one of the three
classes of temple personnel, along with the priests and the prophets) is described
as imparting counsel. Note, however, that in this period, it is the priests who are
responsible for education.
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pretend to be exhaustive in any regard. It can, however, provide a first
conceptualisation of the term's meaning. The different domains that have
been presented are not mutually exclusive, nor are the borders between
them very rigid. There are good reasons, for example, to argue that [he
distinction between the "application" of rtr~~n in the intellectual domain
and in the ethical-religious domain is artificial and does no justice to the
way in which the Hebrew language itself conceptualises reality. Is not
the fact that Hebrew uses the same word in both contexts a strong
argument against such a distinction, one could ask. The function of the
distinctions proposed here is hermeneutic, if anything: [hey provide a
tool to describe the various aspects of the term's use in order to mentally
translate its meaning and lay bare its full meaning potential. However, it
is a basic assumption of cognitive semantics that such a description does
more right to the term's meaning than the quest for a common abstract
sense, which can subsequently be applied to different domains. To quote
just one example of the latter approach, Whybray defines rtn~rt as
"superior mental ability in a general sense", whích "is often applied in a
particular way".38 While it is possible to construct such an abstract
common denominator, this procedure has important drawbacks: first of
all, such a construction is not in keeping with the way in which human
thinking functions: cognitive research has argued and demonstrated that
our cognition is not a collection of highly abstract concepts which we
subsequently apply in different contexts, but rather, that it consists of
highly flexible categories which allow for use in new contexts by virtue
of the similarity or analogy between those different contexts. Secondly,
the presumption of a highly abstract core meaning could erroneously lead
to the suggestion that some applications are more natural, better, or
closer to the original meaning than others. On the basis of his definition
of nn~rt, Whybray continues:

It was therefore natural that "wisdom" should be ascribed to
persons who performed special functions for which a degree
of skill was required. On a humble level it was used of the
sailors[...]; of professional wailing women [...]; of snake
charmers [...]; of builders [...] of craftsmen [...].39

38 WHYBRAY, Intellectual Tradition, p. 12.
39 Ibid., p. 13.
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The remark that the term should be used of the people mentioned on a
more humble level is striking: it witnesses to the fact that Whybray,
starting from his preconceived abstract idea of what ~~~rt is, proposed a
hierarchy of higher and lower forms of it, a hierarchy that is completely
foreign to the semantics of the term in Biblical Hebrew.~ Nowhere is
there any indication that the use of ~t~~n would be more appropriate in
the domain of ethical-religious behaviour than in that of handicraft.
It, therefore, seems more justified to present the uses of ~t~~11 in their
own right, without measuring their appropriateness to a standard of a
presumed core meaning. This is not to say, however, that all uses of the
term have an equal weight in the semantic structure of the term. The use
of ~tb~rt in an ethical-religious context is, of course, quite prominent in
the Hebrew Bible, and this prominence even increases in the later phases
of Hebrew, viz., in Qumranic4~ and Rabbinic Hebrew.42 Obviously, it is

~ The opposition between intellectual and manual work, with the latter being an
impediment to the former, as described in Sir 38:24-39:11, is not typical for
biblical thought at large.
'~ A full discussion of the use of the term in Qumranic literature falls beyond the
scope of the present study. Moreover, many of its attestations occur in very
fragmentary texts making it quite difficult to say anything about its meaning.
Nonetheless, it seems safe to say that in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the term occurs
primarily in a religious context. Except for [he occurrences in 4Q418 f.81:15.19;
f.102:3; f.137:2.9 and 4Q424 f.3:7, ~l~~R is, to my knowledge, never related to
manual activities. (In line 6 of the latter fragment, the term also seems to be
applied to intellectual capacities.) In many cases, the term has to do with one's
ability to lead a religiously and ethically good life (e.g. 1QS 4:3.22; 1QH8 I 1:15;
4Q299 f.3 passim; 4Q417 f.2ii:6). This ~tJ~n can be learned (1QS 4:22; 4Q381
f.76-77:8; 4Q413 f.1-2:1), but is also said to be imparted by God (1QHa 5:9;
4Q525 f.1:1.2; 11Q5 18:3). Most explicitly, in 4Q525 f.2iif3:3, the pursuit of
~t)~~ is put on a par with following God's laws and ways: "Blessed is the man
who attains Wisdom, and walks in the law of the Most High, and directs his heart
to her ways [...]" (GARCfA MARTfNEZ, F. and E. I. C. ~IÍGCHELAAR, The Dead Sea
Scrolls. Study Edition, Leiden - Boston - Ki)InlGrand Rapids - Cambridge,
BrilUEerdmans, 2000, p. 1053). Finally, ~t)~~ is repeatedly mentioned as a
characteristic of God himself, both as the craft with which he acted (1 QHe
9:7.14.19; 4Q417 f.2ii:9; 11Q5 26:14, compare also CD 2:3), and as one of his
inherent properties (1QS 4:18; IQHa 17:17.23; 18:2; 4Q 286 f.lii:6; 4Q418
f.122ii t126ii:8). The latter use is uncommon in the Hebrew bible and supports
Muller's remark that "die Prádikation Gottes als `weise' (selten und) spát [ist]"
(TWAT II 920-944 (Mu11er~Krause), c. 943).
42 In the Mishna, the term ~t)~71 is not very frequent. It is repeatedly used in a
context of intellectual and religious activity (Sot. 9:15; Eduy. 1:5; 5:6; Ab.
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very probable that the typical content of the Biblical, Qumranic and
Mishnaic writings seriously biases our view on the use of the term: the
relative importance of the religious-ethical use of the term in these
writings does not necessarily reflect the term's common use. On the
other hand, the complete absence of the use of ~r~~R in the context of
manual work in the Mishna, may suggest that the religious-ethical use
became very dominant in the term's semantic structure, pushing aside
other meanings.

Figure 1

This prominence was already present within the Hebrew Bible, however.
Whatever the later development of the term's meaning, its semantic
structure in the Biblical writings,43 viewed from the perspective of the
domains it is related to, may be sketched as in Figure 1.

3:9.19), and never in a context of manual handicraft. In Ab. 3:19, the term ~T~~i1
is even referentially denoting the halakic rules. (Compare with Ezr 7:25 where
[Aramaic] 1i]~iZ denotes the Torah. See also WHYaxnY, Intellectual Tradition, p.
1 I: "This identification of wisdom with the Torah later became a commonplace
of Jewish literature". For a parallel between the Torah and ~f~~11, see Jer 8:8f.)
See also the close connection of ~t)~it with the fear of God - also found in
biblical sapiential literature - in Ab. 3:18. Moreover, Rr~~rt is the object of
education (R.Sh. 2:9; B.M. 2:11; Eduy. 2:9). Finally, also the relation between
~t]~17 and (refraining from) speech is mentioned, viz., in Ab. 3:14: "Silence is a
fence azound ~t~~f1."
43 In the Hebrew Bible itse(f, no semantic development of the term can be
discerned, pace TWAT lI 920-944 (MullerlKrause), c.929f.
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This meaning structure consists of several partly or completely
overlapping senses, related to different conceptual domains. Even though
none of these senses may claim to be the central meaning from which the
others can be derived, the senses related with the ethical-religious
domain have a marked salience in the semantic structure (as graphically
indicated).

~. Foz' categorisation:faculty, activity, content

Next to this structuration on the basis of the domains with which the term
~r7~n is connected, the meanings of the term can and should also be
differentiated in the way proposed by Fox. In his semantic studies on the
terms of cognition,~ Fox has argued that the "wisdom-terms", as he calls
them, exhibit a threefold meaning structure: faculties, activities and
knowledge. His illuminating distinction deserves to be quoted at length:

A faculry is a power to undertake various types of inental
actions; it exists prior to them and is present even when not
being used. A mental activiry is the thinking i[self, the
exercise of the mind during a definite period of time.
Knowledge - the communicable content of thoughts and ideas
- is the product of inental activity,as

With the help of this distinction, Fox tackles the description of different
terms in the semantic field of wisdotrtlknowledge. As far as ~t]~n is
concerned, Fox observes that the term can designate both the faculty or
"broader mental capacity that makes understanding possible", and the
knowledge produced by understanding.4ó The term does, however, not
designate the act of understanding itself. As evidence for the latter, Fox
points to the fact that neither the understanding of a foreign language, not
the interpretative understanding of a book or a dream could be designated
as ~t~~R in Biblical Hebrew. While this argument e silentio is not

~ Fox, Qohelet's Epistemology and Fox, M. V., Words for Wisdom. tbwnh and
bynh; 'rmh and mzmh; 'sh and twsyh, in Zeitschrift fiir Althebraistik 6 (1993)
149-169
as Fox, Words for Wisdom, p. 151.
`~ Ibid., p. 158. See also Fox, Qohelet's Epistemology, pp. 138f.
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completely decisive, it is supported by the fact that the term ~t)~rt in
construct state constructions never governs a nomen rectum with the
function of objective genitive expressing the content of that ~1~7n."
Fox underscores that both aspects, faculty and knowledge content, may
be present together in any one occurrence of the word, although in many
cases, one of both aspects will be present together. Also this meaning
distinction on what we could call the procedural or methodological axis
can therefore be represented as a diagram with overlapping sets:

It will be clear that this meaning distinction cuts right through the
distinctions based on the domains given above. A full description of the
meaning potential of the term should therefore require a three-
dimensional diagram, which cannot be given here, but which will not be
too difficult to reconstruct mentally.

47 Almost all the nomina recta governed by ~t)~R express the subject of that
~t,~i1, i.e. they clarify to whom the Rh~R belongs (people, God, a nation), or
where it originates (~5: Ex.35:35). In two cases only, the nomen rectum
expresses the object of ~t~~R, but in both cases it is not the content of ~t~7R that
is mentioned: in Dan 1:20, mention is made of T'~ t1t)~iT where the construct
state connection joins two semantically related terms in order to strengthen their
meaning, whereas the expression ~i]-~i~~rt in Jer 8:9 does not ask for the
content, but for the quality of ~t~~f1: "what kind of ~r)~R is this". It should be
added, in this regard, that also the cognate verb L~R never has a direct object in
the qal-formation. The proposal made by some authors to read the form ~r)~i7H
in Qoh 7,23 as including an object suffix has rightly been rejected by A. Schoors
in his recent study on the vocabulary of Qohelet (ScHOOxs, A., The Preacher
Sought to Find Pleasing Words. A Study of the Language of Qohelet. Part II.
Vocabulary [OLA, 143], Leuven e.a., Peeters - Departement Oosterse Studies,
2004, p. 16).
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b. rtt~~rt in the Book of Job

With this semantic structure in mind, it is now possible to study the

different instances of the word rtt)~rt in the book of Job in general and in

the chapters 12-14 in particular. As mentioned above, the term occurs 18

times in the book, with a notable concentration in some chapters: besides

our chapters 12-14 (4x), the term also occurs frequently in chapter 28

(4x), not without reason often described as the "Wisdom Hymn", and in

Elihu's speech (3x). In order to assess the meaning and use of the term in

Job 12-14, it is necessary to first examine the other instances, including

where necessary also a discussion of some instances of the cognate

adjective and verb C~rt.

a. Job 4:21

The first instance of rtt~7it in the book of Job is found in 4:21b. In this

clause, Eliphaz concludes his description of man's fate (4:17-21) - which

he presents as a divine revelation - by stating that rtD~rt~ tt`7t trlt]' `they

die and not with rtt)~rt'. Commentators differ on the question how this

verse is to be interpreted: for some, the preposition -~ should be read as

indicating the cause of death, the question then being whose rtt~~n is said

not to have caused man's death. Horst, for one, proposes to interpret the

clause as saying that man's death is not the result of some wise (divine?)
plan.ag While this interpretation is semantically possible, it seems to
make little sense in Eliphaz' discourse: as Fohrer has remarked, it is

foreign to Eliphaz' thought that man's fate would be without any real

purpose or p1an.49 Dhorme, on the other hand, interprets ~1t~~rt as man's

own wisdom, resulting in an ironical reading of the clause, saying that it

is not of a surplus of wisdom that people die: "ils meurent et ce n'est

point de sagesse".So Others read the preposition -~ as designating the

ag HoRST, F., Hiob 1-19 (Biblischer Kommentar zum Alten Testament, 16I1),
Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag, 1968, p. 78: "[...] in allem grausigen
Sterben der Menschen [wird] kein weiser Plan erkennbar".
a9 FOHRER, G., Das Buch Niob (Kommentar zum Alten Testament, 16),
Giitersloh, Gerd Mohn, 1963, p. 131.
50 DHORME, P., Le livre de Job (Études bibliques), Paris, Gabalda, 1926, p. SOf.;
see also TERRtEN, S., Job (Commentaire de 1'Ancien Testament, 13), Neuchátel,
Delachaux et Niestlé, 1963, p. 72.
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mental state in which the dying find themselves. Some see a parallel
between ~t~~n~ te5~ and the expression C'V~] 'S~r) of 4:20 and translate
the clause under investigation as "they die without being aware [of it]".s~
As some authors have pointed out, however, interpreting the word ~n~n
as`awareness' is problematic. As I have mentioned above, Fox has
argued that the term never designates the act of understanding, but only
the faculty or content of knowledge; it would, hence, be very unlikely
that the term would mean `awareness' here. The term C'~y~ would have
been a better choice in that case.52 Also Clines is unconvinced by the
interpretation of ~t~~rt as `awareness' and argues that the term should be
understood as "true insight - into the way one should live, into the nature
of things, into the ways of God and humankind".53 Moreover, Clines is of
the opinion that Eliphaz does not say that all men die without ever
achieving that kind of insight, but rather that it is possible that such a
thing happens. For that reason, he prefers to translate the verb modally:
"they can die". In contrast to dying without anybody knowing it (4:20),
which is unfortunate enough, dying without having acquired wisdom is
culpable, Clines adds. I agree that Eliphaz does not mean to sketch
human fate in general here, but only mentions a regrettable possibility.sa
I do have some questions, however, about his rather massive definition of
~n~R, quoted above. This definition and the following description on the
basis of some of the term's instances, is very strongly sapientially
oriented and very encompassing qua content. As the above analyses have
shown, this is far from the complete semantic picture of the term, and
hence the bold assertion that ~t~~n equals true insight in the principles of
reality is at best incomplete. In my view, it is better to take the ~t~~T1 in
the sense of the regular amount of educational knowledge a person is
supposed to acquire during his lifetime. What Eliphaz is saying then, is

51 So e.g. FortttEa, Hiob, p. 131.
SZ Fox, Qohelet's Epistemology, pp. 139f. n.6: "The difference between ~i]~R
and t1Di is [hat the latter can be used of knowing a fact [...], while ~f]~ii refers
to a broader complex of knowledge."
53 CLINES, D. J. A., Job 1-20 (Word Biblical Commentary, 17), Dallas (TX),
Word Books, 1989, p. 136: "it seems improbable that ~t~~R, `wisdom', can be
used in any sense of inere `awareness"'.
Sa So also HAaE~, N. C., The Book of Job. A Commentary (Old Testament
Library, Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1985, p. 130.
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not that some men may die without ever having reached the true insight

in things, which is culpable (Clines), nor that they may die without

gaining wisdom from the experience of the vagaries of life, which is

tragical (Habel),ss but more simply that people may die before their time,

viz., before having reached the length of days necessary to acquire ~t~~i1,

which is sad enough. Since ~t~~17 comes with age (e.g. 12:12), dying an

untimely death deprives man of the possibility of ever acquiring it. In my

opinion, this interpretation remains closer to the description in the

preceding verses, in which no mention is made of man's culpability, but

all the more of his life's breviry.

~. Job 11:6
With the next instance of ~tr)~R, we move to Zophar's speech
immediately preceding the chapters under investigation. In 11:5-6,

Zophar expresses the wish that, instead of all Job's talking, God would

speak himself, and would tell Job the hidden things of ~t)~R
(~r~~n r~r~5vr ~5 ~~ t). One will readily remark the connection made in

the present verse between ~t~~R and speaking: ~b~R is said to be

transmitted by speaking, as often in sapiential literature, even though
elsewhere it is rarely God who is depicted as the teacher of ~Z~~iZ. This
brings us to the question of what ~t~~R means in the present context.

Clines - as others before him - claims that the term should be read as
"the secret wisdom of God"sb, which becomes apparent in God's

freedom to determine himself the balance between justice and mercy. If

only Job would know this divine wisdom, he would understand that God
has shown Job more mercy than he had actually deserved, as clause 6c

states. Habel goes one step further and interprets the ~b~n as "the

primordial principle guiding God in his creation and organization of the
cosmos",s~ even though he too concludes that what Zophar is really

trying to do is to convince Job of God's goodness and compassion.

Although I seriously doubt whether ~t,~R should be understood here as

ss HABEL, N. C., The Book of Job. A Commentary (Old Testament Library),
Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1985, p. 130.
sb CLwES, D. J. A., Job 1-20 (Word Biblical Commentary, 17), Dallas (TX),
Word Books, 1989, p. 261.
s~ HABEL, The Book of Job, p. 207.
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"the hidden principle of order operating behind the structures of the
universe", as Habel has it, it will be clear that the term refers to God's
knowledge of things, which is hidden from Job (but apparently not from
Zophar himself). Next to the context, and in particular the following
clause 6c, this reading is also - albeit obliquely -supported by the fact
that God's deeds are also said to be hidden from man (C~~et] G5D]) in
Sir 11:4, moreover in parallel to a reference to the marvels of his deeds
(t'~~1z5~), as is, probably,sg also the case in Job 11:6.
The next four instances of ~bDn are found in Job 12-14, which will be
treated after the discussion of all the other cases in the book.

y. Job 15:8

The term occurs again in Eliphaz' immediate response to the chapters
under investigation here. Eliphaz opens his speech (15:2) with the
cognate substantivised adjective D~rt, immediately replying to Job's
alleged claim to ~r)~n: "Does a C~r1 answer with knowledge of wind?" I
wi11 come back to this verse later.59 A few lines later, Eliphaz ironically
asks Job whether he is the first-born of man and was created before the
hills (v.7), and continues by posing the question whether he listened in
God's council and whether ~i~Dn ~' Sit v~aC1~ (v.8). What the latter clause
means depends to a large extend on the interpretation of the verbal
expression `7tt v~a. Most commentators take it to mean: `to pull to
yourself (at the expense of others) ~ to limit to yourself, in which case
Job is blamed for claiming that he alone has wisdom.bo Habel's
translation of the clause as "[Did you] keep wisdom for yourself' is a
variant of the former interpretation.b~ Other scholars do not interpret the

58 Reading C'S~7 as C'ti5~(D), as many commentators have proposed, even
though this emendation is concededly not absolutely necessary.s9 See p. 394.
~ See e.g. DRtvER, S. R. ANO G. B. GRAY, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary
on the Book of Job together with a New Translation (ICC), Edinburgh, T. 8z T.
Clark, 1921, p. 134; HARTLEY, J. E., The Book of Job (The New International
Commentary on the Old Testament), Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, ]988, p. 246: "do
you monopolize wisdom [...j i.e., draw wisdom from the heavenly storehouse for
yourselF'; CLINES, D. J. A., Job 1-20 (Word Biblical Commentary, 17), Dallas,
Word Books, 1989, p. 350.
61 HABEL, Job, p. 245.
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expression as `limiting', but more straightforwardly as `pulling to
oneself ; the clause is then read in a consecutive relation to the former

clause: "did you listen in the council of God so that you could acquire

wisdom for yourselP'.6Z In my opinion, the latter interpretation is to be

preferred. It is indisputably true that Eliphaz blames Job for claiming to

know more than they do, as the subsequent verses illustrate, but this is
insufficient reason to interpret the expression 5ht v~a as `to limit to'.

Concededly, however, the verb only occurs here with the preposition `71Z,

so that no conclusive judgment can be made. This leaves us with the

question of how to read ~l)~rt: does the term indicate Job's presumed

superior knowledge faculty, or does it rather point to Job's knowledge

content, i.e. his knowledge of a set of facts that the friends are not aware
of. The matter is hard to settle, and, moreover, the two alternatives are
not mutually exclusive. Eliphaz' following questions ( "what do you
know that we do not know [...j"), seem to put some more weight on the
second pole, viz. a set of truths which Job would have learned in the
council of God.
Finally, it should be remarked that, also in this counterfactual depiction
of Job taking part in God's council, the way to acquire rtr)Crt is by
listening to others. Also in Eliphaz' reaction to Job's allegedly self-
declared knowledge, this aspect plays a role: what he will tell Job is what
C,t~Cn themselves have told him ( 15:18).63

8. Job 26:4

Job uses the cognate word C~rt again in his response to Eliphaz (17:10),

on which more later~ It is not before his final answer to the friends (Job
26), however, that he takes up the word rtCCR again. The grammatical
construction of the two verses opening Job's speech is not without
problems. Commentators usually read the phrases nC-it5`7 (3a) and rtCt~rt-
N`75 (4a) as asyndetic relative clauses: `to those who have no

62 Compare DttoaME, P., Le livre de Job (Études bibliques), Paris, Gabalda, 1926,
p. 192: "Le verbe y1] [...] signifie aussi `prélever' pour soi ou plus littéralement
`tirer' à soi. C'est ce qu'indique nettement le complément ~'Stt. D'ou la
traduction `accaparer'."; HoxsT, Hiob, p. 217.
63 C~wES, Job 1-20, p. 355.
~ See p. 395.
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strengthht)7it',65 and similarly interpret the tv-tt5 i71~T of 3b as the direct
object of the clause.~ This interpretation is supported by other instances
of the collocation of aZ5 followed by a noun in Hebrew poetry.b~
Following the translation of the NEB (which was changed in its revision,
the REB),bs however, Habel proposes to read the phrases mentioned
above as instrumental to the verbs they are connected with. His
translation of the verses 2-3 runs as follows: "How well have you helped
when you had no strength! How well have you saved with a powerless
arm! How well you counseled without having wisdom! And offered your
advice so freely!".69 Although Habel gives no arguments for his
interpretation, except by pointing out that "the lamed in vs. 2a and 3a is
read as indicating the agent of the satirical verbs `help' and `advise"',
some facts speak for it. First of all, it is not impossible that s355 has, as its
cognate tt5~, the meaning of `without' here, a meaning attested in
2Chron 15:3 and probably also in 1QHa 22:17, whereas the majority
interpretation of `to the one(s) who have no ...' has no exact parallels in
the Hebrew Bible:~o the other instances pointed at in the literature all read
j'tt5.~~ A second argument concerns the collocation of vVT hi. and v1~t:
while the `arm' is regularly presented as the instrument or even the direct
agent of the verb `to save', there are no other instances of an `arm' that is
the object of salvation. Even though the absence of a preposition before
y~1T is conspicuous, it therefore seems better to follow the minority

65 DRIVER, S. R. AtvD G. B. GRAY, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Job together with a New Translation (ICC), Edinburgh, T. 8c T. Clark,
1921, Part II, p. 177.66 So e.g. DHORME, P., Le livre de Job (Études bibliques), Paris, Gabalda, 1926,
pp. 345f.; FOHRER, Hiob, p. 376; see KJV: "How hast thou helped him that is
without power? how savest thou the arm that hath no strength? How hast thou
counselled him that hath no wisdom? and how hast thou plentifully declared the
thing as it is?"
67 See G-K-C ~ 152u.
68 So also JPS: "You would help without having the strength; You would deliver
with arms that have no power. Without having the wisdom, you offer advicel And
freely give your counsel."
69 HABEL, Job, p. 375.
'o The other cases of sZ55 are either not followed by a substantive: Is 65:1; Job
39:16 (compare also 4Q417 f.5:2; 4Q418 f.69:4.5) or have a completely different
semantic structure, with the negation and the following noun forming a semantic
unit: Hos 2:25 ("to my non-people"); 2Chron 13:9 ("[priests] to a non-God").
~~ See G-K-C ~ 152u: Is 40:29; Neh 8:10.
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interpretation of NEB, JPS and Habel reading the clause as "you save
with an arm without strength". Finally, Job has blamed his friends for not
really having ~b~iZ (12:2) or not being C~n (17:10) before, so that the
present accusation should not surprise, whereas the fact that Job would
be referring to a group of ignorant and powerless people whom the
friends would try to help, as proposed by the majority interpretation, has
no parallels in the dialogue and, hence, raises some surprise.72
Admittedly, the arguments in favour of Habel's interpretation are not
very strong, but they are not necessarily weaker than that of the
traditional reading of the text, even though the latter's pedigree is very

respectable.
If we choose to follow the latter interpretation, the word ~r)~rt should be
read, in parallel to the r1~ and the D~~t of the preceding verse, as the

faculty that enables people to give good advice, although also as the

meaning aspect of content is not absent here: in order to give counsel,
one needs to possess at least some factual knowledge. Finally, here

again, the relation between rtb~n and speaking is explicitly mentioned.

e. Job 28

The following four instances of rtb~rt are found in Job 28, in which the

term plays a central role as the designations of the chapters in the

commentary literature illustrate.73 The first instance in Job 28 occurs in
v. 12: after a lengthy description of human mining technology - at that

time, the height of human ability - the sobering question is asked where

~tb~n is to be found, and where is the place of rt]'~. The rtt,~rt remains
the active topic in the following verses 13-19, in which it is argued that it

cannot be found and that its value exceeds that all natural valuables. The

word is explicitly repeated in v. 18, where it is said that a~RR~ of rtt)~T7 is
beyond that of pearls. The meaning of the very rare substantive ~VR~ is

'Z Unless, of course, Job's referring to those without strength of knowledge is
ironical and renders not his own opinion, but that of the friends: "how do you
help those whom [you say] lack strength [...]".
73 E.g. "Das Lied uber die Weisheit" (Fohrer); "Hymn to Wisdom" ( Hartley);
"Poem on the Quest for Wisdom" ( Habel).
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debated.74 The word is most frequently interpreted as a`pouch', a
meaning which seems also applicable in the only other instance of the
term, viz., in Ps 126:6, where mention is made of the sower's seed-bag.~s
The semantic development proposed then runs from verbal ~tt;v~ `to pull'
to `to skin [an animal]', after which the noun ~i~P~ would have taken the
meaning of `a skin'76 and finally `a (leather) pouch'. A similar
development in Greek Sépw and Sépua, might support this explanation.
Other commentators have connected the meaning of the noun more
closely to that of the verb, i.e., `to pull', and interpret ~V.R~ as the drawing
up of pearls from the sea, which would then be figurative for `acquisition
after serious effort'.~~ A different opinion, held by Jewish commentators
as Kimchi and Saadiah,~g but also defended by contemporary scholars,79
interprets the word as `value' or `worth', mainly on the basis of a similar
phrase in Prov 31:10 where the valiant woman's worth is compared to
that of pearls. Finally, on the basis of Arabic, Guillaume proposes to read
the word as `possession'.go In my opinion, it is best, however, to relate
the word's meaning in the present verse to the economic meaning of the
verb ~VX~ and the cognate noun ~~'VN~ in Rabbinical Hebrew. In a
number of Mishnaic texts, the verb and noun have the technical meaning
of drawing something into one's possession as part of the legal process
of buying something.g~ The same meaning seems to apply in Job 28:

74 It should be noted that both the LXX and the Vulgate did not even recognise
the word as a noun, and translated it as the verb with the same consonants.
75 KOHLER, L., Hebrdische Vokabeln Il, in ZAW 55 (1937) 161-174, pp. 161f.76 Compare DISO, 170.
" DRrvER, S. R. AN[) G. B. GRAV, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Job together with a New Translation (ICC), Edinburgh, T. 8c T. Clark,
1921, Part II, p. 196; DHORME, Job, pp. 374f.
78 See DRrvER and GRAY, Job, p. 196; Goot)MAN, L. E., The Book of Theodicy.
Translation and Commentary on the Book of Job by Saadiah Ben Joseph Al-
Fayyumi (Yale Judaica Series, 25), New Haven - London, Yale University Press,
1988, p. 330. See also the Rabbinical Tg to Job: MAtvcAtv, C., The Targum of Job
(The Aramaic Bible, 15), Edinburgh, Clark, 1991, p. 65.
79 E.g. GoRt)IS, R., The Book of Job. Commentary, New Translation and Special
Studies (Moreshet. Studies in Jewish History, Literature and Thought, 2l3), New
York, Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1978, p. 309; HABEL, Job, p. 91.
~ GUILLAUME, A., Hebrew and Arabic Lexieography. A Comparative Study,
Leiden, Brill, 1965, Part II, p. 23 (reprint from Abr-Nahrain 2[1960]).
S~ See Dem. 3:2; M.Sh. 4:6 (bis); B.M. 4:2 (bis); B.B. 5:7 for ~t~; Shebi. 10:9;
Kidd. 1:4.5; B.B. 9:7 for ~~'tLP~. For the legal meaning of the term, see DArraY,
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given the attested meaning development of ~tiJ~ and rt~'C~, it is best to
translate the term in Job 28:18 not as the `price',82 nor the `worth', nor
the `possession', but as the `acquisition' of ~n~rt. The concept of -
economically - acquiring ~t)~rt is not foreign to the Hebrew Bible, as I
have demonstrated above,83 and hence could also be implied here. It
certainly fits perfectly in the economic vocabulary of the vv. 13-19 of
which the present verse is a part. Clause 18b should, therefore, be read
as: "the acquisition of ~b~rt is better than [that ofJ pearls".
Verse 20 of the "Wisdom Poem" repeats the question of v. 12 almost
wordily, viz., asking where ~ï~~n comes from and where is the place of
~7'~. What follows is a reaffirmation of the hidden nature of ~t~~R (vv.
21-22), after which God's involvement with ~r)~R is expressed,
culminating in v. 27, in which it is said that God "saw it and counted it,
determined it and even probed it". The latter clauses make it clear that he
did not only determine the location of rt~~r1 unknown to men and
animals and even to the netter world, but that he also probed the inner
dimensions of ~t)~t1 itself.~
Finally, the term also occurs in the closing verse of the composition, in
which the sapiential equation of rtt~~n and fear of God85 is established.
For people, ~n~R lies in the fear of God and in the turning away from
evil, the poem concludes.

H., The Mishnah. Translated from the Hebrew with Introduction and Brief
Ezplanatory Notes, London, Oxford University Press, 1933, p. 353, n. 1: "The
principle here implied is [hat the essential element constituting valid purchase is
not the receipt of payment by the seller from the buyer, but the buyer's `drawing'
into his possession the article to be purchased; [...J."
82 The semantic argument of Gordis, who has also remarked the economical use
of ~RÁ] in the Mishna, is hard to follow: "Hence the noun means `grasping,
acquiring, taking possession,' and therefore `price.' [italics mineJ", See GORDIS,
Job, p. 309.
83 See p. 329 and n. 16.
~ For an extensive discussion of this verse in the context of the whole chapter,
see my earlier article VnN HECKE, P. J. P., Searching for and Exploring Wisdom.
A Cognitive-Semantic Approach to the Hebrew Verb haqar in Job 28, in E. vnN
WOLDE (ed.), Job 28. Cognition in Context (Biblical Intetpretation Series, 64),
Leiden - Boston, Brill, 2003, pp. 139-162 See also, in the same volume, the
contribution by Habel: HnBEL, N. C., The Implications of God Discovering
Wisdom in Earth, in E. vnN WoLDE ( ed.), Job 28. Cognition in Context (Biblical
Interpretation Series, 64), Leiden - Boston, Brill, 2003, pp. 281-297, pp. 291f.
85 See above, p. 331 and nn. 32 and 33.
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Quite some discussion has been going on about the question how the
term rtt~~R is to be understood in Job 28, including the question whether
or not different types of ~D~tT are referred to in the present composition.
In the context of the present study, not even a start can be made with
studying all the opinions put forward in this regard. Some recent views
may suffice here. In his study on the vocabulary for knowledge, Fox
provides an accurate description of the way in which the term is used in
the present chapter:

The poem must be using hokmah and binah with reference to
speculative, intellectual knowledge about the world, for only
that (and not practical good sense) is what is inaccessible to
human investigation, and it is a set of truths - known only to
God - rather than a faculty or a mental activity, for those are
not objec[s of searching.gb

The first point is clear: the poem definitely would not intend to say that
all rt~~rt is inaccessible to man; what is unreachable is insight in the
functioning of the world, or as Habel has it - perhaps somewhat too
emphatically:

Wisdom would appear, therefore, to be the mystery behind all
the `ways' of creation; or perhaps the `way' behind the many
`ways', the key that unlocks the codes; the mystery that
explains the mysteries of Earth [...].87

That rtt~~rt should be understood as a set of known facts, viz., insight in
the deepest order of things, more than as a faculty is indicated by the
metaphorical conceptualisations in which the term is engaged: rtf~~n is
described here as a locatable thing, the object of human (and divine)
search and acquisition, which seems more appropriate to say of a set of
facts than of a procedural faculty. As van Oorschot has remarked, God is
not simply the creator nor the origin of this hidden rtt~~n: he himself
observes and discovers this rtt~~n in the act of creating, and connects this
rtt)~R to creation as its normative principle, but he did not create it. As a

~ Fox, Words for Wisdom, p. 156.
87 HABE[., Searching for and Exploring Wisdom, p. 293.
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result, this rtt~~rt cannot be discovered in the observation of created
reality, it remains ultimately only known to God.gg
Most commentators agree that the rtt~~rt in the poem's ultimate verse
differs from the other instances of the word in the composition; ~r)~rt is
then regarded as the kind of limited insight that is available to man - in
contrast to the knowledge of the cosmic principles only known to God -
and that can only be reached by leading a life in accordance with God's
precepts. For many scholars this difference, and the alleged double
ending of Job 28 (once in v. 27 and once in v. 28) is sufficient evidence
to consider the final verse as a later addition.89 In its present redactional
position, however, the verse provides a corrective addition to the
preceding discourse. For some, it answers the problem of the
unattainability ofrtb~rt: while rtt)~n can only be reached directly by God,
"mortals acquire wisdom indirectly through submission to the revealed
path and Lord of Wisdom."~ For others, among whom van Oorschot,
this fear of God does not provide any access to the hidden rtt~~n: in the
text, there is a strong tension between the rtn~rt only available to God
and the more limited rtt)~R attainable for man, a tension which is not
resolved in this poem, but even constitutes its inner dynamic.91 A
completely different, but in my opinion unsatisfactory, account of the
chapter was recently presented by Clines, who argues against a contrast
of two kinds of rt1~~rt in the poem. According to Clines, the poem is not
preoccupied with divine wisdom, which would be unachievable for
mankind, as opposed to a~t)~rt of lesser degree, which can be reached by
man through fear of God. Rather, the whole poem aims at describing the

88 VAN OORSCHOT, J., Hiob 28. Die Verborgene Weisheit und die Furcht Gottes
als Uberwindung einer generalisierten hkmh, in W. A. M. BEUtcEtv (ed.), The
Book of Job (BETL, 114), Leuven, University Press - Peeters, 1994, pp. 183-201,

188f.
~~ Most recently, STRAUSS, H., Hiob 19,1-42,17 ( BK.AT, 1612), Neukirchen-
Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag, 2000, pp. 137.155f.
~ HABEL , Job, p. 401.
91 VAN OORSCHOT, Hiob 28, p. 200: "Es [Hi 28] lebt vielmehr aus der Spannung
zwischen der grundscitzlich dem Menschen verborgenen Weisheit in vv. 1-27 und
der als Gottesfurcht fur den Menschen bestimmten Weisheit in v. 28. [...] Auch
die Bestimmung der Weisheit als Gottesfurcht entbirgt die Weisheit nicht. Der
I.eser wird vielmehr zur Einwilligung in eine theozentrisch begrundete Skepsis
aufgefordert und ihm wird als 'seine' Weisheit die Gottesfurcht dargeboten.
[italics original]"
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superiority of rtt~~n: it is not to be found on or under the earth, and it is
more precious than anything else. Moreover, it can only be acquired by
the God-fearing. Consequently, the verses 23-27 "do not depict God's
wisdom by which he made the world, but only describe the moment at
which he established the definition of what wisdom is for humans."92
This reading of the chapter is not very convincing, to my mind. First of
all, the logical relation or consequence between the statements of
superiority of ~t)~rt in 1-22, on the one hand, and the final verse claiming
that ~ Tr)~rt can only be acquired by the devout, on the other, is hard to
follow. Unless the final verse is regarded as the (limited) solution for the
inaccessibility of ~t)~t1, the the final verse has no logical connection to
the statements on superiority of ~t~~rt in the preceding verses. Secondly,
it could be asked what is the relation between God's comprehension of
the created order, and his teaching tha[ `fear of God is wisdom'; in oiher
words, why should God come to the latter insight while creating the
world?93
All in all, then, it seems preferable to remain with the majority opinion
that two kinds of ~b~R are contrasted here: one inaccessible to
mankind,94 viz., insight into the deeper order of reality, and one
accessible, viz., through the fear of God.

t;. Job 32-37 (Elihu's speech)
As mentioned above, the speech of Elihu contains a raiher high number
of instances of the noun ~t~~t1, as well as of its cognate verb and

92 Ct.tt~ss, D. J. A., 'The Fear of God is Wisdom' (Job 28:28). A Semantic and
Contextual Study, in E. vntv Wot,~E (ed.), Job 28. Cognition in Context (Biblical
Interpretation Series, 64), Leiden - Boston, Brill, 2003, pp. 57-92, here p. 78.93 A second question one could raise concerns the relation of this account to
Clines' earlier commentary: it is conspicuous to see that Clines does not accept
rth7t1 to refer to the deeper insight in the order of reality, while he has argued in
favour of such a reading of the term in other instances. On rtn~T1 in 12:13, e.g.,
he writes: "On the one hand, it seems to be the highest wisdom, insight into the
divine nature, its motives and ways of working-which only God himself
~ossesses." (Ct.trrES, Job 1-20, p. 298.)

4 See also NEwsoM, C. A., The Book of Job. A Contest of Moral Imaginations,
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2003, p. 176 on rtt~~rt in Job 28: "understood
in the specialized sense as the wisdom that transcends individual minds".
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adjective C~n. Elihu opens his lengthy address by admitting that he is

young and therefore decided first to let age speak and to let his older

colleagues declare rti~~R (32:7), which in the present context undoubtedly

primarily designates knowledge qua content. Note the connection

between ~r)~rt and speaking here again. After this brief captatio

benevolentiae, Elihu immediately changes his tone and argues that it is

God's spirit and breath that give a man understanding, and that it is

therefore not the aged that 1ï~~rt' (v. 9). Elihu goes on by observing that

the friends have not been able to argue with Job, and fears that they

would say: "we have found rtt)~n" (v. 13). How this clause is to be

interpreted, is a matter of some scholarly discussion. Some commentators

argue that Elihu fears that the friends would claim to have found some

~r)~n in Job which only God may overcome.95 Others claim that Elihu

blames the friends for saying they have found ~t,~n in themselves,

which, in his opinion, they have not. One will have to agree with Dhorme

that the latter interpretation is closer to the way in which the expression

rtb~it tt~r) is used elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, viz., designating

someone's acquisition of rtr)~n.96 If we accept the latter interpretation,

the friends' words could still be read in two different ways: either as the

conviction that they have done everything they could with their human

wisdom, and thus can say in all honesty that they have found rtt~~R in

themselves,97 or as a more general boastful statement that they truly

possess ~t)~rt. In the latter case, Elihu would be sarcastic: "their great

wisdom discovery lies in the fact that God will forcefully `refute' [...]

Job, even if they as mere mortals cannot do so.s98 Whatever option one

prefers, the intent of Elihu's words is clear: it is too early to give up

trying to convince Job, too early to leave it only to God.

Trying to convince Job is what Elihu will be doing in the subsequent

chapters. Both at the beginning and at the end of his first speech to Job

(ch. 33), Elihu invites Job to listen to him, so that he could speak. In the

last clause of the chapter (33:33b), this call is formulated as follows:

95 DRIVER ánd GRAY, Job, p. 281. See also FotntER, Niob, p. 451; RowtJEY, H. H.,
Job (New Century Bible, London, Oliphants, 1976, p. 209.
~ DHORtvtE, Job, p. 437. See also the instances listed ín n. 13 above.
97 So KROezE, J. H., Het Boek Job (Commentaar op het Oude Testament),
Kampen, Kok, 1961, p. 364.
98 HASEt~ Job, p. 453.
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~t)~n ~~5tttzi ~rt~ `be silent and I will teach you ~f~~n'. The con[rast
with the previous use of the term could not be greater: the three friends
should not say that they have found ~t~~n, but Elihu himself is even
going to teach it. Whether or not there is a progression in his claim
compared with 32:10.17, in which he announced that he would expose
his knowledge ('v~), is hard to say;99 at any rate, it is clear that ~n~n
designates the body of knowledge which Elihu is about to transmit to his
audience.

In the first clause of his subsequent speech, Elihu explicitly addresses
C~'r)~rT with, again, the request to listen to his words (34:2). This explicit
address is conspicuous and has been interpreted in different ways:
Dhorme thinks that the term can only be meant ironically since, in
Elihu's view, the friends pretended to possess ~t)~rt although they did
not, and since it is precisely ~t)~i1 that Elihu is about to teach.loo Hartley,
and similarly Habel, on the other hand, doubt that Elihu is addressing the
friends here, and propose to read the term as referring to "the elders of
the community" on whom he is calling in order to confirm his teaching
of Job,~o~ as also the reference to the same C~n in 34:34 would seem to
confirm.10z However, nothing in the story supports the idea that Elihu
would be addressing a crowd of elders present at the discussion.lo3 It
seems better, then, to read the term C't)~n as an address of the friends,
not so much ironically, but by way of another captatio benevolentiae
with the purpose of gaining the friends over to his side and of making
them receptive to his own teachings.~oa

99 DHORME, Job, p. 463: "Il a annoncé qu'il manifesterait son savoir (xxxu, 10,
17), maintenant c'est la sagesse en général qu'il va développer"
ioo Ibid., p. 464.
~ol HABEL, Job, p. 480; HARTLEY, Job, p. 450: "More likely, he is addressing the
elders of the community who, like a jury, are empowered to decide disputes
argued before the city gate. In this manner, Elihu attempts to win broad support
for the way he is instructing Job."
ioz HAaEL, Job, p. 486.
io3 Admittedly, this argument is not very strong, since nothing suggested either
that Elihu had overheard the dialogue between Job and his friends. On the other
hand, a potential crowd of wise men is not mentioned later in the book, either,
which makes Hartley's interpretation somewhat difficult.
io4 FoHRER, Hiob, p. 466: "In der rhetorischen Art des Weisheitslehrers, der sich
das Wohlwollen der Angeredeten sichern móchte, redet Elihu die Freunde Hiobs
an (...],,,
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After an instance of the verb C~R in 35:11 about God making people
more C~rt than the beasts of the earth, Elihu uses the adjective of the
same root once again in his speech, viz. in his very last sentence (37:24).
Following a description of God's splendour and power, Elihu concludes:
"Therefore, men are in awe of Him I Whom none of the wise can
perceive. (JPS)" The last clause (~5-'t)~rt'S~ ~tt~'-tt5) is the object of
some scholarly discussion. While most commentators regard the ~5-

'r)~R-5~ as the subject of the preceding verb, some authors, as e.g.
Dhorme and Pope, argue that God is the verb's subject, and the "wise"
are its object: "The wise of heart, the clever minded, those wise in their
own conceit-as Elihu considers Job-God does not regard with favor."~os

Of those who take the ~5''t)~rt-5~ as the subject, some propose to make

some emendations to the text: Hartley suggests to change M5 into an
asseverative ~5 ("truly, they will see"),~~ while Gordis not only makes
the latter change, but also suggests to read the verbal predicate as a form

of the verb tt~' ("truly, they will fear").~o~ As Habel has remarked,
however, the analogy with the inability of humans to look at the sun,
described just a few verses earlier (v. 21), is a very strong indication that

the "wise" should be understood as the subject of the verb ~te~ here:108

"even they cannot see and hence comprehend El".~~

r~. Job 38-39 (God'sfirst speech)

The final three occurrences of the noun ~t~~n in the book of Job are

found in the divine speech, viz., in 38:36f. and 39:17. The first of these
instances is particularly enigmatic, not so much because of the use of
~t~~n, but becauses of the presence of two nouns of which the meaning is

disputed, viz., r~~nr? and '1~tU. The fact that both nouns stand in poetic
parallelism renders their interpretation even more problema[ic. The verse

ios POPE, M. H., Job. Introduction, Translation and Notes (The Anchor Bible,
15), Gazden City, Doubleday, 1986, p. 287. See somewhat differently also
DHORME, Job, p. 523: "Dieu, étant la suprême justice, n'a pas à tenir compte de
toute la sagesse humaine, même si cette sagesse est réelle. Réunissez `tous les
sages de caur', Dieu ne les regarde même pas."
~~ HARTLEY, Job, pp. 483f.
~~ GORDIS, Job.
~oa So also LXX and Peshitta.
~~ HnsEL, Job, p. 501.
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asks who put ~t~~1~ in the t1~17t? or who gave understanding to the'1~tU. It
would be impossible to present and assess all the interpretational
proposals here; I limit myself to the most important. Since the immediate
context of the verse treats meteorological phenomena, some authors have
attempted to interpret the verse in the same direction. Habel,"o e.g.,
follows an earlier proposal by Kissane"~ to relate the word n1Rb to the
verb R~L `to cover' and to interpret the noun as `cloud cover' here. In
parallel, the word'~~tU should be emended to'~1~V~ `my booth',"Z which is
then, in parallel to 1n~10 of Job 36:29, interpreted meteorologically as a
`thick clouds'. This interpretation has the very serious problem - besides

that of needing a textual change - that ~r~~t1 is never used for describing
the qualities of inanimate objects or natural phenomena, let alone that

God would ever be said to provide them with it.
A different interpretation, which is very influential in contemporary
exegesis, translates '1~~ as `cock' and the parallel t11R~ as `ibis'. The

identification of '1~V~ as a`cock' has a long tradition: it is attested in the

Vulgate and in certain Targum translations, while it is also supported by

the use of the word in one of the blessings of the Jewish morning prayer,

in which the present verse from Job is partially quoted. Because of this
interpretation of '~~tU, Dhorme tried to find a similar explanation for the
parallel word ~~1itn.13 He found this explanation indirectly in an earlier

proposal by Hoffman to read n~rtt~ as a reference to the Egyptian god

Thot. Dhorme concluded, however, that not the god himself, but his

associated bird, the ibis, is referred to in the present verse. As several

authors have remarked, both the ibis and the cock were renowned for
their wisdom, and were moreover known for predicting or announcing
certain natural phenomena,14 so that their reference in the present

context of ineteorological phenomena would seem quite natural.

"o Ibid., p. 523.
"' Klssa~t~E, E. J., The Book of Job, Dublin, Browne 8c Nolan, 1939
12 For the orthography with sin, see Lam 2:6.
t 13 DHORME, Job, p. 540f.
14 Ibid., p. 541: "Comme le coq, l'ibis avait une réputation spéciale de sagesse.
[...] L'ibis avait comme spécialité d'annoncer les crues du Nil. D'autre part, le
coq n'est point seulement le réveille-matin [...] : les traditions populaires, encore
en vogue en Palestine, mettent cet animal en étroite rélation avec la pluie. " See
also KEEt,, O., Zwei kleine Beitriige zum Verstdndnis der Gottesreden im Buche
Ijob 38,36; 40,25, in Vetus Testamentum 31 (1981) 220-226.
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Appealing though this explanation might be, it has some difficulties.

First of all, the identification of'1CtJ as a cock - the poin[ of departure for

the present proposal - is far from certain. As Goodman has argued in his

edition of Saadiah's commentary on Job, it is the Talmud1t5 that is the

source for the association of the `cock' with '~~t,, viz., when stating that

the morning blessing containing the word should be recited upon hearing

the cock's crow.~~b That the meaning of the term as `cock' was not self-

evident is illustrated by the fact that the Talmud explicitly points to some

precise geographical areas (Rome, Galilee, Arabia) where the word

indeed would have had the meaning of `cock'.~~~ A later commentator,

The Rosh, argued even very explicitly that the meaning `cock' was

influenced by Arabic.~~g The identification of ï~1TTi~ as the `ibis' is flawed

by the fact that this identification very obviously does not apply in the
only other instance of the term, viz., in Ps 51:8, even though homonymy

can of course never be excluded.

It therefore seems better to follow the interpretation of the earliest
version of the Rabbinical Targum and of different Jewish commentators

to interpret the term't~tU as the `heart' or the `inner part' of man.~~9 This
interpretation could be explained with reference to the words ~'Ct~ in Is
2:16 (`appearance'?) and t'~'~V1t~ (`image');120 and to the Aramaic root
tt~C (`to see, to consider').1z~ Given the frequent semantic relation
between physical vision and intellectual understanding,122 it should not
surprise that a word from the same etymological origin would have
acquired the meaning of `intelligence' or `heart', viz., the faculty or the
organ of understanding in man. A similar meaning imposes itself for the
parallel noun t'~~nn; the Vulgate translated the noun as viscera `the

115 The word is absent from the Mishna.
~ 16 GOODMAN, Book of Theodicy, p. 390.
'~~ See the references in Jastrow 1571. See also DHOtzME, Job, p. 540.
~~a GOODMAN, Book of Theodicy, p. 390.
119 Dhorme mentions Kimchi and Ibn-Ezra (DHOttME, Job, p. 540); see also
Saadiah's translation (GooDMnt~, Book of Theodicy, p. 385).
~zo Note especially the collocation of the plural of the word with ~~`J in Ps 73:7
and Prov 18:11.
1z~Ges~~ 785.
izz Consider just the English words and expressions `vision', `I see what you
mean'; but e.g. also the Sumerian loanword in Akkadian igigallu (cfr. TWAT II
925) or Hebrew ~tt~.
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innards', the Targum as 1' `7~~ `kidneys', an interpretation also adopted by
Ibn Ezra, who explains that the kidneys are called such because they are
`covered' (rt~~) by fat.123 While Ibn Ezra's etymology seems far-fetched,

it is semantically probable to explain the term as having the meaning of
the `hidden, i.e., internal parts', a meaning which could also apply in the
other instance of the term, Ps 51:8. Although the latter interpretation of
the verse fits the context somewhat less than the other proposals
discussed above,124 it is to be preferred, in my opinion, by reason of its
higher semantic probability. Moreover, at second glance, the
interpretation defended here - whích is also found in the JPS: "Who put
wisdom in the hidden parts? Who gave understanding to the mind?" - is
not really out of context. The next verse 37 continues with the question
"Who counted the clouds with ~t,~R", where the ~b~t1 is not some
property of the clouds, but the faculty enabling someone to count (or give
an account of) the clouds. In the same sense, the v. 36 asks who put that
kind of ~~~R in man's inner parts, a rhetorical question with a negative
answer: nobody did.125 The ~t)~rt should be understood in these two
verses, then, as in chapter 28,126 as the insight into the deeper ordering of
reality, an insight humans lack.

The final instance of the word ~r)7it in the book of Job is found in 39:17
where it is said of the ostrich that God deprived it of ~r)~R and did not
give it its share of understanding. In this case, the term's meaning is
primarily that of an intellectual faculty.

c. ~n~R in Job 12-14

With this overview of the occurrences of ~r)~n in Job in mind, we may
now turn to the four instances of the term in Job 12-14. The treatment of
those cases will necessarily remain temporary and tentative until also the
other terms for cognition and perception in the chapter will have been

123 See DRIVER and GRAY, Job, p. 310.
'Z' Ibid., p. 310.
'~ Compare with Job 36:29: "Can one, indeed, contemplate [1'~'] the expanse of
the clouds,l The thunderings from his pavilion?"
i26 One will remember that also in Job 28:12.20, ~t)~R stands in parallel with

I IJ'~.
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discussed. Already in the first verse of his speech (12:3), Job ironically
declares that ~t~711 will die with his friends. In spite of the peculiar
objectification of the ~b7R as a living thing that could die, and in spite of
the somewhat enigmatic first hemistich of the verse ("truly, you are the
people"), the meaning of the clause is cleaz enough. Job blames his
friends for behaving as if they were the epitome or embodiment of
~t)7n,127 so much so that their death would also imply the end of ~77rt.
Two questions arise, related to the double categorisation of the meaning
of ~r)7rt presented above: 1) what is the domain with which the term
~D7n is connected here, and 2) is the term to be understood as knowledge
content or as afaculty. The answer to those questions obviously depends
to a large extent on the interpretation of the rest of the chapter, and in
particular of the other terms of cognition and percep[ion which will be
discussed below; the reader is therefore kindly referred to [hose
discussions for more background. There will be little discussion that the
term ~It~7n is not used here in relation to handicraft, nor in an ethical-
religious context; rather, the term primarily seems to refer to intellectual
activity,128 even though some discussion could exist on the object of that
activity. The question whether ~t]7rt primarily refers to a body of
knowledge here, or rather to a faculty, is perhaps hazder to answer. Does
Job say that with the friends the treasure or stock of knowledge would be
lost, or does he maintain that the intellectual faculty itself would be lost?
The following clause 3a 775 'S-Ga 071t~7 `also I have a"heart" like you
do', seems to point to the second option: even though the (7)75 is
sometimes regarded as the storehouse of facts of knowledge, it is
primarily the seat of intelligence and thinking.129 On the other hand, the
third clause of v. 3~5tt-1t~7 j'zt-'t~-t1tt~ `and with whom are not like those
things', and in particular the plural subject RSit cannot but refer to facts
of knowledge (i.e. content) the friends pretend to know. However, the
demonstrative ~5t~t does not necessarily have the same reference as~t~7rt;
clause 3c could indeed be read as a proof for the fact that ~77R as a
faculty is not limited to the friends. The azgument would then start with

127 C~wes, Job 1-20, p. 289.
~Zg See Clines' inteipretation of the following verse: "Job protests that he is a
man of intelligence no less than they." (Ibid.)
129 See below, p. 363.
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the (ironical) statement that ~r)~R is not only found in [he friends (2b),
but that also Job has intelligence (3a-b), and would end with a
denigrating remark: "what is al] this talking about your alleged superior
rtï~~rt anyway, since all the things you know, everybody knows".
The term rtt]~rt appears again in two adjacent verses, viz., 12:12f. In my
grammatical analysis above, I have adopted Clines' proposal to read
12:7-12 as a quotation of the friends' words, and to regard 12:13 as the
beginning of Job's own discourse again. Therefore, the two verses under
investigation here stand in direct opposition to each other, the question
being in what this opposition consists. Does Job simply answer the idea
that the old of age130 would possess rtt~~rt by claiming that only God does
so, or is there more to it? Much depends on the way in which the term
rtt~~it and its parallels are read here. In one reading, Clines proposes to
interpret both cases of rtr~~rt as referring to the `truth about God': "The
friends have been urging (he claims) that the truth about God is what has
been traditionally believed [...]; on the contrary, he says, the truth about
God is with God: he is the only one who knows what he is doing."131
Similarly, van Oorschot maintains that 12:13 is completely parallel to
Job 28 in claiming that only God, and not man, has wisdom at his
disposaL132 Habel, on the other hand, considers the two uses of the term
rtt~~n in 12:12f. as having two different meanings and as standing in
contrast to each other:

Job now scores a brilliant point in typical disputation style by
cleverly switching categories. The wisdom of age (v. 12)
seems to refer to human wisdom, that profound practical
understanding of reality which leads to a successful life. In v.
13, however, wisdom is an essential attribute or governing
principle of God by means of which he controls the world
[...]. This wisdom, counters Job, belongs to God, not to
mortals, irrespective of their age.'33

'~ Hartley's proposal to read C'tiTCT as a plural of excellence referring to God
seems unlikely (HARTLEY, Job, p. 210 n. 1).
13' CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 297.
~3Z VAN OORSCHOT, Hiob 28, p. 199: "Uber sie [die Weisheit] verfugt, ganz
parallel zu Hi 28, nicht der Mensch sondern allein Gott (12,13). Polemisch kann
der Verfasser dies gegen die traditionelle Sichtweise wenden, welche die
Weisheit bei den `Alten' findet."
133 I IABEL, JOb, p. 220.
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It is questionable, however, whether Job himself would make such a

massive claim about God's superior knowledge at this stage of the book.

Job might finally come to accept God's alterity and superiority, but this

will not happen before his direct encounter with God's voice in the

whirlwind.134 Moreover, the "doxology" of the following verses 14-25

can hardly be read as an illustration of God's superior insight in the

principles of reality, as described in Job 28 or in the divine speeches of

Job 38-41. The difference between the verses under investigation here

and Job 28 also shows in the nouns used in parallel with ~r)~R: while in

28:12.20, but also in 38:36, ~n~11 stands in parallel to ~~'~, in 12:12f.

~r)~R is paralleled by ~7~~n , and in v. 13 also by ~~~~a and ~~9. Even

though ~7'~ and ~;~~1I are often treated as synonyms (so in LXX), Fox

has convincingly demonstrated in his very accurate description of the

"words for wisdom" that both terms are semantically distinguishable.
Without going into the details of his argument, I quote his conclusion:

The distinction between t`bunah and binah is essentially this:
tebunah designates the pragmatic, applied aspect of thought
operating in the field of action; it aims at efficacy and
accomplishment. Binah is the conceptual, interpretive activity
of thought, operating in the field of ineaning; it aims at
perception and comprehension.13s

Given this semantic distinction, it is natural that the term ~I7'~ is used in

Job 28, where the "speculative, intellectual knowledge about the
world"136 IS the issue. The same word is not used in Job 12, however,

indicating that not the same kind of knowledge is intended here. The use

of ~71~n in 12:12 supports Habel's interpretation of the verse as speaking
about "profound practical understanding of reality which leads to a

successful life",137 which according to sapiential tradition is found in the

old of age. The use of the same term ~,~~n in parallel to ~b~n in the

~~ Unless one wishes to attribute Job 28 to the character of Job.
i3s Fox, Words for Wisdom, p. 151.
~~ Ibid., p. 156.
137 See above, n. 133.
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following verse,138 along with the use of rtrt~]a `strength''39 and rtYD
`plan','ao should make us cautious to interpret rtr)]rt in a completely
different way in that following verse 13. Not so much God's superior
understanding of the hidden principles of reality is described here, but
rather, as Clines has tentatively suggested, "God's capacity to act
according to his own (mysterious and disturbing) principles".'a' What
Job tries to say, then, is that, although the friends believe that insight and
applied knowledge are with the old of age, the one really having the
knowledge to act, is God. Obviously, as the catalogue of God's acts in
vv. 14-25 demonstrates, this statement is not so much a profession of
awe for God's superiority, but rather, an ironical "praise" of his
unpredictability and arbitrariness.
The term rtt)]n occurs one last time in Job 12-14, viz., in 13:5. After
Job's announcement that he would speak to the Almighty, he wishes that
his friends would finally keep silent, which would be rtt~]n on their part
(rt]]rt5 C]5 'rtt11). The term is used metonymically here: keeping silent
is not rtt]]R, it is the proof or the expression of it. The remark that
keeping silent would be the proof or expression of the friends'
possession of ~r)]rt, is more venomous than might appear at first glance.
As mentioned before,14z rtt]]n is very often connected to speaking:

13a Ringgren remarks that T1]t1 is repeatedly mentioned as a divine property,
whereas its cognate rt7'] is not ( TWAT I, 621-629 [Ringgren], c. 628). In all
cases, God's ability to act and not his superior knowledge is intended, while in
most cases his creative abilities are mentioned in the immediate context: Is 40:28;
Jer 10:12; 51:15; Ps 136:5; 147:5 ( see vv. 4,8); Job 26:12; Prov 3:19.
139 See TWAT I 901-919 ( Kosmala), cc. 904f. for the use of the term as a divine
quality.
~ac The term rtYD can be translated both with `counsel' (given to someone else)
and with `plan'. Ruppert has argued that in theological contexts, the meaning of
`counsel' is rare, and the meaning of `plan' is to be preferred, see TWAT III 718-
751 (Ruppert), c. 738: "Der Schwerpunkt des theologischen Gebrauchs von já`as
und seine Derivata liegt unstreitig auf der Bedeutung `beschlief3en, planen'
(`Beschluf3, Plan')." For some reason, the case in Job 12:13 unfortunately
escaped the author; of interest for our present purposes, however, is his remark
on Is 11:2, one of the other verses in which both rtYD and rt~1]] are found: "Der
Parallelterminus geburáh macht deutlich, da13 es sich nicht um eine im
Theoretischen verbleibende `esáh handelt, sondern um eine `esáh, die zur
kraftvollen Tat fuhrt [...]."
~a~ Ct.wes, Job 1-20, p. 298.
'a2 See p. 331.
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someone's rtt)~n shows in the way he or she is able to speak to others,
while it is acquired by listening to the words of others. Keeping silent is
not necessarily a proof of lack of rtf~~rt: knowing when to remain silent,
is indeed a proof of rtn~rt.143 The contrast with Job's own determination
to speak, however, together with the fact that Job addresses his friends
here after they have all three spoken extensively to him, point in a
different direction. Job argues that his friends' words have not convinced
him of much rtr)~n, and that keeping silent might be the wisest thing for
them to do. Not only is this remark quite denigrating for people of their
stature,'aa it even forces them into a position of pupils needing teaching,
which Job will explicitly or implicitly provide.145 While Job started out
his speech by claiming that he was not inferior to the friends as far as
rtD~tt is concerned (12:2), the present verse leaves no doubt about the
fact that he considers himself superior, although not by claiming more
insight, as we will see, but by his decision to speak to God, which he
voiced in the preceding verse.'ab
The word rtt]~rt is the key term in the first of the two major topics in
Job's speech under investigation here. In order to understand this
discourse topic well, however, also the other terms connected to the same
domain of knowledge should be analysed. A systematic analysis of all
these terms would exceed the purpose of the present work, although a

ia3 See Prov 11:2. This verse from Proverbs flaws Habel's interpretation of 1ob
13:5 that "[Job's] comment implies that they are actually fools since, according
to Prov. 17:28, even a fool may be considered wise if he keeps silent". (HABEL,
Job, p. 223.)
'a' Compare Job 32:7, acknowledging the age of Job's interlocutors and their
expected rtt~~R.
ias I find it extremely unlikely, if not straightforwardly anachronistic that Job (or
the author of the book) would enter[ain the thought that "the via negativa of
silence about God is preferable to cheap theologizing that ignores the dark side of
God" (CLtNES, Job 1-20, p. 307). Job, for one, did not really follow this course of
silence himself. (Moreover, it should be remarked that in classical apophatic
theology, the via negativa is not so much concerned with remaining silent about
God, but with negating the propositions about God. This negation should not be
understood as a negative replacement for affirmative assertions about God, but
rather as the necessary counterbalance to the latter. See CARABtNE, D., The
Unknown God. Negative Theology in the Platonic Tradition: Plato to Eriugena
(Louvain Theological and Pastoral Monographs, 19), Louvain, Peeters Press -
Eerdmans, 1995, pp. 171-176; 292f. et passim.)
'ab Ibid., p. 307: "Better, indeed, than any talk about God is dialogue with God,
even if it must be painful and bitter disputation (v 6)."
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concise description of the terms in question and of their semantic
function in the text should be provided.

2. ~~5

Immediately after Job's ironic statement that the friends must be the
incarnation of ~t~~n itself, since ~r)~n would die with them (12:2), Job
adds that he too has a~~5 just as they do (12:3). The term ~~5 and its
more frequent variant ~5, are very frequently translated as `heart' in
English, following the LXX's favoured translational equivalent KapSía.
The semantic structures of both words, English and Hebrew, differ
profoundly, however. First of all, as North has argued, [he term (~)~5
never unambiguously and exclusively refers to the physiological organ
`heart' as we would define it.~'~ Rather, the term designates the
undifferentiated internal organs of humans.148 Like the English `heart',
the term (~)~5 is not limited to the physiological domain;149 however,

t47 NORTH, R., Brain and Nerve in the Biblical Outlook, in Biblica 74 (1993) 577-
597, p. 592: "Out of these approximately 850 occurrences, there is not a single
case in which the term specifically designates the blood-pumping organ which
we today call the heart." Dhorme's reference to `the blood of my heart' in
Gilgamesh as an argument for his claim that "les anciens n'ignoraient pas qu'il
[le coeur] était le moteur essentiel de la circulation du sang" is not particularly
convincing (DHORtvtE, E., L'emploi métaphorique des noms de parties du corps en
Hébreu et en Akkadien, Paris, Geuthner, 1923 (repr.1963), p. 1 13).
~48 GIL MODREGO, Á., Estudio de leblab en el Antiguo Testamento. Análisis
sintagmático y paradigmático (Ph.D. dissertation), Madrid, Universidad
Complutense, 1992: "La interioridad indiferenciada".
19 I will not mention the term's meaning of `middle' here, even though von
Meyenfeldt has argued that this meaning is to be regarded as the central meaning
of the term, see voN MEYENFELDT, F. H., Het hart (leb~lebab) in het Oude
Testament, Leiden, Brill, 1950, pp. 203: "he[ vaste punt, het kernpunt". In TWAT
IV, 413-451 (Fabry), c. 424, this alleged central meaning of the term has rightly
been qualified as an unsemitic abstraction, while also Lauha has expressed his
doubts about von Meyenfeldt's semantic analysis, see LAUHA, R.,
Psychophysischer Sprachgebrauch im Alten Testament. Eine
strukturalsemantische Analyse von ~5, t`~) und R1~ (Annales Academiae
Scientiarum Fennicae. Dissertationes Humanarum Literarum, 35), Helsinki,
Suomalainen Teideakatemia, 1983, p. 47: "Ein Bedeutungswandel vom
unbestimmten `Innersten' oder von der abstrakten `Mitte' zum exakt
bestimmbaren Organ, dem Herzen, ist jedoch schwer verst~ndlich."
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whereas English `heart' and its equivalents in many other Western
languages is primarily regarded as the seat of emotions,~so Hebrew (~)~5
is considered as the organ governing not only human emotions, but also
cognitive and intellectual activities and other functions of human
behaviour.'s~ The functions of human knowledge and volition, which are
usually ascribed to the human brain - or less physiologically: the human
mind - in our present day conceptualisations, were at the time of writing
of the Hebrew Bible attributed to the (~)~`J and to other internal organs,
the functions of which are at times hard to differentiate from the
former.lsz
The terms ~5 and ~~5 occur some 29 times in the book of Job,1S3 their
different occurrences displaying a variety of applications. The only case
in which the term has a strictly physiological meaning is Job 41:16, in
which the ~5 of Behemoth is described as hard as cast stone. In all other
cases, the (~)~5 is mentioned as the place, origin or organ of phenomena
of human consciousness. Making a first, albeit modern distinction, it can
be observed that the (~)~ 5 is related both to emotional and to
cognitivelperceptual activities. On the one hand, the (~)~5 is brought into
relation with emotions such as desire154 - including sexual desire -,~ss

terror,~sb remorse,~s~ and joy.~sg On the other hand, the (~)~5 is

iso But consider e.g. `to learn by heart' and `apprendre par coeur' for a cognitive
meaning aspect of the respective terms.
~s~ See THAT I, 861-867 (Stolz), c. 862.
isz DHORME, L'emploi métaphorique, p. 109: "Nous verrons comment les
Hébreux, aussi bien que les Babyloniens et les Assyriens, ont localisé dans le
coeur, le ventre, le foie et les autres organes internes les mouvements, les
émotions, les sentiments et même les idées de l'áme, sans toujours limiter avec
précision les domaines ou s'exercent les diverses facultés."
~s3 ~~ in Job 1:8; 2:3; 7:17; 8:10; 11:13; 12:24; 15:12; 17:4; 23:26; 29:13;
31:7.9.27; 33:3; 34:14; 36:5.13; 37:1.24; 41:16; ~~5 in Job I:S; 9:4; 10:13; 12:3;
17:1I; 22:22; 27:6; 34:10.34. In relative terms, this means that the terms have an
occurrence of 2,28 qo in the book of Job, which is considerably higher than the
average for the Hebrew Bible, but at the same time considerably lower than the
books of Proverbs (9,93 qoo), Qohelet (9,35 qo), and Psalms (4,55 qoo).
is4 Job 17:11, reading the term'VJ11t~ in the collocation'~~5'VJ~1t] as deriving
from Vr11Z and meaning `desires', see HAL 531; CLtNES, Job 1-20, p. 374.
us Job 31:7(?).9.27. In the latter verse, the sexual desire functions as the source
domain for a metaphorical description of idolatry, see HABEL, Job, p. 437.
isb Job 23:16; 37:1.
~s~ Job 27:6.
~sg Job 29:13.
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mentioned as the centre of cognitive activities including mental
attention,159 planning and intention,'~ and thinking or reasoning. In Job
8:10, the C5 is depicted as the origin of words that will [each Job;
similarly, in 22:22, it is the location in which, according to his friends,
Job is to place the words of teaching which God addresses to him.
Likewise, God can keep the humans' ~5 away from understanding, as
Job argues is the case with the friends in 17:4. Intelligence or sound
judgment is also at stake in 12:24, where God is said to lead astray the ~5
of the leaders of the nations, and in 33:3, when Elihu announces he will
pronounce what is in his ~5 (see the parallel with tiv~). When Eliphaz
asks Job in IS:I2 how his ~5 has carried him off, the question is
probably concerned with his reasonability or rationality now failing.1ó' In
four cases, the (C)C5 is explicitly related to words from the root CCl1. In
9:4, Job calls God a~5-O~R, which is probably not to be read as
sarcastic, in the present context, but as a serious "lament on the
inaccessibility of God",16z in contrast to Job's cynical qualifications of
God as having ~r)~n in Job 12. In Job 37:24, Elihu's final words which
were discussed above, people are described as C5-'t]Cn, while in 34:10
and 34 C't~Cn are addressed as C`T'tU~ct. Finally, the C`7 also functions in
a religious context, in which both emotional and cognitive aspects, which
are often difficult to distinguish anyway, are jointly present: in 1:5 Job's
anxiety is expressed that his children might have rejected God in their
C5, while in 36:13 the wicked are called ]5-'~~t1 "impious in heart
(JPS)",163

'S9 Job 10:13. So also in the expressions 5vl5sz C5 C'rn `to place the "heart" on
...lto consider' in Job 1:8; 2:3; 7:17 and C51'C~ `to prepare the "heart"' in Job
11:13.
'~ Job 34:14 (also with the expression 5y15tt C5 C'~tU); 36:5.
16' See HAeEt., Job, p. 255: "his `mental capacities"'.'bz CLwES, Job I-20, p. 228.
i63 Compare with Schoors' conclusion on the use of the terms in the book of
Qohelet: "We may conclude that in Qoh C5 predominantly means human
intellectual faculties. In a few instances, it refers to the more emotional or
voluntative faculty, the seat of enjoyment, despair, seduction, ethical or religious
attitudes." (Scttooas, A., The Preacher Sought to Find Pleasing Words. A Study
of the Language of Qohelet. Part IL Vocabulary [OLA, 143J, Leuven e.a.,
Peeters - Departement Oosterse Studies, 2004, p. 93.) Compared with Qohelet,
the (~)~5 is more often related to the emotions in the book of Job.
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Given the context of 12:3, and given the somewhat parallel pericope in
13: lf., there will be little discussion that ~~5 designates Job's intellectua]
faculties, and not his emotional capacities.~~ Whether the ~~~ is
conceptualised here as the location in which knowledge is stored, as in
8:10 and 22:22, or as the organ enabling the faculty of reasoning,
remains an open question.165 Clause 3c ~5sz-~t)~ 1'sz-'t~-c1ct~ would
suggest that a storehouse of knowledge is concerned, but, as argued
above, the latter clause could be an illustration of the non-superiority of
the friends' mental capacities. Clause 3b C~t~ '~7tt 5~7'tt5 `I do not fall

from you', and the regular use of the noun (~)~5, favour the
interpretation of the term as designating Job's intellectual faculty. The
two expressions mentioned above will be studied in the following
paragraphs.

3. it) 5~~

At two instances in his present speech,~~ Job claims that he `does not fall
from his friends' (C~t) '~at `7~~-tt5). This expression is unparalleled in
the Hebrew Bible, yet its meaning has not elicited much debate. Usually
without any discussion, the expression is interpreted as saying that Job is
not inferior to his friends.~b~ This unanimity among interpreters indicates
how strongly this metaphorical use of the expression is entrenched in
human thinking: that `falling' is used as the source domain with which

~~ E.g. the term ~it)7it occurring in the previous clause is never connected to the
domain of emotions.
ibs Compare the related question on ~t]~R in 12:2 discussed above (p. 355).
~~ It has repeatedly been argued that the occurrence of the expression in 12:3 is
secondary, V12., imported from 13:2 (DRNER and GRAY, JOb, p. 112; DHORME,
Job, pp. 152f.). In more recent commentaries, the position of the expression in
12:3 is usually defended (see e.g. HortsT, Hiob, p. 188). Clines argued - and
rightly so, in my opinion - that the double occurrence of the expression is
deliberate and creates an inclusion around most of chapter 12, which should be
read as the evidence for Job's claim that he is not inferior to his friends (CLwES,
Job 1-20, p. 289).
167 E.g. DRrvER and GRnY, Job, p. 121; DHORME, Job, pp. 152.165: "je ne vous
suis pas inférieur". See also TWAT V, 521-531 (Seebass), c. 527: "So verwahrt
sich Hiob dagegen, daB er an Geistesst~rke gegen seine Freunde abfalle (12, 3;
13, 2)."
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the domain of social and intellectual debasement is conceptualised,
seems perfectly natural and evident. Nonetheless, it ínvolves a complex
metaphorical process, mapping orientational relations on the vertical axis
(above-below) onto the domains of social status and of intellectual
capacities.168 The principles of these processes have been amply
demonstrated in cognitive semantics.169 In my opinion, a double
metaphorical conceptualisation is at work here: on the one hand, it is
Job's social position that is conceptualised as not being spatially inferior
to that of the friends; in other words, Job does not fall below the level his
friends have.'~o The use of the verb 1a~ 5~) `to fall from' is also
motivated, however, by the frequent metaphorical conceptualisation of
consciousness and rationality along a vertical axis: states of
consciousness and rationality are conceptualised as being above, while
unconsciousness and lack of reasoning capacities are described as being
below,'~' as the following English examples demonstrate: `to fall asleep',
`a high-level discussion', `a high-level computer language', `higher
mammals'. Although the latter conceptualisation is not systematically
developed in Biblical Hebrew, it is not completely absent either: in Ps
139:6, the psalmist acknowledges that God's knowledge (nv~) is too
high (~~]tU~) for him to master,172 while in Prov 24:7 it is said that n1t)~rt
(vaziant of ~t)~ri) is too high (11~~~t~) for fools.173 Concluding, then, Job's
(not) falling from his friends is the metaphorical conceptualisation of his
equality as far as cognitive capacities is concerned.'~a

168 Compare e.g. the use of~~a in Qoh 5:7.
169 See already LaKO~, G. and M. Jorttvsotv, Metaphors We Live By, Chicago -
London, Chicago University Press, 1980, pp. 15ff..
'~o A comparable use of the verb 5~] can be found in Esth 6:13 in the description
of Haman's downfall at the royal court.
'~' In modern languages, also rationality and emotionality are often opposed on a
vertical axis with rationality being up, emotionality being down (see LAxo~ and
JowvsoN, Metaphors We Live By, p. 17). If this opposition would exist at all in
the Hebrew Bible, it is not hinted at in the present text.
12 Even though no explicit reference to God is made in the present verse, the
immediate context of the verse leaves no doubt that it is God's knowledge that is
intended here, see KRAUS, H.-J., Psalmen (BK, 15), Neukirchen-Vluyn,
Neukirchener Verlag, 1961, pp. 917f..
173 Reading t117)N~ as t11t~~, the fem. pl. participle of C1~, see NAL 1122.
174 In this respect, I do not think that the preposition jt) has a comparative
function here, as DCH V 719 proposes. Job is not said to fall "(more) than" or
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4. ... nce ... i,te

Job 12:3 ends with the question "with whom things like these are not"

(~i'7tt-1t)~ )'tt-'t)-llttt). Also this expression provides a metaphorical

conceptualisation of some aspect of the intellectual faculty around which

the comparison between Job and his friends in these opening verses

evolves. In this clause, knowledge is conceptualised as being located in

someone's direct vicinity or presence. This conceptualisation is not

regularly operative in English nor other Western languages,~~s for which

reason most commentators have deemed it necessary to paraphrase the

meaning of the clause as "who does not know things like these".176 In

Biblical Hebrew, however, the expression has a number of parallels,

indicating that it expressed a regular way of conceptualising. Driver and

Gray quote a number of similar constructions,l~~ of which the closest to

our present case is found in Job 15:9: ~tt~ ~~t)v tt51 1'~i'~ [~b] "what do

"(with respect) to" the friends, but simply, in the spatial metaphor, away from or
- taking into account the downward movement of falling - down from his
friends.
Habel's suggestion as if the term 5~7 would refer to birth here cannot convince
me either. Habel reads the opening of chapter 12 as a direct reaction against
Zophar's proverb of 11:12 ("A hollow man will get understanding, When a wild
ass is born a man." [JPS]), with the ~]5 in 12:3 corresponding to the verb ~~5'
in the proverb, and 5~~ referring to birth (compare Isa 26:18 and Job 3:16), see
HASE[., Job, p. 218. However interesting the proposal that Job would be reacting
against Zophar's maxim, the possible connection of 5~7 with being born is
definitely not semantically active in the present verse, while for the possibility of
a covered allusion or double entendre, the birth-related meaning of the term is not
central or entrenched enough, in my opinion.
175 In English, one can hardly say "It is with me" in the sense of "I have it!" or
"I've found it (Eureka)". The preposition `with' can be used in the context of
understanding, however, be it as designating the opposite relation, viz. the
nearness of the knowing subject to the thing or person known~understood, as in
"Are you with me?" or "You'd better get with it". Compare also with (Flemish)
Dutch "met iets mee zijn" (to be able to follow an argument). Nonetheless, the
predicate `to be with' with the known item as subject occurs in the domain of
remembering (a cognitive function cognate to knowing), as in "Some things will
be with me forever" with the meaning of "Some things I will never forget".
~~6 E.g. DR[vER and GRAY, Job, p. 112; Fot-atER, Hiob, p. 232: "wem w~re
solches nicht (bekannt)?"; HoRST, Hiob, p. 176: "wem ware auch dergleichen
nicht vertraut?"; Ct.wES, Job 1-20, p. 279.
~~~ DRIVER and GRAY, Job, p. 96 (ad 9:35).
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you know that is not with us".178 In other instances, it is somebody's
plans that are said to be with him, see Job 10:13: ~tw t'~aZt''~ 't1v~' "I
know that this is with you"; 23:14: 1t~v n1~~ ~~~ i~ "Like these are many
with him"; 27:11: ~R~M ht5 '~V~ Cv ~t?J~t "That which is with the Almighy
I will not withhold". Similarly, TWAT mentions a meaning "im Sinne
haben" for the prepositions i~ht and w.179 The cognitive question to be
asked in this regard is why prepositions designating physical nearness
and accompaniment are also used for designating intellectual control.
The cognitive rationale for this polysemy could be explained in the
following way: physical nearness of material objects enables tactile or
perceptive interaction with them. In a large variety of languages ideas or
parts of knowledge are conceptualised as material objects which are
manipulated or perceived during cognitive activities, as the following
examples make clear:~go

- Ifound this idea in one ofhis books.
- I can't see her point.
- This is difficult to grasp.

Within the logic of this conceptualisation, it follows that the things one
knows are in someone's possession, and have been or can be acquired.~s~
In a similar way, the ideas or plans at one's disposal can be
conceptualised as being located within the subject's immediate vicinity,
viz., within immediate (mental) reach. The difference between the
possession-model and the nearness-model is that, in the first, knowledge
is regarded as something that is located within the subject, whereas, in
the second, it is seen as something outside the subject, but ready for use.

~~a This meaning of 17v might also apply in Job 9:35: 'it)v '~~H 1~"tt5 '~ "for
not so I am with myself', which should be read as "I know myself not to be so
(as God blames me to be)".
19 TWAT I, 485-500 (PreuB), c. 486. Besides Job 23:14, PreuB mentions as
examples Num 14:24, in which the subject of the predicate 1t)v is t1~fls~t R1~,
which is not completely parallel to the use in Job 12:3, and Deut 8:5, which
seems somewhat misplaced since the prepositional phrase ~~~5 Cv has the
function of instrumental complement to the verb v~' here.
t~ For a more elaborate treatment, see my earlier article: Vnta HECic~, Searching

forand Exploring Wisdom, esp. pp. 146-153.
~a~ See the discussion on R~~R above (p. 328).
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The fact that, in the second model, the knowledge is conceptualised in a
more instrumental fashion is perhaps the reason why it is used relatively
often in the description of plans and projects: a plan is typically
something you have available and can use when the moment is there.
This account of the conceptualisation seems to be supported by the
parallel between the preposition I:D in Job 27:11 and the compound
preposition ~'~: what is `with' the Almighty, is also `in his hand'.
In Job 12:3, then, Job defends his intellectual equality to the friends, not
only by claiming to possess the organ of intellectual capacity, or by
asserting that he does not fall below their level as far as reasoning is
concerned, but also by pointing to the fact that the knowledge the friends
claim to have is within everybody's reach.
The opening verses of Job's speech, in which he clearly exposes his
relation to the friends as far as knowledge is concerned, is followed by a
description of Job's own fate (12:4-6). As I argued before, following
Clines' proposal, these verses can only be understood as supportive
evidence for Job's claim of equal knowledge.182 In this pericope, no
terms connected to the domain of knowledge are found.

II. Jos 12:7-12

Following Clines and others again, the following verses 7-12 consist of a
lengthy quote of the friends' alleged words.183 In this quote, Job
sketches the way in which the friends view the acquisition of knowledge,
a sketch which will form the background for his own claim in Job 12:13,
which was already discussed above.184 In these verses, a number of
terms related to the domain of knowledge and its acquisition are used.
However, since these do not constitute the backbone of Job's argument,
their treatment will be brief.

isz See pp. 277f.
183 See p. 151.
~~ See p. 356.
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1. 12:7-8

In 12:7-8, the friends reportedly advise Job to enquire of the beasts, so
that they could teach him. As in numerous other biblical passages, the
acquisition of knowledge is conceptualised as a process of teaching and
learning, then: it is by teaching that knowledge is transmitted from one
being to another. The different verbs used in these verses point to this
pedagogical relationship: on the one hand, Job is given the advice to ask
(5tt4?) and to engage into a conversation (17'iU), while the animals and the
earth itself are predicted to teach (~1' hi.), speak (~a~ hi.) and tell (~~D
pi.).

a. St~VJ and ii'VJ

The verb 51ZV~ is used in the context of learning185 a number of times in
Classical Hebrew,'gb among which two other instances in Job: in Job 8:8,
Bildad tells Job to `ask' the past generations, an advice paralleled with
the request to apply his mind to what the fathers had searched out. In Job
21:29, on the other hand, Job wants to know if the friends ever `asked'
the wayfarers to be instructed on the fate of the wicked. The use of the
verb n''47 in the present verse is more difficult, or at least more discussed
in the literature. Many commentators have proposed to emend the word,
although not so much because the interpretation of the verb is
problematic, but rather in order to introduce another object in parallel
with the animals mentioned in the neighbouring clauses.'s~ Semantically
speaking, there are no difficulties in interpreting the verb as `to speak',
and with the preposition -5, which only occurs here in conjunction with
R'tJ, as `to speak to'. There has been some discussion on the
Grundbedeutung of the term and, more in particular, on the question

185 Obviously, every question implies the desire to `learn' something; the term
St~GJ is also used in the more limited sense of asking for instruction, compare
TWAT VII, 910-926 (Fuhs), c. 916.
186 Besides the cases discussed here, see also Deut 4:32 (compare with Job 8:8)
and Deut 32:7.
187 So BHS, TWAT VII 757-761 (Hausmann), c. 760; HAL 1231; DHORME, Job,
pp. 155f.; FoHRER, Hiob, p. 237. HoRST, Hiob, p. 180 proposes to read rt`~ as the
imperative 115VJ.
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whether the verb primarily designates an internal cognitive activity (`to
ponder', `to meditate'), or the expressive activity of speaking.~gg
Although a full analysis of the term falls outside the scope of the present

work, it seems best to follow Muller's proposal in favour of the
`speaking' interpretation,189 a reading that imposes itself in a number of
instances,~~ while it makes good sense in all the other of the twenty

cases, even in those few instances in which a meaning of `meditating' or
`praying' can be read. That a term for `speaking' would acquire a
meaning of `meditating' is not surprising (while the opposite movement

is semantically less likely). On the one hand, meditation as a form of

private religious exercise does not necessarily take place in silence, as
also the verb ~rart indicates:19~ meditating can take the form of speaking in
low voice. On the other hand, thinking, the more general category under

which meditating falls, is often conceptualised as internal speech, or even

as a dialogue with oneself.192 In Ps 77:7, the verb 11'tU is even explicitly

used this way: ~n'tr'te 'CC`7 Ct7 "I commune with myself' (JPS).193 There

seems to be little reason, then to doubt the meaning `to speak' for the

verb rt'tn,194 nor the interpretation of 12:8a as "Speak to the earth".~95

However, the verb is not used in the context of teaching outside the

present verse.

i88 TWAT VII 757-761 ( Hausmann), cc. 757f.; HAL 1230.
189 MULLER, H.-P., Die hebriiische Wu~zel xy11o, in Vetus Testamentum 19 (1969)
361-371.
~~ So e.g. in Judg 5:10; Ps 55:18; 69:13; Job 7:11; Prov 6:22; 1Chron 19:9.
19~ TWAT II 343-347 ( Negoitá), cc. 343f. The audible character of (most
instances of) ~]~ seems indisputed.
i9Z See FoRTESCUE, M., Thoughts about Thought, in Cognitive Linguistics 12
(2001) 15-45, p. 31 describing thinking, on the basis of his semantic analysis of a
large number of languages as "a private, internal activity akin to [...] speaking
(to oneself) [...]". See also PLnTO, Sophist, 263e.
193 Compare with C5 CICi7 ~C~, see SCHOORS, A., The Preacher Sought to Find
Pleasing Words. A Study of the Language of Qohelet. Part IL Vocabulary (OLA,
143), Leuven e.a., Peeters - Departement Oosterse Studies, 2004, p. 90.
194 This meaning is also very well attested in Rabbinical Hebrew, see Jastrow
962.
195 So also LXX: ëKSir~yr)oai Sè yrj.
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b. ~~~ hi., ~a~ hi. and ~~C pi.

Three verbs are used with Job's advised interlocutors as subject: the
explicitly educational ~~' hi.,196 that is repeated in both vv. 7 and 8, and
the more general terms ~a7 hi. and ~~C pi., which stand in parallel to the
former verb. This verb ~~' hi. is one of the more frequently used verbs
designating the activity of a teacher.'97 It is not particularly frequent in
sapiential contexts, however: it occurs not more than three times in
Proverbs, and is completely absent from Qohelet, which should not
surprise given the book's low opinion of traditional learning. The book
of Job's six occurrences, including the two in 12:7f., aze somewhat of an
exception in this regard: Job both tells the friends that he will teach them
what are God's plans (27:11) and asks the friends to teach him (6:24),
while Bildad advises Job to inquire of former generations so that they
might teach him (8:10). Elihu, finally, counsels Job to acknowledge that
God would teach him what he cannot see (34:32).198 As Wagner has
observed, moreover, the object of this teaching in the book of Job is
always related to God and the central question of his righteousness.199
This is not different in 12:7f., where the animals would teach Job about
God's deeds. Even though the parallel verb ~a~ hi. is quite general in its
meaning, it is used a number of times in a clearly educational context.2~
This is also the case in the book of Job itself, viz. in the chapters
immediately preceding and following the pericope under investigation
here: in 11:6, Zophar wishes that God himself would speak and would
tell (~a'1) Job the hidden things of ~r)~rt, while in 15:18, Eliphaz

'96 TWAT III 920-930 (Wagner), c. 920: "ein Begriff, der in der P~dagogik,
Didaktik und Katechetik sinen `Sitz im Leben' hat".
197 CRENSHAW, J. L., Education in Ancient Israel. Across the Deadening Silence
(Anchor Bible Reference Library), New York, Doubleday, 1998, p. 208.
19S Reading the difficult ~t)!t~ as an imperative, joining the initial he to the
previous word, see HnaEL, Job, p. 476.
'~ TWAT II1920-930 (Wagner), cc. 922f.
z~ TWAT V 188-201 (García López), c. 200: "Die Traditionen der Alten sind
Gegenstand des Unterrichts der Sóhne durch den Vater (Ex 13, 8), der neuen
Genera[ion durch die ~Iteren (Dtn 32, 7; Ijob I5, 8; Koh 6, 12). In diesem
Kontext erhált higgïd die Bedeutung: alles, was das religiás-kulturelle Erbe des
Volkes bildet, die Weisheit der Alten [...] zu uberliefern oder lehren." On an
instance of the verb in Ben Sira (37:14) with a comparable educational meaning,
see CRENSHAw, Education, p. 207.
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announces that he will declare what he has seen, viz. that which the
D'r~Dn have told (1~'a')?o~ The verb ~')D pi., finally, is rarely used in a
context of education of teaching. The only other example is to be found
in Job 15:17, i.e., in the direct context of our present verse, however,ZO2
which strengthens the idea that the term has the same meaning here.ZO3
Concluding, then, the different verbs in Job 12:7f. clearly describe the
relation between the animals and the earth on the one hand, and Job on
the other, as that between teachers and their pupil. An important question
to be asked, however, is how this advice to be taught by animals should
be understood. However frequent wisdom and knowledge are said to be
acquired by teaching, the suggestion that animals and the earth itself
would act as teachers is rare, as is the idea that they would know (y~')
anything.ZO4 For some authors, irrespectively of whether they regard the
verses as Job's own words or as a quote, the reference to animals as
teachers can only be ironical. Habel interprets the pericope as Job's
sarcastic advice to the friends that they should only ask the stupid
animals to learn what Job already knows from experience, viz., that God
oppressively controls each and every creature.2o5 Clines, for his part,
regards the verses as a deliberate parody on his friends' advice "by
casting it as equivalent to asking subhuman creation for its wisdom".
Clines goes on: "Job reproaches the friends by insinuating that they treat
him as a mental defective or a moral delinquent, needing the most
elementary lessons from the world of nature."zob This interpretation starts

Zo~ Note the parallel of ~]] hi. with iRD f~t5 `not to withhold', which also stands
in pazallel [o ~~' hi. in 27:11.
Zo2 In this verse, Eliphaz announces that he will recount what elders have told
him. Not only this reference to a didactic tradition, but also the typical
introductory invitation to listen, indicate that the present verse can be read as
describing an educational interaction.
203 See also TWAT V 910-921 (Conrad), c. 916: "Andererseits kónnen die Tiere
den Menschen iiber die sein Verst~ndnis iibersteigende SchSpfermacht JHWHs
belehren [...] (italics mine)."
Zo' DCH N 103 mentions the following cases: Is 1:3 (the ox and the ass know
their ownerlmaster's crib, in contrast to Israel); Is 56:11 (dogs do not know
satiety); Jer 8:7 (even the stork know her seasons, in contrast to God's people,
who do not know the law of the Lord); Job 28:7 (bird ofprey does not know the
way to the depths of the earth).
205 HneEt., Job, p. 219. See also Dxowvte, Job, pp. 157f.
Zob Ct,u~ES, Job 1-20, p. 293.
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from the assumption that animals could not possibly be conceived as
capable of teaching humans anything of importance. Other authors argue
that creation can be a valuable source of learning.207 Although I would
not endorse all of these authors' proposals about the content of that
learning, I do think their general intuition is accurate. To my mind, we
can read vv. 7-8 as a quote of a part of traditional wisdom held by the
friends, even if the friends are never reported to have said any such
things. As Habel has remarked, traditional sapiential sayings are often
based on the observed similarities between patterns in nature and human
behaviour;2og in this sense, nature can be thought of as instructing
mankind. What animals and the earth itself are said to teach here, is less
clear, and perhaps intentionally so. Clines is correct in observing that the
clause "the hand of the Lord has done all this" is an all-purpose one.2o9
This open character of the clause can have as a result that, while the
friends might have understood it in one way, viz., that God takes care of
everything, it has a very different meaning for Job, viz. that God is
completely arbitrary in his doings, as his following `hymn' of God's
deeds illustrates (vv. 13-25).

2. 12:11:1t~t, jn~ and t:;~b

Job's yuote of the friends continues with the proverb-like verse 12:1 l, in
which it is said that the ear tests words as the palate tastes food. Before
addressing the difficult question what is the rhetorical function of the
saying in the present context, I first turn to the meaning of the maxim per
se, as it contains vocabulary designating aspects of the process of
acquiring knowledge. As discussed in the syntactical analysis,210 the
saying consists of two parallel clauses with the second clause functioning
as a comparative clause to the first. In the first, the rhetorical question is

Zo~ DEGuG~rEta-fo, A., Job 12:7-9 and the Knowabi[iry of God, in Catholic
Biblica[ Quarterly 6 (1944) 476-482; FowzER, Hiob, p. 245; HoRST, Hiob, pp.
190f.; VON RAD, G., Weisheit in Israel, Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag,
1970, pp. 211 ff..
208 HnseL, Job, p. 219.
Zo9

CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 294.
zio See pp. 154ff.
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asked if not the ear (jite) tests (jrt~) words.21 The collocation of jttt and

jn~ occurs only here and in an almost identical verse in Elihu's speech,

viz., 34:3, which does not facilitate the task of discerning the function of

the clause. The word jitt `ear' designates the physical organ, but it is also

used quite often in the context of cognitive perception, 212 in which case

it regularly stands in parallel to the term ~5 discussed above.z'3 This

polysemy is not isolated in Biblicai Hebrew, but is related to a similar

development of the verb y17t~ going from `to hear, to listen' to `to

understand',214 nor is it unique to Biblical Hebrew: in his book on the

metaphorica] use of the words for body parts, Dhorme already pointed to

some interesting parallels in Akkadian,2'S but the same semantic

phenomenon has been described in several other languages by cognitive

linguists.216 The reason for that polysemy is not hazd to understand: on

the one hand, the hearing of words is, qualitatively, by faz the most

important function of our human hearing faculty,217 even though,

21 The word rt5f] `word' is very typical for the dialogues of the book of Job, in
which it occurs no less than 34 times. Outside the book of Job, the term occurs
five more times in Biblical Hebrew, while it is found 24 times in the Aramaic
portions of Daniel. The word, and its particular formation of the plural j' St],
should be considered as Aramaisms (see WAGNER, M., Die lexikalischen und
grammatikalischen Aramaismen im alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch (BZAW, 96),
Berlin, Tdpelman, 1966, pp. 77f., 134f.).
'`'z THAT I 95-98 (Liedke), c. 97: "Uber das Háren hinaus ist 'ózcrn vor allem in
der Weisheit das Organ des Erkennens und Verstehens [...]. Es konkurriert hier
mit dem Herzen [...]."; DHORME, L'emploi métaphorique, pp. 89f.; STRAUSS,
Hiob, p. 292: "noetischer Rezeption".
z'3 See Deut 29:3; Is 6:10; Jer 5:21; 11:8; Ezek 3:10; 40:4; 44:5; Prov 2:2; 18:15;
22:17; 23:12.
Z" This semantic development is the topic of my forthcoming article: VAN
HECtcE, P. J. P., The Verbs raah and shama in the Book of Qohelet. A Cognitive-
semantic Approach, ln A. BERLEIUNG ánd P. VAN HECKE (edS.), The Language of
Qohelet in Its Context (OLA), Leuven, Peeters, forthcoming. See also below, pp.
392ff.
zis See n. 212.
z'6 SWEETSER, E., From Etymology to Pragmatics. Metaphorical and Cultural
Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge Studies in Linguistics), Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 34f.; FoRTESCUE, Thoughts about
Thought, p. 21. In addition to the examples given, see also the polysemy of
German~Dutch `verstehenwerstaan' as both `being able to hear' and
`understanding cognitively'; compare with the noun `Vlverstand' (`intelligence').
217 See also SCHELLENBERG, A., Erkenntnis als Problem. Qohelet und die
alttestamentliche Diskussion um das menschliche Erkennen (Orbis Biblicus et
Orientalis, 188), Freiburg (CH) - Gáttingen, Universit~tsverlag - Vandenhoeck
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quantitatively speaking, spoken words might not constitute the majority
of the acoustic signals we perceive. On the other hand, in order to
communicate, and in particular in order to communicate cognitive
contents, spoken words are the principal instrument. As a result, the
terms for acoustic perception, quite naturally, also have the meaning of
intellectual understanding. This is also the case with the use of the term
1TFt in 12:11, as the collocation with the verb jrt~ indicates. The verb,
which is generally translated as`to try, to test' designates a strictly
intellectual act, which, moreover, has little to do with acoustic hearing.
As briefly mentioned before, the verb does not take jtct as its subject in
any other instance in Biblical Hebrew; moreover, the verb stands never
in parallel to verbs of hearing, although it occurs in parallel to the verbs
rthtl `to see'218 and vrt' `to know'.219 As Tsevat has pointed out, the verb
with one exception always has a person (or God) as its direct object, and
never any concrete objects, as is the case with other verbs with a cognate
meaning, as rtC7 and ~7~. Moreover, Tsevat continues, in half of the
cases, the verb does not seem to imply an active search or appropriation
of knowledge, but conceptualises the knowledge as intellectually or
intuitively acquired.220 The meaning of the verb can be circumscribed,
then, as `intellectually assessing', with the resultative aspect of
`understanding thoroughly' being strongly implied or even profiled in
many cases.221 In order to answer the question whether in 12:11 it is
more the active (`assessing') or the more resultative (`understanding')
meaning that applies, it is necessary to take into account the parallel
clause, in which it is said that the palate tastes (CI7t7) food. The verb in
question has both a concrete and a metaphorical, abstract meaning, the
latter connected to the domain of t7tvDERSTAtv~uvG.`2` In the concrete

8c Ruprecht, 2002, p. 181: "[...] Objekt des Hárens [sind] v.a. Erfahrungen
anderer Menschen [...], die durch Worte wei[ervermittelt [sind]."~ta Jer 12:3; 20:12; Ps 95:9; 139:23; see also 1rtC with C'~IJ~y `eyes' as subject
in Ps 11:4.
219 Jer 6:27; 12:3; Ps 139:23; Job 23:10. See also THAT I 272-275 (Jenni), c. 273.
2~ TWAT I 588-592 (Tsevat), c. 590.ZZ' See e.g. Jer 12:3: ~t1~t 'C5 Ci]RC1 '713~1i']ri7rt' rt1rt' rtl Itt. Also e.g. in Jer
6:7; 9:7; 20:12; Ps 95:9; 139:24.
ZZZ Also this polysemy is not limited to Hebrew. The root displays a comparable
semantic structure in Aramaic, with abstract meanings (`intelligence', but also
`decree') becoming increasingly prevalent, while the polysemy is also present in
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FooD domain, the verb Cvb designates both the sensory perception of
tasting and the active trying of food.Z23 In two cases, the term is used

metaphorically in the domain of UNDERSTANDING; in both instances, it

has a perceptive (`to understand, to observe'), rather than an investigative
meaning.ZZ4 In this regard, it should also be observed that the cognate

noun CDn in several instances, among which Job 12:20, has the meaning

of `intelligence'.225 Even though in Job 12:11b, the term is, on a first
level, used in a context of food, it will be clear that, as the clause acts as

a comparative clause to 12: I la, the metaphorical relation of Cv~ with the
domain of understanding also plays a role. Adding up all these elements,

it becomes apparent that 12:11 is speaking about the acquisition of

understanding, which, obviously, was to be expected in the present
context. What is less clear, however, is whether the maxim is talking
about the assessment, as is usually held, or about the perception of
wordslthoughts. In other words, does the proverb ask "Does not the ear
test words, as the palate tries food", or does it say "Does not the ear
understand words, as the palate tastes food"? As the above analyses have
shown, both jR~ and Cv~ can be read either way.
The answer to this question depends to a large extent on the relation of
the proverb with the immediate context, which is, however, quite
complex itself. Among commentators reading 12:11 as Job's own words
- the majority, that is - two interpretations are defended: either, the verse
is read as a validation of Job's preceding advice to ask the animals, or it
is understood as an assertion ofJob's right to examine critically whatever
the friends have told him. In the first reading, Job uses this proverb as a
final step in his invitation to the friends to question the animals, certain

as he is that if the friends choose to use their intellectual abilities in
listening to the animal world, they would see that it is correct.zzb Fohrer

Latin (`sapere') and derived Romance languages (compare French `savoir' and
`saveur'). See SWEETSER, From Etymology to Pragmatics, pp. 36f.
223 See TWAT III 369-371 (Schupphaus), cc. 369f.
224 Ps 34:9 "Taste (1t)IJn) and see how good the L.ord is"; Prov 31:18 "She [the
capable woman] tastes (RbDb) that her business is good".
225 1Sam 21:14; 25:33; Jer 48:11; Ps 34:1; 119:66 (ll C1v~); Prov 11:22; 26:16.
Z~ So FottRER, Hiob, p. 245: "L)bt man diese kritische Funktion gegenuber dem
Zeugnis der Tierwelt aus, so wird man erkennen [...] daB dieses Zeugnis
zutrifft." Compaze also with HARTLEY, Job, p. 210.
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adds a second possible interpretation, viz., that if one wishes to test the
words about God as the creator and lord (v.10), one only has to listen to
what the animals have to say, referring back to vv. 7-8.z27 However, most
commentators propose to read the verse as a traditional saying quoted by
Job in order to express his conviction that an intelligent person can and
should discern the validity of arguments. This, in turn, should be
understood as an indirect rejection of the opinions of the friends, who
had asked for his uncritical acceptance.2Zg
If, with Clines and others before him, we choose to read the verse as part
of a number of saying attributed to the friends by Job, its function should
be understood differently. Clines himself argues that "the saying invites
the hearer to agree with what is being said though under the guise of
opening up the subject to discriminating decision".z29 The underlying
argument would then be: `if you use your sense of discrimination, you
will obviously agree with what we say (or what nature has to say)'. If the
verse would be an invitation to agree, or an extra argument to indeed
leam from nature, it should perhaps be read not as commending the
testing of words, but as an observation that it is the ear that fully
understands (after investigation). The argument would then run as
follows: `learn from the animals, for is it not with the ears that you come
to insight, as it is with your palate that you taste?' This interpretation
could be supported by a similar use of the proverb in 34:3, where,
according to Hartley, it serves as an argument for Elihu's call to listen to
him.230 On the other hand, a similar saying in Sir 36:24 seems to suggest
that it is the testing and assessing of words that is intended in this
proverb. As I have argued,231 the constituent order, with the verb in final
position, puts the verb in Focus, which would make more sense when the
verb is read with investigative meaning: does not the ear test words?
After all, then, it seems best to interpret the verse in the latter way, the
question remaining however why Job quotes his friends saying this at the

Z2~ FotIRER, Niob, p. 245.
Z28 See DRIVER arid GRAY, JOII, p. 116; GORDIS, JOb, p. 138; HABEL, Job, p. 219;
PoPE, Job, p. 92.
229

CLINES, Job I-20, p. 295.
Z~ HARTLEY, Job, p. 450: "Elihu asks the wise to listen attentively (he'ezin), for
the ear discerns the truth of the spoken word just as the palate tastes food [...]."231 See pp. 154-159.
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present point. It seems highly unlikely that the friends would commend

the right to question the testimony of tradition and to judge
autonomously; rather it seems a recommendation to be prudent and wise
in assessing everything that reaches the ear, and implicitly, to give

attention to teaching coming from trustworthy sources as nature and

tradition. In my opinion, it is unnecessary to look for strong links

between the present saying and the ones preceding and following it in vv.

7-12: like very often in sapiential collections, and particularly in a

collection of quotes, sayings only loosely fit together without presenting

a clear argumentative line. Job included this quote only to counter it later

in his speech: as he reacted to the saying of v. 12 with his catalogue of
divine deeds in vv. 13-25, he will react to the present suggestion to use

his ears in 13:1 by asserting that he did so.
The final verse of Job's quote of the friends (12:12) and Job's reaction to
it in the following verse 13, both containing vocabulary from the domain
of cognition, have been dealt with before.Z32

III. JOa 12:13-25

These verses are followed by a long pseudo-hymn declaring God's
deeds. Even though the pericope does not contain any vocabulary related
to the domain of cognition, wi[h the exception of the noun C;~í~ (here:
`intelligence') in 12:20,233 its function is to provide the evidence for
Job's statement on God's ~b~n of 12:13. At the same time, they
constitute the basis for Job's claims in 13:1-2, to which I will now turn.

IV. Joa 13:1-2

Job ends his argument on his superiority - or at least his non-inferiority -
with regard to knowledge with a concluding statement in 13:1-2, which

closes with a literal repetition ofhis claim of 12:3b, discussed above.Z3a

232 See pp. 356f..
Z33 See p. 375.
2~ See p. 363.
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1.1'D and jic~; ~tt~ and vt~v~

In verse 1, Job argues that his eye (1'v) has seen (~tH~) all (this), and that
his ear (1Ta~t) has heard (v~rZ') and understood (j'~ hi.) it.235 Even though
the nouns j'y and jts!t and their respec[ive verbs ~tt~ and va~rU primarily
designate sensory experiences, it will be clear from the context, but also
from the use of the parallel verb j'~ hi., that also the understanding
resulting from seeing and hearing is intended here.236 As I have argued
above,237 1i:Z is not only the organ for auditive perception, but is also
used in the context of intellectual understanding. The same is true, and
even more so, for the noun 1'v: although the term primarily designates
the physical eye, in most biblical instances it is related to someone's
personal experience and knowledge,238 and - in contrast to 1ttZ - also to
emotional states, in particular to the emotion of desire.239 This general
picture is confirmed in the book of Job itself: rarely, the two organs are
mentioned in a context of purely sensory experience;240 in most cases, at
least an aspect of cognitive understanding is involved. The same
polysemy can also be found in the verbs expressing the activity of those
organs, of which two are used in the present verse, viz., ~lt~ and i7t~~i.
Concerning the former verb, Vetter, like many others, has remarked that
next to the sensory perception of seeing, it also has the meaning of
intellectual perception, among a number of other meanings.Z41 This
polysemy is by no means exceptional: many languages have verbs and

23s Like most commentators and translators, I take the sequence of two qatalverb
forms, followed by a wayyiqtol to express past events.236 FowtER, Hiob, p. 246: "Die Erw~hrung der Sinnesorgane beschreibt das
Sehen und Háren jedoch nicht als blol3e Sinneswahrnehmung, vielmehr soll
gesagt werden, daR Hiob alles zur Kenntnis genommen und es schauend und
vernehmend verstanden hat [...]."; Ct,wES, Job 1-20, p. 304.
237 See p. 373.
238 TWAT VI 31-48 (Stendebach) , c. 33: "Zunàchst begegnet das Auge als
physisches Organ, als Tráger des Sehvorgangs. Es sind aber relativ wenige
Stellen, an denen sich die Bedeutung des Auges auf diese Funktion beschr~nkt
[...]."; c. 35: "An den meisten Belegstellen begegnet das Auge als Sitz personaler
Wahrnehmung und Erkenntnis."
239 THAT II 259-268 (JenniNetter), c. 264.
z~ E.g. Job 2:12; 4:16 (vision); 10:18; 27:19; 28:7.10; 29:15; perhaps 15:21 for
1TN.
4a THAT II 692-701 (Vetter), cc. 693f.
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expressions both designating visual and mental perception.242 Typically,

understanding is conceptualised as seeing, while knowing is understood
as having seen. However wide-spread this specific form of polysemy

might be, there is some discussion on how it should be semantically

explained. For some, the polysemy is caused by metaphor, i.e., by the

observed similarity between the act of seeing and the act of inentally

understanding. For others, the multiple meanings of visual verbs is

primarily caused by metonymy: since visual perception is the most
important source of information on which knowledge is based, the verbs
designating visual perception also got to designate the understanding and

the knowledge based thereupon.243 This view is defended both by Fuhs in
his TWAT-article and in Schellenberg's excellent monograph on
knowledge in Qohelet both authors add that very often the distinction
between sensory perception and cognition is very difficult to make, so
that the verb naturally covers both domains.2~ Although it is undeniably
true that visual perception often constitutes the basis for consecutive
mental activity, and that visual perception always entails a certain degree
of cognitive conceptualisation, the relation between the sensory and the

Z4Z See SWEETSER, E., From Etymology to Pragmatics. Metaphorical and
Cultural Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge Studies in Linguistics,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 33f.; FoR'rESCUE, Thoughts
about Thought, pp. 21, 23.
Z43 SWEETSER, E., From Etymology to Pragmatics. Metaphorical and Cultural
Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge S[udies in Linguistics), Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1990, p. 39: "[...] vision is connected with
intellection because it is our primary source of objective data about the world."
Sweetser accepts also other, more metaphorical, factors causing the polysemy of
the term, see below. See also Ibid., pp. 32-36.
Z~ TWAT VII 225-266 (Fuhs), c. 233: "Die Zusammenstellungen rá'áh [...J
lassen nicht auf gezielte Differenzierung visuell-sensorischer und noetischer
Apperzeptionen schlief3en, sie drucken vielmehr die Totalitát menschlicher
Wahrnehmungsfáhigkeit aus."; SCHELLENBERG, A., Erkenntnis als Problem.
Qohelet und die alttestamentliche Diskussion um das menschliche Erkennen
(Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis, 188), Freiburg (CH) - Gdttingen,
Universitátsverlag - Vandenhoeck 8r Ruprecht, 2002, pp. 183f.: "Dieses Pochen
auf die eigene Erfahrung als Quelle der Erkenntnis fuhrt dazu, dass `sehen' und
`erkennen' eng zusammenrucken, so eng, dass das Verb nicht nur die optische
Wahrnehmung bezeichnet, sondern auch im ubertragenen Sinn von
`einsehenlerkennen' verwendet wird." However correct this observation is,
Schellenberg emphasises somewhat too strongly that this semantic development
is characteristic for the book of Qohelet, while it is present not only in the whole
Hebrew Bible, and in many other languages, both ancient and modern.
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mental meanings of ~~t~ is not purely metonymic. First of all, even
though visual perception might constitute an important portion of the
information feeding our cognition, it is by no means the only source, and
arguably maybe not the most important, as much of our information is
acquired by hearing.z45 Nonetheless, the verbs for hearing do not usually
have a similarly strong cognitive meaning as the verbs for seeing,
compare ~H~ and i~t~tJ on this point. Secondly, the verb repeatedly used
in contexts where no visual information is involved at all, which, again,
is not the case for verbs of hearing in Hebrew. These observations
indicate that ~it~ acquired the meaning of `to understand' not only by
virtue of the contiguity between seeing and understanding (metonymy),
but also because of the similarity between the act of visual perception
and the act of cognitive understanding (metaphor). More than to hearing
or any of the other senses, cognitive activity is considered to be similar to
vision, for reasons that will be explained below. As mentioned before,
also the verb vt]tij is not limited to the designation of sensory experiences;
in most of the cases, the verb includes a designation of the understanding
- and often also of the acceptance - of the content of what has been
heard.2~ In contrast to ~sz~, however, the verb yh~7 never designates a
cognitive activity that is totally unrelated to hearing. Given the fact that
both verbs can designate a continuum of activities running from the
purely physical act of perceiving to cognitive activities which hardly
have any relation to sensory experiences, it is to be determined how the
term is used in Job 13:1. This question is related to two further issues
concerning these two verbs, the first relating to the intentionality of the
activities described, the second pertaining to the relation between the two
verbs in the present context. As far as the first issue is concerned, it
should be remarked that both ~~t~ and i7tJt~ can have both an intentional
and an unintentional meaning,247 translatable as `to watctt~to listen' and
as `to see~to hear' respectively. In his recent doctoral dissertation,

Z45 On the relation between seeing and hearing, see the treatment below.
2~ THAT II 974-982 (Schult), c. 976: "sm' kann die physische Fáhigkeit zur
akustischen Wahrnehmung [...] bezeichnen; im ubrigen gibt es kein H~ren an
sich ohne positive oder negative Bezugsnahme oder Reaktion auf den Inhalt des
Gehárten in Gedanken, Worten oder Werken."24' See also TWAT VII 225-266 (Fuhs), c. 237: "rá'áh bezeichnet sowohl das
gezielte Suchen, das zum Ergebnis fuhrt, als auch das eher zufállige Finden."
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Malessa has thoroughly treated this difference and has convincingly

related it to the different verbal valency patterns the verbs can take.24s

Unfortunately, his conclusions do not aid us in discerning what is the

case in Job 13:1: if the verba sentiendi are complemented by a

prepositional object (with -~), they have intentional meaning, if,

however, as is the case here, they govern a direct object, their meaning

can be both intentional and unintentional.z49 As far as the second issue is

concerned, viz., that of the relation between ~te~ and i7Dtl), the question to

be answered is whether the two verbs are put in parallel or, rather, are

contrasted to each other. In scholarly literature, the difference between

hearing and seeing within the Hebrew Bible has been discussed more

than once. In her monograph mentioned above, Schellenberg argued that

the most important difference between the two modes of perception lies

in the immediacy of the experience: while the visual perception is
immediate, the auditive, which is typically focused on words, is only an

immediate way to knowledge, as it implies the mediation of someone's

words.250 To this difference, we can add Sweetser's observations, viz.,
that 1. our visual sense has a strong ability to focus which other senses

have not or less, 2. visual stimuli are widely available and 3. vision

allows the gathering of information from a distance.251 All these
characteristics make vision the preferred source domain for the
conceptualisation of cognitive activities. In the Hebrew Bible, hearing

and seeing are sometimes opposed, although it is not always the same
sense that is given priority. Kraus argued that "in der althebr~ischen
Tradition das Hdren einen unbestrittenen Vorrang vor dem Sehen und

248 MALESSA, M., Untersuchungen zur verbalen Valenz im biblischen Hebrdisch,
Leiden, Selbstverlag, 2003, pp. 122-130.
249 Ibid., pp. 129f.
25o SCHELLENBERG, A., Erkenntnis als Problem. Qohelet und die alttestamentliche
Diskussion um das menschliche Erkennen (Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis, 188),
Freiburg (CH) - C.i)ttingen, Universitiitsverlag - Vandenhoeck 8c Ruprecht,
2002, p. 181: "W~hrend Objekt des Hórens v.a. Erfahrungen anderer Menschen
sind, die durch Worte weitervermittelt und nur auf diese indirekte Weise hi)rbar
sind, ist bei ~1tt~ der Bezug zum Wahrgenommenen ein viel direkterer."
~~ SWEETSER, E., From Etymology to Pragmatics. Metaphorical and Cultural
Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 38f.
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allen anderen Sinneswahrnehmungen hat"252, while the function of
seeing is only to verify what has been heard.253 That this statement is not
valid for the whole of the Hebrew Bible will already be clear when
reading the book of Qohelet with its clear preference for the verb ~tt~~254
moreover, Fuhs has argued that Kraus' argumentation is more influenced
by western philosophy than by the biblical texts, and that more nuance is
called for.255 In numerous instances (including Job 42:5), seeing is given
more prominence than hearing, while the collocation of ~tt~ and vr)tU -
the two terms together, that is - not seldom designates the act of
perception without any clear contrast between the two. This is also the
Arambarri's conclusion in his thorough study of Dt~rU: "Sehr oft
bezeichnen vt~rU -~~t~ den Vorgang des Erfahrens. Das Háren f das
Sehen gibt dem Erfahren eine volle Sicherheit. Dabei werden nicht mehr
die Handlungen des Htirens und Sehens betont, sondern das Ergebnis,
d.h. die Gewióheit der Sache."ub With these observations in mind, we
may return to Job 13:1. Given the context - especially the anaphoric 5~
and the parallel verb j'~ hi.257 - it will be clear that the verbs refer to
more than the sheer sensory acts of hearing and seeing. Rather, they
designate the sensory experiences as elements in the cognitive process of
understanding.25a Whether Job claims to have intentionally examined
everything, or rather to have simply experienced it, is perhaps not the

2s2 KRAUS, H.-J., H6ren und sehen in der althebrdischen Tradition, in H.-J.
KRAUS (ed.), Biblisch-theologische Aufsdtze, Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener
Verlag, 1972, pp. 84-101, here p. 93. To his own astonishment, this is not the
case in the oldest literary traditions in the Hebrew Bible (Ibid., p. 95).
253 KRAUS, Hdren und sehen, p. 94.
254

See SCHELLENBERG, A., Erkenntnis als Problem. Qohelet und die
alttestamentliche Diskussion um das menschliche Erkennen (Orbis Biblicus et
Orientalis, 188), Freiburg (CH) - Gá[tingen, Universitátsverlag - Vandenhoeck 8z
Ruprech[, 2002, pp. 181-184; SCHC~oRS, The Preacher Sought II, pp. 59-75.
~5 TWAT VII 225-266 (Fuhs), cc. 234f.
~6 ARAMBARRt, J., Der Wortstamm "h~ren" im Alten Testament. Semantik und
Syntax eines hebráischen Verbs (SBB, 20), Stuttgart, Katholisches Bibelwerk,
1990, p. 279.
~~ Ibid., loc.cit., argues that the presence of a verb as 1'~ supports the view that
the parallelism between the verbs has to do with more than sheer perception.
ua SO aI50 FOHRER, Hiob, p. 246: "Die Erw~hnung der Sinnesorgane beschreibt
das Sehen und Háren jedoch nicht also blof3e Sinneswahrnehmung, viefinehr soll
gesagt werden, daf3 Hiob alles zur Kenntnis genommen und es schauend und
vernehmend verstanden hat."; CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 304.
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most important question to solve. Nonetheless, in my opinion, he claims

the latter: "this is what I have seen and heard, and what I understand";

the parallel verb j'~ hi. also seems to favour a perceptory, rather than an

intentional interpretation here. If the latter were the case, a parallel verb

expressing Job's search would have been more appropriate. Therefore,

while I agree with Horst's argument that Job underlines the fact that the

preceding is the result of his own observations and conclusions,259 I

would hesitate to compare this clause to Qohelet's use of ~tt~:2~ unlike

Qohelet, Job never explicitly sets out to examine certain aspects of

reality. His observations are therefore not the result of a pre-conceived

plan. Finally, like most commentators, and following Arambarri's

suggestion, I take the two verbs ~n~ and Dt~~ together to express the

perceptions that form the basis for his argumentation, without any sharp

distinction between both being made in this very case.Zbi

2. j'~ hi. and ;~~'

As mentioned above, the verbs ~tt~ and particularly I7hG1 stand in parallel

to j'~ hi.; Job claims that not only his eye has seen and his ear has heard,

but also that his ear has `understood', as the term is usually translated. As

all lexica agree, this term is closely connected with the domain of

cognitive activities, as is the verb v~' that is found in the following verse,

13:2, in which Job maintains that he `knows' (v ~')zbz what his friends

also know, a claim followed by the statement also found in 12:3: "I do

u9 HORST, Hiob, p. 197.
Z~ This is not to say that Qohelet always uses ~it~ in the same manner, as
Schoors has convincingly demonstrated: "In sum, in Qoh the form 'ti'N~ has not
the fixed meaning as suggested by Loader (observation) or Michel (examination),
but according to the object and the context, it can mean either of them and also
realization or conclusion." See ScttooRS, The PreacherSought 17, p. 74.
Zbi Pace HnRTt.eY, Job, p. 218, who interprets ~i~S~ as referring to Job's personal
observations and yt~~ as designating his familiarity with the tradition of the
fathers.
ZbZ Unlike the qatal verb forms of the preceding verse, the qatal form of the
present clause expresses the present, as is often the case with the verb v~' when
it has the meaning of `to know' (see J-M ~ 112a). Compare with the participial
clause in the parallel colon.
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not fall from you". Since both verbs are semantically closely related, in
designating different relations in the same cognitive domain, I will treat
them together here. Judging on the treatments of both verbs in
lexicographical works, it seems hard to distinguish semantically between
the two. Even though 1'~ hi. (and qal for that matter) is usually translated
as `to understand' and v~' as `to know', the semantic structure sketched
for both verbs in the lexica display quite some parallels. Firstly, both
verbs can be used in contexts of sensory perceptions; Ringgren argues
that j'~ means first of all `to observe', often in parallel to other verbs of
perception,zó3 while Botterweck remazks that v~' often designates the
"íiuBeren Erkenntnisakt" in parallel to terms of visual and auditory
perception.Z~ Secondly, the terms very frequently occur in direct parallel
to eachother,zbs in which cases usually no clear semantic difference
between both can be detected.266 It is this kind of overlaps in meaning
that urged von Rad to maintain that Israel showed little interest in the
clear conceptual definitions and therefore lacked a precise set of concepts
with which to speak about wisdom.267 As Fox argued in reaction to von
Rad,zbs and as also becomes clear when reading recent studies on

263 TWAT I 621-629 (Ringgren), cc. 621f.. See the telling quote: "Ganz naturlich
verbindet sich ~'~ mit Ausdriicken fur `hi;ren' und `sehen', wobei es offenbar den
Akt des Wahrnehmens bezeichnet. (c. 622)"
z~ TWAT III 479-512 ( BergmanBotterweck), cc. 491f.. If y~' stands in parallel
to the verbs ~~~ and ~t]VJ, "kann jada ` eine ubergeordne[e Funktion haben,
indem es das sensorische Erkennen zusammenfaBt und gedanklich
weiterverarbeitet. (c. 492)"; compare THAT I 682-701 (Schottroff), c. 686:
"Vielmehr bezeichnet jd' im AT: a) prim~r die dem Menschen durch seine Sinne
vermittelte Wahrnehmung, wie sie ihm von Gegenstdnden und Sachverhalten
seiner Welt im Umgang mit diesen, aus der Erfahrung und durch Mitteilung
anderer zukommt [...]."
z65 Irrespective of the binyanàm used: Is 1:3; 6:9; 40:14.21; 43:10; 44:18; Hos
14:10; Mi 4:12; Ps 82:5; 92:7; 139:2; Job 14:21; 15:9; 23:5; 28:23; 38:18; 42:3;
Prov 1:2; 24:12; Qoh 9:11. Note the relatively high amount of cases in the book
of Job.
zbb So much so that in the LXX the distinction between both terms is hardly
made, in that they are both translated by yivc.íaKw, see THAT I 305-308
(Schmid), c. 308.
zb' vorr RnD, Weisheit in Israel, p. 25: "Es ist eine Tatsache, daB Israel auch in
seinen theoretischen Reflexionen keineswegs mit einem prázisen Begriffsapparat
azbeitet. Es war an der Herausarbeitung ordentlich definierter Begriffe
erstaunlich wenig interessiert [...]."
268 FOX, Words for Wisdom, p. 150.
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terminology for cognition and perception,Z69 modern languages do not
possess a precise set of concepts in this domain any more than Classical
Hebrew did. Moreover, as I explained in the preceding chapter, cognitive
semantics has shown that the majority of the terms in natural languages
cannot be defined in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions, and
that the borders between different terms is usually vague. However, this
should not keep us from trying to ascertain the semantic structure of each
term and the semantic dissimilarities between different terms, as Fox has
very convincingly shown for the nouns related to the domain of
cognition. It will be clear that a full-fledged semantic analysis of j~~ and
v~~ is beyond the scope of the present study, and for our present purposes
it is not indispensable either. A few remarks are in place here, however.
First of all, the fact that both terms are often found in very similar
contexts should not surprise us, and is no reason to assume that both
terms are semantically equivalent. In his thought-provoking article,
Fortescue comes to the conclusion that the different verbs for mental
activities form a metonymically organised domain, with the meanings of
terms spilling over from one aspect of inental activity to another to which
it is contiguously related. Although I would insist, as I have done
above,270 that also metaphorical relations pertain between the different
meanings of verbs in this domain, I definitely agree with his general
picture. Not only in folk models of perception and cognition, but also in
certain scientific paradigms, it is understood that sensory perceptions
(e.g. seeing) are interpreted by bringing them into relation with existing
concepts (understanding), which produces new conceptual content which
one can consequently be said to possess (knowing). Since those different
operations co-occur in our experience, without a clear distinction
between them being possible, it should come as no surprise that the terms
prototypically designating one aspect of this process, can also designate

Z69 See D'ArrDRnDE, R., A Folk Model of the Mind, in D. HoLLwt.tD and N. QuuvN
(eds.), Cultural Models in Language and Thought, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1987, pp. 112-148; ALLWOOD, J., A Semantic Analysis of
Understanding, in V. RosÉN (ed.), Papers from the Tenth Scandinavian
Conference of Linguistics, Bergen, Department of Linguistics and Phonetics,
1987, pp. 37-51; SWEETSER, From Etymology to Pragmatics, pp. 23-48;
FoR'rESCUB, Thoughts about Thought
Z~o See the discussion of the relation between the perceptual and the cognitive
meanings of the verbs ~N~ and yb~U above, p. 380.
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adjacent aspects of it, which also happens in the verbs under
consideration here, as several lexicographers have shown.271 This does
not mean, however, that the terms are simply interchangeable. Consider
the following clauses:

- I see what you mean.
- I understand what you mean.
- I know what you mean.

It is not because one could think of instances in which one could use any
of those three clauses, that the three verbs would have exactly the same
meaning here, and even less that they have the same semantic structure in
English. Each of these terms have their specific structure with a distinct
semantic core and more peripheral meanings around it. The same is true
for Hebrew, of course. Therefore, more than an enumeration of the
different meanings attested for each terms as presented in the lexica -
however interesting those lists might be - the semantic analysis of the
terms should consist of a weighed and motivated account of the different
meanings that are attested, i.e. an account in which central meanings are
distinguished from more peripheral meanings, and in which the relation
between the different extant meanings is semantically explained. The
simple listing of ineanings might suggest that many terms in this domain
are to a great extent synonymous, which does no right to their respective
semantic structures. Moreover, the presentation of the meanings does not
follow the movement from the semantic core of the term's meaning to
the more peripheral meanings, but is often built up along `logical lines',
i.e. following the (folk) model the author has of the domain of
cognition.2~z
A weighed and motivated semantic analysis should consist of a
meticulous registration of all the linguistic data available, since they
might be relevant in ascertaining the term's different meanings. These

2~t TWAT III 479-512 (BergmanBotterweck), c. 492: "`Sehen, erkennen, merken
und verstehen' [...] lassen nicht immer auf eine erzielte Unterscheidung
zwischen sinnlicher und geistiger Apperzeption schlie(3en; eher ist die Totalit~t
menschlicher Erkenntnisfáhigkeit angesprochen [...]."
zrz See, e.g., the listing of ineanings of D~' in TNAT I 682-701 (Schottroff), cc.
685-687: a. Wahrnehmung, b. Erkenntnis, c. Wissen.
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data include the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations,z~3 as defined in
structuralist semantics, including a correct description of the valency
patterns and their semantic import.274 Equally important is a close
analysis of the aspect of the verbs, viz., answering the question if there
any data that indicate whether the verb is used statively or duratively,z~5
and whether certain verbal forms affect these aspects.Z~b In addition to
that, Allwood has also pointed to the importance of discerning the
factivity of the objects of verbs of cognition (does the verb presuppose
the truth of the object), and of studying the controllability (by the
subject) of the actions designated by the verbs.277 Finally, not only the
verbs in paradigmatic relation to the verbs under investigation should be
studied, but also - and importantly - the metaphoric descriptions of the
mental activities also designated by the verbs in question.278 These
descriptions shed an important light on the way these activities were
conceptualised, and hence possibly also on the semantic structure of the
verbs themselves.279 In the expectation of such an analysis to become

2~3 A potentially interesting observation in this regard could be that 1'~ can have
sensory organs as their subjects (besides Job 13:1 also Job 6:30), whereas I7~'
apparently cannot.
27' For a good example of a semantic study taking into consideration the different
valency patterns of terms, see FtLLwtoRE, C. J. and B. T. ATK~s, Towards a
Frame-Based Lexicon. The Semantics of RISK and its Neighbors, in A. LEHRER
and E. F. KrrrAY (eds.), Frames, Fields and Contrasts. New Essays in Semantic
and Lexical Organisation, Hillsdale (NJ), Erlbaum, 1992, pp. 75-102; for a
thorough study of valency structures of a number of Hebrew verbs, see MALESSA,
Untersuchungen.
Z~5 See MALESSA, Untersuchungen, pp. 122-125, where the author also points to
the difficulties in making this difference in Classical Hebrew.
Z~6 Malessa makes the following observation with regard to a.o. y~' qal: "Im
Aspektmodell von Breu und Sasse werden diese Verben als inchoative-statische
Verben klassifiziert. Stehen diese Verben in der PK-KF [Priif'ixkonjugatíon,
Kurzform] mit Vergangenheitsbezug oder im Imperativ, sind sie ingressiv zu
interpretieren."( Ibid., p. 123, n. 325)
277 See ALLWOOD, A Semantic Analysis of Understanding. It will be clear that
these different aspects are not unrelated: stative verbs will tend to be less
controllable; see also MALESSA, Untersuchungen, p. 128: "Bei den Verba
sentiendi kónnen die Aktionsart des bezeichneten Sachverhalts und die
Intentionalit~t des Subjekts nicht getrennt voneinander behandelt werden."
2~8 See e.g. my analysis of the clause ~SaZ-1t~~ j'M-'t]'t1li1 above, p. CR.
279 See the highly interesting list of the characteristics of knowable objects
provided in TWAT III 479-512 (BergmanlBotterweck), c. 493, many of which are
metaphorical in nature.
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available, I will go by the treatment of the verbs j'~ and D~' in existing
lexicographical works, which, for our present purposes, is sufficient.
As far as j'~ qal and non-causative hi. is concerned, dictionaries agree on
a central meaning of `to understand',280 although the term's meaning
seems to spread more in the direction of (interpreted) sensory perception
than its English translational equivalent would.281 The verb D~', on the
other hand, is not only much more frequent, but is given many more
translational equivalents, the semantic core of which is to be located
around the meanings of `to understand' and `to know'.282 The perceptual
meanings of `to observe' and `to experience', which, in some lexica, are
mentioned first in line,283 are more peripheral in my opinion. In many
cases, the instances mentioned in this regard can equally be understood
as `to know', sometimes with an ingressive aspect, viz. `to come to
know'.284 But, then again, the metonymica] nature of the domain of
cognition mentioned above, and the absence of full synonyms across
languages, especially for concepts so abstract, render the lexicographer's
task on this point an intricate one indeed.
Returning to Job 13:1f., the verbs may be interpreted as having their
central meanings. In 13:1, j'~ should be read as the culminating point of
Job's conclusion: "I have seen and heard all this, and I have understood
it". Also here, the question is how the relation between the different
verbs is to be understood: is there any progression or climax going from
~sZ~ - yt~V~ to j'~ or do the three verbs describe different aspects of the
same movement. In some texts, j'~ is indeed regarded as opposed to, or
as one step further than, simple vt~G~; in those cases, it designates
explicitly the understanding of what has been heard.285 In several other
cases, however, j'~ complements the meaning of verbs of perception
with which it stands in parallel. This also seems to be the case in our

Z~ HAL 117f. ; DCH I 143f. Many lexicographers postulate an original meaning
of `to discern' (related to the preposition with the same consonants).
Zai See HAL 117: "achten auf, bemerken", TWAT I 621-629 (Ringgren), c. 621
and particularly BDB 106, which list "perceive (with the senses)" as the verb's
first meaning.
Z82 So BDB 393; DCH IV 99ff..
283 See THAT I 682-701 (Schottroff), cc. 686f.; HAL 373; TWAT III 479-512
(BergmanBotterweck), cc. 491f.;
2~ MALESSA, Untersuchungen, p. 123 n. 325.285 See Is 6:9; Dan 12:8.
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present verse: if, as I have argued, ~tt~ and Dt~tl) designate more than the
simple sensory perception, j'~ cannot be understood as standing in

contrast to the former verbs ("I have seen and heard, and furthermore, I
have understood"), but should be read as complementing their meaning
("I have seen, heard and understood").

The verb y~' in 13:2 designates the knowledge resulting from the
previous (sensory and cognitive) perceptory acts: "as your knowing, I

also know", after which Job repeats his claim that he is not inferior to his

friends.

V. CONCLUSION

With 13:2 Job ends the comparison between himself and his friends as
far as knowledge is concerned, as I have argued above.286 Having
analysed all the terms related to the topic of knowledge in the preceding
pages, it is now possible to sketch a more precise picture of the
difference between himself and the friends, as Job sees it, and of the
position and the importance of this comparison in the dialogues in
general.

1. Experiential v. Traditional Knowledge?

In recent literature, it is repeatedly argued that the main difference
between Job and his friends consists in the fact that the latter give voice
to traditional wisdom, whereas Job founds his reasoning on his own,
independent observations and thinking. That is also the kind of
opposition commentators recognise in the present chapters: "On the
whole," Clines claims with regard to 13:1, "the friends have appealed to
[he wisdom of the wise of generations present and past [...] rather than to
their own experience [...], but Job takes his stand upon his own
observations and upon his assessment of their meaning."287 The above

z~ See p. 278.
287 CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 304. Compare also HAaEL, Job, p. 222: "His claim to
knowledge is grounded in what he has seen and heard personally, not in the
wisdom of tradition. His own experience and intellect constitute his basis for
knowing the truth about reality [...]."; Cox, D., A Rational Inquiry into God.
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semantic analyses indicate, however, that this alleged difference between
Job and his friends is not thematised in the chapters under discussion
here, nor in the dialogues in general. As far as the present chapters are
concerned, the function of Job's reference to his observations is not so
much to counter the friends' previous (so-called traditional) statements,
but rather to substantiate his claim that he is, to all ends and purposes,
not inferior to them as far as knowledge is concerned. In 12-14, he is
making clear to the friends that they should not teach him lessons, since
he, too, has all necessary organs (~~~J, eye, ear) at his disposal, and, thus,
has knowledge as they do.288 On this point, I second Hartley's opinion,
when he claims that, in 13:1-2, "Job forthrightly restates his opening
position that he is equal to the friends in matters of wisdom [...].
Confident that he too uses his eyes and ears, the sources of knowledge,
well, Job asserts that he himself has [...] insight equal to theirs.s289 One
could, of course, argue that Job not only wants to stress his equality, but
that he also ironically claims superior knowledge, and thus in reality
positions himself against the friends' wisdom.z~ However difficult it is
to (dis)prove the presence of irony in written texts, it should be remarked
that Job uses none of the linguistic means for creating contrastive focus
in order to oppose his own knowledge to that of the friends. Job will
oppose his own attitude and deeds to that of the friends, and quite
emphatically so, in the following verses, but his claim to have observed
certain aspects of reality is in no way directly opposed to the friends'
claims to (traditional) knowledge. When Job quotes his friends in
12:7-12, he does not isolate one specific source of knowledge or mode of

Chapters 4-27 of the Book of Job, in Gregorianum 67 (1986) 621-658, p. 634:
"In 12-13 Job presents an argument based on personalexperience, as against the
inherited wisdom of the friends."
288 I second Clines' view that 13:2 does not mean to say that Job and his friends
have the same knowledge, but rather, that they have knowledge of comparable
quality, See CLINES, Job 1-20, pp. 304f.: "Contrary to the impression given by
most translations [...J, Job's claim does not concern the quantity but the quality
of his knowledge. The Hebrew is literally, `according to your knowledge I
know', that is, my understanding is qualitatively on a par with yours."
2g9 HARTLEY, Job, p. 218.
2~ So CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 289: "`Not inferior' by litotes actually means
`superior'; he is not just the friends' equal in knowledge of conventional wisdom,
but he by his own experience has gained a higher wisdom, a knowledge contrary
to conventional theology [...J."
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thinking, against which he would take position. On the contrary, Job cites
quotations about the instruction one can receive by observing nature (vv.
7-10), but also about the discriminating use of the senses (v. 11) and
about old age gaining knowledge, i.e. traditional knowledge (v. 12).29i

The combination of those different quotes illustrates that Job does not
intend to counter one mode of thinking (viz., that based on tradition), but

rather to oppose the friends' advice with an illustration that he too has all

the tools necessary to come to sound knowledge. The friends and Job
differ, however, with regard to the experiences they consider as valid, as
I will argue in the following paragraph, but not fundamentally with

regard to their epistemological method. In any case, Job does not make it
the issue of his reply in 12-14.
Also in the wider context, the direct contrast between two modes of

thinking, the one based on traditional wisdom, the other founded on

autonomous observation and reasoning, is not an issue. First of all, apart
from 13:1, Job never explicitly calls on his own observation as a basis for

his own claims, while his friends, and in particular Eliphaz, do (4:8.12-

17; 5:27; 8:3; 15:17)292 Moreover, as I also noted in passing above, Job
never explicitly sets up an observational experiment in the way Qohelet

does.293 I, therefore, cannot but agree with Schellenberg's conclusion on

the "Beurteilung der Erkenntnisquellen" in the book ofJob: experience is

just one of three sources of knowledge in the book of Job - besides

tradition and direct revelation - and is not favoured over those other

sources.294 Of course, Job points repeatedly to his own experience of

~~ See SCHELLENBERG, Erkenntnis als Problem, p. 206 n. 21: "Dass mit der
Erw~hnung hohen Alter sein Hinweis auf die Tradition gemeint sein soll, ist nicht
ganz eindeutig, vom Kontext der betreffenden Stellen her (Hi 12,12; 15,10;
32,7.9) aber doch sehr wahrscheinlich."
292 As also Clines concedes, however, without further comment (CLtNES, Job 1-
20, P. 304).
293 In this regard, it is telling that, while Qohelet uses the verb ~n~
extraordinarily often (10.47q~ of total words), Job's use of the verb (4.16qo) is
relatively not more frequent than e.g. in Genesis (4.38Ioo), Zechariah (4.54qc), or
Song of Songs (4.48qoo); but compare with Proverbs (1.30qo)! In passing, it
should be noted that the very high incidence of~tt~ in Qohelet might explain (or
be explained by) the very low frequency of the verb j'~ in the same book: the
latter verb only occurs once (Qoh 9:11), and there it does not have the active
meaning of `understanding' (niphal part.).
Z94 SCHELLENBERG, Erkenntnis als Problem, pp. 208, 216.
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things, but so do the friends; rather than opposing two modes of thought,
or by favouring one source of knowledge over the other - as is very
clearly the case in Qoheletz95 - the different interlocutors in the Jobian
dialogues point to different and conflicting experiences, which
constitutes an implicit critique on the validity of experience as an
unambiguous source of knowledge, as Schellenberg remarks.Z96
Moreover, if the dialogues (and 12-14 in particular) would indeed
oppose two modes of thought, it is conspicuous that God, in his final
judgment on Job and the friends, does not devote one comment to it,
unless one would read 42:7 as an implicit praise for the relentless
autonomous search of Job against the traditional sayings of the friends,
an interpretation which I do not defend, as I will argue below. All in all,
then, the book of Job stands closer to the other sapiential books than to
Qohelet in this regard; as Fox has argued, biblical Wisdom literature's
epistemology - with the exception of Qohelet's - is not empirical: "the
sages do not offer their experience as the source of essentially new
knowledge, and they rarely invoke experiential arguments on its
behalf'.297 Personal experience is cited, of course, and this is particularly
the case in theodicy, both by sufferers and by defenders of divine justice,
Fox continues. But, he concludes, "while the sufferers and defenders try
to understand what they observe, they, unlike Qohelet, do not observe in
order to gain knowledge."298 Characterising the relation between Job and
his friends as the opposition between experiential thought and traditional,
transmitted thought does no right to the complexity of the text, then.2~ If
there is any epistemological problem in the book of Job, it is the question

z95 See Fox, Qohelet's Epistemology, pp. 141-145.296 SCt-tELLENSERG, Erkenntnis als Problem, p. 206: "Ohne dass dies in einem der
Gesprlichsg~nge selbst reflektiert wurde, ist diese recht kontr~re
Inanspruchnahme der Erfahrung auf der Ebene der Gesamtkomposition als Kritik
an der Eindeutigkeit der Erfahrung als Erkenntnisquelle bzw. als Hinweis auf
ihre Interpretationsbedurftigkeit zu lesen."Z9~ Fox, Qohe[et's Epistemology, p. 145.Z9s Ibid., p. 147 (italics original).
Z~ It should be added that it is questionable whether experience and tradition can
be strongly opposed in biblical Wisdom literature; as both von Rad and
Schellenberg have argued, tradition is nothing else than the condensed experience
of earlier generations, while experience is often presented as evidence for the
traditional wisdom. (voN RA~, Weisheit in Israel, pp. 13f.; SCHELLENBERG,
Erkenntnis als Problem, pp. 20.206.)
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of how to interpret certain experiences, given the fact that, apparently,

experiences contradict each other, rather than the question on the validity

of traditional wisdom. Even though the discussion might, to some extent,

be interpreted in terms of experience v. tradition, it is not in those terms

that the problem is described in the book itself.

2. Knowledge an Issue in the Dialogues and in the Book of Job?

If the central issue in 12:1-13:2 can be described as an argument about

the quality of Job's knowledge, and not so much a confrontation between

two modes of thinking, the question arises to what extent the issue of

knowledge in general plays a role in the dialogues. To this end, the use of

the three most important cognitive terms -~tt~~R, j'~ and v~' -

throughout the dialogues and throughout the book as a whole will be

summarised and discussed, with special attention to their mutual relation

and to their development.

a. The Use of ~D~rt in the Book of Job

As mentioned in the discussion above, the term ~t)~it itself, one of the

key terms in Job 12-14, occurs relatively infrequently in the book of

Job.3~ Moreover, the distribution of the term does not indicate that it is a

central term in the rest of the dialogues or in the book as a whole, nor

that the theme of knowledge would be a strong discourse topic
throughout the book. Without repeating the discussion on every single

verse given above, the different instances of the term can now be related

to each other and to the other terms of cognition employed in 12-14 and

in its wider context.

It is not before 11:6 that the term ~t)~n is used specifically in relation to

the content of the dialogue. This happens when Zophar expresses the

wish that God himself would enter into the discussion and would let Job

know the hidden things of ~t~~R so that the latter would understand that

~ See p. 324.
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God has overlooked some of his iniquity. In this case, the term does not
designate at all the knowledge that Job or the friends might have.
The following four cases of ~t)~R occur in the chapters 12-14, where it is
used, for the first time, in reference to the alleged knowledge of the
friends (12:2, and ironically in 13:5), and of old men in general (12:12).
The latter case is contrasted by Job to the kind of ~t~~n that God
possesses (v. 13). It should be remarked that Job does not apply ~t~~rt to
himself, even though he claims that he is not inferior to the friends as far
as knowledge is concerned, as I have argued. It is in 12-14, then, that the
term ~t)~n is employed for the first time in a text in which knowledge is
a leading Topic. In Eliphaz' reply, this Topic is explicitly continued.
Eliphaz opens his second speech (15:2) with the fronted noun C~17
(referring to Job), by which he immediately links up with the issue about
knowledge raised by Job in the preceding intervention. As commentators
agree, the verse challenges Job's claim to wisdom expressed in I2-14,
qualifying Job's interventions as R1~ t1y~ `knowledge of wind' and as
0'~7 `east winds' with which he fills his jc7~ `innards'.301 Most
commentators interpret the reference to the winds as indicating the
futility and insubstantiality of Job's words.302 A few verses later, in 15:8,

~~ In commentaries, the 11~~ is repeatedly intecpreted as the seat of emotions or
ofpassions (HASEL, Job, p. 252; CLwES, Job 1-20, p. 347). The reproach that Job
fills his 1C~ with wind should then be read as suggesting that "he speaks too
much from his feelings and not discriminately from his heart, the seat of reason"
(CLINES, Job 1-20) This identification of the 1C1~ as the seat of emotions, opposed
to the ~5 as the seat of reason is not justified by biblical usage of the term,
however. Others argue that Eliphaz simply blames Job for being a bag full of
wind (PoPE, Job, p. 114; HARTLEY, Job, p. 244). However, as argued in TWAT I
616-620 (Freedmanll.undbom), c. 618, the 1C~ is often identified as the locus of
thoughts, comparable to the ~5 and the C'Dt) in other texts (so also DHORwtE,
L'emploi métaphorique, pp. 133f.). Also the opposition between emotionality and
rationality is hardly present in tj~e Hebrew Bible.
302 Not so CLttvES, Job 1-20, p. 347: "In referring to Job's speech as `knowledge
of wind' he dismisses it as tempestuous and violent, not the kind of calm sagacity
expected from the kind of `wise man' he and Job both regard themselves as
[...]." Clines' argument against the majority opinion, viz. that Eliphaz could not
qualify Job's speech as empty, since he agrees with much of what he said, is
hardly convincing as it leaves little room for rhetorical exaggeration. Also Job
blames his friends for not being `wise' (see 17:10; 26:3 discussed below), even
though he presumably agrees with much of what they say. The mention of `wind'
expressing `futility' is very common in the Hebrew Bible (see TWAT VII 385-
425 [TengstrdmlFabry], cc. 395f.); it is remarkable that Clines himself intetprets
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Eliphaz mockingly asks if Job perhaps acquired his ~r~~t~ from God
himself, a remark that is continued by the explicit questions what Job

knows (~~') and understands (j'~) that the friends do not (15:9). In
reaction to Job's alleged claim to superior knowledge, Eliphaz announces

that he will declare what he has seen himself (15:17); moreover, his
declarations are, so he says, substantiated by what the 0't~~rt `the wise'

(15:18) have told, a clear gibe to Job's claim to ~t~~n. The different
instances of ~t~~R and cognates in Job 15 show to what point it answers
Job's ~r)~n-claim, even though, for Job, that was not the main issue of
his speech. Moreover, it should be remarked that Job has not explicitly
claimed ~rh~R for himself, nor has he maintained to know what his
friends did not. I will come back to this point.
In Job's subsequent reply, he gives his friends tit for tat, by declaring that
he did not find a G~rt among them (17:10), which is quite different from
his claim of non-inferiority in Job 12-14. It will not be before his last
reply to the friends that Job uses the term ~t~~t1 again, viz., when
asserting that the friends gave council without ~r)~R (26:4). This instance

is, at the same time, also the last in the dialogues, although the term will
appear four times in Job 28, and no less than eight times in Elihu's
discourse.
Resuming the evidence from the dialogues, a few remarks should be
made. First of all, as Habel has observed, none of the interlocutors
claims ~t)~n for himself, although both Job and his friends accuse the
others for claiming ~t~~rt while being devoid of it.303 This remark is in
accordance with Schellenberg's observation that the different
participants in the dialogue repeatedly try to disqualify the
"Erkenntnisfáhigkeit" of their interlocutors, with the purpose to weaken
the other's arguments and to immunise the own position against it.3~
Secondly, the term is not used very frequently in the discussion between
Job and his friends, and certainly does not provide any indication that
knowledge would be the overarching issue in their dialogues. The term
without doubt designates an important topic in our chapters 12-14, a

R1~-'~~~ in the following chapter (16:3) as "`windy words' in the sense that
they are empty and thus lacking any efficacy" (p. 378).
~3 HABEL, Job, p. 278.
~ SCHELLENBERG, Erkenntnis als Problem, pp. 208f.
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topic that is taken up in Eliphaz' subsequent response, but in the rest of
the dialogues the term hazdly reappears, except in order to discredit the
friends. Of course, one could argue that ~r)~i1 must have played an
important role in the dialogues, given the fact that Job 28 devotes a
whole poem to it. On this point, I cannot but second Newsom's
observations, viz. that the Wisdom hymn, with ~~~rt as its topic, is in
reality addressing an issue that nobody raised, especially since the poem
uses the term in the sense of transcendent, divine wisdom which is
superior to the individual human minds, a sense which does not appear in
the same way earlier in the dialogue.3os Newsom subsequently makes the
very pertinent remark:

It is at least an open question whether the participants in the
wisdom dialogue would agree that what they have "really"
been talking about is the quest for transcending hokmàh. But
that is how chapter 28 reads them, and that is the interpretive
perspective it attempts to persuade the reader of the book of
Job to adopt.~

Newsom answers her own open question by claiming that Job himself
would resist the claim of the wisdom poem. Job has used wisdom
language, she argues with reference to Job 12, but only "in order to claim
that divine perversity rather than hokmàh is a more apt way of
accounting for reality".307 That Job 28 reads the preceding dialogues - in
a form of allegorical translation3os - as a discussion on gaining ~t)~rt, is
no reason either, then, to conclude that this ~t~~l~ is indeed presented as a
central issue in the dialogue itself.

~s Newsotvt, Book of Job, p. 176: "The term hokmàh has made a sporadic
appearance in the wisdom dialogue, but mostly in terms of human understanding
[...] and only rarely in terms of transcendent wisdom [...]. In no sense has it been
a primary interpretive category. Occasionally, the issue of the limits of human
understanding has been raised [...] but not as a self-reflective characterization of
the activity upon which the speakers are engaged."
306 Ibid., p. 176.
~~ Ibid., p. 176.
3oa The term is Newsom's, who further qualifies this allegorisation as
"interpretive violence", since it downplays what ]ob's speech had actually been
about, viz. justice, not the quest for understanding (p. 177).
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b. The Use of j'~ and D~' in the Book of Job

In order to determine to what extent knowledge is an issue in the
dialogues and in the book at large, an overview of the term ~r)~rt is not
enough. The conclusions based on the distribution of the latter term in
the book should be confronted with what can be learned from the use of
two other terms of cognition, which also play a central in Job 12-14, viz.
j'~ and D~'. Without going into detail on this point, the distribution of
the terms make clear that, in contrast to ~n~rt, both terms occur relatively
frequently in the dialogue between Job and his friends. A closer look into
the first person forms of the verbs reveals that it is primarily Job who
claims to know, while the friends, including Elihu acknowledge not
knowing much ( 8:9; 36:26; 37:5, compare also 37:24). It is worth
noticing that the highest concentration of Job's claims to knowledge are
found in 9-10, Job's discourse preceding the one in 12-14. What Job
maintains to know in these chapters, is that no one can win a suit against
God, nor be right in God's eyes (9:2.28), and even more, that God's only
purpose is to track man down ( 10:13). Similarly, what Job claims to have
seen, heard and understood in 13:1f. is also that God is arbitrary and
straightforwardly hostile towards man. Zophar's wish that God himself
would enter the discussion, so that Job would know that much of his
iniquity has been overlooked (11:6) should probably be read as a reaction
to Job's claim to know how God deals with man in the preceding
chapters. Likewise, it is clear that Eliphaz' rhetorical questions about
what Job knows that they do not ( 15:8f.) directly answer Job's assertions
about knowledge in 12-14, as I have argued above. However, in the rest
of the dialogues, the issue of knowledge can hardly be called a cen[ral
topic. Without denying that the topic of knowledge is important in part of
the dialogue, viz. in the chapters around the chapters 12-14 under
investigation here, I see no reason to second Habel's rather massive
claim that "the themes of `wisdom', `knowledge', and understanding,'
reflected in the technical sapiential verbs hkm, yd`, and byn [...] are
fundamental to the conflict between Job and the friends."3~

~ HABEL, Job, p. 254. It is no coincidence that the theme of knowledge is
regarded fundamental to the dialogues by those authors who interpret the conflict
between Job and the friends as that between personal experience and tradition.
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A very high concentration of the verbs I7~' - and to a lesser extent j'~ -
occurs in the divine speeches, and in particular in God's first discourse
(38-39).310 In almost all of those cases, God asks Job if he really knows,
ironically asserts that Job surely must know, or requires from Job to let
him know. When God finally answers Job's request for communication,
he, thus, immediately challenges the ]atter's knowledge, and, in that way,
disregards the other issues that Job had raised, as Habel convincingly
argues:

Yahweh demands more-that Job impart his expert knowledge
to his uninformed God. Yahweh's defense consists largely of
posing challenging questions which highlight the mysterious
incomprehensibility of his cosmic design while exposing the
total ignorance of his adversary. Numerous other themes and
claims of Job, such as his innocence or El's destruction of
human hope, are bypassed as the subject of Yahweh's defense
[...],311

It is very well possible to read this challenge to Job's knowledge as a
direct reaction to the latter's claims of knowing how God deals with
people and how he governs the world, voiced in particular in the chapters
9-10 and 12-14.312 Two remarks are in place here: firstly, for Job, the
question of correct understanding was not the central issue, yet God
concentrates his reply exclusively on this topic; secondly, in the cases
where Job did express his alleged knowledge about God, it was always
God's relationship to man that was at stake. In God's answer, this
relationship is left completely out of the picture, concentrating as it is on
creation and God's involvement in it. This is not the place to go into
detail about the meaning of the divine speeches, and of the apparent lack
of a true answer to the issues most dear to Job;313 one thing is clear,
however, viz., that God does not agree to go along Job's proposed lines
of thought, and hence claims his own alterity with regard to human
schemes. Whatever the interpretation of those speeches, for our purposes

3io yi': 38:3.4.5.12.18.21.33; 39:1.2; 40:7; j'~: 38:18.20.
311 HABEL, Job, pp. 536f.
3i2 Compare to NEwsoM, Book of Job, p. 237: "[...] the divine speeches [may be
read] as a refutation [...] of Job (the world is a cosmos and not the mad chaos Job
envisions in chap. 12)."
3i3 For a number of highly interesting proposals, see Ibid., pp. 239ff.
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it is interesting to note that, in his final reply to God (42:1-6), Job takes

up the issue of knowledge again, as the threefold use of the verb D~'

indicates.314 Apparently, Job accepts the direction God has given to the

discussion, and acknowledges finally to have understood. What he has

understood and how the divine speeches led him to this understanding is

less clear however, as Newsom argues:

He says he has understood something transforma[ive in the
divine speeches, yet he refuses to play the role of hermeneut
for the audience, for he never makes clear exactly what he has
understood.3is

To my mind, the best answer, leaving open the multi-layeredness of
Job's reply, is found in van Wolde's extensive article on the pericope.

She makes clear to what extent, in this short passage (especially in vv. 1-

4), the perspectives of God and Job are switched forth and back by the
use of quotations, ellipses and by the possibly ambiguous first word nv~'

(ketiv~qere).316 Concerning the use of the theme of knowing she

concludes:

Thus, a wonderful mosaic of possibilities develops: Job who
does not know, is challenged to let know; the one who is
without knowledge, avows to have no knowledge and insight,
but at least knows this much.317

What has caused this sudden change in Job, after a divine speech that
apparently did not address his own issues, lies, according to van Wolde,
in the reversa] of perspectives the speeches call for:

314 See vntv WoLDE, E., Job 42,1-6: The Reversal of Job, in W. A. M. BEUtcEN
(ed.), The Book of Job (BETL, l 14), Leuven, University Press - Peeters, 1994,
~pp. 223-250, p. 238: "The theme `knowing' plays a crucial part here [...]"

15 NEwsoivt, Book of Job, p. 235.
3t6 VAN WOLDE, Job 42,1-6, pp. 228-234.
317 Ibid., p. 238.
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Through the speech of YHWH and the game of question and
answer that is central to it, through the experience that in that
one speech YHWH keeps reversing the roles between himself
and Job, Job can detach himself from his own referential point
of view and begin to look through different eyes.31S

Even though the issue of knowledge had not played a central role in the
dialogues - although it was not unimportant either -, it becomes crucial
in God's speeches and in Job's final reply to God, and thus turns into an
important interpretive category of the book as a whole. Similarly to what
I said with regard to the use of ~t)~n in Job 28, the frequency of v~' at
the end of the book is insufficient reason, however, to claim that the
discussions between Job and his friends had been dealing with the
question of correct understanding.
Concluding then, it will be clear that, in 12-14, Job does not oppose his
own allegedly experiential understanding to the traditional knowledge of
the friends, and that, in the dialogues at large, the issue of understanding
is, albeit important, not the overarching topic. What Job is arguing for in
12-14 is precisely that he and his friends are on a par as far as their
knowledge capacities are concerned, even though they reason on the
basis of different experiences and observations.

318 Ibid., p. 250.
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SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF TERMS OF SPEECH IN.TOB 12-14

After Job 13:2, Job turns from the topic of knowledge to that of speech,

as the analysis of chapters 3 and 4 has indicated. The two topics are quite
heavily contrasted, as the use of C51te in 13:3 indicates: not knowledge is
what sets Job and his fellows apart, but the way in which they are
speaking. The semantic analysis of the preceding chapter has confirmed

that Job indeed does not wish to oppose his own way of thinking to that
of the friends, but also that the topic of (correct) knowledge is not the
main issue in the discussion between Job and the friends. Job seems to
argue that the difference in the way they speak is what really discerns
him from his friends. But how should that difference in speaking be
understood, and to what extent does it play an effective role in the
dialogues? The semantic analyses of some of the terms of speech in Job
12-14 and in the book in general seeks to answer those questions. ~
In 13:3, Job's description of his own desired way of speaking, two verbs
designating a form of speaking are mentioned, viz. ~~~ and rt~' hi.. Both
terms are also used on other occasions in the Job 12-14, so that it stands
to reason to focus our research on those terms. As many commentators
have argued - some more emphatically than others -,2 Job's desire for
speaking with God has taken the explicit form of a call to cour[, which is
illustrated by a relatively high incidence of juridical terminology. Since,
as I will explain later, the reference to a court case is subsidiary to his

~ Several of the issues discussed here, have been treated in two earlier articles;
see: VAN HECtcE, P. J. P., From Conversation about God to Conversation with
God. The Case of Job, in J. HAERS and P. DE MEY (eds.), Theology and
Conversation. Towards a Relational Theology (BETL, 172), Leuven, University
Press - Peeters, 2003, pp. 115-124; VAN HECKE, P. J. P., 'But I, I would Converse
with the Almighty' (Job 13:3): Job and his Friends on God, in Concilium 4
(2004) 18-26.
2 Par[icularly so in HAaEt., N. C., The Book of Job. A Commentary (Old
Testament Library), Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1985, criticised by
NEwsoM, C. A., The Book of Job. A Contest of Moral Imaginations, Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2003, p. 151.
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desire for communication, the different terms explicitly designating
aspects of Job's intended litigation are only discussed in passing.

I. rt~' HI..

For speakers of English, and probably many other languages, the
meaning potential of the term T7~' is disturbingly broad, as the numerous
translational equivalents in the dictionaries indicate. This semantic
breadth of the verb is inversely proportional to the relatively small
amount of attestations in the Hebrew Bible.3 As a result, many of the
proposed meanings of the term apply in only a few cases, which renders
it somewhat intricate to describe the term's semantic structure.
Moreover, the verb displays a considerable variation in the valency
patterns it governs.

1. Meanings and Valency Patterns

Bringing the evidence together,4 the following picture emerges. In the
majority of the cases, the verb designates an action with both a personal
subject5 and a personal object. The most frequent parallel terms to n7' hi.
being ~C' pi., C'~ and 1~~4?, the meaning `to reprove' - i.e., to say that
someone has done something wrong - presents itself. The object is
usually introduced with the nota objecti !ice, or takes the form of a
pronominal suffix,b although, in a number of cases, it is marked with the
preposition -5.~ The alternation of both prepositions in indicating the
verb's object, is probably to be accounted for by the fact that the verb
implies verbal communication. As Malessa has argued, in this type of

3 The verb occurs some 59 times in the Hebrew Bible, of which no less than 17
cases in the book of Job (5:17; 6:25[bis].26; 9:33; 13:3.10[bis].15; 15:3; 16:21;
19:5; 22:4; 23:7; 32:12; 33:19; 40:2).
' The evidence taken into consideration is primarily biblical, although some data
from Qumranic and from Mishnaic Hebrew are also dealt with.
5 Exceptions are Jer 2:19; Job 6:25.
6 Gen 21:15; Lev 19:17; Ps 6:2; 38:10; 50:8.21; 105:14; 141:5; Job 5:17; 13:10;
22:4; Prov 3:12; 9:8; 28:23. With direct object without nota: Job 40:2; Prov 9:8;
28:23; 1 Chron 16:21.
~ Is 2:4; Mic 4:3; Prov 9:7; 9:8; 15:12 (?); 19:25.
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verbs, the object is easily preceded by the preposition -5.8 In one case,
the personal object is introduced with -~.9 The motive for which
someone is rebuked is sometimes, and quite predictably, expressed in a
prepositional phrase with the preposition 5v.'o
If the verb's attestations were limited to the cases described above, the
meaning `to reprove, to rebuke' for the verb would be quite fitting. The
verb counts a number of other uses, however, some of which both
syntactically and semantically differ substantially from the majority use
sketched above. In a first use, which stays close to the above, not a
person, but someone's words are the verb's object." It is not difficult to
see how this reading relates metonymically to the one described earlier.
In one case in Biblical Hebrew, the object of the reproach is construed as
DO, and the person reproved as PO with the preposition 5y.12 As a result,
when compared to the cases mentioned in note 10, clause constituents
with the same semantic function are given precisely the opposite
syntactical functions.13

8 MALESSA, M., Untersuchungen zur verbalen Valenz im biblischen Hebráisch,
Leiden, Selbstverlag, 2003, p. 73: "Daneben findet sich das Lamed objecti bei
Verben, die verbale Kommunikation implizieren [...]. Auch wenn das Objekt
sonst als Ez ausgedruckt wird, kann es bei diesen Verben leicht als Rezipient
begriffen werden, d.h. als Adressat der Sprechhandlung, und nicht als Patiens
[...],,,
9 Prov 30:6.
'o Gen 21:15; Ps 50:8.
" 2Ki 19:4-Is 37:4 (with -~); Job 6:26 (It is also possible to read the 1' St~ as
instrumental, so e.g. CLtt~ES, D. J. A., Job 1-20 [Word Biblical Commentary, 17],
Dallas, Word Books, 1989, p. 181.)
'2 Job 19:5. Compare also with 4Q266 f.7.i.4, in which the person reproved is
designated with the preposition `~t~.
13 This phenomenon is not exceptionaL It is also found in the English verb `to
blame': compare the clauses "He blamed the government of the problems" and
"He blamed the problems on the government". As is the case in the distinction
between active and passive clauses, also these clauses differ not so much on the
semantic level, but rather in the way they specify a perspective on the state of
affairs described (see Dtx, S. C. and K. HEtvcsvEL~, The Theory of Functional
Grammar. Part 1: The Structure of the Clause [Functional Grammar Series, 20],
Berlin - New York, Mouton de Gruyter, 1997, pp. 250-254.) Whether the choice
for a particular syntactic structure is influenced by pragmatic reasons in these
instances, which, according to Dik, is often the case, would be the topic of further
research.
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Other uses of the verb are further removed from the majority meaning. In
2Sam 7:14, the verb governs a personal object, but also an instrumental
adjunct introduced with -~ `with the rod of inen and the affliction of
mortals (JPS)', indicating that, in this case, the verb should be interpreted
as `to punish' or `to chastise' rather than as `to reproach',14 which is
typically done by words.
In Gen 31:37 and Job 9:33, the verb governs a PO with j'~, suggesting a
meaning of `to decide' or `to judge between'.
Very particular is the use of the term in Gen 24:14.44 where God is said
to R~' hi. a woman for (-5) Isaac (in order to become his wife). The
meaning can hardly be another than `to appoint' or `to predestine'.15
In quite a number of cases, the verb does not govern an object, but is
used absolutely.~b In most of those instances, the verb can be translated
as `to judge' or `to pronounce a judgment', as the parallel roots ~'~ (Hos
4:4) and C~Gj (Is 11:3f; Hab 1:12) indicate. Translations have considered
it necessary to supplement DO's in a number of instances, probably in
order to come as close as possible to the majority meaning of
`reproaching' (so in Gen 31:42~~ and 1Chron 12:18); however, in both
cases, a meaning of `to give a judgment' fits the context very well.~s
A different case can be found in Job 15:3, in Eliphaz' reply on 12-14,
that is. Here the verb is used absolutely, yet with the addition of an
extended instrumental adjunct CC 5';~1'-~t5 C'Sr)1 1~CC' sZ5 ~C~C `with a
word that does not benefit, and words wherewith he does not help'.
Commentators and translators seem to agree that the verb rt~' hi. means
`to argue' here. How the nature of that argument should be thought of,
will be dealt with shortly: the meaning of the present clause is strongly
related to that of the verses with the term R~' hi. in Job 12-14.
In Job's subsequent reply, viz., in 16:21, Job wishes for a heavenly
witness of which he expects that he would rt~' `for him with God, as a
man for his fellow'. The verse runs as follows in Hebrew: :1~y~5 C~~t-
1C1 ~~'7tt-C,U ~CaS 11C1'~ In the first hemistich, the verb receives two

14 Similazly in Job 33:19 where the verb is used in ho., with the same
instrumental -C and with the meaning of `to be chastised ( with)'.
15 HAL 392: "bestimmen, zuteilen".
16 Gen 31:42; Is 11:3f.; Hos 4:4; Hab 1:12; Ps 94:10; 1Chron 12:18.
~~ See e.g. LXX, Vulg, ASV including a second person pronoun.
18 So in JPS, but also in [he Dutch translations NBG, KBS and NBV.
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prepositional complements, one with the preposition -5, the other with
GiJ. In this case, the phrase with -5 is not the object, but the beneficiary

of the act of n~', whereas the Ov-phrase designates the addressee of the
communicative act involved in R~'. The structure of the second
hemistich is less clear, although the best solution is, to my mind, to read
1~y~5 in parallel with the similar ~~75 as the beneficiary and the I7ilz'j~t

as the subject of comparison.~9 The use of the preposition Cv in

designating the addressee of the communication is only attested here as

far as 71~' hi. is concerned; however, the preposition is found with the ni.

and hitp. conjugations of the verb, with reciprocal meaning `to argue
with'.ZO The verse can thus be translated as: "Let him argue with God for

man, as a man does for his neighbour."
Two cases in the chapters under investigation here, viz., Job 13:3.15,
present yet another valency pattern, viz. consisting of a PO with the

preposition SIZ, and, in v. 15, also of a DO. The choice of the preposition,
which does not occur with the verb n~' hi. outside of these verses, points
specifically [o the communicative meaning aspect of the verb.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls, the verb n~' hi. is used repeatedly, primarily

with the meaning of reproving or reproaching a person, just as in Biblical

Hebrew. A number of cases, parallel to instances in Biblical Hebrew,

have been mentioned above.21 In addition to those, two very interesting
cases, different from the biblical uses described above, are worth

mentioning. The first is found in 1QS 10:11, where the I-person declares

'[11~i77~ it'~1tt 1n~V~1. Obviously, the clause does not intend to say that I-

person reproves God's judgement; rather, the verb should be read as "to

declarelacknowledge (as just)"ZZ, a meaning not recovered as such
elsewhere in Classical Hebrew. The clause should then be translated as:

19 So CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 391, even though, as Clines mentions, most
commentators would read the second hemistich as pointing to a discussion
between a man and his fellow, some reading, with a number of mss., j] as the
preposition 1 '~, so e.g. D[uvEtz, S. R. and G. B. GRnY, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Book of Job together with a New Translation (ICC),
Edinburgh, T. 8c T. Clark, 1921, p. 109 ( philological notes).
Zo See Mi 6:2; Job 23:7. In one instance in the Dead Sea Scrolls, also the hi.
conjugation of it~' governs the preposition 5t4 (4Q302 f.3.ii.7f.).
21 See nn. 12, 20.
22 DCH IV 209.
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"I acknowledge his judgment to be right according to my
perverseness".23 In 1QHa 9:25, on the other hand, the question is asked
1i1~~y `757 rt'~~' rtt). Also in this case, the meaning cannot be `to reproach',
but rather `to account for', or - as it is usually translated -`to defend',z4
the clause reading "How will he defend his iniquities?"25
In Mishnaic Hebrew, finally, the verb has acquired the very specialised
meaning of `to serve as a prooflas an analogy', used in the context of one
regulation being adduced as evidence for the validity of another.2ó

Bringing together the evidence, the verb's semantic structure appears to
be a typical example of what is known in cognitive semantics as a radial
set based on family resemblance: all of the term's meanings share some
properties with some other meanings, yet it is not possible to find one
single meaning (aspect) that would be operant in all of the term's
instances. It could be hard to imagine the semantic link between such
distant meanings as `to punish' and `to appoint', yet, if one is aware of
the other meanings in the verb's semantic structure, the family
resemblance between them becomes apparent.
Many of the less frequent meanings discerned above, as `to defend st.',
`to argue', `to judge between' share the semantic property of `saying
what is right' or `acknowledging that something or someone is right', a
meaning found most explicitly in 1QS 10:11. Lexicographers have
argued that this meaning aspect constitutes the Grundbedeutung of the
verb,z~ a suggestion I would not second. There is no sufficient diachronic
material available to determine whether this meaning would be
historically original, whatever that may mean, while on the other hand,
this meaning aspect clearly does not apply in all of the verb's instances.
The relation between those less frequent meanings and the statistically

23 GARCfA MARTírrEZ, F. and E. J. C. T[GCt-tELAAR, The Dead Sea Scrolls. Study
Edition, Leiden - Boston - Ki71nlGrand Rapids - Cambridge, BrilUEerdmans,
2000, p. 95.
~a DCH N 209.
~ GARCÍA MARTQJEZ and TiGCHELAAR, The Dead Sea Scrolls. Study Edítion, p.
161.
Z6 See Peah 6:3; Pes 6:2 (bis).5; Yeb 15:4; Gitt 2:7; Zeb 7:4; 12:3; Ker I:6 (bis);
Par 2:5; Maksh 6:8 (bis).
27 THAT I 730ff. ( Liedke), c. 730: "feststellen, was recht ist"; similarly TWAT III
620-628 (Mayer), c. 621.
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dominant meaning `to reproach', or `to reprove' and even the more
peripheral meaning `to punish' is not surprising. To name but one
example, Dutch `terechtwijzen' (compare German `zurechtweisen') has
both a- now archaic - meaning of `to inform someone' (literally, `to
show what is right'), and the - usual - meaning of `to reprove'. The
English verb `to correct', on the other hand, illustrates how a term with
the semantic aspect of `(making) right' can easily also have the meaning
of `to chastiselto punish'. The meaning `to appoint' obtruding in Gen 24
can be read as performative, viz. not simply as stating that something is
correct, but as (performatively) declaring someone to be fitting for a
specific role or function (in this case, as Isaac's wife). The observed
polysemy of the term thus proves to be semantically coherent.

2. R~' hi.: A Juridical Term in the Book of Job?

An important aspect of the term's meaning that has received ample
attention in the literature, but that has not been mentioned here yet, is the
question of the domain to which the term is related. This issue will prove

to be essential in dealing with the use of the verb in Job 12-14, and in its
context. Most authors follow the suggestion by Boecker, supported by
Liedke, that the verb has its origin in the legal domain.28 Mayer, for his
part, argues that a R'~~t) is "eine das Verfahren tragende Person", and
that it can designate both the judge or arbiter and the parties involved in
the process. The finite verb forms can, consequently, express the
different aspects of a process, Mayer continues. Next to these legal uses,
the term has also a pedagogical meaning of `to reprove' and a number of
what Mayer calls "derived" meanings.29 From a cognitive-semantic
perspective, there is nothing wrong with discerning the domains with
which a term is related, since this knowledge can fine-tune our
understanding of the term's meaning in specific cases. However, if a
term is too closely related to a specific domain - e.g. by claiming [hat the

28 THAT I 730ff. (Liedke), c. 730. Liedke also mentions the opinion of Maag, for
whom the term originally means `to reprove' and the connection with the
juridical domain is secondary.
z9 Viz., the use of the term in wisdom disputes (]ob 15:3; 32:12) and its use as the
expression of the divine will in an oracle (Gen 24:14.44), see TWAT III 620-628
(Mayer), c. 627.
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term has its origin in that domain - the danger exists of turning the
argument around, in claiming that the domain is explicitly designated
whenever the term is used. To my mind, this is what happens in the case
of rt~' hi. in relation to the domain of jurisdiction. Although the verb
occurs quite often in a context that is clearly juridical, this is no reason to
assume that it is a specific technical term,30 and even less that, as far as
Job is concerned, the verb would have a legal meaning in all the cases in
the book, as Horst maintains.31 Staying with the book of Job, the
following cases of rt~' hi. may be regarded as designating a juridical act,
judging on the other juridical terms in the context: 9:33; 13:10 (bis)?;
16:21; 22:4 and 40:2. Also the only ni. form of the verb in Job (23:7) can
be interpreted in the same manner. The other cases in the book of Job32
cannot, without further discussion, be interpreted as referring to juridical
practices, in my opinion.33
This is not the place to engage in a discussion on each of those instances,
and even less to examine the possible legal meaning of all the instances
in the Hebrew Bible. What interests us here is the meaning of the terms
in 12-14 in the context of the neighbouring chapters and of the book as a
whole. I therefore limit myself to those cases, paying explicit attention to
the question of the possible legal meaning mentioned above.

~ Pace DxoxME, P., Le livre de Job (Études bibliques), Paris, Gabalda, 1926, p.
62: "Le verbe i1'71R est un terme juridique dont le sens propre est `incriminer',
d'ou `critiquer' [...] ou `débattre' [...] et, comme conséquence du débat
`corriger' [...]." and SEELIGMANN, L, Zur Terminologie fiir das
Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen Hebrdisch, in B. Hwtz~rMnNN a.o.
(eds.), Hebrciische Wortforschung. FS Baumgartner (VT.S, 16), Leiden, Brill,
1967, pp. 251-278, pp. 266f.31 HottsT, F., Hiob 1-19 (Biblischer Kommentar zum Al[en Testament, 16I1),
Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag, 1968, p. 86: "Dagegen kommt TT'~1~
gerade aus diesem prozessualen Bereich her. Im Kausativstamm sagt es das
`Richtigstellen' in einem Rechtsstreit aus, abwehrend als `widerlegen' oder
`zurechtweisen', positiv als `beweisen' und `zurechtbringen', `richtig darlegen'.
An allen Hiobstellen [...] wird mit den angegebenen Nuancierungen solche
prozessuale `Richtigstellung' ausgesagt."
32 Job 5:17; 6:25[bis].26; 13:3.10 (bis)?.15; 15:3; 19:5; 23:7; 32:12; 33:19.
33 Compare more generally, NEwsoM, Book of Job, p. 151: "Though Job on
occasion uses unmistakably technical legal expressions, much of the language in
question is at home both in legal and more general discourse. Context or the
clustering of terms may suggest a legal nuance, but the reader often must make
an active judgment whether to hear legal overtones or not."
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a. Job 9-10

In 9-10, Job, for the first time, toys with the idea of a trial with God, an
idea he still regards as an impossibility at this moment.34 In this context,
Job acknowledges that there is no R'~~t) between God and himself (9:33).
With Habel, this nominalised verbal form should be understood as an
arbiter, "a third party who arbitrates between a human and God", a
clearly legal function.35 Later in the dialogue (16:21), Job will repeat his
wish for someone who could arbitrate for him with God.36 In passing, it
should be noted that in 12-14, in which Job formally decides to engage
in a litigation (13:18), he conspicuously does not repeat his desire for a
third party in the case.

b. Job 12-14

In the chapters 12-14, the verb 11~' hi. has three finite occurrences, one
of which is strengthened with a preceding absolute infinitive of the same
verb (13:10). In the first of these instances, 13:3, Job declares that he
wishes to n~' hi. with (`7N) God, a resolution that is repeated in 13:15,
where Job adds an object to the verb, viz., '~~i `my ways'.
Commentators seem to agree that, with these words, Job restates his
desire for a litigation with God.37 Apart from this verb, however, nothing
in the immediate context of the verses provides compelling reasons to
read them as designating legal procedures, unless, as some have done,
one wishes to read ~~~ pi. in 13:338 and ~~~ in 13:15 (as in Is 40:27) as

~ CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 226.
35 HAaeL, Job, p. 196.
~ On the syntactic structure and the meaning of the verse, see p. 404.
37 E.g. FottREa, G., Das Buch Niob (Kommentaz zum Alten Testament, 16),
Gutersloh, Gerd Mohn, 1963, p. 249
n.25: "Herausforderung zum Rechtsstreit"; HoasT, Hiob, p. 197f: "Begehren auf
`Richtigstellung' [...] im Vergleichsverfahren"; HASEL, Job, p. 223; CLnvFS, Job
1-20, p. 305.
38 HABEL, Job, p. 223 alleges that ~~i "in a forensic context means `state one's
case' or `specify charges"', but fails to provide any arguments for this claim.
Adminedly, the verb ~~~, common as it is, might be sporadically used in a legal
context, but this is insufficient argument to conclude that it must have a specific
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having juridical meaning.39 Both terms are so general, however, that they
provide only poor evidence for reading a legal meaning in these clauses.
The case is complicated by the fact that 13:3 and 13:15 are the only
instances in Biblical Hebrew in which the verb rt~' hi. governs a PO with
the preposition 5tt. While it is possible to interpret this collocation as `to
engage in a litigation with' (v. 3) or `to argue one's case' (v. 15), the use
of the directional preposition `towards' might also indicate that not so
much the form of the conversation with God, but rather the directedness
towards God of the conversation is the gist of Job's outcry. Moreover, if
Job wanted to say explicitly that he desired to file a lawsuit with God
already here, the verb ~'~ or the expression l~~tï~ ~w might have been
the better choice.ao
On the other hand, the theme of a lawsuit being discourse active in this
and the preceding discourse by Job, it is hard to imagine that the verb t1~'
hi. would not have any legal connotations in 13:3.15. However, the fact
that he does not as yet use straightforward juridical language - which he
will do from v. 18 onwards - could be read as an indication of what has
been observed by authors as Clines and Newsom, viz., that Job's aim is
not primarily to engage in a lawsuit, but rather, in a reciprocal
conversation with God, with the aim not of winning a dispute, but of
restoring the relation between himself and God.a~ A lawsuit is simply
envisaged by Job as the best form to achieve the goal of such a
conversation.a2
In 13:10, the verb n~' hi. occurs in a context that is more clearly legal: in
the verse, Job predicts that God will surely reprove his friends because
they have been partial to God and have made themselves guilty of
favouritism. This does not automatically mean that also n~' hi. has a
legal meaning here, the term might also simply mean `to reprove'
without legal connotation. Yet, a somewhat ironic legal double entendre

legal meaning here. Also the noun ~~~1 in Job 5:8 translated as "(Rechts-)
Sache" in NAL 204, is not convincing for the present case, since, also for the
noun, it is not undeniably clear that a legal meaning is intended.
39 So NEB, JPS. HnsEL, Job, p. 230: "The term used for the `case' Job will argue
is `way' (derek), an expression which carries connotations in Job of `destinyllife
record' [...]."
~ Note 13:6, however, in which the nouns i~t1~1r and ~~'~ stand in parallel.
a~ CL[NES, Job 1-20, p. 305.
aZ NEwsomt, Book of Job, pp. 150-161.
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is probable:43 the friends are bound to be legally prosecuted by God,
precisely by the one towards whom they show partiality in the lawsuit
between Job and God.

c. Job IS

The verb n~' hi. is used a few times more after the chapters 12-14. A
number of those instances aze of interest for the interpretation of the use
of the term in the chapters under investigation here, and for the position
of those chapters in the argument of the whole book.
The term reappears immediately in Eliphaz' direct reply to Job's
discourse in 12-14. In the first clauses of this reply, Eliphaz asks the
rhetorical question if a 17~i1 would answer with futile opinions (15:2,
discussed above),~ a question that is continued in v. 3, asking if the 17~n
would n~~~45 `with a word that does not benefit, and words wherewith he
does not help'. That n~' hi. means `to argue' here will not be doubted,
although some discussion exists about how this argument should be
interpreted. Several authors contend that "Eliphaz thinks it is useless to
argue [...] with God, certainly not in a formal legal disputation",46 while
others interpret the clause as saying that Job, in the dialogues in general,
argues with useless words 47 In my opinion, the latter interpretation is to
be preferred. From the preceding v. 2, it is clear that Eliphaz blames Job
for talking without knowledge,48 moreover, no other terms in the
immediate context points to a legal interpretation of the clauses, and
finally, the verb r1~' hi. has no complement referring to God as the
addressee of the alleged legal argument. On the other hand, Job has of

43 CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 309: "R'~1~ could perhaps be simply `rebuke' (RSV,
NIV)(cf. on v 3) , but the more technical sense is probable in this context."
~ See p. 394.
45 Inf. abs. describing "the manner or attendant circumstances [...] under which
an action of state has taken place" (G-K-C s3 113h); compare also J-M ~ 123r.
~ CLUVES, Job 1-20, p. 347. See also KxoEZE, J. H., Het Boek Job (Commentaar
op het Oude Testament, Kampen, Kok, 1961, p. 177; HotzsT, Hiob, p. 221;
HARTLEY, J. E., The Book of Job (The New International Commentary on the Old
Testament), Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 1988, pp. 244f.
47 Fot.tttEtt, Hiob, pp. 266f.; HABEL, Job, p. 252.
~ Compare also the beginning of Zophar's reply in Job 1 L"Is a multitude of
words unanswerable? Must a loquacious person be right? Your prattle may
silence men; You may mock without being rebuked. (JPS)"
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course been very explicit about his resolution to file a lawsuit, so that it is
probable that the friends react also to this part of Job's speech. On
balance, however, there is not enough reason to read R~' hi. in v. 3 as
having legal meaning, and to interpret the clause as saying that it is
useless for Job to enter a lawsuit with God. This conclusion is in keeping
with the observation that also in the preceding chapters 12-14, the term,
when used to designate the relation between Job and God, does not have
a primarily legal meaning.

d. Job 22-23

The term is used again in the context of the relation between God and
Job in two interesting cases, viz. in 22:4 and 23:7, in Eliphaz' third
intervention and in Job's subsequent reply, that is. In the former verse,
Eliphaz asks if God would R~' Job or would go to court with him for
reason of his fear of God. In this instance, the context is clearly legal, but
Eliphaz turns the perspectives around: whereas Job desired to enter into a
lawsuit with God in order to argue ( n~' hi.) with him, Eliphaz interprets
Job's current state of affliction as a proof of God's inculpating (R~' hi.)
him.49 In 23:7, Job seems to react against this account of things, and
repeats his desire to reach God and to set out his case before God. Job
concludes his counterfactual wish with the perspective that, in that case,

a9 So KROEZE, Job, p. 249; HAxTLEY, Job, p. 325. Often the verse is interpreted,
in line with the preceding verses, as saying that Job's piety cannot force God to
enter into a lawsuit with him, which is what Job hoped for (so Fot-ttzER, Hiob, p.
355: "Gottes Urteil ist weder von Gunst oder Ungunst verwirrt noch von
selbstsuchtigen Beweggrunden bestimmt."; HABEL, Job, p. 338; S'ritAUSS, H.,
Hiob 19,1-42,17 [BK.AT, 1612j, Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag, 2000,
p. 62). The constituent order of the clause with the fronting of the causal adjunct,
seems to indicate that this fronted constituent is the clause's Focus, while the fact
that God is inculpating or arraigning Job (R7' hi.) is presented as topical
information. This pragmatic structure, which can rightly be translated with a cleft
structure ("Is it because of your piety that [...]", JPS), speaks against the latter
interpretation, in my opinion. Moreover, it would be conspicuous that Eliphaz
would argue that Job's piery cannot force God into a lawsuit, since he does not
esteem Job's piety very highly. Rather, Eliphaz' question is best interpreted as
saying that it surely is not because of his piety that God blames him, in other
words, that if God blames him as he does, there must be another reason. This
interpretation links up perfectly with the following verses, in which Job's lack of
piety is described.
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the righteous could ~r)v rt7V `argue with him' - a rare case of the nifal
conjugation of the verb n~' - and could find justice.50 In this context, the
verb has unambiguous legal meaning, with Job explicitly taking up his
desire for a close encounter and a lawsuit with God, convinced as he is of
his righteousness and his future acquittal. Yet, it should be noted, that
here no more than in 13:3.15, the verb has a direct object: what Job
desires to do is not so much to reprove God, but rather, to argue with
him, the nifal conjugation stressing the reciprocity of the argument and
the equality of the interlocutors Job desires.

e. Job 40:2

A final case in which the verb r1~' hi. is used in the description of the
relation between God and Job, is found in God's speeches, viz. at the
very end of God's first speech in 40:2. In the second clause of this
verse,s' God asserts that the one arraigning him must answer. It is the
subject of some scholarly debate how the pronominal suffix following
the verb ~~vS2 should be understood, although most commentators do not
pay explicit attention to It.53 The best suggestion might still be the
reference of Driver-Gray to Gesenius' grammar,54 implying that the
feminine pronoun refers to "the verbal idea contained in a preceding
sentence".55 The verb-cum-suffix should then be translated as`let him
answer it [viz. the fact that he R~' hi. God]'.56 However the clause should
be read, it is interesting to note that God describes Job as ~15M rt'~1t). The

so Reading'n~PJt] as'r)~GX~ with several manuscripts and versions. (see FoHRER,
Hiob, p. 363; HABEL, Job, p. 345; STRAUSS, Hiob, p. 72)
s' I leave the particularly complicated first hemistich of the verse out of
consideration. For a discussion, see DRIVER and GRAY, Job, p. 325 (philological
notes).
s2 Also the verb ~ 17D is sometimes used in a legal context, where it has the
meaning of "Erwiderung der Gegenpartei" (HAL 809). This meaning is clearly
intended e.g. in 9:32 ("He is no man that I could answer him"), where it stands in
parallel to C]~tLT]~ tt1~, but also in the present verse 40:2.
s3 Most commentators and translations simply render. "let him answer". Habel,
for his part, reads the pronoun as a first person and translates consequently as
"Will the one atraigning Eloah answer me?" (HABEL, Job, p. 520.)
s' DRrvER and GRAY, Job, p. 325 (philological notes).
ss G-K-C ~ 135p.
sb See also FotIRER, Hiob, p. 491.
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verb T7~' hi. is here used with the DO, although Job has never expressed
his wish to ri~' God, only to 11~' to (5t~) or with (CV) God. As a
consequence, Job is blamed not for simply azguing with God,s~ but for
reproving or arraigning God, something which he never said himself to
do, but which God - probably correctly - understood him doing.

f. Conclusion

Concluding, while the term n~' is used in legal contexts quite often in the
book, Job himself uses the term in 13:3.15 primarily to express his desire
to engage in a conversation with God, which will, for reasons to be
discussed further, take the form of a litigation. God himself, however,
understood Job's talking to him as a straightforward arraignment, against
which he reacts vehemently.

1. Meanings and Valency Patterns

In 13:3, the verb n~' hi. followed by the PO with 5N stands in direct
parallel to the verb ~~~ pi. followed by the same PO. Semantically
speaking, the verb poses no major problems;58 common as it is, the lazge
amount of cases permits the conclusion that the verb has a meaning close
to that of English `speaking'. It is important for our present investigation
that, in contrast to cognate ~t)1Z `to say', the verb ~~i pi. does not profile
the content of what is said, but rather, the act of speaking itself.59 In most
cases (including 13:3), then, the verb does not govern an object
expressing the content of what is said. In his treatment of the verb,
Schmidt adds that "dibbcer hat also gegenuber 'ámar h~ufig

57 Pace the translation in DRrvER and GRnY, Job, p. 347.
58 Quite some discussion has been going on about the etymological origin of the
term, a discussion that is not of direct importance for our present inquiry. (See
THAT I 433-443 [Gerleman], cc. 433f.; TWAT II 89-133
[Bergman~L,utzmann~Schmidt], cc. lOlf.)
59 THAT I 433-443 (Gerleman), c. 435: "Wdhrend bei jenem ['mr] die Rucksicht
auf den Inhalt des Geredeten wichtig ist, wird mit dbr pi. zun~chtst die T~tigkeit
des Sprechens, das Hervorbringen von Worten und S~tzen bezeichnet."
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umfassendere, ubergeordnete Bedeutung, d.h. faRt das Gespríich als
ganzes zu Beginn oder am Ende zusammen, so daó das Verb dann
allgemein als `rcden, ein Gespriich fuhren, sich unterhalten'
wiederzugeben ist."~ Translating these observations to 13:3, it can be
said that Job does not so much desire to say something to God, but rather
to speak or have a conversation with God. That this is not a trivial
distinction, will become apparent later. As is usual with the verb ~~~, the
addressee is indicated by a PO with the preposition 5ct, which is
considered to be more strongly directional than -5,61 the other
preposition used, though much less frequently, to mark the addressee of
the verb.ó2

2. ~~~ in the Relation between God and Job

In order to ascertain the meaning and the textual importance of ~s~ pi. in
13:3, it is necessary to examine the different cases in which the verb is
used in reference to the relation between God and Job. Of the 38 cases of
the verb in the book of Job,63 most are not dealing with the potential or
real conversation between God and Job. Before 13:3, Job does not
explicitly express his desire to speak (~~~) to God, although four
interesting cases of the verb precede the verse mentioned.

~ TWAT II 89-133 (BergmarJLutzmannlSchmidt), c. 106.
61 J-M ?? 133b: "generally speaking 5tt expresses direction better than 5". As
Gerleman seems to imply, this difference between the two prepositions might
also explain why ~~~ is much more frequently construed with ~it, while ~t)sZ
usually governs the preposition 5: "Wáhrend bei diesem ['mr~ ein bloBes l` die
enge Fugung mit dem Angeredeten genugend ausdruckt, verlangt dbr pi.
normalerweise die st~rkere Pr~position 'cel [...j:' (TNAT I 433-443 [Gerlemanj,
c. 436).
bz See MAt.essn, Untersuchungen, pp. 189f. The addressee of ~~i is indicated
426 times with 5tt against 37 instances with 5. Malessa argues that both
prepositions can be used "unterschiedslos" for designating the addressee, while it
cannot be proven, unlike in the case of ~~it, that constituent order would
influence the choice of preposition.
63 Job 1:16.17.18; 2:10 (bis).13; 7:1 I; 9:35; 10:1; 11:5; 13:3.7(bis).13.22; 16:4.6;
18:2; 21:3 (bis); 27:4; 32:7.16.20; 33:2.14.31.32; 34:33.35; 37:20; 40:5.27;
42:4.7(bis).8.9.
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a. Job 7-11

The first case of ~~~ in the relation between Job and God is found in
7:11, where Job, in his first reply to the friends, turns from speaking to
the friends to speaking to God, as the shift from plural to singular second
person pronouns (from v. 12 on) indicates. Seeing the way in which his
suffering affects him, Job is resolved not to remain silent but to speak: "I
will speak in the anguish of my spirit".~ Before explicitly addressing
God for the first time in the book, Job, thus, seems to excuse himself for
this impertinence.ó5 In his following intervention (9-10), Job repeats his
resolution to speak, in 9:35 still as a desire ( "Then I would speak out
without fear of him" [JPS]), in 10:1, exactly at the beginning of a new
explicit discourse directed to God, as a renewed assertion of his decision.
After his wish for an - impossible, so he thinks - lawsuit with God (9:32-
34),~ Job clarifies why he longs for such a litigation: if only God's rod
would be taken away and God would stop terrifying himb~ - which would
have to happen in a court case -,68 then Job could speak out (~~~~tz)
without fear for God (17tt~'ct ~t5~). Even though he still believes that such
a procedure is impossible, in the very next verse (10:1), he repeats his
resolution to speak anyway: it is the bitterness of his soul that urges him
to do so ('tt1~. ~t~~, compare with 7:11, where in parallel with'n1~ ~~~),
come what may.
Zophar's reply to Job's speech of 9-10 opens with a sharp condemnation
of his flood of words (0'~~~ ~~), qualifying Job as a"man of lips"
(17'~~~] 4Ttt, 11:2). Disregarding Job's desire to speak on equal terms with
God, Zophar wishes that God himself would speak (~~~, 11:5), and

~ As several authors have argued, the particle Ca, with which the verse opens,
has a concluding meaning here. See DaoRME, Job, p. 93: "Adverbe C] `aussi'
pour amener une conclusion ( Ps LII, 7)."; HortsT, Niob, p. 118; CLINES, Job 1-
20, p. 157 (translation). In his philological notes and commentary, Clines prefers
the interpretation `I also', however.
bs DHORME, Job p. 93: "Job, s'excuse, par avance, de son apostrophe à Dieu.
L'excès de la douleur, la perspective de la mort prochaine, tout le pousse à
donner libre cours à sa plainte."; HABEL, Job, p. 162: "Job, however, is conscious
of the defian[ nature of his outbursts [...]."
~ See the discussion above, p. 409.
67 Compare also 13:21, in the context of Job's formally filing a lawsuit with God.
68 See CLINES, Job 1-20, p. 243, where he, in the line of Dhorme, proposes to take
the mediator of v. 33 as the subject of the clauses, and hence as the one
responsable for the equality of the parties in the lawsuit.
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would open his lips to Job. What God would tell Job, according to
Zophar, is that God has overlooked much of his iniquity, not exactly the
words Job expccts from his encounter with God.

b. Job 13:3

Job's resolution to speak to God in 13:3, thus takes up a topic which he

had been raising in his previous speeches, yet which, at the same time,
takes the topic one step further. While in 7:11, 9:35 and 10:1, Job had
expressed his desire to speak, in 13:3, he adds the important specification

that he will speak to God. While it is obvious that also in the previous
instances of the verb, the address to God is implied, the explicit mention

of the addressee is an important step in Job's thinking. Desiring to speak

to God is not a minor thing; only very few people in the Hebrew Bible
are said to have a conversation with God. If we take a look at the use of
the expression at hand here, i.e., `7et ~~~ `to speak to' with God as the
addressee, we leam that only Abraham, Moses, Joshua and David are
ever mentioned as the subject of such a phrase.ó9 Many more people, of
course, say things to God, but this is not the same thing as engaging in a

conversation with him.~o What Job asks for in 13,3, i.e., to speak to God,
is a rather extraordinary thing to do, then.

c. Job 37:20

That is also what Elihu is claiming in 37:20, in what is the first instance
of the verb ~~~ with reference to a conversation between God and man
after 12-14. In the final verses of his long speech, Elihu asks the
question: ~~~tt '~ ~5~~~0'~. However simple the words employed, the
clause has some interpretational difficulties. In spite of the absolute use

69 Gen 18:27.29.31 (Abraham); Num 27:15; Deut 3:26 (Moses); Josh 10:12
(Joshua); 2Sam 7:20; 22:1 - Ps I8:1 (David).
'o Having a conversation with God could not be endured by people, except for a
few exceptions, as Ex 20,16 makes clear (albeit with the reverse relation, viz. of
God speaking to man): "[...] do not let God speak [1~i] to us, or we will die",
see TWAT II 89-133 (Bergman~[.utzmann~Schmidt), cc. 110f.. The fact that
Moses did hear God speak to him, marks him as having a"einzigartiges
Verháltnis zu Gott", Schmidt continues.
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of the verb ~~i, it can be infen-ed from the preceding context tha[ it is
speaking to God that is meant: in v. 19, Elihu had ironically asked from
Job to provide him with the words he should speak to God, since he
himself cannot argue because of his darkness (ignorance).~~ What the
pual form of ~~C should mean is less clear. According to some authors,
Elihu rhetorically asks whether it should be told to God that he wishes to
speak to God. The tenet would, then, be that obviously nobody should
tell God so, since Elihu would not even think of doing so.72 Others read
the clause as claiming that even if Elihu would be speaking, that fact nor
the content of what is said would ever be recounted to God.73 The reason
for this impossibility could be, either that Elihu (ironically) considers his
words to be too weak to ever reach God, in contrast to Job's, who seems
to know how to address God.74 Another interpretation could be that Elihu
considers it, by definition, impossible to ever have a conversation with
God,75 just as little as it is possible to see him (vv. 21-24).76 The latter
interpretation seems to be preferable, in my opinion. Yet, however one
wishes to interpret the clause, the fact remains that Elihu consider
speaking to God as straightforwardly impossible or, at least, inadvisable.
That Elihu reacts here against Job's oft repeated desire to speak (to God)
seems beyond doubt.'~ Elihu's words are immediately gainsaid, of
course, by the fact that God himself enters in the discussion not more
than a few verses later, thus proving that it is possible to address God.

~~ STRAUSS, Hiob, p. 323: "~tUrt als direkter Gegensatz zur wahren, `erleuchteten'
Weisheit, z.B. Hi 12,24f; 23,17; 29,3 und 38,2; 42,3; Ps 35,6; 82,5; 88,13".
7z HARTLEY, Job, pp. 482f.: "Should it be told him that I wish to speak";
STRAUSS, Hiob, p. 264: "Soll man ihm (etwa) Mitteilung machen, daó ich reden
will" (It is hard to see how this translation relates to Strauss' subsequent
comment that "Elihu V. 20 in erneuter ironisch-rhetorischer Frage klar [macht],
daQ in und fur solche Weisheitskreise, die dem Schápfer etwas `vorerzáhlen' [...]
zu kónnen meinen, er keinesfalls das Wort ergreife".)
73 HABEL, Job, p. 497: "Can he be informed when I would press charges?"; JPS.
74 DHORME, Job, p. 521: "Elihou continue dans le ton du v. 19. C'est à Job de lui
indiquer la manière de parler à Dieu, car sa parole, à lui, est trop pauvre :`Est-ce
qu'on lui raconte, quand je parle?"'.
75 FottRER, Hiob, p. 485; HABEL, Job, p. 515: "Elihu contends, moreover, that
even if he knew what to say, there is no way of communicating with Ei in
person."
76 See also p. 351.
77 DRrvER and GRAY, Job, pp. 321 f.
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d. Job 40:4f.

In Job's own answer to God's first speech (40:4-5), immediately after

God's condemnation of Job as a~t 5ht n'~tr~, he takes up the term ~~~ pi.

again, declaring that he "spoke once and would not answer, twice and

would do so no more". Like for many Joban verses, the conciseness of

the text is inversely proportional to the length of the commentaries

explaining it. The questions concern not so much the meaning of the

words, which are understandable enough, but the meaning of Job's claim

in the present context. Does Job retract here from what he had said

before,78 or does he - reluctantly or not - admit that he cannot add

anything to what God had said?79 In other words, does he admit he

should never have spoken to God (~~~), or rather, that he would not go

on speaking after what he heard from God?go The case is hard to settle,

by reason of the brevity of Job's speech; however, the verbal phrases

78 Ibid., pp. 347f.: "he [Job] sees that he had spoken confidently of what really
was beyond his comprehension". Since Driver 8r. Gray do not see much
difference between this answer of Job and the one in 42:1-6, they consider the
two replies as belonging together, God's second speech being a secondary
"variant of the original speech". Similarly FottRER, Hiob, pp. 531-536. This
suggestion has been refuted explicitly in STTtAUSS, Hiob, pp. 373f.
79 TERRIEN, S., Job (Commentaire de I'Ancien Testament, 13), Neuchátel,

Delachaux et Niestlé, 1963, p. 257: "Le héros refuse de profiter de I'invitation.";
HABEL, Job, p. 549.
~ Habel's most recent suggestion that Job would not want to respond to God's
claims as doing this would imply acknowledging his obligation to `answer' in
court, seems too far-fetched, see HABEL, N. C., The Verdict onlof God at the End
of Job, in Concilium 4 (2004) 27-38. If this would be the intention of Job's
words, an adversative particle separating it from the previous clause would have
been in place: "I might be small, but ...". Moreover, it would be hard to
understand the change in attitude between the first and the second reply by Job,
unless, of course, we would follow Habel in reading the second reply in the same
way. Habel concludes the following regazding Job's replies: "He chooses no
longer to assume the role of victim, litigant or adversazy. He is leaving the court
with his head held high, having `seen' God. [...] he leaves as a man of integrity
with nothing more to say." In this account, God is left as "A God without case".
This interpretation lacks convincing power. For one thing, how likely ís it that
such would have been the conclusion of the book as intended by its authors,
promoting a view on the relation between God and man found nowhere else in
the Hebrew Bible or in Ancient Neaz Eastern literature, for that matter?
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~~ysZ N5~81 and ~'C~ct tt5~ and the absence of explicitly repentant words
seem to support the latter suggestion. Hartley's comment shrewdly sums
it up: "While he does not wish to take up a new line of argument or to
introduce other matters, he does not yet renounce the position he has
taken once, yea even twice (cf. 33:14)."gZ At any rate, it is clear that,
while Job earnestly desired to speak to God during the dialogues, he no
longer cherishes that wish, probably not because he is satisfied, having
heard from God what he wanted, but because God's speech has started to
make him look with different eyes, as he would explicitly confirm in his
second reply.

e. Job 42:4

In Job's second reply,83 the verb ~C~ occurs once more (42:4), in what is
probably to be thought of as a quotation by Job of God's words:~ our
protagonist quotes God telling him to listen as he himself will speak
(~~~). Even though Job doubtlessly refers to God's introductory words in
38:2-3 and 40:7 - the second hemistich being literal quotes from parts of
these verses - God is nowhere in the whole book explicitly said to have
uttered these words.gs Only Zophar ever expressed the wish tha[ God

g~ Some, usually older commentaries propose read T4fit tt51 `I will not repeat',
see DRtvER and GRAY, JOb, p. 325 (phil. notes); DHORME, Job, p. 56L This
emendation is not necessary, however.
8z HARTLEY, Job, p. 518. Whether he is actively saying that "he continues to
stand behind his avowal of innocence" is less clear from the present context.
83 In God's second speech, the verb ~C~ pi. occurs once more, though not with
regard to the relation between Job and God. Nonetheless, the verse could be read
with some reference to the problem of speaking. In his description of 1i1b~~,
God asks rhetorically whether it would ever speak to Job (40:27). The implied
answer is obviously negative, yet Job probably is not preoccupied wi[h the
question whether that animal would address him or not. What is more important
to him, is that God would engage in a communication with him, which he does in
the presen[ chapters.
~ DHORME, Job, p. 590: "C'est le ton de Dieu parlant à Job"; however, Dhorme
considers the verse as a gloss; Va.tv WOLDE, E., Job 42,1-6: The Reversal of Job,
in W. A. M. BEUtcEN (ed.), The Book of Job (BETL, 1 14), Leuven, University
Press - Peeters, 1994, pp. 223-250, p. 232 (see n. 22 on the same page for an
extensive overview of the positions concerning the presence of quotations in this
verse).
85 Ra[her, 42:4a is reminiscent of 33:31, part of Elihu's speech.
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would speak to Job. If Job quotes God as saying that he "spoke" to him,

he, rather, uses a term that had been on his own lips quite a number of

times when articulating his wish to enter into communication with God.

This fact could, of course, be without particular meaning; however, it

could also indicate tha[, having seen and heard what he has, Job now

acknowledges that not his speaking, but God's speaking is what really

matters. This putting of his own vocabulary in God's mouth, might, thus,

underscore to what extent he is prepared to switch perspectives with

God. As Ellen van Wolde has argued, it is precisely in this v. 4 that, for

the first time, "Job transfers the referential point of departure to YHWH;

here he actually sees through the eyes of YHWH."86 Not only does Job

take God's words in his own mouth, witnessing to his acceptance of

God's point of view, he moreover does so by lending his own words to

God: while he wished to speak to God, he now is satisfied by God

speaking to him, and has no more to say.

f. Job 42:7ff.

The verb finally occurs four more times in the epilogue to the book of

Job, twice in the narrator's text, recounting that God spoke to Job (42:7),

and to the friends (42:9), but also twice in God's own words (42:7.8). In

these verses, God tells Job's friends that his anger is aroused against

them, because they have not spoken as Job has. The complete text of v. 7

runs as follows (NRSV):

After the LORD had spoken these words to Job, the LORD
said to Eliphaz the Temanite: "My wrath is kindled against
you and against your two friends; for you have not spoken of
me what is right, as my servant Job has."

The importance of the present verse - and the following, in which the
causal clause containing the verb ~~~ is repeated - for our present

research, but also for the book as a whole cannot be overesiimated. As
Porter has azgued in his 1991 article on the verse, God's statement, and

one's understanding of it, determines to a large extent how one interprets

~ VAN WOLDE, Job 42,1-6, p. 232.
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the book of Job as a whole.g' The verse serves as a retrospective
hermeneutic key for the whole book, as it clearly favours Job's words
over that of the friends. It is the key to evaluating all the conversations
that have taken place in the book, and even the role of conversation as
such. For that reason, it is treated more extensively here.
Grammatically speaking, the Hebrew causal clause in 42:7b.8b is simple
enough. Nonetheless, it confronts the interpreter with two major
problems. The first is a problem of reference: which words of Job aze
being commended by God, and which words of the friends are being
rebuked? It seems out of the question that God's final speech would
mean that every word the friends spoke was wrong and that every single
one of Job's words was right. It should be noted in this regard that, in the
preceding chapters, Job himself was called to order by God, while Job
acknowledged having spoken t1v~ ' S~ `without knowledge' (42:3). It
should come as no surprise, then, that the scholazly proposals on this
matter of reference show large variety. Wolfers even, somewhat
exaggeratingly, contended that "it is open to every interpreter to state his
own opinion as to what it was that Job said which drew this remark from
the Lord, and what the friends".88 Without going into detail, the major
scholarly proposals on this question of reference can be presented as
follows.89 For some, the words which God refers to are Job's words in
the prologue in which he initially praises God, in spite of his suffering.9o
Others consider the reference to be to Job's speeches in the dialogue with
his friends. God would, then, commend the fact that Job was an impatient

87 PoR't'eR, S., The Message of the Book of Job. Job 42:7b as Key to
Interpretation?, in EQ 63 (1991) 291-304.
88 WOLFERS, D., Deep Things out of Darkness: The Book of Job. Essays and a
New English Translation, Grand Rapids~Kampen, EerdmandslKok Pharos, 1995,

462.
~9 For a recent, extensive discussion of the proposed solutions, see PoR~R, The
Message of the Book of Job. Job 42:76 as Key to Interpretation?, pp. 294-300,
and OEt~tuvG, M., "Ihr habt nicht recht von mir geredet wie mein Knecht Hiob".
Gottes Schlusswort als Schliissel zur Interpretation des Hiobbuchs und als
kritische Anfrage an die moderne Theo[ogie, in Evangelische Theologie 60
(2000) 103-116, pp. 104-112.
90 Reference is made, then, to the famous Joban dictums in 1,21 and 2,10,
respectivety: "Naked I came from my mother's womb, and naked shall I return
there; the LORD gave, and the LORD has taken away; blessed be the name of the
LORD" and "Shall we receive the good at the hand of God, and not receive the
bad?"
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protester, rather than a pious hypocrite, as Marvin Pope contends.91

Many other authors follow a similar reasoning in asserting that God

prefers Job's vigorous defence of his own integrity, to the friends' sterile

dogmatic deductions.92 To quote Norman Habel, "The blunt and

forthright accusations of Job from the depths of his agony are closer to

the truth than the conventional unquestioning pronouncements of the

friends".93 Some, usually older, authors hold that only Job's responses to

God at the end of the book (40:4f. and 42:2-6), in which Job retracts

from what he said, contain Job's `truth' about God.94 It is Job's

conversion, then, that is commended by God. In his article on the verse,

which I mentioned earlier, Stanley Porter suggests that reference is made

to both Job's words in the dialogues with the friends and his final

answers to God. Porter contends that Job was right to protest against

unjust suffering in the dialogues with the friends, but that he was also

correct in recognising, at a later point, that he is only a human being and

that the issues of justice and suffering are ultimately God's concern.95 It

is clear, then, that scholars are divided on the question of why exactly

Job's words are commended and those of the friends are not.

The problem described above is closely related to a second problem with

which the verse confronts us, i.e., the interpretation of the Hebrew

preposition 5tt in conjunction with the verb ~~~. In contemporary

translations and commentaries, this preposition is almost invariably

interpreted as `about' or `of. The clause as a whole is read as "you have

not spoken of ine what is right" (italics mine). The preposition 5ct usually

means `towards', but, as is well known, it repeatedly takes the meaning

of `7v `about', especially in later biblical texts.~ This latter interpretation

91 PoPE, M. H., Job. Introduction, Translation and Notes (The Anchor Bible, 15),
Garden City, Doubleday, 1986, p. 350. See also vntv Wot.~E, E., Mr and Mrs
Job, London, SCM Press, 1997, p. 144.
9Z Moster adds that the friends are being punished by God because as"dogmatic
fanatics" they were so intolerant of Job, rather than bringing "comfort and hope
to sufferers". (Mos'rER, J., The Punishment of Job's Fríends, in JBQ 25 (1997)
211-219, p. 219.)
93 HneEt., Job, p. 583.
94 See, e.g., FottRER, Hiob, p. 539.
95 PORTER, The Message of the Book of Job. Job 42:76 as Key to Interpretation?,
p. 303.
96 See, among others, DHORME, Job, p. 592; KROEZE, Job, p. 470. For a
grammatical treatment of the syntax and meaning of the preposition, see J-M
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of the preposi[ion is usually preferred in this verse, often without funher
discussion, because the friends have not spoken to God at all, and,
therefore, cannot be blamed for not having said the correct things to God.
I would, however, like to reconsider the issue, asking if it is not possible
to read the preposition in its most obvious meaning, i.e., `towards', as
Karl Budde did at the end of the nineteenth century,97 and as Manfred
Oeming recently suggested.9s
A first, oblique justification of this reconsideration is that none of the
major old versions interpreted the preposition of the verse as`abou['. The
Greek Septuagint (evc~.íntov) and the Syriac Peshitta (~ow) translated
the preposition as `before' or `in the presence of, a translation also
adopted by Jerome in his Vulgate, in which he renders it as coram. The
standard (Rabbinic) Targum of Job~, on the other hand, has the

~ 133b.
97 BUDDE, K., Das Buch Hiob, ubersetzt und erklárt (Gáttinger Handkommentar
zum Alten Testament), Gáttingen, Vandenhoeck 8r Ruprecht, 1896. Budde
somewhat artificially explained the use of the expression `speaking to God' in
this verse with the observation that all speaking is ultimately heard by God and
is, therefore, in some sense directed to God. Because of the artificiality of the
argument, Duhm discarded this interpretation (DUi[M, B., Das Buch Hiob (Kurzer
Hand-Commentar zum A.T., 16), Freiburg i.B., Mohr, 1897, p. 204), which led
Budde to completely strike out the prepositional clause in the second edition of
his commentary (1913), albeit on a very narrow text-critical basis.98 OEMING, "Ihr habt nicht recht von mir geredet wie mein Knecht Hiob". Gottes
Schlusswort als Schliissel zur Interpretation des Hiobbuchs und als kritische
Anfrage an die moderne Theologie, pp. 112ff. Oeming's enthusiasm for having
discovered something that others "immer und immer wieder ubersehen haben"
(p. 112) should be somewhat dampened. A considerable number of scholars
considered the possibility of reading the preposition as `towards' in [his verse,
but - with the exception of Budde - without ever adopting it. For example,
SZCZYGIEL, P., Das Buch Hiob (Die Heilige Schrift des Alten Testamentes),
Bonn, Hanstein, 1931, p. 242, reads the Masoretic text as "zu mir" but chooses to
emend the text, while KROEZE, Job, p. 470 discusses the interpretation of the
preposition - including the possibility of `to me' - at some length, only to choose
for the traditional interpretation reading `about me'. Nonetheless, Oeming was
the first, to my knowledge, to interpret the verse as commending Job's
conversation with God, while Budde thought reference was made to the
dialogues of Job and his friends, which happened to take place before God and
were, hence, indirectly also addressed to God.
99 Unfortunately, in the Targum of Job discovered in Cave 11 from Qumran
(11QtgJob - 11Q10), the verses 42,7-8 are not preserved (end of column xxxvii
is lacking), although the preceding and following verses are. See GARCfA
MARTÍNEZ and TIGCHELAAR, The Dead Sea Scrolls. Study Edition, pp. 1200f..
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preposition t115, which can mean `before', but which should be

interpreted as `towards' in the present verse, as in the English edition of

the Targum: "for you have not spoken (with) understanding towards me

as my servant Job".'oo It is clear, then, that the interpretation usually

offered in contemporary exegesis is not as self-evident as the unanimity

among modern scholars might suggest.

The main argument for considering the possibility of reading the

preposition as `towards' is found in the Hebrew text itself, however.

First, in all the other cases within the book of Job where the preposition
5ht is used with the verb ~C~ `to speak', its meaning is indisputably

`towards' (2:13; 13:3; 40:27; 42:7.9).'0' As these instances demonstrate,

this is even the case in the immediate context of the sentence under

investigation in the present article (42:7.9). Furthermore, when the

cognate verb ~t~tZ `to say' has the preposition 5~t in the book of Job, the

latter always has the meaning of `towards'.102 Statistically speaking, not

much weight can be attributed to the evidence adduced here, taking into

account the small number of cases.103 Moreover, outside of the book of

Job, the preposition 5t~ with the verb ~C~ sometimes takes the meaning

of `about','o4 although the number of cases with this meaning is

relatively small compared to the total amount of instances, which runs in

the hundreds.
Much stronger arguments for reading 5ZZ as `to' are, firstly, the

occurrence of the same expression `to speak to' with the same addressee

`God' in the chapters under investigation here, viz. in Job 13:3, where the

'oo Mnrvcnx, C., The Targum of Job (The Aramaic Bible, 15), Edinburgh, Clark,
1991.
t01 OEMING, "Ihr habt nicht recht von mir geredet wie mein Knecht Hiob". Gottes
Schlusswort als Schliissel zur Interpretation des Hiobbuchs und als kritische
Anfrage an die moderne Theologie, p. 113 n. 43 also includes two instances of
the noun ~C~ with the preposition 5tt in his list of cases (viz. Job 4:2.12). Even if
these instances are not strictly speaking illustrations of the use of the preposition
with the verb, they do strengthen the semantic azgument made here.
'oZ Job 1:7.8.12; 2:2.3.6.10; 9:12; 10:2; 34:31.
io3 For this reason, I consider Oeming's discussion of the verse insufficient. Even
though I fully endorse his conclusions, his azguments, viz., the statistics of words
for `speaking' with the preposition 5tt in the book of Job, and the (oblique)
support of the Septuagint and the Vulgate, are not decisive for his case.
'o' The following cases are mentioned in the literature: Gen 20:2; 1Sam 3:12; 1
Ki 16:12; Jer 40:16 (with the verb ~~C in Ps 2:7).
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expression clearly means `to speak to', and, secondly, the importance of
the verb ~~i in the book of Job as a whole, which has been sketched in
the preceding pages. Since the expression 5!t ~~~ with God in the PO
only occurs twice in the whole book of Job, in 13:3 and 42:7, I[ake the
former verse to be of particular significance in trying to determine the
meaning of the expression in 42:7. Could it not be that God commends
Job's desire to speak to him, unlike the friends who only speak about him
or for him, as is said in 13:4.7-10?105 A discussion of the role played by
speech in the book of Job, which will be proposed in the following
paragraphs, will settle the question.

g. Conclusion

An overview of the cases of ~~~ with reference to the relation between
God and Job thus provides a first indication of the importance of the
topic of speaking in the development of the book as a whole. Job
repeatedly expresses the wish to speak, and in chapter 13 even explicitly
to speak to God, even though he is aware of the extraordinary nature of
that wish. Moreover, in both of Job's very short answers to God's
speeches, he uses the term again, the first time with reference to his own
speech, the second time with reference to God's speaking (40:5; 42:4).
Finally, the term constitutes the nucleus of God's value judgement on
Job and his friends (42:7).

III. SPEAKING TO GOD: AN ASSESSMENT

An overview of the instances of 11~' hi. and ~~~ alone is insufficient, of
course, to ascertain the importance of the topic of speaking in the book of
Job. The question should be raised whether the difference between the
way in which the friends speak and the way in which Job speaks can be

ios ~is is also what Clines seems to imply in passing; see CLWES, Job 1-20, p.
309: "The friends would be convicted not for bad arguments but for bad faith;
and that is what indeed happens in chap. 42, where Job, contrariwise, is praised,
we may perceive, not for what he has said but for the direction in which he has
said it. The fact that Job addresses himself to God is the proof that he is a godly
man [...]."
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interpreted as the difference between speaking about God and speaking

to or with God, as Job seems to imply in 13:3, and as also God states, in

my opinion, in 42:7? To my mind, the text of the book provides enough

evidence to answer the question affirmatively. The friends, to begin with,

never address God in the whole book, although they speak about him and

speak on his behalf.~~ Job, on the other hand, repeatedly addresses God

explicitly in the second person (7:12-21; 10:1-19; 13:17-14,22; 17:1-5).

Steinmann~o~ has recently demonstrated the structura] importance of

these addresses in the book of Job: in each of the first four replies of Job

to the friends (6-7; 9-10; 12-14; 16-17), Job turns from speaking about

God to speaking to God, whereas, in the second set of four replies (19;

21; 23-24; 2f~27~29-31), he does not address God explicitly any

longer.~os In the pericopes directly addressed to God, Job desperately

seeks to talk things out with God, he attempts to present his case to God
himself, bombarding him with questions. More than the content of Job's

words, the sheer fact that he turns to God shows to what extent he values

his direct relationship with God. In this respect, Job and his friends differ

greatly as far as speaking to God is concerned. One could object,

however, that it is precisely one of the friends, viz., Eliphaz, who first

suggested to Job that he would turn to God:

But I would resort to God;
I would lay my case before God (5:8)

This advice is given to Job even before he explicitly addressed God for

[he first time. Moreover, the recommendation to turn to God is repeated a

number of times in the friends' later speeches (8:5; 11:13; 22:27). After

all, then, the friends do not seem that different from Job as far as their

speaking to God is concerned. But there is more to it. As Newsom has

remarked, the friends' suggestion to Job is strongly religious: they

~~ The preposition -5 with the verb ~~i in 13:7 should be intetpreted as
meaning `on behalfof , and not as `to' ( DHORME, Job, p. 167; pace DCH II 391).
~a~STEINMANN, A. E., The Structure and Message of the Book of Job, in Vetus
Testamentum 46 (1996) 85-100, pp. 94f.
ioa ~at Job, at a certain point, ceases to speak to God does not mean he has
given up on his desire to converse with God. On the contrary, he waits for God to
enter into the conversation, as I will argue below.
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recommend him to engage in religious practices as a means to reorder his
life, as a way out of turmoil. t~ These practices involve repentance and
the acknowledgment that praise is becoming for God. While their advice
is well-intentioned, it disregards Job's needs."o Religious practices and
prayer can only take their reordering effects if the credibility of the
divine addressee is beyond doubt. Job's present relationship to God, and
his understanding of how God apparently relates to him, do not allow
him to surrender to the religious practices his friends propose. In his
context, repairing his damaged relation with God and allowing God to
prove his credibility - on which more in the following paragraphs - take
priority over the language of praise. And it must be repeated: the friends'
repeated suggestion to turn to God has not inspired them to aciually
approach God in prayer nor to help Job in doing so, while Job's desire to
converse with God is not limited to words and eventually even elicits an
answer from God, albeit not the answer he expected.
The reason why Job insists so much on speaking to God has everything
to do, to my mind, with the way in which he regards his relation with
God after the calamities that have befallen him. Sharing the same idea of
retributive justice, Job agrees with his friends on God's right and duty to
reward good behaviour and punish evil deeds. However, slowly
recovering from the numbing blows of disaster, Job tries to make sense
of what has happened to him and concludes that the principle of divine
retribution has failed to work in his case. Job knows that he is not
wicked, at least not to the point of deserving the suffering that has
overtaken him. Surprisingly, Job's conclusion on the failure of the
retributive principle does not lead hím to reject the principle as such.
What has proven wrong in Job's own case, is not the principle of
retribution itself - which is righteous - but God's application of it: God
has failed to act according to his own moral standards. To the friends,
this idea is inadmissible: "Will God pervert the right, Will the Almighty
pervert justice", Bildad asks rhetorically (8:3). To Job, this conclusion is
the only way of saving both the principle of retribution, which is the

'~ NEwso~vt, Book of Job, pp. 105-115.
"o Also Zophar's wish that God would speak ( 11:5), does not answer Job's
needs, since, as Clines notes, Zophar "does not for a moment imagine that God
actually will address Job". (Ct.uvES, Job 1-20, p. 261.)
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basis for any human moral order,' ~' and his own innocence. At the end of
the dialogue, Job cannot but conclude that God has deprived him of
justice (27:2).
Obviously, the insight that God would be violating his own principles of
justice seriously affects and troubles Job's idea of God. His reaction to
this new fact is of psychologically realistic complexity. Like someone
who has been cheated in a relation of strong mutual trust and affection,
Job turns against his divine partner in disappointment and anger, but at
the same time, clings to this relationship and tries to save it. Rather than
monolithically blaming God and refusing any further relationship, Job
keeps returning to God, not only because, in his view, only God is able to
restore his lot, but also because he is unable to give up his life-long
relationship with God. Apart from acerbic accusations and wry
reproaches (see e.g. 7:12-21), Job's speeches also contain the most
personal affirmation of God's creatorship to be found in the Hebrew
Bible ( 10:8-12). In these verses, Job acknowledges God as his personal
creatoc As the context of these verses demonstrates, however, it is this
very intimate relationship with God, which Job is not able nor wants to
give up, that renders his affliction all the more tart. Job not only suffers
because of God, but also suffers from God:~~Z more than anything else,
Job suffers from the fact that he has become God's enemy - or so he
supposes.13 However hostile he believes God to have been to him, Job
keeps yearning - until the very end of the dialogue - for the day that their
relation will be restored:

I cry to you, but You do not answer me,
I wait, but you do not consider me. (30:20)

This is precisely the point on which Job's speaking about God differs

fundamentally from that of the friends. If, as von Rad suggested, the

"' See vorr RnD, G., Weisheit in Israel, Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag,
L970, p. 173.
i12 See MtES, F., Le livre de Job. De l'excès du mal à l'altérité du mal?, in NRT
121 (1999) 177-196, pp. 192-194.
13 CLtNES, Job 1-20, p. 171: "It is neither the physical pain nor the mental
anguish [hat weighs him down, but the consciousness that he has become God's
enemy."
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central problem in the book of Job is that of the "credibility of God",' 14
the friends limit this problem to the credibility of God as the guarantor of
moral order, whereas, for Job, not only God's credibility as warrantor of
principles, but also his credibility as interlocutor and as relational partner
is at stake. For that reason, their respective defences of God's credibility
too are a[ variance with each other: the friends defend God's credibility
by maintaining that the retributive principle has always been and still is
operative, even if this implies condemning Job as a wicked sinner (see
e.g. 22:5-9). Job, for his part, gives up God's credibility as the guarantor
of the retributive principle, but tries to save his credibility as a partner by
leaving open - and creating - possibilities for communication and
relation.
Creating possibilities for communication is what Job is after in his
speeches, especially in the chapters 12-14 under investigation here. Job's
earlier doubts about the possibility of speaking to God have now made
way for a dogged determination to engage in a conversation with God,
come what may. Job's resolution to speak to God proves genuine when
he formally files a lawsuit against God (13:18). Since Job feels wronged
by God, he envisages his conversation with God as a legal confrontation.
Throughout the dialogues it becomes clear, however, that not a lawsuit as
such, but an honest conversation - one could say, a herrschaftsfreie
Dialog - is what Job really desires. The lawsuit is merely the most suited
form in which Job believes this conversation should take place.115 The
advantage of a legal dispute, and the reason why Job chooses for this
form of communication, is that is temporarily sets asides inequalities
between the parties involved,1ó and provides the necessary precondition

~" votv RnD, Weisheit in Israel, p. 286: "Nicht, wie man so oft gesagt hat, das
Leiden, sondern Got[ ist aus auf3erste problematisch geworden."
115 NEwsotvt, Book of Job, pp. 150-161: "The Moral Imagination of Legal
Discourse".
116 Ibid., p. 157: "Legal disputes, though they may often occur beween persons
who are not social equals, require the provisional setting aside of inequality. [...]
If the relationship [between the divine and the human] can be reframed within the
resources available in legal rhetoric, the actual difference between God and
humans can be acknowledged but set aside as not appropriate to the context
(13:10-21), since legal framing of the situation requires the stipulation of
provisional equality in the presence of transcendent norms of justice."
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for a genuine reciprocal conversation Job is desiring.~~~ The formal
resolution to file a lawsuit (perfectum performativum in 13:18) is a
decisive step and a point of no return for both Job and God: the litigation
cannot be undone and the parties involved will have to play their parts.
Immediately after this resolution, Job asks God to determine the formal
conditions under which the lawsuit will be held: Job asks God not to
overpower him (the reason for filing a lawsuit, to begin with), but he
leaves God the freedom to either ask his own questions or to answer
Job's. Even though Job no longer relies on God's credibility as the
guarantor of retributive justice, he insists on speaking with God - viz., in

the context of a lawsuit - not only so that he could personally be
vindicated, but also because, in this way, God can reaffirm his credibility
as a communication partner, which is essential to Job.
Job's formal resolution to enter into a legal confrontation with God is
thus the formalisation and radicalisation of what he had been doing
throughout the dialogues, viz., addressing God. Given this fact, one could

wonder why Job insists so much on conversing with God (13:3), after

having addressed God a number of times. Moreover, it is remarkable that
after his formal resolution to converse with God, he barely addresses

God any longer in the replies to his friends. The two points are related.

What Job envisages in 13:3 is not only to say things to God, but, as the
choice of the expression 5N ~~~ and the legal metaphors indicates, to

converse with God as an equal interlocutor. After Job has formally asked

for such a conversation, he can only wait for God to enter this
conversation, which he will eventually do, after 25 more chapters of

waiting on Job's side. During this divine silence, Job frequently repeats

his desire to speak with God (e.g. 23:3-6; 31:35), but he does not address
God again. Instead, he turns to oaths, putting his own existence at risk

and showing, once again, "that his deepest desire is to have a genuine

relationship with God for its own sake".~~g Job's behaviour in the

~~~ Ct.u,rES, Job 1-20, p. 305 ( on 13:3): "What he wants to do, and what he shortly
will do ( v 20), is to direct his speech toward God-not indeed as a monologue, for
Job's ideal is reciprocal conversation, a calling and being answered [...]."
~~a HARTLEY, J. E., From Lament to Oath. A Study of Progression in the Speeches
of Job, in W. A. M. BEU~tv ( ed.), The Book of Job ( BETL, 114), Leuven,
University Press - Peeters, 1994, pp. 79-100, p. 88.
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dialogues thus illustrates that his resolution to converse with God is
genuine, as is his desire for a restored relation with God.
It is clear, then, that Job's speaking differs profoundly from that of his
friends: not only is he the only one to address God,19 but he also makes
the encounter and conversation with God his primary objective.
Returning to the problem of the interpretation of 42:7, the evolution of
Job's own speeches - together with the semantic parallel between 42:7
and 13:3 mentioned before - thus strongly suggest that God commends
not so much what Job said, but the fact that he spoke to God.'zo
Similarly, the friends are not blamed for not having said correct ihings
about God, but for not having spoken to God at all, which would have
been the appropriate thing to do.
This does not mean that God also agrees with the content of Job's words,
as God's extended answer to Job shows. For Job and for the reader, the
fact that God finally answers comes as a relief, after Job had asked so
much for it. The way in which God's answer is introduced is remarkable
when compared to the introduction of the argumentative turns in the
dialogue between Job and his friends ( 4-37). In this dialogue, the
interlocutors' turns aze invariably and stereotypically introduced with the
phrase ~i~tt'1 ... 1 t7'~ `X. answered and said'121. Only in the
communication between God and Job'ZZ (as well as twice in the
discussion between God and the satan123), is this phrase extended with a
direct object: ~t~tt'1 ... t~tt ... 1v'~ `X answered Y and said'. This
remarkable change in the introductory formulae indicates that God is the
first one to truly answer Job and to address him personally. God, thus,
eventually engages in the communication, but does so on his own terms.

19 See also PREUSS, H., Theologie des Alten Testaments 11, S[uttgart,
Kohlhammer, 1992, p. 138, where the author remarks that God acknowledges Job
as the one "der zu Gott hin, nicht nur uber ihn gesprochen hat, was ihn zugleich
von den Freunden und ihren Argumentation abhebt."
120 in my opinion, then, reading 5aZ ~~~ as `speaking to' in 42:7 constitutes no
`exegetische Uberlastung' of the term at all, as Straus argues in reaction [o
Oeming's article mentioned above (n. 98), See STRAUSS, Hiob, p. 397.
12' In Job 4:1; 6:1; 8:1; 9:1; 11:1; 12:1; I5:1; 16:1; 18:1; 19:1; 20:1; 21:1; 22:1;
23:1; 25:1; 26:1; 32:6; 34:1; 35:1.
i22 Job 38:1; 40:1 and 40:6 (God answers Job); Job 40:3 and 42:1 (Job answers
God).
' 23 Job 1:9; 2:4.
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He immediately turns around Job's relentless asking, by stating that he is
the one that will ask the yuestions, and that Job must answer if he can.'Za

God turns around the perspectives: reality will not be looked at from

Job's point of view, but from God's, which immediately confronts Job
with his own ignorance. And Job accepts this reversal of perspectives in
his final reply to God (42,1-6), as I have argued with van Wolde above.
Since these verses directly precede 42:7, I agree with many
commentators that these last words are also referred to in God's appraisal
of Job: as a result of Job's willingness to converse with God, he got to
hear God. How God spoke to him was not at all as he had expected, but
Job accepted this and followed God in this reversal of direction.
Undoubtedly, then, Job's words to God in 42:1-6, which substantiate his

reversal, are also commended by God in the next verse.
In this sense, Job not only differs from the friends in his way of speaking,

but also in his vision of God. The friends only have a view of God,

whereas Job has a vision of God and even briefly comes to see through

the eyes of God. If I may borrow the words of the French philosopher

Jean-Luc Marion, the friends have an idolatrous view of God, limiting

God to their own concepts, and thus making God the mirror for their own

social and religious outlook.1z5 Job, on the other hand, has his own

idolatrous views on God,126 but challenges God to enter into an

iza PopE, Job, p. 291.
'~ In a number of publications, especially in the first two chapters of his
Mnxtotv; J.-L., Dieu sans 1'être (Quadrige), Paris, Presses Universitaires de
France, 1991, Marion proposes the distinction between idol and icon as two
modes of being of (religious) concepts. Icons and idols do not differ in what they
are, but in how they appeaz to those (conceptually) looking at them. The
characteristics of the idol aze that it offers a ground on which the human look
may rest. In this way, it becomes a mirror, reflecting the look of the beholder,
but, at the same time, blocking the ability of the person to look beyond it:
"L'idole joue ainsi comme un miroir, non comme un portrait: miroir qui renvoie
au regazd [...] l'image de sa visée [...]." (Dieu sans l'être, p. 21.)
'~ In this, Job does not differ from his friends, as van Oorschot has correctly
observed. See va,N OoxscHOT, J., Gott als Grenze. Eine literar- und
redaktionsgeschichtliche Studie zu den Gottesreden des Hiobbuches (BZAW,
170), Berlin - New York, de Gruy[er, 1987, p. 197: "Mit diesen Fragen [in 38-
41] prangert die Rede Gottes an, daB Hiob und die drei Freunde aus einem
Wissen um Gott ein Wissen uber Gott gemacht haben [...]:' and p. 202f.: "Ihre
selbstgerechten Urteile verfehlen die Wirklichkeit genauso wie Gott, der hinter
ihrem Gottesbild zu verschwinden droht. Indem Gott erscheint und Hiob
zurechtweist und belehrt, entzieht er ihm und den Freunden ihr Bild von Gott.
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encounter, more specifically, into a case before court, convinced as he is
of his own innocence. By this, he leaves the initiative with God.
Unexpectedly, God takes the initiative and reveals himself from his own
perspective, by pointing to creation from his point of view. This vision of
nature becomes for Job the icon - continuing the use of Marion's
vocabulary - through which he can suddenly suspect something of the
way in which God looks at the world and at him, effecting a fundamental
reversal in Job.127 This reversal, although the direct result of God's
initiative, was only possible because Job was willing to speak to God. At
the same time, Job's partly mistaken view at least left God the
opportunity to demonstrate his credibility - and his alterity - as God.

Erst dadurch wird Hiob befreit zur Begegnung mit Got[ und zur Annahme seines
Schicksals. Die Fragen nach dem `Warum' und `Wozu' des Leidens kánnen
offenbleiben, denn sie haben ihre verletzende Scharfe verloren."
127 The reversal of viewing perspective, which according to van Wolde (see
above, p. 421) constitutes the major change which Job underwent at the end of
the book, is also the main phenomenological characteris[ic of an icon as Marion
understands it. "L'icóne ne résulte pas de la vision, mais la provoque", the author
states in MAtttoN, J.-L., Dieu sans 1'être (Quadrige), Paris, Presses Universitaires
de France, 1991, p. 28. At the same time, the icon of creation does not make
visible what was invisible and incomprehensible to Job. On the contrary, Job
admits his own inability to understand, but, by adopting God's perspective, he is
able to see things in their incomprehensibility, and to revoke his desire to have
ul[imate understanding. In his highly intricate language, Marion describes the
functioning of the icon in precisely these terms: "L'invisible demeurt toujours
invisible; non pas invisible parce qu'omis par la visée (invisable), mais parce
qu'il s'agit de rendre visible cet invisible comme tel - I'inenvisageable." Job's
final reversal may, therefore, be described as turning from the idolatrous to the
iconic, as a resul[ of God's engaging in conversation with Job.
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CONCLUSIONS

T'he present study has presented a linguistic analysis of Job 12-14 based
on the functional-grammatical and cognitive-semantic cutrents in
contemporary linguistics. Its purpose was twofold: on the one hand, I
tried to demonstrate that the integration of the two methodologies
provides an analytical tool that is both linguistically pertinent and
hermeneutically relevant. At the same time, the work intended to offer a
linguistically adequate exegesis of three important chapters in the book
of Job. This double purpose - viz., refining and applying an exegetically
relevant linguistic methodology, and providing a linguistically adequate
exegesis - has its theoretical and practical limitations, described in the
opening chapters of this work; yet, it has opened new insights in the
linguistic phenomena studied and in the meaning of the chapters 12-14
in the context of the book of Job, as I hope to have shown. By way of
conclusion, I briefly summarise the main results.

As for the methodologies proposed, the results of the present study may
be summed up as follows. Although the present work is not the first
application of Functional Grammar to Biblical Hebrew, it is, to my
knowledge, the first systematic analysis of a running text on the basis of
the functionalist paradigm.' Moreover, while other functionalist studies
of Biblical Hebrew have, for good reasons, concentrated on the narrative
portions in the Hebrew Bible, the present is one of the first functionalist
investigations of poetic Biblical language. In this way, this work may
complement the existing literature in the field. As the analyses in chapter
3 and the concluding remarks in chapter 4 show, the investigations
carried out here have provided new insights in the complex phenomenon
of constituent order in Biblical Hebrew and its relation to the pragmatic

' With the exception of the analysis of Gen 17 in Ft.ooR, S. J., From Information
Structure, Topic and Focus, to Theme in Biblical Hebrew Narrative (Ph.D.-
dissertation), Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 2004, pp. 335-349.
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functions of language, both on the level of the individual clause and on
the level of a broader discourse. In particular, I hope to have shown that
also poetic language can, with good result, be studied from a
functionalist perspective, since this type of language does not display a
free constituent order, as is sometimes believed. At the same time, the
analyses have laid bare quite a few topics for further reseazch, which
could only be treated preliminarily here. Since all details about these
issues are provided in chapter 4, I will not repeat them at length here.
Suffice it to recall that some major issues concerning constituent order
deserve further study, in particular the position of the verb in the clause,
the constituent order in non-indicative clauses, and the constituent order
in clauses with the copula. Furthermore, I have also pointed to some
more specific topics for future reseazch: in particular, I have pointed to a
number of constituents of which the (default and marked) positions in the
clause have not been exhaustively described, yet.

The cognitive-semantic analyses carried out in the preceding chapters 6
and 7 have demonstrated that the semantic structure of many terms
cannot be reduced to a single abstract core meaning which can be applied
in different contexts. Rather, it has been shown that the semantic
structure of lexical items can, in most cases, best be understood as a
clustered set of partially overlapping meanings, with clearly definable
semantic relations connecting them (see e.g. the analyses of ~t]~n and
n~' hi. above). Besides being more cognitively adequate, these
descriptions have the advantage of doing right to all extant meanings of a
term, without simply filing them in a undifferentiated list, while at the
same time describing the structure holding together the different
meanings of each term without having to resort to the reductionalist
definition of an abstract core. This procedure facilitates a differentiated
description of lexical meanings as they occur in their respective textual
contexts, as e.g. the treatment of n~' hi. above demonstrates.
In addition, wherever possible, the relation between terms and their
respective conceptual domains has been analysed, in the conviction that
the meaning of terms can only be studied in function of the designations
the term makes in its related domains. In this regard, it has been shown
that all the information available about the cognitíve domain with which
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a term is related can be semantically relevant, thereby going beyond the

artificial distinction between lexical and encyclopaedic meaning.
As also shown before in a number of other publications, the application
of cognitive semantic tenets to the study of the Hebrew lexicon has

proven to yield fruitful results. At the same time, however, the specific

characteristics of the biblical corpus to some extent limit the applicability
of the cognitive semantic methodology, and asks for some adaptations.

What makes the biblical corpus different from the contemporary text-

corpora, on which cognitive-semantic studies are usually based, is firstly

its limited size, and secondly, its distance in time and space from the

researcher. A direct result of the laiter characteristic is that the relation

between terms and their respective conceptual domains is far from

directly evident to the researcher. While the semantic study of

contemporary languages can, to a great extent, take the researcher's own

world knowledge as its basis, this is completely impossible in the case of

Biblical Hebrew, for which also the information from native speakers is

lacking. What is left, then, is the textual evidence itself, which is - from

the point of view of corpus linguistics - very small, however. Also

archaeological (including material culture, iconography, epigraphy),

historical and ethnographic data can provide us with some information

with regard to the content of the conceptual domains of the speakers of

Classical Hebrew, but it will be obvious that this kind of evidence is

more informative in some domains than in others. As a result, the

researcher of Hebrew semantics is, much more than his colleague

studying contemporary languages, dependent on the study of a limited

literary corpus. This implies that also the semantic methodology

necessarily includes the meticulous registration of all the textual and
linguistic data, and hence makes use of all the research tools available for

this purpose. A cognitive-semantic approach to lexical meaning therefore

cannot supersede the lexicographical and semantic work done in the
preceding periods of historical and structuralist Hebrew semantics, but

will make fruitful use of its methods, not as a goal in itself, but as a tool.

A careful use of etymological and comparative data, a thorough analysis
of a term's syntagmatic relations, including its valency patterns, and a

balanced investigation of other terms in paradigmatic relation, will

therefore necessarily remain part of the Hebrew semanticist's toolbox, as
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the analyses in the preceding chapters have shown. The cognitive-
semantic theory does provide the framework, however, within which the
different observations can be brought together and can be accounted for
in a cognitively adequate manner.

As far as the interpretation of Job's speech is concerned, the present
study has offered a number of important insights. First of all, it has laid
bare the discursive structure of the speech by a systematic description of
each clause's pragmatic structure, and by charting the guiding discourse
topics and the most contrastive focal information in the speech. On the
basis of these insights, the close analysis of the different words and
expressions has provided a deeper understanding of the position of Job's
third speech in the discursive development of the book as a whole and it
has reaffirmed that the dialogues are not devoid of thematic
development.
The functionalist analyses of the first part of this study have led us to the
conclusion that Job's reply in 12-14 should be understood as a diptych,
with a hinge before 13:18. This division is not only called for by the
change in addressees (from the friends to God) and by the conspicuous
perfectum performativum in 13:18, but also by the change in discourse
Topics in the text. As the analyses have shown, the first part of this
speech has a richer variety in Topics than the second. In the first part,
addressed to the friends, the main discourse Topics are the relations
between Job and his friends, Job and God, and (less importantly) the
friends and God, along with the important Topics of knowledge and
speech. The second part, in which God is the addressee, is mainly
concerned with Job's fate - and by extension: the fate of all humans -
and God's relation to man. From an argumentative perspective, viz. in
the ongoing discussion between Job and his friends, and in the
developing relationship between God and Job, the Topics of knowledge
and speech are of primary importance. Nowhere else in the book does
Job oppose his own attitude and behaviour so strongly to that of the
friends than in these chapters, while this speech also contains Job's
formal call to court issued to God. The Topics of knowledge and speech
are central in the way Job understands the difference between himself
and his friends, and in his relation to God: not knowledge is what sets the
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friends and Job apart, but the way in which they speak about God, and,
more importantly, to God.
On the basis of these research results, the different terms related to the
Topics of knowledge and speech were subjected to a closer semantic
analysis. Following the tenets of cognitive semantics, the semantic
structure of each of those terms was studied, together with the conceptual
domains with which the terms are used. Subsequently, attention was paid

to the use of the terms in the book of Job in general and in Job 12-14 in
particular. In chapter 6, the rather frequent terms and expressions related
to knowledge were analysed, with particular attention for the terms ~t~~n,
1'~ and D~'. The study of those terms demonstrated that, unlike what is
repeatedly claimed in contemporary exegesis, Job and his friends do not
differ much in their way of thinking; it is not the case that the friends are
the defenders of traditional wisdom, while Job would be the advocate of
independent, empirical knowledge. Rather than confronting two modes
of thinking, Job argues in favour of the quality of his own reasoning: his
thinking is not inferior to that of the friends. If the friends and Job differ
with regard to their thinking, it is not so much because of a difference in
the way they think, but rather, in the experiences and observations on
which they base their reasoning. Moreover, the examination of the terms
in the book in general have made it clear that the dialogues between Job
and his friends are not primarily dealing with the quest of correct
understanding, even though later in the book, in particular in Job 28 and
in the divine speeches, this Topic is turned into an important
interpretative category for the book as a whole: as Newsom has argued,
Job 28 reinterprets the preceding dialogues as dealing with the quest for
transcending ~t~~n, while, in the divine speeches, God very emphatically
and repeatedly questions Job's knowledge, causing Job to acknowledge
that he spoke without knowledge. In the dialogues itself, however, the
quest for correct insight was not the central issue, and definitely not the
main point of difference between Job and his friends.
Rather, the investigation of the terms for verbal communication,
presented in chapter 7, has shown that Job and his friends differ most
fundamentally in the way in which they speak, and more particulazly, in

the way in which they involve God in their respective speeches. The
research in this chapter concentrated on the terms n~' hi. and ,~~, since
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both are used by Job in 13:3, the verse in which he most explicitly
opposes his own way of speaking (to God) to that of the friends, who
only speak lies on God's behalf. While the former term rt~' hi. is used
quite often in a legal context, its meaning was shown not to be limited to
this domain. When Job uses the term in 12-14, he does not primarily
express his wish for a court case, but rather for a direct conversation with
God. The fact that Job conceives of this conversation as a litigation later
in the chapter (as already in 9-10) has everything to do with this desire
for a discussion between equal partners: only a juridical case could
guarantee that God would not immediately overpower him. The analysis
of the frequent word rt~rt has revealed to what extent Job desires to have
a direct conversation with God. The use of the verb followed by the
preposition 5tt in 13:3, while taking up a topic which Job had been
addressing in some of his previous speeches, also constitutes a decisive
step in that development: speaking to God is a quite extraordinary thing
to ask for, given the very limited number of people who are ever said to
do so in the Hebrew Bible. More than the use of the terms R~' hi. and
~]~ alone, also the dynamics of the dialogues and of the book as whole
witness to Job's earnest desire to speak to God, as I have argued in the
final paragraph of chapter 7. In his answers to God's speeches at the end
of the book, Job gradually gives up his desire to speak, not because he is
satisfied by what God had said, but rather, because God's speech made
him look with different eyes. Moreover, Job starts to understand, as it
seems, that not his own speaking, but God's is what really matters. The
use in 42:7f. - God's fïnal words - of the same expression also employed
in 13:3, viz. 5K rt~rt, puts Job's desire for conversation in a final
perspective. In contrast to the majority interpretation of the verse as
commending Job's words about God, it is my conviction that God
praises the fact that Job at least addressed him directly, even though his
arguments were mistaken. This is what ultimately sets Job apart from his
friends, as Job himself had already stated in 13:3, and as God eventually
confirms.



GRAMMATICAL ABBREVIATIONS

Adn adnominal
Aj adjunct

(caus) causative
(comit) comitativus or accompanying~involved

person
(comm) commodi or favoured person
(comp) comparative
(conces) concessive
(cond) conditional
(consec) consecutive
(icomm) incommodi or harmed person
(lim) limitative
(loc) locative
(temp) temporal
(pred) predicative

App apposition
cj conjunction

cj(c) coordinate conjunction
cj(s) subordinate conjunction

Co complement
Co(loc) locative complement
cop copula
DO direct object
dp discourse particle
Foc focus
fp focus particle
in interrogative particle
Inf infinitive
inj interjection
IO indirect object
mw modal word
neg negation
P predicate

P(V) verbal predicate
P(N) nominal predicate
P(Pa) participial predicate

PO prepositional object
prep preposition
prex predicator of existence
Rel relative clause
S subject
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sf suffixed
Top topic

GivTop given topic
NewTop new topic
ResTop resumed topic
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVAI'TING

Deze studie biedt een linguïstische analyse van Job 12-14 gebaseerd op
de functioneel-grammaticale en cognitief-linguïstische stromingen
binnen de hedendaagse linguïstiek. Het doel van deze studie is tweeledig:
enerzijds heb ik willen aantonen dat de integratie van beide
methodologieën een analytisch instrument biedt dat zowel linguïstisch
adequaat als hermeneutisch relevant is. Anderzijds wil deze studie ook
een linguïstisch verantwoorde exegese bieden van drie belangrijke
hoofdstukken in het boek Job. Deze dubbele doelstelling heeft haar
theoretische en praktische beperkingen; desalniettemin heeft ze nieuwe
inzichten geboden in de bestudeerde linguïstische fenomenen en in de
betekenis van de hoofdstukken 12-14 in de context van het boek Job.
In een inleidend hoofdstuk wordt uiteengezet op welke wijze Functionele
Grammatica en Cognitieve Semantiek elkaar kunnen aanvullen en hoe de

integratie van beide benadering hermeneutisch relevant kan zijn.

Vervolgens valt het boek uiteen in twee delen, een eerste deel waarin de
pragmatische structuur van de hoofdstukken 12-14 wordt on[leed, en een

tweede deel waarin een aantal sleuteltermen uit deze hoofdstukken aan

een cognitief-semantische analyse worden onderworpen.
De resultaten van dit onderzoek situeren zich zowel op het niveau van de
gehanteerde methodologie(ën) als op het niveau van de exegese van de
hoofdstukken uit het boek Job.
Wat methodologie betreft, kunnen de resultaten als volgt worden
samengevat. Hoewel de huidige studie niet de eerste toepassing is van de
Functionele Grammatica op het Bijbels Hebreeuws, is het, bij mijn
weten, de eerste systematische analyse van een langere tekst op basis van
het functionele paradigma. Daarenboven is het een van de eerste
functionele analyses van poëtische bijbelse taal, waar eerdere studies
zich, om goede redenen, veelal hebben beperkt tot de narratieve delen
van de Hebreeuwse Bijbel. In dit opzicht kan dit werk het bestaande
onderzoek aanvullen.
Het onderzoek biedt nieuwe inzichten in het complexe fenomeen van de
Hebreeuwse woordvolgorde en in de relatie hiervan tot de pragmatische
functies van de taal, zowel op het niveau van de zin, als van het bredere
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discours. In het bijzonder hoop ik te hebben aangetoond dat ook
poëtische taal vanuit een functioneel perspectief kan worden bestudeerd,
aangezien deze taal geen volledig vrije woordvolgorde kent, zoals soms
wordt aangenomen. Tegelijk heeft dit onderzoek een aantal punten aan
het licht gebracht die verder onderzoek behoeven.
De cogni[ief-semantische analyses uit het tweede deel hebben
aangetoond dat de semantische structuur van vele termen niet kan
worden gereduceerd tot een abstracte kernbetekenis die vervolgens in
verschillende contexten kan worden toegepast. Veeleer is het zo dat de
semantische structuur van lexicale termen in de meeste gevallen het beste
kan worden omschreven als een set van elkaar deels overlappende
betekenissen met duidelijk identificeerbare onderlinge semantische
relaties. Nog afgezien van het feit dat deze benadering cognitief gezien
het meest adequaat is, heeft deze benadering het voordeel recht te kunnen
doen aan alle bestaande betekenissen van een term, zonder ze in een
ongedifferentieerde lijst op te sommen, terwijl ze tegelijk de
onderliggende semantische structuur die de verschillende betekenissen
van de term samenhoudt kan beschrijven zonder deze te reduceren tot
een abstracte kernbetekenis. Tegelijk is ook aangetoond dat alle
informatie betreffende het cognitieve domein waarmee de term is
verbonden, semantisch relevant kan zijn. Daarmee wordt ook het
artificiële onderscheid tussen linguïstische en encyclopedische betekenis
opgeheven.
Ook wat de interpretatie van Jobs antwoord in 12-14 betreft, biedt deze
studie een aantal belangrijke inzichten. Ten eerste maakt dit onderzoek
de discursieve structuur van de toespraak zichtbaar door een
systematische beschrijving van de pragmatische structuur van elke zin en
door het in kaart brengen van de belangrijkste Topics en de meest
contrastieve focale informatie in deze hoofdstukken. De semantische
analyse van de belangrijkste termen in Jobs antwoord biedt tegelijk een
dieper inzicht in de plaats van deze hoofdstukken in de discursieve
opbouw van het gehele boek en bevestigt dat de dialogen wel degelijk
een thematische ontwikkeling kennen.
De functionele analyse van Job 12-14 leidt tot het besluit dat deze
hoofdstukken moeten worden gelezen als een tweeluik, met een scharnier
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vlak voor 13:18. Deze verdeling wordt niet alleen ingegeven door de
wisseling in addressanten en door het opmerkelijke perfectum
performativum in 13:18, maar ook door de verandering in Topics in de
tekst. Vanuit argumentatief oogpunt, m.a.w. gezien vanuit de
voortgaande discussie tussen Job en zijn vrienden en vanuit de
evoluerende relatie tussen Job en God, zijn de Topics van kennis en van
communicatie van centraal belang. Nergens anders in het boek plaatst
Job zijn eigen houding en handelen zo sterk tegenover dat van zijn
vrienden als in deze hoofdstukken, terwijl deze toespraak ook Jobs
formele dagvaarding van God bevat. In de manier waarop Job het
verschil ziet tussen hemzelf en zijn vrienden, en in zijn relatie tot God
nemen de Topics van kennis en communicatie een centrale plaats in: niet
kennis is wat de vrienden onderscheidt van Job, maar veeleer de manier
waarop zij over God, en vooral: tot God spreken.
Op basis van deze resultaten, worden de termen voor kennis en voor
communicatie aan een nader semantisch onderzoek onderworpen. In
hoofdstuk 6 worden de termen en uitdrukkingen voor kennis
geanalyseerd, met bijzondere aandacht voor de termen ~t~~n,1'S and t7~'.
De studie van deze termen toont aan dat, in tegenstelling tot wat
herhaaldelijk wordt beweerd in de hedendaagse exegese, Job en zijn
vrienden niet op een verschillende manier denken. Het is niet zo dat de
vrienden de verdedigers zijn van de traditionele wijsheid, terwijl Job de
voorstander van onafhankelijke empirische kennis zou zijn. Eerder dan
twee manieren van denken tegenover elkaar te plaatsen, verdedigt Job de
kwaliteit van zijn eigen denken: zijn denken is niet minderwaardig. Als
Job en zijn vrienden al verschillen met betrekking tot hun denken, dan is
het niet zozeer in de manier waarop ze denken, maar wel in de
ervaringen en observaties waarop zij hun denken baseren. Daarenboven
maakt de analyse van deze termen in het gehele boek duidelijk dat de
dialogen tussen Job en zijn vrienden niet in de eerste plaats handelen
over de zoektocht naar correct begrip, ook al wordt dit thema een
belangrijke interpretatiesleutel later in het boek, met name in Job 28 en in
Gods antwoord. In de dialogen zelf, achter was de zoektocht naar juist
inzicht niet het centrale thema en in ieder geval niet het punt van verschil
tussen Job en zijn vrienden.
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Het onderzoek naar de termen voor communicatie in hoofdstuk 7 maakt
daarentegen duidelijk dat Job en zijn vrienden fundamenteel verschillen
in de manier waarop ze spreken en meer in het bijzonder in de manier
waarop ze God betrekken in hun spreken. Het onderzoek concentreert
zich op de termen rt~' hi. and ~~~ aangezien dit de termen zijn die Job
zelf gebruikt in 13:3, het vers waarin hij zijn eigen manier van spreken
het duidelijkst tegenover dat van de vrienden plaatst. Hoewel de eerste
term, n~' hi., vaak in een juridische context wordt gebruikt, is zijn
betekenis niet tot dit domein beperkt. Wanneer Job de term gebruikt in
12-14, drukt hij niet zozeer zijn verlangen naar een rechtszaak, dan wel
zijn verlangen naar een direct gesprek met God uit. Het feit dat Job zich
dit gesprek als een rechtszaak voorstelt in deze hoofdstukken (zoals reeds
in 9-10) heeft alles te maken met zijn verlangen naar een gesprek tussen
gelijkwaardige partners: alleen een rechtszaak kan garanderen dat God
hem niet onmiddellijk zou overdonderen. Het onderzoek naar de term
~~~ brengt aan het licht hoezeer Job naar dit gesprek uitziet. Het gebruik
van dit werkwoord gevolgd door het voorzetsel 5tt in 13:3 markeert een
beslissende stap in Jobs verlangen naar communicatie: tot God willen
spreken is een uitzonderlijk verzoek, getuige het zeer kleine aantal
mensen dat hiertoe in de Hebreeuwse Bijbel de kans krijgt. Meer dan het
gebruik van deze termen alleen getuigt ook de dynamiek van de dialogen
en van het hele boek van Jobs verlangen tot God te spreken. In zijn
antwoorden op Gods toespraak ziet Job af van zijn verlangen tot God te
spreken; niet zozeer omdat hij genoegen neemt met wat God heeft
gezegd, maar eerder omdat Gods spreken hem met nieuwe ogen heeft
leren zien. Daarenboven begint Job in te zien dat het niet zijn eigen
spreken is dat telt, maar dat van God. Het gebruik van de uitdrukking
5N ~~rt in 42:7f, Gods laatste woorden, plaatst Jobs verlangen te spreken
in een finaal perspectief. In tegenstelling tot de meerderheidsopvatting, is
het mijn overtuiging dat God Job prijst omdat deze hem tenminste direct
heeft aangesproken, ook al waren zijn argumenten verkeerd. Dit is wat
Job uiteindelijk van zijn vrienden onderscheidt, zoals Job in 13:3 al had
aangegeven, en zoals God uiteindelijk ook bevestigt.
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